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THEME
The recent past has seen a great proliferation of avionics equipment and subsystems

to meet new and expanded mission requirements resulting in very large systems.
Not only are the actual numbers increasing. but also they are now appearing in all
parts of the frequency spectrum, many of them simultaneously.
The application of these systems in aircraft and the resulting mobility of the ground
forces results in a very dynamic ever-changing highly interactive environment.
Within the equipment and the subsystems themselves we have witnessed a dramatic
change in the technology used. The use of spread spectrum, new synthesizer techniques,
large scale integrated cirl-uits, multiplexing of antennas, new power generation and switching
techniques are but a few. New levels of interference are being encountered as a result of a
greater number and closer spacing of channels and the utilization of new energy levels,
and at the same time a desire to go further into the noise to receive desired signals.
Therefore, it would seem appropriate to re-examine this area and provide a reassessment of how we can provide new systems to meet an operational requirement on a costeffective basis.
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SUMMARY

The terms electromagnetic noise, interference, and compatibility are defined, and some of the different definitions for these terms
in current usage are discussed with emphasis on international definitions.
For this paper, noise Is defined as all electromagnetic energy except that assuciated with the
Categories of noise are specified according to source:
desired signal for a specific system of interest.
undesired signals from intentional radiators, noise from intentional radiators other than the desired
Interference is
signal from that radiator, and the noise that is generated by unintentional radiators.
the
considered to be an undesirable effect of electromagnetic noise upon a system or subsystem (i.e.,
Electromagnetic compatibility is the
degradation produced) rather than as a cause or source of noise.
condition that prevails when telecom•nications equipment is collectively perfomuing its individually
assigned functions in a commo electromagnetic environment without causing or suffering unacceptable
interference.
Selected aspects of the fundamentals of noise, interference, and compatibility are discuseed, and suggested definitions for theae terse are offered for the purpose of this M-eting.

1.

DMROOL'CTION
The radio irequency spectrum is

a reusable quantity having the dimensions of frequency,

time,

and

spacei and our telecoinilcations* systems are users of this "invisible resource," as LEVIN (1971) has
calls$ it.
The maltidimensional spectrum is occupied primarily by electromagnetic noise from natural
and man-made sources; desired signals for any given system account for only a small part of it (Fig. 1).
To get our telecomimni.cations systems to operate effectively together while sharing this resource we must
analyses, measurements, data bases, and
employ the tools of modern spectrum engineering and managment:
coordination processes (JTAC, 1988).
In peacetJm-, we mast accomplish this within the framework of the
international regulatory process (ITU, 1968, 1971, 1973), and during wartime we must accomplish this
through coordination among allies.
The topic of this meeting is electromagnetic noise (EDN), interference (EDI), and compatibility
For a given system, electromagnetic
(EMC); and the subject of this paper is detinitions and fundamentals.
noise is all
the electromagnetic energy in the environment of that system exclusive of that forming the
Electromagnetic interference is considered here
desired signal.
EMN exists as a fact of life
(Fig. 1).
only as an undesirable effect, namely the effect of degradation of the aperational performance of a telecommanications system fr systems by EiM. The important topic of electronic warfare (EW) is not within
It can be viewed
the scope of this paper.
Electromagnetic compatibility is many things to many people.
as a goal that Is achieved when systems or subsystems are able to function adequately in their operational environment without experiencing or cauaing unacceptable intwrfrence.
EMC also can be considered
This latter
Interpretation is most consistent with
to be the condition of having reached the goal.
A useful distinction exists between design EiC
common (nontechnical) usage of the term compatibility.
and operational EIC.
In many cas..es it is butter to obtain the "solution" during the design of a system
The relationship between EDN, LII
EM,
without waiting for the "problem" to occur during actual operations.
Definitions of these terms that Are in commson usage
and spectrum engineering is Illustrated In Fig. 2.
are discussed in Sec. 2, and definitions suggested for use during this meeting are presented in Sec. 4.2.
to say much that is new regarding the most basic fundamentals of electromagnetic
It is difficult
Textbooks already exist (e.g., COOK, A. H., 1971; FICCHI, R. F.,
noise, interference, and compatibility.
1971; TAYLOR, R. E., 1971; WHITE, D.R.J., 1971s, 19Wib, 1973; DUFF. W. G. and WHITE, D.R.J., 1972;
1972), and they are being improved.
It Is useful to categorize the noise sources
EVEL IFT, W. W. Jr.,
that contribute to the composite electromagnetic noise environment according to .heir origin (natural
or man-made) and, for the man-made sources, according to whether the source of the radiation (or indu,Additional subcategories are sentioned
tion or conduction) is an intentional radiator or not (Fig. 3).
In Sec. 3.1 The papers in the remainder of this session will presumably address most of these subcategories, discusa their technical characterivti"s and comment on their contribution to the composite

Telecommunications, as used here, is broadly defined to mean any transmission, emission or reception
of signs, signals, writing, images, and sounds or information of any nature by wire, radio, visual or
other electromagnetic systems.

1.2

-

electromagnetic noite environment.

The units in which the noise (from all the sources) is measured are

Some
fundamental; the present situation in confused because of lack of standsrdisstion (see Appendix).
of tUh fundamentals of the equally important topics of the effects of noise on specific systems of interest (i.e., description of the interfprence it causes to theme systems) and oitlgation of the negwtive
aspects of the effects by spectrum engineering to produce ENC are discussed briefly.
2.

DFINITIONS

2.1.

Scope of Definition Clscussion

The term spectrum engineering was coined long ago and was used as part of the title
for the Joint
Technical Advisory Committee (JTAC) [ol the Institute of Electrical and 2lectronica Enineers (193E) and
the U.S. Electronics Industries Association (1IA)] report on the topics of noise, interference, compatibility
and related matters (JTAC, 1966):
"Spectrum Zagineering-The Key to Progress."
Agreement on
basic definitions is a requisite for progress in all disciplines including spectrum engineering.
Standardization of the definitions of general engineering terms, as well as the special ters
used
in spectrum engineering and management is necessary not only from the standpoint of technical needs but
al;o from the standpoint of regulatnry (legal), economic and even social and political needs.
Occasionally conflicts arise among these needs that imp&ct directly on the definitions.
Within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) community, standard definitions for the principal electromagnetic
symbols have been moot recently summarised by HALLEY (1974).
These symbols represent some of the basic
building blocks for sound spectrum engineeriag; standardization of the units for these symbols is importent.
Even acronyms and abbreviations are amng the useful tools (e.g., WHITE, D.R.J., 1971c), and unnecessary confusion results when the same &cronym is used for different things.
Certain terms are required specifically for working in the area of spectrum engineering and management. At the international regulatory level, the International Telecomminication Union (ITU) Is the
recognized authority.
The ITU obtains its pri!aary technical 4uput from the International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) whicb itself
draws on support from other groips.
Some of these speelal terms
have been defined and agreed upon within nonregulatory international groups, such as the International
Electrotechnical Commission (JEC) which Is affil.ated wit' the International C.-•gnization for Standardization.
Other term enjoy national definitions (e.g., the American National Standards Institute, ANSI,
equivalent organizations in other countries), and still other terms are defined to facilitate
the work
of specific groups some of which, such as the IEEE, have international memberships.
The IEEE defers to
the IEC whenever possible (IEEE, 1972).
NATO has generated soms definitions (e.g., NATO, 1972).
The Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development (AGARD) functionally supplements NATO in a manner
somewhat analogous to that in which the CCIk supplements the ITU.
LEIVE (1970) and BURTON (1972, 19/3)
discuss som of the organizational and functional relationships of some of these 'ntarnational bodies;
but the exact details of these relationships, as they pertain to the definitions of technical terms, are
difficult
to construct in a simplified format.
It may be observed that there is some considerable variation among definitions of even the most basic terms within the stanlard references of these groups.
In
addition to the terms in these "standard" references, there are certain terms of controversy that have
not yet achieved even the level of agreement and consistency as those in the references (e.g., soot of
the terms used by national groups or subgroups).
Still
other terms remain as yet undefined and in need
of definition.
The terms that form the title
of this meeting, electeomagnetic noise, interference, and
compatibility, will
each be addressed in greater detail and a few other terms will
be mentioned to represent examples of the terms of controversy and ý:erms still
requiring some definitionl.
Some conments are
also made on the standard definitions for general engineering practice and the modifications or additions
to them that are necessary when they are applied to spectrum engineering.

"and

2.2

International Regulato,-y Definitions of Noise,

2.2.1.

Interference and Compatibility

Background

There are no regulatory (legal' definitions of either electromagnetic noise or electromagnetic
compatibility at the ialternational level, although the CCIR wor).s on noise and compatibility problems
(e.g., CCIRI 1964, 1974); however, there are regulatory definitions of interference (MTU, 1968, 1973).
International activities can and do provide useful inputs to tie regulatory processes of individual countries
even when no international regulations apply.
For examrle, some of the recommendations of the
International Special Cowittee on Radio Interference (CISPR, see STUMPERS, F. L., 1970, 1971, 1973) have
been incorporated into the regulatory processes of several countries regarding limits of emissions from
specific types of devices.
The CISPR also makes inputs to the CCIR, as do other international groups,
e.g., the International Union of Radio Science (UPSI).

!I

2.a.2.

Interforenct

The intern~ational regulatory (legal) definitions of interference are generated by the IU
term harmful intercuronce ham been In use for a long time. It io defined in Article 1. No. 93 of the
19611):
IT1' Radto Regulations (MlU,

"Harmful Interference: Any saisstion, radiation or induction which indongerm the functioning of
a radionavigation merviceo or of other safety services, or seriously degrades, obatructo or reVieatedly Interrupts a radiocommsinication mor 43o."
At it. moot recent Plenipotentiary Conference in Toa'remolistom, Bpaln, In 1973, the L'FUreaffirmed In
Articlea 4, Purposes of the Union, that the Union shall in particuilar:
1.a) effect allocation of tase rad'o frequency spectrum and registration of radio frequency astignutents in~order to avoid harm. .alinterference between radio stations of different countries;
It) coordinate efforts to eliminate harmful interfeorence between radio stations of different
(Italics added by author.)
votantries alid to Improve the use made of the radio frequency spectrum."
Prior to the world Administrative Radio Conference on S~pace To leoommuniLosttons (ITU, WAAC-ST)
tin1971, harmful Interference was the only term'with an international regulatory meaning. In the United
States this term has beent pert of national regulatory process for many year. (Orr, 1974; FCC, 1974), and
At the ITt!, WARC-aI in 1971, the concept of planned
we believe that thin is the case in Other cointriesim
interferonve wasmIntroduced, and the tormso aceoptable (or unaccoptable)" andi "permissible' interference
wwere usedi. Definitions; of those torso were not included In the Final Aets of the WAIIC..8 (ITU, WAIIC--ST,
1070). However, Recommendations Spa 2-15, liars. 2J.12, requestod the MCIR to study the term. "acceptabl"
(01' UnaLCceptale011) anl harmful interferencei" with a view toward formulating clear definitions. In Pars.
o
iae~ain the CCItt wait asked it)ostudy the criteria of permissible Interference
2.5. etf thin satme
for the variosm sPlnce and te~rrestrial radio v'ommamni.atioil services sharing the frequently bands allocated
by the WAIIC-ar. Study Group I (Spectrum Utili,ýation andi Monitoring) 4 of the LVIII addressedt the matter
of definitions of interference in Geneva in February and Marcoh of this year and again in July (CCIII. 1974)
andi agreedl to retain% the definition of fisirtfut intorfereinct mstted above with the replacement of "Any
The
emission, radiation or iniluction whivh endangers .. ." by "Any Interference which endlangeors .....
VVJH Study Utroip I madto the* following obsorvat ions: "To avoid ambiguities, it is desirable to define,
it~iorf before, dofikingt tiuali fivt'ionm or graduations of It. Since the sole
the term 'IntelforencetI
xIraot irnforation from it wanited emission, it appenar reasoonabile to
IvIrpose of a4s'ecev ingl systemt in to ..
judlgiv
unwatnted cloergy by Its %$(feet oilsuch wanlted xjnforoaatiun, and to defin'. that effec0t as linterrferene."

"InterSeveral definitions were puat forward. The definition preferred by Study U~a1was:
in
fereince. Theo effect of %one oi- ak ombination of umiscir-otis radiations, or inductions upon receptltio
A radiotionasliaaitioll system. Manlifested by any degradation, misrepresentation, or 1-4ms of Information
which could be extractod tin the absonvo of saach unwantedt eneirgy."

rhp effect of unwanted energy represented by
An alterniative suoggeotitrn was: " listeorference.
radliations, Or inducItions, upon reception In a ratiocoomunicatton
one or a cowbinotion of emissiomnsi,
system, manifested by any itamlegaation, misrepresentation or looss of Information."
The effect of uinwanted energy
"luteirferonce.
A simpler dofinitiont has also bruen suggslitedt:
vomprised of one orta combinationa of emisoions, radliatioins, or Inductions, upon reception in a radiocoiMaunivation sysitems."
The CCIII Study (Iroup I also observed that tinconnection with Radio Regulationas (ITU, 1066,

l'.1.there toisneed for a term for a signal determined to be a cause of Interference:
An emission, radiation, or inductioin originating in a radiooommunication
"InterfEringý
ign.
is dotermined to be the causeu of interference."
system, which11
At% undesimred signal htig the potential titcause interference, Lot It doos not bstcome an interfering signal
until it has claised degradationi.
NO for-mal MCIRI Iec..".Cn~dation Was forthcoming, even after considerable effort was made to reach
This observation toisnt made as a
atgreement oil the defintition ov ajais most basic term, interference.
criticism. On the conitrary, tlteCCIII Study Group I is to be commended for its efforts. The report
(CC1i1, 19)74) was accetevsd by the XllIth%I'lenary Assembly of the CCIR tin Genova tinJuly. This example

Aniad iioc working group onldefinitions, chaired by Mr. It.C. Kirby (PHA, currently Director. CCIII,
Geneva), provided a focal point for Weisimlrsiini much of the inforaation contained tinthe remainder of
Sec. 2.2.2.

illustrates that considerable effort will be required to obtain international regulatory definitions of
WO

mI.

CW,and related terms.
The term "unacceptable Interference" was used in

the Final Acts,

WARC-8T in

Sec.

IX,

Space

Radio Tolocamunication Services, 470VA, Spa 2, Papa. 25. regarding protection for geostationary satellites
from nongeostationary ipace stations in the fixed-satellite service (and their associated earth
stations), and footnote 47OVA.1, Spa 2 added that "The level of unacceptable interference shall be fixed
by agreement betwe
the administrations concerned, using relevant OCIR Recommendatioas as a guide."
This same footnote is repeated as 470V2.l In Par&. 26, regarding satellite
networks.
These termn were
used without precise definition in the Final Acts of the WARC-BT (1971) and became part of the ITU Radio
Regulations on 1 January 1972.
When the CCIR Study Gro-p 1 addressed defining acceptable (or unacceptable)
interference at its February-March 1974 meeting in Geneva, other terms (e.g., permissible interference)
also were discussed:
"Therc may be associated with sho p4,ig
az ororatton of any service, or with any frequencysharing situation, a low degree of tnterferonoe, or a sharing criterion, which Af complied with,
is Intended to assure satisfactory performance.
This degree of interference is variously referred to as negligible, tolerable, permissible, etc.
System planning and coordination msut be
conducted on such a basist,
relying on qtomntitativo predictive tools which allow predicted interforence to be bounded by suitable quantitative criteria.
Such criteria may be agreed internationrlly In the C.C.I.R. or adopted as a matter of Radio Regulation.
A definition is proposed which emphasizes the authoritative nature of the international agreements required for
quantitative criteria

for such permissible Interference:

"Permissible interference.
Observed or predicted interference which complies with
quantitative interference and sbaring criteria
contained in the Radio Regulations
or in Rocomendations of the C.C.I.R. or in regional agreements as provided for in
the Radio Regulations."
"In

certain services,

interference not complying with the criteria

for permissible inter-

ference, may be regarded Imediately as harmful.
In other services, there may exist a range
of interference between permissible interference and harmful interference, in which the
interference may be accepted by agreement between the administrations concerned or may be
regarded as unacceptable.
Views representing various services are contained in the documents
of several Study Groups."
There was general agreement that as one escalated from no interference toward harmful interference one would next have permissible interference.
Figure 4 give, a general Interpretation and
references to CCIR documents used as working papers at the meeting.
Two basic questions were involved:
(1) Should there be a range of severity of interference between hrumful (as historically defined) and
permissible (as defined above) for the various types of service, and (2) if such a grey area or "margin"
were to be defined what should it be called? Representatives of most of the types of service (except
broadcasting and radio astronomy) concluded that there should be such a grey area, but no real concensus
emerged about what to call it.
Some delegates expressed the view that definitions of the concept of acceptable or unacceptable
interference attempt to define the obvious.
Instead of definitions, the following explanatory text was
suggested:
"Permissible interference and harmful interference could have in some radiocoamunication services
different quantitative values so that there exists between these two values a margin in which
a given interference exceeding the permissible interference
is accepted mutually by agreemernt
between the administrations concerned.
The 'acceptable interference' and 'unacceptable Interference' referred to in the Radio Reguiations are situated in this margin."
r

Nevertheless, a number of delegations felt
following definition was discussed:

that a definition should be considered,

and the

"Acceptable (or Accepted) interference.
Interference which does not, or does not appear to,
comply with quantitative criteria
for permissible interference, but Ia nevertheless 11y agreement

between the administrations concerned, considered to be acceptable for an existing or planned
system, without prejudice to services of other administrations."
The conclusion reached by the CCIR in

Geneva read as follows:

"Tentative, and In some cases alternative, definitions have been suggested for interference,
interfering signal, harmful Interference, permissible interference and acceptable (or unacceptable) intorforeroe.
"Further study of t'aso terms, and efforts to apply their definitions in practical planning
mad operational aituu,61o,-, may be expected to lead to their improvement or replacement by
the time of the XlVth Plensey Assembly in advance of the planned 1979 Administrative Radio

Conference.

In

particular,

service-oriented Study Groups are urged to consider the quantita-

tive interference ane sharing criteria
tative definitions."

which will be essential to meaningful use of the quail/

The author believes than1 a ma-gin or grey area should be defined betwee.. permtosible and harmfui
interference for use by certain types of service.
The aut;hor prefers a scale of severity of interferetice:
non&-P permissibloe
negotliblf-. barmful.
The term none would equate to the condition of no degradation.
PermiasIble *mi.d correspond to the amount of degradation permitted under the ITU Rules and Regulations.
Negotiable would correspond to more degradation than that permitted by the ITU Rules a.n Regulations but
less than any of the interested parties would final'y agree was truly harmful (as defined in. the IThT
Rules and Regulation.),
Such a negetiated level of interference would, after negotiation, be "acceptable"
to the negotiating parties but it would not apply to others.
Various proposed levels in this grey area
upon which agreement has not been reached might be termed "unacceptable" prior to agreement on a final
"acceptable" level.
These terms are qualitative; the boundaries between tne categories still
require
analysis and technical cuantification.
After this quantification has boen accomplished for each type of
service the boundaries could be plotted on an absolute s:ale analogous tc the relative scale used in
Fig. 4.
When this io done, the boundaries probably will not be aligned evenly an they are in the conceptual representation of Fig. 4.
The boundary between none and permissible coulu correspond to the minimium
interference threshold (MIT, e.g., KRAVITZ, F., 1973), and the bourndary bevween permisnible and negotiable
could be quantified by the CCIR for the varlous typos of service.
There may be utility
to a firm bundnry
between permissible and negotiable, while it may be useful to leave the ooundary between negotiable and
harmful subject to interpretation on a case-by-case basis.
2.3.

International Technical Definitions of Electromignotic

2.3,1.

Noiso,

Interferunze,

and Compatibility

Electromagnetic Noise

There are no NATO or Allied Communication Publicatin, (ACP) definitions of electromagnetic noise
(JCF, 1971/1973).
Tht, definitions of electromagnetic noise available from several other sources are
observed to be different, and the terms ncise and disturbance are som.etimes used interchangeably (Table 1).
TABLE 1

DEFINITIONS OF E'LECTROMAGNrIC NaIXE AM•DELECTRRMAGNETIC DIaTURBANCE

Term

IEEE Dictionary, 1972

Electromagnetic
noise

IEC International Electrotechnica!

Vo'2abulary

(IEV),

1913

An electromagnetic! disturbance
that In not of A sinusoidal

An electromognetic phenomenon that does not 'orrespond
with cuy signal and that is uaually impulsive and random

character,

but may be of a periodic nature.
Note:
In some countries, periodic phenomena are not
encompassed by the term "noise."

Electromagnetic
disturbance

an electromagnetic pheiiomenon
that may be superimposed on a

wanted signal.

Electromagnetic noise which is
imposed on a wanted signal.

liable to be super-

Note:
and in

The two terms above have very similar meanings
some countries the definitl.ons may be the reverse of those given above.

Some of the terms in the IEEE Dictionary (1972) were submitted to the IEC in the preparation of the International Electrotechnical Vocabulary (IEV; IEC, 1973) by the IEEE Group-27 on EMC.
It is interesting
to note that the IEEE Dictionary attributes at least part of ito source for the definition of electromagnetic noise to CISPR, which prepared Chapter 902 of the IEV.
The point of all this
is not to find
fault with either the IEC or the IEEE* but to note that there are still inconsistencies among their documents regarding the definition of electromagnetic noise.
These inconsistencies are most difficult
for
the neophyte who attempts to use "standard" terminology when writing a paper or report or attempts to
read one.
The author's personal preference is to consider all electromagnetic energy but that conveyirg
the Intelligence in a desired (wanted) signal (or energy required to extract the intelligence such as
reference tone) a. electromagnetic noise.
2.3.2.

Interference

This topic was discussed in the international regulatory sense in Sec. 2.2.
Here the discussion
focuses on additional technical aspects.
There are two bestic causes of confusion regarding the term interference:
(1) The term is commonly used to describe both a cause (i.e.,
source, eg.,
ZCS 1971/1973;

The IEzn Dlctiouary states that the IEEE Technical Committeez have been instructed to give preference
to IN Recommendations, and obviously the 1EC has benefitted from many IEEE suggestions.

ili

NATC, 1972) ald an effect on a victim system (e.g.,p IZEC, 1973).
Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary
(1974) doflnoe A1zterfstrence as "confuuioa of received radio signals due to strays or undesired signals,"
S

//

and also as "something that produces such confusion"; and the IEEE Dictionary recognires the fact that
both uses of the term are common (IEEE, 1972).
The IEEE definition applies to signal transmission systoms.
Table 2 6ummarizos these definitions.
(2) The terms noise and interference ere commonly used

TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF DEFINITIONS OF INTERFERENCE

r

Term and Definition

IEC, IV
1973

SJCS
1971/

Electromagnetic interference:
Impairment of che reception of a wanted electromagnetic signil caused by an unwanted eloctromagnetic signal, or by an alectromagnetli
disturbance.
Interference:
equipmelt.

Any electrical disturbance which causes undesirable responses

in electr'onic

1973
NATO
1972

interference:
Interference is define, ap any electrical or electrmmagnetic disturbance.
phenomenon, signal or emission, manmade or natural, which causes or CAn cause undesirttu re&ponse, malfunctioning or degradation of performance of electrical and electronic equipment,
or premature and undesired location, detection or discovery by enemy forcet, except deliberately generated

IEEE
1972

interference (electronic countermeasures).

anterference:
Either extraneous power, that tends to interfere with the reception of thq desired signuls, or the disturb-ince of signals that refults.
Note:
Interference can be produced by both natuial ,,nd manmade sources either external or
internal to the signal transmissiun system.

lioerchangeably.
The author's preference is to consider noise as a eas;,e and the interference that may
result as an effect.
The JCS (1971/1975) dofinition uf harmful interference is identical to that given
by ITU (1968) except that it adds "operating in accordance with international regulations" to the end of
the

ITU definition.

2,3.3.

Electromagnetic Compatibility
The term electromagnetic

compatibility was coined to give a positive focus to the field of

endeavor that had previously been called radio frequency interference (RFI) and prior to 1964 the IEEL
Transactions on Electromagnetic Compatibility were called IEEE Transactions on Radio Frequency Interference.
As stated in Soc. 1, ENC is many things to maay people.
To some it is a goal toward which to
st'ive
In desigining and planning for the deployment of systems.
To others it Is an operational state
in which harmful interference does not exist.
There is no definition of EVIC in ACP 167(C), as promulgated by the JCS (1971/1973).
To the IEEE (1972), IEC (1973), and NATO (1t73), it is a capability of
electronic equipment or systems as described in Table 3. All tharee of these definitions are similar to
the U.S. Departmont of Defense definition (DCO, 1967/1972), which has been a. ed to Table 3 for comparison.
tABLE 3

SourceDef

DE'INITIOaNS OF ELECTROMAGNErIC COMPATIBILITY

ion

IEEE,
1972

The capabitity nf electronic equipments or systems to be operated in
electromafnetlc environment at designed levels of efficiency.

IEC,
1973

The ability of signals and interference to coexist without loss of the information contained
in the wanted signal.

HATO,
1973

The capability of aircraft electrical and electronic systems, subsystems, assemblies and equipment to operate, as installed on an aircraft, without experiencing degradation of performance
beyond specification limits due to mutual Interference.

DOD
1967/
1972

El, etromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is the condition which prevails when telecommunicati.ns
equipment is collectively performing its individually designed functions in a common electromagnetic environment without causing or suffering unacceptable degradation due to unintentional electromagnettc interference to or from other equipment system in the same environment.

the intended operational

The NATO (1973) definition is limited to aircraft applications; and, appropriately, there has been a
major emphasis on intrasyste, EMC.
A discussion of the analysis of intrasystem EMC in large ground and
aerospace syttema has been given by HIEBERT and SCHARFF (1974) and a discussion of intersystem EMC was
griven by DUTF (1973).
DUFF (1973) also discussed the advantages and disadvantages of both measurements
and analysis for this class of ENC problems.
The author prefers the NATO, DOD, and IEEE definitions to the IEC definition because the latter
does not allow for planned interference (see Sec. 2.2.2.) which, while causing some loss of information,
is not 'harmful."
A good case can be made for considering EMC to be a condition as well as the capability
to achieve a condition (e.g., as pertinent to operational and design EMC, respectively).

rI

2.4.

National Administration and Group Definitions

Many of 1;he internatienal definition* discussed in the preceding paragraphs are adopted by national
It
adminintratlons and groups and theie groups suggest definitions to the international organizations.
is beyond the scepe of this paper to do more tlban acknowledge that numerous definitions of noise, InterIt might be noted in passAng that the U.S. DODX(1967/
ferance, ard compatibi'lty exist at this level.
1972) 'ound it convonient to diatingulsh between design sad operational c(.1'patibility:
"Design compatibility fs SW achieved by incorporation of engineering characteristics or features in all electromagnetic radiating and receiving equipments (including antennas) in order
to eliminate or reject undesired signals, either self generated or external, and enhance
operattng capabilities in the presence of ratural or man-made electromagnetic noise.
-ompatibllity is EMC n•chieved Iy the application of C-E equipment flexibility
to
operation in homoreneouo o0r haterugeueou4 environments of C-E equipensure interferenc -,rre
ments.
It involves the application of saind frequency management and clear concepts and doctrines to maximize operational effectiveness.
It .elles ;aeavil; on initial
achievement of design compAtibility."
Operational

2.5. Terms of Controversy
It may anear that at the inturnational regulatory level all definitions involve terms of controversy
except, yerbcpa, harmful interference, which is usefully vague and which has been employed for a long
time.
A number o> differences still
remain to be worked out at the international technical level between the defiritlons pt forth by the IEC, IEEE, etc.
Controversy still
exists, for example, over the
vari•ous definitions of system and subsystem.
The IEEE (1972) defines system as "an integrated whole even
though composed of dAverse, interacting, specialized structure and subjunctions," and subsystem as "a
division of a systeti that in itself
has the :•aracteristics of a system."
SACHS (1974) has taken the
opposite approach and defik~ed a system as "a combination of sub-systems that performs a specified operational function," and a subsystem as "any co ubination of circuit components that performs a specified
These definitions seem reasonable enough until one attempts to apply them to a spectechnical function."
trum engineering problem.
Just a- one man's signal is another maint's noise, so one man's system is another
man's subsystem.
If a system is composed of subsystems it may be necessary to Jefine interfaces between
the subsystems for the purpose ol specifying EMC performance.
The hierarchy of component, equipment,
subsystem, and system can be useful for some applications, bWt it is beyond the scope of this paper to
pursue this topic further.
2.6.

Concepts and Their Related Terms Requiring Dafinition

Many concepts related to spectrum engineering and management, when better formulated, will generate
terms requiring definition.
One such concept for which a definition has recently been put forth is that.
of an EMC figure of merit for a system (or subsystem) based upon the concept of channel denial (HAGN, G. II.
and LUSTGARTEN, M. N.,
1974).
This concept pertains to the capacity for cimpatibility of specific equipment as deduced from measurements one can make in a laboratory as differentiated from their actual operational performance in any given situation.
Extensions of this concept (and definition) may be required.
Another important concept

that requires definition

is

spectrum saturation.

This topic was addressed

by JTAC (1968), but specific criteria were not developed.
Channel occupancy has been defined by DAYMARSH
et al. (1969), HAGN et al. (1971.
1973a) and others (e.g., BARGHAUSEN, A. F. and HAILEY, L. G., 1974).
It
is possible to develop algorithms relating waiting time to access a channel to channel occupancy.
One
could then observe occupancy, estimate waiting time, and define saturation of a given channel to occur
when the mean waiting time (or some other statistic)
exceeded a given value (chosen to be germane to the
mission) for a given percentage of the time.
Other definitions of saturation in a given region should
be explored for channels, bands of channels, etc.
Spectrum pollution by unintentional radiators was addressed by PETERSON (1974), in a session at the
International Conference on Conminications titled
"The Radio Spectrum--Polluted Pond or Flowing River"?
which reviewed the activities of the JTAC.
Peterson notes:
"The performance of many radio systems is
limited by man-made ra to noise, but relatively few definitive data are available regarding the sources,
characteristics, or effects of the noise.
Even less is available concerning the impact of man-made noise
on spectrum utilization and its economic significance.
Discussion of noise characteristics and changes
with time have been made difficult
in the past by the lack of consistent, widely accepted definitions and
units along with reliable standardized measurements,
Having considered the definitions of noise,

procedures and equipments."

interference,

and compatibility,

let us now consider a

few selected fundamentals that pertain.
3.

FUNDAMENTAIS
Since it

torence,

is

not possible to discuss all the fundamental aspects of electromagnetic noise,

and compatibility in

of these topics.

t

2 t...

.

.

. .

. .. .

this paper,

inter-

we will select several of the more important aspects of each

3.1. Noise

/

.•
/4"gorized

The sources that contribute to the composite electromagnetic noise (EMN) environment can be cateas natural and man-made (c.g., Fig. 3) and ench of chese categories can be further subdivided in
a variety of ways
3.1.1.

(e.g., Fig.

5).

Noise-A Random Process

BENDAT and PIERSOL (1971)
It Is most fundamental that noise be considered as a random process.
functions used to describe the basic properties of random
have defined four main tymes of statistical
(a) mean-square values, (b) amplitude probability density functions, (c) autocorrelation functions,
data:
The mean-square value, which is simply the average of the
and (d) power spectral density functions.
squared values of the time history, furnishes a rudimentary description of the intensity of any random
data. The amplitude probability density function furnishes information on the properties of the data in
within some defined range at
the amplitude domain, namely, the probability that the amplitude will fall
The autoporrelation function and the power spectral density function furnish simiany instnnt of time.
For stationary data (in the
lar Information in the time domain and frequency domain, respectively.
sense) the power spectral density function technically supplies no new information over the autostrict
correlation

function since the two are Fourier transform pairs.

The noise process of interest is the one that is seen by the part of our receiving syster.
We need to describe this process
where we are attempting to extract information from the desired signal.
in order to evaluate the performance of a particular system, and we also need it to design future systems
The same statistical
that are more nearly optimum for operation in specific types of noise environments.
We are almost always intertools of the technical tradeare required for both analysis and synthesis.
ested in a narrow-band noise process that is capable of being characterized by an envolope and phase.
is a small fraction
This condition exists when we employ systems whore the bandwidth of a bandpass filter
The instantaneous value of the noise process
Is tuned.
to which the filter
of the center frequency, fc
can be represented as
at the o-jtput of a narrow-band filter
n(t)

= v(t) con (2rfct

+ $(t)]

,

We would like to know the statistics
is the phase process.
where v(t) is the envelope process and s(t)
receiver synthesis, but
of n(t) at the output of the various stages of a proposed receiver to facilitate
it Is especially important to know it at the output of the predetection filter
to facilitate
performance
When we can assume 0(t) is uniformly distributed (as we frequently can in the absence of unanalysis.
that would be ebserved at the oetput of a linear
desired signals), we can focus on the envelope statistics
detector.
The average noise power (the mean-square value of the envelope voltage appropriately normalized
by multiplication by the real part of the admittance across which the voltage is developed) is the most
The basic unit used to describe
fundamental measure of the noise envelope in the random-process context.
noise with an autocorrelation of zero
For white noise (i.e.,
the average noise power is watts (or dBW).
except at zero lag), it Is possible to divide the average noise power by an effective noise power bandThe contribution to PSD from the external
width to obtain the noise power spectral density (PSD) in W/Hz.
For nonenvironment can be expressed in terms of an effective antenna noise factor, Fa (CCIR, 1964).
provided the
has some utility,
stationary data, the PSD function over a given sample Interval still
The
be considered "stationary enough."
sense, can still
process, while not stationary in the strict
definition of Fa is
Fa = 10 log lof

in

,

decibels

(1)

,

where

f

=

a

~

Pn(

(2)2

.

kTb
0

Pn is the external noise power (in watts) available from an equivalent lossless antenna in bandwidth b; k
is Boltzmann's constant = 1.38 X 10-23 J/ K; To is the reference temperature, 288K; and b is the noise
however, it gives (numerically)
Note that fa is a dimensionless qi.antitt,
power bandwidth (in hertz).
the available noise PSD in terms of kco and the available no1je power in
one commonly sees Fa with units attached (e.g., dB > kTob).
Equation (2)

For this reason,

can be given as
P n =F a + B - 204 dBW

where P. = 10 log10 Pn,

terms of kTob.

B = 10 log10 b,

,

(3)

and -204 = 10 lOglo kTo.

The integral of the amplitude probability density function from minus infinity to some value of interest
is the amplitude probability distribution (APD) function.

2.

The relationship between fa and the noise power in terms of an effective antenna noise tempera-

ture is given by
f a
a
where Ta is

s/T O

the effective antenna noise temperature (in

(4)

,

K).

/-

Since the noise level with which a desired signal mest compete may result from a combination of
noise 3enerted internal to the receiving system and external noise from the antenna, It is convenient
to express the resulting noise by means of NORTON'S (1953) generalization of FRIIS' (1944) definition of
the noise figure of a radio receiver.
The system noise factor, i5 , can be defined In terms of the losses
and actual temperatures of the various parts of the system.
Loss in the circuit is taken here to be the
ratio of available input power to available cutput power and will differ from the loss in delivered power
unless a matched load is used.
If all

temperatures are equal to To,
f

the system noise iactor is

=

t

given by

f
f-+
f

(5)

t

where fc is the noise factor of the antenna circuit, f
is the receiving antenna transmiision line noise
factor, and f r is the receiver noise factor (EPAULDING, D. A., and DISNEY, R. T., 1974).
Equation 5 is
presented to emphasize that it is fundamentally improper simply to take the sum of the antenna nois3
factor and the receiver noise factor to obtain the system noise factor.
Note that what has been termed
processiug noise in Fig. 5 is a man-made somarce in one sense but must be reduced to an equivalent fr value
for use in Eq. (5), while the other man-made sources contribute to fo.
3.1.2.

Noise Spectra

It is useful to study the average noise power that each of the sources in Fig. 5 contributes
(or can contribute) to the composite electromagnetic environment as a function of frequency.
Figures 6
and 7 show such data, excluding intentional radiators and quantizing noise and natural sources such as
scintillation (which can be viewed as distortion of the desired signal rather than natural noise in the
same sense as the other sources).
Man-made noise from unintentional radiators is highly dependent on
proximity to the radiator.
The empirical model of SPAULDING and DISNEY (1974) gives average man-made
noise power levels for business, residential, rural, and quiet rural areas.
For comparison, atmospheric
noise data for Washington, D.C. In summer are plotted for day and night (CCIR, 1964).
Note that, for
the vicinity of Washington, D.C. in summer, atmospheric noise from lightning tends to be important below
about 10 MHz at night (Fig. 6); and man-made noise tends to become increasingly important when atmospheric
noise drops off with increasing frequency above about 20 MHz.
During daytime, atmospheric noise is relatively unimportaat above 0.1 to I MHz for the same location and season.
For this example, galactic noise
is important only in quiet rural areas for frequencies above about 20 Ms. Figure 6 is applicable for
oumidirectional vertically polarized antennas such as a short grounded monopole.
Solar noise and thermal terrestrial
noise tend to be important at the higher frequencies (see
When the sun is in the bean of a high-gain antenna, it can be a very important noise source
for frequencies well down into the VHF range.
Firtre 7 is applicable for vertically polarized antennas.
(See also Eq. 5.)
Note that Figure 7 also gives receiver noise figures, Fr - 10 log10f
Fig.

7).

3.1.3.

Noise Parameters

Many parameters besides Fa have been used to report the data from noise measurements.
For
example, the AIPD of the envelope process, the average crossing rate (ACR) for positive crossings of a
given threshold by v(t), etc., have been found useful by various workers (see HAGN, G. H.,
1973b).
Parameters in common usage for measures of the envelope voltage-time waveform v(t),
the following (GESELOWITz,
D.B., 1961):
a

The peak voltage for the tire
period (T), V , which can *e defined as the maximum
value of v(t) observed during T, although nA satisfactory definition for this
parameter has yet been standardized (see MATHESON, R. J., 1970; SHEPHERD, R. A.
et al., 1974).

*

Quasi-peak voltage, VIP, the voltage of the quasi-peak circuit ourtput waveform
(averaged over time T• that results when the noise envelope is passed through a
circuit with a very short chargJag time and a relatively long discharging time.

include

Since the quasi-peak voltage depends on both the amplitude and the time behavior
of the Interfering noise, it has been found useful in subjectively determining
system performance (BURRILL, C. M., 1942), but it cannot be related to other
statistical
measures of v(t) analytically, except for special waveforms (e.g.,
a CW signal or a deterministic radar signal).
*

The rms voltage, Vrms,
v(t),

is

the root-mean-square

co.papted over time interval T.

(rms)

value of the envelope voltage,

_, is
The average voltage, V
for the time interval T.

V > V

p

-

tht average of the detected envelope voltage,

v(t)

These parameters are listed in order of their magnitude fur a given input waveform (i.e.,
V
"- V
).
The origins of the parameters Vrms (used to compute F.) and Vavg lie in

sta-

avga
qp -rmoiktf

probably evolved from a desire to observe an upper
tistical communication theory, whereas Vp and V
Frequently, Vavg is given in
bound (worst case) of v(t) and correlate it empirically with degradation.
Data on Vd for atmospheric noise from lightning
Vd = 20 log to (Vras /Vav ), in decibels.
terms of Vrms'
were presented by the CCIR 1964), and sata on Vd for man-made noise were presented by SPAULDING and
DISNEY (1974),
For impulsive noise consisting of nonoverlapping impulses, it is useful to define the impulse
spectral intensity (ARTHUR, M. G., 1974)* to describe the strength of the impulse.
The maximum value of
t
v(t) for any given impulse, Vm, can be rela od to the impulse spectral intensity (Si) by the impulse bandwidth (bi) of the receiver:
V

= 2 S b

For the concept of impulse bandwidth to be useful
where S, is in volt-seconds (or V/Hz) and bi is in Hz.
and the above equation to apply, the amplitude-time waveform of v(t) must be narrow enough at the input
for the response at the outlput to be dominated by the Impulse response of the filter.
When the impulses
are overlapping, it is inclear whether the concppt of impulse bandwidth is useful.
The time history of these impulses is also important. The rate at which the impulses occur
Other useful parameteis include the impulse spacing statistics.
represents one measure in the time domain.
The units used to report the results of noise measurements are not standardized; this has led
to great confusion, waste of considerable technical manpower, and significant errors in analyses.
The
appei.dix dicusases some of these problems.
3.2

Interference

(EMIl)

We have observed in Section 2.3.2. that the term interference is commonly used to describe both a
Since we have defined the composite
cause of operational .Iegradation and the effect of such degradation.
electromagnetic noise (iW•) environtment to be a causep it seems appropriate to comment here on how the
(EMI) can be quantified, prior to proceeding to a discussion of the fundamentals of
effe.t,
of interfereh.
electromagnetic coMpatibility (EM4C).
It is fundamental that the effect of EMN upon any given system be defined in terms that are meaningful to the operational users of that system.
The degradation produced, as observed at the system output,
must be relatable to some operational scenario (see Fig. 8).
Frequently there is a requirement to define
a linkage between the description of the pertormance of the system being degraded as obseived by the system and sove analytical measure that can be calculated by an interference analyst (e.g., KRAVITZ, F.,
1973).

For example,

the degradation to a voice communication system might be specified

in

terms of the

reduction in an articulation scorc (AS, the percentage of the words understood correctly in a system
experiencing interference) as generated by a listener panel.
The analyst might be able to compute a
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the system outputp and he would then require the relationship between the
SNR and AS for the system of interest.
If the system involves nonlinearities, he might also need the
relationship between the carrier-to-noise ratio (CMR) at the system input to the SNR at the system output.
Among the user-oriented descriptions of performance that might be useful for voice systems are the
articulation score, articulation index (e.g., KRAVITZ, F., 1973), and perhaps the ratio of the time required to transmit a complete error-free message (with the verification) to the time required to read
the message once.
With digital
coýn'nicatlon systems, the user is frequently interested in throughput,t
whereas the system analyst can more readily compute binary error rate (ber).
The relationship between

ARTHUR (1974) pointed out that numerous terms for impulse spectral intensity have been used in the
literature (e.g., spectral Intensity, spectral density, voltage spectrum, impulse strength and interference Intensity), and that none of these terms seem adequate.
He also points out the IEEE Dictionary
(1972) definition for spectrum amplitude, (1/T times the magnitude of the Fourier transform of a timedomain signal function) is in error; 1/ir should be replaced by the numeric 2.
A proposed IEEE standard
for impulse strength and impulse bandwidth (IEEE, 1973) clarifies
and corrects this error.
tThroughput was defined by LMQ4 and EVANOZSKY (1971) as the ratio of the number of good blocks of data
received to the total
data is

number of blocks of data transmitted,

a block that has no bit in

expressed in

percent.

A good block of

error whereas a bad block has one or more bits in

error.

ber and throughput usually depends on the protection sohme (e.g.,

codiag) used, and frequently it

is

not possible to have a purely analytical relationship between ber and throughput, except on the avmrage
over a long period.
for radar system@, the operator may be interested In such dw.criptors as tracking
error, radar range reductioa, sad false alarm rate.
/

_/f

For all
the above cases, tbere is a need to specify system inputs in terms of descriptions of the
desired signal, the total noise environment, and the outputs, in user-oriented terms.
There is also a
need to specify the performance level below which further degradation will be unacceptable.
Sons of the
fundamentals of system performance analyses are discussed in the following section.
3.3.

Compatibility (C)

The fundamentals of EMC have been much discussed.
This section will concentrate on a few main
points.
The essence of a classical Ec analysis problem Is illustrated in Fig. 9.
The composite M
environment couples into some system of interest and competes with that system's desired signal. The
ccpllng mechanisms of the signal and the 304 may be similar or dJ .fer.nt.
The essence of the problem
ti to dMtermine the effect of the undesired 134 in terms of some measure of the performance of the system that is meaningful ir.an operavional context, as disacssed in Section 3.2, and to devise a remedy
if the degradation is unacceptable.
A first
step is usually to obtain a rough estimate of the performance
of the system of interest in the absence of the EM4 (but includinr system processing noise).
If the system
operates adequately for this case, the computation can be vepeated In the presence nf the E3N.
If the
system performance Is clearly adequate for this case, the analysis is complete.
If it is not, steps
must ba taken to increase the level of the desired signal by increasing the signal power gt the source
or I creasing the coupling to the signal, to decrease the sources of the noise contributing to the 304,
or to reduce the coupling of the EKN into the system.
For example, DELISLE and CUMIU
(1973) considered
mutual coupling effects In optimizing antenna arrays for SXR.
Frequently it is not possible to do more
than attempt to reduce the coupling of the 1E4 into the system.
This can be accomplished in various
ways.
For example, one can increase the distance between the dominant sources of 304 and the victim
system, or one can change the frequency of operation of the zystom; a combination of these remedies may
be applied.
Alternatively, filters
or shielding and bonding techniques can be employed to reduce the
coupling, or different antennas can be employed.
Recently, adaptive antennas have been developed to
increase SNR.
These actions may be costly, and it may be necessary to perform more refined analyses.
EC analyses are appropriate at various stages in the life cycle of a system (DOE)PNER, T. W., 1972;
JAI•SKI, J. R., 1972, 1973ab; RIIZ]ORT, A. L., and SHARP?, S. A., 1974).
At each phase (e.g., concepý validation, full-scale development, production, and deployment), It is appropriate to assess the cost-benefit
aspects of recommendations for system modification derived from EMC analyses.
Finally, it should be mentioned that many of the tools of spectus engineering, as npplied to EEC
problems, are the same tools required for working on problems in electronic warfare (EW) and In electromagnetic hazards and effects (ME) due to nonionizing radiation (see CORY, W. I., and FRUERICK, C. L.,
1974).
It would be useful for these technical conmanities to share their analytical tools, to the extent practicable.
4.
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4.1. Conclusions
The standardised definitions of EMN, EMI, and EMC are likely to change slowly with time (e.g., a
5- to 10-year time constant).
The international definitions are tending to converge (the 1979 World
Administrative Radio Conference provides Incentive), but complete convergence may be more of a goal than
a fact in 1984.
Continuing effort Is needed within NATO/AGARD and the rest of the wqrld comnuuity, to
overcome the various difficulties (including simple language difficulties) and to work toward the goal
of standardised definitioni.
Tht "fundamentals" probably will not change much in the next 10 years, but
the tools (e.g., analytical models, desk-top c lculators, data base, and measurement Instrumentation and
techniques) and knowledge of how to use them should continue to proliferate.
The lack of standardization
of the parameters and units used to report noise data has generated much confusion and wasted numeroas
man-year" of technical effort.
4.2.

Recosendationm

The AGAR list
of standaid symbols (HALLEY, P., 1974) should be expanded to include terms such as
noise power bandwidth and others germane to the study of noise, interference, and compatibility.
It is
recommended that the term electromagnetic noise, as broadly defined in this paper, be used to describe
the source of the electromagnetic environment and that the term Interference be reserved for the effect
of the enviroement on a system or subsystem.
1M should be considered as a condition.
The following
definitions are suggested for use during this meeting:
*

Electromagnetic noise (ow1) is all
electromagnetic energy from both intentional and
unintentional radiators (except the desired signal for a specific system of Interest).

0

Electrognetic interterence (3M!) is the impairfmnt of the extraction of information
from a desired electromagnetic stmnal caused by electromagnetic noise.
Clectromagneatc compatibility (BNC) is the cendition that prevails when telecomunications equipment to collectively performing its indiidually assigned function(s) in a
c€ntm electromagnetic envirooment without causing or suffering unacceptable el.ectromagnetic interferenae--or the capability of achieving that cordition.

The parameters and units used to report noise data should be Ptandardised, sad a mechanism should be

established within AGARD to accomptsh this for NATO,
APPXNDIX:
A. 1.

Units of Noise measurement

INTRODUCTION

The reThis Appendix describes some of the units used to report the results of noise measurements.
lstionships (or their lack) between the dll irent units are discussed, and some of the problems in atPreferred units are
data taken with different instrumentation are examined.
tempting to compare noi,

recommended.
A.2.

DISCUSIOVCtOF FACTORS AFFFCTING THE UNITS USED FOR REPORTNG THE RJEULTS OF NOISE MEASUREMENTS

As observej by 11AZKER (1972), "a bewildering array of different units have beeo. used by different reHe mentioned 19 examples
searchers to report on measurement of even the simplest of the noise parameters."
of units for riporting on noise measurements (see Table A-i); it should be noted that Table A-1 Is far
from complete.
TABLE A-1

EXAMPLES OF UNITS USED TO REPOW THE
RESULTS OF NOISE MKASUDDITS

dB .-. ove kToS
d5 abcve 1 pV./MIs
dB above 1 pV/br./klz
dBpV/m/WlM
dBMA/m/f/z (conducted)

dBn/kHz
2
dBn/*
mAW/HN
pV/m/kHz
2
V/m

dam(RMl)Mz

w/on

d• (peak)/MHz
I d.3•m/iHf 2
2

/dWkm
d/(k&•)n
dW

2

2

nW/cn
Joules (conducted)
Teols (magnetic)

I r. n t 2

To try to -,larify some of the confusion generated by this proliferation

of units,

let us first

con-

oider the elements of a bas.c noise meter.
The noise motors in use today employ four basic eleomets:
antenna, receiver (through the IF), dot ,otor, and aetering and/tv data-processing device (see Fit. A-i).
In tne case of a vwry
The autenna And reoeive;' select the data spatially %ad spectrally, respectiv•ly,
narrowband antenna and a widob&.d vec•lvtr, the atenna .ay also contrit.utt to the rpectral filtering
process.
The units used to describe the results o: a given messuremen. are dieormined primarily by the
calibrator, detector, and ms
ier, but the antenna and receiver charrcteritics are often used to normalize
the data In a way that diro'cly affqcts the units used to report the results.
these normalisations.

Let us first

consider

The antenna normalization separates the units that pertaln to eleoctromagnetic field quantities from
The antauu
amralisation involves converting a known (measured)
those that pertain to circuit quantities.
circuit quantity (e.g., voltsag oz po-oer) to a field quantity (e.g., field strength o, power flux density)
by normalising by a tnown antenna efiecjtive length or effective area. Herce, a standard (or oalibrated)
For example, a measured input
antenna must be used, and the appropriate clr..uit equation must be solved.
voltage Is related through a circuit equation to a Thevonin equivalent voltage sou~ce defined as the dot
product of the Incident olec rio field strength in V/W and the vector effective length of th* antenna in
metors.
This is one of the procedures used to calibrate field-strength meters (TAGGART, H. 2. and
After this normalisation, the received voltage in volts is given as an incideac
WOBMAN, J. L., 1969).
Had the antenna effective area been used to normalize a received power, the units
electric field in V m.
would hbve bean W/n .
The measured noise voltage or power is
The receiver normaliz.tion involves ihe effective bandwidth.
aisnyworkers normalize their results In terms of some unit bandwidth (1 Hz,
observed in some bandwidth.
1 klz, or 1 M~a). This is usefu.., but It can lead to problems when the effective bandwidth used for the
Care must be taken
measurement is not identical to the unit bandwidth being used in the normalization.
For example, effective noise power bandwidth as
to select the appropriate bandwidth for normalization.
defined in Sec. 3.1.1. is germane for white noise and average nolee power measured with an rum voltage

,,,
...•..
.....
.....
........
......
.•...
..................
............
.... .2.... .... . 1.

detector calibrated with a Gaussian noise sour.e.

The impulse bandwidth as defined by the IgJl

In germane for impulsive noite*

consisting of individual (nonaverlepping)
as measured with a peak detector calibrated with an impulse generatcr.

(1973)

impulses and for peak volt&ge*

of the noise envelope to be
The detector in Fig. A-i was designed to produce the desired statistic
This Ytatistic gives rise to the basic parameter to be motored, as discussed in Bec. 3.1.3.
measured.
are measured depend on the calibration source, the detectorp and the
The unitt $n which thu statistic
To avoid confusion it is useful to spiecify the type of detector as part
meter (and/or data processor).
of the description of the parameter being measured and also to state the method of calibration used.
It would be useful to consolidate into the units the information or the type of detector as well ad
One method for doiw thims woul,' be .o $pit the type of detector i.s parentheses
the type of calibrator used.
For example, field
; an- .d use a subscript to indicate the type of calib. tor.
after" the electriv-)? ',
strength for noise might be expressed.

dB > lV(X)y/ma, or dB > IpV(X) y/m/kliz
where
X = type of detector (peak,

qp, ras,

or avg) and

i = type of calibrator (i for impulse generator,
g for Gaussian noise source).

a for sine-wave generator, and

Herv it is assumed that the impulse generator is calibrated in terrs of the ms value of a sine wave, a.w
MAGRAB and BLIUST (1971) summarized the error produced for several sehas become standard practice.
lected waveforms when peak and average detectors were calibrated with a CW signal genvrator and u. ed to
measure other wavoforms.
Finally,
A.3.

the meter (or data processing) can influence the units.

REIATIOCSHIPS 41TWEEN UNITS FOR DIFFERENT PARAMETERS AND PROBL]•S
OBAIN]D WITN IrIFFERENT EQUIPMENT AMD BY DIFFERENT INVESTIGATC3tL

IN COMPARING NOISE DATA

Workers have tried, due to the general paucity of san-made noise data, to convcrt noise data takon
witi systems uning detectors other than run voltage detectors into average power or power spectral density.
This has been done In order to compare data taken by different workers and to try to determine the fieAn additional motivatio. far combining data ausples
quency dependence of composite environmental noise.
has been to try to determine the variation of noise
SKOMAL, E. N., 1965).
Of course, these conversions
to equivaleat rms voltage cannot be done rigorously
not l'e attempted without making some approximations
type oi noise enviromment and instrumentation.

level with distance from A metropolitan center (e.g.,
of peak, quasi-peak, and average voltage noise data
for the case of composite E4. Such conversionn should
or assumptions based on empirical data for n given

For example, the reading of a peak detector of the type used by the SAE In the USA and a quasis'peak
detector of the type used by the CISPR In Europe (and elsewhere) for noise from the ignition system o! a
single automobile running at 1500 rpm is said to have been determined empirically to be abo~t 20 dB tS1•,
W., 1961).
This conversion factor has been adopted by the CISPR and
1974; ,ULL, A. A., and h•EHERCOr,
iAZ, but SHEPHERD et &l. (1974) contended that this conversion way be very approximate.* The difference
betw6en the readings of an rms detector and those of a quasi-peak detector has been measured fur several
characteristics
types of noise, but the relationship varies significantly as the input waveform or filter
vary.
One observation (by MATIIESON, R. J., 1970) indicated that one type of quasi-peak detector read
As mor?. data
about 10 dB higher for one type of man-made noise in an effective noise bandwidth of 10 kltz.
have hevome available, it has become possible to report separately the frequency and distance dependencies
inferred from data obtained with different detectors (e.g., SKOKAL, E. N., 1973).
UAGRAB and BL4QIST (1971) noted the errors that can occur when various detectors are calibrrted
This error can be
with a sine wave, using a CW signal generator, and used to measure other waveforms.
compounded by taking the data from a peak, quasi-peak, or aversge voltage detector in dB > 1 IV, converting to volts, squaring, dividing by 50, calling the result the average power in watts, and subse2
It cannot be emphaquently converting to dBW, dBm, mW/cm (e.g., SMITH, S. W., and BROWN, D. G., 1973).
If one Is going to attempt to convert to average
sized too strongly that this is not a correct procedure.
power, even to get crude estimates, one must make some estimate of the conversion factor from the kind of
microvolts (uV) measured to pV (ras) before squaring the voltage and multiplying by the real part of the
admittance to get power.
The error due to variation of the true input impedance from its nominal value Is
usually small relative to the error due to uncertainty in the correct (for the input time waveform measured)
The uncertainty in such a
couversion factor from whatever type of voltage was measured to rms voltage.
conversion is generally unknown, indeed unknowable, for most man-made noise waveforms.

While the 21-dB empirical relationship between the readings of peak and quasi-peak detectors may be
especially useful (and sufficiently accurate) for facilitating international trade, it ahould not be
taken as a deterministic constant.

A seocd type of problem reWetes to the bandwidth noviallsatiou. Here, several types of mistake
are o0mto: (1) mormallsiag by the wrsm bandwidth (I.e., using 3-dB handwldth when noise power bandwidth
should have boom used), (2) using the wrong normalisation rule, (3) operating Improperly on a normalized
voltage per unit bandwidth quantity to compute power spectral density, (4) normalizing frot
that did not coatain a uniform spectrum, sad (5) combinations of these alstakes.

a bandwidth

It is comam
practice to use voltaes per unit bandwidth to report the peak value of impulsive noise
data. This is because an impulse can be described in teors of volt-seconds (the are% under the input
voltage-time
a'."), and the reepumse of a receiver to a very !harp Impulse (i.e., delta function) is
indeed the "te. '.Lse-reepause"
of the receiver which depeads only oan the volt-meconds of the source and
filter
f
characteristic of the receiver te.g., ARTaUR, M.
.G, 1974).
This gives rise to the concept
o: the Impulse bandwidth of the receiver, the correct bandwidth to use for normalization of peak voltage
readings.
When an impulse generator is used for calibration, the units might well be dB > I pV/Uzn. If
this quantity is converted to power by squaring volts/NHr and normalizing by Impedance, the units become
watts/(Mlz)2, and this in not the power spectral density (POD).
Also, the volts that were squar-'d were
peak volts not ras volts.
If one sees dfn/zMa, it is important to know whether the power was comnuted
first
and then normalized by the effective noise power bandwidth, b, to yield power spectral density or
whether some operation has been done on the voltage-per-unit-bandwidth quantity and some assumption made
L.bout the relationship between the peak and rus voltages.
This problem has given rise to the units
1
dB > 1 AV/(MUz) /2 used (sometimes incorrectly) by some workers attempting to compute POD.
Still
another
bandwidth-related problem has to do with normaliling to a unit bandwidth (e.g.,
1 HU, 1 kHz) when the
data were taken Ix a larger bandwidth (e.g,, 10 MHs).
Here the problem is that the assumption is made
that the PSD is constant acrass the total
bandwidth(s) of interest, when this might not be the case.
As praviounsy mentioned, soAe authors prefer to report average noise power measurements in terms
of the parameter F a (a circuit quantity), and others prefer to use an rus field strength in bandwidth
(b), rj, in dB > 1 pV/a (a field quantity).
One can relate these two parameters for data taken with a
short, grounded vertical monopole antenna (CCIR, 1964):
n =a F a + 20ogf l~gO

z~e
+

0

10

- 95.5

dB >

IMV(ros) gl
/a

This equation can be erroneously used in two ways:
It can be used to calculate F a from In, where the
measure of E. was something other than ros voltage (usually average voltage),* and it can be used for
antennas other than short, grounded vertical sonopele antennas, where it does not necessarily apply.
Soae confusion also exists when data are reported in units of
uncertainty as to whether the (roa) means that an ran detector was
but calibrated with a CV signal generator reading the rus value of
fusion cao be resolved by using the nomenclature suggested in this

dD > I pV (ras)/a/kHz because of
used or that a peak detector was used
a sine wave.
This particular conappendix.

While not comprehensive, this discusclon of problems at least Illustrates some of the difficulties
regardlno units and conversion between units that arise in seasuriuig a&W comparing noise data.

A.4. PRFEFUR

UNITS

Of the units discussed above, there are some preferences that will help avoid some of the problems
described in the preceding section.
These preferences can be related both to the types of detectors
used and the types of noise sources observed, as well as the use to be made of the data.
For noise
data obtained on a specific noise source, it is Important to specify the distance from the source and the
poiarizatlon of the observing antenna.
For this case it Is prefer.Ole to normalize out the antenna effective length (or area) and report the results in terms of field strength (or power flux density).
In
some caees, an additional normalization by bandwidth is desirable, whereas in other cases (e.g., CW
noise) it Is not.
For noise data obtained in specific types of environment (e.g., business, or residential),
It Is preferable to express the noise data in terms of F aand to state the noise power bandwidth
and antenna polarization, directional characteristics and type, and heik.Nt above ground.
For CV noise, watts are preferred for circuit quantities.
Volts can be used if the iapedance acroas
which they are measured is specified.
When a calibrated field strength meter is used, then V/a (or
2
W/a ) are appropriate for field quantities.
Units involving bandwidth normalization (e.g., V/kHz) qhojld
be avoided for specifying the results of CW (or narrowband) noise measurements.
The dB equivalents of
these units are equally acceptable when the reference Is adequately specified (e.g., dBW).
For white noise it is useful to relate the EM power available from the antenna to that available ftom
a resistor at room temperature; hence, Fa is a preferred parameter.
Fa can be expressed as the noise power

Still
another problem arises from the current method of constructing RFI moeters.
measure average voltage, whereas log amplifiers are used prior to the averaging,

These meters claim to
and what is really

measured Is the average of the log of the received voltage.
The parameter V(avg) can be estimated for
nan-made noise, from sach data, by using an empirical relationship given by SPAULINhG and DISNEY
(1974).

2 kTg or, alternatively, as a noise power in d9 > kTob.

spectral density in d

type is the rwas voltage dedoctor.

An average voltage detector can also be used:

The preferred detector

It will read 1.049 dB

lower than an rime detector for the asa" white Guussian noise at the Input.

ý

_1

An rum detector is useful for giving the average power of high-duty-cycle repetitive iupulse waveforms;
the preferred unit is the watt.
A peak detector is useful for giving the peak of low-duty-cycle repetitive
Impulse waveforms, in units of V(peak)/Hz where the impulse bandwidth is used for normalization.
It is also
important to specify the pul_,ri repetition frequency (PRF) In pulses per second (ppe).
An rum detector is useful for giving the average power of random impulsive noise waveforms; the preferred unit is watts.
Frequently, though, the APD and other parameters are required to describe this
type of noise adequately.
The APD can be given in decibels relative to a known average power value.
The
average numbers of positive level-crossings or of pulses per second exceeding a given threshold are also
useful, and the period over which the average was computed should be specified.
The type of calibrator
used to establish the thresholds shojld also be stated.
When the ratio of V..s to Vavf is lkrge (i.e.,
large Vd), it Is smeatimes necessary to use a peak detector to observe the noise at al&.
For this case,
it ti desirable to calibrate with an Impulse generator and use V/Hz as the units.
This Measurement procodure Is applicable only to relatively larne, nonoverlapping impulses.
These preferred units are the author's;

clearly a.-titional discussion of this topic is

required.
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DISCUSSION
F. J. CHESTERMAN: Qualitative definitions are relatively easy, but quantitative definitions are
1/extremely difficult If not impossible.
G. H. HAGN: Qualitative definitions are not exactly easy, but quantitative definitions are orders of
magnitude more difficult. Nevertheless good progress was made by the CCIR this year on qualitative
definitions of categories of interference of increasing severity. Hopefully quantitative definitions
of permissible interference, etc. will be put forward for each type of service and agreement can be
reached on both qualitative and quantitative definitions of several gradations of interference severity
prior to the World Administrative Radio Conference in 1979.
G. TACCONI: I ask whether in the «Spectrum Engineeringbe interpreted in strict sense or broad sense.

definition namely the word "Spectrum" has to

G. H. HAGN: The word spectrum is used in the broad sense. Spectrum engineering and management involves
the use of analyses, measurements, data bases and coordination processes to achieve EMC.
M. THUE: The negotiable noise level cannot be set quantitatively; the acceptable noise level depends
on local environment conditions and should be agreed on by the organizations responsible for the various
systems considered.
On the other hand, the permissible noise level (which can always be accepted) and the harmful
noise level (which can never be accepted) have already been decided upon by a number of Committees
of CCIR for some systems (fixed source by Hertzian beam or by satellite, broadcasting, television)
and within some bandwidths.
It is against the very principle of negotiation to do more before a specific
G. H. HAGN: I agree.
situation arises than define where the negotiation must begin (e.g., in this case the boundary between
The true definition of permissible really lies in the quantification of
permissible and negotiable).
the boundary (i.e., the level of severity of interference above which one must negotiate).
S. C. KLEINE: What makes officials hesitate to agree upon qualitative and quantitative definitions,
bad or useful at least provisionally, just for the sake of having a common definition?
G. H. HAGN: There are many reasons why it is difficult to obtain agreement on basic definitions, and
the process by which internationally accepted definitions evolve is a topic worthy of study in its
own right. Regarding definitions of electromagnetic noise, interference and compatibility I can
mention a few reasons. Agreement on qualitative definitions is hampered by many factors including:
1. Differences in current usage (e.g., the dual usage of the term interference to describe both
the soUrre of degradation and the degradation produced).
Differences in the languages into which the definitions must be translated.
Differences in the level of detail required by different groups.
And Human factors such as pride of authorship (e.g., the "not-invented-here" phenomenon).
Agreement on quantitative definitions is somewhat less hampered by the items discussed above. The true
vested interests of the types of services as well as those of the national administrations are even
trongly impacted on by the method used to quantify a qualitative term (e.g., permissible
r'
"-erence) and the actual level chosen for a given type of service. There may be differences in
larance to interference by users of the same type of service in different countries. The
T1.
def 1tions, once accepted, may be difficult to modify (even when modifications become desirable due
The economic implications as well as other nontechnical implications
to .
nces in technology).
may oe very large.
CPT P. HALLEY: In Figure 5 of your paper, you have indicated designations which are either verbal
It would be
descriot ns or literal expressions of the disturbing effects of interferences.
advisabl to devise a more accurate description, with references to a conventional code from 0 to 5,
like tha't of QSA. I would suggest the following table:
QSA

Interference

Signal

5
4
3
2

None
Permissible
Disturbing
Harmful

Pure
S >> I
S > I
S < I

1

---

0

Pure

S << I

None

G. H. HAGN: I believe such a code may be useful in its own right as well as being an intermediate step in
the development of definitions of these terms from the qualitative to the quantitative. Perhaps it would
not be necessary to have the six levels you define; rather, it should be sufficient to employ only as many
levels as there are qualitative terms (e.g., none, permissible, negotiable and harmful). Regarding
nomenclature, I believe it would be better to avoid the use of the symbol "I" as you have used it since
this would tend to encourage the use of the term interference to describe the source. If we define Sd
as the average power for the desired signal and Nt as the total average electromagnetic noise (ENN) power
in the bandwidth of interest, then one could attempt to quantify Sd>>Nt as it relates to grade of service
for the different types of service. For some types of service this may be sufficient for quantifying what
is meant by permissible; but for others it may be necessary to give more information (e.g., the percent of
locations that a given grade of service will be exceeded for a given percentage of the time, as has been
discussed by K. A. Norton, P. L. Rice, and others). It is important that the quantitative definition
Finally worked out be capable of verification by measurements for existing systems and be capable of
estimation by analytical models for systems whlch are oeing planned.

Atmospheric Discharges and Noise

( And Comunications systems Interference Reduction
H. H. Newman* and J. D. Robb
Lightning and Transients Research Institute
SUMtR¥

Most studies of atmospherics in the past have dealt with the subject on the basis of the frequency domain as a linear phenomenon.
From the special point of view of working to improve
communications systems performance, there are advantages to be derived in viewing the problem
in the time domain. This permits the application of nonlinear techniques, for example, by
circuitry gating at the input before the noise pulses shock excite resonant circuits. This paper
deals with wide band measurements, up to 200 megahera of the "fine-structure" of radiation from
individual discharges, as wll as longer consecutive records of the character and spacing of
pulse components of branching streamers and repeated dischavgea, which have hitherto been
unavailable.
Direct lightning Interception studies both by us in the U.S.A. and recently in France, are
discussed in relation to discharge noise characteristics.
Also our research on artificial
lightning discharge 'noise' propagation and reception at various distances, are presented as a
unique tool for atmospherics propagation studies.
1.0

INTRODUCTION

In attempting to improve communication systems performance in the presence of atmospherics
noise, there are advantages to be derived from viewing the problem both in the frequency and
time domain. Consideration of atmospherics generation from numerical calculations of the channel
current during the formative stages along with laboratory reproductions and time resolved
panoranic measurements of natural atmospherics suggest some approaches to Improved signal detection
in the presence of atmospherics.
2.0

LIGHTNING STROKE DISCIARGE NECHANISMS AND NOISE

The complexity of atmospherics wave shapes and corresponding radio interference are influenced
strongly by the ionized streamer propagation mechanism of the lightning discharge. Vhen spark
breakdown of a stressed region occurs, the rate of current transfer is influenced by the rate
of transfer of charge in the cloud mass itself and by the characteristics of the ionized path of
breakdown.
Photographs taken by Schonland, with a rotating Boys camera, illustrated the formative
stages of the lightning stroke and showed that the development of the breakdown is a progressive
process, the leader stroke proceedinc by a series of steps, such as illustrated in Figure la.
As a group of branch atreinrs develops, electrical charges are transferred from the cloud to
the newly ionized stremer channels which act as charge storage (capecitatite) element. The
corresponding charging time through the nonlinear resistance of the feeding channel, which is high
initially and drop* in value as a function of the charge transfer through it, caues a time delay
of potential propagation along the atrommer as now stremer channels are charged. These in turn
will then be raised sufficiently high in potential at their tips to form new branching streamers.
and so the process is continued. This results in a stop process with corresponding multiple
current peaks during the lightning channel propagation period.
An equivalent circtit for the stepped leader stroke is assumed to be that shown in Figure lb.
The resistance in a part of the channel through which current is passing Is assumed to vary witb
the time according to the formula r - h/q, where k is a constant and q(t) - i dt Is the charge
which has passed through that part of the channel. A formala of this form has been found by
H. Toepler to be valid for the resistance per unit length of short sparks. The capacitance C
represents the large storage capacitance of multiple charge tapping streamers within the cloud.
The capacitances C2, C3, . . . are estimated from the empirical photographic data on the lengths
of the steps of the leader stroke.
owing to the presence of the nonlinear resistances in the equivalent circuit, calculations
were made by numerical step-by-step methods, using reasonable circuit parameters based on observed
leader dimensions. The calculated form of the discharge current at the cloud is shown in Figure Ic.
The resultant current flow shown in Figure lc ti seen to be in a series of pulses with an
Increasing spacing corresponding to audio frequency pulse train decreasing from about 12 kc, which
is of some interest as it would account for some short whistling notes observed in low frequency
eferic measurements.
It also follows from a study of the course of the step-by-step calculations,
that as the channel approaches the earth plane or en oppositely charged cloud area, the gradient
would increase for successive steps which would result in
ascending frequency note. Thus this
mechanism could conceivably account for some short observed "whistlers" or "tweaks" of both
This suggestion is not propo.ed as a substitute for the
asceiding and descending frequency.
ionosphere propagation theory proposed originally by Eckereley, and more recently by Storey, for the

* Presently Research Professor,

Florida Institute of Technology and Research Director of
Lightning and Oceanics Research Institute.
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long-delayed whistlers and whistler trains, but rather to possibly account for a number of short
audio pulse trains like tweaks, tweet@, etc. somewhat similar to "whistlers" which may need to be
accounted for separately from the whistlers explainable by ionospheric propagation theory.
The calculated stepped pulse spacing of Figure lc turned out to be in surprisingly close
agreement with corresponding spacing of light intensifications of Dr. Schonland's stepped leader
photographic records. Thus the proposed channel mechanism electrical circuit equivalent seems
a fairly mccurate and useful representation from which various characteristics of radiated
interference may be readily deduced and checked with corresponding laboratory experiments.
3.0

LABORATORY REPRODUCTION OF THE LIGHTNING CHANNEL BRANCHING EFFECTS

Little is known from direct measurements of the manner in which the propagating discharge
channel tape charges within the cloud. It Is reasonable to expect that channel streamers will
also propagate inwardly into the cloud mass, a process which besides commencing simultaneously
in multiple paths into the cloud could be expected to speed up after the 'reflected' current wave
tn a stroke to ground lovers the cloud potential at the origin of the groundvard channel.
The channel propagation mechanism equivalent circuit of Figure lb was reproduced experimentally,
as shown in Figure 2a.
The system of vertical lhues seen in the photograph are rubber hoses with slightly conductive
water inside coupled to a parallel grounded feed system overhead. Conductivities of the branch
paths are readily varied to correspond to lightning branch streamers. In the above experiment
the branch channel, at A, formed a main discharge to ground, while tho guided discharge seen
faintly from A to B with no ground return stroke represented the equivalent of a cloud to cloud
discharge.
An important conclusion from the artificial channel experients, in relation to theory of cloud
chargeso is that the progressive charging of new area by the advancing streamer of a lightning
diecharge, as illustrated in Figure 2a, requires relatively low cloud potentials. This is
further shown in the illustrated demonstration setup of Figure 3(a) where a 20.000 volt charged
condenser produces a two foot long spark which is about 50 tines as long as a single spark unaided
by the step-by-step branch streamer equivalent mechanism shown schematically in Figure 3(b).
4.0

INFLUENCE OF THE DISCHARGE MECHANISM 0: TILE RESULTANT CHANNEL CURRENT
AND RADIATED SFERICS WAVE SHAPES

The discharge channel characteristic pulses shown in Figure lc are considered a very important
factor in dete&ý Linng the nature of atmospherics. Consequently the artificial lightning generator
and propagation mechanism setup of Figure 2 is being expanded to provide discharge channels over 50
meters in length so that measurements of channel resiativities, surge impedances, and propagation
velocities can be studied on a scale c aparabla to natural lightning phenomena.
In the preliminary investigations with the small model channel, illustrated in Figure 3(a),
oacillographic records were made of the current variations across the shunts as ihown in Figure 3(b);
the shunt locations left and right correspond to the top and bottom of the channel. Though
equivalent branching streamer capacitances and junping distances are on a much maller scale thnn
actual lightning discharges, the oscillograma obtained, as shown in Figure 4(a.b,c). show
characteristic pulses of the lightning channel discharge current propagation process which are
similar to the current oscillogrem shown in Figure 4(d) obtained in an airplane which intercepted
a natural lightning discharge considered to have taken place between clouds.
Considering the many separate pulses contributed by the main channel streamers, illustrated in
calculated curves and oscillograns, and also similar processes in tapping different cloud charge
centers, we obviously obtain in the raciated 'sferic' complex wave form somaetimes difficult to
distinguish from wultiole reflected simpler disch#:.-ges. Propagating stremers such as have been
observed to progress for tens of kilometer for.
as long ts a second could thus produce almost
continuous interference ranging from short auAio frequency pulse trains to components of several
hundred megacyclas. Figure 5 shows some oscillograin of induced lightning wave forms in the foux
meter single turn shielded aperiodic loops .ocated, as shown in Figure 2a, on top of the laboratory.
Aside from lightning atmospherics, ot•ter transient disturbances may be induced on an antenna
under thunderstorm conditions. Figure 6 *llustrates possible transients from corona, adjacent
insulator surface strnering, end from -harged rain drops. While these transients should not be
aircraft communications end probably account for much of the radio interference encountered under
thunderstorm conditions. In making measurements of eferics it Is therefore important to reduce
possible Interference from associated corona *tremaer and rain drop effects by properly shielding
the antenna systems.
After makIn3 sure by proper antenna shielding and checking tests that the interference wave
fums were related directly to lightning discharges, we resolved typical atmospherics into
harmonic components both analytically and by direct measurement of excitation effect on
different frequency range coamnication receivers.
5.0

RESOLUTION OF

ATMOSPHERICS BY HJARMONIC ANALYSIS

Mathematical representation of atmospherics involves difficulties which arise from the fact
that atmospherica are stochastic. In simple (but not complately accurate) language, this means

that a given atmospheric noise train i. only one mmber of an infinite sample space of possible
noise trains and that the situation is best described by the probability distribution over this
ample space of noise trains.
If one wish@@ to avoid a treatment of atmospherics which is baaed on the above considerations,
one might treat each observed atmospheric by means of harmonic analysis. It is to be hoped, for
example, that a survey of the harmonic analyses of many atmospheric noiae trains would permit one
to draw conclusion•s concerning the relative statistical frequencies with which certain parts of the
radio spectrum appear among the components. The mechanical procedurea for such harmonic analyses
are simple though tedious; several lightning wave fours of the type shown in Figure 5 were
analyzed. Figure 7b compares the original wave segst
of 7a with a recombination of the harmonic
components illustrating accuracy for the interval resolved. Since the transient is nonrepetitive,
there is no longer" a fit outside the Interval chosen, therefore such decomposition can be
considered only an approximation,
6.0

RESOLUTION OF AT4OSPIIEICS USING PANORAHIC ANALYZER EQUIPHENT

The L & T laboratory had earlier developed a panoramic interference analyzer covering the
frequency range of 100 kHz to 1000 mis.
For purposes of this investigation a simplified system
was built up using five calibrated receivers tuned respectively to 15 kitz, 190 Kh:, 1 mHs, 9 afz and
150 umu, whose audio envelopes were applied to a five beam cathode-ray tube indicator unit built
up with simple positioning controls. Figure 8 illustrates the equipment used in the atmospherics
studies and Figure 9 presents a corresponding schematic diagram.
The panoramic section with the five receivers and a five beam cathode-ray tube is shown to
the right in Figures 8 and 9. The center section has a dual beam cathode-ray unit which records
the stroke direction and the a-tenna voltages directly with a resolution equivalent to the
receivex responses.
The center section also contains standard precision crystal controlled
oscillator providing a time stardard controlled clock which in required for synchronization of
data with other cooperating observatories. To the left is shown a wide band oscillograph for
recording fine structure raidiation with greater resolution corresponding to higher frequency
stroke components.
Sample records of respective receiver responses to the atmospherics are shown in Figure loa.
A sample replot from an enlarged projectio of these records is presented in Figure 1Ob.
The
amplitudes shomn are to a scale corresponding to the adjusted receiver sensitivity and were
selected by adjusting sensitivities to values sufficient to give mar -urabie deflection during
periods of atmospheric activity.
Additional replots of the film data on a condensed scale as given in Figures 11 and 12
present extended Indications of receiver susceptibility for different frequencies and also an
indication of relative location and lengths of spaces free from noise. Figure Ila shows electric
field variations over a 15 minute period during a sumer thunderutorm Illustrating the frequency
of major charge redistributions in the vicinity.
Figures llb. 1c, andlld,preant graphs of
the communication time available for receiving input signal levels of the order of 500 microvolts
over typical local lightning periods of three seconds and 60 seconds respeitively.
The graphs indicate that for moderate strength signals, considerable amount of "clear" space
exists which might permit continued cozmications if the disturbing effect of the more severe
interierence peaks could be removed.
Some possible circuitry qwthods of selectively rejecting
such interference are briefly discussed In the next section on atmospherics interference with
coumwnicativas ana possible reduction methods.
7.0

MUSUR2UNTS OF TRIGGERD NATURAL LIGHTING DISCRAGE CHANNEL CURRENTS

Direct lighLning channel current measurements have been made at the base of a trimgered lightnin& channel.
This Is definei as one triggered by a rocket Dorn fine wire carried to heights
oT300 to 900 feet at a time when the electric field indicates that a lightning discharge Is probable. This Is a technique which has been pioneered by LTRI as a technique for studying both the
channels and the radiated aignalas. These measurements have shown the highly random nature of the
current variation and the periods of lower intensity, as shown In Figure 12. and as observed in the
radiated field measurments shown in Figure@ 10 through 11.
8.0

GENERATION OF ARTIFICIAL ATlR)SIHERICS FOR PROPAGATION STUDIES

A useful took in the study of atmospherics propagation has been developed in which pulses of
one to nine million volts are fed into the base of a five kilometer vertical antenna which is supported by a small helicopter. This technique permits the study of ground and skywaves separately
at distances of several kilometers away and can be detected at distancea of thousands of kilometers.
The signal is received most conveniently by use cf a clock synchronized oscilloscope at the receiving station. Using this technique simulated at-osnherics waveform as determined in the measurements
program could be applied to the antenna for the getration of representative interference and
simulation of even nearby effects on commaications systems.
9.0

ATIRDSPIVRICS INTERFERENCE WITH COMWNICATIONS MlE)REDUCTION METW•)S

The preceding illustrations of recorded atmospherics wave shapes and their effect in shock
excitation of the different frequency range receivers, composing Che panoramic interf-rensc
analyzer, indicated time variation effects of local thunderstorm eferics which disturbed copinications from lowest frequencies to over 150 m~s.

i

i

J. R. Carson has pointed out In same of his early work* that narrowing the bandwidth by
increasing selectivity of the receiver circuits still
leaves an irreducible minimum of interference
which uight still
block communications if the original interference were great enough. Carson's
Stheoretical york and consequent pessimistic view of ultimate limited possibilities of improvement
of signal to impulsive-noise ration was based on the study of linear circuits; cousiderable
improvements are possible by the introduction of non-linear elements to eliminate the high-level
interfering impulses.
The complexity contributed by radiation from the branching formation process of the lightning
di-charge. as discussed earlier, introduces at variable tines very high pulse repeat rates. The
high pulse rates introduce overlapping shock excitation envelopes within the receiver that would
completely wamp sigeale; and if the interference amplitudes were limited by conventional limiters
or clippers inside the receiver the audio output may be quieted but will have caused loss of
signal modulation and hence intelligIbility.
Earlier reported wrk** of the L & T laboratory has brought out both desirability and
feasibility of remI;Lag the Anterference before it reaches the receive:: so that a very much
smaller portion if the signal carrier is lost and a very much greater nuaber of disturbances can
be toleratea than with any achene of limiting within the receiver. This basic approach of
interference reduction ahead of the receiver has resulted in improvement ratios of the order of
50 dl applied under thunderstorm precipitation static conditions inducing corona pulses, of the
trie shown in Figure 6, with repeat rates of the order of 100,000.
Although atmospherics present
much more severe problems, the records from this investigation do indicate some possibilities
of reducing their interfering effects as will be developed in the following discussion.
The original form of the interference rejection scheme which has proved effective for corona
interference induced In both thunderstorm and precipitation-static conditions is illustrated by
the block diagram, reproduced from the earlier referenced paper, in Figure 13.
The "demon" block section of Figure 13, in a s.mIlar manner to Maxwell's famous postulated
"demon" sorting particles by their speed, serves to detect the arrival of interfering Impulses
by their characteristic transient features of high voltage rates of rise and amplitudes, and
thereupon operatea the "Sgating" section.
In the came of distinct corona impulses it is possible to close off the "Sate" or effectively
"blank" for such short intervals that the total percentage of blanking may be less than 20Z even
with 100,000 pulse repeat rat"s. The 'flywheel' action of the following receiver narrow-band tuned
circuits fills in the blank tine gaps, and loss of signal time of 20% of a time interval short
relative .- modulation amplitude changes would introduce a 20Z reduction in Nignal modulation
amplitude foi- ,' saen interval; and actually 50% blanking times were encountered and found satisfactory in .p.ecipitation-static corona interference reduction. Theoretically, on a sampling basis,
higher blanking space ratios then 501 are usable so long an the average 'gatfug' rate remained
steady at rates over 10,000 (in order to reproduce up to 5000 cycle signal components), and the
related blank space to signal space ratio remained fairly constant, thus effectively providing a
signal sampling system which when triggered by en approximately recurrent interference such as with
some corona discharges would correspond to sampling systems used in some time sharing modulation
system.
However the atmospherics records presented earlier show that wide variations occur in pulse
rates and duration cycles, hence a space factor first 20%, then 80%, then perhaps 0 in adjacent
intervals would obviously introduce torresponding severe signal cross modulation from the interference, end therefore relatively simple blanking would be ineffective for the widely varying space
factor oferics.
Since actually there are frequently recurring intervals relatively free of atocg€pheric
interference we night arbitrarily ahead of time consider reducing the average gated
1nal-passing
time to a sort of lowest comeon denominator selected time interval segment, and thus remove the
cross modulation from sating time variations. Ideally we could go one step further and postulate
a completely effective interference reduction system for atmospherics having some relatively
interference free space available for sampling at rates of at least twice the maximum desired
signal intalligence frequency.
If we assumed 5 kc as maximum desired signal modulation frequency
to be passed, we would need to divide the sampling time into Iptervale repeated at Pt least 10 kc,
or iest than 100 microsecond lengths. Actually because of possible misses cr bunching effects we
night choose shorter intervals. Let us consider a time graph of signal carrier and superposed
atmospherics sectioned into 20 microsecond intervals as illustrated in Figure 14 and let
us choose a gate interval of 10! of the sampling space interval, or 2 microsecond width.
Ideally we would like to explore tLe entire segmented interval and chooee the best 10 section;
practically we could do it in a fashion of checking each step and move along time-vise In this way
and open the gate for the first interval in which the interference is below a preset level.
It
in conceivable same intervals my not have any such favorable interval In which case it might be
desirable to increase time of pass in a succeeding interval to compensate for lost intervals. The
10! pass factor Is chosen on the assumption that on the average that percentage space might be
It might be desirable, and preferably automatically, to have
relatively free of interference.
the gate pass duration variable so that in case of less severe average interference a larger pass
space factor could be used; and when the Interference is infrequent the periodic gating scheme will
revert to the simple triggered blanking basis. Actually the addition of the above functions Is
relatively simple compared with the primary requisites for the original blanking scheme discriminator
which detects and exumines the interference and acts to operate the gate. Thus, in Figure 13 the
main schematic corresponds i one of the forms of the original simple blanking function schwem,
on

which a patent was issued, and the inserted four tube circuit converts it to a selective gating
system basically capable of handling more amplez aemspheiCes, a Outlined above.
Because of the long periods between peaks in tmospheric noise, a major problem in developing
the above approaches has bee" that of obtaining delay lines with sufficient time dalay. The
development of acoustic surface wave delay Iines with much longer delay tines than earlier
transmission line types appears to be ideally suited for this application.

10.0

SNUMARY REVIEW OF OUR PAST AND FLANIU Nfl!! ATMOSPlHEICS RIShIACHIS.

Under early Navy Bureau of Aeronautics and Air Force programs, the concern wao primarily to
improve aircraft cmmunications in thunderstorms and thus our rsearches have had a main goal
of measurement and recording of incident atmospherics to determine possabilities of selecting
signal intervals in between peak atmospheric activity with electronic circuitry rejecting the
meet severe interference ahead of the receiver shock excitable tuning networks.
From an early review, we had made of the literature on atmospherics, it was clear that
other studies fell into two main categoiss, first rtaitively low bend width measuremets,
mostly below 300 kilohertz, of individual eferic wave shapes with components reflected from the
various heaviside layers and, second, lons time integrated variations of eferic activity eyetemstically measured at different locations in terms of receiver audio output. The available
data and earlier programs were valuable in relation to determining power levels that would be
needed in respect to different commnication systems in different frequency ranges, Lut from
our point of view of working to reduce interference by circuitry gating at the input of the
receiver earlier available data wee considered insufficient. Therefore we devoted our
efforts to wide band measurements, up to 200 megahertz of the "fine-structuro" of radiation
from individual discharges as well as longer consecutive records of the character and spacing
of pulse components of branchinp streamers and repeated discharges which had hitherto been
unavailable.
1 addition to research and related instrumentation development work sumarized in this
report and the development of interference reduction we had worked out a laboratory atmospherics generator prototype design along the lines of a hinh power pulse generator developed by us under another
program with different wave shape component pulses controlled and modulated by a high speed magnetic tape or oscilXographic film scanning system, in which different types of atmospherics recordings
can be readily reproduced.
A companion instrument to the staosphnrics generitor had been devised to provide a direct
intelligibility record using either natural interference or the atmospherics generator. The
instrument design provides a rather versatile "Intelligibility" meter, in terms of percent error
count based on a gating comparator of original coded message elements and their resultant after
being mixed with interference and passed through the receiver. This approach permits evaluation of
Improvement ratios with rejection circuitry far better that by conventional noise meter comparison or listening tests.
Another technique considered and begun in the atmospherics program is the classification of
atmospherics components by an adaptation of a "counter-type analyzer" developed under another
program. The results have been encouraging to date and accordingly we expect and plan for
continuztion along the above lines of research and related instrumentation develop mt.
There are several phases of our originally planned program in which our rate of progress to
date has disappointed us but which we consider Important and hope to continue. One of our plans
had been to generate artificial sferics using our nine million cre-t voltage Impulse generator
with the artificially propagated long spark discharges simulating branch streamers. Calculations
have shown that we could have peak radiated components of the order of megawetts in the 100
kilohertz region which with the advantages of being producablo at specific times, we had planned to record in our mobile laboratory at different distances and also at different times to study
ionospheric effect variations. The other part of our original plans wh!ch also was disappointingly
delayed wes our program of simultaneous coordinated measurements by ua and several other cooperating
laboratories. Our atmospherics work discussed in this report is just a portion of combined programs
on reducing thunderstorm hazards to aircraft, with the effects on commnications originally considered
o! secondary importance, consequently at later stages of the work emphasis on lightning protection
aspects diverted both time and funds and slowed down instrumentation for the trianulation meassurements.
Continuation with such coordinated measuremients is also certainly vurthvhile. and we
have applied to this pha.e some of our own laboratory's industry granted research funds.
It
should be noted that our wide band approaches are difficult and expensive for g.ueral
observations.
It is preferable (and in case of our own researches on circuitry methods of atmospherics rejection we, of course consider it essential) to record atmospherics weve shapes and spacing
characteristics as they would appear at the receiver input rather than at the output where the
wove shapes are essentially converted to be characteristic of the receiver tuned circuits.
As a final coement, we might refer again to the practical value of the "fine-structure" and
essentially wide band type of atmospherics studies that we have been carrying on and hope to
continue. Using the proposed scheme vxf some other modifications, it should be possible to design
a plug in replacement unit for several tubes in conventional (100 kilo-hertz - 2 megahertz
range) radio direction finders and greatly reduce their vulnerability to both precipitationThe reduction of aircraft hazards by
static and atmospherics under thunderstorm conditions.
more dependable communication in severe thunderstorm conditions which is meterializing from
progress in these atmspherics research programs certainly justifies continued support of
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o set of theme outlined resoarchaes snd though, from time to time, supporting budget variat.ion my reduce the more fuadamental phase of longer ringe importamnc at a smloer pace, we
hope to oonti•ue the various atumophenen study phase we have discussed in this report.
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Fig.2(a) Cross section view of laboratory test arrangement with high voltage DC
generator depositing charge on hemi-spherical plexiglas surface, S

Fig.2(b)

Photograph of discharge streamer tapping charged areas on the surface
of a plexiglas hemi-sphere. analogous to charged cloud streamers
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Fig.2(c)

Laborabory lightning branching discharges of fifty foot lengths from a two million volt impulse,
illustrating the streamer mechanism permitting propagation of very long discharges from
relatively low cloud potentials
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Atmospherics measurement, equipment including: ISO mc broad band oscillograph, direction finding
and crystal controlled oscillator timing equipment, and the panoramic interference analyzer
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Fig. 12(b)

contacts rocket

Photograph and diagram of triggered natural lightning discharge used to study natural lightning
discharge channel currents. Insert shows close up photograph of channel and restrikes
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DISCUSSION

D. J. HARRIS: The Figure l0b suggests that the VHF noise signal can be very large. This is
surprising. The NBS atmospheric noise measurements suggest that the noise level isvery low at
2O1Hz, but the authors show that the level is high at 15014Hz. Could this be discussed?, and could
the authors indicate the source of the noise. How is it generated?
J. D. ROBB: The NBS data is based on average power which is very low for the VHF components even
though the peaks may be quite high. Two reasons are suggested.
1. The VHF components are observed only at line of sight distances, characteristic of
propagation at these frequencies and thus fall well below the lower frequencies which propagate
for nwuch greater distances.
2. As may be noticed in Figure llb, the VHF components are quite sparse which again results in
a low average power.
This illustrates one of the basic points which we have attempted to make; the importance of
examining communications systems in the time domain of peak amplitudes and frequencies of occurrence
as well as in the frequency domain of average power density.
We believe that the VHF compo-.ents are getierated primarily in the formative stages of the discharge
with a relatively short duration of milliseconds as compared with the average duration of the total
lightning flash of about one half second.
G. H. HAGN: Comment on a question to J. D. Robb. The rms voltage at VHF may be extremely small
(e.g., the CCIR Report 322 indicates that Fa for atmospheric noise from lightning is negligible
at VHF and above) even though the maximum value of the instantaneous voltage can be quite large
for brief intervals. Some designers of digital data systems which are intended to operate within
line of sight of storms producing lightning have been led astray by their interpretation of the CCIR
Report 322 curves. The parameter Fa (which is based on rms voltage) isnot useful for frequencies
where the contribution to the system noise factor is not dominated by the external noise power from
the antenna. At VHF and above, it is useful to know the statistics of the impulse spectral intensity
(i.e., strength of the equivalent delta function corresponding to each impulse from lightning in
volt-seconds at the receiver input)and the time of arrival statistic's of these impulses. These data
would be a useful supplement to the information given inCCIR Report 322.
J. D. ROBB:

I agree.

F. D. GREEN: One item I would hope to be covered inconjunction with studies of lightning flashes is
the development of devices to protect solid state devices from these natural EM pulses. Our Department
of Transport has quite a problem in protecting solid state beacons and conmmunication receivers from
lightning discharges which arrive on the antenna systems.
I would also like to say that there has been some success at CRC inmeasuring auto ignition at
frequencies about MGHz. It seems that it will certainly be necessary to protect or shield space link
receiver antennas from auto ignition and similar short pulses, especially if they must be located
near an autoroute.
J. D. ROBB: No answer.
CPT P.HALLEY: CCIR has published a report on atmospheric noise which makes it possible to predict
noise ina given location on the earth, at a given hour of a given season as a function of the frequency
for a unit (?)passband.
Is there a wcrld network of atmospheric noise measurement stations? Are the measurements collected
in international data centres? Is it contemplated to have the CCIR document revised and brouqht up-todate in view of these new data as well as of older data?
J. D. ROBB: No answer.
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Electromagnetic energy from man-made devices contributes to the composite electromagnetic noise environment in which telecommunications-electronics systems must operate. For a given system, all energy except that of the signal desired for the system can be considered noise, and the portion of noise attributable to man-made devices is termed man-made noise. This paper considers the noise from electrical and
electromechanical devices that are not designed as intentional radiators but that produce electromagnetic
energy as a by-product.
A complete discussion of undesired signals, as well as the other undesired energy
produced by transmitters or receivers (e.g., harmonics, transmitter noise, and local oscillator radiation)
is beyond the scope of this paper. The emphasis here is on description of the noise from electrical power
transmission and distribution lines and from vehicle ignition system; these two sources are known to be
important below and above 20 NHz, respectively.
Other sources are mentioned, and prediction of the composite environment due to unintentional radiators is considered.
Finally, voids in our knowledge of mansuade radio noise are noted.
1.

SCOPE

Thtý composite electromagnetic noise environment is generated by many natural and man-made sources
(Figure 1).
This paper concentrates on the unintentional man-made radiators, describes selected major
sources (e.g., power lines and vehicles) in technical terms, and assesses their relative contribution to
the compositi electromagnetic noise environment exclusive of the signal environment.
Figure 2 gives an
example of a brief observation of the composite electromagnetic environment in the VHF land mobile band in
the United States:
amplitude verclus frequency and time, as observed by a scanning receiver and processed
by a computer. The portion of the. composite electromagnetic noise environment produced by unintentional
radiators is described in terms that permit its prediction. However, the actual assessment of the effects
of man-made noise on the operational performance of systems and the subject of noise suppression and control,
while extremely important, are beyond the scope of this paper.
2.

INTRODUCTION

Numerous unintentional radiators have been identified over the years.
PETERSON (1974) mentioned that
noise voltages induced in the receiving antennas of comunications systems in use around 1900 were said to
have "fritted" the "coherers" of these systems, and DINGER (1962) noted that perhaps the first known case
ot man-made interference to radio signals occurred in 1902, when Dr. A. H. Taylor heard ignition noise from
a two-cylinder automobile. HERMAN (1970) summarized some of the work on man-made noise prior to 1970, and
HAGN (1973) updated this sumary.
Primary cypes of unintentional radiators are listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1 CATEGORIES OF UNINTENTIONAL RADIAT1RS

,•Industrial
A

Overhead power transmission and distribution lines.
Ignition systems (e.g., automotive; aircraft, small
engines, etc.).
fabrication and processing equipment
(including arc weluers).
Electric motors and generators.
Electric busees and trains (excluding their power lines).
Contact devices (e.g., thermostats, bellse, and buzzers).
Electrical control, switchings, and converting equipment
(e.g., SCRs, and ac/dc converters).
Medical and scientific apparatus.
Lamps (e.g., gaseous discharge devices and neon signs).
Various electrical consumer products.

'Zhe relative importance of these sources as potential causes of interference depends on their number

and distribution (e.g., their proximity to the susceptible equipment), their output characteristics in
frequency and in time, and the type of victim service being considered. For example, noise from automobile
ignition systems (Figure 2) is an important source of interference to mobile receivers in the VHF land mobile radio service (DEITZ, J., et al., 1973), while it is relatively insignificant for the LF navigation

service, where atmospheric noise is often dominant (SIHWERS,

S•
*

R. M.,

1974).

However, in the vicinity of

cities,
airc'aft

man-made noise sometimes limits the use of LF and VLF navigation systems by aircraft.
Many LF/VLF
navigation system applications are not feasible because of man-made noise limitations in and
P~around urban areas (VINCENT, W. R., 1974).
System checks and Omega coordinate setting before take-off
may be hampered or rendered impossible by the man-made noise.
One way (by no means flawless) to assess the
importance of noise sources relative to various types of services is to record complaints of interference
when investigations have shown the complaints to be valid and when positive identLf-cation of the sources has
been made.
This is done on a nationwide scale by some countries in Europe (McLACHLAi", A. S., 1973) and elsewhere (ROBERTSON, E., 1971).
Many of these complaints are summarized in a standard format for the International Special CoemLttee on Radio Interference (CISPR).
Another way to assess the relative importance of
sources is to observe the correlation of some measure of a suspected source with the composite background
noise level (SPAULDING,
A. D., and DISNEY, R. T., 1974).
Let us consider the correlation of the composite man-made noise level with popuiation density bfore
addressing its measured correlation with specific electromagnetic sources.
Because of the attenuation of
noise fieli
strength with distance from the source, it seems reasonable that man-made noise levels should
correlate, at least broadly, with population in urban areas.
ALLEU (1960) presented data relating quasipeak field strength values measured at street level to urbAn population.
He computed the probability of
various levels being exceeded at 1 MHz as a percentage of locations in an urban area.
This was done over
a population range from 103 to 106 persons.
Although Allen reported a gross correlation between population
and noise levels, attempts to correlate average noise power levels with population density, as measured on
a finer scale, in U.S. Census Bureau standard location areas (SLAs)--of 1 to 5 square miles--have not been
successful (SPAULDING, A. D., et al., 1971).
SPAULDING (1972) investigated the rel.ationship between population density and average noise power spectral density, Fal in decibels above kTo, in signal-free channels
in tne band 250 kHz to 48 MHz.
In the population density range of 1,000 to 25,000 per square mile, in San
Antonio, Texas, he found no significant correlation between the average population density of an SLA and
the average values of noise level taken at several locations within the SLA.
Correlation on a fineL scale
(down to an individual city block) has not been attempted.

SPAULDING et al. (1971),

DISNEY (1972),

SPAULDING (1972),

and SPAULDING and DISNEY (1974)

did find

significant correlation between vehicular traffic density and average noise power spectral density (Figure 3),
especially for frequencies above 20 MHz (Figure 4). Data taken later than those in Figure 4 indicate that
the correlation remains high between 50 and 250 MHz.
Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that vehicle ignition systems will be potentially important sources of interference to radio systems operating
above 20 MHz, especially near roads.
in rural areas remote from power lines and other sources, automobiles
may be the dominant noise sources below 20 M:z.
Overhead power lines are known to be an important source of man-made noise below 15 to 20 MHz.
SPAULDING and DISNEY (1974) reported relatively good correlation between electical
power consumptiou, in
an area and the root mean square (rms) value of the noise envelope voltage l.jlow 20 MHz.
They noted, how-

ever, that information on local power consumption in the United States is

ifficult to obtain.

Overhead

lines can be important above 15 MI!z (WARBURTON, F. W., et al., 1969)p and the interference to television
from power lines has recently been discussed (e.g., LOFTNESS, M. 0., 1970; JUETTE, G. W., 1972; CORTINA, R.,
et al., 1973).
We have observed that nearby power lines sometimes establish the baseline noise level at
MF and HF.
This has been documented by power-on/power-off test3 with omnidirectional antennas and by use
of directional antennas in areas where the location of power lines is known.

3.

POWER LINES

3.1

General Comments

Power lines operating on ac can b4 categorized by their function (power transmission or distribution),
which determines their operating voltage and, thereby the mechanisms by which they produce radio noise under
normal operating conditions.
In general, the lower-voltage distribution and transmission lines (below about
70 kV) produce noise from various types of discharges in gaps, while the higher-voltage transmission lines
*

(110 kV and higher) generate noise by various kinds of corona (PAKALA, W. E. et al., 1968).
The high rate of
current rise transforms to a broader spectrum for gap noise than for corona noise, as observed with a peak detector (PAKALA, W. E., and CHARTIER, V. L., 1971).
The low-voltage lines may also radiate noise resulting
from switching transients and other effects from de-iceo connected to the lines as sources of power.
High-voltage dc transmission lines are coming into use (KAUPERLE, 1972), but there is not yet much information about the noise from such lines.
ANNESTRAND (1972) points out that noise is generited at the
converter stations, which then propagates on the lines.
Shielding and filtering at the converter stations
can reduce the noise significantly.
Most of the meaaurements of power-line noise reported in the literature have been made by using quasipeak detectors, although some data on power-line noise measured with peak and average detectors are available (THOMPSON, W. I., III,
1971).
Measurements made with an rms detector are not generally available in
the literature (DISNEY, R. T., et al.:
1974), but some data of this type are given in this paper and were
given by DISNEY and LONGLEY (1973) and SPAULDING and DISNEY (1974).
From the standpoint of potential for
causing interference, the frequen,.y ranges of interest include the audio spectrum (60 Hz to 5 kHz) for

telephone use, the line carrier rpectrom (5-150 kli), and the radio-frequency spectrum above 150 kliz.
paper is
3.2

This

primarily concerned with the radio spectrum.

Gap Noise

I

"S

Gap noise is that noise resulting from a complete discharge between two metal objects (sparks) or between a metal object and an electrically charged surface (microsparks) (WARBURTOM,
F. W., at al., 1969).
The sources of gap noise include air Saps in insulators, at tie wires, and between hardware parts; excessive
electrical stress across wood, at corroded joints, between neutral wires and ground wires and, in electrical
apparatus that is defective, damaged, improperly designed, or badly installed.
Gap noise is the predominant
source of power-line noise for frequencies above 15 MlHz.
3.3

Corona Noise

The primary noise source on power lines above about 110 kV is corona.
Although gap noise can and does
occur on high-voltage transmissior lines (greater than 1I0 kV), the gaps can usually be found and eliminated.
Several types of corona discharge contribute to the radio noise from high-voltage transmission lines (positive stremers, negative glow, negative streamers, and so on).
The noise from corona begins to decrease
above about 1 MHz.
The spectrum from negative corona (glow as well as negative streamers) decreases at
the %ate of 20 to 25 dB per frequency decade, while that from positive streamers falls
off at 35 to 40 dB
per decade, according to JUETTE (1972) (Figure 5).
3.4

Fair-Weather Average Noise Power

Fair-weather noise levels measured by using peak and quasi-peak detectors have been reported in the
literature.
Figure 6 presents median values of average noise power spectral density data obtained by
several investigators at NF, HF, and VHF with rms detectors.
Vertical monopole antennas were used; the
antennas were positioned directly under the line, with the exception of the 15-kV/16.67-Hz line.
One of
the most interesting observations is that the 11S-kV lines were noisier than the lines with higher or
lower operating voltage.
At any given frequency, the difference between measured medians for the noisiest
and the quietest line was about 30 dB.
3.5

The Spatial Variables

Three spatial variations are of interest:
the variation of noise level with height directly under the
line, that of the noise level along the line, and that with distance laterally away from the line.
Examples
of these variations are discussed below.
The variation with antenna height beneath a 15-kV power line operating at 16-2/3 Hz in Germany was
measured at 2.5 HHz with a 1-m vertical rod antenna and a receiver with an rums detector.
The conductor was
approximately 8 m above ground.
The average noise power was observed to increase as the Stoddart NM-25T,
modified to measure F. (see MATlESON, R. 1. and BEASLEY, K. R., 1972), was raised from the ground: +7 dB
at 1.2 m, +12 dB at 1.8 m, and +15 dB at 1.9 m.
Longitudinal variations as great as 15 dB were observed from place to place under the same line over
a distance of about 1 km, but the typical variation between towers was 2 to 5 dB, with an increase often
noted at the tower.
The relative profile laterally from thl.s liv~e, measured at midspan at 2.5 MHz with a
short vertical monopole antenna, was:
0 dB under the line, -10 dB at 21 m, -15.5 dB at 43 mi -19.5 dB at
61 m, and -19.0 dB at 76 m.
In the presence of roin, an Fa value of 104 dB above kT0 was observed directly beneath the line.
More typically, values of 80 4.B abo';e kT 0 were observed there.
3.6

Seasonal Variation of Fair-Weather Radio Interference (RI)

Levels

The seasonal variation of fair-weather radio noise was investigated by LaFOREST (1968) by studying
one year of data on a 500-kV line in the northeastern United States.
He noted the effects of relative air
density, relative humidity, and wind speed, as well as seasonal variations, and he deduced correction terms
for fair-weather RI levels (field strengths measured with a quasi-peak detector).
He noted that semser
readings were higher than winter readings by about 12 dB.
Various others have recorded the increase in RI
during rain or other bad weather.
3.7

Variations Due to Foul Weather

FAKALA and CHARTIER (1971) stated that noise increases of 17 dB were likely during rain. The IEEE
(1965) indicated increases of 15 to 25 dB during foul weather and also (1971) indicated increases of 20 dB
during bad weather.
Data on RI levels taken on a Bonneville Power Admiaiistretion 345-kV line between May
'965 and 1'iAy 1966 (Figure 7) show an average RI level during rain of approximtealy 20 dB above that shown
during clear weather, while during snow the average level was nearly 26 dB higher than the clear-weather
level (BAILEY, B. H., and BILSHER, H. W., 1968).
FOP.REST (1969) pointed out that "defect" noise on lowervoltage (11- to 66-kV) lines, caused by sparks and microvparks, tended to determine the fair-weather RI

-
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levels above 10 Mes. He noted that vet weather could cause RI increases of 5 to 15 dB in the bend 100 kHe
to 10 M4a, due to corona, while causing RI levels above 10 lMa to decrease, due to the shorting out of'arcing saps.
Effects of Insect and Other Particles

73.8

The effects of the presence of particles on or near REV conductors were studied by

UELL et al.

(1968).

Observations of the variation in RI levels over a one-year period on a 230-kV tower line showed that water
particles caused the highest RI levels.
However, insect and vegetable particles caused high RI levels approximately 80 percent of the time.
3.9

Polarization Effects

PAKALA and CHARTIER (1971) observed that, in 60 percent of their measurements, those made with horizontally polarized dipoles produced greater noise than those made with vertically polarized dipoles.
The
differences ranged from 0 to 10 dB over the frequency band 15 kHz to 10 GHz.
3.10

Concluding Comments

Our knowledpe of the noise from power lines is far from complete.
Little of the noise mersurements
to date have be
. rith rms meters, and even fewer data on the amplitude probability distribution of
the noise exist.
main cnaracteristics of noise from both low-voltage distribution and high-voltage
transmissiou lio..
,nave been discussed.
It is not possible to construct totally noise-free lines.
However, 3ood engineering practices in line design and good maintenance practice for operational lines can
greatly - •" e the contributions of the noise from power lines to the composite man-made radio noise environment.
4.

IGNITION SYSTEMS

4.1

Introductory Comment

Ignition noise is generally found wherever automobiles or other vehicles using spark-initiated power
systems (e.g., trucks, boats, aircraft, and snowmobiles) are used.
This noise is highly impulsive and
spreads over much of the frequency spectrum.
At the low end of the spectrum (below about 20 MHz), ignition
noise is generally believed to be exceeded by power-line noise when both sources are present, as discussed
in Section 2 (see also JTAC, 1968).
The actual lower limit willp of course, be determined by specific situations, including the density of automobile traffic
and the proximity of power lines.
The high-frequency
limit to the automobile ignition noise spectrum has not been as well studied.
Generally, instrumentation
capability or investigator interest tapers off before the establishment of a clear upper limit.
SRI made
a brief investigation this year in a suburban area in California, using a spectrum analyzer with a noise
figure of about 30 dB. * This investigation indicated that ignition noise is still
an important noise component in the range from 1 to 3 GHz.
Although much of the time only receiver noise was found, increased
traffic intensity associated with the rush hour commonly produced noise spikes 30 to 40 dB above the receiver noise in a 100-kliz bandwidth at 1.2 and 2.9 GHz.
4.2

Details of the Source

Ignition noise has three principal sources.
In their order of occurrence during the ignition cycle
they are:
(1) the impulsive release of stored charge in the ignition system secondary wiring when the air
gap within the distributor breaks down, (2) the similar impulsive current flow in the spark-plug wire about
10 to 20 ps later when the spark-plug gap breaks down, and (3) the abrupt commencement of current flow in
the breaker-point-to-coil wire when the breaker points are closed to restart the cycle anew.
This last
source should not be a problem in the newer automobiles with electronic ignition systems.
In measurements
of the radiation from a particular vehicle, it is not generally recognized that the first
two sources given
above are separate entities,
because of their close spacing in time.
However, special measurements (such
as those using wideband current probes) can be made that clearly show the two sources.
Noise from the third
source occurs about I or 2 ms after the first
two and is easily distinguishable.
Let us next consider the
radiating system in which these impulsive currents flow.
Modern resistive ignition secondary wiring forms a very losay antenna, with attenuation of about
0.4 dB/cm tt 10 MHz, 1.4 d]l/cm at 100 MHz, and 3.1 dB/cm at 500 M•z. The high loss means that the two ends
of the "wire" from the distributor to the spark pLug are isolated from each other at RF and that probably
for only the first
few inches at each end is the wire an effective radiator.
Impulses at either end of
the wire couple energy to the adjacent wiring and metal parts, so the ignition wire becomes the driven
element in a highly irregular antenna system.
Therefore, withint an N-cylinder automobile having the
standard inductive-discharge ignition system with breaker points, each of the N spark-plug wires is pulsed
at each end, and the single breaker point wire is pulsed for each plug, so that there are 2N + 1 individual
little
radiating antenna systems under the hood (bonnet).
If the automobile engine is operating at R rpm,

For explanations of noise figure and other concepts,

see MUMFORD and SCHEIBE (1968),

and ARTHUR (1974).

there are N * R/120 spark-plug firings per second, each with three impulses (caused by the two gap breakdowns and the breaker point closure) into the radiating systems. The first two impulses often c&nnot be.
resolved with narrow-band detectors. NIELSON (1974) noted that a receiver with 16-M4z bandwidth still
seems to be band-limited when looking at ignition noise at 1.37 GHz. The rise time of the ignition noise
pulse is of the order of I ns, and it depends on the suppression techniques used (BURGETT, R. R., et al.,
1974), so one might expect significant radiation to at least 1 CHz.
The frequency characteristic of the automobile as a radiating system driven by all these sources is
highly irregular. Measurements made at 10 m using a frequency-scanning peak detector are shown in Figure 8.
Since the automobile system is excited with brief impulses, the determining element in the frequency response is the automobile's radiating efficiency. The response shows broad peaks where some portion of the
vehicle's stVcture is radiating effectively and wide nulls where no such resonances exist. An examination
of the automobile's radiated field with regard to frequency shows a complex structure var-ing with the angle
from which the vehicle is viewed. Additional variations in the observed spectrum can be introduced by the
propagation or coupling mechanisms and by the receiving system.
As an additional complexity, successive pulses from an automobile are not of the same amplitude; they
vary by 20 or 30 dB (STORWICK, R. N., et al., 1973; HSU, H. P., et al., 1973, 1974) and even with successive
pulses from the same cylinder (MAXAM, G. L., et al., 1973a, b).
The studies just referenced were all pulseheight measurements, although the term amplitude distribution (easily confused with amplitude probability
distribution, APD) was used to describe the presentation by HSU et al. (1973, 1974) and STORWICK et al.
(1973).
MAXA1 et al. (1973a, b) called the sam distributions pulse-height distrtbuirons.
Part of the pulse-to-pulse variation is probably attributable to the differences i"
sakdown potential
that result from inhomogeneities in the air-fuel mixture and possibly from air turbulence within the distributor cap.
Gap breakdown characteristics may also be influenced by microchanges in the electrodes.
There are also longer-term (several-second to several-minute) trends in the field. Automatic plotting of
a peak detector's output (SHEPHERD, R. A., et al., 1974b) sometimes shows sudden 10- to 20-dB changes in the
noise output and often shows slower changes of the same magnitude over a minute or less. Although the reason for this is not clear, it is certain that a quick look at the noise from the automobile will provide
only a small sample of a possibly nonstationary random process.
It is evident that this contributes to
the problem of obtaining consistent or repeatable measurements of ignition noise from vehicles.
4.3

Measurement Techniques and Descriptive Parameters

Various techniques and parameters have been used to measure the noise from automobiles.
For uniform
test procedures, both the IEEE (1966) and the SAE (1974) standards require peak field-strength measurements.
However, neither standard furnishes a working definition of, or guidance about, what is meant exactly by
peak field strength. Without this guidance, different results can be obtained from the same source since
the automobile is a source oi highly random impulsive noise (SHEPHERD, R. A., et al., 1974a).
In Europe a
quasi-peak detector is favored by CISPR (1971) over the peak detector used in the United States for the
same sort of measurements (see also STUMPERS, F. L., 1971; BAUER, F., 1973).
Although suggestions can be
found that at 1500 rpm the peak field strength is 20 dB greater than the quasi-peak field strength (e.g.,
BAUER, F., 1973; and SAE, 1974), this does not appear to be consistently the case. Measurements made in
Anderson, Indiana, in 1959 by BALL and NETHERCOT (1961), using several vehicles and several measurement
systems, resulted in an empirically determined peak-to-quasi-peak ratio of about 21 dB. Quasi-peak detectors with charge time co- 'tants of 1 ms and discharge time constants of 500 and 600 me were used. These
measurements were made between about 30 and 200 M4z, with engine speeds generally about 1000 rpm (for 4cylinder to 8-cylinder vehicles). The average of a number of peak-to-quasi-peak comparisons was about
21 dB, but under various measurem-nt situations the ratio ranged from about 26 dB to about 13 dB. More
recently, comparative measurements of a number of individual vehicles with V-8 engines were made in San
Antonio by SCHULZ et al. (1973).
The engines were operated at 1500 rpm; the antenna height was 3 m and
the spacing was 10 m, as required by SAE J551 (SAE, 1974).
The measurements were made at seven fixed
frequencies between 36 and 1000 Ksz, using an Electromatrics EMC-25 having both peak and quasi-peak detector
functions. The quasi-peak detector had charge and discharge time constants of 1 ms and 600 me, respectively.
These measurements indicated an even greater variability of the peak-to-quasi-peak ratio. While the 20-dB
empirical relationship between the readings of peak and quasi-peak detectors may be a useful (and sufficiently accurate) approximation for facilitating international trade, it should not be taken as a deterministic constant.
Root-mean-square (rms) field strength measurements have been made at fixed frequencies by a number of
experimenters, but no frequency-scanning measurements with an rms detector have been noted in the literature (according to DISNEY, R. T., at al., 1974).
SRI researchers have observed that the average noise
power as measured from the front of a single vehicle can exhibit variability with frequency in the range
of 15 to 30 MHs (Figure 9) and have also noted a significant increase in noise level from the same vehicle
after "routine" maintenance, during which new plugs, breaker points, condenser, and resistive wiring harness were installed.
A model was developed by SPAULDING at al. (1971) (see also SPAULDING, A. D., 1972)
to estimate the noise power spectral density, F (watts/hertz), from distributions of vehicles as a function
a
of road geometry and radio frequency.
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4.4

,ý'

Recent Amplitude Probability Distribution (APD)

Measurements of Automobile ignition Noise

The APD is the cumulative distribution of a receiver's envelope amplitude. Only a few measurements of
the APD of ignitiQn noise from single vehicles are known to have been made (and none from aircraft); these
were made by using two different techniques, over a wide frequency range. The measurement system used by
SCHULZ and SOUTHWICK (1974) had an adjustable threshold and a timer system, so that the percentage of time
Since this system examined only one threshold level at
that the threshold was exceeded could be measured.
a time (for I second), any changes in the behavior of the automobile as a noise source between the measurement at one level and that at the next level could be a source of difficulty. These APDs were made at a
number of frequencies between 36 and 1000 MHz and at several bandwidths between 3 and 300 kliz. Figure 10
shows APDs for a single vehiclep synthesized by averaging the results for four vehicles. SCHULZ and
SOUTWICK (1974) noted the repeatability of the data, especially when three or more vehicles were observed
simultaneously on several days or when the results of several vehicles were averaged. These APDs exhibited
much the saw structure as the upper (impulsive) portion of the APD measurements on automobilies made at HF
by SHEPHERD et al. (1973) using a different technique (see also SHEPHERDp R. A., 1974).
SHEPHERD at al. (1973) sampled a detector output at 200 times per second for about 10 minutes and converted the data to digital form for computer processing to provide the API). over a 54-dB dynamic range.
Simultaneously, the mns level and the parameter Vd, the ratio in decibels of the rms to the average envelope voltage, were computed. Figure 11 shows a •* or Zhese APDs for two vehicles with V-8 engines (a
md o.
*ue vehicle with a 4-cylinder engine (a 1962
1962 Chevrolet pickup truck and a 1967 Mercury
The Chevrolet pickup used for thes4 A.?Dx had been deliberately made noisy by replacing its
Volkswagen).
:-3sistive secondary cabling with metal wiring, but ti,: otoer two vehicles had not been modified. When the
engines were ldling, the pickup's maximum lvelas and Iz average power were about 15 dB above those for
the other two vehicles. When the engines wer-e racingp the maximm values for both the pickup and the
Mercury decreased, while their noise power increased, although by only 0.5 dB for the Mercury. The Volkswagen's maxim= remained about the same, but its power increased by about 8 dB. At 4000 rpm it had the
same pulse rate as an 8-cylinder car at 2000 rpm. These APDs demonstrate that vehicles behave differently
(We refer to maximum levels on the APDs
in terms of their average power and their maximum observed levels.
instead of to peak levels to avoid confusion with the peak parameter measured with a peak detector.)
Although the APDs for different vehicles may vary widely (SHEPHERD, R. A., 1974; SCHULZ, R. B., and
SOUTIWICK, R. A., 1974), the APDs are not greatly different for changes in traffic intensity on a rural
freeway, because they "average together" the wide variety of noise-producing vehicles that pass. This
averaging effect was noted within an urban area by SPAULDING et al. (1971) as "an encouraging find," since
the APD is sometimes sufficient for system performance analysis and for system design. Figure 12 demonstrates the striking similarity in APDs made over 10-minute periods on three days, at the same location,
for traffic intensities with a three-to-one range.
A very general model for estimating the APDs from a group of cars was developed by COHEN (1972), and
the modeled APDs were compared with the measurements of SHEPHERD et al. (1973) by GILLILLAND and BREWER
(1974).
Most of the predicted API) values differed from the measured values by only 1 or 2 db across the
intended range of model applicability (i.e., APD values of 2 percent and lower, corresponding to frequencyshift-key (FSK) bit error probabilities in the range 10-2 and lower).
4.5

Variability from One Automobile to Another

The rms measurements have been used to note the great variability in noise from one automobile to
another. Measurements made in Spain by EIIGLES (1974) and on Guam by SRI, using modified NM-25T and NM-26T
receivers with 38-cm loop antennas, show quite clearly the wide range of noise production observed with
About 2 percent of the cars were found to be 30
even a small sample of vehicles in service (Figure 13).
to 35 dB noisier than the median vehicle. The measurements were made while the vehicles moved slowly past
Similar measurements made in Scotland by ENGLES (1974) indicated (again from
the antenna, one at a time.
only a small sample of vehicles) that an even cmaller percentage of vehicles in Scotland are extremely
noisy (the 2-percent level was above the median by only about 15 dB, and the median vehicle seems to have
This trend of proporbeen about 3 dB quieter than the medians for the measurements in Spain and Guam).
tionally fewer noisy vehicles appears in measurements made by SRI in Germany in 1971 with the same type of
receiver but with a 3-m whip antenna and also in measurements made in the United States (SPAULDING, A. D.,
The U.S., Scottish, and German distributions all have the same general slope (although we cannot
1972).
understand why the U.S. measurements are so far above the others), indicating that there appear to be
proportionally fewer very noisy vehicles in those countries than in Spain or Guam. It is not clear why
this should be so, but experiments designed to identify and classify the particularly noisy vehicles would
help in determining whether some vehicle types are inherently noisy or whether this characteristic is
acquired with age or as a result of some modification (such as replacing resistive ignition wiring with
solid copper wiring).
The effects of the amall proportion of noisy vehicles are much greater than those of the majority of
In observations of the effects on land mobile communications, DEITZ et al.
the vehicles on the streets.
(1973) referred to the existence of these "super-noisy" vehicles and showed that a group of vehicles containing some that are super-noisy cart degrade narrow-band FM voice communications by about 10 dB more than
In their tests, degradation was defined
a similar group of vehicles not containing the super-noisy ones.
as the increase in signal power required to reestablish the quality of reception obtained without the
ignition noise.

Figure 14 in an example of automobile ignition noise as it appeared near a freeway. This measurement
was made by recording the zas aster voltage of a modified NH-25T receiver while the antenna woo about 16 a
from the nearest lane of a freeway (SHEPHERDD, R. A., et &1., 1973). During the measurement period, traffic
was passing at a rate of about 24 care per minute. * The flat portions of the chart record represent the
periods when only quiet vehicles were passing. The noisy vehicles were sometimes 40 dB above the quiet
vehicles. Considering the traffic speeds involved (about 100 las/br) and the fact that the noisy vehicles,,?
can be observed for a period of 30 seconds or so, it follows that the noise from the noisy vehicles at
about 400 m exceeds that from the quiet vehicles passing as close as 16 0.
4.6

Concluding Comments

Ignition systems are highly variable sources of man-made radio noise, which contribute to the composite
electromagnetic noise environment even up into the microwave region. While data have been taken on individual vehicles, relativcly little is known about the causes of the variability and even less is known
about the range of variability of the noise of automobiles in service. The relatively few analytical models
for the noise from vehicles have yet to be adequately checked against experimental data.
5.

OTHER SOURCES OF MAN-MADE NOISE

Power lines and automobile ignition systems are not the only sources of broad-band electromagnetic
noise., Numerous other sources exist within the categories listed in Table' 1, and it appears that no portion of the spectrum and few areas of the world are unpolluted. As a low point within the electromagnetic
spectrum, as well as with respect to the earth's surface, BENSEMA at al. (1974) and KANDA (1974) reported
spectrum measurements of ama-made noise from I to 100 kliz arising from the operation of dc machinery in a
coal mine. As an examle of remoteness (although the source in question was power-line noise), STUART and
SITES (1973) noted that "from a coammunicator's and experimenter's point of view, man-made noise is a definite
problem in Antarctica," and they found it necessary in that port of the world to go several kilometers from
the centers of activity before natural noise became the limiting source.
Since the automobile .ass sources of noise other than its ignition system, these additional sources
will have the potential of causing disruption whenever the automobile is used, Considering the lowerfrequency observations first, BOLTON (1972) reported that the high-level noise at 76 kHz in a public
parking lot in Denver was due to noise generated by automobile starters. Fortunately, this noise generally
lasts for only a few seconds per vehicle.
Another source of noise within the automobile is the alarm buzzer intended to alert the driver that
he is opening the door with the key still in the ignition lock. (Presumably, the other alarm buzzers that
alert one of unfastened sent belts and so on also make noise.) Comparisons of the rma voltage of the noise
from the door-alarm buzzer with that of the ignition noise were made by SHEPH!ERD et al. (1973) and by
LAUBhER (1974) at 20, 25, and 30 M~iz. These fixed-frequency measurements indicated that a car's door buzzer
noise might exceed its ignition noise in the upper part of the HF band by up to 25 dB.
SRI made frequency-scanning measurements on a vehicle, using a peak detector at a distance of 10 m,
in accordance with SAl J55lc (SAE, 1974) standard. These measurements indicated that buzzer noise is comparable to ignition noise up through 1000 Mx1. Figure 15 shows some comparative measurements up through
500 MHz, made without moving the vehicle or the antenna, Fortunately, buzzer noise is usually intermittent
relative to ignition noise.
An automobile's horn is used only seldom, which is fortunate from the standpoint of audio-frequency
and radio-frequency noise. During a brief measurement session SRI o'bserved that the major noise source at
It ex4Z. MHz in a narrow street in San Francisco was a back-up signal horn on a truck about 50 moaway.
ceeded the truck's ignition noise by at least 15 dB.
Some other transportation systems are also generators of man-made radio nol-se. VINCENT and ELLISON
(1974) made measurements alongside the tracks of th new Bay Area Rapid Trrevit (BART) system in the San
Francisco area. These measurements show that, although the general background noise level between 4 and
8 14Hz in the urban area was already quite high, impulsive noise from the trains (powered by a 1000-V dc
third rail) exceeded the background by 20 to 30 dB. Strong radio noise bursts associated with bright
arcing in the wheel area of trains approaching a station were noted. This noise was not observed to be
associated with departing trains. The departing trains produced impulse* at about 220 pulses per second,
"probably asso~ciated with the drive motor control circuitry." This impulse noise was noted to disappear
for about 2 seconds as the propulsion system power was reduced, and it then resumed with a slightly different structure as power was reapplied.
In Germany SRI researchers noted noise over the HF band from the electric trains and their 15-ky,
16.67-Hz power line. (Diesel-electric engines on the same track were not observed to generate significant
noise above ambient.) The power line was a major source of noise, with larqe groups of impulsos occurring
at 33.33 Hz, signifying a number uf gap breakdowns at one or more places on t~heline for each voltage
maximum.

The record was made at the same time and on the same antenna at one of the APDs of Figure 12.

c s

The ueasuring system used by Vincent and Ellimon has also been used to observe noise from siliconcontrolled rectifiers (SCRs) and from industrial heating devices such as those used for plastic welding.
At HF this noise may propagate for thousands of miles by ionospheric reflection, it is becoming more and
more a problem as large SCRm are increasingly used in industrial and manufacturing processes (VINCENT,
W. R., 1974).
Figure 16 shows three views of a 3-second period of the noise from a desk-top electromechanical calculator in th%. 30- to 50-MHz region. FORD (1972) observed that modern pocket-sized calculators are
also potentially significant noise sources.
City noise consists of the accumulation of all the high-level, short-duration pulses from switching,
operation of machinery, and so on that take place in a city. Automobile ignition noise (and other automobile noise) and power-line noise certainly contribute to city noise. Other noise sources are arc welders,
superregenerative receivers, and household appliances (MARTIN, H., and TABOR, F., 1972; MILLS, A. H., 1971).
The sources for this noise are so numerous that the pulses generally overlap in a receiver, and the resolution of individual sources is not possible. LYNN (1972) referred to this noise as "electromagnetic smog."
He described a number of electromagnetic compatibility problems (not all from broad-band noise) to show the
"generally insidious and sometimes ridiculous" nature and effects of man-made noise.
City noise was measured from aircraft over Seattle at HF and below by BUEHLER and LUNDEN (1966), over
Florida at VHF by PLOUSSIOS (1968), and over Illinois at frequencies up to 440 M•z by SWENSON end COCHRAN
(1973).
In the Seattle area, Buehler and Lunden concluded that at otherwise quiet times city noise may
control reception at I MHz about 65 km from the city center over land and out to about 160 km from the
city over salt water. While flying at about 3 km over highly populated areas in Northern California, ROTH
(1958) observed increases of about 12 dB above the ambient galactic noise at 40.38 MHz.
The Swenson and Cochran measurements were made from an aircraft altitude of approximately 700 m over
about 20 cities and towns ranging in population from 200 to 90,000. At 222 MHz, all (except possibly one)
produced discernible noise. Similar flights over a large coal-fired power-generating plant and over powerswitching yards did not provide noticeable noise. One village (population about 500) was found to have an
unusually large amount of noise. A ground search turned up a superregenerative receiver on an automatic
garage door opener, radiating continuously over a wide frequency band.
There are various sources of radiation in aircraft (e.g., ignition and electrical systems including
inverters and alternators) in addition to the transmitters they carry. The noise levels to which an airplane is subject are the comp4 site of those produced by the on-board equipment and those produced by sources
n the ground (e.g., the noise discussed above).
Swenson and Cochran found it necessary to equip their re-eiving system with a noise-blanker to keep their small plane's shielded ignition system from interfering
with the measurements.
Man-made radio noise can be found even in remote rural areas, although whether it

is a problem there

is not certain. CONE (1972) made measurements at 137 MHz to determine the suitability of a remote rural
area in South Dakota for a satellite tracking staticn. He found that galactic noise generally predominated
but that man-made noise was sometimes the limiting noise. Automobiles were particularly noticeable when
they were in "close proximity," which in this survey was within 0.8 km of the measurement location. An
electric fence about 3.2 km from the site established the noise threshold for many hours.
This discussion of miscellaneous sources of man-made electromagnetic noise is far from complete and
is intended primarily to illustrate by example the diversity among some recognized sources.
6.

MAN-MADE RADIO NOISE PREDICTIONS

SPAULDING and DISNEY (1974) discussed two methods of predicting man-mnde radio noise. One method is
based directly on past measurements; the other depends on the correlation of past noise measurements with
some predictable parameter(s) of the environment.
The first prediction method assumes that the behavior patterns noted at "typical" locations will be
the same at similar locations in the future. Analysis or the available data base for each category of
locat.ion will then provide the estimates of the man-made radio noise conditions to be found in future locations in the same category.
Spaulding and Disney defined three basic location categories: business,
residential., and rural. Figure 17 shows median power spectral density values for the band 250 kHz to 250
Mlz for these categories. This is an updated version of a similar plot for urban, suburban, and rural
areas given by JTAC (1968).
The user of the data base must determine t~he category that best describes the
location for which he desires to predict the parameter.
The data base consists of about 300 hours of data collected simultaneously on eight frequencies in
six states and in Washington, D.C., at various times between 1966 and 1971. The measurements were made in
103 different areas, generally in the morning hours so that atmospheric noise would be at a low enough
level that the man-made noise would predominate. The standard deviation of all the medians for the measurements in the 23 business areas about the values given in Figure 17 was approximately 7 dB. For the 38

Some data were taken at 1 and 10 MHz, in addition to the standard measurement frequencies listed in
Table 2.
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residential and 31 rural areas, the corresponding standard deviation@ were approximately 5 and 6*5 dB, respectively. The expected variation of man-made noise Levels about the ýmdian P. value observed within a
given hour are sumarised in Table 2 for each basic category.
TABLE 2

Frequncyz)
0.25

EXPECTED VARIATION, WITHIN AN HOUR, IN MAN-MADE RADIO
NOISE LEVELS ABOUT THE MEDIAN VALUES*
.Businee8 Area
D(dB) T D(dB)*

8.1

6.1

Residential Area
D (dB)
DA(dB>

9.3

5.0

Rural Arts,
Du(dB) DA(d0)

10.6

2.8

0.5

12.6

8.0

12.3

4.9

12.5

4.0

1.0

9.8

4.0

10.0

4.4

9.2

6.6

2.5

11.9

9.5

10.1

6.2

10.1

5.1

5

11.0

6.2

10.0

5.7

5.9

7.5

10

10.9

4.2

8.4

5.0

9.0

4.0

20

10.5

7.6

10.6

6.5

7.8

5.5

48

13.1

8.1

12.3

7.1

5.3

1.8

102

11.9

5.7

12.5

4.8

10.5

3.1

250

6.7

3.2

6.9

1.8

3.5

0.8

See Figure 17 for median values.
tDu . ratio of upper decile to median, in decibels.
*

- ratio of median to lower decile,

in decibels.

Eleven areas did not fall neatly into any one of the three standard location categories. The data
from interstate highways outside of main towns or cities and those from fairly large parks and university
campuses within cities were treated separately.

The second major type of estimation method involves the correlation of the received noise with various
predictable parameters of the environment. The most successful "predictor" found to date for frequencies
above about 20 MHz is traffic density. This, combined with traffic engineering estimates of future highway
usage, may provide the best estimate of future radio noise levels at many locations.

Use of the model de-

veloped by SPAULDING and DISNEY (1974) for vertical-monopole antennas requires the following information:
(1) the mean and the variance of the power spectral density (in decibels) radiated from individual vehicles
at some particular measurement distance of interest, (2) the traffic density in vehicles per hour, and
(3) the average speed of the vehicles. For antennas other than the vertical monopole, the model requires
a modification in the antenna gain pattern.
The predictions described above pertain to the ground environment.
It would be useful to have models
for the noise levels from unintentional radiators to be encountered by aircraft and possibly even by some
satellites. Although some attempts at such models have been made (e.g., SKOMAL, E. N., 1970; BUEHLER, W. F.,
and LUNDEN, C. D., 1966), this work is far less advanced than the work on models for the ground environment.

7.

VOIDS IN KNOWLEDGE ABOUT MAN-MADE RADIO NOISE
One would like to know whether man-made noise levela are increasing, decreasing, or staying about the

same, but currently there is only a sketchy answer to this question. Increases in the number of noise
sources (e.g., the number of power-line miles, and the number of registered automobiles) or in the parameters
probably related to man-made noise (e.g., power consumption) have been noted in the United States (JTAC,
1968).
The data on the proliferation of silicon-controlled rectifiers and other more recently developed
noise sources may be useful. ;,sdiscussed by SPAULDING and DISNEY (1974), these data indicate that the
noise levels in !:he United States are probably increasing, but they are not useful for astimating the
*electromagnetic environment at any given location. LYNN (1972) looked at equipment densities on a regional
basle, but even this is too coarse for predicting levels as a function of the local environment.
Identification of trends (if anyr) in the average noise power levels over a period of years can only be made by

mehsurements,
Long-term measurements of man-made radio noise at the same location are relatively scarce (ENGLES,
J.. W., and HAGN, G. H., 1973), making it difficult to identify trends in noise levels. Some limited data
f!,r Washington, D.C., for 1960 and 1966, suggest that the levels are staying about the same in highly developed urban areas where vehicle traffic density is already very large (SPAULDING, A. D., and DISNEY, R. J.,
1974).

Spaulding and Disney's data base on man-made radio noise in business, residential, and rural areas in
the USA for the frequency tanse 250 kHz through 250 M9z is probably the bout information available on
It can be used for proedictins changes in noise levels as an area is
'::&oranoise power spectral density.
,7/developed from rural to either residential or urban. Thi, tima 4 'te of change of noise levels would be reI ted to the development time scale.
The information giEoen in I Sgure 17 has been adopted internationally
(CCIR, 1974), but it has not yet been extensively checkel outside the USA. Few data on average noise power
or power spectral density are available for frequencies above about 250 MHz.
SKOMAL (1973) has summarized
some results extending to I GRM.

*hnoise.

*
*

Few data have been taken simultaneously in different bandwidths with the same type of detector. Therefore, rules for extrapolating data from one bandwidth to another are not well worked out for man-made radio
A method has been developed for this type of extrapolation for atmospheric radio noise (SPAULDING,
A. D., et al., 1962), but this method has not been adequately verified experimentally except over a very
limited bandwidth range (SPAULDNIG, 1974).
Still another category of void in our knowledge pertains to the lack of standardization of nomenclature
and measurement techniques. The CISPR requires a quasi-peak meter whose time constants are chosen to correlate wieh'an annoyance factor for AM broadcasting. Attempts have been made to correlate the readings from
CISPR quasi-peak meters with degradation to other types of service, such as television (e.g., STUMPERS, F. L.,
197-:P 1971, 1973; BAUER, F., 1973; CORTINA, R., et al., 1973).
Unfortunately, when dealing with random processes it is not possible to relate analytically the response of a quasi-peak detector to that of an rms detector, which measures the average noise power as used
to calculate signal-to-noise ratio in statistical communications theory (GESELOWITZ, D. B., 1961, MATHESON,
R. J., 1970).
MAGRAB and BLONQUIST (1971) discussed the problem of measuring transients and low-duty-cycle
waveforms.
Another variety of void pertains to our knowledge of how best to sample the more general classes of

nonstationary random processes.

BENDAT tnd PIERSOL (1971), MAGRAB and BLONQUIST (1971), COX and LEWIS (1966),

and others, have addressed the problems associated with the measurement and analysis procedures for random
data. MIDDLETON (1972) discussed the concept of macrostationarity. He defined a macrostationary process
as one that is not truly stationary in the analytical sense but that can be treated as such for periods
during which the changes in the source conditions are small.
In any given case, it is usually the sample
data themselves that reveal the degree of nonstationarity. Even if the changes in source conditions are
large, the data can be treated in a meaningful way if the sources have operated long enough to have been
in most of their possible states during the observation interval. KANDA (1974) successfully used the variance analysis of ALLAN (1966) to determine the minimum length of time required for observing the electromagnetic noise in mines. Other distribution-free techniques are also potentially useful (e.g., WALSH, J.,

1962,

1965, 1968).
The final category of void concerns our ability to relate the effects of additive non-Gaussian noise,

as measured in the environment, to the performance of specific systems. Many of the electromagnetic environmental data available are not directly applicable to the analysis of the performance of particular
coujounication systems. There are several reasons for this. The most direct approach to the analysis of
communication systems is to develop an analytical model for the performance of the particular system, requiring, as inputs to the model, information about the desired signal and the noise; to gain confidence
in the model by sigtltaneously measuring the performance of the system and parameters necessary for the
model's use; and to compare the modeled performance with the observed performance.
It is then possible to
acquire the appropriate noise environmental data base by measuring the noise parameters required by the
model and, perhaps further, to model the noise in a way that will facilitate estimating the required parimeter for situations for which measurements are impractical. If this were done for a variety of systems It
would pribably be noted that certain noise parameters are frequently required. It follows that those cammon parameters should be measured whenever practical, in order to fill
ia some of the current voids in our
present knowledge of man-made noise.
Statistical comanication theory gives general guidelines for analysis and design of system intended
for operation in impulsive noise environments.
The power spectral density of the noise and the amplitude
probability distribution function of the instantaneous amplitude at the output of the predatection filter
of the communications receiver are frequently necessary but not always sufficient to analyze the performance
of digital modems.
Commonly measured parameters, such as the peak and quasi-peak voltage have been correlated with the
performance of analog voice and television systems (BURRILL, C. M., 1942; JUETTE, G. W., 1972; CORTINA, R.,
at al., 1973). While considerable data on these paramteers exist they are not particularly useful for
analyLing digital systems.
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DISCUSSION
F. D. GREEN: One reason why there have not been many measureiments of man-made noise at VHF (inland
mobile band) is because there have not been many complaints of noise at VHF inurban areas. My
experience has been not to be able to obtain support for measurements in this range because complaints
are few. This is undoubtedly because sufficient power is permitted to cover the urban area on each
assignment. Nonetheless, it seems important to make noise measurements in the VHF range, otherwise,
like the "horsepower" race in automobiles, we will arrive at a stage where the noise, like the danger,
may be intolerable.
R. A. SHEPHERD: What can I do but agree? We should also note that the degradation caused by the
noise may not be noticeable to the user of the land mobile system. Itmay operate against the AGC
circuit to decrease the sensitivity of the receiver, an ef~ect that may not be noticeable to the user.
G. H. HAGH: Complaints are a useful input to the identification of potential problems, but they are
neither necessary nor sufficient when it comes to assessing where additional work Is required. Mr. J. Deitz
of the US Federal Cormmunications Coemmission has recently quantified how much additional transmitter power
(effective radiated power)is required for the VHF land mobile ralio systems to override the noise for a
given grade of service. Also, one might expect that in areas of "fringe coverage" the FM and TV broadcast listeners might suffer interference and some of them might even complain if they thought they could
get a remedy.

*
*

L

D. BOSMAM: In the noise data on power lines a depenidence on weather conditions is auite clear. Can You
tell us which antenna types were used in the experiments, and whether the antennas Were shielded from
or exposed to the parameter in question, i.e., rain or snow? (Background of the question: What was
mainly measured; power of the noise source, variation in transmission and/or effects on the antenna
characteristics?)
R. A. SHEPHERD: The power line data shown as a function of weather condition was all abstracted from
material in the open literature and I do not recall the situations of the antennas' possible exposure.
The noise increases, however, are real, they have also been observed when short sections of test lines
are subjected to sprinkling of water,etc. We would not expect rain or snow in the air to appreciably
affect the path between the source and the receiver at the frequencies (LF and HF) used.
G. H. HAGN: The precipitating particles impacting on an unprotected antenna have the potential to
cause noise which can be observed at the receiver output, usually due to corona from the antenna
itself. Itis important to be able to sort out noise from this source and the noise from the powerline under observation. For the data (described inthe last paragraph of Section 3.5) taken during
rain I used a 1-in
vertical rod antenna which was comnpletely exposed. I assured myself that the
observed noise came from the Power line b~ymoving the antenna around and correlating changes inlevel
of several dB with proximity to the power line towers.
F. S. STRINGER: Is it practicable to identify the direction along which a high power line lies and the
direction of the nearest point to the obsorver by DF techniques? If so, what practical maximum range
R.A. SHEPHERD: It is possible to locate the sources of gap type noise but this isgenerally done in
adhoc manner in order to tighten the hardware or to otherwise suppress the sources. A system to
identify the direction to and the direction of power lines that are radiating corona noise has not
been, so far as I know, attempted. The rangi limitations would depend upon the other sources of noise
inthe area and the system's ability to discriminate between the noise from the power line and that
from other sources.
G. H. HAGN: It should be possible in some cases to use direction finding techniques to locate power
lines which are aicting as distributed sources of noise from corona as well as for locating the noise
from specific gaps. Both airborne and ground-based techniques can be applied to this problem. The
success in general, should be highly variable, and any given case will probably depend on the exact
details of the system used, the geometry of the line, the weather, and the composite electromagnetic
noise environment at the location of the receiving antenna.
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Sommairs
On fait i'invantairs darnsources da bruit natursiiss dana tout is domains rsdioiiactriqus,
en pr6cissnt is nature ds cas bruits. Cartainas draissions sant continues at A spectre trhrn larga (imission
galactiqus, radiosourcas) d'autrsa sporadiquarn st h rnpsctrs irriguliar (sursauts du Salail st de Jupiter,
On donna isurs caractiristiquss mayannas dens leas divarasa parties, du spect~re,
mart isur effat "parasits" sur leamtdlicommunications tarraatrsa.
I
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en pr~ci-

Introduction

Du paint ds vus de 's trnoe leas miaaionm radioilsctriquas darnastrsa ant una importance
consid~rable. Ellam nous ransaignant mur ds tria nambreux problbmas d'amtraphyaiqus, dopuirn is structure
da is msgndtornphbra do Jupiter ,juaqu'& l'ivolution mgms ds i'Univars.
Du point de jus des radiocommunications tarrastrss par contra, cern"bruits cosmiquas" constituent uns nuishncs, car ii. vont, dons da narrbreux cam, iimitar is sanaibilith darninstruments, at pourrant parfairn itra canfondus avac lea signaux "utilas" qua i'on rt-aerchs A d~tactar.
Ii eat donc important ds faira Vivnar da carnbruits cosmiques, en ragardant iaur intanaitd, iour distribution aur ie cial, at icur spectra dynamique, cls--ie done is cas das sources
trbe variables, lam variations ds lour intunaiti an fonction da is friquanceast du temps.
L'usage, an radioastronomis, sat d'sxprimar i'intesnitd d~n imiarnion, quand is source eat
beaucoup pius petits qua ie lobs ds i'rntanns, par as dansitd da flux axprimis an watt par m~tre carr6 de
A

~surfaca
at lea

2
r~csptrica sur is Tarrs at par Hartz da bands pa:mants. L'unitE habituslia sat da 10-26 W.m- Hz-!
sources car~iuss s'itsgsnt antre 10-1 6 W.m-2 HCa
10-2 W. Mr2 Hz-1

Uus'dc las sourcas rnont trhrn itanduss, on difinit piutdt Is "brillanca"l B qui sat Egaleasu
fiux regu, an wat;, flexm~tre carrd de surface ricaptrics au soi, par Hartz da bands pamaurta at dana un
angie solids dni1 stnr" Iisn vu, de 12,Terre.
Caci nc ar con~duit A difinir is Temp~rature de brilianca, Tb qui, pour lsa mources do dimansion sppbraftat sanaibs" srnt Egala & Is temp~rature qua davrai.t avair un corps flair da mica dimension qua is
source pour rayonnar 2Aintanaiti observEs. On montra facilamant qua l'on a lea ralations

a
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(2)
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Caci nle55t autra qua i'spproximatian diens is domaina radio da Is iai do ryannsmant d
r'irda Plank. (k - conmtante daBotman, nl- angle malide maua-tendu par Is source I-lngsr
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11 faut inaistar aur is fait qua Is Tampiratura de brilianca na repr~sents gindralament pas
is Tampdratura naills da Ia source. Ceci nsart vrai qua dana is cas d'un satra aoiide, comma is luna au lea
pianhtas, au¾ fniquancujs otbiour coafficient da rifiaxion sat nui, at des nuagas gazaux dart i'Emirnrian
sat dite "1tharmiqus" at 126paisrnaur optiqus triA grands. Mala dane is majoritd darncer, is Tempirature de
brilianca fait intarvanir i'Epsirnrnur optiqus du gsz emisaif at aurtout Is micaniums d~msso lui-aima.
On pout sinai avair darntampiratures. de brilianca coaprimss suivant leam satras 0'K (ou 30K pour Is fond
contAnu "cosmologiqus" asur andos milliamitniaqes) at 102 2'K pour cartains pulsars.
Mourn dirana pour tarmirar catta Etuda quaiqusa mats sun leamtachniqusa do d~tection des
bruita cosmiques. Minis pour compl~ter lea d~finitions, ii faut difinir Is "Tampiraturs dt sntsnns" plus
souvant utiliisd an radiosatronomis qu'an t~l~communication.
La Temp~rature d'mntanna sat is tampiraturs qua dmvrait avoir una n~isitanca adaptis mime
A ilapiaca de l'antsnns pour anvoyan mu ricaptaur uns tansion do bruit Egais & calls envayis par l~n
tanna.
La puissance rogue par Vaten
P.
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sat sinai, pour tine band. pasmante B
k TojB

tsnt
Egale A is puissanca P-n-zyde au ricapteur, donc-
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Le thiorim thormodynemiqus des antennas mantra-.qua, done is cam d'uns source do ta~pdratu.
re do brillancs Tb untourant entibroment l1'ntanne, ou do dimension aupdrio-!rm h son diagroomm de r~ception an a
Toa Tb
Enfin# on pout reliar l'unitfi radiosstronomiqus dlintensiti, Is donsitd do flux S, h l'unitd habitualis Ass rsdiodlsctricions, l'omplitudm E on volt per mitre. Done un. bonds do friquonc. do is:.
your B nous aurons
E.R
B /
oa) Zo sout I'impiddnce du vide (377 0).

II - Los bruits commiousm

k

Tous lee amtree at lea gaz diffus qui constituent l'Univere sont sources d'une Eimissions
rsdioilsctrique, msin ovoc do. intonsitds trim diffdrent... Cartains d'sntre-eux, comne is grand. majoriti
dos itoiles, sont trop foibles pour Stre ddtoctis our Terre avec ls. instruments dont noun disopsane actuallement, Par contra, certain@ sutres donnsnt our Torre, un flux d'un ordre do grandeur 6gal ou mama supi.
rieur h caux utilisim done lea difffirent.. techniques do radiocommunications.
Dlupoint do vue do lour nuisance, on pout clasoer lea sources do brt~kimcoamiquae en train
grsndoa catdgoriss%
- Los sources h distribution q~uasi continue our 1. vial, qui searnt rsa;uss par leasantennae quell, quo soit
lour direction do visde. Can sources auront pour offrt d'ajauter un bru'it cuntinu 4 i'ontria des ricepteurs,
at done do diminuar is aensibiliti doe systimem do rt'capti,.1n.
-Los
radiomources do potitmo dimensions apparentea qui ont une Emission sta'jla daen is tempo. Coo sources
no saront gindralement pas trap ginantee, sauf pt-i,dnt Ire courtse pirioacs oa)l'uno d'elle pasoe, par suits du mouvemont diurne, done 1s labs do l'antannb. F-r contra, coo radiosourcem pourroit Strs trim utile
pour is d~termination dem caractdristiquss des anttin,~it (Guidice at Castalli, 1970).
-Los
sources variables, qui eant essontiallement l~'~o i
i& Terre at Jupiter. Cos sources mont extrlmoment intenoma doen certeins domaine& do friquenceal,
lour Emission pout avoir pour offst do brauiller
lee radio communications terreetree mains intensos,
,
vantusl lement Otre canfondues avac alias.
1I

-
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C'est uno Emission distribuge h p-u FNrio
'iformiment sur touts la voute ciloste. En rialiti
elle a trois nrigines diffArentes, lea Amissions cox-rsap,, 'dntes aynnt does spectres diff~rent.. La rdaiuitat
set qus chacurs d'alie prEdomine done uns gamina d'ardios ,Ritermin~a. Deux do ces Emissions proviennant du
go: intersteliai,-a do notre Galaxie, l'autrm a uno ox- ~g~ine plum curious..
Le raoynnoment thermique do ia Galexis
Un gaz ionisE, do tempdrature T rayanne un rayonnemont analogue A celui du corps noir, do au
mouvement des Electrons librem daenIs
champ des protons (Emiasion free-free). C.ntte Emission oat dito thermique, car l'Energie qui eat convortie on rayannoment act emprunt~e A i'Energia d'sgitation thermique des
Electrons du gaz. Per conm~quent, l'Einargie Emise sera fanction do Is temp~rature du gaz. 11 slagit on rE.
elitE do is queue dane Is domains radiodlectrique do Is loi do Plank bien cannus dens los damainos visible
et infrsrouge.
La tempdrature do brillenco sera fonction do Ie temp~rature Alectronique du gaz at do son
6aesrotqeTTb
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Ne / ds
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rayon
Tb sear

donc toujours infirioure A Te. Autrament dit, 11Emission no sore jamais trim intense.

En pratique, lea gsz mont plum donnas don. Is plan do notro galaxie que dons lea r~gions do
latitude galoctique Elevde. Ii o'ensuit qua 1'Emission no sore pas unifarmdmunt distribuie our Is sphire
c~loste, maim sera plum intense au voiminags du plan galactique, clost-h-dirm, vu do Is Terre, I. biog da
Is Voie Lectie, et particulibrement dane is direction du contra galactique. La figure I donne on example
Ie carts des isophotes de Tb h IA frdquence do 400.
Le raoynnement non thermiqua quitorrespond & l'Emission synchrotron do Ia componante Electronique dos
raoyns cosmiques. Cette Emission eot particuliiromant intense our longuour dWanda m~trique at d~cam~trique.
-

L'Energio n~cessaire N ca rayonnamant eat fournie par lee Electrons ralativistem du rayonnumant coomique, at n'oat donc pea limitie par Ia formula (6). Lea tempfiratures do brillance correopondanteenpeuvent donc Stro beaut-oup plus Elovdes. E~ios etteignont 106 K sur 10 M4Hz.
L'intensiti au chomp magndtique galectique, et probablument is donsitE dos rayon. casmiques
Etant plus grandna aux bassos latitudes galactiquos, ioa Emissions aerant comma pour 1s rayonnement thor-

mique plus intense*

ou voiainage do Is Vain Lootdo.

La figure 2 donna In wpactre do camn#mission*. qul suit approxima~otvmoit un. lo± do puissance do In forma T1, a0~8. Le tableau !donne
dgalamant on certain nombro do valuur. do Tb qui peuVent
Stre utilinesm
pour citicular la anonibilitd d'un systhme do rdomption. 11 set dvident quo Is tompirsture
A utiliver @or& ginirolemant intormidiairsoentro Tj,,n at Tma,.~xtile varierm suivoint IA diroction do visdo,
c'nat-&-diro muivont l'thaure pour uns antenna fixe, at d~pandre do* dimmnsions du lobe d'entanns.

TABLEAUI
EMISSION CONTINUE DE LA GALAXIE
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m
0
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9
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Si on Pxtrnp~il diana It,dvo-nine de. microotitimm Is spoctra dosr 6miumionn thormiquca Pt non
thormiqut~n pr~cAdentes, ani dovrnit oboarver Une tonj6rnturn tin brill,,nceq trha voiniiia do zAro. Or, des
4
mewureo par iculitirament soignAa oant montrd qua, done co domnins, In spoctra remutintit vera loo houtem

fr~quencos.
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riture sorait th 35K

st son intanait6 correspond A calls* u1~uncorps noir dont In tompA-

Cnci tilmat probnblament paestrba important pour lea probli~iwa do comit. iications, bieci qu'il
faille ma tonir compto ei lion vaut fairs dos dAtorminat~ioina trba prAo~iav* tip In tnnmpArature do eyetbmo
d'ufl ewimmblit idcoptour.
Doupot-it dii vus Aotraphyvtiqti~ par contra, co rayon~im~iit opt
1'intarpr~to A Ithaurn nctualls comma dO A lIn tempAraiture rAviduallo kiti gas
do I'Univers, ce gaz nurait 6tA trhn ewicentrA, at h tram hetute tnmptirmiura.
do I'Univers, dkiuito du piiAnumbnoipad r~cosviun Lion gnlaxiem, doptAs rniviroi
tompArAturo nurnit d6cru, pou' davenir dgmte, atutuelloment, h 3ýiK
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On rogrokips gdiiAralemeiit sousn cm nom taos lion objeta do pdtitao d0MentiP'10 Appmarnto. qui,
cunt source d'uii. Amimaluin radio ditecteibla. Catte 6mianion n to-juura un spoctro trAm 6tondu at, at In
senaibjiltA .dre inatrumonts *at suffis into, on lee. obaarvo dppula lot& ondo@ iiillim~triquesa jusqu'I.ux
and.. lop plus lun-uve dAtectabtls stir In Torre, ontro in at sn f t,.
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In r~alitd ~so r,-iihmourcma corr~opondont A doo 'Aijoto trAn diffArpnta doris I, cimli nuagon
glsoux golnctiquos, rostoa do auporouivac, gat.ixiam, quAstAra, wptv. ... t.ri pout copordidat clnomer lour spactre at dvux grondwo cAtAgorSitm.
Lees pectrds thorrnitluse qui *ont caux doe rAdiaonurk~no nyAlt. uii rna:..nllnimont thormitlue, mosontiollemant cortAinem, Atailno at lea grnnds nuagom iin ga: (rAgioii HII) qui petrahmoiit. In GnInotis. Coo rAdiornourcoo *ant surtnit irttensem atr alidoo c'lrtno, and.. iiil imAtriquas at ventimittriquiv. Lour donwitA do fluk
mnot opF~roximettivoment cuiimtaito dana co domaino, dana eiulauIe
In uuýco toat uptiquoment Ap~iieie.
Pouur Ion
lotnguourm d'uiido plus grandew, In saurco deviant plup tr.inspoiarnta, at par ou'tt. mains Amissivo, ait to
dsiiaitA do flux dAcroit --omimel'iitvarsmi du te-n'"
d-, ia rrtrdlunew.
Cortnitims radionauresov t~imrmiijuvo boii,, aur mitcruoi~dow, parmi manp)lu intoneen du ciel.
citino pair eamople In n~bulouns dlftion, '.as n~hulounon (to In Rovott oat OImega. Dwns cortaine cote, on n
pu low ti~tilimor pour mmotiror In dingrnmmi, dma intoinnoie h grand gjait- t Atalonnar let my~tbmve do vAeoption.
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ou bien possideront uns rigion dana laqualle une ectiviti non nigligesbieseara capable dlcdda
ilectrons.
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En pratiqus, on psut classer lea radiasourcas non Jiesrmiqusm en trais catigoriss : Loa ramtea de supernovae, leam"radiogalaxiss" at lea quasars..
Las supernoae sent des itoilsa inatablus qui axplasent at imattant pendant qusiquss ssmainee ou qusiques moi. un aeyonnement dana Ia visible extrUmement intense t leur intanaiti spria llexplosion
peut atteindre 108 A 101~ fois l'intenaiti d'une dtoile normals.
Lore de ces explosions des ilac~trons sont cartainement acciliris, et 11tol ijscte uns snvsloppe gazause
qui peut encore Stre observia, des cantaines ou des milliars dlnne spris Ilexplosion, comma de fins filaments formant uns anveloppe quasi circulai.e autourch 11tie
La radiceource 1. plus intense du ciel, Cassiopie A, eat Ie rests d'uns supernova sxplaaia
en 1750. D'autraa exemples aont donnies dens le tableau 2.
sont des nibuleuses extragalactiques (galaxies) :ensembles de milliarda
Les adicoalgxijLj
d'itoiles distribuies plus ou mains rigulihraemnt (galaxies spirales, elliptiques, ou irrigulibras). La
majoriti des galaxies ant un rayonnement radio psu intense mais certainel, lea rediogalaxies sent des
imetteura trbs puisoants. Il eat tria probable qua cette imiesion eat la c( siquenca d'axplasions ripities
dans lea r~gions centrals& de le gelaxie, explosions qui provoquersient l'accldlrstion d'une tria grande
quentiti dllctos La rad."osaurca du Cygne qui fut Ia ,remibre a itre ditectie eat Is meilleur example
de radiogalaxie. Sa structure, comma cells de Is plupart des radiogalaxies, seat complexe, l'iei&sion proLas quasar sont des can particuliers des radiogalaxies qui ant entre sutra, une Emission
qu le gaaxis nrmaes.Coc pamatdo ea ~taterdana le domains visiaptiue
inens esuoupplu
optiquds distances beaucoup plus grandas ; d'oOi l'intirIt des quasars pour l'itude de l'ivolution do
lUivers. Vu leur iloignemant, lea qiuasars sont gindralamnnt des raoiosources de trhs patites dimensions
apparentes. La technique de Ilinterfiromitris intarcontinentale a parmi do montrar qua certain. d'entrseux avaient des dimensions angulaires infirisuras au millilme de seconds d'arc.
Lea radiosources non thermiques ant en giniral des Emissions radio constantes done Ie tamps
dens Ia domains dee andes dicimitriques at mitriques. Une des saules exceptions eat Casmiopia A, le plus
intense du ciel. C'eat, comma nous llvn dit, le rests d'une supernova explosie il y a mains de 250 ens.
Son envaloppa eat donc encore an expansion rapids, at il s'ensuit une diminution lente de Ilnest do
son imission radio, de l'ordre de 1 %par an.

I

rar contra, on
dicouvart depuis quslqusa anndes qu'un grand nombra do radiasources, quasars
pour la plupart, avaisnt uns intensiti variable an andes cantimitriques. Cos variations sont giniralement
irrigulibras at correspondent probablamant h des explosions localisies dens la source.
Le spectra des quatra radiasources lea plus intansesesat donnA aur Ia figure 3.

TAHLFAH2
POSITIONS DE QUELQUES RADIOSOURCES

Objet

Nature

Ascension
droita
h

a

mi

a

M431. ....
.................
alaxie normals
..
Supernova
S.N. Tycho-Drahi
Quasar
3 C 47 .. ....................
33C48 .. ....................
Quasar
Galaxie Seyf art
M477 .. ...................

0
1
1
1
2

0
28
40
49
12

+ 40
+ 63
+ 20
-

+ 32
0

0
52
42
53
13

Perseus A. NGC. .. .........Radiogalaxis
CTA 21..............Quasar
Fornax NOC 1316*..*.........Radiogalaxia
Auriga A. .. ................ Supernova
Taurus A (Nibulauss du
Crabs). .. ............... Suparnava

3 16 27
3 16 22
3 20 25
4 57

+ 41
+ 16
- 37
+ 46

21
19
22
30

5

+ 21

58

RigionHi11
Orion A(M 42) .. .......
Quasar
3 C 147 .. ...................
IC 443 .. ....................
Supernova
Rdgion H 11
Nibuleuse Rosetta . . . .
Supernava
Puppi A .. ..................

5 32 48
5 38 43
6 14 36
6 29 18
8 20 18

- 5
+ 49
+ 22
+ 4
- 42

27
50
4J
57
48

9

-

I1

52

Hy'dra A .. .................

Radiogalaxie

40
22
33
34
40

Diclinsison

31

15

30

43

M 82 ...........

Radiogalaxsx
Quasar
Rediogalaxia
Radiogalaxie

9 51
122633
12 28
13 22

28

Gelaxia normals
Radiogalaxia
Radiogalexis
Supernova
Centre Gelactique

3C2T73 .........

.......
Virgo A ..
Centaurs A. NGC 5128
..........
N 101 ......
...
3 C 295 ...........
Hercule A ..... . . . . .
S N Kepler .............
Sagittatre A . . ..
. ..
Nibulause Omega

Cygnus A.

.

C T A 102 .............
Cassiopie A ......

56
220
40
46

14
1
9
14
'6 48
17 27
17 42

24
34
43
43
30

+
4
+
-

36
26
6
28
55

54
52
5
21
28

Rigion H II
Radiogalaxie

18

17
57

48

- 16

9

19

45

+ 40

36

.

Supernova

20

49

30

+ 29

50

. ...

Quasar
Supernova

22
23

29
21

53
11

+ 11
+ 58

28
33

....

.

.............

Bouche du Cygne

18
28

+ 69
+2
+ 12
- 42
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Citone pour terminar une clossa tout & felt pearLiculibra da radlosources, lea Pulsars, bian
qua caux-ci puissant difficilement constituar una gine pnur lea radiocommunications terrestre. Maei leur
prisence dens le champ da vieas d'una antenna pourrait intriguer cartains.
En rdeliti, on na psut plus gubre parls. *Pun "bruit" coamique.
1 'eagit au contrairs dlune
dmission tria organia6a at h spectre 6troit qui as p-Asente comma un train d'impulsions tris brbves (qualques millisecondes) parfnitement piriodique. Lea p~riodes obsarvdes se6tagent entre 0,03 sec at 4 secondes
sUivant lea pulsars (Tableau 3).
Cam impulsions dirivent rapidemant an friquences des hautes veras lea basses friquances
mai caci n'eat pas dO ý l'Emission du pulsar lui-sime. Cleat un aftet de la propagation des andes dane Is
gaz ionisi interatellaira. Ce gaz n'aet pas un vide parfait, at il a donc un indice da rifraction diffirent
da llunitd at, qui plus eat, qui dipend da la frlquence. Una impulsion, 6mise simultaniment sur toutes lee
frquenceas per is pulsar mettra plus do temps & noue parvenir sur bassas frequences qua sur haute friquen-

cee. Cleat l'origine da la derive an friquen-e des &misaions des pulsars.
ti totals da gaz traversE :rr
J
at s

measure parmat de d~terminer Is

densit6V8u

Catte dirive d~pend da la quanti-

Ne ds

gaz interstellairs.

Le spectre des pulsars dicroit vers lea hautes friquences et leur d6tection eat Is plus facile dens Is gamma des ondee mitriqueas. Le tableau 3 donne la position at la priode des pulsars lea plus intenses.
TABLEAU 3
PERIODE ET PU51TIUN UD QUELQUES PULSARS

Pulsar

CP
CP
CP
CP
CP

0328 ......
0527 ..........
0532 ..........
0808 ........
0834 .......
0950 . . . .
..
CP 113l ..........
HP 1506 ..........
CP 1919 . . . . ..
PSR 2045 .....
...

SCP

II

-

4

a 1Pdriode

5
5
8
5
9
11
15
19
20

23m
h52a
25 45
31 26
8 50
34 22
50 29
33 36
7 50
19 37
45 48

)(1950,0)

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

54
22
22
74
6
B
16
55
21
16

23
0
1
42
7
11
8
41
47
28

(seconds)

0,714
3,745
0,033
1,292
1,273
0,253
1,187
0,739
1,337
1,961

518
391
091
241
764
065
911
677
301
663

563
12
26
2
038
019
626
133
3

La..ln& z~tjtssie~pahj.ea

La luna at lea planbtas, corps solides chauffia par Is rayonnemant du soleil, imattent un
rayonnsmant radio qui eat fonction de laur temperature auperficielle. Catte 6mission eat surtout intense an
o' la planite Jupiter at Is lune sont parmi lea entree lea plus brillants du cidl.

Smicroondes

*

nKondes dicinitriquam
. centimitriques is lune a une tempfrature de brillance uniforms de
250'K , tandis qua aur andes millimitriques apparaissent des difffrences do temp~rature entre lee mars lunaires at la rests de is surface. Il feut an tenir compte quand on utilies Is luns pour italonnar lea antannae h grand gain dene catta gamma de longusurs d'onde.

La densiti de flux des planbtee dipandra Avidemment doa leur teep~rituresauperficiells, qul
met fonctian do lour distance au solail., et de leur diamitra apparent, qu seat variable ajucaurm d6 Il'annis. Le tableau 4 donna. leam tempiratures do brillance sesuries.

F

TEMPERATURE

Plenite
Mercure
Vinus

Mars
Jupiter

Tb ('K)

Xt (Cm)
1

- 10
0,33
0,4
0,8
3,2
10,0
21,0

...
0,34
Ole
3,2
10,0
22,0
31,0
68,0

Saturoo..e
Uranus
Neptune

DE DRILLANCE DES PLANETES

1,9

145

280
290
360
400
580
600
600
211
145
140
180
700
3 000
-

5 500
s0 000
160
1.80
125

T infrarouge
150

-

3T5

370 face dclai-.
nas.
250 face obscure.
215
140

92
68
55

Jupiter eat une planhts particuli~.rement int~reseante en radjoastronomie. En plus de Ilms
Sion tharsique Oc~dente, ella rayonns par daux s~canisass non therntiquea
En andes d6cim~triques, un rayonnsment synchrotron par des 6aectrans relativistes piigia done
le cheamp isagnitique ds Is planhts pour former des "zones de Van Allen" analogues & callos qui existent autour do Ia Terre. Ce rayannsaent correspond A una dansit6 de flux sansiblament constants des andes centinm~tiques)

26
Cacione
catrtinUeme6a A
io1W. m-2 Hz-1 (rapportis A uns distance da 4,04 unitis aetronomiues.
Cci
est artineentpassuffisant pour giner lee communications tar..jatres.
Par contra aur ondes d~casdtriques, plus prtcisiasnt sur leas friquances infdrisuree & 40 MHz,

Jupiter eat sourys 1
n 6mission axtrIsemant puiesanta, pouvant surpas~ar cells du soleil at attaindre
io-e W. m 2 Hz_ .
El le Peut alone @tre ditacties avac un simple dip~le. Il s'agit d'uns imisaion tria
irrigulihre dont llorigine eat encore sal wamprias. Ella ae prisenta sous forms d'oragss formia da sureauts
tris brsfu (de ..1ualquee milliescondes & plusisurs secandes) da structure tris cosplexe, at pouvant durar
quelquss dizainas do sinutes & plusiours heures.

Cetta 6mission provient de trois sources localisies sur Ia surface de la planita. Leas sissions asrant donc ricurrentes, avec la pdnioda de rotation do Ia planhta qui seat de 9 h55 m29 8, Mais CaS
sources na sant peas actives en permanence. 11 faut an plus quo l'un des satellites do Ia planite, Ia, soit
dona une position favorable de son orbits pour qu'une imissian soit observie. On peut sinai, an combinant
Ia mauvasant do la plaribte at calui de Ia privoir dane une certaina mesurc lea
misisioie dicemitriques do
Jupiter.
La figure 4 donne un example dlorage Jovian observi sur deux friquencem diffirentes.
Signalatte pour Itre complet qulun rayannasant eamblable A celul. da Jupiter a iti tria ricessent dicouvert an provenance de Ia Terre.
Ce rayonnemant, 6galesent saus forme d'oragas, eat particulibremeint intense au desaus des
zones des auroras polairas. Mais il n'axiete qua cur trhs basses friquences, infirieuree & qualques midgahertz. Il s'ansuit qu'il ne pout Itre ditecti au niveau du aol, & cause du blindage dO A l'ionasphhre.
Par contra il constitue une source extrimesent intense pour lea satellites artificiele at lea sandes spatiales qui ant des ricepteura doen cetta gmase de friqitences.
II

-

5 L.fa~

Comma dana Ie dosqlne visible,
unu eource complexe, qui imet plusieurm types
sont stables doen le temps ou tris lentement
bien plus considirablas, mont sparediques, et

Is ealail seatIa rediosource la plus intense du ciel. Cla
do rayannement do caractdiaitiques trie diffirentes. Certains
vaeriables. Watrs qui peuvent atteindre do@ intensitis
correspondent b daoe phinomines dlcit pa'
-bra sur la

soisil. Ilia durent d~n fraction de seconds h plumimuce haurma, suivont lee cam, at ant gindralemont des
spectrum trhm complexes, souvant & bands itraits.
Ce. imiscians sporadiquessmont dimignieasoBum Is nam de mursauts salcirem. Ce mont Jeam ursmuts qui dons curtains cam psuvent parturber lea instruments tarrentres. Lee intanmitia corrampondante
sont dannies sur Is figure 5.

6f

L'stmamphira salairs mint farmim d'un gsz ianisi (plasma) at pammhdo danc lB prapridti do ne
pouvoir propager toutem lee andes radio. Saules peuvent so propaegr lea andes de friquonces aupirioeuran h
is "friquance critique" du plasma mu point considiro, friquance qui ne dipend qus do Is denmiti ilactraniqueo
~9 N
(Systhme MP(3)
La densiti diectronique No dicraissant avec I'litd doen i'atooephire salairo, A chaque
friquence correspandra une altitude (altitude critique) au dessous do isquelle l~nd no pourro se prapager.
Autrement dit, catto onde no paurra parvenir & Ia Terre quo n` silo eat imiso & une sltitude supdrieura h
l~litd critiqus, qui Sara d'sutant plus dlevie qua is friqusnce do l'ondc sera plus basens.
Pour lee ondas millimitriquom et centimitriques leamaltitudem critiques sant do l'ardro do
1.000 A 20.0OW km (c'at-A-dire dons Ia phatamphire at Ia chramomphire), pour lea andes dicimitriques dons
is basma couronne ; osnuite Vattd deviant de plus en plum ilavie quand is friqumncs dicroit, stteignant par eaxmple 1,5 millions de kilamitrem (2 Raoyns malaires) sur 25 MHz. Los andes encore plum longues,
qui ne peuvont d~iler pas atteindra Ia surface da la Torre par suite du blindage dO h I'ionosphbre, Sont
interplanitaire. Par exomple prim de l'arbite torrestre, la densiti ilactranique set
imimem done Ie milieu
3
d'onviron 10 el/cm , mait une friquence rritique de 30 KHz.
Emission tharmique du "moalil calme"
Llatmosphbro molairm sat un gaz chaud at vs danc imettre un raoynnement thormique dant 1i'mtanmiti est fonctian da ma teopdratura d~n part, 5t do con ipaimamur optique d'autra part, cette dernure
II

I

-
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i6tant ella-mime fo'ictian dm Is tempirature at de Is deneiti 6lectronique.
Pour lea andes infiriourec A 1 m environ, on paut canmidirer que 116paisseur optique eat
ilevie. La tampiraturm do brillsnce crolt danc do 6 000'IK sux andes millimdtriques (tampirature do slacauronne). Simultaniment Ie diambtro apparent du coleil augmante, puisque les rigions irnismivem Sont A des altitudes croismantem.

I

Pour lea andes plum longues, is
couronne devient transparente at Is tempiraturo do brillance
ainei qua l'intanmit6 imice dicrott. En dessous do 80 MHz, il faut utiliser des antennas de trAm grand gain
pour d~tector 11msao du saloil calms.
d' ando.
II - 5 - 2

longueure
Le tablaau 5 donne lea valeurs des dansitis de flux du moloil calmo pour divareom
Compasante lontement variable

Sur andes contimitriquos et dicisitriquem il s'ajouta A l'imismion pricidente calles do riglans localisios dans ia cauranne ati la denciti at is tempirature cant plus &svios qu'on moaynne. CBS
"candenmatians coronales" sant giniralament situ~ms au deamuc dam centres d'activiti vimibles (taoches solairem, foculos, etc ... ) et ant una duria da vie de queiques maim.
Par suits de Is rotation du saloil cur lui-mimo on 27 jours, ce raoynnament farmers une camposento lentamant variable du rsyonnement solaire, dens laquolleoan rotrouve une quasi piriode de 27 jaurs.
A l~id d'un instrument dant Io pouvair s6parsteur oct do quolques minutes d~r au plus, ii oct facile do
localiser ces imiamians & la surface du saloil.

2 A

Llnest do Is compasante lontoment variable dipand do Is friquonco. Ello peut atteindre
3 foim cello du moaeil calme (Tableau 5).

TABLEAU 5
INTENSITE DE L'EMISSI0N RADIO DlUSOLEIL
(Soleil calme + candensatians)

Tb3
f
C(MHz)

(cm)
0,3
0,4
O,8
410

1

J

S x102
-2. i-1I

'KL....

Maximum

00

03 91006,4
75 000
37 500
3x 10 00075
3 000

(W

80

Minimum.

x 103
7,5 x 103
a,0 x i03
3a
15 x
x 10 3
40 x 10

Maxiknum

jMinimum
1 100
880
235

3202
13

6,5

m/

yY50
25

75
150
300
1 000

5

(Tableau 5
1 200

600

2

-suite)

x 10 5

1

6 x 105

400
200
100
30

8
1
1,5
2

. 1o5

3 x 105
x
x
x
x

'05
106
100
106

T3,5

5

2,5
2,7
0,83
0,3
0,035

Leas aursauts solmirom
Plusimurm types d'Emiamiorsaccompmgnsnt gin~ralement lee phinominem sporadiques visibima A
la surface du soleil, en particulier lea Eruptions chromoaphdriquas. Ce mont les. Emissions lee plum intensee qui parviennent b Ia Terre.
11

-3

Suivant lour spectre dynamique (leur spectre et asea vmK- 4 ions doen le tomps) on en a dimtinguE pluejeurs types diffdrents, dont lea plus fr~quents aont lea sw....auta de type 1, 119 111 et IV.
Type I :Ce mont des Emissions trim brhves (qusiquem dixibmes de saconde) et do foible largour de bonde
(qusiques megahertz) qui me suoerposent A une Emission cuntinue pour former lea "Oragos de bruit". Cam crags.
peuvent itre tris 5ntanaea; at sont lee Emissions lee plus fr~quamment obmerv~es our Is soleil. Ils accompagnant Is passage des cantrqo mctifs vimiblee les plus importants, at peuvent durer plusimurs jour. de
suite.
-

-Type
II :Ce mont des Emissions relativement rares observ~es mu d~but des grandma Eruptions chromosphdriquem. Ila mont connum Egalemont scus le nom de sursauts h ddrive lante, l'Emismion apparasisant d'sbord
mur lam fr~quonces Eleviem,, ot ddrivant lentomont Vera lea frdquonces plum basses. Lour dur~e emt do Ilrr
dln dizaino de minutes.

-Type
III :Cesmont des suras:auto tram brefa (inf~risurs 5 1 a) qui d~rivent Egalomont des haute. vera lea
basses fr~quences maim beaucoup plum rapidament :10 A 20 MHz/s. Lea types III mont des Emissions trim frEquentam, apparaismont soit mu moment des Eruptions chromosph~riquomsloit, en ondam d~cam~triquas meulemontg
sous forms d'oragem pouvant durer plusiours joura.

Las sursauta do type II et 1(1 mont dus 6 dam oscillations du plasma coronal, axcit~es par
una perturbation qui monte dana la couronne, pour leam premiers une onde do choc, pour lea seconds, un jet
do particules. Ila mont surtout intenmos en ondes m~triques et d~cam~triquos, maim il faut notor quo lee
types III mont Egalemont observ~s b des friquoncos beaucoup plus basses. A l'aide do satellites artificiels
on a pu en d~tector jusqu'A 30 KHz. Ila correspondent sur cotta fcEquence b l'arriv~e du jot d~lcrn mu
voisinage delorbit terrestro.
Las murmauts do type IV s'obmorvent par contra dana une gamma bomucoup plus large, A partir
des ondes millim~triquas. Ce sont lea Emissions solaires leamplus intonsos, minis no sont obsorv~sm qu'au
moment des Eruptions lea plum importantem. Quand is moleil est trim actif on pout on recevoir uno moyanne
do un par jour.
Le oursaut do type IV sot uns Emission comploxe qui correspond certainoment A piumiours m~ca-.
nismos d'Emiasion -effat synchrotron d'Eloctronm rolativistos, oscillations du plasma at sffet Corenkov.
La source do Ilmsso est soit fixo dana le basse couronno, soit Ejoct~e par 1'Eruption :on peut alors ha
suivro jusqulA plusisura millions de kilombtros de Ia surface solairo.
II
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Pr~vision do l'activitE solairs
Un problimo important qui as pose & propos du rmyonnoment solairo oat colui do am pr~vision,
non mou~omont parcoqus celui ci pout Atre diroctament nuisibla pour leam communications terrostros, maim aurtout parce quvil acuompagne d'autros Emissions solairos, on particulier rayon. X, ultravioleto at particulas
qui vont venir perturbar llionosphbre terrestre at par suite Ia propagation des ondom radio utilis~es pour
lea commutications.
-

-

4Dospuim

quelquos ann~am, Ia pr~vision do l'activitE molmira a fait do grands progrbm. 11 exists
dane 1e mondo plusiours centres do pr~visions qui utilisent leam observations optiques, rayons X, radio, etc..
faitma b partar du sol ou do satellites artaficiols pour pr~voir l'apparition des Eruptions importantes. Maim
il no slagit lA quo do donnor uns probabilitE pour cam 4 ruptionm. L'origins mime do IlactivitE molairo n'E6tent pam encore comprise, il n'est Pam possible pour l'instant do pr~voir avec prdcision llor at Ia position our Is oBalil do cotto activitE.
III

-

Conclusion

En r~sumE, on pout dir~e quo lea bruits coomiquas peuvont constituer uns r.uisance pour les
communications torreetras, mais que ceble-ci d~pend beaucoup do Ia sonsibilitE des instruments, at du type
do signal transeis.
Sur ondem longuas, cleat d'mbord Is fond galactique qui limitara la mensibilitE dos systimes
de r~coption, en ajoutant our llnan un niveau do bruit continu at A trio large bands, g~hinralement mup~risur mu bruit des r~ceptours eux-mimes. En particuliar, ho problimo des r~capteuro A trim foible bruit
inamers, poramdtriquos, etc ... no se pose pasl dons cotta gammedande
L5
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Sur andes longues
sporediques extrImament intenese
6 quoiques heurus.

figalement, 1. soleil at parfoin Jupiter peuvent stre sou~co d'imissionm
qui peuvunt brouileor certainem liaisons radio pendant qumique. minutes

Sur ondes courts@, contimdtrique. at millinhtri.quua, il set pau probable qua lembruitecommiqua. puissant g~ner beaucoup lon radiocommunicatiorf. terrestree bien qu 'ii bille parfois en tonir compto
pour Is d~termination do la senmibilitd des systbm.- do riception.
Par contre, doen lea deux gammas do friquance, lea radiosourcae seront pariticulibroment
utile. pour la d~termination das diagrammee do rayannement et 116talonnage des antennas h tris grand gain.
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DISCUSSION
E. J. FREMOUW:
1)
vary in frequency?
plasma made?

What is the mechanism by which the Jovian decametric radio bursts
2)
On what antenna was the observation of the moving Lolar-flare

M. A. BOISCHOT:
1) The burst mechanism is not well known.
It is believed to involve
electrons moving along magnetic field lines, producing a plasma instability.
2) An
18-MHz ring array in Australia.
P. HALLEY: The satellite "IO" (Jupiter's natural moon Iovienne) seems to cause electromagnetic emissions from Jupiter. Could this celestial body, for example, have ferromagnetic characteristics which would explain its action (this phenomenon)?
M. A. BOISCHOT: This is very probable.
10 has an ionosphere (discovered by Pioneer 10),
and is therefore partly conducting.
One thinks that, by cutting Jupiter's magnetic
lines of force, it frees a part of the electrons which are trapped there.
These electrons will fall into the Iorian ionosphere and will create plasma instabilities, which
are sources of radio emissions.
P. HALLEY: You have mentioned radioelectrical emissions . am the earth, connected to
the aurora and observed by satellites.
Professor Harang of Norway observed from ground
stations radio emissions of the aurora.
Do you know whether these two emissions are
connected and whether they concern the same auroral phenomenon?
N. A. BOISCHOT: The two phenomena are certainly connected.
Earth emissions in the
kilometer-wave range are perfectly correlated with the presence of great auroral arcs,
but the kilometer waves are observed above the ionosphere while the waves observed by
Harang originate in the auroral arcs themselves.
The sources are therefore probably
different.
J. AARONS:
as jaming.
importance.

Solar noise lasting for many minutes to hours can affect systems and appear
Briefing of personnel on solar-burst characteristics is therefore of

I would like to point out that solar emission (the slowly varying component) is
measured from 24514Hz to 35 GHz routinely by the USAF and is reported through NOAA.
These values allow solar noise to be used ponitively, i.e., to be used to calibrate
antenna and receiving systems routinely by measurements of 5-10% accuracy.
M. A.

BOISCHOT:

This is true.
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This paper reviews thermal -m ision from khe natural environment within the microwave,

far infra-

red and medium infra-red bands of the E-M spectrt..r doisn to a wavelength of about 3P where reflection of
In recent years much information has been acquired in this portion
solar raý.ation begins to predominate.
of the spectr'Im as a result of remote-sensing programmes using aircraft and satellite platforms and groundIn this review, the emphasis is primarily on the fundamental aspects of the emissive
based radiometers.
properties of the atmosphere and various surfaces and the relationship of this thermal emission to the
A nomogram
thermal, absorptive and scattering properties of the atmosphere in slant path propagation.
technique for determining the noise signal at a point in the atmosphere is considered and a bibliography
of recent work on thermal emission is included.
1.

INTR•ODUCTION

Thermal emission and radiation reflected at the Earth's surface over the frequency range 10 to
1014 Ha (1 GH. Lo 100 THx) corresponding to the wavelength range 30 cm to 3 micron (p) are considered in
this paper.
Figure 1 gives the relationships between frequency and the various wavelength scales used.
Apart from military applications, this portion of the E-M spectrum has been the subject of much attention
recently as a result of the passive and active remote sensing prograimmes of the U.S.A., U.S.S.R. and ESRO
involving theoretical studies, reviews and experimental measurements with ground-based and airborne radiometers and from satellites (e.g. Explorer VII and the TIROS, ESSA, NIMBUS and COSMOS series). Most of the
satellites have carried infra-red equipment for studies of the weather and atmosphere, and some of the
later NIMBUS satellites have microwave radiometers notably at frequencies of about 19, 22, 31, 37 and
The Earth Resource Technology Satellite ERTS1 is concerned only with measurements in the
.53-58 CHs.
visible and near infra-red bands.
In this short contribution, it will be possible to give only a very general review. However mich
additional information can be obtained from the bibliographies given by Shifrin (1969); Kondrat'yev et al.
(1971); Adey (1972); Derr (1972) and other papers from the Conference of reference 13.
The magnitude of the thermally-emitted noise or interference signal received by a downward-pointing
airborne aerial depends particularly upon the frequency, altitude, nadir angle, prevailing atmospheric
conditions and upon the nature and temperature of the underlying terrain.
This review considers these
aspects with reference to the atmosphere and terrain separately and also in a combined situation.
2.

GENERAL

2.1.

Black-Body Radiation Laws and Definition of Radiometric Quantities

PRINCIPLES

The starting point for anydiscussion on land, sea and atmospheric thermal emission must inevitably
be a reference to Planck's equation for black-body radiation, either in its full form or as a derivative.
A confused situation in the scientific literature exists concerning the application of Planck's equation
to radiometriz probing, and is further complicated by the fact that there is no internationally agreed
system of radiometric units.
In this paper the definition of radiometric quantities, but not the symbols used to denote them,
confirms with those given by Bell (1959), except that radiance refers to unit projected area of the source,
i.e. unic area normal to the direction of the emission. This definition of radiance gives a useful measure
of the radiant emission from rough surfaces and from the atmosphere. Also, for surfaces obeying Lambert's
law, which stAtes that the emission in a direction at an angle 8 to the normal of an emitting surface
element is proportional to cos 0, the radiance is constant, independent of direction. The unit of length
used here for quantities other than wavelength is the metre (m) rather than the centimetre. An additional
quantity not defined by Bell is brightness. The brightness of a source or surface element observed from
some remote place is the power (flux) received per unit projected area at the receiver per unit solid angle
Hence the brightness B and the radiance N of a source are numerically equal and
subtended by the source.
BA- NAwhere the suffix A indicates that the quantities refer to unit wavelength interval.
The basic equations for black-body radiation are summarised below.
UA
X
A(a
5 e-hc/AkT .I
-ch

UAdA

E\

-

U dv

,

du-

(Planck's equation)

cdA/A

2

- cU /4

For surfaces which obey Lembert's law the spectral emittance EA into a hemisphere can also be
Thus
expressed as a function of the spectral radiance NA.

(1)

(2)

(3)

In the above,

E ?TNA
c is the ,'elocity of light
h is Planck's constant (6.624 x 10-34 joule.sec)

(4)
1

Joule.OK- )
Boltzmann's constant (1.38 x 10-i2
the wavelength, expressed here in micron (p)
the frequency in Hs
the teuperature in °K, and other terms are as defined in

k is
A is
Y is
T is

For long wavelengths,

the Rayleigh-Jaans approximation AkT >hc applies and hence

h

+kT_•hc

+

)=
)I

(ahc/Ak'r-

Table 1.

_L
2

hcý 2
"'T)

A

+.

hc
kkTl

...................

Table 1 summarises some of the forms of Planck's law and associated constants useful in thermal
The
emission work, and Figure 1 gives plots of the spectral distribution BV for various temperatures.
total emittance or emissive power E is given by

E dA~=

E=W0

1
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2

(6)
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where a, the Stefan-Boltzmann constant has the value 5.668 x 10-8 watt.me emission occ r$ at wavelengths - 10p where EA = 31 watts.n-2. "1,
300°K, most of
EV : 1.05 x 10-1" watts.m'2.Hsz2.2.

at

will be noted that at

3

3 x 101 Hz and E : 460 watts.m"2.

Application of Planck's law to Non-Black Bodies

Electromagnetic radiation incident upon a black-bo jy is completely absorbed, and the body radiates
For non-black-bodies the radiation incident on a surface may be either
according to Planck's law.
The transmitted component may be completely
reflected at the surface or transmitted through the surface.
For a thick or highly absorbing
absorbed or some radiation may pass through the material and escape.
medium with no transmitted component, the sum of the reflectance p and the absorptance a is unity* where
Also,
p and a are the ratios of the radiant energy reflected or absorbed to that incident on the body.
the emissivity r defined as the ratio of the rate of radiant energy emission from a body to that from a
black-body at the same temperature, will be less than unity.
Kirchhoff's

a body has reached an equilibrium temperature,

law states that if

same amount of radiant power as it absorbs and emissivity equals absorptance.
p +a

= 1

,

a = C

,

f = I -

it

is

emitting the

Hence
(7)

p

For most surfaces the monochromatic or spectral emissivity is
extent of the temperature of the body.

a function of wavelength and to a lesser

A surface for which the monochromatic emissivity is less than unity and 'does not vary rapidly with
The spectral distribution of energy will be very similar to that for a
wavelength is called grey-body.
black-body.
The emission characteristics of non-black-bodies can be described using the concept of brightness
temperature, defined as the temperature a black-body would have to give the same spectral brightness at
For long wavelengths, when the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation is valid, there is a
the same frequency.
The emissivity
temperature.
linear relationship between the radiant power emitted from a surface and its
is then given by

2v ck TT
wrCi

4

A

br~)

(2vck T\_br

Equation (8) is
where Tbr is the brightness temperature.
forms the basis of passive remote probing in this band.
2.3.

Smooth and Rough Surfaces

(8)

particularly useful at microwave wavelengths

and

: Polarisation Effects

Apart from a wavelength and temperature dejpendence, the spectral emissivity will, in general, also
depend upon the obnervation angle, surface roughness and composition (e.g. water content), and upon the
For a smooth dielectric surface the reflection coefficients
polarisation of the emission being monitored.
Pv and Ph for the electric vector in the plane of incidence and perpendicular to the plane of incidence
These show that Pv = Ph
respectively are given by the well-known Fresnel formulae (e.g. Stratton 1941).
the
Hence by equation (7),
for normal incidence, but pv experiences a minimum at the Brewster angle.
The differemissivity for the vertically polarised electric vector has a maximum at the Brewster angle.
ence between the brightness temperature at this angle for these two orthogonal polarisations can amount to
However, this difference is considerably reduced for emission from tough surfaces
100 OK and greater.
(Hagfors and Moriello 1965).

~i:

For very rough surfaces the brightness teaperature is virtually constent, independent of
observation angle, but surfaces of limited roughness will appear to become increasingly smooth as the nadir
angle is increased.
ft such cases the brightness teerature decreases with increasing nadir angle.
3.
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AND

EISSION

(NDTS1)1

An extensive bibliography and general review or the transmission in the atmosphere has been given
by Thompson (1971).
The main features of the transmission and absorption characteristics of the entire
clear atz.sphere at zenith in the waveband 30 cm to JU (10
to 3 x 10
Ha) is shown in Figure 2. The
molecuLes primarily responsible for the atmospheric absorption in the Yicrowave region are 120 vapour and
02, and in the infra-red region, the absorption is chiefly due to H20 vapour, 002 and stratospheric 03
(which gives a strong absorption at about 9 .6p ), although the minor constituents such as 00, C04, N2 0 and
HDO (Howard at al - see Valley 1965) also have absorption bands in the infra-red. Several thousand
individual lines occur, but at low resolution are often merged into bands. Absorption takes place with
molecules possessing a magnetic dipole moment (e.g. 02) or an electric dipole moment (e.g. H2C0. The
electromagnetic field then excites molecular resonances between the fine structure rotational (microwave)
and the vibrational (infra-red) energy states. In the infra-red region additional attenuation in the
'clear' atmosphere will occur through scattering by aerosols such as smoke, fog and hasz particles
(Valley 1965).
Studies of transmission measuraments in the clear atmosphere in the far infra-red and in the
frequency range 1 to 1000 GHs (Lukes - see Thompson 1971) ihave shown that many regions of strong absorption
separated by window regions occur. However, in the far infra-red the attenuation between the various
absorption lines of water vapour depends strongly upon the water vapour content i.e. depends upon the
location and altitude of the grouad site and upon the temperature and season (Gaitskell et al. 1969).
In
general, the attenuation at wavelengths shorter than 8 6 0 1 exceeds 10 dB at zenith, and, for any considerable path length, the atmosphere can be considered to radiate as a black-body.
In the microwave region,
an absorption band at 60 GHa, studied in detail by Liebe and Welch (1973), and an absorption line at
119 GHz are due to oxygen, while other absorption lines at 22.2, 183.3 and 323 GHs are due to water vapour.
In the lower atmosphere, pressure and doppler broadening extends the lines into absorption bands. Since
the wings of these water vapour bands cross window regions and since water vapour 1-s subject to diurnal,
seasonal and temperal changes, the window regions are not precisely defined, particularly the one centred
It is also
at 95 GHs which has been studied in some detail (Thompson 1971, Gibbins et al. 1973).
spec-ilated that water complexes, e.g. dimers, can increase the attenuation in the windows over and above
that due to water vapour in its monomeric form.
The principal regions of transparency of the atmosphere, called windows, in the medium and far
4 2
8 to 12u and with less transparent regions about
infra-red are approximately in the ranges 3.0 to . p,
For large altitudes or long path lengths at frequencies outside these windows
4.6 to 4 .9 1 and 181.
whero, the transmrssion through the atmosphere is small and ground emission is cut off, the atmosphere
will radiate as a black-body with a temperature equal to its effective kinetic temperature, which can be
considerably lower than 300 oK (Jamieson et al. 1963).
For lower altitudes and shorter paths, as the
atmospheric transparency increases, the contribution from the ground can become increasingly important,
and for surfaces with an emissivity ý 1, the overaill resulting emission wilh depend upon ground temperature.
Few measured data are available for infra-red transmission along slant paths from various altitudes
and estimates are therefore normally obtained from theoretical considerations.
However, the procedure is
complex (Jamicson Ct al. 1%3, Plass and Yates - see Wolfe 1965) since the half-width of the varinup
spectral lines contributing to the absorption vary with pressure and both the half-width and intensity vary
with Lemperature.
Alsc, the concentration of the absorbing gas will usually not be coustant along the
slant path.
In the microwave region of the spectrum, the characteristics of the clear atmoschere at zenith
and along slant paths, where a secant law is applicable for zenith angles less than about 85 , are fairly
well-know., (CCIR ref. 31).
Within most spectral windows, emission from the ground will dominate the noise signal existing at
all altitudes at nadir but for long paths at lcw angles of elevation the noise emission from the
atmosphere can predominate. Most of the measurements und calculations associated with the weather
satellite and earth resource survey programmes have been made at frequencies within the atmospheric windows.
3.2.

Effect of Hlydrometeors within the Atmospheric Windows

Hydrometeors in the form of rain, cloud, fog, etc. attenuate electrornagnetic radiation either
directly as absorption or indirectly as scattering, end, in accordance with Kirchhoff's law, will reradiate depending upon the magnitude of the absorptance (emissivity) and the effective temperature of the
atmosphere down to ground level. In the presence of intervening hydrometeors, emission from the ground
will become increasingly masked as the cloud/rain absorption increases and be replaced by radiation
characteristic of the absorption and temperature of the cloud/rain. The effect will be most severe within
the window region of the spectrum, but may ba of some consequence outside the windows for low flying aircraft.
In the infra-red region at wavelengths of 5M and greater,clouds can be. strongly absorbing and
although some scattering occurs it can generally be neglected.
Rayleigh scattering by cloud and the clear
atmosphere is far more important in the near infra-red and visible portions cf ahe spectrum and
considerably complicates any analysis of path transmission. An aircraft lying just above an opaque cloud
would monitor radiation in the medium and far infra-red windows corresponding to the cloud temperature
which could be several tens of degrees lower than that of the underlying ground emission.
The most transparent porttion of the spectrum in the range considered here extends from 1 to about
20 GHs.
It is sometimes referred to as an all-weathev spectral region and has received much attention in
recent years for use in studies on microwave passive remote sensing of the environment and Earth-satellite

-

not in fact unaffected by changing meteorological conditions since
However, it is
cotmunication systems.
heavy rain can cause considerable attenuation at frequencies above 10 GHz, but it is very much less affected
Naturally occurring radiation within the band 1 to 10 0Hz has been
by cloud than in the infra-red regions.
discussed by Croom (1964) and is the region least affected by the weather.
The other window regions of the clear atmosphere in the micro-wave spectrum are approximately 20
to 40 GHz (zenith attenuation < 1 dB), 67 to 108 GHz (zenith attennation > 1 dB, < 5 dB) and 200 to 300 GHz
The spectrum up to 140 GHz has been studied extensively (Thompson
(zenith attenuation > 5 dB, < 10 4B).
1971) whereas orly a few measurements such as those of Ulaby and Straiton (1969) have been made in the 200
to 300 0Hz ..ndow. Within the frequency bands given above, cloud and rain, particularly heavy rain,
produce significant absorption and thermal noise. Attenuation by rain increases with rainfall rate and
Scattering of electromagnetic radiation by
frequency for frequencies less than 100 GHz (CCIR ref. 31).
rain drops as described by Mie (see Medhurst 1965) also occurs and becomes increasingly important at
frequencies above 20 0Hz as the wavelength decreases towards the size of the rain drops, and will therefor,'
The effect of scattering is to increAse the value of attenuation
depend on the drop size distribution.
obtained by direct measurement along a path, without producing a cozrresponding increase in thermal noise
(Zavody 1974).
In the last few years measurements of atmospheric attenuation of cloud and rain along slant paths
at frequencies above 10 GHz havy been carried out at various locations throughout the world to provide
statistics for the planning and operation of Earth-space conmnunicatton links. Direct measurement of the
transmission from the satellite ATS-5 (Ippolito 1972) and radiometer measurements of the thermal noise
If the atmosphere has fractional absorption or absorptance a
from the sun or atmosphere have been made.
and effective kinetic temperature TAT along a Sun-Earth path of the radiometer measurement, the brightness
temperature of the atmosphere along the path is aTAT and the brightness temperature (antenna temperature)
TSUN for the received signal is

where

TSUN = (I - a)TE + TSKY

(9)

T
= aT
TAT
SKY

(10)

and TE is the effective brightness temperature of the sun for the particular antenna used and for zero
atmospheric attenuation.
TSKY is obtained by pointing the radiometer along a path adjacent to the sun. The brightness
temperature corresponding to the attenuated solar signal is TSuN-TSKY and must be compared with TE to
derive a value for the attenuation in dB. It is well known that for an antenna temperature T and within
the frequency passband At, the corresponding nois., power P available is given by P = kTAv.
Hence

Attenuation (dB)

=

10 lo=l0 (1

- a)T

(1i)

10 log0

Equations a0) and (11) give the relationship between attenuation and brightness temperature in the microwave region and is illustrated in Figure 3 for vaiious values of TAT.
In practice, TE cannot be measured from the ground and the values of attenuation are often 0:ompuced
with respect to the signal which would be received by the radiometcr on d clear day. If values for the cotal
If tne fractional
attenuation are required, the contribution from the clear atmosphere must be added ot,.
absorptions of the clear atmosphere and of the cloud/rain at the same temperature are el and a 2 , then the
total effective absorptance

is

a, + a, - ale2.

Results from measurements in the U.K. within band 12 to 37 GHz, together with references ard a
comparison with similar data ontained in other parts of the world have been descrLbed by Davies (1972).
Typical values of the
Other measurements at 110 GHz have been described by Gibbins et el. (1973).
atmospheric brightness temperatures derived from these measurements fnr an effective kinetic temperature
The effect of scattering
of 273 0 K are shown as a function of location and percentage of time in Table 2.
on the cun-tracking measurements has been neglected in computing these values which should therefore be
Although the measured data refer to paths tht-ough the total
higher than the actual emission temperatures.
A procedure for the preatmosphere, they will also be applicable for aircraft flying abovE the weather.
diction of the attenuation at a location where there are no measured data, but where the rainfall
characteristics are known has been described by the CCIR (ref. Ji).
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The noise signal from the ground is the resultant of the natural emission from the surface, radiated
Daytime measurein the manner described in section 2, and reflected radiation from the sun and atmosphere.
ments show a minimum in the spectral radiance of most surfaces at a wavelength of about 3p (Kiuth - see
Wolfe 1965) where the intensity of the reflected solar radiation10 begins to exceed that of the thermal
p the reflected radiAtion from an overcat
At wavelengths emission from bodies at ambient temperature.
sky can be equivalent to a rise in suriac( temperature of several °K. At microwave frequencies, the brightness temperature of solarradiation ieotropically scattered at the Farth's surface is small and is given by
TeCs
where T

-

0
6000 K at x

0,06'K for total reflection,
1 cm and

2

5

7 x 10-5 steradian.

5

Most surfaces have a spectral emissivity peculiar to that particular surface a-ýd to the particular
The
Such a radiation it termed a signature.
conditions prevailing at the time of the measurement.
acquisition and interpretation of signature& as a function of time and location form the basis of the
Yot rough surfaces obeying Lambert's law, even if the emissivity
environmental remote sensing programmes.
is independent of temperature, the brightness temperature of the ground wili. experience temporal, diurnal
L.
Also, in areas of vegetation and in
and seasonal changes arising from changes in surface temperature.

areas where freezing occurs,

the surface emissivity will undargo seasonal changes.

1

In order to interpret the virious signatures, laboracory and field studies are now 4n progress to
Also, measuredetermine the spectral radiance and surface emissivlty of naturally occurring materials.
Most of '-,e
ments frou aircraft and sat,;Alites are being analysed in conjunction with ground truth data.
work %s at frequencies within the atmosphere windows.
In the infra-red region Buettner and Kern (1965) have made laboratory mer-sv.'rezents of the
Most of the values of emissivity
emissivity of many mineral materials at wavelengths between 8 and 121.
in the normal or near normal direction are greater than 0.9 and do not exhibit a strong temperature
The emissivity for various types of sand, wvt and dry, lies within the range 0.914 to 0.936.
dependence.
2
At 1 u, the emissivity of water at 800
In directions away from the vertiý_al, the amissivitx decreases.
Buettner and Kern also quote some values of
from the normal is only about 601 of its value at 0 .
Ice
Melting snow seems to have a very large emissivity - 0.99.
emissivity measured by other workers.
gives a low reflectance (large emissivity) in the range 6 to lO and experiences a maximum in the
reflectance at 13M.
A survey of the literature and knowledge of land and sea microwave emission to the end of 1970 and
with particular refere ;e to hydrology and oceanography was prepared by Falkenmark and Karstrom (1972) as
A summary of the various land values of emissi-ity found in this survey
pert of a series of E,,RO Reports.
part of Table 3.
In 3eneral, the values of emissivity for land susfaces are high,
is given in the first
However, the emis. ;ivity for
and, away from the normal, rough surfaces are brighter than smooth surfaces.
Hence dry soils emit radiation more strongly than wet soils as
water (see Table 4) is much lower- 0.4.
It is also to be expected that the emissivity cf land surfaces
can be seen from Figure 4 of reference 9.
The emissivity tends to
will be lower during and immediately after a rainfall than for dry conditions.
decrease with increasing wavelength for vegetation and to increase with decreasing wavelength for water.
The differences in brightness temperature across land at a constant temperature are expected to fall
However, large differences in brightness temperature up to about
generaJly within the range 10 to 30cK.
0
150 1' in occur across land/water boundaries.
Recent measurements from aircraft of the emission from bare soils at wavelengths of 21 cm, 1.55 cm
and 0.8 cm have been reported by Schmugge et al. (1974) who correlated brightness temperature with soil
At 0.8 cm, the emission is sensitive to surface moisture while emission at 21 cm
moisture content.
Straiton et al. (1958) measured the brightness
responds to moisture in a layer 3 to 4 cm thick.
temperatures of lake water, asphalt, giass with weeds, and gravel at 4.3 mm wavelength as a function of
Reflected sky radiation is included in these values of brightness
polarisation and angle of emission.
temperature quoted by Straiton et al.
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WATER

The application of remote sensing techniques for studies of pruperties such as surface temperature,
sea state, salinity, ice cover and oil pollution has long L'en realised and has received much attention,
particularly since the sea is fairly uniform over large areas and can be probed with sensors of
However, most of the published vork refers to measurements and
comparatively low angular resolution.
calculations at cm and mm wavelengths.
At infr&-red wavelenths the measurements of ?ýuettner and Kern gave a value of '.993 for the
Water
emissivity of pure water in the range 8 to 12,u, with smaller values at longer wavelengths.
From the values of reflectance quoted by
contaminated with oil has values less than that for pure water.
(1967), the 2missivity of the sea is 0.98 at normal, 0.96 at 450, 0.94 at 600 and considerably less
Clarn
at large nadir angles.
At cm end mm wavelengths, the emissivity of water is comparatively smali as show, in Table 4.
Perfectly fla, water behaves as a Fresnel reflecting surf.ce and in directions otXr than the normal
Calm water has an emissivity of about
exhibits strong polarisation effects (e.g. Figure 2 of ref. 9).
0.4, but the emissivity from a rough sea can be very much larger, giving an inc.re,.se in brightness
0
temperature up to 100 K (Nordberg at al. 1971), depending upon the wave structure and particularly upon
the complexity of the
A detailed theoretical treatment by Stogryn (3972) illustrates
the foam coverage.
In Stogryn's analysis, the foam caverage is related to the wind velocity (0 to 30 m/sec) and the
problem.
r, sults obtained for the overall emission from the sea as a function of angle for both polarisations
cmcpare reasonably well with the expý.rimental data of Hollinger (1971) at 1.41, 8.36 and 19.34 GHz and
at 13.4, 19.4 and 37 GHz
Nordberg at al. (1971) at 19.4 Glis. Comrputations of the emission from foam itself
from an analysis of radiometric data are also given by Stogryu as a function of nadir angle tor both
polarisations,
Consequently, sharp changes in
Ice and sea ice have values of emiusivity much larger than water.
At low frequencies - 2 GHs and
brightnesa temperature - 1500 K can occur across hn ice/water interface.
less tLan about 3 u thick, attenuated radiat on
less, ice does not attenuate strongly, and if the ice i
Since thrs emissivity of water is con3iderably less than for ice,
from the water below is also emitted.
the overall brightness temperature is less than for ice alone and gives a method for estimating ice
thickness (Adey 1972).

P

HowThe discussion above has been concerned solely with the emission of radiation at the surface.
ever, since the emissivity of water is about 0.4, the reflectance for sky radiation will be about 0.6 at
normal incidence.
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r is the purpose of th. a section to present general equations and techniques for estimating the
racii&rce And brightness temperature for a downward-pointing sevrsor at a polnt in the atmosphere, taking
into account the thermal emission from a land/sea surface, reflection of downcoming radiation by the
surface, the attenuation of both of these radiations hy the atmosphere nnd the emission from the atmosphere
along tae slant path of interest.
Wager (1960) has computed brightness temperatures for a receiver
itself
at an altitude of 10 km for wavelengths from 0.43 to 3 cm for three types af weather condition.
Consider the situation illustrated in Figure 4.
The radiance at the aircraft in the frequency
range u to v + du resulting from emission from the ground, atmosphere and backgro~ind will be designated
Nm(LTm)dv and is given by

or

N =tN v +tpN
b

m

a

+N

(12)

)dv + t(u)(1 - e(v))N(uTa )di + N"p(,Tap )dw

)dv - t(m)e(b)NV (,T

N(m

(13)

op

where Nb(v,Tg), N&(L,T.) and N4p(v, Ta ) are the spectral radiances at the frequency V of a black.-body at
ground temperature T , the atmosphere mnd background at ground level with effective temperature Ta, and the
atmospheric path beteen ground and aircraft with effective temperature Ta .
e(v) is the ground emissivity,
p(p') is the reflectance and t(u) is the transmittance of the atmosph re betw~er}~round and aircraft.
Nb(uT$) is the Planck spectral radiance or brightness function (2hv1/c2)/(en/
- 1) where T has the
constant value T .
If the ground emits as a grey-body, e(v) will be constant.
Na.( tl,Ta) and Nap(Lv,Ta
are also Planck functions to give the equival:it radiation from a black-body at the frequency P, butaln
general, the values of Ta and Tap will vary with frequency.

used in

Equation (12)
is very difficult to handle and requires numerical integration,
the following simplified integrated form (Clark 1967, BlUamptis 1970).

Nm -

tbebNb + to(1 - e)a

T

tITg + t(1 -

it

+ Nap

is

often

(14)

where %, Nb, Na and Na are radiances of the form IN Vdv, and top es and tb,
of tranamittace and eMissivity over the distributions No and Nb.
At microwave frequencies,

However,

since the spectral

radiance is

2v 2kT/c2,
2

eb are the effective values

equation (12)

reduces to

(15)

e)Ta + Tap

and can be further simplified for particular cases.
In the absence of scattering, the term Tap can be
related to the path transmittance t or to the absorptance equal to I - t.
If,
also, the brightness temperature Ta is separated into components &TAT and (1 - a)Tx from the atmosphere and from external radiation,
equation (15) gives the measured brightness temperature as

TIs

(1-

ap)eTI

+

p[aTa

+ (1

- a)T]

+ ,pTp

(16)

where a, TAT and T. are thn tota., atmospheric absorptance, effective atmospheric and e.fective external
temperature averaged over a hemisphere and appropriate to diffuse reflection with coefficient p at the
ground.
For spectilar reflection, p - 1 - c and a, TAT and Tx are the values along the specular path.
is the effective temperature along the ground-to-aircraft path and ap is the associated absorptance.

Tp

Based on special cases of equation (14), Bliampi- ' has described a nomogram L.chnique Zor determining the ground temperature if the other quantities are known or have been estimated.
The same technique
can be used in particular cases to obtain the radiance or brightness temperature at an aircraft if the land/
sea and atmospheric emission parameters are known.
7.
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2 -1
0
A maximum emission of about 31 watt.m' . P
from a black-body at 300 K occurs at a wavelength of
about lOp.
'The values of emissivity of many types of land surface are be'.ween 0.9 and I at infra-rnd and
microwave frequencies.
Hence, within the most transparent atmospheric windeii ieglons, the radiation
received by an airborne nadir-pointing radiometer on a clear day will be virtually identic"l with that
from a black-body at the ambient surface temperature.
Within the opaque far infra-red and submillimetre
regions and within the infra-red windows in the pre2ence of heavy cloud, ground emission can be cut off
0
and replaced by emission from the atmosphere a. temperatures as low ag 250 K.
In the microwave region,
cloud attenuation and emission are considerably mmaller than in the infra-red region, but emission,
absorption and scattering by rain become increasingly important at frequencies above 10 GHs, depending upon
the rainfall rate or percentage of the observation time.
Water behaves almost as a black-body at infra-red frequencies, but at microwave frequencies can act
more like a mirror or Fresnel surface with strong reflection and polarisation effects.
In particular, solar
radiation can be strongly reflected by calm water and produce a large effective noise temperature at angles
near the specular direction, producing a glitter
effect.
Also, reflected cloud/rain radiation can add

considerably to the surface emission.

However, a rough foam covered wea is more radiant than a calm sea.

From conhitarationt 4 of interference due to terrestrial thermal noise, airborne equipment operating
within the band 108 to 10" Hs should be designed to cope with a background emission from a black-body at
the highest kinetic temperature likely to be encountered elont a viewing path. In most cases, however, the
This paper discusses the fundamental
radiation received will correspond to a lower brightness tempa.ature.
aspects and gives methods and references for estimating the true path brightness temperature or radiance
if other parameters are known.
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S-IS

DISCUSSION
H. J. ALBRECHT: This is a supplementary comment to the excellent review just presented on the subject
of land, sea, and atmospheric thermal noise. Referring to the apparent dependence of brightness
temperature of the ground upon moisture and temperature of the ground, world maps of brightness temperature based on satellite measurements were shown during the URSI (Union Radio Scientific Internetional)
Specialists' Meeting or. the subject of remote sensing held in Berne, Switzerland in September 1974.
It is interesting to note that, on an as yet qualitative basis, these maps agree very well with world
maps of electrical ground conductivity first presented during an EPP (then EPC) Netting in 1967
(H. J. A.: On the geographical distribution of electrical ground parameters and its possible effects
on navigational systems; In Agardograph No. CP 33, "Phase and Frequency Instabilities in Electroma~netic
Wave
Propagation," Technivision 1970). Although the latter map was also based on moisture and temperature
of the ground. as well as on its type. the agreement is remarkable because, other than in the case of
ground conductivity for lower frequencies, the brightness temperature is only affected by the upper
surface layer of a thickness of a few zentimeters.
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ABSTRACT

Scintillation has many of the detrimicatal effects of noise, in the.t it produces random fluctuation
of the complex envelope of a modulated signal. A useful way to characterize scintillation effects is to
that result when a CW wave is transmitted through % random medium that
describe the signal statistics
Many theoretical treatments, based
imposes complex modulation during propagation to the receiver.
in a manner identical with
Born approximation, describe the signal statistics
essentially on the first
the noise theory of Rice.
Other treatments, following the Rytov expansion, suppose the phase and the log
"log-normal,"
of amplitude to be Gaussian random variates. Most data tests have favored the latter,
only at very great distance from the perturbing
The Born-based theory predicts Rice statistics
statistics.
medium, however, and it has been suspected that generalization to permit the quadrature components of the
scactered signal to be partially correlated Gaussian variates of unequal variance might better match the
ob' •rved signal statistics.
Recent tests of signals observed through the ionosphere, the solar wind, and
a iaboratory plasma have consistent,.y confirmed this speculation and have revealed a surprising consistency
by a randomly
of a signal caused to scintillate
in parameters describing the first-order statistics
structured plasma.
This paper describes a means for exploiting these new findings in a transionospheric
communication channel model; a similar effort for nondispersive media such as the troposphere might also
be profttable.
1.

INTRODUCT ION

When a radio wave is scattered in a medium with random refractive-index structure, the resulting
When there is relative mwivon between the
electromagnetic wave-field becomes u spatially random variable,
medium and the radio line of sight, the voltage delivered by an antenna to a receiver taken or. many of the
In particular, its ampl.itude and phase--or, alternotively, its
attributes of a signal buried in noise.
In describing scintillation
quadrature components--display random variations that we cal.' "scintillation."
for application to communication system design and operation, we are concerned with the raýulting signal
If we obtain the statistics
for a CW incident wave, the results can be generalized to modulated
statistics.
signals by Fourier techniques.
2.

FIRST-ORDER STATISTICS

2.1

Evidence for Gaussian Signal Statistics

We begin by considering the simple phasor diagram shown in Figure 1, where E represents the instantaneous complex amplitude of the received quasi-CW signal (CW except for the rardom modulation imposed by
scintillation).
The scattered component of the signal is represented by the randomly varying phasar, E*,
phases
Thus we have chosen to reference all
and the nonscattered component by (E), the mean value of E.
to the phase that the received signal would have in the absence of scintillation.
a

Our interest is

in

relating the signal statistics

to properties of the medium,

which requires that the

There are several
scattering problem be treated by some approximate solution of Maxwellts equations.
Born approxiapproaches, but two--the Rytov method of smooth perturbations and tha application of the first
results obtained.
The differences arise essentially
mation--exemplify the differing signal-statistical
phase and the
from the quartittes chosen to represent the scattered wave in a perturbation calculation:
logarithm of amplitude in the Rytov approach, replaced by quadrature components in tht, alternative approach.
A loose application of the Central t.. t Theorem to the chosen quantities results in a hypothesis on which
can be formuln..ed.
thn signal statistics

Li.

In the Rytov approach, it is natural to postulate that phase and the log of amplitude are jointly
This postulate may also be
for amplitude.
Gaussian variates leading to so-called lob-normal statistics
appecling to those familiar with the phase-screen approach to calculating scintillation effects, #a
For those familiar with the scattering theory of Booker and
developed, for instance, by Bramley (1955).
Gordon (1950), on the other hand, it is equally natural to postulate that the quadrature components of the
scattered stgnal E. are jointly Gaussian variates, yielding so-called Gaussian signal statistics.

_A

/

A

of the complex
If the quadrature components were uncorrelated and had equal variances, the statistics
voltage E_ would be identical to those of notse, and the statistics
of the resultant signal E would be those
Since the scattering is
described by Ric, (1945) for a CW signal with band-'limited white noise added.
described by a field component added in phase quadrature to the incident wave at the scattering location,
however, there Is no a priori reason for making the equal-variance assumption at an observing point.
Moreover, calculation of the resultant signal exoected at an observing point attributes the real (relative
to (W>) component of E to diffractive phase rotation of the initially
imaginary scattered wave.
Thus
no valid basis exists for assuming the real and imaginary parts of E to be uncorrelated either,
It is *ell
known (Beckman and Spizzichino, 1963) that, for generalized Gaussian statistics,
a contoue
of equal probability for the complex value vf E*, and therefore of E, is an ellipse such as the one shown
in Figure 1.
In the special case of Rice statistics, the ellipse reduces to a circle.
To describe the
first-order statistics
of E, we are interested
tricity,
and orientation ang&o.

in the characteristics

Let us define the quadrature components of E
E

of the ellipse:

its

size, eccen-

and their variances and co-4ariance as follows:

=X÷iY

(1)

((X

oa

(x) 9)

-

-

( 2 Y)- (E),

(0)

x

S(• (Y- y)))> = YI)

(3)

y
(x-x)(Y
Q

a0•

ly

-(0y)=

(XY

(4)

Now suppose for the moment that X and Y are uncorrelated (axy - 0).
Then, clearly, the ellipse Is aligned
along one of the axes of the complex plane (8 = 0,
say).
In this special case, the axial ratio of the
ellipse obviously is equal to the ratio a y/Ox.
Furthermore, the size of the ellipse depends on
2 +
2.
It can be shown (Bello,
one complex quantity:

1971)

that the characteristics of the ellipse are dictated by one real and

R0(EE*)

(()

..

and

B ="<Z)

.

(6)

0

.

The importance of Ro and Bo for describing the correlation ellipse comes from the fact that they completely
dictate the variances and covariance of X and Y, as follows:
a

=

x
2

Uy

2

(R

o + Re

(7)

- 1 (R - Re fBol)
2
o

ay

I
2

xy

(8)

Bl°

(9)

0

From the above relations it can be shown that the eccentricity of the correlation ellipse, in general, is
related to IBo1/Ro and that its orientation angle is given by tan (26) = Im Bo0 /Re (Be). Clearly, its
2
size depends on axa + ay = Rn, which represents the scattering coefficient of the medium.
Although for application to communication systems, we are interested in the complex-signal statistics,
most scintillation observations have been of real amplitude, IEI, only.
Furthermore, most observations
have been reported in terms of some scintillation index related to the variance of either I
.. !EI2.
A useful Index is the normalized second moment, S., or received signal intensity, defined by Briggs and

I

Parkin (1963)

as

(10)

S 2.

If the Underlying signal statistics
were log-normal, there would be a unique probability density
function (pdf) for
or for
for a given value of S,4 On the other hand, for Gaussian statistics,
a
family of amplitude or intensity pdf's exists for a given S4, depending on the scattering coefficient
o
and the remaining two ellipse r.ýrpkneters, 1BoI/Ro and 8. We shall see shortly that the latter
two paismeters can be reduced to a single v3liable, Z. for a particular representation of the scattering medium.

Iml

I1I6

Figure 2 shows two members of the tomily of pdf's for the signal intensity derived from the Gaussian
signal-statistics hypothesis, for 84 - Q 5, compared with the unique intensity pdf derived from log-normal

for the same S4 . As the values of Z vary from very small to very large,
statistics
range from a highly peaked function to the limiting curve predkcted by Rice statistics.

the Gaussian-based pdf's

Various scintillation rusearchers have compared intensity histograms with the intensity pdf'a bamed on
to the former (e.g., Cohen Ot al., 1967).
and have found a closer fit
log-normal and on Rice statiatics
It is incorrect to vonclude from such tests that the Rytov approach to scAttering calculations is superior
represent only a limiting
Born approximation, however, because Rice statistics
to that baned on the first
form of the first-Born statistical
resulta.
More recent tests have included a procedure for searching the Gaumaian-based family of pdf'u for the
best fit
to the data (Rino and Fremouw, 1973a; Rino, Livingston, end Whitney, 1974).
The results, an
example of which is shown in Figure 3, consistently show that a better fit
is obtained to Gaussian than to
log-normal statistics
and that the best-fit Gaussimn-based pdf is more peaked than the log-no:mal pdf,
implying small values of Z.
The significance of this latter
fact will be explored shortly.

Hill,

The histogram in Figure 3 is from observations of the 137.5-MHz beacon on ATS-5 made from Sagamore
Massachusetts, by the AFCRL group. Similar tests have been made with simultaneously collected

412-MHz data, with data obtnined by observing radio-star scintillation produced by the solar wind, and with
5
microwave-scatter data from a laboratory plasma.
The fits,
measured by the chi-squared (X ) or mean-square
((•A•>) error, have been consistently better for Gaussian than for log-normal statistics,
as shown in
Table 1.

Table I

Summary of Data Fits to Gaussian and Log-Normal Statistics

Scuttering Medium

Laboratory

Plasma

Laboratory Plasma

Error Parameter

Frequency
(MHz)

Gaussian

31,000

X'

429

2

31,000

X

Solar Wind

75

(AF>•

Solar Wind

75

(1

= 7038

2

=

Solar Wind

75

Ionosphere

138

Ionosphere

138

X

Ionosphere

138

Ionosphere
Ionosphere (Fig. 3)

Log-Normal

(2

-

-•

624

X"' = 1365

36

(A2)

=

99

70

(<&) =

75

2

=

80
689

X2

. 1062

=

1156

X'

= 1638

X

=

308

X' =

502

138

X'

=

433

X2 =

949

138

X'

=

200

X'

2

2

(A ) =

2

88

f 1496

Ionosphere

412

X2 =

433

X

Ionosphere

412

X2

277

X2

.

519

Ionouphere

412

=

171

X

.

272

Ionosphere
Ionosphere

412
412

X' =
Xe

205
150

X )fi

323
386

---

X

468

X9 =

390

Computer (Fig.

4)

2

=

-

2

=

2

611

The above results seem to imply a superiority of Born-basid scattering theories over those based on the
Rytov expansion.
One might, howeer, suspect that the results arise because of the extra parameter available
4
in searching the Gaussian family for a best fit
to a finite-sample histogram.
To teal this possih " ty
empirically, a simulated data set was drawn fiua a computer-generated random-number table forceC
i obey
log-normal statistics.
The computer-generated (lata set was then submitted to the curve-fitting process
used for the real data.
The result, shown In Figure 4, was that the process did properly find the computer-generated data set
to be better described by log-normal statistics
than by the best-fit
Gaussian statistics.
The cht-squared
errors for the simulated data are given in the last row of Table 1.
We conclude that the consistently
better fit
of real scintillation duta to Gaussian-based statistics
than to log-normal statistics
is a valid
result and not an artifact of the analysis technique.
Not only have the data tests consistently favored Gaussian over log-normal statistics,
they have also
consistently yielded mall values of Z for the best-fit pdf's.
We shall soon see that this means rather
eccentric correlation ellipses (IBoI/Ro - 1) oriented quite vertically on the complex plane (8 << 450).
One ramification of this fact is that the corresponding pdf's for phase can depart considerably from the
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simple Gaussian shape predicted by both Rico and log-normal statistics. Some examples are shown in
Figure 5, for ellipse-parameter values corresponding to small to moderate Z. Note the asymmetry of the
curves for 6 > 0. Similar curves generated for larger values of S4 (Rino and Hatfield, 1974) show a
double-peaked structure.
2.2

Relation to Scattering Medium

The relation of the ellipse parameters to Z--ir, fact the precise definition of Z--depends upon the
spatial spectrum of the refractive-index Irregularities in the medium.
In general, Z is a measure of the
relative size of the radio Fresnel zone at the diqtance of the stattering region and of the scatterers
producing the scintillation.
For a power-law spectrum of the form
TI(g) = [1 + (CtK)2]-(V + •
it can be shown (Rino and Fremouw,

1

(11)

1973b) thst

Zz
where %z

-(12)

is the Fresnel-zona radius and a Is an Irregularity scale-size parameter.

For scattering in a layer of plasma-density irregularities having a spatial spectrum similar to Eq. (11)
but allowing for elongation along one iris (the geomagnetic field in the ionospheric case), the ellipse
parameters can be shown (Rino and Fremouw, 1973b) to be:
sec 2

R 2'/r

(13)

where
r

e

= classical electron radius
- radio wavelength

L

= scattering-layer thickness

S=

incidence angle on the layer

v

= spectral index in Eq. (1,)

a

= axial ratio of irregularity s2ale size along the
tdagnetic field to across it
= a' cos'

*

+ sins, where

01= scale parameter in Eq.
o

S=

-

(V -

n

*

= magnetic dip angle

(11)

= variance of electron density in the layer

)b.k(ZA)I

(14)

R

0

and
1

-x lm{"(,)

tan

e

,

where J is an integral over spatial wavelength, K
thickness and shape of the layer.

(15)

,

depending upon Z and a function of £ determined by the

The main point to be noted in Eqs. (14) and (15) is that the eccentricity and orientation angle of the
correlation ellipse are not independent.
Rather, they are functionally related through the integral J,
which in general requires numerical evaluation. They vary systematically in post-scattering propagation
as Z increases because of its dependence on Fresnel-zone size.
In Figure 6 we show several numerically evaluated voints on a plane of 6 vs. IBo1/Ro, fc-" a power-law
spectrum with index v = 4/3. For comparison, we have also plotted a solid curve for a Gaussian spectrum,
for which the integral can be evaluated analytically. For both spectra, the calculations shown are for
the case of normal indicence on a layer containing isotropic irregularities. Similar curves are obtainable
for different geometries.

wave propagates from Z - 0 to Z >> 1, the correlation
What Figure 6 shows is that as the scatterd
ellipse rotates from being alignod along the imaginary axis in Figure 1 to being at an angle aporoaching
The rate at which this approach to Rice atati~tics takes
450, simulteneously circularizing (IB
0 I/*, 0).
place as the propagation distance,

z,

increases depends on the scale parameter a.

to amplitude pdf's consistent with
The fact that ionospheric scintillation data display best fits
These results are consistent with both
with X implies very large values of O,
small Z and varying little
in situ (Dyson, McClure, and Hanson, 1974) and remote-sensing (Rufenach, 1972) estimates of the outer
scale of ionospheric irregularities, which indicate values exceeding several tens of kilometer&.
The same in-mitu and remote-sensing measurements indicate that the spatial spectrum of ionospheric
irregularities is,
under most conditions, well approximated by a power law with index v - 4/3 and not by
This in itself
ie unfortunate
a Gaussian law as has often ben assumed for mkthematical tractability.
for syuteme applicetinn, because tlCe integral that
for quantitative modoling of ionospheric scintillatljn
In Figure 6, the structure in the dashed curve
dictates 1BoI/Ro and 6 must t,,en be solved numerically.
It
of numerical ititciration over finite limits.
for values of Z greater than about unity is an artifact
is not efficient to extend the limits, because the integration is very time-consuming even on large
Thus the observation
machines.
The integration proceeds more rapidly for small values of Z, however.
that small values of Z prevail for situations of applications interest and that they vary only weakly with
ohserving frequency is fortuitous for modeling.
An example of our interest in evaluating the probability-ellipse parameters is given in Figure 7,
which shows how the scintillation index S4 varies with the ionospheric scattering coefficient R0 and the
Solely on the basis of
eccentricity and orientation angle of the ellipse, for Gaussian statistics.
Gaussian-statistics hypothesis, one obtains che following relation:

r4
2

which is

=

2R

plotted in

(1

- R)

1 -

1B.1cos 2)

+

(16)

+

Figure 7 for scattering coefficients of 4,

16,

36,

and 64 percent.

The dominant factor in dictating the scintillation index is the scattering coefficient, but the
experimental evidence indicates that transionospheric communication systems operate in the regime where
They become increasingly important as one
the ellipse eccentricity and orientation are also significant.
parameters beyond simply scintillation
desires increasing signal-statistical generality for modeling (i.e.,
index), especially for complex-signal statistics.
To date, nowever, the only quantitative modeling of ionospheric scintillation that has been performed
Furthermore,
has been for scintillation index (Aarons, Whitney, and Allen, 1971; Fremouw and Rino, 1973).
this modeling has been based on very approximate theory and, in some instances, on data reported in terms
of quasi-subjective indices only crudely related to a theoretically calculable index such as 84.
Recently, however, Whitney (1974) performed careful calibration of the ad hoc index, SI, devised at
Thic permitted accurate
AFCRL and widely used for manual scaling of amplitude scintillation records.
comparison of VHF observations performed by the AFCRL group (Aarons, Mullen, and Basu, 1964) with calculations of S4 based on the empirical modcl of Fremouw and Rino (1973) for scintillation-producing
ionospheric irregularities.
The comparison, shown in Figuie 8, revealed a closer correspondence than was
believed to hold when the model was published (prior to accurate calibration of SI in terms af S4).

*

Although the existing model appears to provide a good basis for calculating the VHF scintillation index
for a considerable range of observing conditions (latitude, time of day, season, and sunspot number),
The reason probably lies in
it is seriously deficient at the higher frequencies, as shown in Figure 9.
The model was developed by calcuthe approximate nature of the theory on which the modeling war based.
lhting S4 according to the weak-scatter theory of Briggs and Parkin (1963), comparing results with published
values of scintillation index (obtained mainly at VHF), and adjusting the ionospheric parameters (mainly
the variance of electron density) until agreement had been obtained with a wide variety of observations.
The resulting model for Li os3pheric irregularity strength is thus subject to errors induced by assumptions
spectrum
in the scattering theory, which included approximation of Eq. (16) and use of a Gaussian satial
for
calculating
Re,
I1BO/Ro, and 6.
Possibly important for modeling is

the limitation imposed by assumption of weak,

single scatter.

This

assumption has also been made in more recent theoretical developments, such as that leading to Eqs. (13),
The
Unfortunately, this assumption often breaks down at VHF.
(14), and (15) for the ellipse parameters.
result is that a model based on l1F observations and weak-scatter theory resU4's in underestimation of the
Then, when the model is applied to higher frequencies, where
strength of ionospheric irregularities.
the weak, single-scatter assumption may in fact be valid, scintillation is underestimated.
At present, no completely general scattering theory exists for calculating parameters of the probability
ellipse when multiple scatter occurs.
However, one important multiple-scatter effect that influences the
frequency dependence of scintillation can be accounted for:

extinction of the nonscattered signal component

rr
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From the work of Fejer (1953) and of Bramley
as it propagate. through multiple scattering layers.
(1955). it follows that extinction can be accounted for by replacing the single-scattering coefficient R.
by a multiple-scattering coefficient c7, defined by

a

2

1 -,

-flu

which clearly reduce@ to R

(17)

when the scattering coefficient in small.

Since R. it proportional

to

as

can be seen from Eq. (13), use of a7 in modelinL would significantly dserease the dependence of scintilin this way,
lation on frequency.
In a current modeling effort, it is intended to account for eatiction
which should result in a model valid for UHF as well as for VHF scintillation.
3.

SUCOND-ORVER SIGNAL STATISTICS

of the complex voltage E.
In all the above, we have been concerned with the first-order statistics
Also important for communication channel modeling are recond-order statistics in the temporal, spatiaL,
For instance, to apply the CW signal-statistical results to broadband systems, one
and spectral domains.
must be concerned with the joint probability of E(f) and E(f + 6f), where 6f represents a frequency
Similarly, for space-diversity systems one is concerned with the
increment within the system's passband.
joint probability of E at different receiving antennas.
of
one Is concerned, in general, with the joint statistics
For second-order temporal statistics,
are Gaussian, the
With the fact established that the underlying signal statistics
E(t) and E(t + 6t).
are fully described by autocorrelation functions in the various domains.
necond-order signal statistics
For
Alternatively, they can be presented in terms o4 Fourier transforms of the autocorrelation functions.
temporal statistics,
the fluctuation spectrum of E is clearly of interest.
Fluctuation spectra of real amplitude,
Most scintillation observations are of real amplitude JEJ only.
Figure 10 is an erample
have been recorded in recent years by various workers.
or of intensity I4E1,
showing the power-law form imposed by the spatial spectrum of ionospheric
recorded by Rufenach (1972),
It Is hoped that such
irregularities and a low-frequency flattening rejulting from diffraction effects.
spectra will soon be available for the quadrature components of E, from observations of s multifrequency
Such observations, when
to be launched about the end of this year (Fremouw, 1972).
beacon (DNA-002)
(Fremouw and Rino, 1974), should
interpreted by the emerging theory of second-order signal statistics
modeling of ionospheric scintillation.
provide a firm basis for definitive signal-statistical
Prior to
Presumably, the same procedures could be applied to modeling of tropospheric scintillation.
such remodeling, however, data tests should be performed to establish whether the underlying signal
been of data resulting
summarized in this paper have all
The tests
statistics
are Gaussian or log-normal.
SiAilar tests of data
from scattering by a structured plasma and collected outside the scattering medium.
for scattering by a stru;tured nondispersive mediui collected within the medium (as would be the case for
troposphoric radio scintillation) should shed considerable light on the relative merits of Born-based and
Rytov-based scattering theories for application to communication-channel modeling in general.
4.

CONCLUSION

Ir summary, we point out that rather general models of time-varying communication channels can'be
resulting from
devised for use in system planning and operation, when the underlying signal statistics
It has been established that the amplitude of CW signals scattered by
radio-wave scattering are known.
expected when the signals' quadrature components
three different structured plasmas obeys the statistics
Gaussian statistics).
The
covariance (i.e.,
are jointly Gaussian variates of unequal variance and finite
result is a probability density function (pdf) for received mignal intensity that is more peaked than the
The correspon'ding pdf for phase is
or log-normal statistics.
pdf resulting :ram either Rice statistics
for the same
somewhat asymmetrical and is broader than that resulting from Rice or log-normal statistics
scattering coefficient.
Scattering theories based on the fir-2t Born approximation lead to the observed first-order signal
It remains to be seen whether
statistics
of amplitude, while those based on the Rytov expansion do not.
observed for weak and moderate scintillation endure for strong scintilthe generalized Gaussian statistics
lation, especially in the presence of multiple scatter. Meanwhile efforts are under way to apply the above
signal-statistical results to mathematical modeling of the tranqionospheric radio communication channel.
an,ý theoretical developments could probably be used to model tropospheric channels
Similar data tests
for microwave and loser communication systems.
5.
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An example of second-order signal statistics:
of a scintillating 26-Iis, radio-star signal.

fluctuation spectrum of the received intensity

P. HA.LEY:

In the statistical studies that you have conducted concerning scintillAtiom at the reception

of the field ewitted by a satellite and having crossed the ionosphere, you have determined the characteristics of the transfer function. What was the mensurwent time interval used for this puspose?
In links established by ionospheric reflection between two points on the ground, we noted at CNET
that the deterministic as well as the ratdom part of the transfer function presented approximately the
sme characteristics for three minutes only.
t. 3. FREI93Io: The data were grouped in blocks of 1024 samples, and t don't remember the basic sample
colleague. Dr. Rino, the mean and standard deviation
rate. In the analysih, which was performed by mky
were calculated for each data block. If either of these moments changed significantly, the data were
declared nonstationary. Stationary sets of data were Analysed together to reduce statistical variation
usually epi ed for several minutes in the case of synchroIn the results. Acceptable stationarity
I think the largest such period was about 45 minutes, but this was unusual.
nous satellite observations.
from nonhomogeneity
It Is certainly true that there are nonstationarities in the signal statistics. anrisi
of the ionosphere's spatial statistics. The nonhomogeneity can have more fundamental nfluence on the
the signal characteristics, via the scattering process. Dr. Rino is currently exploring the theoretiLal
aspects of locally (as opposed to strictly) homogeneous statistics, and I'll have to account for the
effects in future modeling.
Quasi-deterministic trends iiise in scintillation as well as in Ionospheric (a form of
monstetionarity) reflection.
The paper is concerned with the case where the signal is large compared with received

E. N. FROST:
background.

In satellite reasurements the signal to noise ratio is poor. A problem is to separate the added
noise (thermal noise. etc.) from the multiplying noise Iscintillation). One clue is that with thermal
noise the power output is proportional to pre-detector bandwidth, while this not necessarily so with.
multiplying noise.
Has the author any advice?
E. J. FRENOUW: Further clues: 1) Two receivers will produce noise that is uncorrelated, while
scintillations will be correlated on signals from two receivers--even with antennas separated by many
1O's or even hundreds of meters; 2) The fluqtuation spectra of the two are different. Bandlimited
white noise will, of course, have a spectrum dictated by the receiver. The fluctuation srectrum of
scintillation often has a characteristic power-lia shape.
F. J. CHESTERMAN: Is the Rice distribution in your slide a Rayleigh on Square Ge&asian distribution?
Is it the integral of the Gaussian POF? Considering the vector components there are a family of Rice
curves and the Rayleigh is one special case.
E. J. FREWIXM:

It is not the integral of the Gaussian PDF.

F. J. CHESTERMAN: Do you find in practice higher order amplitudes in the tail of the distribution
than theory predicts? Some departure from theory in practice inevitable.
E. J. FREMOUW: This was not my point. My point was that there are more large-amplit de samples thn
predicted by log-normal statistics, and that this fact is consistent with Gaussian statistics, which
result in a longer "tail" in the amplitude PDF than is Fe case for log-normal.
H. J. ALBRLCHT: Referring to the suitability of scintillation models to descrite the enhancement in
the equatorial region. it would be interesting to learn whether the model here mentioned could be
adapted to this purpose, with particular regartN to the ionospheric scintillations recorded on SHFfrequencies as, for instance, in the INTELSAT-net.
E J. FREMOUW: The same scattering theory should be applicable. However, there are in-situ satellite
data showing a structured spatial spectram in the equatorial ionosphere--i.e., there are 'bumps" in the
spectrum at preferred spatial frequencies. I suspect that these structured spectra are responsible
for the SHF scintillation. It remains to be seen whether the 0itegrals arising in the scattering
theory in the presence of such spectra can be solved analytically. If not, then one could evaluate
them numerically. In either case, it will be important to know how the spectrum varies with geophysical
conditions. When this is established, then it should be quite possible to adept the model to SHF
scintillation , and we hope to do so.
H. J. ALBRECHT: With the theoretical difficulties you just mentioned or with the "bumps" in the spectrum
of those scintillations, are you actuhily referring to properties related to the oscillatory nature of
the auto-correlation function?
E. J. FREMMIN:

Yes.

J. AARONS: Equatorial scintillations (recently) have been found to have "bumps" or enhancement of
particular frequencies.
E. J. FREMOUW:
J. AARONS:

Didn't the solar wind analysis show log-normal statistics?

E. J. FREMOUW: They showed that log-normal is more accurate then the amplitude probability density
furiction arising from the special case of Rice 'statistics. Our results showed that a non-Rician
member of the generalized Gaussian statistical family is still more accurate.
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TIB INFLUENCE OF PARTICULAR WEATHER CONDITIONS 0N RADIO
INTERFERENCE
C. Pengler
SIGMA Association
Alsterkrugchauseee 429
D-2 Hamburg 63, Germany

SUUIARY
The various propagation properties of the atmosphere are associated to the variation of the refractive index. A stratified atmosphere shows due to the meteorological parameters a strong change which corresponds for example to variations of paralio horison and noise temperature. The case of an atmosphere
meters as k-factor or
with embedaed discontinuities is illustrated by experimental results, which were obtained on line-of-sight ground links, links with a distance near the radio horizon,
transhorizon links as well as earth-space links. It concludes that most radio interference is to be expected during days with strong radiation and the influence of
cold fronts.
1.

INDEX OF REFRACTION
The propalhation properties of the ;..mosphere for electromagnetic waves are characterized by
dielectric constant E and the index of reffaction n, respectively.
In the troposphere both depend on the local temperature T 10 K , the pressure p [mb],
and the water vapour a Cmb] according to the relation (valqd for frequencies up to
about 3 GHs)
* n
1 + 7,6-106 ( p + 4.81.10•
.
T

T

In the general form the dielectric constant is complex, i.e.
C
=
' E2
i
For
frequencies higher than 3 GHs the imaginary part F is dominating and herewith absorption due to the presence of water vapour and oxygen as well as precipitation.
This investigation only concerns situations associated with reflection, refraction, scattering, and ducting which result from the local variatior. of the dielectric
constant. These effects dominate at frequencies smaller than 3 GHS and they are
active besides the absorption at frequencies higher than 3 GFz which is not treated
here.
The difference between the index of refraction of vacuum (n = 1) and the actual
one at the earth's surface has the amoant of some 10-3. It is convenient to introduce the refractivity N
6
N=Cn
-1)106

Figure 1 shows the dependence of the refractivity N on the temperature T and the
relative humidity RE at a pressure of p = 1000 mb. The value of N = 320 corr6sponds
for instance to L.=20 00 and RH =50 %
If we consider the boundary of two air masses 1 and 2 we get a discontinuity in
0
refractivity A N =
- N2 . For air masses with the same temperature ( t = 10 C)
and pressure (p = 1000 mb) but a different relative humidity RH1 = 100 ý and RH2 =50 %
AN amounts AN = 30.
Concerning ionospheric propagation the index of refraction is characterized by
the density of free electrons Ne [cm3] and the frequency of the incoming wave. Here
the value AN = 30 against vacuum is reached for instance if we assume an electron
density of 8-103 cm"3 at 100 Mzs and 8-105 cm" 3 at 1 GHz, respectively (Figure 2).
2.

ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE

If the index of refraction is not equal one but constant no influence on the
straight-line propagation will occur. Only the variability of temperature, humidity,
and pressure in time and space due to the present structure of the atmosphere induces a variability of refractivity and effects the electromagnetic wave propagation.

2.'i

THE NORMAL HORIZONTAL STRATIFICATION
Due to the force of gravity of the earth the density of the air decreases ex-

ponentially with height; therefore the air is horizontally stratified around the
earth's surface. The corresponding refractivity decreases like the density of the
air exponentially with the height h to

N(

N* exp

h)

(1)

h

where N5 is the value of N at the height zero (assumed to be the height of the surface) and H is the scale height. This profile is introduced as standard atmosphere.
The relation (1) can be linearly approximated by

N~h)=
NN

Z
where 7

is

1' ~N(2

* (

assumed to be constant.

h = 1 km, we get for

Introducing

NAN-=Nl m.

-6N ,

are averaged and world-wide known (Bean, B.R.

AN(h) = N

The value

-

N(h)

Ns - Nlkm

and choosing
as well as N5

et al 1960).

In the assumed profile of the atmosphere the rays are bended. Considering the
ray equation for a concentrically stratified medium together with (2) the rays can
be considered as straight lines if a new, effective earth's radius Reff is introduced by the relation
Reff= k R0

with

with

k = I +R
I

o

( 3)

Ro = 6375 km.

The standard etimosphere can be approximated by k = 4/3. But in the real case
k depends on the present structure of the troposphere and the values of k vary
between 1 and 3 (temperate
climate). The
to
0 and
1 case k = 1 corresponds
dn6
the case k = 3 to

d

= 104.5.10- 6 km-I.

The derived value of the radio horizon d

(Figure 3)

d

=

3. 57.

.

4)

with h = height of the transmitter antenna yields for the assumed values of k the
distributicn of Figure 4. Concerning h = 400 m the radio horizon varies bctween
71 and 124 km corresponding to k = 1 and k = 3.
The E-field inside the line-of-sight area is evaluated by the superposition
of the direct and the indirect rays. NYar the radio horizon this interference field
passes over to the diffraction field oharacterized by a rapid field strength decrease
with distance from the transmitter for the here treated wave lengths of the UHF
range as well as shorter waves. The location of this transition zone varies due to
the value of k. If the location of the radio horizon is moved to greater distances
from the transmitter the level uf field strength increases considerably beyond the
horizon previously defined by the standard atmosphere.
2.2

THE ATMOSPHERE WITH EMBEDDED DISCONTINUITIES

With regard to reality there are more or less wide-spread discontinuities
embedded in the normal stratified atmosphere. These discuntinuities result from air
masses which differ in temperature and humidity from the surroundings. These different air masses correspond to dynamic processes in the atmosphere like radiation,
advection, subsidence, and turbulence. Areas of different air masses correspond to
areas of different refractivity. For mathematical treatments it is assumed that they
are separated by a boundary. By these boundaries effects like reflection, refraction,
and ducting are stimulated as well as focussing and defocussing which are present
if the waves are not only considered as rays but alho as beams. Enhancement as well
as diminishing nf field strength follow compared with the field strength associated
with a standard atmosphere. These effects cannot be neglected if the incidence at
the boundary occurs with small grazing angle. Phase effects will appear at every
direction of incidenac,
A similar situation arises in the ionosphere if there are embeddel areas of
different concentration of free electrons compared with the surroundings. It can be
shown that this kind of ionospheric areas will be active up to 100 GHz if the tbick-

.

J.

ness is sufficient (Pengler, C. 1972).
2.3

NOISE

j.

m.$•

The sky noise depends on frequency. U• to I or 3 GHz the iosmic noise is domi-

nating; it is a function of geographioal location, season, and daytime. At higher
frequencies the main contribution of noise originates frcm water vapour and atmospheric gases. The influence of precipitation is not considered here. At these frequencies the noise therefore depends on air massba along the path end herewith on the
direction of the antenna. If in the considered dizection only dry air masses are present, the noise temperature is smaller than in the case of wet air masses. In order
to come to an estimation of the influence of different air masses, the sky noise for
dry air (relative humidity 50 %) and for very wet air (relative humidity 100 %) at
a temperature of 23 00 and elevation angles of 900 and 30u was derived from caloulations (Hogg, D.C. and Semplak, R.A. 1961) and is represented by Figure 5. Table I
shows the sky noise temperature for 10 GHz and 6 GHz. Concerning the differences of
sky noise temperature between relative humidities of 50 % and 100 % follow some degrees Kelvin for high elevation angles (900) and about 10 degrees Kelvin for smaller
elevation angles (300).
Table 1

Sky noise temperature in dependence on relative humidity RH.
Selevation
angle

10 GHz
50 % 100 %

RH
•= 900
=
306

3.

sky noise

~ture7.
tempera-

3.8

9

7.0

188
18

50%
3.0
8

6 GHs
100
4.2
166

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The influence of particular weather conditions on various kinds of radio services is studied with experimental links. i.e. line-of-sight ground links, links with
path lengths near the value of the radio horizon, transhorizon links, and space earth links.
3.1

LINE-OF-SIGHT GROUND LINKS

From line-of-sight links, i.e. links with the distance transmitter - receiver
within the radio horiLon, numerous measurements are known which show the influence
of the troposphere. Such links are characterized by small variations of the average
field-strength level. However, during the morning and the early night of calm days
with strong radiation fadings can be observed with depths up to 50 dB (Grookopf, J.
1970), in particular if running over moist ground. These deep fades are in accordance
with the conception of the formation and deformation of ground-based discontinuities.
3.2

FIELD STRENGTH NEAR THE RADIO HORIZON

Comparing the diurnal variation of the mean field strengths at the receiver of
a path with a length of about the distance of the radio horizon (k = 4/3) with lineof-sight links as well as transhorizon links of sufficient path length we get a large
diurnal variation of the field in the area near the radio horizon. This is due to the
diurnal variation of the factor k (Figure 4). In Figure 6 the mean diurnal fieldstrength variations of paths of 115 k1m, 200 kim, and 320 km at 0.5 GHz are plotted for
days with strong radiation. The variations result from radiation processes in the

lower troposphere (Fengler, G. 1964).

In opposition to links over land, which are

treated here, links over sea show no pronounced diurnal variation because of the heat
retaining capability of water.
3.3

*

TRANSHORIZON LINKS

If only the presence of the standard atmosphere is presumed transhorizon links
should have field strengths nearly constant with time due to scattering as the predominating propagation mechanism. In reality these links show field-strength variations according to the influence Gf embedded discontinuities in the troposphere
(Figure 6). An example of this influence gives a detailed analystj of field strengths
observed on paths of 115 km, 200 kim, 270 km and 320 km lengths at a frequency of 0.5
GIIHz over three days (Figure 7, Fengler. G. 1964). A pronounced dependence on the
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height of the layer over the paths can be clearly seen from this example. This correlation was confirmed by the statistical evaluation of a great number of field strength
recordings with respect to the presence of the height of the simultaneously observed
discontinuity.
Other observations show the influence of a front passage on the field strength.
Due to the variation of the turbulence properties in the area of a front the scatter
field diminishes (Albrecht, H.J. 1968).

3.4 EARTH - SPACE LINKS
Due to the ray bending in the standard atmosphere the rise time of an orbiting

satellite in a height of 750 km has an anticipation of about 4 sec. in opposition to
the geometrical path (without atmosphere). The set time has a corresponding delay of
4 see. However, the analysis of a great number of observations of rise time at 0.136
GHz show in about 50 r of all cases deviations from the calculated value of 4 sec.
and in about 15 % considerable deviations which are due to particular weather con-

ditions (Table 2; Fengler G. 1971).
Table 2

Satellite rise time (by radio measurement)
meteorological conditions

Radio effect (136 MHz)
anticipation > 30 see.
delay 0 to 60 see
delay

7 60 sec,

and corresponding

Meteorological Condition
cold front in direction of satellite
thrust of wet warm air in direction of satellite
strong disnontinuities in strong high pressure
system

1uring days with strong radiation in the
It follows that very strong discontinuitiPcentral area of an extensive high pressure system and embedded warm and wet air
masses cause a delay of rise time. This result can be interpreted in terms of ray
deflection or defocussing at boundaries in suitable position. Otherwise an anticipation of rise time is observed if the observations of the satellite signals occur
at the periphery of a high pressure system and when in particular the influence of a
cold front is effective. "he interpretation of the anticipation of rise time due to
the meteorological conditions follows in terms of ducting processes at the boundary
between warm and cold air and the ground. Disturbances due to these meteorological
conditions are confirmed by other observations.
4.

CONCLUSIONS REGARDING TO RADIO INTERFERENCE

Considiring radio interference the preceding results according to field strength
enhancements compared with field strength corresponding to the standard atmosphere are
of particular interest. It was found that field strength enhanoements can be explained
by an increase of the k-factor and herewith by an increase of the radio horizon, by
reflection and du-cting processes due to the presence of groun.d-based and free discontinuities in suitable position and intensity as well as by the influence of cold
fronts. The common weather conditions belonging to the described effects are the presence of a pronounced high pressure system where radiation causes'the formation of
discontinuities or where boundaries arise by advection in face of cold air masses.
The more these weather situations are pronounced the stronger should be the effect,
i.e. the enhancement of field strength. rnbancement of field strength means enlargement of the range of the considered service, that often means interference with other
services operating on the same frequency. Of same interest is of course the case of
diminishing of field strength which promotes interference,too, if it becomes necessary
to increase the sensibility of the receiver. It was outlined that this will occur
with satellite paths in the centre c-f strong high pressure systems as well as in connection with a thrust of warm and wet air followed by a cold front.
The importance of a high pressure system for the occurence of extended radio
ranges results also from investigations done by Fehlhaber and Groskopf (1968).
•A

Although most of the observations are concerned with the VHF- and UTiP- ranges
it has to be expected that outlined weather conditions will effect other frequencies
too; but nut in such a severe form like precipitation is doing.
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DISCUSSION
E. CHIARUCCI: Data on the minimum 4value of the tropospheric index k as a function of
distance art known and have been published (for a given climate).
These data are currently used to determine the minimum distance to the radio horizon and path clearance
for line-of-sight communication systems; however, from the standpoint of interference,
what one would like to know is something about the maximum values of k which are not
exceeded for a given percentage of tho time, say 99.9%.
Does the speaker know of any
published experimental dat3 in this sense?
C. FENGLER:

k values.

I

I do not know nf any published data for this part of the distribution of

LES CHARGES ELECTROSTATIQUSET
K LES PERTUJRBATIONS QU 'ELLES EN2'RA IMNK?
Introlucton

DAMS LES LIAISONS RADIOELRCTHIQMJS

. Pivrot, SBPIM, 19, rue Lngmng., 75005 Paris, Franc*

Lee charges dlectroatatiquesqui se crdent dana I latmoephira peuvent gind~er doe ddclvzrgae atmoephdriqee
suaceptiblag do ditruira, to~ut Ou partial d'un adronaf ou d'un engin at an toiia c~a do perturber fortement ta fonctionnenunt dee liaisons ra~dio, des calculataura,'etc...
L'expood prdaent no traitera pae de cat aspect trae important du probLtime. D'azutree types de charges
perturbont, par diffdrente micaniamee, lea tdtdoomnivamcatione. Ca sont cellee qui Be dopoeent, Be
crdent, a 'diaouent ou s. recombinant 4 Za surface de 7.'agronef.
1.2. _Lldquipotentiatitd de la surface dee adronefe
Lea charges dtectroetatiques qui aa crdent 4 la surfaca dee agronafe auront iota action t.la difffrente
suivant qua la surface de V agronef eat isolanta ou conductrice.
or. it eat dvident qua Za surface d'un adronef ne pout 9tira intdgralement c.,nductrica, nea erait-ce qua
par Ia ndcase8itg de recevoir, our Zee antennas, Zee champs dlectronvzgnitiquae axngriaure.
a) lea. charges qui 8a 2rdpartiseant eur une eurface rndta~Lique, en raison de la bonne conductibilitd d'une
tella surface at de Z4afaibla vialeur dee charges, on pourra considdrer cette surface comme parfaitement
dquipotantialla. P42ia, at a 'eat Id otlreside Ze phdnom~ne important, la diffdrence de potential antra la
surface at 7 'air ambiant pout 8tra treea importante.
b) lee choarges qui as crdant, sdjowrnent at ee recomb~nent our lea surfaces ieolantee, Id 4ga lament
Lea diffdrentae do potential peuvent Itre dleveas antre oce surfaces at l'air ambiant, ,raie dgatainent
antra daux points de la eurface mosme tr4e proches.
1.2. La crdation at 7 't~acuation dee chargees Olectrostatiguea
Le tableau ci-daeeoue qua noun convnant&~mn8 en Ir. schd'rutiee 7 'engine des charges Olactrost'7tique's
influence des champs diactriques extdriaure
Cr'dation at dvacL..!icn par un pl~nomngn
au milieu anibiant

lit.;

frottament sw, lee part-ICU1as neutree rt
tribodlectricit&'
col lecte do charges prdixistantea.

*

Creation et ivacuation par un phdnom~na lid
d 1.adronef

evacuation par Uso deper'diteu.rs de potenpieia
~- involontair~ee
- volontairee
ev~acuation par lee gas ioniads dee moteure.

Noun n 'incorporons pas, dana ca;tableau, lae ondations ou dvacuations do charges dane des circonetancee
particuli~res

-

fra-inaga au sol sur una piete e~che,
sdparation dee dtages d'une fluede.
ravitaiLLoemnt &n vol,

-

etc

-

.

1.3. L 'in! luence doe chargee felctroetatiquea e~tr 7 'anv'ironnament at lee commv'unications radiodlectrigues
Sur te plan purement radiodlectnique, ?a prisence des charges d~ectroatatiquease traduit par
*

~a)

Lorequ 'elles sent ralativement peu nomhpauaea, V augmentation du bruit do fond (bruit bl4anc ou peu
diffdr'ent du bruit blanc)
b) Zorequ '. lee eont important.., par des ddchargea so traduisant par un brouillage intense.
Crdaction des charges :le rdle joud par La mitifor'ologie
11.2. Infuence des chamrps dlectriques extdiriure
Dane une atmooph~Jre non ohargio, Ireis o4~ r~gne aut champ d~ectr~ique, it y a fatalement tine diffoirenca do
potential.entz'e la structure coiductrice at L attroephire. Or, do tale champqs existent au voieinace du
not ou d 'un cwmulo-nimbua, par ea~rmp le.
21.2. Frettement at triboJlectn-icit~d
Cleat la source de charges JVectniquee La plus fr~quent.. Un nuage do crietaux de glace, de pouaeidtresJ
induatriel~ee, de sablaetc ... eat conatitud d'un trds grand ,'ombro do microparticulee. Entraendea
par La vent, caB particules frottent notamrment Bur. Zee bords d'attaque at dans certains cae aont rompues
par lui. Or, cee phdncw.inea a 'acaompagnestde La cr~ation de charges diactriques...

'

It not Etndent qua Vi'tude do. coo phdnotine. n'est pan simple oar

12A1.

.obfen au nol parirattantd'Etudiar de tole phdnomdnes dan. lee conditions rdellas.
I. eat, pour Zw
6'7 "1 moment du fivina, du dom'ino doa1'utopia.
rt n 'ezista pas d.

Vf'
na acufflaria reantituant V a,7a!iance an r~gime eupersonique 4 haute altitude, d Ochell

S. L'EtudaN on miod.Jlo 2iduit n'ant pam eolvisacgeable car la dimension at La forme den criataux .,ouent
suaement un grand r$Zeaet it pareft difficila de yda liner doe cristaux de la dimension 'oulue ayant una
M~azza ho~wvthitie.
3. L 'tude direita on vol eat possible , mazin conwu Zee charges dipendent beaucoup den conditions mitioroioqique*, it eat indinpenec..bl* d'affectuar beaucoup d'haures do voa pour ratrouver lee mnmeo conditions
d 'anibianca.
C'rtto Jar"ui&re mit;ýode a dEgid fourni capindant un certain nonabre do loin qua noun rlawmons ci-deaaoue
a) ka charge do. V adronaf par frottement ou par triboEZaotri,:%itd rend tou4ours V agronef ndgatif par
rapport d V air amrdnant,
b) 1. champ dlectrique autouzo '? V alronaf rdsults da la combinainon dA champ dz2 aux charges abandonndan
sur l1'avion avac Za champ ca~ aux char'gas spatia Len qui, crJler apr*is Ic percussion du cristal, sont
*ntrafndoo par coiui-.ei,
c) Zee cr-istaux do glac- nont, d daneit4 EgaLa. infirimant plue actij-e qua Zen gouttes d'eau den nuagas
baa.
4. Lea charges orgies augmentant, toute. chosen Ega lea par ail~aurs, avec la vitesse, la section daoits,
11t. 3., La captation des ohw-geq dlectriguea pilxistoni~as
TIexi-ate, La phdnomdne eant connu depuis longtanmps, den nwagen confltituge de particules do glaca ou d'aau
chargdes positivement ou ndgativement.
Dane un awnulo-nimbus 1 'alronaf pout traverser, ouivant eon altitude at sa poei~ion par rapport d V axe
ci charges alter~a des
(ai 1 'on one n 'exprimer ainaij, des O8nes cia chavrges positives, ndgativea ou den
natit'ament positives at nggavives at rdcipr'oquement.
&,ecan charges sont axtrkwm'rent importanten at pautvant Stre trafnaportgo3 en quant.-tot(*Zitd etur 1 adronaf.
Ca phdnomnen de "captation" p-gut manquer totalemant I.'ffat doa fr-oiteirnt at 2'ffat dea triboilectr'ic-1th.
L aironef pourra Iftra done ponitif ou nigatif. par rapport a 1 air ambiant et cc avec des tensions
extrlmmernet dlevoas.
11.4. L '4Oacuation doe chargan ieoatriques pai' tea ddperditeure dea potential, voloy~tairan ou non...ou
Vd'vacuation- daj c-harges dlectriguas par lea pointe.
It eat notoiire qua torequ 'un conductaur Electrique eat chargE, ou voisinage des pointas, lae charges
statiqlgas ant tendance d saldvacue. Le phdnomina &onnu d~puis longtanpn a 'applique heurausan'ent at
i nontan'eusqe annien, our doe a~ronefa.
mahorohaaueamont au can qui inus occupa. Eni affet, on placa, dapuiBdo
t
l des pointas. Main iz exista Ogalenwnt
des dlparditsurq doepotertial qui sont tous basis our la propril1
das diperditaw's involontaires cc nont lea angles vife cia certainee piJeas, ca eont Zen antennas
torequ'allan no sont pas ancastrdee. Est rdewnE, tout ce qui poea~de iot courbura plun ou "vine acccntuja
eant susceptible e 'Jva~cuer dan charges Eflectron tctiquan.
Ca phinomine at produit avec un seuil. Matheureuaement, lea bruits doafond 2uxque'n nous avoan fait allusion dans oan gdn~ralitin an produinant bian avanit qua can dvacuations coe'wnancent. Li'autra part, ill n 'act
pan possible cia faire Evacuer p'ar una points un cour'ant axtrilmemnt intense en raison doala cr~ation des
charges apatiales qui frainent to phdncendne.
L 'tude

ffie do la dlcharge des point.. daon des conditions di'amba'iance d 'un alronef eat asses mazl connue.

Youn reviendrons plun loin sw" 2 'aspect do. la dlcharge par tas pointe. en par lent des perturbations qui
peuvent n* produire sur Zee antennas Lor, qua Z. potential do V airn'nef dipassa win Valeur eargd-ras.
I1.5. ftacuation den charges Electriquas par Zee gas ioninds chauds
Tous lea adronsfe poneaddant des motaurn aenutrant Za propuZsion die caux-ci. Noun donnone au mot "lmotaur" un
sans extrAmement g~niral. Si on regard*, our Za plan global, coci veut dire Wo'n utilisant souvant Ia
ine chauds vars
comburrznt do. I 'air, parfois tot cunibirant proproa z le'ngin,, or impulsea des gaX phlous Ok
l1'extiriour. Or, can gas ant iota icinisation spontande du fait dea 14 tenpdratura EZepla. Si 2 ionisation
eat ndgligeable, dayns boaucozqp-ci can, it n 'an eat pan doa rnAn pour leas r'teurn a r~action a haute tomp6rat~ur# at encore nvi~n pour la8 tuyares des engine, Zee gas axpu ledo sont extrhln.,ant chauds ; 13000 no
saint pan P~arse.
Psi~sque Zan gas sent ionioscin its po~ssdent des charges plus at des charge.*"vine. Si lae charge* Etaiant
expulsion an qwuzntitds identiquas, Z sant evident qua 74 charge de 1 'avion n 'an nerait p~a affectde mazis
itn 'an eant pan ainsis d'obord parce qua Zee vitesoen propres den ions noa onf. pan idantiques sui pant
Ienurs signs*, mazis EgoZerw~nt parce qua Toi'squo V alronaf eat chartid le champ Eleoctrique ari'E modifie 7a
ripartitiondoa can chargen.

AIM
tout cas, aun fait *pdrinantat trOO met eat Ia paralt lismian ntre la charge ilectrostatique d'uui avion
rapide at t4 positi.on des ntmettee doe gas 4inai qua La eupprewtion totale det tout* charge ilectrostatiqua en poet-oombaution.
Los brouiLt~ape
tNowe avona dit plus haut quo lee charges glectroetatiquee brouji Lent U6~ tilicon"'Unicationa~at cc par
divers mdcgniamee.
rri.1. Augmentation dA bruit de fond dans Its rdcepteura au1sefle gidnral du mat
tNoue avons dit quo too charges Olactroetatiques itaient giniries netamm'ent par triboilectricitif,
frottoemnte ou capta ti-on. Dane tous lea cae, caci veut dire quo, loraqu 'une charge arrive Ia potentiel de
Z'avion monte d'une fagton discontinue. Or, ceo charges sont loin d'itre uni~tiree, cl'eat a dire que la
captation -Pina goutte d 'eau chargd. dans un c~umuLa-nimbus correspond no pas d un ELectron nxzis d
ptusieure c-itaines at mitme plusiours m~itl~iers d'dlectrans et ce d'une fagon qwutsi-inetantande. Ces ,marchee d'esca Liear dane to potential de L 'avion Be traduiaent on le rait par L augmentation dA bruit de
fond.
IL en eat de mime pour lea ddper'ditaure de potentiel. , Lorsqu'un 4Lactron quitte la pointe, volontaire
ou non, d'un ddperditeur de potentiaL, it a 'accompagne, par avalanche, d'un nombre relativement dLevO4
de descendants. Enfin, la phinor'dna principal concerne lee antennae encastrdes at Lee surfaces iaoLantes
W~ it peut a, crger des charges d la foi8 positives et n,4gativea qui vont sa recombiner au fa*r et d~
mesure do lour augmentation, ces recombinaisons amanant La disparitiont dee charges certes ,rtzi8 aux
d~poen do la crtfation fugitive d'un courant glectrique. Toutes ces causes multiples font qua Ia bruit da
ford augmentoaen fonction doe charges. D 'aitleura, L 'expdrience a dtd faite ntainte8 fois :plus la charge
EPectroot~atique eat AfLevie, plus Le bruit do fond eat important.
Des mesures, qui ne sent pas trds pricisas, confirment qua lea bruits de fond sont pratiquemant des
bruits blanas. Ila sent d'autant plus "bruits blanos" qua La dimension des particuLea gdndratrices de
charges Electraatatiques eat petite. Ainsi, lorsqu 'un adfronef eat chargOO, par suite de frottemant dee
cristaux de glaca, de cirrus Idgers, autant qua lea meaures perm'ettent de L'affirmer, on obtient, our
lea antennas, un bruit blanc int4graL. Par contra, loraqu 'iL s agit de traversear des couches de nuages
ozQLa denaiti des charges eat tr~a glevge, le bruit eat loin d 'itra blanc, Las composantee baece friquenca
pranant le pas sur leas
conposantea H.F. dane Zee parasites dR bruit de fond racueilLis.
111.2. Lea parasites par amargjage des ddoiarges
Si La patenti't? da Z 'adranaf con tinue de man tar, iLIva Ba suparposar au phdnomene de bruit que nou8
vanons d'.Ovoquez-, I. phgnon~ne do dicharga geactriqua qui sara cause de parasites infinimant plus intenaees.
Loreque La potential augmenta, leaslcctrona qui sent issus de La pointe vont crler une filiation de plus
an plus nonkreuseect do cette filiation ella-mime va art ivar d as crbqer une autre filiation. On a amorV'4
une diohazrge en avalanche. Catte d~charge an avalanche s 'acconpagna en gtfnLral d 'mission de Lumriere, nuis
eLa oa 'accompagne surteut do courants ralativemant intenaaa at de parasites extr~mement invortante.
Le phdnom~nea 'accro t encore lorsque La ddcharge peut a'amorgar eur une antenna preprament dite. Ainsi
unentena
nca5tre put treparturbde par des ddchargas qui a 'amorgent a La surface mfime de V iso lant
?,vi dglemnt
ne ntene ype"foeut" paut tr08 bian, d un moment donng, joear La r~le de diparditeur da
potential invoLontaira at on conceoit aisiment qua 1 'amargaga d'une 44tincalle sur una antenna proprement
dite perturba le fonctiennament des appareils radiodlectriquesqui Bent lib~s d cetta antenna.
GUndra jite

sur la mitaLLisation des agronefs

La mitaLlisatien des adranafo davrait. our la plan des charges E1lactrostatiques. 9tre totala, cl'eat 4
dire qua P enveleppa extdriazo'a de ZL'agronef davrait 9tre oonatituige d 'un corps cenductaur. Cartes, oett1 '
cenductibilitO superficielle n'a pas basoin d'itre aexL~ente conmma dane La cas d'un feudreiement nttis
e~la a besein d'itre inpeccablement continue.
11'.1. Lea imperfections de La m~ta~lisationsupenfct.iezle
Caett

m~taLLisation superficielle na paut pas 9tra parfaite pour des raisons axtrimement varidas.

P2ssons en revue cos diffdren tee raisons
-.
-

a) des raisons purement chimriques,
b) l'utiLiaatien de peintures d des fins d4'idantification,
C) V existence des antennes cncastrdes,
d) 1 'existence des pi~ces transparontes,
a) anfin, pour dee, raisoen purament mfcaniques, en a 'orients da ,plus an plus vera Z 'utilisation de nztti~res ptastiques, plus lUggre8 ct rdsi8tanca dga La.

rV.2. Protection par des couches superficial las
1L n 'eat pas indispensable d'aroir usia conductibi~itd parfaite peur:)u qua caLLe-ci soit continue. En
effet, lea couranta d vdhicuLar sent teujours tr~a faibles at mime 8i la rdsistance superficielle n'est
pas nuZ~e ou nigLigeabLe, Lee diffdra,.oas de potential entre daux points de L'adrenef aerent, en tout
Etat de cause, treea faib Lee.
La prob~daso
seacinde an deux

8.4
1. pmut-on trouver wia peontw.e t-ranvparent dont Za conduoatibili:tr4 sot indiffirente 7
on couhaiter'ait m~~e qu 'eLL. asot c.wallenta,
9. at doepsinturee dont ta rsi•itiviti pout Ste ralativemant dJtvd ammnant ainei d aheroahr un aoqpro"Me entre La dieir de eupprimer lee charges 8Leatroetatiques dona 4 diinuer ta bruit dane La rda•pteur
at to dieir de na pas stopper to paesage dee ondee radialoectriquee, c'eat & dire de Laiseer to signal
atteindre I 'antenne.
M•$Lhuroueement it faut ohercher dee peintures, an accordant d ce mot un e#ne trde gintral, qui
poseddent des qualitie difficilee d trouver. Coa "painturse" doivent Stre seaidee micanique•ant, r~eis tear
dZ 'abrasion, risieter aux agents ehimiquee, roeiseter au* fortee doses d 'oaone quo L'on trouve dane 74
haute atmoephire rdeister aux grande froide ainei qu 'l La granda ohaZemn, rsie ter d La dipreesion, aux
paesa~go dane L 'lau, bref on demands d oeo peintures doe quatitie asese e•eoptionnaZloment rassembUes
at &in# oe *one dee travaux nombreux ont Eti entreprie dEjd at La sant aeaore.

On ne pout dire ei ace travaux donneront eati•faction totalent, eneuita it na faut pa. oaubLir qua 1a8
questione do prix cont tout do mime d conseidrer.
Conc lusione
Lea chargee ELeatroetatiquea ont une infZwsoe ndfaste eur lee t4lmmmnioatione, oeai aet bien aonnu,
.ise it faut reconnftrae qua L'an e'eet hubitud d aot inconvdni*nt, dane lleipoceibiLiti do tutter contra.
A L'heure actueaLU o4• La probldmc dee aommuniea•iaone deviant da plue en plue important, o) ZLa erre-ure
de transmission qu'ceL•e eoient anatogiquse ou logiqucs dane doe oalauLe o9 I'intelligcee huwaine
n 'intervient plus, la pvisence da reneeignemmnt. arronde ou brouil Le peut entrafner dee catastrophes
extrhvment graves.

CharleL FEVROT, Inginieur ENSR'IF,1974, "Lee ohargee
sradioleotriquea"
nent dane Zes liaieone

Leatroetatique# at Lee perturbations qu'laeL

entraf-

DISCUSSION
Since papers 9 and 10 were not presented, and Dr. Fevrot did not mention
F. D. GREEN:
it,
I feel that some mention should be made of precipitation static for the ground
I know that this exists at HF, and is relevant to air-ground communienvironment.
cations, particularly with long-range patrol aircraft.
At CRC we have noted severe rain and snow static on HF log periodic directional
I would be
antenna, and that an inverted HF discone antenna is much less affected.
interested to know if anyone here has had or knows of precipitation static on airI realize that data can be obtained only when a storm
ground links at VHF and/or UHF.
provides the opportunity.
G. H. HAGN: No
cies above HF.
interference is
be smaller than
*

one in the audience seems to have experienced this problem at frequenPerhaps, because the frequency spectrum of the corona causing this
falling off with increasing frequency, the noise from this source can
the noise from other sources at VHF and above.

DR. HARTH: Permit me to show a slide which indicates the direction and approach of a
This slide was obtained from a direction-finding
storm centre over the Bay of Biscay.
It could be possible, under certain conditions, to anticipate
system operating at VLF.
when precipitation static might occur, and hence plan an experiment to look for this
effect at VHF and UHF.

--

-.
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POLARIZED NOISE IN THE ATMOSPHERE DUE TO RAIN
A. Hawira and J. Dijk
Eindhoven University of Technology
Eindhoven,

Summary

Netherlands.

Equations describing the propagation of plane waves through a medium containing axisymmetric rain drops
are presented. They lead to a general expression for the cross polarization parameer.
A transfer equatioti involving the stokes spectral parameters associated with the electromagnetic field in
this medium, is also given. The solution of this equation shows that a polarization of tte thermal
emission in the atmosphere can be caused by rain.
The evaluation of the cross polarization parameter from ', emission measurements is also discussed.
I.

Introduction

Microwaves with wavelengths in the centimeter and millimeter ranges are strongly affected by the precense
of rain. The individual raindrops absorb and scatter the incident wave, the absorption being dominant at
frequencies below 15 GHz [16].

The combined effects of these mechanisms causes, amoungst others,

attenuation of the traversing wave.

The non spherical shape of raindrops with an axial symmetry,

the
combined

with a non random distribution of the orientations of their axes, generally lead to a depolarization of
the propagating wave. Consequently, serious performance degradation, due to rain, might be expected for
frequency reuse systems.
The application of a frequency reuse system to satellite-to-ground telecommunication has stimulated some
relevant investigations on this matter [1]-[6].

In this paper we shall deal with some further theoretical

investigations concerning the propagation of electromagnetic waves through rain. Some aspects of the
associated thermal emission will also be presented. We have assumed,

that multiple scattering effects are

negligible.
2. Mathematical model
The basic assumptions underlying this article, which concerns the propagation of radio waves through a
rain filled medium, are the following:
A. Composition of the rain drop.
The rain medium is composed of axisymetric raindrops,

i.e. each raindrop has an axis of rotational

symmetry. These raindrops may be of different types (for instance spheres,

oblate spheroids, prolate

spheroids, etc.) and of different sizes, an effective radius r being a measure for the latter. The
orientation of each raindrop is fixed by the unit %cctor *010) (Fig.1)

along its axis of symmetry,

where 0 and 0 are called the canting and incident angle respectively; in the orthogonal "
coordinate (Fig.2) the X axis is taken along the propagation direction of the incident wave, while
the I axis, perpendicular to it, should be in a horizontal direction.
The composition of the rain medium is characterized by che distributions density J,(,t,,O)
raindrops of a certain type,

labelled

L

for

, where

represents the number of this type per m3 that have their effective radii P , their canting angle
and their angles of incidence

e

(Fig. 2) situated in an infinitisemal interval

B. Statistically-independent single scattering.
This assumption implies that the relevant electromagnetic properties of the raindrops are sufficiently
described by the forward-scatter complex amplitude functions for each of those raindrops. For an axifor
3)
B, o)
)
•)Sir and
S•P?
or a special drop
symuetric raindrop these functions, viz.
ep
r~r
1 9s
type labelled L , occur in the relation (Fig.3)

•

Ii

//

where

and

.1.

respectively, to the component of tile electric field I

refer,

tht

"plane of

incidence" (containing th' propagation direction And the synmmetry axis), ,end the component perpendicular to it; both theae components are parallel to the Xv plane in view of the'Rcharacter of zhe wave.
Tthe relatioit (2.1.2) determines the forwiird-meattered field at a distance Rversl.s the incident field
t4]; 6)

repreaents the angular frequency of the harmonic time dependence.

Tite diagonal character of the matrix in I-,q. 2.1.2 is a consequence of the aesumad symmetry property of
the raindrops.
aand 9 co•mponents of tile incident

The relation between tile
obtained,

and the scattered fehld may now he

for an arbitrary orientation of the raindrop 1-y applying suitable rotational t ransformation

to 2.1.2 (Fig.4). Thiu results in

or, worked out,

in

+

H

(2.1.4)

~

tC. Pure absorption.
The sinRle scattering albedo

as the ratio of energy scattverd to energy lost through both

d•finod

),l
Iis taken to be zero.

scattering and absorption (er 1131

D. local thermodynamic equilibrium of the rain medium.
3. Propagation of ajl|ane wave through the rain medium
3.1.

The differentnl equation
wave travels throuf;h tile rain medium in theA direction.

According to our model tile complex monochromati cI

its electric field

where EAand

GO

has the formt

are cmple x tunct ioni'

directions respectively.

of A

,

while Iand

differential equation of the type (ef

ithe 2 x

tile

in the X

and

transmi•sion

(3.1.2)
. This matrix has the following form with respect

coefficient matrix

thie bases

t

oectors4

141)

JEW)
with

are thle unit

The' above assumption of s'atistically-indepe-.dnt single scattering leads to a

dependence has been omitted.

/

to

the elements of which are obtained by a sumation of the elements in Eq. 2.1.4 over the individual drops
of various types contained in an infinitisemal slab perpendicular to the & axis. The resulting expressions
read:

(3.1.5)

In general ;

differs from zero.

However,

has a diagonal representation with respect to its own

eigenvectors as bases; the eigenvalues than constitute the diagonal elements. The normalized eigenvectors,
•

and

say, and their corresponding egenvalues

t

,

can be derived by solving the equations

A

e.g. with respect to the bases l

where

and

.The

solu t ion is represented by

and 9are the real and imaginary parts of the "effective average complex canting angle"

which in turn is to be determined from the relation

1 4j4ij)
Eq. 3.1.8 shows that

L

~(3.1.7)
~@

is independent of * provided that the distribution densities S

and

do have

this property. The medium thef admits two non-interfering chanels, i.e. the elliptically olarized
electric field components ýkand %
, directed along the complex directions
and 1,
propagate
through a medium without interfering with each other. These two elliptical polariza.ions reduce to two
orthogonal linear polarizations in the case of a real
As an illustrative example we shall consider the case of a rain medium composed of raindrops of a single
type only, and for which the relation

Vj)

~

(3.1.8)

with

holds. This situation corresponds to dipole approximations of the raindrop scattering michanism (cf [13]).
In this approximation each raindrop is

characterized by three planes of symmetry with the property that

an electric field vector parallel to any of the three associated principle axes induces dipole moments
proportional to this field vector. The scattered field can then be derived from the values of these dipole moments.

iL.

In this situation Eq.

3.1.7 reduces to

.--

5d

/.W

40

40OI

q

(3.1.10)

If next, moreover, the distribution of the orietitations of the raindrops happens to be independent of
will become real

then

their sixes, i.e. if

Aso

according to the

relation

The two eigenvectors then represents two orthogonal linear polarizations; in the case of a homogeneous
medium these polarizations do not interfere throughout. From this special example it may be inferred that
the possible dependence of the raindrop orientations on their sizes, and on the differences on their
shapes may lead to a complex value of A
3.2.

Solution of the differential equation; the cross-polarization parameter

The evolution of the TIE wave,

as it

to

propagated from A

1

through the rain medium,

can be described

by the solution of Eq. 3.1.2. This solution may be represented by

where the evolution matrix

) .,,;&' results from

.

(3.2.2)

M
here

= I

,

with

1

being the unit matrix operator in the

^3

space; the other

t

J$S

cre

to be determined from the recurrence relation

F )P = - IL

W) 10

)UL(a%0)

t

(3.2.3)

the other relevant quatnities are defined by:

['=~P'f
and by the following matrix referring to the bases

M

,d~'{,(3-2.4)
,

.
(3.2.5)

(0

in the representation with respect to X

and

1

we should have

Ut a

(3.2.6)

The cross-polarization parameter

provided that

E.••

,

a measure for the depolarization,

o

Applying Eq. 3.2.1 to this definition gives

is defined by (cf

151)

i

lPLlO,,2) =(3.2.,8)
1 %

1

um

I
I

which is in general an inconvenient expression for calculations.

However,

if

/__

the rain path (2,1,

causes only weak depolarization effects, i.e. if

«

~

I,,(3.2.9)

the series in Eq. 3.2.2 will converge rapidly. In this case only the matrix•
mate analysis.

is wanted for an apprcxi-

A first-order approximation of the cross-polarization parameter is then given by

A 4-4 00~a11ts

XPL

(3.2.10)

The integrand here occuring can be represented as follows

where

This formula shows that the value of XPLmay increase if

the effective average canting angle

. This quantity indicates the increase of XPL due to the iuarinary part of %,whe.

A

is

he rain medium

is homogeneous.

3.3. The electromagnetic parameters of rain
The electromagnetic properties of a rain medium which agree xith the given model,

p,40). Macroscopically these functions only appear in the three indepen-

an()
and

by the functions
P1),

dent parameters

are completely determined

0,

)

Therefore,

these three parameters may be used to characterize the

rain medi-.; this characterization will be useful in particular if

the parameters in question can be

related to the rain intensity
4. Thermal emission
4.1. The transfer equation
It

is known that in general any absorbing medium emits noise like electromagnetic energy, known as the

thermal emission. The power spectrum of this emission is related to that of a blackbody (cf [9]),
if

at least

the medium is in a state of local thermodynamic equilibrium.

Let us consider a plane wave propagating in the direction of the I axis. The complex analytic electric
vector of such a wave may be given by

E
where

EO&,t

and

,

.•A

E(,,&,

are complex analytic functions (cf [10],[11]),

independent unit complex vectors in the X7
stochastic nature it

(.,.,

is often convenient to describe it

The Stokes correlation parameters,

while 4

&nd k

are two

plane. Since the field due to thermal emission is of a
by a set of suit&bl/ definea correlation parameters.

which may be combined in a single correlation vector

1(4.1.2)

are given by

4(a~t)

(3E
= d.< EA~,tr)E~a 9 0Ž,

t

.t

P. = 4C<Ea4c(j-rEQA1u> *<E;(,)Et(jjI4Ir)>1, r41
i.e. the field is ergodic

The ensemble average will be assumed to be identical with the time averages,
[121.

We then have for all relevant averages

.......I

<.....

-,'sa

(4.1.4)

.

J-IL'

may be interpreted as
1,(0@)
is a constant of such magnitude and dimension that 400)and
9
2
t
A direction. The normalization of power per
, flowing in the
the power flux density per radiAns , a
radians' in place of the more usual power per meter2 is due to the fact that the thermal emission field

a

must be regarded as being made up of infinitisemal plane waves summed up over all directions.
The Stokes spectral vector I (4rB4will now be introduced as the Fourier transform of the Stokes
correlation vector, so as to have

Tu~o~i~~i
Jt.(4.1.5) e
From these definitions we infer that all Stokes spectral parameters are real functions of 2
The propagation of an electromagnetic field, characterized by its Stokes spectral vector
by the extinction and emission mechanisms in this medium.

T

and W
,

is governed

In fact, by considering the variation of the

Stokes spectral vector after propagation through a slab of thickness

J'

,

a radiative transfer equation

of the following form can be derived

~.3.&)=

-

.(4.1.6)

componenta
and 4E refer to the
Our rain medium model explains the first term of the right-hand-side. If
hecmoet
I.rfrt
and
~tldsd.I
g
of f
with respect to the normalized eigenvectors
and
the explicit form of R
then results
from the application of Eq.

3.1.2 when differentiating Eq.

XAO

o

4.1.5,

remembering Eq.

3.1.5. We thus find

0

(4.1.7)

0

where the elements are given by

3CM
= LR= Q
J~ Ig e A .(4.1.8)
X n
As to the second contribution in Eq. 4.1.6, we there have to do with the source function vector
representing the thermal emission. The explicit form of this source function may be obtained by considering
a homogeneous rain medium, of temperature&',

that is

enclosing blackbody radiator of the same temperature.

in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium with an
The second law of thermodynamics supplemented by the

well known expression of the power spectrum for blackbody telations leads to the following form of
referring to the bases

4 (T)

B,

(4.1.9)

2A

being Planck's function for blackbody relation, T

is the temperature of the medium at 5

is the frequency in Hz i.e.
Eq. 4.1.6 is a generalization of the classical transfer equation for non-scattering media.
this classical form (cf [13])

when the medium is isotropic so that

equals

it reduces to

9-7
4.2.

Solution of the transfer equation

The general solution of the radiative transfer equation can formally be represented by an analysis
3.1.2 without an emission tens. We flnd

analoguous to that given in section 3.2 for Eq.

=

here

R.vr T

,

,(4.2.1)

e

K"

(4.2.2)

's result from the recurrence relation

while the other k

=
here defined as

~

is given by

where the 4 x 4 evolution-metrix operator I
A.5

~+ ,

;e

q~~~)a

~4(~i~Jjo~

(4.2.3)

S)is

(2
is given by

where the average extinction coefficient

xand

the 4 x 4 matrix operators

are defined by the following representations referring to the bases

J5

and k

"

0 .4 (Otck v 4sIAc Q

I Jsai.L

-Aca~

0

S Act-Asi

a

A

-IA c a 4 4 5

-.shc.a 0

ChJ -dv Ch

-C s

(4 2.6

JC

where the following abbreviations have been used

ZLska(4J,

&COa.(a

The solution of Eq. 4.2.1 is as follows if

)
S

,

SIL.S~Al(2A)

,k

Cr-

on *

1)

.(4.2.7)

is assumed constant throughout the integration path

'.(aa~.)

')'ta~t;ai)I(2,e~t
The independence of 9

'(4
c oksc

~4)

.(4.2.8)

means that the temperature throughout the "rain-path" should also b(

independent of :.
A first order approximation of "JL1ba4)may be justified when Irr

and I

are sufficiently small. By

,

substituting this approximation in Eq. 4.2.8 and by using the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation for

an

expression is obtained for the difference between the emission temperatures

L7C1~Lh
for

L

A
k

ji)

(4.2.9)

polarization, and

fflrt '
To)=

(4.2.10)

A

~

for

polarization. We find

.

In the derivation the incident radiation at

has been assumed to be the completely unpolarized sky-

emission radiation so that
(4.2. 12)

t

being the well known Boltzmann constant.

Eq. 4.2.11 shows that the thermal emission in the atmosphere due to rain may be a little

AT

Figures 6 and 7 show

p

intensities

T-T

for a frequency of I1 GHz.

It

polarized.

L=3-2. and rain

as functions of different rain-path-lengths

has been assumed there that the raindrops are of the oblate

spheroidal type and that all of them are oriented according to 0 60%

el0e

; the values used for the

extinction coefficients are those given by [14] where Laws and Parsons raindrop-size distribution has been
assumed.
small,

These figures show that the above mentioned polarization of thermal emission due to rain is quite
-being
always smaller than
K in the range considered.

S

The polarization of thermal emission, as derived above,

is due solely to the anisotropy of the medium. It

is possible to show (cf Appendix) that multiple scattering effects, which is only operative if

does

W

not vanish, may also cause some polarization of the thermal emission.
Nevertheless,

if the frequency considered is not too large,

in this case,

the anisotropy of the medium will still

5.

47

will have a small value. Consequently,

be the main source of polarization (Appendix).

The relation between emission temperatures and the cross polarization parameter

The above consideration on thermal emission phenomena suggest the possibility to use thermal emission
measurements to calculate the parameter
as

-

--. ' s-

,I r, r

XP1

Also of interest is the number of rain parameters,

.

that may be determined

L

from such measurements.

such

The usefullness of this method

first of all, on whether the model used to derived the relationships between the relevant

will depend,

parameters is reliable, since this model must sufficiently describe the proceses that takes place in the
physical situation.

The most general model introduced above does not seen to yield simple relationships between thermal
emission strenghts and

XPL. We may compare,

-_()
=

a-

for instance, Eq. 4.2.11 together with

•c1i• e-(5.1)

With the equation for the cross polarization parameter
the factor
or

P

01 as given by Eqs 3.2.10 and 3.2.11.

can be determined, as shown by several authors [7],

1Awben use is made of estimates

polarization parameter

for Tand

[8],

However,

from measurements of

-C(itg

M

"=GC . In order to be able to relate the cross

Xf. to the temperatures TX, A

TI"

more information concerning the rain

structure should be available. This information, together with the possible existing relationships between,

for instance,

and

"and

rin=tx*

may then deliver usaful equations. Figures 8 and 9 show

respectively as functions of the rain intensity r

CaS 9/9

; it has been assumed

here that all the raindrops are of the oblate spheroidal type, and that all the raindrops are equally
oriented with

*al

, the size dist~ibutions are those of Laws and Parsons,

while the frequency is

II Ghz.

Table I indicates the parameter that may be estimated when some information on the rain medium is given
together with some measured values of the thermal emission temperatures.
The following example serves to illustrate the principles presented above.
Consider a rain medium with the following pfoperties

,Othe distribution

j

density

fi( &,i?,*,Njtand the

shapes of the occuring raindrops are such that the

average effective canting angle )(0) is real.
(Whe incident relation at the boundary of the rain medium is the totally unpolarized sky emission
radiation so that

T

eiuand

vanish at thau boundary while -rift
vs

is 269K0.

(iA~he temperature of the medium is constant throughout the rain path with a value of 290 K.

at 11 GHz,

In this medu_.a the following values are supposed to have been measured,

AT

The vanished "

(5.2)

is

a consequence of the fact that the incident

as can be seen from Eqs.

unpolarized,

4.2.6,

radiation at the boundary is

4.2.7 and 4.2.8. Next,

vanishes,

since

totally

the following

expressions hold

+w÷
)•r.e -T , -

T )=

(5.6)

is

(5.4)

can be derived by substituting Eqs.

OL

TIT
m

(5.5)

is

r_

(
a nd,),CT

in

the above equation,

we find

(5.8)

to "

XPL ia o.A

e.g.

5.3 and 5.4 into Eq. 5.6,

itic

Substituting the given values of

if

','

[

0J

T-••

to be estimated from the slowly varying curve given by Fig. 6,

An expression for

Moreover,

(5.3)

C. .'T,

AT ff .eI

C. in

, ,

a constant,

this parameter proves to be related toTo
,•;Tr,

Till., as shown by the

relation

p
For temperatur.

6.

I,¶ntione'

(5.9)

.

is

3ve

approximatelv

15°.

Conclusiont

The average effective canting angle
the depolariration theory of rain.

,

introduced in this paper,

proves to be an important quentity

in

A dependence of raindrop orientations on their sizes leads generally to

a complex value of the quantity

. Moreover,

the occurence of raindrops of different

shapes may also

produce this effect.
The determination of the average effective

parameter
p
However,

XPL

canting angle A

because of the

L

:

nfor.,L

on the statisitcs

possible to get a reliable value of the quantity
needed as well,
values, while

is

useful since the cross polarization

depend on it.

for instance if

61'

is

A

constant,

is

.

of raindrop orientations it

The statistics

of

A

is

nct yet

along the rain path are

real and alternates randomly between equal positive and negative

then Eq.

3.2.10 shows that the ).

will vanish,

at least

to a first

order approximation.
We wish here to point out that a model eput forward by Brussaard

[15].

In

ing the canting of the individual raindrop has recently been

this n.:..el the laminar flow of air directly above the earth's surface

has been shown to be an important factor in

the effectuation of the said canting of the raindrops.

The effect of thermal emission has been described by the Stokes spectral parameters and it
that the propagation of these parameters
generalization of the classical

A

through the rain is

has been shown

governed by an equation that is

a sight

transfer equation for non-scattering media.

The solution of this equation shows that thermal emission in

'

the atmosphere due to rain may be a little

9-10
polarized. Further, it

seems that under certain circumstances measurements of thermal emissions may be

used to calculate values of the cross polarization parameter.
Finally, we mention here that measurements of thermal emission temperatures,
meter Fig.

II,

using a dGuble Dicke radio-

are now being carried out. The results of these measurements will be published in the near

future.

7.
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Appendix
Let us consider a rain medium for which the f !lowing transfer equation holds

where

P

direction vector
coordinates

-space

- the Stokes spectral vector, at

rL(Jf)
•i*

-

F

,representing

the power flow in direction

the 4 x 4 extinction matrix, at i

- albedo for single scattering,

the ratio of energy scattered to energy lost through both

scattering and absorption

A%

the phase matrix, that gives the fraction of the power flow in f'direction that is
scattered in the ^4 direction

f

Eq.

- an element of solid angle in the direction
Al is a generalization of the classical transfer equation for a scattering and absorpting medium [131,

The generalization being apparent from the tensor form of the extinction coefficient )_.
The third term in Eq. Al represents the contribution of scattering to the total variation of
[16].

I

in the

direction.
In this article it

is assumed that

frequency and rain intensity range

u

powers of

'•

,

for a certain

is not zero. However,

hat; a small value.

In this case a Born series representation of

By substituting Eq.

In reality it

is zero.

'

I

may be used to solve Eq.

Al

A2 in Eq. Al, and then arranging and grouping the elementa in the equation to equal
the following equations can be obtained
(A3)

A

-

A

~

- I))fF?=(#{1q
~~~~

(41r
3

1

Eq. A3 has the same form as a transfer equation for a non-scattering medium, in fact by choosingjIC

(A5)

3

.a

gives the error obtained

can see that it is the same equation as Eq. 4.1.6. The term 14 sa
when we use Eq. 4.1.6 in place of the rigourous form of Eq. Al.

-

To acquire some idea concerning the magnitude of this correction, we shall estimate•

for the following

situation, conforming to the illustration given in Fig. 9.:
1. the rain medium extends indefinitely in the horizontal plane and is enclosed below and above by a nonscattering ground an cloud, resp., the * direction is taken to lie in theO plane.
2. the rain medium is homogeneous and isotropic, i.e.
3.

ls)

with )(0 being independent of •

the'temperaturer of the rain medium is constant and is equal to the ground temperature.

4. the ground is considered to be a blackbody radiator.
5.
6.

the cloud is assumed to be non-reflecting, the emission there being the totally unpolarized sky emission.
the phase function is Rayleigh phase function [13], and is given by the following representation
referring to a local spherical coordinate system:

It

+

0

ca-I1

i

In view of the assumed homogeneity of the medium only the first two components of the Stokes spectral

indicating the

9

(IV )

this explains the 2 x 2 dimension of A6,

vector is of interest,

and

direction~s respectively; the orthogonal linear polarizations have been

and

taken along the meridian and longitudinal directions respectively.
The solution of Eq. A3 is now given by

This formula substit,'o- in Eq. A4 delivers the expression

A(i4

4k1

'~~ J

-19)

(AB)

where use has been made of the relation

f

-j

which is here valid since
In Eq.

$

is

14Ffy)

)JAI

-w

I

(A9)

independant of the direction/

A8 we may choose the boundary points

C

in such a way that the integral on the right hand side

may be split in two terms

the first refers to all boundary points on the ground and is zero in view of the assumed blackbody
character to the ground,

,twhile the second refers to the boundary points of the

i.,.

clouds and may be approximat.;d by

(All)
n4ý the cloud intensity of sky emission is usually much smaller than
-

•

V
ii=:.
Jit

where A•coslr

S .Now,

by choosing

an

we obtain for the solution of Eq. A 8 the following expression

e_

,.L'I

O)
"A',

4

"

Lflu
")'

e
ic&-:,

We are in the first place interested in the polarization of

i

jX~

44

(A12)

t

i.e. in the term

A

)(AI3)
with

(I'ý
By splitsing

(A14)

in a positive and negative part we can give the following estimation for

141 '(!-4) ,,, l, ,~

I,QK

With the aid of this expression we obtain the following estimation

4

L i-Nf
of

A, 4l:

(A16)

or, using emission temperature concepts (cf Eq. 4.2.9)
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We can compare this formula with the expression delivered by Eq.

CrTL I M Cos()

%T
where

A

4.2.11

(Ale)

"

is assumed real, while all the variables are taken to be independent of

2

.

The polarization

of thermal emission temperatures caused by anisotropy is larger than that caused by scattering if

(A19)
we also have the following estimis•ic.a

1*
Table 2 shows

OA= W ,

2
30o

!
andl

(A,20)
jr'

for different rain intensities

; the values used fcl

Parsons distribution has been A.sumed; whilc

0(0
*

and

As

,

at I1 GHz when

have been taken from [14],

LHs•k'A,

k

,

whele Laws and

has been interpolated from a figure given by [16].

This table shows that, at 11 HCL., polarization of sky temperatures

is

mainly due to the anisotropy of

th, rmmn medium.

I

lA

Relevanc parameters

.1

0R
0

R

+
+OR

'R R .6 rL. L, XPL, 0'f rjz)dz

,

-ftFR(z)dz

so *f6rjz)dz.
Theoratical relationships
TRI: arI-c•R
TR2: 6rR- qrR.

Parameters that may be derived from measurements of:

Information
available.

Tx,Ty or Tx,AT

Tx

8

None

8

TxT(x)

TAT,T(X)

8

8

B,XPL

,XPL

8

0 i0,
TRI

00 is a contant.

00 is a cons'tant,, TRI,

TR2.

$

$

a so
•R,68I,

0 a given
constant

ý0

a ,R,81(
01=0),XPL.

- a given

if

sBail,
$,,60BI

Ma

XPLtpossibi-

XPLpossibility

soB

constantTRI,

XPL,

TR2.

of testing the

lity

of tes-

of testing the

given value of

ting the gi-

given value of

possibility

*en

value of

Table I. Emission temperatures and their
related rain parameters.

€0"

p mu/hour

VM

I

,

25

1.36

0.10

0.07

50

0.73

0.11

0.15

100

0.39

0.13

0.33

150

0.20

0.15

0.75

Table 2.

The albedoi

and the quantity•

for different rain intensities
at 11 GHz.
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DEPOLARIZATION AND NOISE PROPERTIES OF WET ANTENNA RADOMES

by J.

Dijk and A.C.A.

van der Vorst.

Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands

Summary
This paper deals with the measurements of the influence of artificially wetted radome panels of different
materials (Tedlar, Mylar, Teflon) on the performance of antenna systems covered with radomes.
Noise, transmission and depolarization measurements have been carried out and when possible compared with
the theory. The complete research programme is explained.
1. Introduction
For large antennas such as used in satellite communications the presence of radomes [1] has the advantage
that the antenna structure is less influenced by rain and wind, but the disadvantage that the electrical
performance of the antenna is affected. Owing to scattering and absorption the transmission properties
will decrease and the system noise temperature [2] increase, although above 10 GHz noise is no longer the
limiting factor,

so that the use of radomes may have advantages.

In the past, several authors [3, 4,

5,

6] have discussed the decrease in the gain to noise temperature ratio of reflector antennas surrounded by
a radome.

Owing to rain, the antenna system performance could even be more affected. Calculations

predicting the influence of rain were based on the assumption that a uniform water film is created at the
radome's surface after rain [3].

Moit of the polyester coating materials used for radomes, such as Tedlar,

justify this approach. However, new materials having a different behaviour, are now becoming available.
They are often coated with a layer of Teflon, a material having a strong water repellant character. These
remarks apply to some extent also to radome protected feeds and line of sight antennas. It

is the purpose

of this paper to describe the behaviour of these materials with respect to rain and to compare them with
the more common materials such as Tedlar. For this purpose a method has been developed to measure the
noise temperature increase, transmission and depolarizatict. properties of these materials under several
conditions of rain. The entire radome is

not measured but only parts of it

aperture plane of a rectangular horn antenna.

erected parallel to the

These panels are wetted by an installation producing

artificial rain with a variable rain rate ',pto 30 mm/h. A second horn antenna close to the first one
serves as a reference.
general,

The measurement employs a Dicke radiometer and the frequency is 8.75 GHz. In

the intention of this research programme is the following:

- to develop a rapid testing method of new radome materials which needs only small parts of them. The
measuring results are only qualitative and are not dependent on the measuring arrangement and the
environment;
- to develop a theoretical model to investigate the various noise contributions of an antenna with radome;
- to determine reflection, absorption and transmission coefficients o" a wet panel from measuzements; the
scattering parameters S may then be determined;
- to determine transmission, polarization and group delay;
- to estimate the performance of any other system enclosed with the measured radome material from the
scattering parameters S.
From comparative measurements between various radome materials the following new results are reported:
- great advantages obtained if

the radome panels are coated with a thin layer of Teflon because the water

distribution on a Teflon surface results in a much lower noise temperature increase;
- Teflon panels show an antenna noise temperature increase depending on the horizontal or vertical
polarization of the antenna;
- The measuring method is very suitable for testing new radome materials simply and rapidly.
Radome protected antennas will no longer be built in the 4 - 6 GHz range but radome protected antennas
may become important to satellite communications above 10 GHz and are in use for military satellite
communication systems.

J-

10-2
2. Measuriag procedure
2.1.

Introduction

A method has been developed for measuring the noise tempersture increase in different radome materials
under varying conditions of rain, The entire radome is not measured but only parts of it

having an area of

2

about 0.5 14 . The radome panels are positioned under an elevation angle of 450 (Fig. 1) illuminated by a
pyramidal horn antenna with aperture dimensions 40 x 30 cm in such a way that the panels are parallel to
tne aperture plane. When carrying out transmission and depolarization measurements,

a transmitting

antenna, mostly a horn type, was located at the other side of the panel. The panel could be removed
quickly from its position to make comparison possible between measurements with and without a radome
panel. The panels were wetted by an artificial rain simulating system,

In this system the water was

supplied to the top of the panel by a system of sprinklers. By applying compressed air to one sprinkler
and water to a second sprinkler, the water was applied well atomized to the top of the radome panel. The
photographs Figs. 2 and 3 give a more detailed picture of the location of the panel with respect to the
rain installation and the horn antenna. For the measurement of the noise temperature two pyramidal horn
antennas were used connected to a Dicke radiometer (Fig. 1) operating at a frequency of 8.75 GHz. For the
calculation of the noise transmission in the system we introduced scattering parameters S and the
reflection coefficients

r. It

has been proved [8] that the output noise temperature Tout of a passive

linear four-port network corresponding with the available noise power kT
B the noise bandwidth) and the network on a physical temperature To is:

Tout

TIT 1 4 + T2 T24 + TsT' 3

Tout

To + (T, - To)T

+ (I - Tj, - T24 -

B, (k is the Boltzmann constant,

T3)To

(2.1.a)

To)T34

(2.1.b)

or

where

kTiB, (i

11

+

(T2

- To)T 2 4 +

(Tj

-

= 1,2,3) is the available generator power at input port i and Tj4 (i = 1,2,3) the available

transmission factor between port i and 4.
Eq. 2.1.a has the advantage that the calculation of the noise output is more straightforward since beside
the term To only the transmission of noise from the input to output port has to be taken into account.
2.2. Detailed description of noise transfer in the microwave part
In Fig. 2.1.b the most important components for the noise transfer in the microwave part of the radiometer
are shown.

In general this part can be described as a four-port noisy linear passive network with

available transmission factors T14, T24?, T3.

Port I is terminated by a measuring antenna A. The noise temperature of antenna A is characterized by

TA(r,t) because this temperature is a function of the artificial rain rate r and also if the time t
owing to the fact that the atmospheric noise may change as a function of time. rA(r) is

the

reflection coefficient depending on the artificial rain rate r.
Port 2 is terminated by the reference antenna R. The noise temperature of antenna R is described by TR(t).
In the case that there is no radome panel under test in front of the measuring antenna,

the

relation TA(t) = TR(t) holds owing to the fact that the antennas are identical and in the same
surrounding.
Port 3 is

terminated by a solid state noise source B with noise temperature TB.

Port 4 is

the four-port output port with output noise temperature TSI or TS

depending

whether the

microwave switchable three-port circulator S can be in "position V" or position 0".
Within the four-port we distinguish the following components which are at physical temperature To:

- isolator I with available transmission factor YI(r) as a function of the artificial rain rate r owing
to the fact that TI(r) compuises the factor rA(r) (the reflection coefficient of antenna A);
T

- attenuators E and V described by

E and TV; these are used for balancing purposes;

D with transmission factors TD13 and TD23;
- precision attenuator P with transmission factor Tp
- directional coupler

- switchable circulator S which can be switched in "position 0" or "position I".
The corresponding transmission coefficients are
for "position 1" : TSI 3 <<T123
for "position 0" : ToSI3
0T2s

It

now possible to calculate a general expression for TA(r,t) as a function of the parameters mentioned

is

For T s

above.

0

and TS

we find

(2.2.a)

+ (TB-To)T3'

TS= TO + {TA(r,t)-To}Ti4 + {TR(t) - To-T2'
and

T

=

T0 + {TA(r,t) - TO}T14 + {TR(t) - TOIT2

(2.2.b)

+ (TB-TO)TI4

Bridge balancing
In general the microwave bridge will be balanced with attenuators E and V and this means that TS
Subtracting Eq. 2.2.a from Eq. 2.2.b yields:

{TA(r~t) - TO}(T4 - T14) + {TR(t) - To}(T14

- T2)

+ (TB -

-

Thw)

=

Ts0 .
S

(2.3)

0.

From Fig. 2.1.b the general transmission factors T14, T24 and T3 4 can be deduced with the switch in the
two positions.

T-

-

1

Therefore, the following relations apply

= Ti(r)T

(2.4)

(T13 - T!13) = ¶I(r)TE TSS

with T i1 = T 13 -T13

TI.

-

T24

= TVTDD13(T23

with T2s
T

T - T1, =

- T

23

(2.5)

) = TVTD1STS2,

= Ti23 - T!23

(2.6)

pTD23.iS23.

Substituting Eqs. 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 in Eq.
0 = {TA(r,t) - TO}rI(r)¶Ers

Without radome panels,

2.3 results in:

+ {TR(t)

- ToI}TVTDISTs2

the antenna temperatures

adjust the transmission factor T

TA(t)

+ (TB

-

(2.7)

TO)TpTDTs

and 7R(t) are equal; therefore,

and TV in such a way that TS1 = T S0.

It

it

is possible to

is thereby necessary to switch

off TB so that TB = To. Eq. 2.7 may now be rewritten for TB = To giving

{TA(t)

-

To0II(O)TETls3 + {TR(t) - To}TVrD1 sT23

Since TA(t) = TR(t)

(antenna without radome) it

= 0

(2.8)

follows that

T
T T
TI(O)ETS13 = " V D' Sz2

(2.9)

with TI(O) the isolator transmission factor without radome. Eq. 2.9 may now be substituted in Eq. 2.7 as
an edge condition and after some calculations the latter becomes:

TA(r't)

a

(TI(O))/(TI(r)){TR(t)

+ (TB-To)(TpTDa2)/(TDIs)}

+ (1

-

(Ti(O))/(Tr(r))}To

(2.10)

Xin this equation TA~r,t) does not depend on TI(r), i.e. the reflection coefficient of antenna A with
radome to a great extent.
2.3. Calculation of T,_"
The noise temperature TB may be calculated by a substitution method using the radiometer under
o. consider,..Aon.
The noise temperatures at the output of the waveguide switch connecting either the load on a stable
refer.',ce temperature of 1000 C or the diode noise source B via the precision attenuator P should be
equal. vienow have the following relation
(1 - tp)TO = T100

TpT+

373 K

Therefore,

TB - {io0 - (1- '1)T0 }/

(2.11)

T

TB is estimated to be approx 68000 K. + 2%
The noise source diode current Idis set tothe point(dld)/(dTB) = 0 at a current of 16 mA.
The sensitivity of the radiometer

A•0
T2

0.2 K

The accuracy of the measurements is + 5%.
2.4. Relevance of the use of a reference antenna instead of a matched load on To
Let the noise temperature of antenna A without radome be TA(t) =

TA(r;t) a (TA(to)

+ AT} TR + (1

TA(to)

+ AT and the available

The antenna A temperature TA(rt) is then

transrk-iion factor of the radome TR.

-

TR)TO

(2.12)

The difference in temperature with respect to TR(t) is
TA(r,t)

-

TR(t) = -{TA(to)

+ AT}I(1

because TA(t)= TR(t) and (1 - TR)TO is

-

T R) + (1

- TR)TO

the panel contribution.

The measurJ ng error due to a change AT in the antenna

noise temperature

TA(to) = -aT(I - TR)
For TR
It

S 1

(2.13)

there is a good compensation owing to the reference antenna R.

is now possible to replace the reference antenna R by a matched load at temperature T0 . The antenna A

temperature is given by Eq. 2.12.

It

is compared with TA(to) as this is

the measurement reference. The

difference temperature with respect to TA(to) is
TA(r,t) - TA(tO) = [TA(to) + AT}TR - T'(to) + (I - TR)TO = -{TA(to)(1 - TO + ATTR}+ (1 - TR)TO

The measuring error due to a change AT in the atmospheric noise temperature TA(t0)

is ATTR.

This error

reaches its maximum at TR $ 1. Comparing this error with the ,.irror -AT(1 - TR) of the two-antenna method
described above,
TR

U

it

is clear that for TR % 1 the m-thod with reference antenna is preferred and for

R

0 the method with a matched load is preferred. The crossover point is reached at TR = 0.5 with the

1R

criterion that the measuring error of both methods must be equal.
3.

Radom. panels and rain

3.1. The definition of the rain intensity in relation to the measuring system
If the rain falls perpendicularly on the radome [Fig.
of rain coming down is confined to an area of in D2,

4],

which in considered to be spherical,

where D is

the amount

the diameter of the radome. If it

rains

the radome subtends

h ,--/hour,

In D2 h.10 3/60 m3/minute.
The water streams downwards and falls off at the equator of the radome. Here, the water collected per
running metre is
3
•,r D~h 103/60 , 4.17 h D cm /min./metre.

wD
If the rain installation has a mcasuring length of P cm and a quantity of
the radome,
h

=

0 cmO/mln.

water comes down from

the following relationship applies:
(3.1)

100 Q m/hour
4.17 P D

In Fig. 4 Eq. 3.1 has )been plotted for P =

40

cm.

with a given quantity of water

Q cmO/min.,

the rain

intensity is inversely proportional to the radome diameter D.
3.2. Calculation of the (effective) water layer thickness
Assuming a uniform water layer over the radome with diameter D, the thickness d

of the water layer can be

calculated according to [9]
dw = 0.0045(iDh)7/
where

e

12

1
(sine) /

4

(3.2)

is defined in accordance with Fig. 4.

Since this equation depends only little
the same thickness exist

0
on 8 for 100 < 6 < 90 , a more or less uniform water layer with

over the radome.

In the case that D = 38 m we find for dW

7
2
dw= h /1 nn.

(3.3)

Assuming that the theory of Mei [9] may also be applied to radome parts and substituting Eq. 3.1 in
Eq. 3.2,
dw

the following relation is found
0.0045(

(3.4)

100 Q )7/12(sinO)1/4
4,17.2.P

This relation is plotted in Fig. 5 and is independent of the diameter D of the radome. It

shows the

thickness of the uniform water layer over a panel for different elevation angles as a function of the
collected water Q cmO/min. The measuring length P over which the water is collected is 40 Cm. A uniform
water layer only appears on Tedlar panels, With Teflon panels drops and spirts are formed on the surface
(Fig. 7).

The water distribution on Mylar panels lies between those on Tedlar and Teflon panels (Fig. 8).

For Tedlar and Mylar it

is not possible to assume a uniform water layer but an effective uniform water

layer may be defined. This may be calculated with Eq. 3.4 measuring a water flow of Q cm3/min.
4.

Noise measurements

The difference of the antenna noise temperature between the antennas A and R has been measured using the

materials Tedlar,

lon with the water ilow as a parameter. The thickness of the material is

ylar

only of importance to t~ie noise increase due to the dry radome.

With respect to Seca.

2 and 3 the

difference In ricije tewrpersture becomes

/A

tAT

TA(r.to)

(4.1)

- TR(to)

and is Tlotted against the panel water flow (normalised for I m measuring length) Q cm'/mln/metre, For
each m•,:,rial the measurements have been carried out for horizontal and vertical polarization. By means
of FPi.

is possible to relate the water flow

S, it

Q to

the (effective) water layer thickness, and when

tie diameter D is introduced, the measurements can be related to the rain intensity h mr/hour using
Fig. 4. The measuring results are plotted in Fig. 8 for Tedlar and in Fig. 9.a and b fur Teflon and
Myl.!r. on Tedlar, a uniform water layer exists and this explains the fa-t that the noise temperature
increase is high and independent of the polarization. On Teflon, drops and vertical spirts are formed and
thij explains the fact that the vertical polarization noise increase is higher than the horizontal.
The results obtained with Mylar lie between those of Teflon and Mylar.
Radcme materials covered with a layer of Teflon are more In favour than Tedlar with respect to the noise
performance. However, coating of radomes with a layer of Teflon is still
5.

a serious technological problem.

Calculation of the antenna noise temperature increase due to a wetted radome panel

We shall assume that a trai.smission line model from the atmosphere is a matched generator and that the
radome panel is a lossy two-port at temperature
the scattering parameters Sil,
contribution A

NTif

{1

T0

with an available transmissior. factor TR consisting of

Sil, Sli, S12 (Fig. 10).

It may be shown from [10] that the panel noise

T, is

1S221' -

-

S2112 )T0

the panel is covexed with a uniform water layer. The calculated noise contribucion due to the panel is

plotted in Fig.

10. The panel thickness is 1 mm, cr =

This calculated value

4

and tg6 =

0.02.

are in accordance with the CCIR curves for noise contributions from uniform water

layers [7]. When the calculated values are compared with the measured values for Teclar panels (Figs. 8
and 10) it

appears that the accordance is not good.

It

can be shown [11] that due .o multiple reflections

the noise temperature increase AT2 of a small antenna within a complete radome becomes

A
A•T
2

IS22a ' - 1S2112 }To

1-

I

IS,11

s

AT,
1 - Is

This calculated noise temperature increase with multiple reflections is plotted in Fig.

:!.

Comparing the measured values for Tedlar panels with the calculated values with multiple reflections it
appears that multiple reflections have to be taken into consideration.
6. Transmission measurements

*

Transmission measurements with wetted panels are carried out at the same frequency as used for the noise
measurements.

At a distance of 12 metres a horn antenna is located on top of a tower 12 metres high. The

incident fieli is

sufficiently uniform in phase and amplitude. The measurements have been carried out

with an H.P. network analyzer. The measured results are plotted in Fig. 11 for horizontal polarization
and in Fig.

12 for vertical r-olarization. Fig. 10 shows the theoretical transmission factor

panel with uniform water layer.

IS211

for a

The correspondence with Tedlar panels is quite good. More work

is

xequired to obtain theoretical values for panels with drops and spirts.

7.

Conclusions and remarks

Some preliminary conclusions may be found in Sec. 4. The theoretical model is not in accordance with the
practical situation for Tedlar panels with uniform water layers. The observed values for Teflon should be
compensated for noise which is scattered in the measuring system due to drops and spirts. The noise
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Fig. 1 a: Schematic diagram of the measuring arrangement.
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Fig. 2: General view of the measuring set up.

Fig. 3: Artificial rain installation
wit-h sprinklers.
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Fig. 6: Water distribution on Mylar panels.
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Fig. 7: Water distribution on Teflon panels.
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ANTENNA RESPONSE TO RANDOM ELECTRIC
FIELDS DUE TO THERMODYNAMIC DENSITY
FLUCTUATIONS IN PLASMAS

R. Grabowski
Institut fUr physikalische Weltraumforschung
der Fraunhcfer-Gesellschaft
78 Freiburg
Germany

SUMMARY
Thermodynamic density fluctuations of positively and negatively charged components
in a plasma are responsible for the occurence of random electric fields. The antenna
response to these fields may be characterized by the quadratic or power spectrui' of the
voltage fluctuations in a measuring device connected with the antenna. The response is
dependent upon the antenna configuration and is described as a filtering effect in wave
vector space. - Theorectical quadratic spectra are presented for equilibrium plasmas
streaming parallel to the antenna axis. The bulk velocity has a strong influence upon
the shape of the spectra, especially as it is the cause for a periodic fine structure.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Thermodynamical fluctuation phenomena in plasmas differ from the corresponding
phenomena in neutral gases by the fact that they include fluctuations of the electric
field. The reason is that differences in the local fluctuating densities of the positively and negatively charged components occur, representing a fluctuating charge separation. In collisionless plasma these fluctions may be seen as the result of two counteracting effects, the random initiation and growth of instabilities and the collisionless
damping mechanisms. Both, instabilities and damping, are the consequence of a particlewave-interaction typical for collision-less plasmas and often called phase resonance.
As this type of interaction is one of the most exciting properties of plasmas, fluctuation phenomena have drawn the attention of scientists (ROSTOKER, 1960; MONTGOMERY &
TIDMAh, 1964).
But in general the question remained unsolved how these fluctuations could be measured, especially the fluctuating electric field, and what would be the response of an
antenna imbedded in the plasma. One expects that a certain kind of external noise will
appear within the antenna system. A first investigation has been made by the author
(GRABOWSKI, 1972). Without performing extensive numerical calculations it was possible
only to consider the limiting case ot zero frequency.
The present investigation is more comprehensive, but due to very hard mathematical
difficulties we had to restrain our considerations to a non-magnetic plasma. As any
measurement of the fluctuating field in an extraterrestrial plasma will be feasible oi.ly
on board of a spacecraft we did consider not only a plasma at rest but also a streaming
plasma.

2.

QUADRATIC SPECTRUM OF FIELD FLUCTUATIONS

The random fluctuating electrostatic field vector can be interpreted as a stochastic process depending upon four parameters. The parameters are time and three space coordinates. Usually a sto:hastic process is described by its correlation properties,
that is by the measure to which extent the value of the stochastic variable at a first
point in parameter space determines the value at a second point. A measure for this kind
of correlation is the autocorrelaticn function. AS in our case the stochastic variable
is a vector quantity,

,(i

=

,Z,3)

1

the autocorrelation function will be a matrix,

It has been assumed that the process is stationary. Thus, the autocorrelation matilx depends on the differences of the parametersonly. In nearly all practical cases not the
autocorrelation function itself but its Fourier transform, the quadratic or power

L 2.

spectrums,

is of interest:
/01

An expression for the matrix s
•

has already been derived,

based upon statistical

mechanics (ROSTOKER, 1960; MONTGOMERV & TIDMAN, 1964). To be more flexible in view of
possible quantities:•
applications and afr-merical handling this expression is given here in dimen~sionless
(1)

"KiK
Ki___
Aj

h)
X4

D

/

F_(

-04

1-IV

a

Of. /d

il #- K.V_

The Greek indices mark the contributions of different plasma components, the Latin indices are used to describe vector coordinates in an orthogonal system. The dimensionless
quantities have been defined with the help of the following constants:
Reduced particle mass

"I.

y
oOt

I

Reduced temperature in units of energy t9

Angular plasma frequency

LA

/

___

=

Debye lengthr1

The dimensionless constants and variables occuring in (1) are the following, given in
relation to their corresponding dimensioned quantities:
Particle mass of the
plasma component P ,

=

M

/

Temperature of the
plasma component ot

Angular frequency

kj F

Wave vector

Lulk
Velocity coordinates in

phase space

velocity of the plasma

-

VA

4,.

/49

.

'

Distribution function of the
plasma component cc,

.£

QýAadratic spectriun of the
--

field fluctuations

S

•

D

As distribution function we have assumed the equilibrium distribution in a streaming
plasma:

It may be interesting to point out that in tho derivation of expression (I) the same
joint probability function is involved as used in the treatment of the incoherent
backscattering of radio waves due to density flactuations (MONTGOMERY & TIDMAN, 1964).

3.

ANTENNA RESPONSE

The antenna response to a f uctuating electrostatic field will be associated with
a filter
effect because the antenna will not react on different spectral components
E 4 (A K) to the same extent. Thus, e.g. the field components perpendicular to a thin
seraight antenna will give no contribution at all. Therefore, the filter
characteristic
of the antenna has to be evaluated as a function of frequency .1- as well as of wave
vector KX, if the observed external noise voltage impressed into the antenna is to be
explaineA.
In the following w. assume that the impressed antenna voltage U(t), the quantity
directly observed in th#. antenna system, is related to the electric field by the line
integral
0

The integration path is assumed to be a straight line with length 1 which may be identifled as the effective antenna length. If E is a stochastic variable then this is true
also for the antenna voltage U(t). The relition between the autocorrelation function

c5t

< Yet) WO

of the volta.ge and the autocorrelation matrix of the field has already been derived
(GRABOWSKI, 1972). This has been done via the corresponding quadratic spectra

Sef)

kcnd,

respectively.
Perhaps it is worth mentioning that the quadratic apeoti.um S(Ml has the
advantage of yiciding directly the mean square voltage:U(t) )
according to

a quaftty which often is

the main interesting feature uf the external noise.

Here again S( .f ) is a dimensionless quantity related to its corresponding
diomensioned quantity by

S0J2)4
Using a coordinate system of which the x -axis is parallel to the line AB, where A and
B are the points defining the effective antenna length, the quadratic spectrum of the
external noise voltage is given by
2I
1/2 ,

SO

,Zrl

")r

I~

C

Si?0

(-i

(f L

)

X (2,A'>9;).
3

3

r
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In this expression the cartesian coordinates Ki have been replaced by spherical ones
according to

K23

"

L

-

K .

i,

and

e/F

is

the dimensionless antenna length.

is

(
(- Ko(KLn
xi 7 '))
a filter function already known from, many other problems.

In expression (3)

the factor

The filtering may be described qualitatively as following. The fluctuating field
can
seen as composed of plane waves with a wave length 2)r/K and direction ( -.
11,
).
The be
antenna
responds to the projection of these plane waves on the antenna axis AB.
These projections have virtual wavelength 2Z/(KS$n).
multiple oZ the antenna length L,

If

the projection is an integer

then positive and negative contributions to the line integral (2) compensate to zero,
they do not contribute to the impressed voltage U(t). Inteqrating the contrioutions of
all plane waves results in expression (3).
When introducing (from (1)) the explicit representation of S
(A..,L) into
expression (3),
the spectrum of the impressed voltage is given by •e following explicit formula for a plasma streaming parallel to the antenna axis:

s~n) :

"/•
0

./72
-r/2

Kz'-•

•I/

oc

-

D

,tc,)

1-i f-

0

0

2

AW

The integration with respect to the velocity coordinates will be performed in cylindrical coordinates defined by

X-

VK~2.

V

It is clear that expression (4) is useful only to the extent to which the integrations
involved can really be performed, analytically or numerically.

L

ii

4.

INTEGRATION
The integrations involved
if we range

"analytically,

the term T

in

/er' (y

~6rfI

V•X.)

of expression

(4)

can be done

sly

among the elementary functions.

"If
at
leads

the firsi
step we integrate with respect to •
to the sum of two integrals of the form

ii

then a common substitution

g
whichrequires special consideration because the intekration path may crons a singularity.
Depending on which of the two ralations

DA<4.
VA
~IŽ

S...is

valie

K,#v

<i

the quantity a (and its complex conjugate z4) will be either real or complex.

The value of

Zs)

can be found by application of Cauchys Inteoral Theorem.

of a complex z: clearly one obtains

r.t )

a

Things are less simple. in

the case

i 2X

I

the case of a real z,

i.o.

when a sinoulmrity

real axis. In thIs case we follow a guneral convention (MORSE a FE811aACII,
sult

In

4g

we take the mean value of two limiting integration paths*surrounding

ound on the

53).

As re-

.ie singularity,

the first one excluding it, the other including it.
Then in the limit Im(rz)-0O we get the result

.tI~z)

.*

t-*,

-

,

41,'/

i.e. the same as in the case before. This kind of ainaularity, Is a typical feature of
Xineicd Plasma Tho'ory and has been treated in more detail elsewhere (MONTGOMERY A TIDMAN,
19641 VAN KAMPEN

4 FELDERHOF,

1967).

The further treatment of the

b)

OJW
"p(-

-erm T ,

brings up an inteqral of the lorn

/,

This integral can be evaluated by writing It

7(a, dr.) .

J(,

0)

and by observing that the iziteorand of

as
_____

Uta,b)

is

a.

an od6 function of y

Finally the term
To tles
the form qgven in Equation K.). As the term 1_is not
dependent on ? , and am this is true alnu fcr the ttrn. 0, we zan inteqrate analytically
also with rosieAt to P , The remaining iutegrationx with reaýect to 4 and K can be treaLed only numerically. Thua. the i,umerica' evaluation of- the follo.inq double intoqrAl
remains:

+) We thank Dr. J. SLAVIK for communicat! nq
Cully in thlu wey.

.tmtt thl.,tiitet±iUi can be hanCled ansDlyti-
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RESULTS

Before presenting the nu erically determined results we give an additional
interpretation of the dimensionless quadratic spectrum S(Q). It is related to the
dimensioned real spectrum by

The factor 1/( £4r
) has the dimension of a resistance. Thus the relation has the
fori of the well knoen Nyquist formula for the noise of resistors. Theref-re the dimensionless spectrum-may be interpreted as modulating the Nyquis." formula for "white"
noise reflecting typical propertie, of the plasma.
The following results refer to a plasma consisting of electrons and protons
only, both having the same temperature. The antenna has been chosen as to be hundred
times a3 long as the Debye length. The bulk velocity is directed parallel to the antenna
axis.
Fig. 1 reveals the calculated spectrum for a plasma at rest. The value obtained
for zero frequency is identical with that obtained analytically for great L in a less
comprehensive investigation already mentioned (GRABOWSKI, 1972) i.e.

The results show that to use the value for zero frequency as an approximation for
other frequencies is possible only for a very small frequency domain. The spectrum
for higher frequencies is found in Fig. 5. The shape of the spectrum cannot be described generally by a simple arithmetic expression.
In Fig. 2 one finds the spectrum for a streaming plasma. The
bult velocity (parallel to the antenn% axis) manifests itself in the
periodic structure. More strongly marked periodic structures of this
for higher ',ulk velocities in Figs. 3 and 4. The following relations

I

existence of the
appearence of a
kind are seen
between velocity W

11-7
and period

of this structure can be derived:

ZTW/L

_Q

The numerical results confirm this relation.
Comparing the trend of the spectra (see Fig. 5) we find that by increasing the
bulk velocity the spectra will get lower values for low frequencies, but higher values
in the domain of higher frequencies. We further find that the spectra decrease more
slowly with increasing frequency in the case of higher bulk velocity.
The results presented first
provide information upon the noise level to be
expected in an antenna immersed in a plasma. A second-surprising - result is the
appearence of a periodic structure in the case of a streaming plasma (parallel to the
antenna). As the periodicity sharply depends upon the magnitude of the bulk velocity
the observation of the fine structure of the quatratic spectra seems to be a suitable
means for the determination of this velocity.
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DISCUSSION
E. J. FREMOUW:
1) Incoherent scatter observations of the ionosphere show two components of the temporal spectrum--one dominated by positive ion motions and one dominated by electron motions (the plasma lines).
Are there corresponding effects in the
spectrum of fields detected by an antenna in a 'asma?
2)
Could you test your theoretical results in the ionosphere by means of Sl.,elab?
R. GRABOWSKI:
1) Though the fluctuations of both plasma components, the ions and the
electrons, have been included in our calculations, no feature in the shape of the
spectra attributable to one or the other component can be seen in the results; but
the absolute value of the spectra depends upon the (theoretical) condition, that the
ions participate in the fluctuations or not.
This can be seen in the paper of
R. Grabowski (1972), cited in the Conference Proceedings.
2) A test seems to be
possibi,
if a igviqe is used with sufficiently high sensitivity, i.e., a sensitivity
of 10to 10-D VI/Hz, depending or the ionospheric height range.
G. N. TAYLOR: I notice you have assumed equal positive ion and electron temperatures
for your calculated curves.
What would be the effect of making these temperatures
unequal?
R. GRABOWSKI: At present, calculations with different temperatures have not been
performed; therefore, nothing can be said about the effect, but some moditication is
expected due to different temperatures as well as to a magnetic field.
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Summary
In the present paper we will discuss some properties of the scintillation noise power. The used model is
essential the same as used by Lee and Harp. Some calculations of different statistical properties of the
scintillation noise will be shown. Special attention will bv payed to the influence of receiver aperture
and fraquency on the scintillation noise power. It will be shown that both parameters have a significant
influence en the amplitude scintillation, but hardly on the phase scintillation. This behaviour will be
explained. To decide whether scintillation does have a significant influence on the performance of a
comsunication link, the total scintillation noise power will be compared with the thermal noise pove" on
an earth to satAllite path.
1. Introduction
Vo. several years the interest in the propagation of microwaves of frequencies above 10 GHz through a
turbulent atmosphere has been increasing considerably. In such an atmosphere slight variations of
pressure, temperature and humidity cause slight variations of the refractive index. The latter cause
small variations in the amplitude and phase of the received signal, generally known as scintillation.
Since these variations are of a stochastic nature, it is appropriate to consider scintillation as a form
of noise. The additional noise will have some influence on the reliability of a coinunication system,
so that an increase in transmitter power will be necessary to guarantee a required performance of the
total link (C. Tsao-1973, M. Nisenberg-1967). In the present paper calculations will be given for the
scintillation noise power. The theoretical derivation is based on a method described earlier in the
literature (Lee and Harp-1969), but with an extensive use of the plane wave spectrum representation of
the electromagnetic fields (Clemmow). The use of this representation offers the possibility of readily
substituting practical transmitting and receiving apertures. Some calculations of the scintillation
noise to signal ratio for different receiving apertures will be shown. A comparison between scintillation
noise and thermal noise on an earth to satellite path will also be made. Although the effect of
scintillation noise on a modulated carrier will be entirely different, this comparison may give some
information on the relative importance of scintillation noise.

2. Scintillation noise
The model used to calculate the s~intillation noise is a very simple one. A plane wave, polarised in the
x direction and propagating in the positive z direction of a Cartesian coordinate system, is incident at
z - 0 upon the random medium (fig.1). We divide the region z > 0 into thin slabs A thickness dz
perpendicular to the z direction. Consider the slab at z - z . The refractive index in such a slab can
be written as
=

P ,%

÷ n' (.4.2.)

where nI is a stochastic function of place,

(2-1)

for which we assume

Here <.> denotes an ensemble average. We will assume that the influence of one slab on the incoming
wave can be taken into account by an additional phase delay
%p•,j)
= k n(,

where k

-

-

+,.

d-L

(2-2)

is the wavenumber and dz represents the thickness of one slab. If the incoming wave can be

written as

E Ox 4

-2.

then the wave leaving the slab at z - z

+ dz, can be written as:

Since both nI and ds are very small, we find:

A~kt*1-ijkl~~i.d-z

(2-3)

"Since nI

and hence E(x,y,z ) are stochastic functions of x and y, we use the twovdimensional FourierStieltjes representation of the field, e.%.:

where

E

di

kkt. ,

6.. Z)

X 1".3,1

E(x,. 4..

2

5

=

t

(2.4)

+jkda dh(k.,k;.4)}

(2.5)

Here, dn represents the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of n (x,y,z ). If one neglects multiple scattering,
the field of (2-3) will propagate undisturbedly to the riceiveroplane z = L. Hence,

/z

where k

=

'

/'

.,L)
ku "Iz')

L(JdSl(z

'e

k

+

A4)

.(L
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The total field is given by a summation of the contribution of all slabs between z

L

It, (L-)

JkI-

+ j odz .a
A.A

d.it

'X)

-

0 and z = L.

(2-6)

o

If the electromagnetic wave is received wath the aie
fluctuations over the aperture will occur. Tho focal
The amplitude gain function will be denoted by g (k
a
The received field will then be given by:

[-L.,-k) d

L)

E .

2

=

gL l.
o

where the usual exponential factor

Writ e

E (w., 4o.,L) = C + n,,

where

C =C(o,o)AjkL
9

of a parabolic antenna, P. averaging of the
point of the antenna is tae point (xY).
,ky).
y

k, kI, L)

A

11' ,zLz
, jI
#

.

(2-7)
q
,,(k,)
_(.(ko)
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dilk(,kjz)

exp. j(kxo+k yo) is a part of the antenna gain function.

is the wanted carrier

and
• L

d.• AJ k

o

L
•(-2)
'k.

is the scintillation noise due to the turbulent atmosphere.

In Appendix I it will be shown that the

covariance function of the scintillation noise may be written as:

Here $ is the three-dimensional spatial power spectrum of the refractive index fluctuations, J is the
n
o
zero-order Bessel function, and s the distance of the receiver plane to a plane in the turbulent
atmosphere.
Since the strength of the turbulence is a decreasing function of the height above the earth, we write:

=
Ap~(.i 1-nLf) cf. (X)
~ (x=

46.)

.Axp.(

where 4ý is the power spectrum just above the ground,
a few kiometers (Lane-1968, Brook.er-1970). Therefore,
function is

e

is the elevation angle and h is of the order of
on earth to satellite paths t~e covariance

In the literature one usually defines both amplitude and phase scintillation. In Appendix II we will
show that the covariance function of the amplitude scintillaticn is equal to

I(")C
Since
by

(kd
c~(X)^ (k)12

-~ -

C,(f) = C&Q(1)44t

(f)

. (Xr) 1

(see Appendix II),

(2-S10)/S;

the covariance function of the phase noise is given
L

__( 1 )I:tI

J4 V x ~

2

()-x)

fdcsk'

I

+e
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3. Temporal power spectrum of the scintillation noise
To calculate the power spectrum from expression 2-9, we have to use Taylor'e "frozen-in" hypothesis to
transform the spatial functions to temporal ones. (Taylor-1938). It is asauned that the turbulent
airmass is moved with the wind velocity v perpetdicular to the propagation direction. It is further
assumed that the statistics of the turbulence dnes not change very rapidly. In this case the covariance function between two antennas a distance p apart is equal to the t-mporal covariance function
of the received signal with Lime-lag T -?IV , that is

-'RR(c = .J-

C-L~

r

The temporal power spectrum will then be given by

The integral over T is the so-called Weber-Schafheitlin integral and is
(Abramowitz). The expression then becomes:

Substitution of S1 -

Iv

f~dX -ZL

I_(-•L/1,)

w\=(w,

found in different 'handbooks

gives

i L/S*-

(3-2)

The above expression gives the power spectrum as a function of different parameters such as the
frequency, antenna gain function, etc. For numerical calculations we have to substitute known functions

for f and I'3•b/g,,o)I'.
For

n
no we will use the von Kirmin representation of the Kolmogorov spectrum (Tartaski-1961,

1968),

Strohbehn-

so

and it is related to the strength of the atmospheric turbu'ence.
L is the outer scale of turbulence, that is, L is the largest inhomogeneity for which the atmosphere
A~n be considered as isotropic. In normal circumstances the value of L lies between I and 100 metres.
A typical value for L is 10 metres (Brookiier-1970), and this valu,- wi~l be used throughout this paper.
We will choose a Gaussian aperture illumination for the receiver antenna, so
Here, C2no is the structure constant,

1.(
X)

"0-)'

- 7• •a,

-•
(3 -4).

The standard deviation o is a measure of the physical dimensions of the antenna. If we compare this
antenna with one having I radius R and a uniform illumination, then both antennas will have the same

gain for R - 2a

r

Substitution of both $0 and lj)/ao)

I

leads to

_
V (L) L',1S. (I.jL/I)

(I+YLY)U

6 ,.Xl M

(3-5)

AV

The power spectrum of the amplitude scintillation noise can be found in the same way, and is given by:
1-1L/
1

C
f1c1

0

k

ci 4ds'I-~CosK

1

(3-6)

Fig. 2 shows a graph of both power spectra for several values of the effective aperture radius aT
From these plots it is clear that the shape of the spectra for higher frequencies depends on a r
8
r
The shape for a - o is simply w- /3 , and is in accordance with other results found in the
literature (Ishlmaru-1972). However, the shape of the spectra toi values of o greater than zero
radius.
are strongly influenced by the effective aperture

4. Calculation of the scintillation noise to carrier ratio

p

Substituting

o in the expression (2-9) we obtain the scintillation noise to carrier ratio,

Here we have
tice will be
expr~ssion is
to f , where

(4-1)

)

!c0'

"t

-

substituted the expressions (3-3) and (3-4) fov 0
and Iq1.x)1q(o)i 1 respectively. This praccontinued in the rest of this paper without noticV? Since the integral in the above
independent of the wavenimber k, the scintillation noise to carrier ratio is proportional
f is the frequency. The corresponoing expression for the amplitude scintillation is;
2

0. 1 "

'1

0

.X('

,. o

IC¢ 1t-

d'0T
-- o

j'Fo

XIS

(4-2)

o2

.%versus frequency for
and now the integral over V is dependent on k. Fig. 3 shows a plot of i;
different aperture sizes, From these plots it is clear that oa/hCll wil,
-o increase for increasing
frequencies, although this increase may be very small for large aperture sizes. Since the increase in
Ca2 /|CIS
is always less than 6 dB per octave (the increase in on /n CI% ), and since On2 = a2 + or2,
we may conclude that for higher frequencies phase scintillation becomes relatively more important than
amplitude sctintillation. Therefore, for very high frequencies scintillation consists almost entirely
of phase scintillation.
Fig. 4 shows a graph of both On2 /ICI' and oa 2 /ICII versus the effective aperture radius a . Since the
frequency dependence of On2/ICI2 is again simply f 2 , we have plotted this figure for only one frequency.
For the amplitude scintillation case we have plotted two lines for 10 and 90 GHz respectively. All lines
show a decrease with 2increasing aperture size, although for a_U 2 this
decrease
...
is not very strong. The
•
.
decrease for o2 shows that for relatively large apertures scintillation noise consists almost entirely
of phase noise, and this effect is more pronounced for higher frequencies. BesLide these effects, the
plot of a 2 at 90 GHz clearly shows a saturation effect, i.e. the decay of a 2 /IC11 as a result of an
increasint aperture size is less pronounced for relatively large aperture sizes.
The foregoing behaviour of the amplitude noise to carrier ratio for various frequencies and receiver
aperture sizes can be explained simply. As stated earlier, the turbulent atmosphere causes a place
dependent phase-distortion of the incident plane wave. Owing to this distortion the wave will split into
several plane waves, all propagating in various directions (fig.I). Amplitude scintillation is the
result of destructive interference of all these plane waves in the aperture plane. To reduce amplitude
scintillation, one could use some form of spatial filtering, viz. a highly directive antenna, which
suppresses plane waves having an angle of incidence greater than the beam-width of the antenna, and
which Prevents the waves from contributing to the amplitude scintillation noise any longer.
An increase in frequency will then result in a decrease in the antenna beamwidth; hence a given aperture
size will be a more effective spatial filter for higher frequencies, as can be clearly seen from the
plots in fig.3.

5.

Scintillation noise versus thermal noise

In a satellite communication system operating above 10 GHz one has to deal with thermal noise in
addition to scintillation noise. To decide which of these noises will play a dominant part in the overall performance of the communication system, one has to know the influence of scintillation noise on the
bit error rate of a digitally modulated carrier. This influence depends on the type of modulation, and
therefore falls outside the scope of t"is paper. We shall deal here only with the scintillation to
thermal noise power ratio, since it depends mainly on this ratio whether scintillation noise will play
an important part in the overall performance. The carrier to thermal noise ratio may be written as:

=

MNu

Sreceived

')

(-

I(TsB

where k is Zhe Boltzmann constant, T
power, that is

the system noise temperature,

and B the bandwidth.

is

the

r

4 Y r' Io-{
•
ol

is th

P

(5-2)

Here, P C is the satellite E.I.R.P. and in the currently used systems it is about 27 dBW. The factur r
is the itstance from the satellite to the receiver point on earth and is about 4.107 metres. We again
choose a Gaussain function for the receiver aperture, so g a(0,0) - 2o /i. Substitution in the above
carrier to noise ratio gives

I•.•..1

-

•.(5-3)

where
4n

r2

Using the expression (4-I),

the scintillation to thermal noise power ratio is given by:
S (poeL/Sv)

Njj,

icr1a

tc

by:

ý 0 fo

(5-4)
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Pit. 5 shows a plot of qn /Nth
the following constants:

as a function of the effective antenna radius ,o
-135 dBW/m2

a

~Te

for 10 Giz. We have used
u

-T •O°K
0K

qC20 . 5.10-12 m2/3

(strong

turbulence)

B -

3.103 HiS

02
versus a at 10 and 90 Gila is also shown in the figure. It is clear from this plot that
A plot of a /N
for strong turbalence scintillation noise is much larger than thermal noise. The same statement holds for
the amplitude scintillation, althcuSh there is a maximum value for this ratio. However, the fact that
scintillation noise is larger than thermal noise does not say that the influence of scintillation on the
noise has a very narrow power
perforu..ce of the system will be more important. Since scintillation
spectrum, its influence on a modulated carrier can not directly be compared with that of white thermal
noise.

6,

Conclusion

We have given a theoretical derivation for several statistical
properties of the scintillation
noise.
Although the model used is a very simple one, the results are in agreement with others found in the
literature (Tartorski-1961; Lee and Harp-1969). Some calculations of the scintillation noise to signal
ratio are shown. From these it is clear that the higher the frequency the more important becomes phase
scintillation relative to amplitude scintillation. From the practical point of view this is a drawback,
since the measurewent of phase scintillation is much more difficult than that of amplitude scintillation.
In addition it seems reasonable to assume that phase scintillation will have a greater influence on a
digital phase-modulated carrier, which is the modulation method generally accepted for frequencies above

10 GHz.
In the lattcr part of this paper we have seen that the scintillation

with the thermal noise power. So it

noise power is

at least comparable

seams reasonable to assume that scintillation noise will have an

influence on the reliability
of satellite
communication systems working in the frequency band above 10
GHz. But so far, no '€.act ctlculation of this influence has been published. This should be the subject

of further study.

Appendix I

: Calculation of the covariance function

In section

'

we found for the received field
E(xYoL)
o~o

= C +

n

sc

C - ga(oo)e jkL

where
rise

and

'12

[d

The normalised covariance function is

.tj

given by
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(Tartarski-1961)
and

)( k-6L4

we find

k,,i)

Here Fn denotes the two-dimensional power spectrum, of the refractive index fluctuations.

(M1-2)
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Rear: angement of the terms in the above expression gives:
ýtk%4jj 12,66.(

Substitution of t

!

-

z2

and

a = V(z1 + z 2 )

W 3

it E,('•(,k,,Z)

L
I'

)

in the last integral gives

Integral II(kkk)T,,Q,.I,)
I
s

where the area D is a rhomb. A similar integral has been evaluated earlier in the literature (Tartarski1961) and this will not be repeated here. We only state that under the assumption Fn ()-+o for r > L
(the outer stale of turbulence) and L << L the integral is approximately equal to:
o

:= Ll-ots$ C(kN,,,

,k-k,)

where 0 is the threedimensional power spectrum of the refractive index fluctuations. In an isotropic
stochastic field 9_ is only a function of K I -".
adxtion, 0 will only have a non-zero
value for K-valuesnmuch smaller than k. But sincl k -Y/t-mD---K we can w•ite
z

k-k, .: k

f,

X-)
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(k-
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In this case

0
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x
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L Go

&j

!

l(o)1 (x)

We have assumed implicitly that the antenna gain function has rotational syumetry round its main axis,
which in practice is a fairly good approximation.

Appendix 11; Covariance function for amplitude and phase scintillation
The amplitude fluctuations of the received field are given by:

Since in section 2 we assumed n

«1 and since IC

I, we can write (Lee and Harp-1969):

Therefore

tsi

--

where we have used the relations g

. .

(k ,k )

44.(k4.1(L-z- dAl (k..k,

(A2-2)

i)

ga(-kx,-k y) and (In(-kx,-k ,Z) - cki(kx,k ,Z),

both

functions being the Fourier-transforms of real spatial functions. The amplitude covariance function is
given by:
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The evaluation of this expresason is similar to that in Appendix I. We find

St

4i9r)
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The phase fluctuations are given by the expression

Now the .ovariance of n sc can be written as:

C,(,
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Hence,

Therefore,

the phase covariance is given by
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DISCUSSION

E. J. FREMOUW:
1) Pape• is fine example of systematic application of scientific results to an engineering question.
2)
I thi.ik you are dealing more directly with
Terminology
quadrature component.: of the complex signal than with amplitude and phase.
may be important to 4 ,ineers trying to apply results.
3) Do you have any data or
plan any experimenti- t examine the first-order statistics of a tropospherically
scintillating CW sio. " on t'ie complex plane?
M. J. M. VAN WELZT:
This conument of Mr. Fremouw is in essence correct, since in
Appendix II of my paper, anplitude and phase of the received wave are given as the
real and imaginary part of the complex wave; but in the case when the scintillation
is very small; as I have assumed here, the differenre between amplitude and phase and
the quadrature components will be negligible.
3)
In 1975, we have planned an experiinent on a horizontal link, where we will measure amplitude and phase scintillations.
We will also examine the first-order staisticc'.
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An am. iYS of the Diparheent of Deafte. Electrtmgnstic Comptibility Program in presented. This
Integrated program intended to mUSUr the eleotramogntic ecoatibility of all electrical and electronic
equipmtst subsystem and systems prodtnoed and operated by cocmpnnts of the Defense Department in any
eleor~geta emvirc"t, resulted in the establi.mbiet Of eight major program areas. The status of
each of these areas In exmined with particular amhasis an the areas of IM Standards and Specifications
and measurwemet Teclaques and Imtramsntation. Pieas of the Department of Army to solve operational
problem are also reviceved.
1.

ýý

ff~

TeDeperteent of Defease In 1960 Issued a Meorandum to the Secretaries of the ArzW, Navy and
Air force defining policy and objectives and establishing a comrehenive program in mior areas of what
was then termd 3edio Frequmeny Coompatibility. Although each Service had In being at that time, and for
many years previously, a program to copet with their interference problem this omrandua cited specific
actions to be Initiated and eastb~lshed relatively short target dates for their accomplishmnt. The most
immediate response to this mmredAm was the establicomnt of the Ulectrammanetic Compatibility Analysis
Ceuter (MCAC) which will be discussed. later.
The Initial results of this action to the Tri-Service Secretaries ~me mest encouaraging, hwever,
the DiraztIve did not wasign detailed responsibilities nor assure an Irteprated DoD program. Thus, In
196T DoD Lasued Directive So- 3222.3 entitled, "Departmet of Defense Ilectroingnatic Comatibility Program * This Directive assigned specific or jointl responsibilities to DoD comoets for leadership it
eight pr-r~m areas. These &arws were Standards and Specifi-ations which was assigned to the Navy Dept;
Measurement Techniques and Instrumentatiao to tte ArM, Data Mae andl Anslysis to the Air Force; Test anl
Validation to the Army. Macation for IM and MC Design ftehniques were assigned to all DoD components
and Concepts and r~ctrIe
a&M Operational Problem to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The Directlisvexwa broad
in s*ape as its cited purpose was to ensure Eleetramgatic Co~atibility of all military commnicationselecitrouics equipmnts, subsysteme and system during conceptual, design, acquisition and operational
phases. Its objective was three-fold a. Achievemnt 'Qt ulectromagnetic Comatibility of all electronic and electrical equipments, subsystem and system produced and operated by coponents of the Departmet of Defenset, in any electromagnet.ic enviromemu.
b.

Attainment of built-in design compatibility rather then use 'raf after-the-fact reeial

mea-

sures..
c. Fostering of common DoD-wide philosophies, approaches and techniques in the design, production,
test and operation of C-I equipments.

*

Further, the Directive Incorporated the followeing definition of INC which has becoem the accepted
standard; "llectroviaguetic Compatibility is the ability of commnications-electronics (C-9) equipment,
subsystem and systems to operate In their intended operational environments withouat sufferin or cousnt
unacc~eptable degradation because of unintentional electromagnetic radiation or response7ý
Directive
also required that whenever possible all capabilities attained under this program be made available to
othsr Governmnt agencies and the civilian commuity and that a close relationship be maintained with
Electronic Countermeasures (RCK), Electromepatic Pulse (IM) and the Radiation Hwurds (RAD HAZ) Program.
It shouldl be noted that the Directive has been updated several time sinces its original issuance
but the changes hae" been relatively minor.
Subsequent to the Issuance of thi" Directive each Service issued their owin regulation implementing
the DoD Directive. AR 1l-13 was Issued by the ArmW, the Secretary of the Navy issued SEMIMAIS 2~410.1B
and the Air Fo"c, AFR 80-23.. Thus, for the first tim the problem of achieving electromagnetic coapatibility vex fully recognized at the highest levels and a comrehensive integrated Program delineated for
all majoa areas.
2.

GE

AX. INVOMMIC

211.

Standards end Specifications.

Prior to the establishmnt of the DOD EleAtromgnetic Compatibility Program considerable confus~ion
existed in requirements for the electromagnetic compatibility of equipments and systems a. seach Service,
had their ovn specifications. Consequently, there were Instances wherein Identical materiel used jointly
by two or more Services were frequently required to meet widely differing requirements. This, of course,

r~mIu~yu~uI~IIP13-2

was confusing to the manufacturers and certainly not ilont offectt've. In addition, there were numerous
other documents which were directly allied to the electromagnetic compatibility program which required
review and updating.
Upon Issuance or the DOD Directive the Office of the Ateisitant secretary of Defense requested that
Immdiate action be Initiated to "-orrect the polem, of overlapping IM requirements for equipments and
after nmerous Tni-Service meetings 3KL-SYD 46,entitled: "Electroingoetic Interfierence Characteristic.
Requairomnt For 3Wupemn, 1ffL-STD '.62, entitled: 'llectromaguetic Interference Characteristics, osamaroment ofr, and mU-SY '63, entitled: "Definitions ant Systems of Units, Electromagnetic Interference
ftcbmLlogy" were issued. These documents supereede"% numerous single service specifications and have been
updated several tines since their original publication. The latest draft revision of 1aL-STD's '.61 and
'.62 were circulated for review In late 1970 sand 1971. Evaluations of the coamnt& on each are almost
comlete. Prior to Issuance, the tnl-service working group will fulfill Its commtment to meet with
representatives from the Aerospace Industries Association, Electronic Industries Association and the
Society of Automotive Engineers MC comittees to Indicate the disposition of the Industry commets.
Th- revisins, which will be published as "B" Issues of each standard will incorporate the requirenonts now published in the various notices qf ELo-STD '.62A. The requirements and limits established in
the standard will be bAsed upon the mission,- type, characteristics, function and Intended Installation of
the specific equipmn and will be applicable to the extent specified in the Individual equipment specification, contract or order. Specific requirements that must be met are to be based on those In the
standard &W defined In the procurement documntation. At least two sets of requirements tables will be
included. Ow set will define the emiss ion and susceptibility requirements for categories of equipments
(I.e. commnications, marveilance, novigation, etc.) and specific types of equipmnts; within that category (I.e. receivers, transmitters, anlifiers, etc.
Thi second set of tables will define emission and
susceptibility requiremets for equipment. intended for Installation In the categories defined in the
standard (i.e. aircraft, spaescraft, missiles, shipboard, submarine, shore statio.s, etc.) Each emission
end susceptibility requiremnt will have a limit which my be invoked regardless of the intended installation of the equipmnt and each will have modified limits based on the ±intended installation. Spscific
requtirinnts which would be applicable for a given procurement must be specified by the procuring activity
In accordance with its departmental regulations and procedures. Additional tailoring my be recommened
in response to the reqeet-f or-proposal (.ivp) for approval by the procuring activity; however, Justifications for the recommedations mast also be submitted.
It Is recogniz~ed that saw confusion my exist when the revisions are issued. Accordingly, en
appendix will be included In NIL-STD '.613 providing guidance for Its use end procedures for determining
and specifying the applicab2,ý, requirements.
1ffL-MT '.63 was also recently updated sad is currently being circulated to all DOD elements for
review and coment.
In sd'lition to these three basic standards there are other standards which are presently undergoing revisions and updatiag. At present the MC Standardization Program consists of the following triservice and single service documents:
A.

Tri-Service Documnts.

1. MIU-STD 220, -.ntitled: "Method. of Insertion Loss Meassurement" * This standard is being
revised to include aeveral test procedures for determining the filter iniFfe-in loss in other than a
50-oh system. A draft is expected In the second quarter of P1-75.

2. 3ffL-STD 285, entitled: "AtWItenaion IasurMats for Enclosures, ILectringgntIc Shielding
for Electronic Toot Purpose*, Method 6?".
Mehistandard is scheduled for revision to update the tinsting
requirements and procedures for detemining the attenuation of shielded enclosures Including shielded
builldings. No firm comletion schedule has been established.
3.

1ffL-STD 449, entitled:

"Radio !rre~rctrsis

Namrn

f

The

with an Equipmnt Signature, Mendbook which will provide greater flexibility as well as a standardlized
co~uter foauat.
'.. 3ff -=Y '69, entitled: 'Radar Raginerigg Design Rsquiroats for WC". A revision of
this Standard is required to reflect the Radar Spectrum Engineering Criteria Issued by the Office of
Teleciammications Policy (air) In its IMaual of Regulations and Proceduves for Radio Frequency Manage..met. Nowever, the I trea~
t Radio Advisory Commttee of 011P Is plaming to recomn revisions to
the criteria. Accordingly, the IffL-STD '.69 revision is being held in abeyance until fTP hoas determined what
changes are deemed aecessry. In the interim, DOD activities will be Invoking NIfL-SYD '.69 and/or the requirements of the criteria In radar design specifications. It Is enviioed~ that the revised UL-BYD '.69
will Invoke the criteria as a minisnma snd also include additional. requirement* doe~d necessary by the
military departments to ewnsur MC. The present schedule calls for a revision in the fourth quarter of
FM,5 hewiever, the pending alP action will probably delay preparation of a draft revision for ait least
6 moths.
"Somding Electrical, and Lijatnins Poetion for Aerospace
Meevr,
the Air Fo-rce study
jrcir-on lightning simualation as well as related efforts by the Society of Automotive Engineers AE-14
onM
x~te my lead to the development of a revision of this document.

system".

5.' WIL-D-508T. entitled:

The"' in no formal project for the revision of this document.
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MCRehise o gtm (a
~ )M specification
6. NZ261 enild
Notanay m rm ailues
szie in as of a system
Is applicable to aerosae am weapons systems
MC daeoimt en therefore either a revision to MIL-U6051 or a mew :ystmm standard my be prepared ft
the next yearor eighteen months.
mMdaTfretbiuga
Mpormfr
ciis
This handbook PrsU61aas'omltr
a particular project sad outlines the role of each of the MC stanards which Wy be applicable to the
project. IMe docummt was Issued In April 1973 and was the first atteapt to develop an overall MC program standard formrly minered DEL-S'ND .60. While It failed In thmat reagrd, the Navy as preparing
activity is working towardAs Improvements.
*-1:M

entild

-tdves

a er-wm-ntGa~ia fortiMesrmnorR

Madu

lcr-

was co-sponsor with the I= and the Amricsan National
chasas.Tb NaalMm ma Systm oai
standards C93 Commttee on Raio Frequency Radiation Hazarde on the preparation of these documents, which
were coordinate with, and approved for use by DoD.
U. SIMLe Service Dooammta.
XletrmiaNgl~~ntJa rlatedtoreroume U U
Mom US
aG persOM41 A drf Te n-S wU irculated
that the revision project was cencelled.
2. ICL-STD-l1541 (USAF.

entitled:

"NMC

3. Jal-SYD-10 NaV)

entitled:

"hi

Thi Ar Pr-e ocoo-nma concerns raia12-18 months ago and commnt* were such

9remnta for Spc

bandki

Mtens" and 124.2 (WA?

and Groundin Methods for DC mand

14. *5L-STD-1Q85 (Navy), entitled: "Preclusion of Ordnance Maasrds In BlectrMnetic Fields:
W~urftmA For" This docmment Lovers the Wavy-, arequirements to precUde UazarS from electrOMeerl
mignatet radiation. It was issued In April 1972.
NZL-6YD-160 ("hp), entitled: "Procedures for Conduatinj A Shipboard NMa Survey
Toie suamlar was issual in April 19n3 by the avlShip Engineering Center and doi~esMwpoeu*
for conducting shipboard ME surveys.

5.
(sufae

f1in

~

his'.

6. NZL-IMu-238 (Navy), entitled: "Zlectremsei a adiation hastrds". Thiis document was
issued in AugUst 1913 as a comilation of %theNavy,*radiation haserd criteria awlprocedures for precluding such haimarde.
Sy~m- iiM. 1 Islatman toprovide guidance sad establish a uniform
19W
umy w. naal
approach for the protetion of Navy electronics from the adverse effects of the electromanetic environwent. Imimles of systems, subsystems end equipments to which the handbook my be applicable are- (1)
aerospace sand weapons systems, (2) ordnance, (3) support sad cheackat equipement and Instrumnts, WAd (iimay' other electronic equipmnt or system which may be exposed to a high intensity electranegnetic environmant during its life cycle. Tba handbook may also he used to tailor the radiated susceptibility limit
The handbook is Issued in three parts with Part I
of m5-mY 1.61 and the requirements of )EL-N.605.
providing general Informationaon the use of the handbook and Parts 2 and 3 describing -%e electromgnetic
levels which may be encountered by the hwvy's systems. Recently, action was taken to update the handbook
as well1 as expend Its coverage to aircraft end shore station environemnts.* In addition, other DOD
agencies ware requested to turnish data on environmnts to which their equipmesnts my be exposed so that
all electromamnetic environment data can be contained in oem document. A draft revision is expected in
third quarter of 7!-TS.
2.1.1 Waivers of Standard Requiremets.
The efforts devoted to the preparation of standards are wasted if, whe cited In a contract, the
risqui~wesnts are subsequently waived. The DOD Directive took cagizence of this fact and. required that
authority for waiver control be established at a level determined by the Secretary of the Wil1tary Impertnt. In t1h.. instance of the Departmn+ of Amy this authority originally was vested In the Office
of Assistant Chief of staff for Comazuications-Zleotranics. iom-ver, since the reorganization of the
Army Staff the U. S. ArzW Cumnications Commnd Is the responsib1% organizatin. In pranctice when a
contractor requests a waiver, the governmnt project engineer with %be assistance or hii IM specialist
c&a generally recomend a solution to the problem. If a solution lik not readily forthcomng, the matter
is referred tazicuq'ý cannels to 14, AMC 'vo then my elect to call ow IM specialists In another comman.
Rarely do requests :or waivers reach t',. higher echelons and rarely are they op-proved.

2.2

Umesuremat Techniques bad Instrumentation.

As metioned above the coordinatiom recpessibility for RC Nmasuremest Tecaioquies &adImnatrmtation was assigned to the Departmot of LArm and aubsequentl~y to the Ulectronics Oowmmnd. The moat via~ be
W output of this asigi-.
lIs the Issuance of an annual plan whic!' provides a comprehensive Muating
of the efforts of the three Services aid their meeds in this atem. The plan is forwarded tbru channels
Ito the Joint Chief cif 8ti~f and aerve as a ready reference for may other offices. Bube Service has Its
own progam to satisfy their particular needs.
The AZaWa program liashed an the generri philosop&y that the profit inti-te and cometiticn at
this tiesaw% such that industry Is willing to expend Its oar resources for general type of I nstruments.
Therefore, the LArmoeamostrates an the development of advanced inatrumentation cc-cepts, design of isprovd Instrumentation circuitry, design of special application instronants, develo~pmsnt of improwe am&suramat teohniqmse and calibration standards.* Following are tyipical exmaples of recent ArmV tasks:
a. Established measurement techniques and permissible levels of interference for digital receivers
amd transmitters.
b. Comleted the design of a modularized asmauring Instrument covering the frequency rang of
30 R& to 40 (M. This Instrumnt was designed so that only the modules required for a specific task are
used. Thus, the system can very from a fully a&.tomtic computer controlled systism for laboratory type
masuwraemats to a small portable ruggedized unit suitable for field surveys.
a.

Deveoped calibration techniques for ispAlse generators.

d.

Initiated the Inve~atigtion of the MV characteristics of U Wave equipments.

e. Cautioned the Investigation of improve
ing the developmet of a set of Mw anteiang.
2.3

messuromaent techniques in shielded enclosures Includ-

ftta Duse and Anklysirn

Th responsibility for the Data fts. and Analysis Program was assigned to the Air Force vlbo established the Xlectrianentic Compatibility Analysis Canter (ECAC). ECAC provides analysis support for MC
problems In Joint interservice aWl civilian-military electromagnetic eaviroaments. They. specialize In
site-erleated or fixed location type analysis an have expertise In the analysis of large radar systems.
The Cantor has a very extensive data base which can be categorized to follows:

a.

Hzvircmtal data

b.

Uqmipms1t tecbmical characteristics data

a.

Topographic data

d.

Spectrum allocations and usasge data

e.

organizational platforms and allowances daia.

(1) Remviroomentma data indicates the disposition and use of C-2 squipment In various regioLAs
of the world. The data In contained In an Environmnt file, a F'equency Allocation Application File,
Tactical File, a Future File snd a Frequency Reacords File.
(2) Nquipmnt characteristics data Identify the technical characteristics )~f C-2 *quimant
both military end civilian. These data are contained In the Nominal Characteristics , .1s; there are
additional data in the Library of Spectrum Signatures for more detailed analysis involving selected
equipment$.

(3)

Topographic data are stored in computer form to support propaga~tion calculations and

site analyses.
(4#) Spectrum allocations and usag* data Identify rules and regulations promulgated by U.S.
and foreign national, and International agenjies governing me et the elec~traMpmetic spectrum.
(5) Organizationsa platforms and allowan*es data 4.dentify comiuoations-electrooics emitters
sad reevers contained In various configurations, systems and organizations, irmluding tactical units,
ships and other marine vessels, aircraft, satellites, missile systems and major commmicatioas-electranics
systems of all military depWartnats and the Departmenat of Defemee. A limited nmber o., other governenat
and mon-goverommat systems are also Included.
The Army also uses the IM data bae" aintainsd by the V. S. ArWr Management System Support Agency.
This data base has three types of AM files:
A. Tatia
ThismuoF1.M
file contains large scale 0-1 deploymsents developed and maintained to siI1efyFthe a yim or M problems related to defined force structures, Including C-U equipmants for both friendy eand moptosig forces. The deploymenta are centered around major Amey studies mad
provide the basic tool for analyzing the IM Implications of new equ:Lymants, organization and concepts.
b. Tactical Fixed Files. Thee files are used to create deploymunts. They consist of the Nquipment Autho
an Isiwi chTcontainls a sin~ry of the endtting and receiving equipmnt in all Tables
of organization and Equipmnt, Table' ft Authorization, and Aircraft Configurations, The Equipment Charactrisic rie;The Antenna File, . A quipmet Application File; The Net File; sand the Code File.
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S. 212mvel F11". ?b
e" tmlaitu the essential Information from all DoD Frequency Alloeaiman0wileý
a t tlmetP1)
and Cost mend Quantity Tnororatiom plus @me limited
1~getIeal Infusuntlon an .31 ArW U'tpimt covered by an Allocation (AreW Wquimt Rm"ords File).
ft
ano vend to generate the Arsw portio. of the Nl~iltry Ulist.-o feport, to provide special retrievals,
and the Pregmmy Allo&cwato to Ww amet
Pile Is provided anoaa..i. to specific DoD offices.
feMW and VBAIUSA data bases are comtimocusy uapdated

*A now

equipments are develored, procured

or mathurisud. Mene data files are aomtlinawly queried for Informatton to support OL analyses and

In the Analysis Area, E.W perform a~nalysis involving equipont, *Ite selections and bC evalmatiam, miltsae lyose of co-looated eqAilmsnts, Inter- and Inmm-system environemntal IM analyses as

related to fasllItlee operating In both O~and foreign oaviro-ato. The W62~Y6es determine the inpact of pr~poeed C-2 system cm the environment and vice-versa. Frequency assignment guidelines mind
degidatiem to system terformance are tvpicml RUAC outputs an result of wmalyses. Also included are
misir coverage diagrams, lime-ot-sight profiles aid power density plots which ýare anl terrain dependent.
2.4

West and Validation.

The ft-st end Validation program was also assigned to the Departmtnt of Arm and subsequently to
tet %at & lwaiaatlou Comnd. The DoD Directive established this program arms to establish confidence
In MC stoad. 'ds and analysis and prediction efforts and to assure service test end operational *valuetme of eqauiments and systems in typical electromagnetic environments.
fte Electro ngetie Nnviroometal Test Facility (EWF) located at Fort Daacbuoa, Arizona isthe largest ta-i-service facility of
thstype. All AroW mat',Ael whic depend on, or respond to, electromagnetic phenomena maet demo~strote
ihtItIs ccmpatible with its electromagnetic enviromatn and thue e"qmeints at varnaus stages of Its
a Wapcm System
an Instrumeted Work "ho,
Ms *Gvm Interrelated capabilities to accomplish Its tasks:
ato, aSco~ngFacliy,
Diita

Scrig Sstm,

aSpo

is Igngatrer ofailY a

Field

Faciliysm

t At
a
xamplee orC
ana estisbe g conduted to i r Icnd
the effe ctof the fmiounIn t the
syrrete
tooin ofl
as thez
effeot ofuthemsated onvethemenva irdement. CcratbiVim
wopithn
oae friendl ofstdvancd vulner-ms
abildeign
t In cltud
amres weretfucta
capablty ndedopr
forirsie
oa ctomsr
and ndar clostomt
reay
dialem
cint nctos
o sydi
stdemalwas inwamagved
activingty.asen
fteefcto
h
lonngei
e Tveplatnnted bmit eror rteis ofsysatem
einther senetroranei
renved.onmthtof the Amyssie cssiatedt
that, notpyeteM
a
ainalysi
for
coasurcte, the Inludes ths effct
o flsa the
basisomonf hsyeifstiomeawl
design data, and the result. of preliminarn hardware tests.'
A 'teast bed' was .elect¶whicvle

contained all deploved friendl~y amid emop eqnipmmt in the tim

frame (period of calendr time psrtlnsmt to the analysis) of Interest man a basis from which, to determine
the effect em and, from the system under test. Dosed o% such cmnsiderations as freqacy massignets,
charactetristcad of transmissions, and locatioo of equipsnt In the test bed, potential IM problý were
ranked In accordance with relaitive effect and possibility of occurrene.
2.5

Dmnastion.

Rach Service Is responsible for prowiding MC Instructional material to their design, sminteamec
end operational people. Ccmqasmtly*2, each Ser'ice Meals*
issednuals, poohlets, etc., deroribing EC

tieceitqmes. Th Army has a two values design geide which is ourremtly being updated; the 31sy also has
a two volam guide. Me Air Poret Tom a sinl- vo~mo which Is contently ugpdated and an Interfrenc
Notebook detailing design practims.
Further, the Services have prepared training films, the mot recent
being a set of tea prepared by the Pavy. 1, 9 imvto for this unternal are "bsned.either as a result
of specific design efforts or fro techuiqwaes evolved daring the design ataequipment or system.
2.6

operationl Problems.
Inh Service is else responeible for solving their pre~lam at reported interferemc

Is the field.

The Oamicmlatioms Oamnd has this responsibility in the AMW. Tidse mu Is also responsible
for the conduct, of field surves In acomstiem with the R~detiati
Masard problem and gathering propAgetics data. At the present time that. ooeod Is Vmblishing
fam
OperUa1 Co~cp Plan which will outline
proedres for respondng to0 QCoepinnts in %th field en to EJMy aef
(N1eneMfng Intrusion, jbAmng
and Interwfeea)
In ndditioa, Tremportable *AtomtU
WC Nsetrmmt Systm Ton are being procured
and will be deplaqed at strategic sites thrwuadwat the world. r~em, the AMW will have frT hbe first
time a capeblity to prcopt~ly investigate and remedy coamlaints rec~vei frra the field. tmf results of
these efforts will also serve as excellent ilouts to the Abar W p'opem araus.
3.

CaCaICE

gos flgpertut of Defense
alcani
Comptibility Propm has assured that each Service has
a viable progros In the ayes ofDtat
Wcase
coordination
gmthe Servicees is meoidtaied and that
*arezul consideration Is given to the NO preblemi threms
the lift cycle at Its eleetronic materiel.
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DISCUSSION

F. J. CHESTERMAN:
Paragraph 2.1.1 Waiver of Standa:d Requirements:
"Government
Project Engineer and EMC Specialist can be overruled on a contractor's request for
a 'Waiver' by HQ--this rarely happens."
UK philosophy is that the Project Manager has the complete executive responsibility for the Project and cannot be overruled by an "advisory EMC" specialist--but
the final accountable responsibility rests on the Project Manager, even though EMC
specifications are mandatory.
J. J. O'NEIL; The Department of the Army has regulation AR 11-13 which establishes
The final authority for granting waivers originally
procedures for waiver control.
was vested in the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Communications-Electronics.
Since the recent reorganization of the Army Staff, the authority rests with the
U. S. Army Comunications Command.
The channels for a waiver request is from the
contractor
4o
the
procuring
organi~ation
- to his headquarters - and finally to the
Conunication8 Commnand, with

review by EMC specialists at each echelon.

In only very

rara cases of very high priority items are waivers granted.
E. M. FROST:

In your paper you have not made a reference to information cooperation,

particularly the Quadripartite Standardization Agreement ABCA QWG/ES SWP/EMC.
Table B now in active being.
Where does this under standardization fit into your
organization?

J. J. O'NEIL: The ENC Standardization Program discussed in the paper is a formally
established Department of Defense program, coordinated by the Department of Navy
with participants from the Departments of Army and Air Force, and is concerned only
with Department of Defense standards and specifications as related to EMC.
The ABCA
Standardization Agreement is an entirely different, although equally important program
and was not discussed in the paper as it is not considered a part of the DOD EMC
Standardization Program.
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GENERAL EMC 3PECIFICATION OR SYSTEMS ORIENTED EMC SPECIFICATIONS

D. Jaeger
Messerschmitt-B61kow-Blohm GmbH
Ottobrunn/Munich
Germany

SUMMARY
To ensure electromagnetic compatibility in systems, EMC equipment specifications are
required to limit for each unit the interferences emitted and specify a certain degree
of unsusceptibility to interference signals. An examination is made as o whether it is
move favourable to use a general EMC specification or system-oriented specifications
for this purpose. The following solution is obtained:
The test methods and the test philosophy should be uniform fnr all systems. MIL-STD 462
(+ 463) could represent a good basis. However, updating and expansion in various respects seem desirable. As far as the limit values are concerned, it becomes evident that
the charactertstlcs of the systems themselves, their envircnment, and the systeirs in
conjunction with which they must possibly function differ too greatly. Uniform limit
values either solve the compatibility problems with an insufficient degree of probability
or with too high expenditure. Establishing system-related limit values is considered
the optimum solution; fixing limit values for certain system classes (e.g. satellites,
ships, etc.) is regarded as a good practical solution.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Advanced systems in the fields of areospace and defense technology incorporate a
large number of electronic items concentrated in a very small space. These items, on
the one hand, are used to convert extremely high electrical powers with all secondary
effects into any possible frequencies and levels and, on the other, must be capable of
receiving and processing lowest electrical signals satisfactorily.
In order to ensure the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC),
it is therefore absolutely necessary for each electrical item within the system to limit the interference
emitted to the environment as well as to be insusceptible to a certain extent to external interferences.
The US were the first
to face this problem. The US Army, Air Force and Navy as
well as the space industry established various EMC specifications w.hich severdl years
ago were compiled to form a single three-part specification known as the MIL-STD 461/
462/463. This specificaL.on is continually supplemented by notices. It is also widely
usi-d in Germany for a great variety of systems. This report will investigate whether
a single specification to be applied to all systems is really expedient, whether the
abcve mentioned MIL-STD is suited for this purpose and which improvements could be made.
Generally, an EMC equipment specification may be divided into two sections, namely into
the test methods, including the definitions, and the limit values. When investigating
the question as to whether a general specification "or all systems is expedient, differentiation between these two sections should be made.
2.

DISCUSSION OF TEST METHODS

The test methods shall be used to deteLrmine and characterize the interferences emitted
by i unit during all operational statuses to the environment as well as any possible
susceptibilities to int:erference signals from the environment. The measurements may be
limited to the frequency range which is of technical interest resp. expedient.
The test methods should approximate tiose in practice and supply clear and reproducible results. If possible, quantities should be measured which are independent of
certain measuring in'truments. in addition, the test operations should not be very
complicated. Furthermore, it is expedient to bear in mind when performing the EMC
equ'pment measurements that the equipment compatibility within the overall system must
be demonstrated subsequently. Thus, it should be possible to use the results of the
equipment measurements as far as practicable for this purpose.
The problems inherent in the acquisition and evaluation of the emitted interferences and the EMI susceptibilities are essentially identical for most of the electrical
systems. It is ir,"elevant whether an aircraft, a satellite, a missile, a ship or
a factory hall with electronically controlled machine tools is concerned. Any dif
.nces which may exist can be eliminated in the most cases by fixing the limit values.
It is therefore considered expedient to have a general EMC specification including test
methods. In the following a survey is given as co the test methods which should be included in such a specification. Subsequently, a comparis~n is made with the only existing
specification of this kind, i.e. MIL-STD 462.
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Fig. I shows an electrical
unit with antenna, e.g. a receiver or transmitter.
coupled with its
environment in the following ways:
ka)

Conductive coupling:

(b)

Inductive coupling:
the equipment.

(c)

Capacitive coupling:
the equipment.

(d)

Electromagnetic coupling (RF): differentiation
and the -nit
with its
cable harness.

i.e.,
i.e.,
i.e.

through th- poweiý
through magnetic
through electrical

supply an( signal

fields

It

is

lines.

across the cable harness and

fields across the cable harness

and

can be made between the antenna

On these li ks the unit can emit interferences as well as pick up interferences
the environment, i.e.
be susceptible to interference. Thus, to start
with, test
must be available which consider all
thes- possibilities.

from
methods

The individual units, in part, emit rather differing interference signals and
respond differently
to them. It is therefore recommended that not only the spectrum be
recorded but also more detailed differentiation
be made. Theoretically an infinite
number of signal shapes would have to be considered. However, practical experience has
shown that it suffices for EMC to characterize uny possible signal shapes through the
following (fig. 2):
(A)

Short-duration signals (repetition frequency < approx.
when switching on, off or over produce.

(B)

Continuous signals.
The following can be distipquished:
a)

narrowband

b)

wideband signals
(i)
pulse spectrum (repetition
frequency > approx.
verter,
(ii)
Random signals e.g., collector motor.

10 Hz),

switching operations

signals
10 Hz)

e.g.,

voltage con-

When combining the possible coupling links and the signal shapes proved significant by
experience, a survey is obtained of the overall measurements which would be required to
ensure the compatibility of a unit with a system. The "lrvey is shown in Fig. 3. On the
left-hand side those interferences which can be emitted are shown and on the right side
those which can be picked up from the environment.
The ideal EMC specification would include test
methods •'5or all
]inks and signal
types shown. It would then be possible to describe the EMC characteristics
of an unit

almost completely.
Let us briefly examine to which extent the presently applicable sole EMC specification containing test methods for equipment, namely MIL-STD 462, meets this ideal concept. Notice 2 is usually applied in Germany to aeroaIdut.ical equipment. The results are
illustrated in Fig. 4. The results for the more recent notice 4 are shown in Fig. 5.
It can be seen that in either case a large number of measurements is covered, however,
"in part, using not entirely perfect test methods or frequency limits. Nevertheless, this
MIL-STD can be regarded as a good basis for any concelvable system in the fields of
aerospace, maritime and military technology. It might even be easily used in the civil
sector for the solution of the EMC problems where to date no comparable specifications
have yet been established. However, before long such a specification will certainly be
required there as well since the concentration of electrical and electronic equipment
is increasing in that field, too. In this connection it should be pointed out that the
test methods neiineated in MIL-STD 462 have been applied successfully by MBB since several years so as to make process computing facilities electromagnetically compatible
ig factory halls.
Thus, MIL-STD 462 constitutes a sound basis for the acquisition and evaluation of
interferences emitted as well as for the susceptibilities to interference. In spite of
this, some improvements should still
be made in certain directions. They are mentioned
briefly in the following together with some examples:
(a)
Revising existing test methods. Some mechods have not been defined to a sufficiently accurate extent, i.e. definition of quantities which exert great influence on
the test results (e.g., the internal resistance of the power source in test CE01).
(b)
Modifying the frequency limits and the types of interference signals.
Most of the high-frequency tests, such as intermodulation, cross modulation, etc.
have an upper frequency limit of 12.4 GHz. Thus, the X band is only Just covered.
No consideration has been given to the fact that recently radar equipment, transmission lines, etc4, are increasingly operating on the Ku-band. it seems absolutely necessary to extend the frequency range for the above ment.onec tests to 18 GHz.
In other cases, however, the frequency limits are too high. Mention should be made
here of the conducted susceptibility test CS 02, where measurements up to 400 MHz
are to be made. At most 100 Mhz are technically practicable.
The susceptibility to spikes is tested exclusively by using a 10 4sec spike. Practice has shown that this is too slow for advanced digital electronics. Some cases

were obscrved in which dikgital equipment was insusceptible to the MIL sp~ke but/
showed hitih susceptibility

(c)

to spikes of shorter duration.

//

Introduciirq new test methods. As illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, only a part of thex
test methods is covered by MIL-STD 462. It would be necessary to supplement the
test

methods.

In practice not all of the tests listed are equivalent. Some are used very frequently, others only in special cases. Still others are covered by different ones
already existing. Thus. it does not seem necessary to complete them now or in the
near future. Nevertheless some indications as to potential expansion may be of
interest.
Since several years MBB has been using a test which has proved to be qu~te sucessfu'. Apart from feed-in of spikes and sinusoidal interference signals on the power
lines, wideband interference signals are impressed during an additional measurement.
Noise in defined frequency bands is used, e.g. 20 Hz :o 100 kHz or 100 kHz to some
MHz. The test set-up is similar to that in tests CS 01/CS 02. The test rapidly detects weak points and, in addition, is required to demonstrate general system compatibility. Not only a sole interference frequency but a mixture of a great number
of frequenc'es is generally available on the power supply lines of a unit in a system.
Checking the units and their leads respect to short-time electrical fields has
proved very expedient at MBB. Computers are frequently proved to be susceptible.
A similar test set-up was selected as in RS 04 of notice 2.
When summarizing the results laid down in this section, It becomes evident that
with regard to the test methods a sole EMC specification is expedient for all
electrical and electronic systems; this is not only practicable but even desirable
since this sectior includes the major part of the EMC philosophy. MIL-STD 462 may
be applied as the basis for this specification. Some updating and extension would,
however, be required.
3.

DISCUSSION OF LIMITS

The second important part of an EMC equipment specification are •he limit values.
This is a somewhat different case from that of the test methods.
To achieve electromagnetic compatibility within a system, the interferences emitted
'ust be limited for each unit on the one hand, and a certain insusceptibility to external
interference signals must be ensured, on the other.
What are the levels at which these limits are reasonably set? The problems shall
briefly be explained as follows:
A siqnificant aspect is the safety margin. A system is considered electromagnetically
compatible if the available interference signals in every important system circuit during
any possible operational status and any possible environmental influence fall below the
EMI threshold level by a certain factor. The latter is called the safety margin. It must
be ensured with regard to any type of interference signal which occurs.
Fig. 6 shows an example. Curve A depicts the interferences available on the power
supply lines of a unit as a function of the frequency, whereas curve B illustrates the
threshold level. The safety marging is then C. The system is certainly disturbed in its
function if C is smaller than 0. Its operation is unstable if C is equal to or only
slightly greater than 0. Its operation is stable if C is substantially greater than C.
The safety margin depends on the type of system, the significance of the circuit
concerned with regard to the system, and the accuracy at which the safety margin can be
proved. In simple cases 6 dB are sufficient (in minor circuits and low-frequency interferences); in complizated cases at least 20 d8 should be lised (in extremely critical
circuits and RF interferences, e.g. induction of electromagnetic fields in firing circuits).
The rafety margin is a merely relative quantity. It solely indicates the ratio
of the threshold level to the actually available interferences. However, it ioes not
give any indication as to the limits to be set for the interferences enitted and the
level of unsusceptibility required.
Theoretically, a system cou-d be made compatible if the interferences emi-tted
would be completely suppressed for all units. The susceptibility to interference signals
could then have any low value. However, the expenditure for. interference suppressed devices would then be very high. The same applies to the other extreme case. Compatibility
can also be achieved by calling for complete insusceptibility to all interference sig..
nals. The interferences emitted may then have any high value. Between these extreme ca!.es
there is generally a point or range at which optimum electromagnetic compatibility can
be attained. Fig. 7 gives an approximate idea of the entire curve. Said optimization
can be made for all types of interference signals, considering the limitations described
below. The system would than be optimally compatible.
As far as respective optimum is concerned, the requirements according to which
optimization is to be made are decisive. Optimization can, for example, be performed
from the aspects concernino the weight of the overall system, the space requirement,
the costs or reliability. The technologies and interference suppression possitibilities
which can be applied in the system depend on the respective requirement. Only in very
rate cases is the same optimum achieved with the differing requirements. Generally, It
the permissible levels of emitted
will be similar to that illustrated in Fig. 8. i.e.,
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These few examples already show that it
for all systeos.

is

rather critical to use uniform limit values

Some uncertainty with regard to the limit exists in MIL-STD 461 A too, changing
the limit values from notice to notice. The radiation susceptibility values, for example,
were, in part, increased by 20 dB from notice 1/2 to notice 3. As far as the radiated
emission is concerned, the limit values wer- decreased by up to 30 dB. The limits for
the conducted emission via the power supply lines were, in part, increased by 10 dB
(in notice 3) and then decreased again by 10 dB (in notice 4).
Which solutions exist to cope with these difficulties.? The opcimum approach to
ensure the electromagnetic compatibility within a system is to establish system-related
limit values. On the basis of the sources and susceptibilities existing in the system,
the limit values could be fixed, taking the environmental stresses and the special requirements into consideration. It would even be possible to split up the limit values
for
the
various
units.
Such
compatible from the technical

an

action
would in
all
and economic points

probability
of view.

To

make the
system optimally
accomplish this,
detailed

knowledge of the
new system and its
eivironment
as well as a great
amount of experience
with similar
systems would, however, be required.
The most unfavourable
solution
is
to
use uniform limit
values
for
all systems. On the
one hand, the
electromagnetic
compatibility
is
ensured only with a certain
degree of probability
and, on the
other,
the
expenditure
specified
for
interference
suppression
is
frequently
too high. However, scarcely
and knowledge of the
new system to
be developed nor any experience
ir, the
EMC
field
is
required.
It
would be a good compromise to
classify
the
systems in question
by
system characteristics,
the
requirements
for
interference
suppression
and the
environment
to
!:hich they
are exposed (interferences
emitted
and suceptibilities).
Separate
limit
values
could then be established
for
each class.
This method would entail
the
advantage
that
compatibility
would be ensured with an extremely high degree of probability,
that
the
expenditure
would not
be too high from the
technical
and economic aspects
and, in
addition,
that
it
would be possible
to
solve
the
compatibility
problems satisfactorily
even without
wide EMC experience.
Which system classes
are now conceivable? It
would be somewhat premature to
define
them accurately
as early
as now. A great
number of experience
and a large
amount of
knowledge must be used as the
basis
and, if
required,
extensive
investigations
must be
made. However,
the following
classification
would be conceivable:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

satellites
launch vehicles
aircrafts
(possibly
with the
sub-class
of helicopters)
ships
(subdivided into
submarine and surface
ships)
surface
vehicles
(armoured and not armoured)

(f)
missiles (subdivided by type)
(g)
ground stations.
This list
could also be eytended by incorpc:ating special
computing centers, hospitals, and factories, for example.
4.

limit values for equipment in

CONCLUSION

An examination was made a, to whether it is more favourable to use a general EMC
specification or system-oriented specifications for this purpose. The following solution
is obtained: The test methods and the test philosophy should be uniform for all systems.
MIL-STD 462 (+ 463) could represent a goed basis. However, updating and expansion in
various respects seem desirable. As far as the limit values are concerned, it becomes
evident that the characteristics of the system themselves, their environment, and the
systems in conjunction with which they must possibly function differ too greatly. Uniform limit values either solve the compatibility problems with an insufficient degree
of probability or with too high expenditure. Establishing system-related limit values
is consiCered the optimum solution; fixing limit values for certain system classes
(e.g. satellites, ships, etc.) is regarded as a goou practical solution.
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11 -NORMSetSPECIFICATIONSCO14PAREES

- Nrmaejricin
MI-ST-4!A/62notces3 t 4du9/471T
anricine RTA-W138haptre 10a 13 et appendix A du 27/6/68.
- Reommndaion
-Norse frrngais. AIR-510-C du 15/2/63
- Norma anglaise 30 100 documents T0/30510 et 70/30511 d'Octobre 1970.
- Projet italien UNAVIA-ISO/TC20/SC-l-82
de Mars 1973
Spfitiicationsavionne=3
LOCKHEED - document no h.22.966 du 10/2/72
.- document
no D6.16050 du 8/9/68
BOEING
DOUGLAS - document U41/WZZ 7000 du 9/2/68
AEROSPATIALE/AIR.3JS - document no 1419.t4E/68- chapitres 19-2P-23 de 14ati
A~ *uin 1971.
La ap~cification GENERAL ELECTRIC dE~partet.,ent rhacteura code no 071482 du 26/8/69 eat absolument identique A Is
sp6cification DOUGLAS. En ce qui concerne lea essaia aux transitoires de courte dur~e noun no"s r~ffrerons 4 Ia
norm. franguise AIR 2021/P. Aucun essai de suaceptibilit6 aux parasites nleut pr6vu dons is norme AIR-510-0.
III - HUT et CLASSIFICATION DES ý.SSATS EM4C
-

Le but de ce-, essair, eat de mesurer aussi bien le niveau de parasites 6mia par -in 4quipement ou un syst~me at in
de sa~saurer qul'il ne d6paaae pas certaines limites, que de aouraettre cet 4quipement aiin niveau perturbateur
donni &fin de contr&Xer dona quelle meseure il eat susceptible. Lea parasites 6mis
clasa6a en deux grandes cat~goties
IV

-

ou re47ua pai- un syst?.me sent

de conduction sur lea cAbles et de rayoronement.
V1kUE COl.PARA'l 'VE DES NORMES

M~4

1 - PARASITES W2IS PAh CONDUCTION
1.1 - Sur lea conducteura de puwasanire
Pa~r conducteurs de puissarie onientend
-

lea conducteurs d'alilmeniation ýconducteurs dlentrge).

deources de puissance tttlles que :g~n~rat rice, ,alternateurs, convert isaeurs etm.
lea conducteu's a I& sr~tir(lea
Cette d~tinition clairemernt donnie par BOEING et D01JGL apt ma;.heureuaement omise dens lea autres flames.
et lea niveaux limites planches 15R- C- P
Le mode op6ratoire eat donni rl.aactie 1.5 A eassaii 1-11 nleat pas conseill6 d'utili 'er It LIý'!I heabit~iellement recoammandg par lea normea~en deasous de 150 KHz) car
is tension asesur6e i as sortie depend de L.".zpgdance de Is.soure.. d'aiimentation a is fr~quence conaidgr~e.(voir
planche 15Q). La. norme MIL done son eassai CE02 d~butant & 10 K~z prficoniae tn LI3N perticulier calcu1$ pour des
fr~quences plus basses. A C'Hz le tranatormateur de 1'eaaai CE01 de is narme MIL (eassai 2) eat en it$ngral.
-

plus sensible que is pince de is apficification UNAVIA (eassai 3). Pour une so'irce

115V/1400Hz d'inap6dance inter-

ne 0,2 npr6vue pour d6biter 50A, le condeneateur de l0~aF des easais 2 et 3 commence A jouer son rale de filtrago en desaus de 80 KHz. Or dona lea essaia MIL et UNAVIA ia. fr6quence is plusa bause eat de 30 Ht. Pour des fr6quences comprises entre 30 Hz et 80 !Oaz ii taut que Is source soit absoiwnent, pure; slil eat possible d'obtenir une telie source en continu (NIL), le probl~me eat beaucoup plus ardu en alternatif (U!IAVIA). Le D0138 et
lea sp~cificationa qui a'etr intapirent (AER0SPATIALL..L0CKHEND) rormettent dlutiliser Is sortie du LISN entre
90 KHz et 30 M4Hz et Is.pince entre 15 KHz et 90 Khlz, cette derniare bande do fr~juences 6tant r6serv~e aux
fiquipsomento clasaa6 dana la cat~gorie Is plus a~vare (cat.Z). On consatte par le calcul, A partir de Ilimp6dance do tranatert duaLISN, et cleat contirmm par ilexp~rience, que le recoupemenet entre lea limites avec
pince at axec LISS eat tram sasuvais. La.courbe do variation de llimisp4ance de tranafert du LISN en fonction

/

do I& frdquonce &-t donnfe planche lSq. En band* 6troito A 90 KRU)un 6quipement tao:gent
LISN eat avec la pinces hare no: .iode + 7 1 + 13 dS3.P s uivant l'impitdance do is source
ýbnelarge & 90 KH& un 6quipament tangent I Is limit. LISM eat nettomewt dana sI&name
~avec !a pine. Do teilom contrp~dictions rendent perfois ditficilo I& certification d'un

AtIs limits swine
d'alimentation, En
4e -12 A -18 dIuok
6quipement en cat~gorie

1.2 - Sur le. conductinirm dens lea cibios d'interconnexion
Par ctbles dli~.o.rconnowion on entend touu los cables autrem quo lee cables d'aiimentation ou do gndnration do
puissance, interconnectant entre ciii des iquipoments oii des souu-systmoes. So r~f4rer k la~planche 15-.A
ssasi ~4et six courbes planchos 15 C ot 15 D).Le.captiur do mssure utilisf eat tou.jo'ro l& pine* amparem6triqu* , soulo Is norme 30 100 pormot d'utiliser igslemont un LISII ai ce dornier no crf$ !suoaun tr~ouble de
fonctionnement dens lee circuit 1irt-!rc-rit.Pon. 'Nous ajions donnor uno interpr~tation r~suim~e dui mode
op~ratoire prieonis6 par le document 14114.62 en note au paragraphe 4 des eusais CF03 et CE05 a
Is monds do courant no doit contonir qu'un group. do fils "slier" ou ur. groure do file "retour" dens Is
xwoaure 6videament oil lee retoura no se font pas diroctoment par le pltem do mansem. Si le nivoau incurfi eat
hors normo, i1 taut asparor 1s ou lea file fautifs et lea soander e~partuont. Pour coli ii eat n~icemmairo
.do pr~voir uno eyrtension duitoron dtinterogonnexion oil chacun des conducteurs pourre. Atre entourA- par I&
pince y compris ceux des ciblea torsadfa ot olile bl.Indage, le can 6ch~ant, aura Wt onlev4.
Lea apkcifications DOUGLAS at UNAVIA prfcisent bion quo lea conducteuro "slier" ot "retour" ne doivont pea
itre aond66 ensemble Maio ollea font une exception non justififo pour lea cAbles torse~a. A partir duimoment
oil on prfivoit une "ostension" ii n'eat plus question tied~piacer ia sonde pour rechorcher It maximum da
l~apparition Vaondens tationnairea. Le cAble d'interconnoxion doit avoir i& longueur prdvue ouriavion ot 11.m
tension doit 6tre placE. duic8ti de i'Squipe'-ent pouvant 4tre porturb6, c'eat-ft-dire dii c8t6 oppo@6 41l'Squipemont porturbat our essayrE.
Le~ document 1)0138, lea sp~cificationa AEROSPATIALE et LOCKHEED qui s'ein inapirent, Is normsn 3G iD0et ietsp~cification BOEING no mont pas suffisaimment explicitessur 1e node op~ratoire. Sur 1e ach~ma de montage duiD0138
on repr~sente une pinco entourant Is totalitE du cAble d'interconnexion. L'exp~riinentateur non averti vs croxre quo is pince doit entourer sussi bion lea conducteurs "slier" quo lea conductoura "retour" ; i1 vs mesurer
ainsi 1e champ msgn~tique au voisinage duitoron, ce dernier d~pendant do i& sogme vectoriello des courante
"slier" et "retour", do l'efficacit6 dii torsadage, duiblindafe maenfitique, etc.. Or le but de i& inaninlation
eat primo dtisoier lea file d~neconxo de 116qulipement essa~yg pouvant vlihiculer des couranta par-asitea
ilov~s susceptibles do perturber l16quipement connect6 et secondo do mesurer les courents dens chacun do corn

file.
D'ur part, is norm. MIL pr~cise quo Si lea deux fiquipementa interconnoect~soont fournis par le mime constructeur comme faisant partie d'nm inmeo syat~me llessai eat inutile. En effet on supposo quo ltsa do bon
fonctionnemont duisystamo a 6t6 effectug che: le fourniaonur ou 9 is r~ception che2 le client et qu'ii l est
swdrfi positif. Si los fiquipemonts intorconnectdsappartiennent at des constnuctours diff~rent., is mesure des
courants parasitem mur lea cables d~neconxo eat recommand~e, surtout Si ]lessai do bon fonctionnomont
dii myatame comaplet oat prhvu postdrieumenent. Dana ce can i'Equipement eat livri soul et esamyE soul, lea
ordresour
ai
ea entrfies et lee charges sum corn sorties 6tant similge. Aucune sutro norme quo l& MI1L no fait
intervenir cotto notion. lomssai Etant obligatoire ou meulenent liE & une cat~gorie d'Eauipements.
2 - PARASITES 84IS PAIR RAYONNE14ENT
Se r~fdror i Ia planche 153 pour le mode op~ratoire et aux planches 15F et 150 mi on veut comparer lea niveaux
liinitea dii champ 6lectrique.
2.1 - Composanto continue dii champ muan6tigge - easasi 1
L~echamp magnfitique continu pout pertumber lea vanneoi do flux ou le comipas de mocoura d'un avian. Cot eassai
no figure pam toujourm dans lea documonts FM4C
(MIL )461-3G 100- AIR 510/C-BOEING) ce qui no veut pas dire
ndcossairemont qu'on omet do 1n fairej on peut le trouvor dana un chapitre cii dana in document sdpamE intitulE
per oxomplo "eassai d'interf~rence magn~tique".
2.2 - Cheamp magnhtiaue audio et radio-fr~guences - ossai 2
Los gammes do friqusrices, lea distances, Is boucle oi I& bobino do mosure 6tant diff~rentes on no pout comparer
Ilecsai REODI-44IL et ceiui dii 10138.
2,3 - Champ 6loctriguu radio-frfipuences - eassai 3
j.ZEaoa
-.
dii t~e REO2 do is norme MIt -m6i462Lea limites Eitant exprimdos en unitE do champ Eilectnique, lea antennos no mont peas A priori imposges '%aim
plut8t conaoilleos. S3ilea games do fr~quences do dciii antennem diff~renten so recouvront on peuaumsai bien
utiliser l'unc aue l~autre dena la band. do recoiivrement.

Dan@ Is Peake 30 MileA 2000 NMI an consoi~ll 1'emiplok d'antonnes biconiquom (20 1 200 M~lz), coniquoslog..
spirales(200 11000 18
ucornstal double arkse W4
2000 MHO). C* sont des antennem ag bands oero
qui ne damandent aucune intervention manuello d'adaptation et qui facilitent do as fait lee enrtgistrwemnts
autowsatiquem do niyoau. L'sntenne biconique a une longueur do l'ordre do 1,4. m rendant son utilisation coimodo done une cage do Faraday.
jkorM. AIR SlO
lar
'g.~j=ja~si ZrjcH~isjs
L~a limite. .7large bande eat donndo planche 157. La limits en bands 6troite eat curieusement exprimfe an
VaV/m/KHz

L

,

il slagit cortainewuant d'une errtur.

l- eai du-tve zr~c2nja- LwLe-lr
Les limit.. 6tant exprim~ee
on tension aux bornes de l'antenne Avide (antenne induite) le type d'antenne sui~vant Ia game do fr~quences eat irnpos6. Pour des fr~quences comprises entre 25 MHz et 1000 Wez lantenne eat
un dipole accordi auw 35 MHz entre 25 et 35 MWz et r4aonnant en demi-ond. aux trdquences sup~rieurei. Lea
dipole oat d'un emploi mal commode , il demiands en effet do nombreuses intervention* manuellem d'accord au
coura d'un boalyage en fr~quence et ma longueur eat important. done la partie inffrieuare do masgaoses d'utilination. A 35 lMlz on doit pouvoir disposer d'une eage do FARADAY de 5,5 wido longuour.
3 OLRNE C014LDEMITAIRES A L'U4ISSIOII DE PARASITES
So rt6ffrer & I& planche 15 H.
Coo t)g6r~ncos concornent l'6miasion do parasites lore do Ia manipulation d'un interrupteur. Los documents
N4IL et UNAVIA no conmidArent quo le cas di la perturbation eat 6mise par conduction. DOUGLAS et LoOC1~KE
n'admettent pan do to1~rance ; pourtant on a conatatfi exp~rimentalement qu'uno tol~rance complgiaentaire do
20 dB au doamus des limit., normal.. Stait mouvent inauftinante m~mo pour un appareil satisfaisacit largement
aux exigences do ces limite..
14- SUSCEPTIBILITE AU-, PARASITES DE CONDUJCTION
14.1 - Signaux inWect6s done lea etblts do puissance
=..R i~nauxý sinueoldawc dane la Lamme 30 He 1150 x21z- pliance~i 15 1
Lea niveaux lea plus s~vares aont 3 V eff our le 20 V.DC et 5 %de la tension nominal.

a 1400 Hz aux bornes do

l'Squipement. Les documents MIL et UNAVIA limitent ia puisasance injoette 1 50 W sous tino imp~dince do 500 pour
lea 6quipoments conucmmant fortemont.
4a.1.2 - Porteumo ainuaofdale modul~o ou non dana-la game 15 KHs & 14009H& - Ilanche 1.5J
Ces essalia, tr~s divers sout difficilement comparoblea. Lea caraetitriatiquea do la modulation sent importantes;
iico aujet la normo NIL eat la plus compl~te et In.plus explicit.. Powr lee 6quipoments nuadriques tr~a
sensiblea aux perturbations i front raide il eat conseillfi c.0 modulor la porteuao en ixepulaiona ou en aignaux
carr~a dont Is largeur ot I& fr6quonce de r~p-6tition sont 6galoc i cellos does aignaux logiquea qu"~As g~nrent.
La modulation d'amplitude du D0138 eat & ce aujet insuffisante.
klanche 15-K
L'eaaai aux tranaitoirea do courts dur6e (t <5orjs) cur lea citbleu do puissance no fait pas toujours partie dec
documents 124C. 11 eat souvent clamsof done un chapitro A part concernant loa essajsa toue lee types do
tranaitoires que V'on peut trouver aur le rfaoau do bord
'oclet
le cas du D0138,do Is.3G 100 et des sphcifications AaUWS et CONCORDE do IIAEli0SPATIAJ.E. La aorme frangaice AIR 2021/Dl concernant lea caractfiriatiquec
gfin6ralea du r~seau 6loctrique do bord donne lea limites en tension d'un trasaitoire mactangulairo tictir en
fonction do so dur~e. La us6thode do conversion d'un. transitoire r~el en transitoire rectangulaire fiquivalent
eat 6galement explicitfe. A partir do ceon indications I& norme 1x'dscle cs
oin aux sp~cifications particuliarea do pr~ciser lec conditions d'application, notmoment la dur~e et la forms du transitoire. La velour
crite du subtransitoire do la norms MIL oat limitfi en tension maim pan en puiasance crIte. Dana la ap~citication AEROSPATIALE cetto puissance oat limitfi du Nait quo In.tension eat rt*-l~e ALvide our un gfin~rateur
d'imp~dance interne:50*4 plus llequipemont consomo do la puissance, plus la. tension cr~te du *ubtranaitoire
.13- Subtransitoires

-

i sea bornos oat foible, co qui parait tc~it i fait logique. Les anteura do ln apkcification UNAVIA qui
s'inapiront do la normo 4IlL
ont bion compris qulil fallait limiter Ia puissance du g~n~rateur.
4.2 - Signaux injiect&o dana lea cAbles d'intereonnoxion - rplanche 15 L.
Le mode op~ratoire pr~conis6 par le DO 138 n'oct pas auffisasmoont explicite et 1e sch~ma de montage repr~sente
une pince ontourant la totalitg d'un toron dlnecnein Cetto m~thode no serait valable quo ni 1e toron
6tait constitu6 coulomont do conducteurm "abler" les "retoura" so faicant directement par I. plan do masse. Si
on entoure i la fois un fil "aller" et un fil "retour" d'un mnme circuit, le champ magn~tique produit par la
pince ne traverse pas la boucle constitu6e par boa deux file et beura imp~dances terminalem I on nidi
aucun courant ci la. boucle oat bion icolee du plan do amacse, I1 aerait. donc n~coesaire do pr~ciser quo la
pince no doit ontouror qu'un groupe do file "allor" ou un groups de film "rotour" des ditt6ronts circuits

/

si onl coast&%* que 1'6quipsmeot eat susceptible an dolt isolor Is cia Is@ film fautif. at lea sander sdpar~mnt.
Comase an "as 66A dit au rasagraphe 1.2, cc typo Vessel eat inutile ei lee deux Aquipceonts interconacatdS
satfournis per Is abe .zanstructour comm* faisant partie d'ua slowe systboc.
ma pdcifit qua'11 faut envoyer does ubgranaitaires our lea dable. d'intereannexion. Or touten lea
mano*n
ýuurn:
sories
d~u quipcment cnets
dr!hagsseltlques (oied
contactours, dorelals, 61lcrow*
etc.,) peuvant Stre scumisee Adcs subtransitoires oussi important, quo coax qu'on pout troiaver our 1. rsevau.
in gdndral ces .ubtrania~tolres ne mont pas Stoutff~s
I& source mauf done lee ruwe. cam o,3 lour velour crlte
potd~pose~r lee linites impoes~e par is op4citlcation our I& g~ndratlan Slectriquo do bord ; auquel cam on
atcontents do limiter cette vselur crkte par des dl~od-t focr"tionnsnt on Zoner ou dos "Trszissarbi Los sortie.s
dl~qujpcaents cinmutsnt atatiqueonnt des charges selfiqucs & pertir de semin-conductturs ou de transistors
at non pas & partir do contacts n~caniques rallS. an r4aeeu do bard doyraiont ttre claim$@u done ian cattgorie
a pert et mownis aux carnal. do subtransitoires.
5-SUSCEFTIDILITE AUX CHAMPS RAYONIMS
5.1- unep1.ibilitt duaboitier do 1'Souincment & ian chsmx lajptique - planche 15 14
Sculem lea *pficificttaonm DOUGLAS at UNAVIA souwnctent X bDitior 4e 1'Squipenent 4 ianchomp inAgntique impulmionnel. Ce type dtomsai devrait ltreenvisag6 sysimiatiqueinent pour lem Squipmeonts nuagrlques.
5.2

-

Suacexptibilitf duaboitior do 116guipament at do tous ses cables

A urn ch&M~ glectriquie radio-trfauences

521- Esacia du typeý.precqni"&Jp~a I& norm. MtIL 1461/k62.
Lee niveaux. sont exprimisd on unitfi do champ 6loctrique soit an V/rn. Pou imports 1. type d'antennc utilisSi
pourvia qua 1'Squipanen- soit plac6 done une zone oilon a prSsalablement meaur6 et ajuatt k champ K is valour
dosianddo. Do co fait on poututilimer des antennas ou des lipnam eyant uantr~a bon coefficient de transmission
(TAP) compria entre + 12 dB ot 0 dB, & des distances do 11ordre de quolquea dizaine. do centimatrom A I in~tre.
Cos antennas duatype-ligne A bonds large, cornet k arkte longitudinale, ligne A plaques parall~lea, tilaire
dens una cage do Faradayr (hauteur inf~rieure A 2,3 m) permettent d'obtenir ianchamp relativanuint gloyd6 do
10 V/m & partir d'un gin~rateur de signaux de puissance infirieure i 2 W. Lam niveauxx "Sheltered" do is
norma 14IL mont encor! plus 6levas quo lea niveaux non "sheltered" figurant aur la, planche 15 N et peuvont
attaindre 50 V/in entre 30 ZA11at 2000 Mliz.
5.g. =Ekeai dk ~ r
cnis6.a 1010138
Los niveawc sont axprin6m en tansion aux bornes du ginirateur soit A vide. soit sax bornem do l1antenne,
moit aux bornbs d~n r~sistance do 500. La type d'nen at ma& distance par rapport iK
l'dquipeinent mont
ianpos6s. Entre 35 !,Wz at 1000 11Hz on doit utilimer une antenne dipole accordable tr~s pcu comsmode (se rd(6rer
au paragraphe 2.3.3). 3i on compnre lee linites dc LOCKHEED at celles de DOEING convertios an dB.IIV saux borne.
Gvdipola r~sonnant d~imp~dance T30 on constate qu'elles nont acnsiblement identiques dana Is plaga 35 MHz k
1000 MiNz ; allas sont nettement plus ilev~es que celles du I00138 et de Is 3G 100 surtout entre 100 et 150 '1-Hz.
Par example h 130 MIHz le nivesau lnite duaDO 133 oat de 4a6dtBinf~rieur A celui de LOCKHE.ED ce qui eat
consiquent.
Le TAP d'un dipole r6monnant en derni-onde eat do l'ordre de + 8 dB
ia
n pied A une f'r~quence supJ~rieure R
185 MHz oa on consid~re qua l'sntenne eat A une distance dc chomp lointain. Entra 185 MHz et 1000 MHz is
spicification LOCKHEED prescrit iannivesau de 1114 dB.PV soit un charp de 1114+8 = 1P2 d1R.uV/m -1.35 Onm.
Dana cette gamne la norma ::IL rrescrit ianchamp 'ninimum do 10 V/rn (non sheltered) et le DO 138 ianchamp
calcul6 maximum de 0,1 V/n aux alantours do 1000 1-Ift.
Pour lea iquipeamertm num~riques, une modulation en impulsions ou en signaux carr~s a'impose alorg que does
leeaspficifications qui m'inspirent duaDO138, seule una modulation en amplitude eat. pr~vue.
53- Suaceptibilit6 den cAbles d'interconnexion aux affets de couplag~e - planches 15.0 et 15P
Urnfil induActeur parcoiaru par iansignal perturbataur lonne le toron d'interconnoxion on il'ntouieavoc ian pam
Qonni mur une loneueiar minimum impos~e. Il eat prif6rable dlenrouler le fil indu.cteur aur le toron mi son
dim~thra eat asamez important car tous loa conducteurm intdrieurs aeront Sigalement influenclAs par 1e chomp.
La pa. d~n spire doit Stre gra~nd devant le diamatre duatoron Pi on veut iancouplaga inductif voisin duacouplaae meatciinin A i& limite, si le fl inducteur ktait onroulfi k spires jointivou', 1e champ msgn~tique merait
parsll~le sax conducteura duatoron et le couplage aerait nul * Cons id6rons lea trois typos do sirgnaux onvoys
cur 10 fil conductaur
2fýutr~anait iqras nmmai..Ls
La apicification DOUGLAS eat is plus odv~ra. La tension cr~ta ftant r~r16e a 200 V pratiquerient k vide, I*
mubtransitoire eat envoy6 mur 1e fl inducteur mans rdaiatanco limitatrico. L'imPTdance interne du g~inlratcu

a

r-j4

*

itant trhs foibles 1. courant eat liiznt6 essentilliement par In r4fsctance du fil. inducteur pour IA fr$quence tondaamentale du *ubtransitaire. La nortne "IL limit,: I& variation du front de coursant A 10 A en
:,~.,l10DO
138 & 5 A en~
1'AEr%03PAZITALF. ii. V A en :',51is pour uno lonrueur dIe coupiege de 10 r (au lieu
do 1,2 ii 1,8 m pour lee autros nornes).
17L Rin% slnusoldaux 4.00 H%_a
A 1.00 Ha I* produit du courant par ia longm'our do couplapgo eat de P00 An. (650 Ax F,.) rnour 11AH1ROSPATIALF,
do 200 A AF~t pour BOWIGI,do 100 A xFt pour LOCKHEED~do 66 A xft Jour t19AVIA (A 5em) at do 60 A xFt pour

DOUGLAS,
Le. produit do I& tension appliq'_1e au fiX inductour it vide (ImO) par I& longueur de .rouplage oat de 12000 V ott
Si~~~
~ 11.ioet*t
lmn6e

00 Hz il eat rocommand6 do provoquer un rhhnomhno do battomont ontre eat's

fr~quonc*e
lmot o a lt rfquence du signal qui parcoura 1. fil. inducteur, ce qui out propos6 par
BOEING atLCIE.Cetto der-iaro sphcification a 6galemaont choisi coe r6quonce G'omsai Io@ harmoniquos
du 400Ha dorans3, 6at 12.

?LExtra cowernt
Souls

Aaoryqj
d'uno bobine do reitis
OIG.tLC
E prescrivont syst4mattiqumo~ot "~tessai. On~ dait utiliser 1e rolais a. Ilintorrupteur

G~tinis per lour num6ro Go code au standard militaire aindricain, ou leurs 6quivaionts. Pour 1ea Goux opficitications consid~r~es, cotto forms Ge subtransitoire remriaco 1e subtransitoiro normalagi
vu au 1*/.
A 1'AkLtSPATIALE ce typo de perturbation tend 6galosent I roisplacor le subtrsnisitoiro do X'oeswai Ge ia pianche
15.0. Elie eat produite par la bobino G'un Pontacteur triphaof Go 200 Aslimontgo an 28 V ; son amplitudo eat
do 1.00 V CC pendant 600ps at ello se tormino par un. ends inverse de -T00 V c Ge largeur 15 us A In. base.
Cot ssati est r~aiiste ot devrait 9tro fait pluai aysthmatiquement car 10 toron d'intorconnoxion G'un 6quipement
pout c~toyer cur pilusiours i~tres le Aible d'a.imentation Ge la bobine d',,..i
relini ou d'un contactour. Un tol
oxtra-courant Go rupture at beaucoup plus 6norg6tiquo quo Io subtrancitoire norrnalis6 et son spectre slGtend
plus haut en fr6quences. Au debut du train G'osciiiations Is. trfquonco pout atteindro quelques Ma: ce qui correspond i den fronts do montie do piusieure containos do volts on mains do 200 n3. 11 eat particuiaroment
recommandfi do faire cot ossai our lea lig~nes de transmission Ge Goain6es dots 6quipements wnu6riques. Toutofois
il oat difficile do roproduiro Ge maniher idontique Ge toei trains G'osciiiations dans ditt6rents Laboratoires
dlessais NEWC
mAe si on utilise des rejlais et dos interruptours norrsaltsgs. La Gurkc et Is valour crtte 41
cr~te Ge i& perturbation toile3 qu'eliea cant donn6es dans lea sp~cifications 140EING .t LOCKHDED no suffisent
pan 4 is caract6rinor. En ii6ndral Is.fr~iquence des oscillations Ge forme sensibiement triaingulairo Giminue
tyoc Xe temps ot iour amplitude augmente. Ii faudrait d6finir un train d'oscillations standard qu'on essayerait. Go roproduiro avec un g6n6rateur.
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I~ore~spitiPerturbation imise par conduction
cation

P~erturbation 6mise par rayonneme

2 A d 4 10 Un

A 11V

A :tens ion max de

M1L 4.61/1462

la perturbation erOn

d uree A-

n

Un: tension norninale de is ligne en volts.
Aucune tol6rance pour lea boutons poussoirs de transmission de parole d'6metteurs.
DO

138

20 dB au deasus du niveau normftl

AEROSPATIALE

Nfisnt

impos6 si l'6mission dure moins
de une acconde.

BOEING

4.0dB en deseus du niv.eau normal impos6 pourvu que le temps 06'coulant entre deiix
zagnoeuvres succeSSives soit infirieur a 1 minute.

UNAIAComse is %,IL 4.61, l'interrupteur 6tant actionni lo fois
UNAVIA

Iet

l'imp6dance de la source d'alimentation 6tant inf6rieure 4 O,5A... Les interrupteurs de r~uisaance actionn6s'6n
ranueliement avant et ar~r~r le vol ne saint pas sauniia

a~ cette exieence.J
20 dB au dessus de lasunite normale si Ia perturbation dure mains de 1 aeconde et se
AIR 510 C

rep~te nomns de I fois toutes lea 3 minutes.
Sens limitation si la perturbation dure mains de

3s

et se r6p~te

~'fois

par p~riode

d'utilisation normale.
JOUG

Aucune tol~rance pour lea perturbations de courte durge (on ne rarle nas de manoeuvre

LOCKIIELD

dtinterrupteur).

3

G

iCO

;Nien

7

I Ce su~jet

PI.1IS H Tol6rance conipl6mentaire aux niveaux limites de perturbations dmises lors du fonctionnement d'un
interrupteur actionn6 manuellement, abstraction faite des opdrations N1ectriques et
m~caniques qui en d~coulent
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SUMMARY

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Electromagnetic Compatibility Professional Group and the Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center (ECAC) have jointly sponsored an ad noc
committee to devise a practical technical procedure for specifying an electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
Figure of Merit (FOM)
for various electronic devices and systems.
This paper summarives the status of
the committee's work.
An EMC YOM for single-channel voice communicaticn systems, based on the channel-denial concept, was
developed by using a building-block approach.
The buildirg-block approach involves the use of relatively
simple scoring formulas for selected EMC parameters, which are then linearly combined, with appropriate
weighting factors, to calculate FOs for transmitters, receivers, and systems (i.e.,
transmitter-receiver
pairs).
A co-site environment is assumed, and measured (or calculated) equipment data are required.
The
parameters chosen for transmitters include spurious emissions, noise near the carrier (i.e.,
broadband
emissions outside the band containing desired modulation componeiits), and intermodulation products.
Those
chosen for receivers were spurious responses, adjacent-signal interactions, and inte,,modulation products.
A channel was considered denied if (S + I + NM)I( + N) t 10 dB in a moderately dense co-site environment.
The parameter scoring equations were developed to reflect the frequency spectrum denied by each parameter.
The weighting factors for the building-block approach were determined by running a computer program that
kept track of the number of channels denied by each parameter.
Example calculations for HF,
UHF systems are given, and the interpretation of the scores is discussed.

VHF, and

The procedure developed enables quantification of EMC characteristics of transmitting and receiving
equipment.
The EMC FOM provides system planners, as well as design engineers and management, with a
technical tool to facilitate
making objective, consistent decisions (e.g., it can be used to quantify
the benefit side of an EPC cost-benefit analysis.
It also has potential value for those concerned with
EMC specifications and standards.
The EPC FOM does not, however, indicate the absolute probability that
compatibility will be obtained; rather, it gives information about the relative chance of obtaining
compatibility.
Therefore, experience in using the FOM tand user feedback) will be needed in order to
help determine the minimum FM score required for a specific type of equipment or system in a given type
of application.

*
*

I.

COMMITTEE CHARTER

The purpose of the committee is to generate a general technical procedure for calculating an EMC
Figure of Merit (FON) for a selected group of electronic system components.
The procedure will use a
minimum number of significant parameters to define the "goodness" of components.
Emphasis will be placed
on determining EMC FOMs for transmitters and receivers of a specified class:
single-channel voice communications.* Some effort will also bI devoted to developing a generalized expression for "system" effectiveness, which will include the "goodness" measures of the transmitters and receivers.
The transmitter and receiver FOs will be lerivable from measured data obtained by using specified
procedures.
The FOMs will also be derivable by analytical means, if suitable analytical models are used.
The EMC FM will be useful to equipment design engineers, system planners, regulatory personnel, and
managers in related areas.
In effect, the FO will represent numerical mea~ure! of spectrum utilization
(pri•arily transmitters) and RF environmental susceptibility (primarily receivers).
The measures will
be so designed that they are readily understandable to management as well as the technical community.
Interim and final reports will be issued, describing the procedure, providing numerical examples relative
to several different devices, and suggesting approaches that can be used to address other classes of
equipment and systems.
Specific recommendations will be made regarding the application of the EMC FOM to
individual transmitters and receivers and to other electronic components nnd systems.

t

""
This class was chosen because:
(1)
It contains literally
millions of equipment; (2) considerable amounts
of measured data are available for nonmilitary and military equipment; and (3) the committee manpower and
time avsilable necessitated some restrictions.

2.
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i.

MRMEERSHIP AND ACTIVITIES

The committee consists of the following members:
W. G. Duff

Atlantic Research Corp.
5390 Cherokee Avenue
Alexandria, Virginia

0. H.

Hagn

J. S. Hill

Stanford Research Institute
1611 R. Kent Street
Arlington, Virginia 22209
RCA Service Company
5260 Port Royal Road
Springfield, Virginia

M. N. Lustgarten
.(Chairman and ECAC
Representative)
R.

J. Mohr

22314

IITRI, ECA.C
North Severn
Annapolis,. Maryland

22151

21402

AIL Division of Cutler Hammer
Deer Park
Long Island, New York 11729

R. B. Schulz
(IEEE Representative)

Southwest Research Institute
85.00 Culebra Road
San Antonio, Texas 78284

N. H.

General Electric Company

Shepherd

Mountain View Road
Lynchburg, Virginia

24502

The committee has met approximately 20 times over the two-year period beginning September 1972.
A
significant. amount of the initial effort was devoted to reviewlng the literature (JTAC, 1968; DUFF, W. 0.,
1969; VERSAR, 1971; BERRY, L. A. and EWING, D. R., 1972; SCHULH., 1973, 10t4e).
8
A much larger list
of references could have been compiled if other fields that us-. 2e FOM concept (e.g., reliability)
had
been included.
The committee attempted to use the best aspects of the reported techniques.
An interim
report has been issued (IEEE/ECAC, 1973), and a final report has been drafted (IEEE/ECAC, 1974).
A
symposium was conducted in November 1973 to obtain comments from
paper was presented at the 1974 IEEE International Conference on
M. N., 1974a), and a session on the EMC FOM was held at the IEEE
Francisco (LUSTGARTEN, M. N,., 1974b; DUFF, W. G., 1974; MOHR, R.
G. H.,. 1974).
3.

GENERAL COWISENTS ON THE EMC PROBLEM

3.1.

Introductory Remarks

the U.S. EMC community.
An overview
Communications In Minneapolis (LUSTGARTEN,
International EMC Symposium in San
J., 1974; SCHULZ, R. B., 1974b; IAGN,

Before the work of the committee is directly addressed, several comments seem appropriate.
Electromagnetic compatibility is a complex multifaceted problem, which is not discussed in detail heru.
Its
goals are closely related to those of "spectrum management."
DAV!E (1959) said that the goals of spectrum
management are "to allocate the radio-frequency spectrum among competing needs, to integrate its uses so
that interference is prevented, and to conserve the spectrum, recognizing the limitatione of the resource."
It is ipparent that the spectrum management/EMC problem is analogous to the various ecological
vroblems (e.g., air and water pollution), as well as to the various resource allocation problems facing
individuals, nations, and the international community.
It should be recognized that even the best equipment can cause or experience Interference, and,
conversely, even the poorest equipment may overate quite satisfactorily In a relatively sparse electromagnetic environment.
H-,eever, if a user has equipment that is "good" from an EMC standpoint, the likelihood is mtuch greater that it can a accommodated in any environment (i.e.,
that interference will not be
caused or experienced), and greater flexibility in spectrum management will be achievable.
Apart from the issue of which couspeting user group should be favored over another (a subject not
amenable to techaical analysiq), a nl.aber of related factors can be considered in an objective, technical
manner:
cost, the state of the art, equiptent/system performance, and sýandards.
3.2.

Cost
Better ERC frequently implies higher initial cost.

However,

if

improved RMC Is

incorporated in

the

original design specifications, total (life-cycle) costs.may be considerably lower than if no attention
is paid to RMC during the design stage and "fixes" are required after the equipment has been manufactured
and placed in operation.
An EMC b'M cnn, when related to requirements for a given applination, provide
the EMC benefit portion of a cost-benefit analysis performed to determine whether higher iritial
cost is
worth the investment.

3.3. State of the Art
The state of the art in EMC, or in most related fields, cannot alwayx
Jefined precisely.
Man,
advanced techniques &re described in the literature, and many advanced devizes exist as prototype models
or laboratory "lash-ups." However, given actual operational hardware, standard ineasurementp can be performed to determine whether one equipment hsa better EMC characterist'cs than another.
The equipment
Heuce,
that represents the state of the FAC art will, by definition, be given the highest EMC FOM score.
the FCW will provide a ruler for measuring auy specilic equipment or system relative to the EMC state of
the art.
3.4. System Performance
There is a rubtle distinction between system performance and ENC "goodness."
A higher system performance score (neglecting 9MC consilerations) wf*.uld usually be achieved by a communication system having
Conversely, the equipment with lower power and a less sensihigher power and a more sensitive receiver.
tive receiver would generally be less likely to cause or experience harmful interference.
EMC in one of
matry factors that contribute to system effectiveness.
It is contendee that, In the long run, better EMC
characteristics will result in improved overall system performance when the complete operational environment is considered.
3.5. EMC Standards
The availabill.;y of the FOM scale will enable personnel who are devising standards to determine %hat
to measure and to set limits that are meaningful in terms of th- area-3 noted abo-!e.
Selected numerical
limits (e.g., decibels below or above some absolute level of power flux dtnsity or field strength per
unit bandwidth) can be compared with the FOM, which, in turn, can be related to cost, system performance,
In this way, objective, meaningful standards can be established.
and the state of the art.
Now,

let us address the process of developing the EMC FOXM.

4.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN EMC FOM

4.1.

The Process

'The process of developing an EMC FOld is illustrated in Figure 1.
The first
step is to define the
requirements and specify the desirable features of the FOM.
The second step is to define the criterion
to be used to specify EMC merit.
It is then necessary to choose a method of approach for deriving the
FOU on the basis of the selected criterion.
Identifying the significant EMC parameters is the next step.
Then it is necessary to quantify the FYO by specifying how to measure (or calculate) values for the parameters and by developing scoring formulas for using the quantitative input data, taking into account the
environment in which the equipment/system might be used--or some hypothetical environment(s).
The scale
on the FOM "yardstick" must be chosen and quantified, and its limitations must be explored.
When these
steps have been performed and the necessary input data have been obtained, it should be possible to compute
EMC FOls.
4.2.

Requirements

4.2.1.
4.2.1.1.

General

for the EMC FOM

Requirements

Introductory Remarks

The FOM must be based on sound EMC concepts and must
e expressed in user-relevant terms: therefore, one must specify the potential users, the uses that might be made, and the level of detail that
might be relevant for each.
The users of such an EMC FOi might include the hardware development team
(equipment, EMC, and system engineers, and technical and administrative managers), the user who selects
and uses the equipment or system to meet his operational requirements, and the spectrum manager who authorizes the use of the electromagnetic irpectrum,
Question-: relative to all EMC FOU users Ire:
0

What uses will they make of an FOM?

•

Can one number satisfy

•

Does so much smoothing occur in boiltng down the technical
number

thim all?

that the result obtained is

information to one

meanIngless?

In general, the managers will want less detail (i.e..
they will want one number), and the engineers will want varying degrees of additional detail.
Briefly. managers w"'l probably want scorew Cor
receivers, transmitters, and systems in the context of .ost versus benefMt
or their specific application
(RACH, R. A. and SORKIN, I.J.,
1974). whereas engineers are likely to want
k,ese scores as well as parameter scores and the detailed technical data on which they are based.
All the users of an EiC FOM will want the equipment or bystem to be able to perform its
in

a cost-beneficial

manner without being subjected to unacceptable degradation (LUSTGARTEN.

mission

M. N..

1970)

)0

or causing harmful interference (ITU, 1968) to other spectrum-using systems.
The system user and his
developer have a primary interest in the probability of unacceptable performance degradation of the system
being rated, as a function of both the system design variables and the environment(s) in which the system
will be used.
The spectrum manager, although interested in the problems of the user of the system being
rated, is also interested in the probability of harmful interference to other spectrum-using systems that
could be caused by the system being rated.
Therefore, the FOU should provide an input for decisions among
alternatives for system design, acquisition, and frequency selection and authorization.
It can also provide guidance for EMC standards.
The remainder of this section discusses in

greater detail possible requirements in

each of the

areas noted.
4.2.1.2.

Equipment De

in

In general, the equipment designer considers EMC directly only if he is asked to comply with some
EMC specification or standard.
EMC standards are sometimes minimal and, consequently, sometimes inadequate
for many co-site situations.
The designer is primarily concerned with performance (in an interferencefree environment) and cost.
Reliability, maintainability, and a host of similar constraints must also be
taken into account.
Better EMC is likely to involve higher cost, but design trade-offs are possible, and an EMC FOM
should give g'ldance regarding them.
For example, more linear receiver mixer characteristics are desirable,
with avoidance of spurious responses and certain intermodulatin (IM) interactions.
One approach is to
increase local oscillator (LO) levels, usually at added cost.
This approach tends to increase LO radiation levels; allowable levels are specified by several existing standards.
Although a trade-off exists,
in general it appears that LO radiation effects are usually less significant than IM or spurious response
effects in a co-site environment.
The EMC FOM should quantify this trale-off.
4.2.1.3.

System Design

The system designer is usually not concerned with details of equipment design, per so, apart
from performance characteristics and cost.
He frequently selects "off-the-shelf" Items that meet the required specifications.
Given the equipment and system FOMs as a guide, he can select appropriate components after analyzing the various trade-offs.
In some cases, he may be able to select equipment with
relatively poor FPOs in conjunction with good couplers.
It should be noted that the system designer rarely
knows the frequencies that may be made available to the system when it becomes operational.
If his system
has a higher EMC FOM, it will be easier to accommodate.
4.2.1.4.

EMC Standards and Specifications

This Is a highly complex area, partly because the work is performed by committees, the members.
of which have different motives, different backgrounds, and different degrees of competence.
Numerous
compromises are frequently made before a final product is obtained.
As a result, many standards cannot
be justified on a purely technical, objective basis.
Two extreme cases are commoni- some standards essentially
permit all equipment to pass, whereas others are virtually impossible to achieve within reasonable
economic constraints.
The result, in the latter
case, is generally a waiver, after considerable expenditure of fundu and time.
It

should be emphasized that the standards-making

task appears to be the key element of the EMC

problem.
Given appropriate standards, with appropriate enforcem,-:nt, the cost impact of EMC requirements
could be minimized,
Also, spectrum management and operational problems could be greatly simplified.
Without adequate standards, spectrum managers and users are faced with the increasingly difficult,
if not impossible, task of "packing" the envirqnrnent with pieces of equipment whose EMC characteristics are known
to be well below the state of the art.
*

This committee d!.d not address the numerous political. and administrative problems involved in
standards making; however, it not-!J that if the proposed EIC FOM concep~t is adopted, the nontechnical
factors will become harder to justify.
4.2.1.5.

Spectrue Management

Spectrum management im anothcr large and complex area involving national government and nongovernment groups, us well as international groups.
The FOU is not a panacea for all the implied management problems.
However, if adopted, it can help provide a more technical basih
for several types of
spectrum management decision making.
Applicable areas are standar ;, frequency allocation, frequency
assignment, interference minimization, and spectrum conservation.
A detailed discussion of each of these
areas is beyond the scope of this status report.
4.2.1.6.
*

Administration

This term refers to the varioas, numerous managers involved in research, development, production,
And operations relating to components, equipment, and systems that involve various telecommunications

.......

devices and systems. From their viewpoint, ENC is one relatively minor factor among many other pressing
considerations. A quantitative FOM will make DIC and its role in telecommunications much more understandable to theme people. They have, for example, accepted the reliability concept. Many of them might
not understand the technical subtleties behind the term "95 percent reliable.' But it is a number which,
in some way, is appreciated for its importance
and its cost Implications.
e
Perhaps the requirement to focus the manager's attention on EMC is one of the best argumen 4 ~~"
for adopting the FON concept. One cannot blame responsible people for ignoring something that appears
(at least before a serious operational EUC problem confronts them) to be a rather vague need. If a number
is supplied that is based on technical and coat considerations pertinent to his application, the manager
is much more likely to give his support, since he can relate a quantitative value to benefits and the cost
required to achieve them.

F

4.2.2.

Specific Requirements
A list of desirable EMC POM characteristics includes:

I

(1) The FOM should indicate how much better one equipment is, relative to another,

in
regard to ENC capability.
(2) A capability for expressing the scores in general terms (i.e., categories meal.ingful
to management) should be provided.
(3) The FONM, for the equipment under consideration, should be based on the ability of the
equipment to operate in a co-site environment.
(4) The form(s) of the scoring formulas should be relatively simple. The input parameter
values should be derivable from measurements performed in a standardized manner.
(5) The formulas should be consistent with regard to analogous parameters and, insofar as
possible, reflect the applicable physical phenomena.
(6) A large sample of equipment should be usea to develop the scoring formulas, to ensure
that the total range of EMC capabilities (worst to best) will be considered adequately.
(7) The results obvained by using the FOM formulas should be consistent, on a relative
basis, with the subjective rank order that would be arrived at independently by
qualified engineers who study the measured results for a given set of equipment.
(8) The equipment that represents the EMC state of the art should be given the highest
score. In other words, the equipment that can most readily be accommodated in a
dense environment (from the standpoint of being less likely to cause or experience
performance degradation due to interference) should be given the highest score.
(9) Ideally, the range of FOM scores-should be between 0 and 100, although, in some
cases, scores greater than 100 and less than zero will occur. A score of 50 should
represent the median equipment, that is, approximately half the equipment of the
type under consideration will have scores above 50, while half will have scores
below 50.
4.3.

Criteria for the EMC FOM

The committee considered several possible criteria for formulating an EMC FOM.
promising were:

Two of the most

(1) The probability of achieving adequate EMC, p(EMC).
(2) The number of channels, Nd, that would be denied by the system being rated to other
systems that would subsequently be added to the same environment.
Computer programs exist for the computation of single-channel voice communication system performance
both with and without interference (e.g., the co-site analysis model of LUSTGARTEN (1970), COSAMi, can conpute p(EMCfl,* but a detailed specification of the technical characteristics of all systems in the environment is required. For example, the exact frequencies of operation of these systems must be specified.
Generally, the exact environment Is not known before a system is deployed, and In some cases the system
might have to operate In many environments. Therefore, it would be necessary to run COSAM many times
(perhaps exhaustively, In a Monte Carlo mode) to obtain an EMC FOM based upon average P(EMC) calculations.
This could be rather time-consuming, and the interpretation of the results might be difficult. Furthermore, not all potential users of the POM would have COSAM available.
A computer program, the denied-usage channel evaluator (DUCE) program, was developed for the computation of Nd. The program only requires specification of a simply defined environment; it does not

The probability of achieving adequate EMC can be considered as 1 minus the probability of unacceptable
degradation.

//as
/•-•for

re',1"re the detailed input parameters COGAM requires.
In effect, the program considers the frequencyspk trum dimension in detail and the space dimension in a simplified manner.
The asumption In made
the' the input power levels from all %mittere in the co-site environment are equal, and other simplifying
_assL)tions are made for the test environment (see Sec. 1.7).
A more complete channel definition--such
the one given by JTAC (1968) which encompasses frequency, space, and time--uemes unduly complicated
a first
attempt &% an XMC FO(.
The denied-channel criterion was chopen by the

committee because it

in Sec. 4.2 with the least-complicated assumed test environment that still
features.
4.4.

Method.

met the requirements specified
incorporated the essential

of Approach

Two methoda of approach were studied:
(1) a direct approach that would involve obtaining a FVM for
a aystem without first
specifying the IUC goodness of the system components and (2) a building-block
approach that would consist of specifying the ENC goodness of subsystems (e.g., equipment such as receivers
and transmitters) and then somehow combining the equipment scores to give a system score.
The direct approach would require the use of the DUCE program, and the basic score could be Nd' or an inverse relationship defined so that a higher score would mean a better system.
The building-block approach was appealing
because it would provide insight into the relative importance of each EMC parameter selected for each
equipment, and such information might be useful in the EMC design trade-off and cost-benefit analyses.
However, using the direct approach, one could still
obtain the data needed for such analyses by keeping
track of the causes of the channel denials as a function of the EMC parameters while running DUCE for the
overall system.

It

is

The DUCE program might not always be available; also, it is .esirable to have a simple FOM formula.
possible to use DUCE on some diagnostic runs, to look for trends as a function of particular com-

binations of equipment and environments, and to use the results for guidance in determining the rules
for combining parameter scores to yield equipment scores (i.e.,
for determining parameter weighting factors).
The building-block approach was adopted and is discussed in the remainder of this paper.
The building-block approach is

illustrated in

it

consists of:

(1)

Defining scores for transmitter and receiver EIC parameters on the basis of the
amount of frequency spectrum they cause to be denied.

(2)

Combining the parameter scores with appropriate weighting factors on the basis of
the relative number of channels denied,

(3)

4.5.

Figure 2;

Combining the equipment scores
to obtain a system score.

Parameter

to give equipment scores.

(properly weighted on the basis of denied channels),

Identification

To e!:ve.,) equipment parameter scores, it is necessary to identify the important EMC-related parameters fox "ch system component.
One way to do this is to include many possible parameters, compute the
number oC <•,is
tha
ch denies, by using a DUCE-like program, and then make a valu3 judgment to
determi;,e
thtch parr;,•.t.s are sufficiently significant to include in an FOM formula.
The committee
chose .
Uerent method, the Delphi method (e.g., JOLSON, M. S., and ROSSOW, G. L., 1971), which consists of abanel
of experts in the field stating which parameters they think are important, discussing
these parameters, and then using their consensvs to select specific parameters.
A set of measured data from UHF (225-400 lMtz) AM transceivers was considered.*
The initial
parameters were, for receivers:
adjacent-signal interactions, two-signal third-order intermodulation (IM),
and
spurious responses; for transmitters:
two-signal third-order IM and spurious emissions.
Later, transmitter noise was considered.
The committee members individually ranked several transceivers on a relative
basis in terms of EIC "goodness" after reviewing measured data for each parameter.
The results of the
ranking exercise were quite enlightening.
Essentially unanimous agreement was achieved for overall performance and for all par."--ters e:
receiver spurious responses (and, in some cases, the spurious
emission interacti, '.
spur,
eses represented a somewhat difficult interpretation problem.
A
Electronic engineers normally ,c,isider spurious responses in torms of decibels relative to nominal sensitivity.
In other words, spurious responses are stated as relative input power levels (e.g., 60 or 80 dB)
greater than the sensitivity level, at frequencies other than the tuned frequency (outside some nominal
bandwidth), that result in the same output as the "sensitivity" input power level at the tuned frequency.
-se,
important, but the number of responses is also significant.
The levels of the responses are, of
a situation.
The relative importance of the levels and the number
No known receiver standard recognize
of responses depends upon the envi)
., in which the receiver is used.
After the committee recognized
this situation it achieved a concen.us on the relative ranking of the receivers' spurious response capsbilities
as germane to a moderately dense co-site environment.

Other bands and modulation types were subsequently considered.

Bach parameter chosen had to be measurable with good confidence.
It Is desirable to be able to
calculate values for the EV parameters when measurements are not practical (or feasible, e.g., before the

"equipment has

been built).
The parameters for transmitters and receivers finally Idantified by using the
Delphi method are summorised in Table 1. Transmitter noise hae been discussed by SHEPHERD and SMITH (1958).
The other parameters are relatively well known.
The symmetrical, analogous relationships between transmitter and receiver parameters can be noted (e.g., the adjacent-signal interaction involves the effects
of a single transmitter on a receiver at relatively small frequency separations, as does the transmitter
noise interaction)./•
TABLE 1

PARAMETERS FOR

Transmitter Parameters

4.6.

ZC FOU

Receiver parameters

Spurious Emissions (SE)

Spurious Responses (SR)

Transmitter Noise (TN)

Adjacent-Signai Interactions (AS)

Interaodulation (TIM)

Intermodulation (RIM)

Parameter ENC FOM Scores

Standard procedures for measuring the necessary input data required to calculate parameter scores
are given by IEEE/ECAC (1974).
These procedures are poznsistent with MII-STD 449D (U.S. DoD, 1973) to the
extent that this standard provides the necessary infonatiion.
Ideally, aeta for the scoring formulas could
However, the committee
be obtained directly from the specification sheets of equipment manufacturers.
has found a lack of appropriate standard measurement procedures and data for some of the significant parameters (e.g., TN), and the manufacturers' specificationg currently do not contain all the information required to compute the EMC FOM.
The formulas for computing the parameter scores, S , are given in Table 2 (see the Glossary at the
end of this paper for a definition of the terms used in these formulas).
TABLE 2

FORMULAS FOR PARAMETER ENC FOM SCORES

Transmitter Parameters

Receiver Parameters

Spurious Emissions (SE)
S

Spurious Responses (SR)

÷S

SEI
SE

130

SEO
2

SR

170

S-170

[oSsI

P

N

SET

SEI

-80;S

SEO

Transmitter Noise (TN)
STN

N
SEO

P
-80
SEO

SAS

S

(64)=
TN (4

40
4
fTN(64)

AS (10) + S (20)
AS
A
2
1/4
lOf 0____
0
AfAS (10)

S (10)
AS

Intermodulation (TIM)

Intermodulation (IM)

S

S

-

TIM

= -

2.5 P

TIMN

-

50

SR

Adjacent Signal (AS)

S (94) + S (64)
TN
TN
2

7
7
S (94)=
TN
Af TN(94)

1

N

[1.08] SR

170

RIM

S

5f01/4
0
(20)=
AS
= Af (20)

400 Af

RIM f

+105

It was necessary to develop a method of scoring to reflect, on a relative basix and in a linear manner,
the amount of spectrtn denied due to each parameter.
The formulas were refined by modifying the basic linear
term or its equivalenc with a scale factor and an additive constant (or equivalent) to relate the scale to
the state of the art and to typical (median) equipment (IEEE/ECAC, 1973, 1974). These formulas were developed so that a typical (median) equipment from the sample used by the committee would have a parameter score
of about 50, and a state of the art equipment would have a score of about 100. However, neither of the end
points of the scale are fixed, and negative scores or scores greater than 100 are possible for any arbitrarily selected equipment.
An absolute scale with fixed end points has been suggested by Schulz (1974b).
If such a scale (i.e., zero to one) is adjusted to give a score of one for the state of the art system and
zero for the poorest example system, then the scoring formulas will require modification as more equipment
are considered and as the stato of the art changes.
Furthermore, the requirement to give the median equipment (at the time the formula is developed) a score close to 0.5 becomes difficult to implement because of
the number of degrees of freedom required.

---

- - - - - -- - - - - - -
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4.7.

Equipment ZW

IoN scores

Equipment UC FM scores can be computed from the parameter scores.
This can be accomplished in a
straightforward manner by summing the parameter scores (Sp) obtained by using the formulas given in Table 2
with appropriate weighting factors (W,):

Transmitter score -

8

Receiver score=

Si

T - WSE •

S9 + WTN • 8TN + WTIM •

8

SR + WAS . SAS + WRi
a

. VaR

The weighting factors depend on both the equipment characteristics

TIM

(1)

Rim

(2)

and the environment.

By definition

the sunm of the Wp factors is unity.
It io possible to compute Nd as A function of the number of identical
systems (transmitter-receiver pairs) by using DUCE and noting the number of channels denied by each ISC
parameter.
These data could be used to provide estimates of the weighting functions an a function of the
This was done for poor, average, and good equipment involving
environment to be used in Eqs. (1) mnd (2).
the following parameters:

"*
"•

Frequency band: 223-400 MHz
Channel width: 100 kHz

"

Modulation type:

"*
"•

Transmitter power:
Desired signal:

Receiver sensitivity:

0

Coupling losa:

AN*

60 dB

+50 dBm

(S + I + N)
(I + N)

10 dB > receiver sensitivity

When the number of identical

systems (N ) exceeded

Input power (dBm) to
yield S/N
10 dB (no
1
interference)

about eight,

'

10 dB

the weights were relatively insensitive to

Estimates for the parameter weights in
the size of the environment (see Figures 3 and 4 for examples).
relatively dense co-site environment (12 systems) based on this type of analysis are:
WS1 = 0.25
W sR= 0.1
4.8.

,

WTN = 0.6

,

W

AS = 0.3

,

WRIM . 0.6

a

= 0.15

Systems EMC FOM Scores

The final step in the building-block approach is to combine the equipment scores into a system score.
As indicated, we define a bssic system consisting of a single transmitter-receiver pair.
For simplicity we
exclude the antennas, transmission lines, and any external couplers and filters,
but the FON methodology
The final report (IEEE/ECAC,
developed should be capable of extension to more complete and complex systems.
attempt at Including couplers.
Again, a simple weighted sum represents a straight1974) includes a first
forward approach:

SS = WT.5

+ WR'SR

An before, it is possible to run DUCE, keý , track of the relative number of channels denied by the transmitter and receiver, and deduce average values of WT and WR from the data on Nd obtained as a function of
environment and the quality of the equipment.
Preliminary analyses indicate that for WR > WT:
WT = 0.3
5.

,

WT + WR = 1.0.
V

WR = 0.7

EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS

As previously mentioned, the committee found that measured input data for all
the EMC parameter scorin,
formulas are not currently available.
Typically, when transmitter noise data were available, data for the
other parameters were not.
We were able to obtain data for selected HF, VHF, and UHF equipment.
The results of example calculations are given in Table 3.
TABLE 3

Equipment

EMC FOM SCORES OF SELECTED EQUIPMENT

8TN

SE STIM IAS

SSR IRIM

HF-l

45

-8

18

65

58

VHF-l
VHF-2
UIHF-1

26
55
24

94
48
71

48
54
28

113
64
104

39
103
98

ST

SR

SS 1

53

28

58

49

17
57
97

47
53
36

48
63
99

48
60
80

Note that for these examples the transmitter scores are lower than the receiver scores (e.g.p
very good receiver from an EMC standpoint, but the transmitter is below average).

UHF-l

has e

-

INTERPRETATION 3F THE MiC FOM SCORES

6.

The scoring method described under the building-block approach produces

system scores on an absolute

scale, according to the formulas used.
It should be recognized that, in spite of its quantitative nature,
the FOM yardstick under development is not precise.
Small differences are not significant (but what is
small?).
For example, VHF-2 (see Table 3) scored higher than VHF-i, but did it score significantly higher?
Runs of the DUCK program indicate that two conditions away on a five-level scale (see Table 4) can be taken
as significant, whereas equipment or systems in adjacent categories may not differ significantly--especially
if each score is near the same category boundary.
Figure 5 shows the results of a DUCK run for the poor
(Category I) and the good (Category V) receivers discussed in Sec. 4.7.' These rece.irs
are significantly
dif!erent, b%it VHF-I and VHF-2 probably are not significantly different for most applications.
TABLE 4

SUGGESTED RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN EMC FOM

SCORES AND EMC CAPABILITY CATEGORIES
IMC EON Scores

IM Capability Category

1 20

I

> 20; s 40
> 40; S 60

11
III

(below average)
(average)

> 60, S 80
> so

IV
V

(above average)
(good)

(poor)

Another question rnised by Table 3 is:
Should unlike equipment be rated on the same scale and with
the same parameter values? It is apparent that ono should not attempt to compare an HF-SSB communications
system with a X-band tracking radar, other than noting, for example, that they are both "good" relative to
the state of the art.
The procedures adopted to score diverse equipments should be similar in
but different in regard to scoring parameters.
The key to the answer to this question lies in
the FEONto help make decisions between alternatives.
Confidence in the EOM and its proper interpretation can be obtained by additional
program and the Delphi approach, but the user will need to calibrate himself on the FOO
specific application(s).
7.

principle
the use of

use of the DUCE
scale for his

POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS OF THE EMC 7GM

One natural extension of the work to date would involve further development of the FO described in
this paper so that it could be applied to a more complex single-channel voice communication system (e.g.,
to add antennas, tranonaission lines, and couplers or filters
to the "basic system" consisting of a
transmitter-receiver pair).
Such an extension is relatively straightforward when using the direct approach
(DUCE), although the treatment of the antenna could require some sophistication.
However, there are problems
with the building-block approach (e.g., the EIC worthiness of good equipment might be improved little
by
the addition of a filter,
whereas that of poor equipment might be greatly improved).
The EMC goodness of
a filter
or coupler in a system depends on both its inherent properties and the properties of the system
in which it is used.
Consequently, the weighting factors for filters
or couplers may need to be n !unction
of the IMC parameters of the transmitters and receivers to which they are attached.
The current formulation of the FON is useful to define possible interference interactions.
Timedomain information may be required to better define probable interactions.
For example, the likelihood of
three-signal IM is less than that of two-signal IM during push-to-talk operation.
Therefore, a logical
extension might be to use estimates of time on the air to refine the weighting factors.
This would have
the effect of decreasing the size of the IM weighting factors and increasing the other weighting factors.
Broadening the FOM to include directly

the frequency,

time,

and space dimensions opens up many pos-

sibilities,
and the p(EMC) criterion can be reconsidered,
For example, the FOM could then be applied to
the frequency re-use problem--a problem beyond the scope of the current EON because space information is
not explicitly included in the formulation--but much more input data would be required.
Another chain of possible extensions consists of beginning again and defining a EON for other classes
of equipment (e.g., multiple-channel voice communications or radar).
Still
another category of extension
vould be to use the existing EON in a broader context such as that of SCHULZ (1973).
One could determine
the importance of EMC considerations relative to the other considerations involved in system effectiveness,
mission effectiveness and so on.

if

All these extensions are worthy of consideration, but it should be recognized that the p(EMC) criterion,
properly implemented, involves a considerable increase in complexity over the channel denial criterion.

8.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1.

Conclusions

7

The channel denial concept provides a sound basis for developing an IMC FOM.
The building-block approach can be successfully implemented when the required weighting factors are derived by direct calculation

I/~ia

of denied channels in an assumed, moderately dense co-site environment.
The scorin& formulas developed by
the committee to illustrate
the method demonstrate the feasibility of a relatively simple (but meaningful
nd practical) INC FOM baoed on measured equipment parameters.
More work i. needed to bettor define the
required minimum FOM scores for specific groups of equipmeiit and categories of applications, and feedback
from those who use the FOU on a trial
basis will be an important input.
The committee's Investigations unearthed a series of deoficlencies (or inadequacies) in certain current
EMC standards and associated measurement procedures.
Briefly, uxisting standards do not contain pertinent
criteria relative to several important RMC characteristic*.
Where meawuromentu are specified, they are
frequently not designed to describe transmitter and receiver EiC characteristics adequately.
Some of thesa
inadequacies are discussed below:
Spurious responses and emissions--Existing standards specify criteria
in terms of relative levels
(i.e.,
decibels relative to sensitivity or rated power, or, for emissions in some cases, a minimum acceptable spurious output power level).
An acceptable absolute power level, above which a spurious response
would not result, would be more meaningful than a relative measure.
Of even more significance is the need
to meas're and record the number of significant spurious emlspions and responses, particulqrly those within
the tuning ranges of the equipment and adjacent bands.
Receiver intermodulation--Current practices call for messurements and criteria involving a small frequency separation, often only one channel.
This is essentially a test of receiver mixer characteristici.
The one-channel RIM test is of interest, but it was not selected for use in calculation of the FON because
of an attempt to redtice measurement requirements.
The nnnl~near characteristics of the first
amplifier
and the amount of rejection provided to the first
stage of amplification are of more significance in co-site
situations.
Larger input power levels and larger frequency separations are required to tedt the receiver's
relative EMC capabilities in

this important are';

Transmitter intermodulation--As in the case of RIM, current TIM measurements usually involve small
(generally unspecified) frequency separations.
The test is of value if properly performed, but does not
reflect the transmitter's output selectivity characteristics.
The use of a 5-percent separation represents
a simpler measurement problem, and Its result will, if adequate precautions are taken, describe TIM characteristics
satisfactorily.
Receiver adjacent-signal interactions--Exiing tests evaluate the effects of relatively small frequency separations.
This approach is probably adequate for narrowband FM receivers.
It is not adequate for
narrowband AM (DSB and SSB) receivers, since cross-modulation effects (due to relatively large input interfering levels) can be generated in the first
amplifier, (e.g., RIM) and noted at the receiver output.
Also,
use of input power levels specified in absolute terms will provide more meaningful results for AM receivers
and will also be applicable to FM receivers.
Transmitter noise--Mont existing standards do not contain an adequate description of a measurement
are available, only one power threshold is
Where existing criteria
procedure for this important p•iitmeter.
specified.
The noise spectrum should be sampled at more than one frequency since some transmitters exhibit
relatively high noise levels In a band close to t;he tuned frequency and relacively low levels at larger
separations, whereas others exhibit virtually flInt characteristics ove. a wide band.
8.2.

Recommendations

It is recommended that the denied channel concept be reviewed, the proposed scoring formulas be used
on a trial
basis by equipment manufacturers and users, and the resulting experience be reported to the committee.
It is further recommended that the current EMC IOM be extended,
and to other classes of equipment.
Finally,

current RIC standards should be reexamined in

as applicable,

to more complex systems

the context of the denied usage concept.
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GLOSSARY
Score Designators
The symbol
TN:
SIC:
TIM:
AS:
SR:
RIM:
R:
T:
S:

Sx is

used to represent the F(O scores (e.g.,

transmitter noise
transuittcr spurious emission
transmitter intermodulation
receiver adjacent-signal interaction
receiver spurious response
receiver intermodulation
receiver
transmitter
system (transmittcr-receiver pair)

STN),

where X is:
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Other Pertinent Factors
signal, interference,

8, 1, Ni

noise,

to ratios in dB; e.a.,
PD:
D
P

respectively; usually expressed in

desired input power level,

and convorted

in dhm

interfering input power level,

in d~m

Wf:

frequency separation, in same units as fo, generally in VIs

fO:

tuned frequency,

generally in

Transmitter Spurious Ratston (8)

milliwatt.

8/M, B/(1 + X), etc.

M~S.

Terms

Psall " the average in-band spurious emission level (dam)

PK 0 the aversae out-of-band spurious emission level (d~m)
Nao a the averege number of significant in-band spurious emissions
the average number of significant out-of-band spurious emissions

Na
In-band:
out-of-band:

O.

f0

0.1 fO0

0 % a ft
fo0.5 f0 ;

2 f0 < t

0

T1

f0

Transmitter Molse (TS) Terms
AtT(94) - the mean frequency separation (MIz) from to (the tuned frequency) at which the noise power
spectral density (NT) is 94 d~kT0
TN (64)

dIkT

as above; NT a 64 dENTO
- decibels relative to kToY where k is
94 dBkTo -

(Note:

Boltsmann's constant; To is 288°K. For example,

- 50 dmo/kft; 64 dBkT° . - go dBo/kHv.

To determine these mean frequency separations, ±Af values are averaged to calculate a mean
value.)

Transmitter Intermodulation (TIM) Terms
PTIN

the average level (dim) of the two-signal,
At/f 0 - 0.05 and PI - - 10 dMs.

third-order TIM product measured when

Receiver Spurious Response (SR) Terms
PSR = the average value of input power (dBm) required to produce a standard response
at a frequency outside a specified frequency range close to tO
Standard response - an output ratio (S + I + NM)I(+ N) - 10 dD measured with a distortion analyzer
NSR - the average number of significant spurious responses in a specified band.
Receiver Adjacent Signal Interaction (AS)
AtAS(10)
a AS (20)

Terms

= the average frequency separation at which a standard response is achieved when
P,
P
R + 10
D
S
- as above, except that PD - RS + 20

Ra - receiver sensitivity; the value of input power, suitsbly modulated,
standard response.
Receiver Intermodulation (RIM)
A RIM-

-

-

that results in a

Terms

the average frequency separation required if P1 = - 10 dBm (for both interfering signal
levels), to produce a two-signal, third-order product equal to the standard response,

I

_

10 dBm,
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DISCUSSION

F. D. GREEN:

Did your committee try this FON in the real world?

G. HAGNt If one talks about computer models, yes--otherwise, no, although the members
had some ideas of what systems were good or bad and these seemed to check out.
F. D. GREEN: I would assume, then, that another ad hoc committee would, during some
forthcoming military exercise, test this PO.

¶

G. HAGHt
do so.

Agree that this should be done, but it would require funds and effort to

E. M. FROST:
The way in
interest
to maintainers.

which an equipment's performance changes with time is
Has PON been used to look at this
problem?

of great

G. HAGN:
The FOM can be computed for new equipment or for equipment or systems in
service which have been briefly taken out of operational use and sent to a laboratory
for the required measurements.
It would be interesting to check the change in PON
through the life
cycle of an equipment from an PON computed during the design stage to
a measured PON after
some reasonable period in service.
R. J. MORROW:
As you have stated, you still
have to calibrate the EC FOK method.
Isn't
this
the same process as initially
forming the method, with the exception that
you have a given set of parameters?
Would it have been more pertinent to have devised

the method from realistic test scenarios using postulated parameters to produce a
validated EMC FP0 predictor?

G. 7AGN: The committee discussed the possibility of computing the probability of some
level of interference for specific scenarios using a simulation such as the Cosite
Analysis Model (COSAM) and rejected this "self-calibrating" approach for several
reasons: 1) A detailed specification of the environment is required to do the computatioi properly, and such information is generally not available. 2) It would be
necessary to run the analysis model many times for different possible environments
and average the results. 3) This approach would be time consuming and the results
might be difficult to interpret.
For these reasons, the committee chose the simpler channel-denial approach to
produce a scale of EMC quality which users of the PON can relate to their own EMC
requirements through feedback of information on operational DIC performance as it
correlates to the POM for a given equipment and through the use of their own simulations.

e:

Ut

I
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SU LA.RY
2hie paper outlines common soawoe* of electzrmagnoec compatibility problems and
discusses the difficulties confronting engineer* who sre responsible for producing successful
aircraft weapon systems.
It starts with the definition of NO0 and then considers Bic within
the context of an nircraft weapon system.
It arguss that IM problems can be minimaised by
(a) defining clearly the rejuirements of the weapon system (b) translating this requirement
(c) producing
defining sub
system and
specifications
into
an overall
system
specification
(d) writing
an 3MW
control
plan and (e)
a detailed
test installation
plan.
To achieve WE a single responsible authority Is desirable and this should extend to
cover,
far
ps a posspble
t
all
r aspects of elentronic installations in aircraft. Ofly then
oan infoation arlimeh from measurmcnt proirbu
e thom
eurative
& and
action be collated in
oan
Ideofiation
then be dsaseminated
suth a w
usefto roduce an effective code of practtia.
ieneral ofderstacnhsb of the proble
f
ntd thence to
which wlll lead ultimately to a better
better -tadad
of spoaosfotion, design, implementation and testing*

The purpose
of the paper isalesent
to
a broad introduction to the subecs te of oesto-f
magntic omepatibility in aircraft and a general appowsisl of ongineeri:% technques and
organizational methods which can contribute to the reduction of IuNC problems.
It in useful to commence with a practical definition of aircraft INC., It may be stated
that electromagnetic compatibility 13 the ability of each sub-system to function correctly in
the presence and functioning of all other sub-systems within the confins and onviZ40rment of
the aircraft wherever such simuftaneous functitning is necessary.
It In proposed for convenience to divide the t#tal task into two aspects, nsmely, the
aircraft avionics and weapon system per se, and the totality of the environment in which the
aircraft must operate in order that its mission will be fulfilled.
In the present paper
only the former aspect will be treated on the grounds that many of the techniques of
installation dssign, installation practice or task management efficacious for dealing with ;zhis
aspect can be extended and modified to cover the environmental aspect as found necessary.
There is little
need to evolve now teohn.ques.
Electronic systeos fitted i.nto military aircraft have continuously increased in number and
complexity, in fact, it is p :.,able that the only limitation to this increase is the volume and
weight that can be made available within the aircraft.
As the peaking densitY of electronic
components increases, system become more numerous and complex. Problcms and difficulties
which we now face can only be expected to get worse; thus, it is not enough to remedy the
present situation, means must be found to enable us to look into the future of aircraft
electronic installation with greater confidence.
2.

AICRAFT INC PI••ON /M

The INC problems encountered in mil•tery aircraft can vary from interference on the
ownalmicationa system as where a member of the crew of a large aircraft leans forward
ard brings his boom microphone into the magnetic field of the windscreen wipers, to the case
where an HF transmitter would upset the aircraft autopilot and instruments to such an extent as
to make the aircraft unsafe to fly.
fa.ny of the major problems concern HF transaitters which can induce signals into aircraft
wiring.
Phis problem becomes more acute when the method of wet bonding aircraft panels is
used to prevent norrosion, a technique which may introduce doubtful and variable electrical
continuity across the skin of the aircraft.
Similarly the increased use of fibre-glass
pertioularly on helicopters rwoves the screening that once existed between the radiated
sigral and any aircraft wiring.
The result Is that the IM field inside the aircraft can be
much greater than that quoted in IX specifications against which electronic equipment is
tested.
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"Situations have been detected where sam of the radiated algal f
an Ir trnemitter was picked up by the aqpliftiar of the coontzl surface sensors of an autopilot
system and could caunse ftis
operation.
this indicates the eorlousneas of the problem.
Another comon potential dert.a is where H1 can get into the cmmunliations system
aed cause distortion os non-intelligibility of the speech.
Again 1 can be ploked up oan ontrol cables and cause the spurious operation of
equipment suoh as ZL¶, the lighting of warning lights or the incorrect rsading of flight
Instruments.
Harmonies of the trasomitter frequency Sot Into VHP and UHF receivers so
making a number of their ohannels eurnable.
An associated problem Is the siting of aerials.
Unless those are carefully chosen
with relation to sash other, as well " for optimum radiation at the operating frequency,
there will be little isolation hetween aerials.
The signifioaooe of this is extremely
diffoult to detemine in actual airoraft izatallationm beoause the terminating
impedanoe are rarely known at the interflaring frequecies.
To determin these values
under all conditions would add considerably to the overall aircreft testing oeate.
Nevertheless, strong ooupling oan cause blocking or at least desensitisation of a
receiver and may also have a drematio effeot on the polar diagram of the aerial so that
oommunications range In a particular direction is reduced.
A further problem ean arise in aircraft which use titanium f•r their oonstruotion.
The material has a much lower oonduotivity than alminium so where titaniiu has to be
used in the vicinity of a notch aerial the losses will increase and the radiation
efficiency of the
,erialwill deteriorate.
Seme radar designs have Introduced trouble by producing interference in the VT band.
It has been known for them to be the cause of an HP Aerial Tuning Unit (ATI), when it is
in a strong radar beau, to ratune to the wrong froquanoy without axq indication on its
control unit that this has hap•evod.

S4is

Aircraft power supplies are derived frea generators which besides producing power
at the fundamental frequency inherently produce s•w at the harmonic frequencies an this
This problem is well known by generator and
fed round the -Ircraft on supply lines.
equipment manufeturre so providing the rolnvant &aoifl cations are met there ib seldom
any major iiftioulty encountered.
Palses with fast edges carried on -ibles can cause oesbarresmcnt;
for grampla,
feeding a 2 MWssquare wave between a radio and its controller. The sharpness of edge
can result in Interference at each ovsn Mfs throujhout the HF, VHF and UH? bands, much
In excess of specJ.fication levels.
The use of double screened oo-ax or balanced, twin
co-ar cable may not be sufficient to vliainate the problem.
It may take a considerWble time to detaenin. the 63lution,
One can find a system operaý-ng inor.rectly In an aircraft although the equipment
itself loased its 11 teats.
Tn such a cse a painstaking and coesty procies mnst
follow in the course of whio), the equiyent and installation are modifted to minole the
equipment to operate in iUs envirorent.

3.

DIFFICULTIES CONRIONTIM XIGIDNB

The difficulty in produoing i dood VC tr-3tallatio, will broadly depend upon the
electronic complexity pdr unit volume of the aircraft although this is difficult to
quantise.
A list by geneora types of aircraft in order of increasing difficulty Is
socwn below.
ai
(
d
a

Traine port aircraft
Other large aircraft
Helicopters
Strike aircraft

If the avionic equipment is developed ir; the same t ise fram as the aircraft the
equipment cannot be checked in 'the airframe during the aircrzft development.
Developmeft models of the equipment, if available, could help but are rarely fully
roprosentative of the production equipments, which is afterwards used as Ln excuse for
arW short fall in performance.
The chocking of an Irstallation for BIC is a time ecauhs.G negative process and so
is competing with other testing that is requlred. Unless the system performance sp•cificoktion is well written there may be little to justify the airoaft contractor spending
sufficient time on checking• E.
This can be very significant with a fixed pries
deve:lopment if adquste oconsederation of MC is not ensured ia the tendering stage by a
Thve in som caseis it my not be untih. kho n•.roa•ft clearanco
good clear specification.
trials that the problem show up, and even then the incompleteness of the icuatronics
fits may militate agalmv.t the delivery of incompatibilities.

----------.--
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Oozer appears 14 be little point In tightening the equipmat SCspecification in the
hpofovercoming Itproblem because the changes Izlevels required would be sogeat

as to prevent an equipmsnt bting produced at an acceptable cost, but equally, It Is vital

Improvethat mll equipment does meset the requirements of a suitable WE specification.
ments inot came from an integrated approach to aircraft weapon systems In which each
Installation Is specified as a sub-system, tested and Mocved as such before being introduced into the aircraft, and by the application or sowd engineering practice during the
design and manufacture*of the sirereft and installation.
ýAwcgnetio interference (NIu)
(a)
(b)
(a)
(d)
(s)
(f)
Wg

is caused mainly by

aI-at-ion fr~ aerial to wiring or equipment
Reception by aerial of iuitewfsrene from wiring or equipmesnt
Coupling between aerials
Coupling between cables
Coupling duo to comoen earth impedance
Coupling due to earth' loops
Conduction along pa'ier supply lines..

The interference caused by these mechaniam* can b* reduced in gencral to on acceptable
lersl by the following aiupl~m procedu~res.
(a) By ensuring electrical bonling of aircraft panels and earth leads In satisfactory.
By checking that paint, anti corrosion durelac, anodising or' corrosion J.o not prevent
The bonding of panmb is particularly important in the
good electrical connection.
vicinity of an HP aerial, where large oiroulm.tting currents mua'. flem In the aircraft
akin to provide an effective coomurication aedia, otherwise high levels of harmonic&
and internodulation frequencies will be produced by m'n non-livearitics.
Wb By ensuring screening of cables is satisfactory at aln irradiating frequencies
Where there Is fibreglass or open work
and that plugs and socket are effective.
construction of the airframe additional screening must be provided between an aerial
and aiw cables or equipmsnt, beariug in mind that significant amounts of power are
The chief offender here of course is the Hi radiator
diffracted over edges etc.
which may well be a sizeable portion of thes airframe, but similar precautions may
scmetimos be necessary for higher frequency aerials especially at T1W and U1U.
Wo bi asking the dietranca Latween an HP aerial turning unit (AI¶J) and its radiator
This screening will
an atbsolute minimun ana by screening the lead between the two.
generally seed to te in the form of a large diameter high conductivity tube because
even small stray capacity to the feeder lead can prevent certain tuners from
functioning correctly.
(d) By keeping signal and control circuits relatively low impedance to minlimie the
effect of capacitive coupl~ing o:' Interference from other circuits. Very low
impesdance circults, hewever, would require relatively high signal curzvnts and these
could then couple inductively.

*

~(e)

By usikig screened balauced and matchosd twisted pair cable (duradic) to carry the
the information along any twceptionully sensitive signal or ountrol circuits.

(f) By separating susceptably signal lines from transmitter feeder cablow, power
lib"~ and oth3r porsible scucwoas of Interference which may include other signal
and c'rtzol lines.

(s) By keeping the bnnmdwidth of si~nsl circuits to the minium, necessary to their
ftnction eg an
transistors or
stream to and
kormonic power

audio amplifier should not raspond to MY frequencies Just because the
Integrated circuits have Inherent 9.111 at these frequencies. Pulse
from digital equipment should have pulses shaped to minimise the
content and thub the radiation of high fre*quency interference.

//..
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(h)
By avoiding pound loops to prevent Inductive coupling. Where a smarened cable
cannot be run against an grounded metal struoture it my be necessary to break the
seemn at som point so this does not fam a loop with the gounded structure of the

aircraft.

(1) By keeping roumd leads as short and as strsigbt as poasible and also wide to
minimise their Induotanee.
•y taking oane to avoid resonmnt lengths.
(j) By providing a soparate pound wherever possible especially for semeitive signel
lines to avoid the coupling which arises from the cemma Impedane Introd•ed by
canon grount returns. By taking core to prevent these separate ground lines from
coming into contact with other ground paths such as the airframe, due to wear and

tear.

F
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Good ME wil1 only be obtained with good technical control of the design and
implementation of electrcdc installations and this can only be achieved if the requirements of the weapon system are clearly defined and Interpreted. Thee are a number of
well known and frequently-stated steps which are essential and include:
(a) A clear statement of what the aircraft weapon system Is required to accomplish
at all phases of the operation. The operational requirement must be quite clear
about the operational perfosrance required of each sub-system of the overall weapon
system. It is little
help to define equipments carried without clearly stating
the performance required. It should be possible to deduoce which eub-system will
never have to operate at the same time as others as this may enabLe t•-,
oast of
achieving MC to be significantly reduced.
(b) This operational requirement has to be tanslated into an ovusll weapon
syste t.ecifieation. At this stage the operational performance requirements are
tranal-eted into electrical performanee requirements. The siting of aerials has
to be arranged to ensure that the radiation characteristics are adequate with the
minimia of mutual coupling hetween each in spite of the so*er" limitation imposed
by mechanical and aerodynamic requirements.
(c)
Detailed sub-system specifications are written which lead to detailed equipment, Installation, and testing specifications to enable the equipment and its
installation to be wall designed and constructed.
The specification for each
sub-system and equipment is written so as to obtain the performance required of
the w•eupon system. These specifications will call for UV tests on each equipment.
If equipments wore defined in the operational nquirment it will become clear
whether the equipment quoted is capable of meeting the performance required.
(d) An UK control plan is written to ensure that UK requirements are onsideo6
throughout bbh development.
It defines are•s of responsibility, specifications
and levels of test, and the engineering design procedures to ashiseve 3W.
It my
require the manufaoture of a mock-up of the.avionics installation to allow IM
tests to be made during the development and so help to give an early warning of
at.y*ck of UK.
(e)
A detailed plan is required to ensure that correct functioning of each
sub-system Is achieved in all circumetances.
The UK test plan will define
tests to b- perfcrmed with each sub-system, within the complete aircraft weapon
system, to eMure that the sub-system works satisfoctorily, does not interfere with
any others and is not interfered with under any operational onudition.

6
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UNI can be controlled individually for each aircraft development or be the
responsibility of a specialist authority. This latter system has merits for the following reasons.
(a) It can provide a focal point to establish common approaches to the education
of contractors and others in MC, common approaches to research and provide stimulus
to the specialist to reduce interference to other peoples equipment. If the only
focal points are specific to aircraft there is a natural tendency to treat aircraft
projects discretely so that a given project may not benefit Arom lessons leazrt in
seeking UK in other projects.
(b) It has to be determined who should provide solutions to WN!problems: those
responsible for the interfering equipment or those for the susceptible equipment?
Where aircraft constructors have this responsibility, they may require expert
assistante to deal with the wide range ot problems which can arise so as to ensure
the moat cost effective solution is found.

17.5

(a) It allows documentation of Iinformation an MC Sh~w*-coainge and troubles I*
service.

Better documentation will msks it

easier to decide how

is 3ue~ifted in tackling work prormms sad what these should be.

aish total

fcs

A single authority ecmoontrate available kwwoled.
and experience so that proven
advise sean be glem and so that a uniform and cost effe•otive ap-.saoh can be made

to U for an weapon system.

7

CONCLUIa3N

ny 1m0 problems atlas from the look of clear speolftoation fur electronic
installation, which discoursge the aircraft contractor from investigating the full
8lAIcatiosast
the design and implementation problems which will arias.
This leeds to
an under estisate of the effort reqmoled to design, construt and test the Installation
so that an Inadequate estinate of the cost involved in both time and money follows.
Only by stating the requirement in the most precise term will this be overcome.
There
satinC systems of MC control are inadquate, this precision will result in an increase
in the initial cost of new airoraft weapon system.
This Increase should, however be sore
than offset by the reduction in number and seat of subsequent modifications, an earlier
date into service and Improved operational perfoirmnce of the aircraft weapon system.

I3M
LLY, W A and

EBIM~r,

R A, 1970,

Conferenes Publication NKtrP,

k- Aeriew of Helicopter Aerial Prblaws,

(

asepacs Antennas).

DISCUSSION
G. H. HAGN:
What impact on EMC in aircraft
will the introduction of fiber optics
cause, and is this
being considered in the UK?

P. W. SMITH: Reference to fibre optic transmission is being worked on experimentally
in the UK. Computer-to-computer linkoworking up to 5M/bands over 75 metres have been
constructed and work now proceeds to make operational fibre optic systems using multifibre, multimode systems.
Perhaps later we shall be going towards using integrated
optics and single fibre techniques.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY CONTROL PLANS
P.D. Campbell, C.Eng. M.I.]E.R.E.
Lucas Aerospace Limited
Maylands Avenue
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Heniel Hempstead
Hertfordshire.

SUMMARY
The spectrum and level of radio-interference have been measured for years and unwanted
emissions reduced retrospectively. This remedial approach is now recognised as inefficient but the
concept of electromagnetic compatibility as a design parameter still requires emphasiaing.
Electrical and mechanical system and equipment engineers are relatively inexperienced in
E.M.C. measures and control plans advise and assist in this discipline.
The devices, circuits, compouents and constructional details which can contribute to the
creation, conduction and emission of unwanted signals are indicated and means whereby their effects
can be minimised are examined. The problems arising in creating and implementing a control plan for
the development of a typical piece of electrical equipment are outlined and the difficulties experienced
in balancing operz tional, theoretical, practical and contractual requirements are high-lighted.
INTRODUCTION
The concepts on which systems and equipment design are based depend not only on the
operational requirements including the electromagnetic environment but also on the susceptibility of
other adjacent equipment. It is thus necessary to live and let live under operational conditions and the
limits of each specification must be tailored to the individual conditions if this aim is to be achieved
without undue size, weight and cost penalties.
The creation of an effective control plan thus involves early and close consultation between
designer and E. M.C. engineer if optimum performance is to be achieved with a minimum of subsequent
changes and this involves the following logical steps:(1)

Examination of the operational requirements of the equipment and decision on how they can
best be met.

(2)

Breakdown into classes the functions which must be performed within the equipment and the
circuits needed to carry them out.

(3)

Select the circuits either least likely to create conducted or radiated noise or those most
simply suppressed.

(4)

Identify noisy componentti or leads and estimate the amplitude, waveform and frequencies
involved.

(5)

Recommend protective measures to isolate emitting sources, to prevent the transmission of
spurious conducted or radiated signals and to eliminate earthing problems. Protective
measures must not affect operational performance.

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
All equipment is required to perform a speci fic operational role which may be electrical,
electromechanical, or mechanical and usually this roie can be performed in a variety of ways. It is the
function of the equipment design team and the E. M. C. engineers, to collab,-rate to achieve the desired
end product in the simplest, most efficient and economical manner. Initial detailed design then proceeds
on the agreed compromise between equiprrant performance and E. M.C.requirements and at the same
time any justifiable dsviations from the specification are negotiated with the procurement agency.
CONTROL PLAN CONTENTS
The control plan will generaLlly include the following aspects:(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Management Controls.
Frequency Selection.
Mechanical Design.
Electrical Design.
Wiring Layout.

'

CONTROL PLAN CONTENTS (continued)
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Management Controls is the subject of a separate paper and is not discussed here.
Frequency Selection is of primary importance in communications, telemetry and data logging
but in the low frequency electrical and electronic equipment field, it is less important since it is
confined to oscillator frequencies, pulse rise times and harmonics.
Mechanical Design
Mechanical design not only caters for the ph~sical support of components and wiring but also
provides inherent attenuation to electromagnetic radiation. Radiating fields must be contained or
excluded from equipment boxes which must be of suitable materials of adequate thickness.
The fields maybe magnetic (low impedance), electric (high impedance), plane wave
(characteristic impedance of 377 ohms) and to achlevehigh shielding effectiveness it may be necessary
to use composite materials and nesting technique.
Internal field coupling can be reduced by providing individual screened compartments, e.g. at
oscillators, transformers and chokes. To maintain shielding integrity, all lines entering or leaving
equipment enclosures should be effectivity decoupled by suitable filters while signal and control lines
may have to be twisted and/or screened.
Metnods of calculating shielding effectiveness and shielding
theory are described in Reference I (SCHELKUNOFF S.A.).
Efficient bonding between equipments and enclosures is essential if shielding is to be effective
and poor engineering techniqued and practices can contribute to interference and degradation of
performance. The bonding of units together prevents the development of electrical potentials between
the individual cases so that they approximate electrically to a single homogenoua structure. All control
plans should recommend the following'practices:(1)
Perrr.anent bonds should be used wherever possible particularly where shielding integrity is
at risk. Welded or brazed joints are preferred as soldered bonds need to be mechanically reinforced,
while clamped joints depend entirely upon good assembly control techniques.
(2)
Bonds should )e broad, thin, as short as possible and readily accessible. To ensure low
impedance at radio frequencies a length to width ratio of 5 : I is commonly used. In addition the strap
must be compatible with its environment, e.g. vibration, temperature variation, expansion and
contraction.
(3)
Bonds must make good metal to metal contact over the surface of the joint which must be clean
and free from low conductivity finishes. Where dissimilar metals have to be used select materials
having an electro-chemical potential difference not exceeding 0. 25 volts. In all cases the finished joint
should have a protective coating of grease or polysulphate.
(4)
Spring fingered contacts, conducting gaskets, or bond straps as appropriate must be introduced
to maintain shielding effectiveness of joints. These should be installed where there is a requirement for
removable covers, hinged lids, anti-vibration mountings and other situations where movement can occur.
(5)
Ventilation of equipment enclosures is frequently required and it is essential that louvres, ducts,
and holes are masked by metallic gauze or similar materials to prevent leakage of radiated fields.
These must be bonded in accordance with the above recommended practicer
(6)
A good basic ground plane and ground point are essential to the interference free operation of
equipment. The former should be as near to zero potential, zero impedance as can be achieved
practically and the physical layout, size and length of ground connectionu must be selected to give
minimum impedance. The plane may be used as a reference fur signal circuits or a means of
eliminating unwanted signals and ideally should absorb all signals and remain stable. If a ground
connection is improperly made circuit operation may he impaired and more interference introduced
than would have occurred by its omission.
Equipment manufacturers are seldom allowed to select ground points or ground planes and can
only minimise the inductance and impedance of the bond straps taking account of local resonant circuits,
skin effects and coupling factors.
Electrical Design
Interference may be inadvertant, a consequential by-product of a specific circuit function or
accessory operation. It may also be generated spuriously by poor circuit design, bad wiring techniques,
low quality components or accessories used in the equipment design. The most prolific generators of
interference are switches of either mechanical or semi-conductor types, while semi-conductors
themselves can produce spurious interference in many circuit applications. Some of the more important
sources are discussed and some methods of interference reduction are indicated.

V
Electrical Design (continued)
Wherever possible interference in reduced to tolerable levels at source, but when this cannot
be achieved shielding as previously described Is used to contain the Interference source and the input
and output lines are filtered to attenuate the noise.
Mechanical Switches
Any switch normally cannot make or interrupt the current flowing through its contacts without
causing a electromagnetic disturbance, that is there cannot be a smooth transition between the "ON"
state and the "OFF" state and vice-versa. Upon closing a pair of switch contacts the final mating at the
contact surfaces is

preceded by a series of premature closures, or bridging of the contacts.
Similarly
on opening the final parting of the contacts is preceded by transient premature openings.
These changes
in impedance generate interference whose characteristics are governed by local circuits.
When
separating contaxts create an arc this may self-oscillate or cause assoctated circuits to oscillate. When
a switch breaks a highly inductive circuit, high voltages are generated at the contacts which can cause
a spark or glow discharge both of which generate interference.
The change of current between the ON and OFF conditions produces interference which is
significant at low frequencies up to a 1. 0 MHz. approximately thereafter it will decrease at a rate of
40 dB/decade.
The bridging phenomena has a minimal effect at low frequencies but increases with
relative significance to about a 1,000 MHz. where it can be as severe as the interference produced by
sawteeth.
The interference produced by sawteeth extends over the frequency range 10 KH-.
-1, 000 MHz.
and is more severe than that generated by the other sources having a broad peak over a frequency range
of 100 KHz. to about 5.0 Mlaz. for the more usual circuit parameters.
The reduction of interference from switches and the associated loads may be achieved by
resistance and capacitor combinations, diodes and/or Zener diodea.
The disposition of the components
either at the switch contacts or at the load is determined from the circuit application, space available,
practical considerations and the economics of including the suppression components. In severe cases
additional suppression is

achieved by adding filter networks to the switch circuitry.

Transistors
Interference generated by transistor circuits is either noise inherent in all transistors or
spurious signals generated by the operation of the associated circuits.
Transistor noise may be thermal
or recombination agitation in the base region or diffusion fluctuation of minority carriers
after crossing
a junction.
These effects only becom-e important in very low signal applications which is a specialtsed
field.
It is convenient to analyse transistor circuits in terms of either small or large signal operation.
In small signal operation it is safe to assume linear operation and in general interference is tolerable
in most electronic circuitry. Communication equipment is more susceptible and may respond to
interference causing image, spurious and harmonic responses and can also affect I.F.
stages, but thliese
effects are not considered in this paper.
Large signal operation can occur in communication equipment
and can cause a trans+stor to be driven into the non-linear region producing spurious interference such
as cross modulation, desensitization and blocking. Recognition of the possible consequences of these
spurious responsesehould be noted early in the design stage and remedial action introduced into the
equipment design.
In electrical and electronic equipment applicatioas transistors are used in the large signal
switching mode to obtain high efficiency and irrespective of whether they are used in single shot or
repetitive circuits high levels of interference are generated.
This may be narrowband, broadband, or
a mixture of both over a defined frequency range. The essence of any control plan lies in reconciling
reduction of interference without loss of efficiency.
Silicoa Controlled Rectifiers (S.C. R.)
The regenerative turning on action of a S.C.R, produces a very rapid switching which may
excite associated devices or supply lines by shock action and the resulting fast rate of current change
can cause induced voltages to appear.
Power supply lines with their distributed inductance and
capacitance resonate readily at freqv-ncies depeudant on their parameters typically batween 250 KHz.
and 5.0 MMz.
There are two basic interference reduction procedures one where an r.f.
ground ts not
available,for example, power supplies in butl~ing installations, the second where there is an effective

ground available. The power supplies in aircraft and military vehicles are invariably contained in a
case which can be cnsiee as an r. f. ground.

-~-metal

Silicon Contrulled Rectifiers (S.R. C.) (continued)
Where an r.f. ground to not available Figure Ia. is an example of an interference reduction
circuit while Figure lb. illustrates an example where a r. f. ground is readily available. The two
examples assume that the device switching speed ti non-critical and both methods contain and localims
the initial high rate of current rise to the smallest practicab)s section of the device circuit. The
capacitor, which should be non-inductive, provides a return path for the high frequency component of
the interference circuit. The inductors are usually required to exhibit their full value only during the
initial turn on and their physical sise can thus be reduced by allowing them to maturate. T!.c radiated
interference must be contained by electrostatic screening which should be volumetrically small so
that the high •'ate of change of current to confined to the immediate surroundings of the device.
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Semi-Conductor Diodes
Diodes can generate broadband interference over a considerable frequency range. Generally
a diode cannot switch instantaneously from a conducting to a non-conducting state. When a diode passing
forward current ts forced into a non-conducting state by reverse biasing the current carriers in transit
thtough the junction are trapped in the semi-conductcr material and must suddenly attempt to reverse
their direction of flow. The-resulting surge of current through the diode and associated load results in
the generation of broadband interference whose amplitude and frequency spectrum are functions 3f the
diodes transient characteristics ani the load parameters. Diodes must be carefully selected and the
following rules assist in choosing a diode for a PiLrticular application.
(a)
The operating curi'iint density 8'Uould be low in comparison with the manufacturers maximum
current rating.
(b)
The diode should be selected such that the peak working and peak inverse voltage ratings are
never exceeded.
(c)
The intensity of interference from diodes is a function of the device switching rate, the faster
the rate, the higher the levels of interference, hence choose the slowest switching rate commensurate
with the application.
When diodes have to be suppressed by the addition of filter networks these must be fitted as
close to the diodes as is physically practicable to give maximum effectiveness.
Transformers
Low powertransformersat line frequencies can often be susceptible to interference voltages
e.g. when induced by stray magnetic fields, common mode signals, or machine made disturbances.
The effects of external magnetic fields can be reduced by screening with cans constructed from
mumetal and when this gives insufficient attenuation two or more of these can be nested together with
copper interleaving reducing signals by over 100 dB.
The levels of pick up which can be obtained will depend upon the physical orientation of the
transformer with respect to the interfering magnetic field. The positioning of transformer and chokes
relative to each other and other components in. any assembly must thus be considered to obtain minimum
interaction.
A Faraday Shield is used between transformer windings to give a high 1 • -1 of electrostatic
isolation. It is a grounded area of metal placed between the field and the windlnj '.o be protected and
positioned parallel with the magnetic field and must not form a short circuited turn. The impedance
of the shield should be as low as possible so that it approaches a true equlpotential surface.
Suppression Filters
Suppression filter design and applications are very fully descrioed in current technical
literature but there are some aspects which merit discussion. The manufacturers of proprietry
Mllters quote "INSERTION LOSS" in a 50 ohm matched system and not an attenuation value. The actual
impedance Is seldom 50 ohms or matched, consequently attenuation values may be significantly different
from the expected figure, in addition they may not damp resonances which can occur between the
suppressor and its load. Designs to overcome these difficulties are described in Reference 2
(JARVIS M, L., 1972). Consideration must be given to voltage, current and temperature ratings of the
filter as well as the resistance presented to the circuit. The effect of filter capacitance to ground ts also
significant in some applications and can influence the choice of filter configuration.
Oscillators
Radio frequency oscillators can generate harmonics in addition to the natural frequency both

of which can cause interference.

This type of oscillator can affect analog amplifiers but seldom affects

digital equipment providing the interfering field is kept within 2.0 volts per metre.
interfrence effects of r. f. oscillators the following can be introduced into a design:-

To reduce the

Oscillators (continued)
(1)

Avoid excessive voltage swings.

(2)

Keep the harmonic content low.

(3)

Screen all oscillator sections and keep the wiring within short so as to avoid coupling loops.

(4)
Filter the power supply to the oscillator using feedthrough or bulkhead suppressors which have
been correctly installed into the screen.
(5)

Screen the output from the oscillator or judiciously route it within the unit container.

Oscillators of the switching variety particularly in the power sections of equipments are sources
of interference, which may have an undesirable influ-nce upon digital circuitry. The high rate of change
of current associated with these oscillators produce fields which in general exceed the levels produced
by r.f.
oscillators.
The effects of switching oscillators can be minimised by all or some of the following actions:(1)
Keep rates of change of voltage and/or current to a minimum consistent with operational
requirements.
(2)

Screen the oscillator section.

(3)

Incorporate filters into the oscillator screen assembly.

(4)

Avoid large coupling loops within the assembly.

(5)

Where possible filter oscillator output, where this is not nossible twist and screen output leads.

(6)
The active devices contained in the oscillator should have switching times which are commensurate
with each other.
PREDICTING LEVELS OF INTERFERENCE AND SUSCEPTIBILITY THRESHOLDS
It is destrable to predict the levels of interference arsociated with pulses of differing shapes
and th.
ethod of evaluating pulse interference described in Reference 3 (REHKOPF H. L., 1962) has
been found to give dependable results. The method enables designers to determine the type and degree
of suppression so that compliance with the application specification can be achieved, this results in rapid
and simnler design because filtering and shielding can be kept to a minimum.
If the prediction forecasts non-compliance with the specification or indicates unacceptable
penalties, tailoring of the specified limits must be req~aested from the procurement agency. The
revised limits must ensure that the equipment will remain compatible with the E. M. C. environment,
irnstallation and operational requirements.
Addtionally, procurement agencies often ask for the impossible for instance fully meeting the
requirements of RE. 01 of specification MIL-STD-461A which ts intended for underwater vehicles and
normally not for avionic requirements.
The following examples show the implications of fully meeting the requirements of RS. 01 and
They are modelled on a single loop turn and a frequency range restricted to
RE. 01 of MIL-STD-461A.
the frequency range 30 Hr.. - 1 KHz. The details .- re given in Figure 2.

*

The susceptibility loop model represents an electronic circuit operating at a current of
10 rmAmpere typical of many circuits which may operate at frequencies above 0.5 MHz. but remain
susceptible to low frequency signals. The levels are shown in Table I(a) and the results indicate that
a shielding enclosure must reduce the specified level by 46 dB. pT. at 30 Hz. for the circuit to be
susceptibility free, the tatle gives the thickness and weight of materials for an enclosure of 14 cm side.
The radiating loop model represents a low power electric circuit operating at a current of
1.0 ampere and Table I(b) shows the levels generated by the loop together with the thickness and weight
of material needed to provide shielding. The weight penalty imposed by meeting specification fully are
clearly indicated for an enclosure of 14 cm side.
It is usual practice to shield low frequency magnetic fields with ferrous materials or alloys, but
as frequeukcy increases the choice of materials is less restricted and non-ferrous materials can be used
Both examples underline the significance of attempting to comply with the requirements
to advantage.
below 400 Hz. and how essential it is to define problem areas early in a design programme.
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The broad principles which must be followed in preparing a control plan have been described
above but the critical test of such procedures lies in their effectiveness during the design of the
equipment. The problems arising in the design of a jet engine ignition unit and their solution it
examined in detail. The electrical requirements are given in Table 2. This unit has been chosen since
it combines the effects of electronic switching, magnetic couplings and heavy discharge current within
one envelope whose physical dimensions and weight were based on previous unsuppressed designs, thus
severely restricting both electrical and E.M.C. design. The circuit diagram it shown in Figure 3. The
unit consists of two channels a 6 joule channel for engine starting energised from 28 volts d. c. and a
3 joule channel for continuous ignition supplied from IIS volts, 400 He. The d.c. channel consists of a
blocking oscillator which charges the capacitor C6 and simultaneously CS is permitted to charge through
diodes DI0 and DI 1, loss of energy into the a. c. charging circuit being prevented by the bridge connected
diodes D6 to D9. Figure 10(a) of the input current shows clearly that the oscillator pulse rate increases
progressively until the energy stored in CS and C6 is discharged into the sparking plug via the barrier
gap. The "ON"I time of the pulse remains constant whereas the "OFF" time is progressively reduced.
The expression for the d.c. peak current is:I fE
L

where E *
I a
L a

the supply voltage.
the input current ampere.
primary winding inductance.

It should be observed that at discharge the short circuit presented to the oscillator inhibits the
regenerative action. The output energy released to the igniter ts unidirectional due to the output circuit
L4 and the free wheeling diodes DIZ and D13. The current output is shown on Figure 10(b) and indicates
a peak current of 900 amperes. The a. c. energised section discharging circuit operates in exactly the
same way as the d. c. energised section except that in this case the storage capacitor CS is charged via
bridge diodes D6 to D9. Loss of energy into the d.c. section charging circuit is prevented by the blocking
action of the diodes D10 and DlI . The control of energy into the step up transformer TRI ti achieved by
the tapped inductors LI and LZ which in conjunction with capacitor C2 keep the input current constant and
sinusoidal except during the release of energy. The a.c. input current is 325 milliamperes peak to peak.
The control plan was sub-divided into three basic areas :(1)
(2)
(3)

d.c.charging circuit.
discharge circuit.
a.c. charging circuit.

28 Volt d.c. Charging Circuit
The input current was analysed and levels of conducted interference were predicted to be above
the specified limits particularly in the range 20 Hs. -20 lKHz. A variety of filters were designed but it
became apparent that the interference levels could only be attenuated down to 2 KMs.
To meet the
requ'rernent below these frequencies demanded filters of prohibitive size and weight. Alternative charging
circuits were examined by the Design and E.M.C. Engineers but the alternatives could not be
accommodated in the space and weight limitations imposed and the original blocking oscillator was
retained. The filter giving the best compromise and weight is shown in Figure 3, assembly (1). It was
also recommended that the filter be contained ir. an aluminiurn case which was nickel plated to enable the
case and lid to be soft soldered and a simple Faraday screen of 0. 010 inch copper be incorporated
between the primary and secondary of the transformer. The screen was considered necessary to reduce
secondary circuit effects upon the primary.
An assessment of the diodes in the charging circuit chosen by the unit designer was also made
and it was considered that thsa would contribute low levels of interference in comparison with the
switching circuit.
Discharge Circuits
A jet engine surface discharge plug needs a voltage peak of 2 KV followed by a high energy pulse
of current to ensure efficient ignition. These conditions naturally produce high levels of interference which
cannot be attenuated without serious loss of energy therefore the only solution is to contain the energy
within the ignition system. It was also realised that there was no adequate knowledge of the behaviour of
igniter Lable and its screening efficiency under pulse conditions, therefore, a separate study formed part
of the control plan.
Spurious emissions from the discharge circuit are naturally created by the discharge gap, the
free wheeling diodes and components subjected to the rapid rise of current in the igniter plug circuit.

Discharse Circ.uits (continued)
Observations -.*mU~rnli -d by calculiation showed the necessity of additional Screening of the
dbiaharge cimcuit bouluats of the presence of high secondary voltage and peak dischargo currents. It wasn
proposad that tho couzponents cauotig enmission be masembled in one* of the two compartments created by
t @Ataileosa steel wall which had already beeni in-urporated for mechanical strength and each, contparitnnt
should ctaxlxAn an additional 0. OZO inch :opper screen insuistaid fromt the main case bAt bonded to it at one
point only. Other tmterials were considered. but copper offered lite beet compromise for coct, weight
and screening effectivenesms. The additional screen In. the primary circuit compartment wasn recommended
becasea li appeared imrpractical to mount tho transformer tin A drop through configuration to prevent
Wtotrcoopling with the diischarge circuit.
Ca4ilt Assessmentt
The test configuration shown (it Figut.re 4 wAs lived to measu~re the interference radiated by
different types of cable and provide data onl which to base roe ot~mmndations for suppression. A 6 joule
ignition unit And power supply were installed tin tit! double scroened stool teot vehicle while the discharge
plug wast surrounded by A I inch tkick copper sheath. This sheath could be bonded directly to the test
vehicle for measiuremenit of the basic Interference level or to the groundt plane for result* using a cable.
The selection of conducting, insulating And sheath mtaterials for the cable is severely restricted
by the engine environment tit which it must operate And only four cables were available in adidition to the
copper tube reference, These were~-

I.MZ

(1)
Reforence Cable (Sample 1) - solid copper tube 0. 375 inch O.D. 0. 314 inch I.1). contatining
conventional niplughtitemp No. 10 cable.

*by

Conventional hlarness (Sample Z) - Uniplughitenip No. 10 enclosed in%tot) lock hose and covered
stainless steel braid.
(3)
Sample 3 -Uniplughitemp No. 10 eniclosed In sheath comprised of Copper braid covered by
Magnetoflex convoluted hose with a sttailess steel braid outer.
(4)
braid.

SAMPle 4

-

IdenltiCAl to 84ample (3) except the stainless steel braid was replaced by pure nvickel

(5)
Sam~ple 5 - Unipltighitemp No. 10 covered by copper braid wrapped with Kapton film%insulation
enclosad tin two layers of tinned steel braid inskulated externally by a further layer of Kapton film%%
The tost results obtained with A I metre length ttof ach cable are given tin FA'iurits 5 sand 6, and
All samples exhibit amplitudes in excess of specification Around a frequeoncy of 100 Mot. including the
basic sot up ot Igniter at.. test vehicle only. Action to reduce the excessive levols is discussed later and
the results Indicate that only Sample 4 could fully moet requirements. Trhu cable construction meei.s the
flexibility and other enigino environmeunta resttrictions Although the nickel braiding is relatively soft
compa rid with conventional stainiless steel and will require carefu~l handling during Instaliattoit oa the
engino. rhe cattle will obviously bel acceptable for use in 3 joule circuits as well Asas6joule.
AC, Charilinal Circuit
Trhis channel to c ontain
in, the same dokibl* screened containeor as the D. *C. inpt And the
discha rge energy is trans mitted by A common circuit And cablte to the ignitor plugi. The only remainingi
interference sources requitringi to ht%conmsidered Are tho inpuit to them A . C. chantiel aid the offctct of siioýod
enerity release upon the A.*C. input.
It io convenient to cmntrol th~e rate of cha rgm of the storage capacitor CS5 by the incluslion of cholkob
tin the primary input to the channel and the inpuit cm to-it e.mplitutie variations can also be controlled by the"
additionn of at capacitor C-4. lnsoection of the choke induc.ixnc e values Winclictod that theeac would give
considerable Attenuation over most of thle troquenicy rangeo except for the eftects of thle discharge of entergy
tilt%) the tigniter As 191ow11 fin os1CUioram 1,igure 10(c). A Faraday screent of 0, 00S 1140%h
copper wast
inserted between the prima~ry And secondary of trans tormer rit I tot miniimiii
tho effects of the a e-.okidary
circuit disclharg!4. To prevent radiation And intorcoupling effec~ts ch~okes 1I And 1-.2 together with G2i were
contained tin Ani a iminium can ass enbly (2) onl Figure 3.1 This is cimila r tot assembly (I) previously
desc ribed. It waso proposed that Ani experimen~tal channe2 be set uip And tested to the Coniducto-A em1isiion'
requireumi.to before domigias were tromol, to enoble the system interfereince levels to be vorified. Theo
results of these, tests tindicated that c otipliaicte could ho obtaine~d down t o 6ýhuut I101m.. capancitoir C:_ hobing
Addedt to remove sovni oxcess ainplitudes tin the range 25%-l00 Mlir_
Tme Above work enabled the control plan to be finailtisd oi ' to contain All the recommen~ded
interference reduction techniques, o. al, circuit and device analysis, choice of circuit c:onfig\ rati lon.
materials and the use of experimental d'~tA. The control plan took to'lgnisAnce Uf the anomalies recorded
ait tilt frequencies centered Around 100 Milt,. durfing the expert mental testsi And although remedial action
wouldi normal~ly be proposed iW the plan it wait decided tit this instance to posatponeo it. Ths decisioni wAs
vlade because it was felt that a unit constructed to the proposed production stAnda~rds might not exthibit
similar results. E~xperience suggested that the ouit of limit levels could ho attributed to output Component
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A.C. Charging Circuit (continued)
earths carrying high circulating pulse currents during energy discharge and thus could only be proven on
a production unit. Consequently a fully engineered unit to the recommended standards was manufactured
and subjected to the tests called out in the design specification.
The results of tests for radiated emission levels as defined in test method RE. 02 are shown on
Figure 7, Curves (1) and (2) and indicate virtual compliance with the specified requirements except at
14 KH-. Curve (1) and at 90 Miz. on both curves the limits are exceeded in a pattern similar to the
experimental results. The excess levels at 90 MHz. were removed by shortening the discharge circuit
ground lead and by increasing the size of the grounding stud. The ntud was brazed to a copper ring which
in turn was brazed to the case, the ring circumscribing the outlet socket. Previously the ground was
located in the base of the unit and required a longer grounding strap, which was incorporated for ease of
manufacture rather than effective grounding. Test results with the modified configuration are shown by
Curves (3) and (4) on Figure 7. The test results obtained after carrying out conducted emission test to
the requirements of CE.01 are shown on Figure 8, Curves (1) and (2) indicate compliance with the limit
over the frequency range 2 KI-?z. -20 KHz. They do' not comply with the limits for the range 20 Hz. -2 KHz.
and to obtain compliance with the limits would rtquire filtering of astronomical proportions as indicatod
previously.
It is relevant to quote the method of measurement used in this range of frequencies. The
measuring set b~andwidth (Fairchild EMC. 10E) was set to 50 Hz. and calibrated against an impulse
generator set to Approximately the repet'tion rate of the unit under test, i.e. 120 pulses per minute. The
impulse generator output was fed into a 50 ohm load and the resulting current measured by the usual
current probe. The results shown on Figure 9 indicate compliance with the requirements of test method
CE.03 between 14 KHz. and 100 NMz. A unit designed to the standards laid down in the E.4M.C. control
plan which had been drawn up in association with the design engineers with the operational requirements
in mind, has been shown to virtually meet E.M.I. specification requirements except where these are
particularly arduous. It is of interest to note that test inethod CE.01 conducted broadband emission test
which could not be met in practice in the range 20-2. 000 Hz. has been deleted from the specification by
the action of Notice 3.
CONC LUSION
The above study shows that close collaboration between design and E. M.C. engineering enables
control plans to be compiled which enable equipments to meet both operational and E. M. C. requirements.
This does not imply that all equipments even with close control will meet the specification limits, since
frequently there will be conflicting parameters and a compromise will be necessary. Conditions and
limits can oftm-n be met technically but the penalties involved in size, weight and cost are totally
unacceptable. It is noticeable that American military specifications in the E.M.C. field which are widely
adopted elsewhere are non -mandatory documents and are, it. fact, design aims which can be tailored to
specilic applications. The tailoring does not always make the requirements less severe. It is essential
that detailed discussions between the engineering representatives of the procurement agencies and the
equipment manufacturers are held to settle the specification constraints for the particular application as
early as possible and before finalisation of contract. Control and Test plans must then be drawn up
clearly defining th- agreed aims.
European standards are mandatory documents demanding full compliance although in some
instances some tailoring nray be agreed. In the United Kingdom particul'rly relaxation of limits may be
granted on the basis of results and thei. effect in a given installation. This has been essential as designs
have usually been created without the use of control or test plans and compatibility is achieved subsequently
by interference reduction techniques. This arbitrary approach is no longer acceptable due to the greatly
increased interdependaaice of systems and equipment installed in aircraft. Control and test plans can
and do eliminate unnecessary interference generators and pin point aud evaluate areas of
incompatibility which can then be eradicated with minimum delay and cost.

'+
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
A

=

loop area in square metres.
Volts.

E
E
H@

=

and Hr.

Electric field strength, volts/metre.
=

Magnetic field strength, amperes/metre.

L

=

Inductance, henries.

I

=

Currer.4, amperes.

N

Number o. turns.

7'

Distance from loop to antenna in metres.
wavelength in metres.

1*

=

S=

377 ohms impedance of free space.

.

.
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TABLE 1
Table 1(a)
MIL-STD-46Shielding
Material Thickness (ems)
RS. 01Ateuio
FeunyLimit
Frequency
Loop Level Attenuation
HtB.LiDt.
1
dB. pT.
dB.
Copper
Aluminium

Material Weight (Kg)
Copper

Aluminium

30

140

94

46

6.35

8.2

66.4

Z6.7

100

119

54

25

1.9

2.44

20.0

7.9

400

95

94

1.0

0.38

0.48

0.398

0.151

800

82

94

-

0.38

0.48

0,398

0.151

"Table

I(b)
Shielding

MIL.-STD-461A
Limit RE. 01

Hz.

dB. pT.

Attenuation
dE.
Aluminium
-

30

140

134

100

119

134

9

400

95

134

500

82

134

Material Weight (cg)

Material Thickness (mm)
Mumetal

Alumintum Mumetal
-

-

-

-

9.6

0.38

3.1

0.36

33

8.6

0.26

2.8

0.24

46

10.0

0.40

3.2

0.365

TABLE 2
SPECIFICATION
UNIT:
CODE:

High Energy Ignition Unit
NB. 10902

(1)

Stored Energy (Joules)

(2)

Main Storage Capacitor (1AF)

(3)

Operaong Supply

(4)

Operating Duty

(5)

Max. Input Power

50 watts

(6)

Discharge Voltage

2000 + 100

(7)

Operating Temperature Range
(a)
(b)

Continuous
Cycling

(8)

Maximum Altitude

(9)

Sparking Rate (spark/min.)
at normal input voltage
(a)
(b)

at 270 °C
at 155 0 C

Starting

Continuous

6

3

1. 5 + 1. 5

15

14.5 to 31 V. d.c.

98 V.. 380 Hz..mtn.
124 V., 420 Hz. nAx.

5 cycles
30 secs. "ON", 30 secs. "OFF"

5 hours
75VA

-40 0 C to +) 10OC
-4C0 C to +155 0 C
60,000 feet
60 minimum at minimum input voltage
120 minimum
90 minimum

(10)

Estimated Weight

Nominal
Maximum

(1i)

Radio Interference

MIL-STD-461A, Notice 2,
Tests CE01, CE03, RE01.

2. 681 Kg.
2.8820 Kg.
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D.C. channel input current, Upper trace -unsuppressed
1.0 amp/cm, Horizontal scale

1.3 amp/cm, Lower trace
10tmSec/cm

Plug discharge characteristics, Upper trace -current
450 amp/cm, Lower trace
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Horizontal scale

A.C. channel input Current (suppressed). Vertical scale

-voltage

0.1I5 amp/cm. Horizontal scale

suppressed
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DISCUSSION
K. LANDTs Hcw do ycu stop the RF getting out of the shielded boxes and getting from
one box into the other at the penetration holes of the wiring without appropriate
fied-through filters?
P. D. CAMPBELL: The electrostatic screen prevents high frequency coupling through the
transformer
Any interference radiated from secondary to primary is adiquately suppressed by tne power input filters. It may have been possible t9 use a less efficient
mw•er !.-a input filter if feed-through capacitors had been used on the transformer's
primary and secondary box interfaces.
K. LANDT% What is the reason for the intentional ground connection between primary
24 DC ground and high-voltage ground?
P. D. CA1BELL: The drawing is misleading in Figure 3. The secondary g:ound on Tr. 2
is connected locally to the box and not as 4hown at the 28-volt negative terminal.
K. LANDT: Don't you think that an adeqaate shielding of the external high-voltage
ignition circuit will be a very helpful remedial measure against rad.ation at RF?
P. D. CAMPBELL% Yes. This has been done by extending thn Faraday cage effect of the
ignition box via a triple screened cable to the ignition plug as described in the
text Page 18-7, Cable Assessment, Sample 4, which is a uniplug hi-temp inner enclosed
in a copper braided sheath covered by a magneto flex hose with a pure nickel braid
outer. This type of cable improves the low frequency performance.
F. J. CHESTERMANs In Figure 5 there is a reconance effect at 100 MHz.
plain in more detail the reason for this resunance?

Can you ex-

P. D. CARPBELL: The answer to the question is describad on Page 18-8, second
pa. igraph. All the radiated emission results exhibited a resonance effect in the
vicinity of 100 MHz. The resonance wps rue ,ed by improving the discharge circuit,
by shortening the ground lead 4nd increasing the size of the ground stud. The
grounding stud was brayed to an annular ring which was in turn brayed to the back
shell of the igniter cable socket located within the unit. Prevtously, the ground
was located in the base of the unit and required a longer groune ng strap. This
method had been introduced foe ease of manufacture rather than
fective grounding.
The improved grcunding effects achieved with the incorporation of the modification
is shown by curves (3) and (4) on graph Figure 7, Page 18-17. The resontaoe occurs
because of the discharge circait paramiters. The discharge tube Vl, Figure 3, has
a capacitance of approximately 2pf ringing with the localized circuit inductances.

I.
I)

A!
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MANAGEMENT OF AN EMC ENGINEERING DESIGN PLAN
by
J.E.R.Fogg and M.T.Le Grys
Marconi-Eliott Avionics Systems Ltd
Airport Works
Rochester, Kent

PAPER NOT AVAILABLE AT TIME OF PRINTING.

DISCUSSION

0. HARTAL:

A basic problem we have come across is the information flow from Aesign
engineers to the EMC authority.
Changes in the design may not come to the EMC engineers' knowledge, though they may have a profound effect on the system's performance.
How do you deal with this problem?
J. E. R. FOGG: '.he EPIC authority must be part of the design team. Attendance at the
Project Design Review Meetings, with EMC listed as a separate agenda item, will help
to insure that the impact of design changes are given early EMC consideration.
J. C. DELPECH: Would it be possible to know more accurately what a control plan
contains? How is it written? What are the different chapters? Is there a btandardized
model for all the equipments? Could a precise example be given, with comments?
J. E. R. FOGG: The content of the control plan will be influenced by the complexity
of the system to which it applies and by the installation into which it i' o be
integrated.
As a model as to which areas should be given consideration, t
best
reference is probably MIL-STD-461A at the present time.
R. B. ROWLEY: Regarding coordination between EMC and project teams (Slide Fig. 7,
Page 19-4 of papbr), we consider that the project engineer is involved in all stages
including the test report, in that the report requires analysis in terms of cause of
problems and proposed solutions, with impact on programme.
Author please comment.
M. T. LE GRYS: Agreed.
The EMC test house originating the test report can make a
factual statement of the results of the tests performed, brt the detailed engineering
comments as to what causes certain recorded effects can only be made by the design
engineer.
R. J. MORROW: With respect, I would like to add my view of EMC.
On one hand, it involves frequency management.
It is in this area that we have the profusion of technical literature.
On the other hand, it is a statement of good design.
To obtain a
good design, there is a need for discipline, thus the generation of specifications.
There is a need to discipline engineering design with respect to EMC the consequence
of his dusign. As with all discipline, it is disliked.
J. E. R. FOGG: There is indeed resistance to most disciplines and the newer the discipline the greater is the resistance.
That is why the sooner the communication of
the subject is simplified the sooner the engineering design will heed the recoM'endation of the EMC authority.
G. H. HAGN:
Do you think an EMC figure of merit would be of use in facilitating communications between the EMC authority and the program manager?
M. T. LE GRYS: Methods which si±plify the communication of what is a specialist technical area nced to be evolved.
The FOM could satisfy this need, but for it to have
greater credibility the FOM for the "black box" would need to be supported by )ike
figures dowv to board and subassembly level.
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A CABLE FOR AN EVALUATION AND ADVSORY CIZYICE
E M Frost
Signals ResearO h & Development tablibment
Procurement fteoutive Ministry of Defence
Christ church
Egland

Activities have grown vp independently to deal with problems arising from unacceptable,
unexpected, uwoanted or nneoessary eleotromsgnotio relationuhipa.
The requirement to exohange,
interwork and co-site equipments and systems, coupled with the wide'ing use of memi-conduotor
devioes for new as well as traditional applications, has le. to theoocvaoept of an overall Eleotromagnetio Compatibility (i0c) aotivity.
However there is no generally accepted definition for INC an separate interests are tending to
retain theiT ovwilimited interpretations.
It is believed that this is causing interface difficulties that will prevent RV .'Apting itself suffioiently rapidly to deal with this ohanging end
expanding eleotronic situation.
After considering WC as a typical pollution situation a suggestion is made for an evaluation and advisor7 servioe (EASE) that would provide an interface between
other DEC and allied activities and also ast as a foous and creative development point for new
ideas and techniques.
1.

DWINITION
Wht do we understand by Electromagnetic Compatibility?

All of us could immediately, or with a little reflection, define or explain quite simply
what our respective roles are within what we consider to be the general pattern of DEC.
If however
we were asked to expand on what we consider this general pattern to be, most, if not all of us would
find this a much more diffioult task, and very few of our answers would be in agreement.
If in addition the request was for a definitive statement, that is, a self-sufficiont one
whiph could be used to resole, differences, evaluate policy, and guide future actions by all involved
with DOC, we would be defeated in the attempt, lot alone in providing a satisfactory answer.
Why should we have this difficulty?
Tao reason in that what is called Electromagnetic Compatibility is a collective name given
to a number of separate parts or aotivities related in a general way to electromagnotio effects.
If this is so why cannot we rationalise these into a whole?
In the electromagnetic area we are involved with a number of changing, open-ended situations
where the DEC consequences of deoisions made and actions undertaken are often governed by laws of
nature rather than by rules and intentions of man.
Also many of the parts have ar as strong or even stronger relationship or connection with
non-electromagnetic activities than they do with EMC in the general sense, so that even if natural
oleo~romagnstio problemas have been identified there is still en arbitrary uncertainty where the
authority to resolve them lioes
is it an equipment design responsibility, a financial or contraotual matter, or a clear INC matter?
Furthermore even the separate parts within INC have developed independently with different
time scales, degrees of sophistication and purposes, often having their own firmly established
procedures, authority and vested interests.
It would seem therefore that, because of the nature and state of the art of DEC a statement
defining the bounds and having any real authority is not possible until time or circumstances allow
the various parts or activities both within a nation's civil and military organisations and internationally to be harsonised to a far greater extent than they are at the present.
What is much more important than the definition, as desirable as this is, is that we should
have something substantial, effective end worthwhile to define.
What additional steps can we take towards brineing this about?
Two suggestions are made in this paper, one is philosophical and the other practicAl.
The
former postulates that the DIN situation shows the characteristics of a typical pollution situation
both in the way it has develo-ed and also in the ethbods used to try an solve it.
Consideration

k
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of the situation from this vieowoint can give insight into the wq it tends to behav2 and also
provides clues am to how it can be influenced in a positive and constructive manner.
Leading from this pollution conoept the second suggestion is made fcr an activity pro-Ading
an interfaoe or bridge between the other various DU0 parts or activitios a=4 a foous and creative
development point for new idean and techniques.
2.

POLLUTION

Bfeore taokling the problem of pollution we are again confronted with the dif~iculty of
definitions.
As pollution is ooncerned with the offsaot

sad reoultir what effects are we to Gonsider?

In a pollution situation there is an unintended end often unexpected relationship between
a sender and a receiver where neither has any direct responsibility for or obligation to the other.
Under these conditions, partioularly where there is a penalty in reducing the cause of pollution,
there is a strong tendency towards reducing areas of involvement by administrative decision.
Therefore a broad ooverage for the soope of EIC is a necossazy, indeed essential as a starting
point for achieving effective compatibility.
It would then be appropriate to sa that 'the disoipline of Eleotromagnetio Compatibility should take acoount of all olaotromagnotio phenomena whather
of natural origin or deliberately or incidentally generated or reoeived'.
What do we mean by pollution?
The dictionary definition states that to 'pollute'

is to 'destroy the purity and sanotity of'.

In this oontert purity and sanotity oonvey two separate and distinot ideas or prooesses both
of whioh must be pursued with equal vigour to obtain effective EKG.
The furmer is conoerned with
the state of the electromagnetic mechanism itself and the latter with its effoot on tbe rights and
well-being of others.
Consider the following examples whioh, although illustrating radio commur.ioation situations,
can be extended to cover a wide range of other situations.
(A) Assume that we have a radio station whioh in being interfered with by another independent and well separated radio station.
Here we have purity of signal but confliot of sanctity.
(B) Consider the sane radio station independent from source of unintended radiation that is
interfering with it.
Here we have both conflict of purity and sanotlty.
(C)
If however an interfering source and the radio station are part of the same equipment
both being the responsibility of a single designer then there is a conflict of purity but no confliot
of sanctity.
(D) If the radio station is neither independent nor at a distance from an interfering source
which may be unintended or required in its own right, such as in a system or installation, there is
no clear out distinction between purity and sanctity, or if it is a pollution or design ocensidoration.
Lot us now consider the above examples from the INC viewpoint.
In (A) there is no doubt that we have an ENC problem and that problem is as old as the art of
radio communication itself.
Over the years a considerable authoritative body, the activity of
frequency management, has been built up within the armed services, nationally and internationally.
This pollution situation is caused by overcrowding and in the EM context is almost entirely a
deliberately radiated radio problem which is very much part of the function of the primary system.
It is therefore to be expected that technological innovation to improve INC will be generated, widely
understood, and supported from within the primary systems themselves.
Modelling and analysis
techniques are also applicable to this form of EOC.
In () we also have a clear ENGproblem.
Four elements are required to produce
They are, a cause, a relationship, a reoipient,
midthe destruction of the purity and or
of the recipient.
A difficulty that arises is that the equipment producing the cause is
into use an an independent unit and the other three elements are not in general known.
this difficulty the unit is tented by established procedures and to predetermined limits
to ensure that pollution will not occur with any practical relationship mnd recipient.
tibility performance the sam@e reasoning is applied to the cause and the relationship.

pollution.
the sanctity
introduced
To overcome
calculated
For susoop-

When we have a pntential pollution situation we can reduce or eliminate the cause and or the
relationship.
Pollution is caused by unnecessary, uninterested, uaintended or unsuspected relationships.
Where the cause is essential to the function of the equipment the relationship must be
broken by ma screening or filtering;
in other oases the cause can be reduced or eliminated.
INC solutions may be in direct conflict with other design considerations or the pollution
mechanism may be outside the designers knowledge so that one of the favoured methods of dealing with
a pollution situation is to introduce legislation whioh in the ENC contetr takes the form of
Standards.
Standarde are essential for the purpose of contract, management, inspection and quality
control but an they vake generalised technical assumptions they must be used with care when trying
to resolve a particular technical situation.
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In (0) no forwal INC requ.reamnt axisto an the satisfactory jeoluuion of in;trnal cnapatibilit-y ehoud&be explicit in the equipment speoitoation.
Whiie o M reqvirementJ, teohniques and
expertise fty be valled on for help in design and development theseo re only obligatory to the
equipment's relation with its eovironment.
In (D) we have an area whcnv as yet no comon or aooepod philosopW, practice or procedures
have evolved.
Control Plans rw one approach rut those still need refining.
CONCLUBION
A situation has been reached where the different activities that make up the W10 discipline
cannot be used and developed indpendAintly of one amother to obtain optimui XMO effectiveness.
Some farm of ntnearting activity is therefore urngetly reqaired and the remainder of the paper
demoribes iruh an activity.
3.

EVALUATION AND ADVISORY SERVICE (EASE)

3.1
Himtorioally methods of obtaining eleotromagnetio compatibility resulted from the piecemeal
oreation of different activities usually direoted toward, solving some particular embarrassment of
the moment and then their developing into orgenimations often having oonsiderable authority and
status in their own right.
3.2
Within their own term= of refeoenoe and asmsmement of the problem thbe@ organimatione could
be effective.
However if the assessment was not valid, or the situation changed or the tame of
refereno widened, adaptation to the now circumstanoes wae strongly influenod lb the eximtemoe of
a pollution type situation and the ohoice of a now optimum solution could be impeded or prevented.

3.3
In reoeat times the terms of referenoe have been widened in an attempt to cope with ohanging
conditions, end various activities and organimations have been oonsidered under the generic heading
of Electromagnetic Compatibility.
3.4

Adaptation problem, both oolleotive and individual, experienced in rationaliming the
several activities within ENO are much more involved than with a single organimation.
Not the
least liffioulty is establishing and maint~ining effective interfaces both inside end outside the
several activities.
3.5
The author is strongly of the opinion that the general MC situation and activity am it is
now constietuted will not be able to adapt itielf sufficietly rapidly to cope with the difficulties
of the changing oonditions due to the expanding magnitude, application rnd uomplxibty of elootronios.
3.6
If this assessment of the situation is a valid one it is clear that name means must be found
to influenoo the development and nature of existing activities in a co-ordinated war to en overtll
pattern.
3,7
The method suggested in this paper is the oreation of an Evaluation and Advisory Servieo
(EASE).
It mut be stresmed that the proposals suggested here are purely hypothetical, are pIt%
forward to stimulate dimoussion, and do not in eny way imply approval of policy or desoribe an
actual existing organisation.
3.8
The individual properties making up MASE are those already in use or are considered desirable in normal INC practice.
It is their seleotion, emphasis and relationship that gives the
required overall oharacteristiOs.
3.9

The main properties and functions of EAS2 are detailed and disousmed below:-

(a) A very wide range of equipments and systems mast be oonsidered.
Ideally all facts
should bs taken into account in making an ENC asmessment.
In practice there will of course be
limits, but apart from genuine security reasons, it is essential that there should be the 'right
to know, unrestricted by external or internal adminisiratively imponsd limits.
(b) Staff should be enoouraged to make personal contacts, attend meetings and discussions,
and make personal observations and gain practical experience ton site'.
-

(o) Consultation and liaison should take plaoe with other INC activities such as freqcrmoy
management, user trials, inspection, and with other organisationa or bodies influenced by or which
influence the DEC situation.
(d) EASE should act as a foous, forum, clearing house, propag.tAint, prophet and m-.ory and
so far as one can use such a term the conscience on general DNC matters and ideas.
(e) It has been pointed out that interfaces, that im, boundarles between activities,
organisations end procedures over which information must flow or action tAks place, are potontiea
sources of ineffioiency.
Because interface situations are not alwasp
self-righting or selfadjusting EASE has a particular interest in this problem.
Study will be undertaken, general and
particular reoomendations made and active help given.
In aoe. cases a oomplete zimatoh or
disoontinuity may exist; in such case. EAS'I would act as a bridge l' providing not only guidance
but actually providing an activity.
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(t) One of the most, if not the, important requiremont of the EASZ oonoept in that if must
Among the reasons for this arethave a laboratory "ni staff actively earrying out measurments.
The subjeot to
(i)
As a discipline for b,,th individuals and the total aotivity.
be covered is so large. and the methods of approach so numerous that some reference point is
In EASE this is provided. b knowledge
neoessary to give stability to the whole structure.
baned on measurement.
Many damaging W symptoms arise from ascond or higher order effect@, from
(ii)
subtle or obscure mechanisns, or from casual relationships, whioh are not amenable to oaloulation but san only be satisfactorily identified and quantified by fine meaosurement.
(iii) An important aim is to make designers self-suffioient in DIC matters; a
praotiOca devonstration of the use of instruments and techniques partioularly on their own
equipments cab have a great and permanent educational value.
(iv) DEC must not be merely a 'oleaning up after the event' activity; it should
also be oonoerned with looking into the future, antioipating problems, evaluating them and
EASE is very much involved in this, and
finding acoeptable methods of avoiding them.
praOtioal researoh must go hand in hand with theoretiosl study.
(v) It is important that Standard inspection testing of equipments and oomponents
A factor against this is the oost of testing and
should be oopprehonsive and widespread.
therefore any improvements to speed up and reduoe the cost of these tests in worthwhile.
This in one of the areas where EASE should be active.
The effeotive use of Standards is influenced by two mutually conflicting requirements, one
3.10
A
to remain oonstant and stable and the other to match continually changing ciroumstanoes.
responsible and impartial source of advice and guidance in neoesmary to minimise the effects of
EASE would be well suited for this role in three ways bysthis confliot.
(a) Reoommending and assisting in drafting amendments to existing Standards or suggesting
new Standards.
(b)

Addin

aathority to concessions.

(o) Invostigating and &.%termining valid equivalents and oomparisons between Standerds under
different jurisdictions.
The position of EASE in the Standards activity must be carefully controlled; it can offer
advic, but it must not preasi on the authority, or take on the duties, of the established Standerdisation activity.
A valuable part of the service would be to advise and provide assistance to Project Managers
3.11
and Officers, DEC Officers and Boards and both qsytem and equipment designers in the following
mannersdocuments, procedures and testing methods.

(a)

Clarification and faniliarimation of W

(b)

documents peculiar to the project.
Ansistance in the preparation and drafting of MIG

(o)

Introduction to and setting up of liaison links with other DIC and associated activities.

This could also include
(d) Teohnical advice on equipment, system and design methods.
evaluation measurements and modifications to equipments in the presence, and with the co-operation,
of designers.
(o)

Advice and temporary involvement of speoialised test equipment.

(M) Attendance in a consultative capacity at meetings and trials and as a technical referee.
(W) Site survey and specialised oe3otromagnstic environment measurements.
* e

(h)

Training of Project DW Officers.

Although it might seem as if the floi- of information is one way, this is not so as all the
3.12
time EASE will be receiving information which it would store and process for possible use in other
fields.
This is an extremely valuable method of updating and improving the EMC s"stem.
3.13
The study of C and. associated. problems would be carried out by paper exercises and by
Facilities for placing research and
practical researoh both intramurally and extra-murally.
investigation work with outside bodies would be required.
It is important that RASE must preserve its autonoey an a functional unit so that it oan
3.14
discharge Its technological responsibilities without being overridden iW local administrative
restraints or 1W other activities or groups of activities.
EASE can give advice and undertake limited defined and agreed tasks but %ust not presume on
3.15
In this way a Project
the authority or take on the duties of functions of an established activity.

-o
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ENG
Officer would be responsible to the Project

The
Xanager and would not be a member of an EASE.
would
equipment and skill to test to Standard requirements would be available but formacl inbetion
be undertakfn.
Snot
3.16

The work load would be divided inik three olamsess-

(a) Work for 'customrs'.
a mPocihio proJeot.

,nld
Thiw
i

be effort that
b

oult obe

lreata

antcati al for

ainn t

14
has to have available a range of 'annie' kept in good condition
(b)
,Houmekeepingf,.
In this category would fall a technical lik-,,ry' andl data
and ready far usne at short notice.
reoording end processing mystoul a test laboratory and its maintenance and4 calibration; training
and education of staffs; attendance at meetings and administrative effort.
(o)

'Resoearch,.

This would include investigation both theoretical and practical, not

directly attributable to a project or to 'housekeeping' and would involve the study, design and
problems and the preoentation of teohnidevelopment of now measurement methods and rrooeduiem, DI
oal papers.
Over a long period it is estimated that working time would be shared in equal parts over
Increase in output of 'oustomer' work should oome from inoreases in prepared_
the three classes.
nnos,
facilities and quality of the other olasmes and not b increasing thA proportion of tinm spent
on projects.
3.1T
Although tV e optimum sixe for an EASE would have to be determined for a partioular set of
oirouwstanoom, the following guidelines can be laid down.
(a) The various members will have primary responsibility for an area of work in the 'housekeeping' and some of the 'research' class but each area should be understudied tV other members.
(b) To deal with a 'customer' project or other specific task a team would be set up, the
constitution of the team being determined by the nature of the task and the work load at the time.
(o) The whole umit should be close enough to allow daily contact with each other and to
use ommon fa'ilities.
(d) Although for short periods the whole unit could work on a project there must be enough
redundancy to allow the 'housekeeping' to be carried out.
3.18
Although contact with projects will be required at all stages, including post-production,
it is at the inception of a project that the greatest and most beneficial influence can be exerted.
It in at this stags that 6ho implications of EKC can be established with appropriate provision of
time, management procedures and cost.

4.

CONCLUSION
EASE in presented as a method of obtaining more effeotive ENC.

In setting up a practical orgonisation or activity the principles gtven Above should be
adhered to.
These principles have been determined after consideration of imperfections in the present
considering DIO as a pollution situation.
DEC situation many of which became apparent attet
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TEMES A MODULATION DE FREQUENCE N" 21.
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L.EVALLOIS-PERRET,

This article of essential character treats
Cet article de caract?re essentiellement
interference problemes resulting from experiences pratique traite le probllme des interfdrences h partir
taken on telephony radio links, to multiplexage re- de r6sultats exp~rimentaux relev6s sur des faisceaux
peated in frequency. (FDM - FM).
hertziens de td16phonie, I multiplexage par ripartition

en fr6quence. (FDM - FM).
This comprises two parts. Firstly a very
general characteristic is applied to frequency modulation links.
It treats successively

I1 comprend deux parties. La premilrp, de
caractbre trbs g~ndral, est applicable h tous lee faisceaux h modulation de fr6quence. Elle traits successivement de

e Type of link organization and equipments.

* Organisation type des liaisons et 6quipements.

* Origin of disturbess.

* Origins des perturbateurs.

a Effects of disturbess on the functionning of equip- * Action dee perturbateurs sur le fonctionnement des
ments (capture of AGC and limiters) and on all6quipements (capture du CAG et des limiteurs) et
over performances (noise after demodulation).
sur les performances globales (bruit apr~s dr-odu* Proceeduses utilized to reduce the effects of
disturbess.
i Calculate the level of disturbess from the antenna diagrams. The application has two particular
events.
The second part is related exclusively to
telephony radio links FDM - FM of medium to large capacity.
It gives the quantity of disturbances produced between the different radio links of normal capacities.
Finally, for example, a diagram of antenna
radiation utilized for the realization of a network
system.

lation).
e Proc6d6s utilisds pour mninimiser l'action des perturbateurs.
. Calcul du niveau des perturbateurs 4 partir des diagrammes d'antenne et application h deux cas particuliers.
La deuxibme partie se rapporte exclusivement
aux faisceaux hertziens de t6ldphonie FDM - FM h
moyenne et grands capacit6. Elle donne les r6sultats
de mesure de perturbations riciproques entre diff6rents faisceaux de capacit6s normalisdes. Enfin elle
donne, h titre d'exemple, le diagramme de rayonnement d'une antenne utilis6e pour la r6alisation d'un
r6seau mailli6.

I

PART EJI
*
*

1.

DES LIAISONS ET DES EgUIPEMENTS.

-ORGANISATION

11-Organisation des liaisons.C7
Una des caractdriatiquos du Falsceau Hortzien cat qulil utilise, commoe vecteur support d'information, des andes k. frdquenco dlevge se propageant, on premitre approximation, comme I& lumibre. Do
co fait une liaison hortzienne, au sons habituol du terms, eat conutituge par une adrie do liaisons mis..
bout k bout, liaisons dont lea extrdrnitdas ont en visibilitd optique.

Tminal

bluls

Whlbi

T*MknsI

Coan liaisons sont on gdndral 46quipges do plusiours Lanaux bilatgraux et forrnent un riseau malilld
comportant un nombro d'Smotteuru rdcopteurs beaucoup plus grand quo le nombro do frdquencos disponi.
bios. Codi conduit k dos risques d'interfdroncos quo
Plan do fr dauencO normalias.
V'on s'efforco do minimisor par l'emplol do plans do
frdquence trl~s strict* ot par un choix judicloux do
n=1
2
3 4
5
6
I
l'mplacement des stations.
f

f

f

f

f

f
1,

2'

3'

4-

'~

Derni bande basso fn= fo -208
+429n
n2 o+
aue1%=
Denibnd
Domibane
~ hate
= o +5 + 9 nrecoit
Plan do frdqauonco d'un onsomblo de
2
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~

-

Los figures ci-contre montrent k titre d'exernpie le plan do frdquence no,2ixiaiisd dan. une band. donnde (3,.9 - 4, 2 GHz) ot l'arrangement des frdquencos
utilis4 pour un ensemble do stations. On remarquera
qu'lvne station imet toujours dans une doni bando ot
dans l'autre. (paritd des stations) co qui i.-pliquo quo toutes 'les mailles d'un risoan aient 2 p c~tds.
On romarquera 46galemont qutc Isa eeulo protection contre les perturbations issues d'une station adjaconto
est as&surde par le ddcouplage d'antoano, caractiristiquo qui, dans un r~taau mailiS, prend souvent le pan
sur la caractidriatique do gairi.
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1. 2.

-

Organisation type des Jouivernents.
-

-

jLe

schdrnA ci-coritre montre los fonctions essontiolles
d'un ensemble imetteur-rdcopteur do faisceau hertzlon ainsi
--------------------~S-~~quo sea caractdrictiques principalos.
-

E

Filtres SHE Bande maximum compatible avec Is, rejection des canaux voisins tranamis sur le memo guide. (canaux do memo parlti)
Nombro do cavitgs ddtermin6 do faron a dliminor lea
et frdquences images.

ii

11/hdtgrodynes

Milangeurs d'6mission ou rdcep-ion.
5

___

________Filtro

0

Osclllateur. locaux.
FI

Bando maximum compatible avoc la rdjection dos signaux qui
W'ont pas pu #tre lilminds par los filtres SHF.

Amplificatour k frdquence intermiddlalro.

1/Filtre F1

Limitation do Ia band. do l'AFI.

Corrocteur do temp. do propagation de groupe.

2.

ORIGINE DES PERTURBATEURS DANS UN SYSTEME HERTZLEN.

-

Les perturbations reol4eyds our uno liaison rdolle pouvent Stre clasodes en doux aortes.
a)- Perturbations duisystlhmo par lui-m~xne.
b)- Port-irbations duos Ma. prdsenco de liaisons voisimes.
La premire farnille de perturbations oat dliminde lore do l'dtudo dui matdriel. Coest .11. qui
impose lea carsctdristlquos dom divers filtros, et b, ce titre ressort do la conception du matdriol.
La douxi~me d~pend dos caractiristiquos topographiquos des liaisons ot des antennas utilisies.
A co titre oll. rossort do la conception do la liaison.
2. 1.

-

Perturbations dui svstl~me par hui-m~rn.

Co typo do perturbations n'intdgrosse pas directement l'ingdniour d'6tude do liaisons. Aussi soul
I. cas typiquo des perturbations par hitdrodyne r~ception eat-il donnd k titre dloxomplo.
AnftwwLoxamen
I.)

duisystlnie ci-contro (faincoau k 4 GHx) montro quo
la frdquence OLP. dui canal 3 ost k 12 Mfli do la frdquenco du canal 1 at.
do ce fait, aso situe dans la bands duirdceptour dui canal 1. Cetto fr6quonce eat norrnaloniont dilinindo par lea filtros ot 1. circulatour do
branchornont dui canal 3. Si lour att~nuation Etait insuffisante, U1conviondrait d'lnsdrer un attinuatour unidirectionnol au point A.

A

13
304.5
2 154.5

3 M.5 -Fr
3 012.5 - OLM

2.2.- Perturbations duos b. I& prdsence do liaisons voisinos,
Ces perturbations provionnent presque toujours des signaux parasites captds par les antonnos at

"*Plan do frdquence.
Le sch6-na ci-dessous reprdsente un example do liaisons et les perturbations saicoeptibles do so
produire siir la liaison A -- *. B.

'El,

it

Enon

Cos perturbations peuvent Stre classdos on trols

~,jIarril~vo
G

catigorlo s.
a)- Perturbations do I& liaison sur eUo-rreme par rayonnornont
des antennes.
b)- Perturbations do I& liaison sur elle-marne par surpass.mont de 'eux bonds.
c0- Pirturbations par une autre liaison due au rayonnornsnt
diffus des antonnos.

-

~Chuminde

N p~uffistlom

En gdndral, dan. tine station
rolaim lee dmettours travaillent k I&
memo friquenco.
Dan@ ceoo conditlono, Io rayonnomont arrlhre do l'antenne z oat captdo
par l'antonno x. Do meme lantonne a
reoiot uno fraction do rayonnomoent
dmi par xn.

xx
x

La parade X ce typo do perturbation pout Otre obtonue do I& manibre sulvanto
9 Adoption d'un plan X 4 friquonces, maim done ce cao 1e nombro do canatix radiodloctriquom oat riddtit
do moitiS.
* Adoption d'antonno k hautom performance@.

- Perturbation521A2J

.2. 2.2

mot

do In 1ilacs
TwucO
RI

A

Chemin des

a
m2

ý

wawbtlor

(D

___Aý

Cette perturbation rdmulte do la captation par l'antenne x d'une partie du rayonnement dmis par
l1antenne y mitudo trois stations an amont.
La parade X ce typo do perturbation peout etre obtenue do la manibre suivante

"*Choix do l'ernplacernent do. stations do fagon b. cc qu'elles no soient jamais or. visibilit6 radiodSlec trique.
(Stations A et B sdparicem par uno colline, et pyl~nes do hauteur minimum).

"*Choix do l'omplacement des stations do facon k augmenter lea angles

at

02pour

augmenter le

dicouplage des antennas x et y.
* Adoption d'antennes X hautem performances.
Remaraue stir la visibilitid radiodlectriotie,
La zone de visibilitd radiodlectrique out d'autant plus 6tendue qtie le point choisi pour la station
eat tin point haut. Lora do 1'dtude du tracA d'uno liaimon on pout etre amen6 k abandonnor un point trbm
haut, tout k fait favorable k la propagation du faisceati principal. au profit d'un point rnoinm ddgag6 mais
dont Isa "azne de pollution" eat moindre.
2. 2. 3.

- Perturbations d'une liai.son Dr d'autres liaisons.
Z
chomin dus
pertwbeflars

Ce typo do perturbations aso produit easentiellement stir lea bonds ayant tine extrdmite-commune. Il eat do nimem nature que lea perturbations
par rayonnement arribre ot a pour cause lo rayonnement diffum des antennas.
Le rayonnomont diffum qdtant d'autant plus
46levd quo l'angle entre deux liaisons eat faiblo, il
convient do porter tine attention particulO~re k ce

I

type de perturbations.
dane 'ernploi de plans de frdquence intercalaire.
c.chapitre 4.

3.

-ACTIONS

-

DES PERTURBATEUJRS.

t "porturbateurs"
Avant limitation lea mignaux "futile" (a)
mont pour donnor tin signal moduld en amplitude ot on phase (_V").

__

-~

( Ap

) me combinent vectorielle-

La modulation d'amplltude petit agir stir le comportomont du GAG et
limiteurm. La modulation do phase introdtdt tin signal qui pout Stre rdpati dana to-ate la bando - cam gindral - oti centrE stir tine motile fro'dv.sncemignal utile ot signal perturbatetir non modulE,
Au
Outro la diaphonie qulil introduit co signal risque. done certain. cam do maturer los amplificateurm
en bando do base.
Apdes

II
3. 1. Caturedu C. A. G.
Dana un amplificateur ) frdquence intermidiaire Ia commando do gain
et Ia commande do rigindration obdissent X llampitude globale du signal regu.
Si I* perturbateur oat au-dessum du seuil de riginiration at si son amplitude dovient supdrioure X cello du signal utile, le ricepteur pout so caler our
le porturbateur sans quo los 6quipoments d'extrimitim puissont d6celer crtet

substitution.
En fait ce cam eot un "cam dlicolo" car Ia capture du CAG a lieu pour un
niveau beaucoup plus faible qua le niveau do capture des limiteurs, lui-mmrne
infiriour uu niveau de rdgdndration. Il nly a donc pan lieu d'en tonir compte
dane l'dtude d'une liaison.

3. 2. - Capture des limiteurs
s/

En prisence do bruit blanc, los lirnitours fonctionnent
correcternent jusquIX un rapport signal mur bruit de 10 dE en-

-0do
0

viron. A ce rapport signal sur bruit correspond une puissance
de r6ception qui eat la puissance minimale admissible ou puissance de seuii en modulation de friquence.
En pr6sence des perturbateurs cette puisiance minimale
augmente et rests toujours supirieure k la puissance do scull
et b la puissance du ou des perturbateurs.

5o

Leo figures montrent 1 'Evolution du rapport signal our
bruit dans une vole t616phonique dO k la d6terioration du fonctionnament des limiteurs en presence de perturbateurs.

Fig. A

-90

LEGENDE,
2

o Fenetre de mesure 4 kHz centrde k 70 kHz ou 4 Mz..
3
40

'

40

•---

I

/N

20

F Af
* Pr

200 kHz off.
puissance de roception.

*•N = •" KTB (Bruit blanc avant limitation).
* Conditions do mesure fig. A ot fig. B. Un soul perturbateur
3 14 MHz environ aux niveaux suivants
- PI = 0 pour lea courbes 1.
- PI = N pour los courbes 2.

so
Fig.

j2

-

3
-20

Ll
10

1/l

20

P

=10 N pour lea courbes 3.

a Conditions de mesure fig. C. Deux perturbateurs symdtriques
b 14 MHz environ aux niveaux suivants
- PI = P2 = 0pour la courbe 11.
- PI = P2 = Npour lacourbe 12.
- P1 m P2 = 10 N pour la courbe 13.
En prernibre approximatign,-'et pour un nombre lirmit6
do perturbateurs, on pout admettre quo leo limiteurs fonctionnent correctement loraque Ia relation suivante eat v6rifiSe.

1 do

Ur 40

0 Ur
* Up
e Ub

30

is C

IQ/N

>l0

Ub

Teniion du signal utile.
Tension du signal perturbateur.
Tension 4ificace do bruit thermique.

En pratique on utilise plutot la formule suivante un peu
moins pricise main plus commode d'emploi.

fig..C

20

Up

Pr

>

10 (N + ZPp).

Los figures ci-aprbs montrent l'Evolution do Pr/N en
fonction du nombre do perturbateurs dans los deux cam particuolirs suivants
a)- Puissance de chaque ?erturbateur 6gale au bruit thermique
(Pps=uN

KTB ; Up = Ub).

b)- Puissance do chaque porturbatour Egale k 10 N

(Pp -z10N ;Up a\V1_

Ub).

(WNJ do po

poswPP It

I WrI

0
Po Iof

25

20

- IUp' V10 %Ib

-Ur

Is

P~INIs

5V

/

+1PPI 20

P~ssFipsIs

n

n

[

1

3. 3.

2

- PErturbations

3

4

5

2

1

3

4

5

alp~s ddmodulation.

Apris d~modulation, lee perturbations r~sultant do l'interfdrence dtun signal utile et d'un signal
parasite pouvent Otro clausae. en doux grandes catdgories.

* Perturbation ILfrdquence pure due au battornent de deux ondes non moduldes.
* Perturbation rdpartle done toute la bande due au. battemont de deux ondes dont l'une au moins eat
modulde.
"s

____
ir
Per-tturationk!.-L.TLtp~L

-

Spectre avant limitation
fu =

fp
fu

fW

-

fr~quence du signal utile

WA&.

=

du signal parasite

=frdquence

Spectre aprh a d~modulation
F =fu

-

fp

frdquence do la perturbation

=l wu- WP
Diagrarnne do Fresnel des signaux avant limitation
9 Hypothhee Ap-::<
Au
Lts
modulation do, phase perturbatrice
L9
=.Ap.
sin (wu -wp) t = Aip sin n t
Au
Au
* df p
modulation de frdquence r~sultante

0 F

5\

Ap

* df

1

p'

d
dt

(60)

0
*

.

Ap

nJO

Au

211

coft

fc

F coon t
Au
x F
= excursion do frdquence r~sultante = .Ap
p
Au
= excursion do friquence produite par 1. signal de test k la
frdquence F'. (excursion de la voic considir~e).

=Pu(c/
p
solton dB....-w.Lo
= Pu-Pp, + Z0 log (Af
F
B
Los relations pric~dentes montrent quo l'amplitude do
(fu - fp) eat dlevE. Correspondent & un cas thdorique, surtout
elles servent essentiellement Ikvirifier quo los amplificateurs
BA

=

..AL

(WU -wpI t

wut

-1T

F

Is. raie parasite eat d t autant plus grande quo
depuis l'emploi do I& dispersion d'46nergie,
en bande do base no sont pas satur~s.

21-7
Perturbation rdghrti. done Igtou

I& bands.
L'approche mathimatiqu. do co type do perturbation dtant &sees
difficile, et lea rdaultats relevdo on laboratoire Stant expoads done I&
phase 11, I. prdment chapitre set litnitd I l'aspect qualitatlif du phdnornkne.

Pp

-

fu

*

-

Spectre avant limitation (signaux utile at perturbateura rnodul4s).

'p

-

Rdpartltion du bruit done I& bands do base aprbs ddmodulation
T =Lu- fp

Bruit done une valeAdttiye

jq

o~.

%rt %..

9 Signaux sans dispersion d'46nergio.

Q:-

2

Voie de me sure X Is friquence FZ.

------fu - p

P2

0P1

Vole de mesure k I& frdquonce Fl.

Rf aultats yrstipue a.
a Le bruit eat maximum pour la vole de frdquence centrals (fu - fp).
* La surcharge des amplisaen bands de base eot voisine de cc.-le obtenue avec un parturbateur X frdquence
pure.
* Le rapport signal au-- bruit dane une vole tdldphonique eat donnA par Isa formulae
S dB =Pu - Pp + ak
B
a :Coefficient de protection do modulation ddpendant do paramihres suivanta
(Cf. partie H)l.
a Nature des signaux lnterfdrant
a Ecart de frdquence fu-fp.
a Frdquence de Is. vole t~ldphonique considd4rde
* Lea bruits dus X plusieurs perturbateura s'ajoutent "en puissance'~.e
a La formule donnant le bruit do perturbation eat de mime nature ql..e cells donnant le bruit thermique de
propagation. Il peut s'en auivre une modification du aeuil X 106 pWf si celui-ci se produit avant Ie seull
de modulation de frdquence (960 - 1800 - 2700 voles).
4.

-

PROTECTION CONTRE LES EFFETS DES INTERFERENCES,
Dispersion__________

4. 1.

-

Plans de fr4quence intercalaire.
Dispersion d'6ntergil.

Dana lea faisceaux b, grande capacit6 et dana lea faisceaux k failbe capacits peu chargdo. une
grande partle do l'dnergie reate concentrde our la porteuse.
0

fectre d'une onde modulfe gKaqr
1800 voes.

d5

klinterfgrence de deux. signaux de ce type dlonne, sprbs
ddrnodu...tion, lea deux types de pertu~rbations mentionndea dans
Ie chapitre pricddent.

Spectre dIMs and.
,nodui~e per 1800 vaies

10
20

qt Perturbation lk fridquence pure n affectant qu'une seule voie
rnala dont Ie coefficient de protection do modulation a pout
devenlr nigatif .i11l'ca-rt de- frdquence entre lea oorteuses eat
suffi sament grand.

30
40

. Perturbation rdpartie dana Is. bande dont le coefficient
toujours positif dana lea configurations habituelles.

50
50

a

eat

AF
0

5

10

Maz

L'emploi de la dispersion dldnergie "perinet" d'dtaler
lxperturbations du premier type our un grand nombre de voles
Ca k une veleur positive.
La disperaion d16nergie pe.tA 8tre obtenue en aurirrposant a%4signal multiplex un signal en dent de
acie, d'une containe de hertz, provoquant une excursion de frdq~ience de quelques centalnes de kilohertz.

Lea figures ci-dessous montrent l'influence de Is, dispersion d'Anergieo ur la rdpartition du bruit
dane is bande do base.
Sana dispemolan d'6mwrgo

4. 2.

-

Avec dimp

Ion d'4aeiuo

Plans de frdouence intercalaire.

La figure ci-dessous montre l'emplacoment rolatif des canaux du plan normal et du plan intorcalaire done une bando do frdquonce donnge-.
1

2

4

3

5

6

Fa
1

ip

2p

;I

Plan ,'mornI

PlanlIntorcinlalre

Id

2d

3d

4d

6d
U

t

f

f

f

f

Idp

t

2dp

I

3dp

3p

4P

op

op

I

I

I

I

I t

4d~p Npr

6p

tp

L'dcart ontre lea portouses du plan normal et du plan intercalaire oat voisin do 14, 5 MHz dane lea
bandesa 4 ot 6,2Z GHz et e at do 20 MHz dane la bando des 6, 7 GHz.
La Nraleur de cot dcart fait quo lee "perturbation b. fr6quenco fixe"l ontre plan normal at plan intercalaire tombant au-delM do la bande do base et lea "perturbations r6parties" done le haut do la mmem
bande. Do plus elle autorise pour lea capacitds infdrieurea ou .6gales b, 960 voiea un- filtrage compldmentairo dliminant une grando partie du spectre du signal perturbateur. L'adjonction do ce filtrago cempldmentaire no doit sop faire que dans lea stations obz il oat indispensable car olle so traduit par une ldgýýe
augmentation do la diaphonie due b.la rdduction do bande du r~cepteur.
Ndanmoins, l'emploi des plans normaux et intercalaires avec filtrago comnpltxmentaire pormet la,
rdalisation do deux d~parts faisant entre eux :mn angle pouvant atteindre une di,.aino do deerda.

I

5.-CALCUL DES SIGNAUX PERTURBATEURS
Le calcul des signaux perturbateurte fait

Idg

intervenir lee caractiristiquee de rayonnomoent

0

0

~

Polarleatlan dfrec&
so

d (0)

Polarletion

awe
Lao g
1 2

TO2

5
I

10 2 2 5

0

0

0

100mont

des antennos.
Celles-ci mont en gdnfral donndei sous
forme d'un gain par rapport k l'antonne isotrope,
d'un diagramnme do rayonnemont on pcilarisation
directe et d'un diagramrne do rayonnement en
polarisation croiade.
La figure ci-contre donne un example do
.
cog diagrarm
'examen dos diagrammes ci-contre mantre quo le d~couplage en polarisation eut en gdndral, .updriour au ddcouplago en polarisation dirocto ot quo Jour diff~rence dirninue juuqu'& pratiques'annulor lorsqu'on s'dcarto de l'axe do
l'antenne.

Dr. fait do deux djagrammea do rayonnlomont (polarisation directe ou croisda) b. 1'6mission ot I la
r~ception 11 existe ontro deux antennas quatro chemin. do propagation correspondent aux configurations
suivantes
Emission en polarisation 1,

Emission en polarisation 2

"* R46ception on polarisation 1.
"*Rdcoption on polarluation 2.

*e Xception en polarisation 1.
* Rdcoption on polarisation 2.

Loa exemplairo. donnda ci-aprbs montrent le comportomont do deux antennas fonctionnant our I&
meme polarisation et our dos polarisations croiud~ea.

bkLes ut-lisd .
Ae

Antenna d'~mission

Ar

Antenne de reception

As

Signaux correspondant i la polarisation
directe.

02
Ar

Signaux correspondant k la polarisation
croiage.
GI - G2

Gain des antennea.

DI - D2

D4couplage en polariization directe.

dl

Ddcouplage en polarisation croisae.

- d2

*1

02
dI

Attdnuation de rotation de polariEation.

A

42

02

Antennes fonctionnai c sur la rhyme polarllation.
Ar
Antenna r6ception

I

Ae
Antenne 6ralsion

G~2- 02

Atna

<G1 - D,
G01-di

G2 - d2

Evaluation relative des diffdrents_ sigrL.au__x r•u
I

.

GI

+

GZ

-

(Dl

+

DZ)

3

-

GI

+

G2

-

(A

+

Dl

+

dZ)

2

---

GI

+

G2

-

(dl

+

dZ,

4

-

Gl

+

G2

-

(A

+

dl

+

D2)

Par suite de la prdsence duj terme A lea signaux 3 et 4 sont beaucoup plus faibles que l'ensernble
des signaux 1 et 2 et peuvent etre ndgligis.
En posant dl = DI + c1 et dU = D2 + i 2, lexpression des signaux re~us devient
I
2

•

GI

+

G2

-

(DI

+

D2)

GI

+

G2

-

(DI

+

D2)

-

(al

+o42)

Le signal prdponddrant est le signal I et ce d'autant plus que V'on est proche oes axes des antennes,
clest-h-dire que DI et DZ tendent vers zdro.
Antennvs fonctionnant en _opariation crois6e,

-I

02 -,d2

-.D.

"d'

Cl -

.

02 -02

1

cu,
Evaluation des diff6rents sjgnaux reu?
1G
2

-

GI

+ GZ

-(DI

+

-

G2

(dl

+ d2)

3

GI

+ GZ -

(A

+ DI

+ D2)

+

4

GI

+

(A

+

+

D2)

GZ

-

dl

d2)

Par suite
de
prdsence
terme A lea signaux 3 et 4 sont beaucoup plus faibles que l'ensemble
etredun~gliggs,
2 et lapeuvent
Iet
des signaux;

En pomant dl

Dl +

1 at dZ

+

=D2

2, Ilexprom sian des mignaux reque doviont

1

01

+ 02

-

(DI + DZ)

-o(Z

2

Gi

+ G2

-

(Dl +. DZ)

-0ý1

'

Lo signal prdpondirant eat ctlui pour Icqucil 1e terme 0' eat plus faible. Dann le cas d'anteanea
identiques, il correspond au cam ou V'on eat le plus 6loign6 do l'axe, clemt-k-diro X la plum grainde valour
de 1.
Relation utilisdes en vratipue.
En pratique daux cam mont N considgrer
e Un. des antenxiom eat dans l'axe do lautre.
* Aucune des antennos W'est dana l~axe do l'autro.
at done Itaxe de !'autre(DI
~)-Ca
o~ ue ds ntenn

J

Co cam eat le plus courant car cleat le cam do stations adjacentea.
7~ jA~2

a, Polarisation directe
D2
*Polarisation crois~e dZ =DZ +orX2
En toute riguour 11 convient do prendre.la plus petite Jes valeuia
(D2 +XCL-) ou (D2 fOCi1) ; maim compte tenu des caractdristiquos d'ante-Ines
et do I& valcur non nulle do l'angle &2. or- 2 ent proaque toujours sup46ricur
k Oc1 ineme si lea aittennem no mont pam identiquos.

b)- C&a.ou auundeaniltLUtennem n'cst dana l1axc do l'autre.
Co cam correspond on g~n~ral aux perturbations par surpammement
ou aux perturbations ontre liaisons voisumes.

A2

AI

* Polarisation direct.
Dl + D2
a Polarisattcn croi34e
- Antennas9 dentiques
Dl + D2 +CC 2
- Antonnes difidrentem

DI + dU

---.

Dana ce cam il convient do prendre Is, plus petite des valeura (DI + dZ = DI + DZ +OC?.) ou
(D2 + dl =Dl + D2 fOC I), ctoat-k-dire colic qui correspond I la valour minimnum de 69.
6. - CALCUL DES PERTURBATIONS DANS OUELOUES CAS CAR&ACTERISTIQUES.
Deux cam mont enviaagis le cam do I& station ott aboutimsent uniquornont des liaisons 1.800 voles et le cam do la station
o4 aboutismort uniquemnent des liaimor'* 960 voies. Tous losa/
bonds mont suppo*68 avoir Ia m~rae 1-7 gueur (45 kin) et utiliser
des antennes idontiques offrant un dicouplage do 64 dB aummi
bien en polarisation d1irecte qi'ev polarisation crois~e. Le calcul porte eaaentielloment our l'4-volution du bruit et du seull en
fonction du noinbre do porturbateurs (n).
e Longuour du bond
**

Longuour des feeders
e Puissance

~inimaion

km
in

45
50

150

dflm

Qd
S'

sfttwlow
NCVal"s

meo

45
50

s

42Z

30

W3

141.3

141,3

"*Pertes do branchernent

dB

5,4

"*Pertem feeders
9 Gain des antennes
" Attdnuation entreX et R

dB,
dB

r

m,Att~nuatiort do propagation

X 6 Glz

I

5,

5

1 44

44

I

54 173
1"fanIaniSOvoism

do

5

44

63, 7

dB

s

I

12

0

"4
63,7

Wd

Nor" a 10PW

so

dues 4 k~z

"*Bruit do rdf~ronce
88dB).

d~inop -102,2
6
"*Puissance do seuil (10 pW
done 4kHz)
d~m
-68,6

" Puissance doerception
"*Puissance do soull FM

d~rn
d~m

-11112
-77,6

-21,7

33,

-80

so8

0

2

3

4

5

4
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* Rapport signal/bruit
therrnique
o Bruit therrnique de

1
80, 5

pW

9

* Marge au seuil 106 pW

dB

46,9

43,9

* Protection de modulation

dB

20

22

* Dkcouplage d'anter.ne

dB

64

64

a Puissance d'un perturbateur

dBm

o Rapport signal our
perturbatiott

dB

riceptlon

96 do

77,5

dB

18

76
--

-

87.5
84

-

1

*

97.7

2

3

4

9

6

7

86
C

9 Bruit introdult par un
perturbateur

pW

total pour n per* Bruit
turbateur

pW

4
9 +4 n

2,5
sm&"Idol~

/N~bwV

18 + 2, 5 n

10 6 PW
mw" &l•

so

(4 kd4u)

40
0

ii

1

2

3

4

5

5

7

1
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PROTECTION DE MODULATION.

-

PER~rURBATION REPARTIE DM45 LA BANDE.

Lee rdoultato donndm ci-sprbs sont des rdsultate expirimentaux se rapportant aux: faisceaux do
tildphonie F'DM - FM k rnoyenne ot grand. capaciti. (de 600 k 2 700 voles). Ila ant Atd obtenus k partir
du montage suivant.

* ~~ ~

Emetteur de diaphonom~tr.
Modulateur.

.
a

repmAttdnuateur.

a *v71

0Dimodulateur

Recepteur du diaphonombtre.

Conditions de memuro. Notations utilisdes.
e Excursion de friquence 400, 200, 140 kHz off. suivant Is. capaciti.
e Charge du multiplex

5 + log N (N = nombro do voles)

-

& Prdaccentuation :± 4 dB (solon avis du CCIR)
e AF Scart do friquonco entr* lea signaux utiles et perturbatoeurs.
o A. Nivoau par rapport k Is portouso non~ modulgo (bande do mesure 25 kMz).
9 ZC protection do modulation - valour pondirdo.
* Velours relevios sane dispersion d'dnergio co qui expliquo I& prisence d'une cr~te loraque 1'dcart do
friquenco AF eat Sgal k la friquence do la, fenetro do rnosuro.
1.

-

PERTURBATION O'UN.3IGNAL A 600 VOIES PAR UN SIGNAL A 600 VOIES.

1. 1.

A f = 200 kHz

-

F

f
Af

off.

spaCe. 414 WAdSWAdualO

&wit an pr'tsaua d'un.

AAed
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DISCUSSION
R. OLESCH,
Zau mentioned that a white noise spectrum was assumed in your choice of
the factor etv on the blackboard.
Should the ?M noise spectrum not be parabolic in
frequency?
F. CROC(MADTTI: Prior to demodulation, the noise spectrum is a white spectrum, like
in amplitude modulation.
Aftet, demodulation, noise assumes a parabolic form (lee
equation and diagram on original text).
In frequency modulation, AS is constant, which
accounts for this parabolic shape.
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RADAR tNTERFEQERCE REDUICTOt'

TECHNIkIPES

William Fishhein
Reinhard nlesch

ntto Rittenbach
US Armyv Electronics Cwtp',nd
Fort Moromouth, N. J.
USA
SIP"APY
Techniques are describod, applicable to radar, which enhance the comnatihilitv of multir'le svrtem"1 in
limited frequency soace.
By appropriate coombination of multiple frenueticies, the spectral aecunancv no A sinnal can he roducedl
through pulse shapinn, without sacrifice inravine resolution. This roothnd isextendedl to continunus wave
radar, resultint, insideloie reduction without Amplitude mwdulation. A function isdefined relAtin" mutual
interference of two systems in terms of their waveforms, Physical and lnr~ctrAl mnrxirity, anti it,
u-odr
as a
measure of interference. olrdinarv sinole sideband technioues Are modified and ennliod to radaor to reduce
spectral width. Considerations for interlacino the discrete line spectra of several radars are nivon.
They include sinnle sideband procession of unidirectional donn'er simnnle Andl A sten sCAnnin sche' whiC
permits increasinn the ailoaeable Pulse rate.
Experimental results and applications are niven.
1. INTRODUJCTION
The conservation of the electromannetic spectrum isof vital imnnrtance, since available frenueancv
banids are critically limited. This shortane is already so serious at the lower radar freouencies that
allocations are virtually unavailable for hioh resolution radars. It is,therefore, imnermitive that snectral space be employed at the greatest possible efficiency.
Interference may be encountered by a radar due to direct reception of another radar's emission (via
antenna mainlobes, sidelobes or combination of each), It may also occur as re-flections from tarnets
which were Illuminated by the secon~d radar.
Methods and their Implementations are divicrihad herein which reduce interference in staveral waysFirst, by shapinn of the transmitted waveform (pulse or CV) which reduces interference from snectral sidelobes, hence allows greater soectrai proximity between two radars; secondly. by decreasino the transmitted
spectrum as much as 50% thi'ouq) single sideband techninues; thirdly, by nroviding tochninues which Allow'
several radars to share the %ýie band.
2. SPECTRAL SIDELOBE REDUCTI(IN
The usual method of decreasinq the width of the radiated soectrum of a nulte radar is to sharp the
envelope of the transmitteJ pulse by filterina. This is difficult at radio freouencies (OF) for radars
with tunable transmitters or when high Power levels are involved. Further. this anoroach doies not (offer
a solution for continuous wave (CW) radars. A CW radar with ranne resolution isbasically simil.~r to
ordinary pulse radar. After all, the former waveformi cam be considered As atsum of multiple Pulse waveforms. Both use time coded waveforms which oroduce echoes that are encoded accordino to the ravine where
they originated. Both have wide frequency spectra, the width denendino on the resolution achieyed. Tb"%
term "pulse" Is,therefore, neneralized here to include both waveforms . Considerations of the on-off
waveform will be shown to provide insight for NV radars as well.
The pulse shaping approach considered here is based on the principle of reducino the first or

nearby sidelobes of a spectrum fror a rectanoular Pulse. Bv the addition of another spectrum, avinronriately

weighted and displacel1 in fbiequency, these sidelobes can he nartially cancelled. althouoh other sidelimhes
may actvally increase in this procedure, it will reduce rather then increase the snectral occupancy of the
resultant signal. A more concentrated spectrum; is, therefore, obtaineol. Thus, by combinino ordinary rectangular pulse signals of different but related freouencles and Phase, this method of bandwidth redtiction
effects a shaping of the spectrum, hence also of the coriesnandinn time pulse. In the frenuencv domain, this
process may be represented as the addition of si-shaned spectra (%Ix - 'itin x)/x) insuch a way that the
resulting combined spectrum has sidelohes that fall off at a higher rate than those of the snectr' of the
component pulse signals.
In the time domain the p)ulse shape corresnondino to such a comnosite snectrum, will be inneneral
of the form coosn, its shapinn (smoothness) der'.sndinn on n and thereby on the number of coemoonent sinnals.
b. The Rectangular Pulse
An ordinary rectanqjlar pulse, contained within the switching function S(t). is the simplest member of the family of pulse shapes rivyen by cos no i.e., cos0 . Assumina its aumplitude to be unity. its
width T and its center at time t *0 (F~q. Ia), its snectruma F,(w) (subscrint corresroondina to the order

of smoothness) will be niven by

F ()
-J:St)cosowt

co wt dt

Here w represents radian frequency.
exist, centered at w - wc.

It

*2

sin(wT/2)

*T

si (W12)

When this pulse modulates an RF carrier, w , the same spectrum will

noted that for this spectrum the sfdelobe pealls f61
fs

off as 1w.

The mutual interference between two radars depends on many factors, soie of which are their qiven
physical separation and siting, their antenna patterns, power leiels, receiver sensitivities, antenna
aliqgnnt frequency separation, and occupied bandwidths. A mutual interference function I is defin"d in
Appendix i.
*C represents the output ef a particular receiver to an input conditioned by these parameters.
For the rectangular pulse 1. as a function of the spectral separation, wd between matched and received
signals is
].sin(T2

I

n(wdT/2)

- (T/2) si(wdT/ 2 )

wdd
It is apparent that, given a fixed T, for some values of frequency separation (i.e., when ;,4T/2 - kw.
k - 1,2...) the interference approaches 0. However, various instabilities as well as nealecid hiaher
order terms and the geometrical relation between radars and targets make a realization of this choice difficult. Hence the "envelope" of this fuinction. l/wd, is considered the factor which determines the allowable spectrjl proximity of 2 rectangular pulse radars.
down,
Since
value
a lus
c.

If, for example, it were required that the interference from an adjacent si-shaned spectrum be 48 d8
Appendix 1 shows that a separation of r t 81.5 phase revolutions is required, where r - wdT/2w.
the spectrum, F (w), for both of the interfering signals has nulls at wT s 2k ik1,2..., this
of r requires that the two spectra be separated by approximately 81.5 sidelobes. In narticular, for
rectangular pulse, 81.5 Mflz separation is required to assure the interference to be below -48 dB.
The Cosine Pulse

The first order of improvement of the rectangular pulse is the cosine pulse. By repnvinn the discontinuities of the wavefom a reduction in the s~delobe level, hence In the soectral occupancy of the
signal, is achieved.
If pulse shapino by means of filters is to be avoided, the cosine pulse is produced by anpronriate
modulation, as shown in Fiq. 1. the RF carrier, Fie. ic, is balanced modulated by the shaninn function of
lb and gated by S(t) to form a pulse train. The resulting pulse, Fie. 2d. has the desired cosine envelone.
In order to analyze this pulse it is noted that the modtlation of the carrier by the shapinn function results in two frequency components. Lettinn the carrier fc(t) = cos wct and the shapinn function
fs(t) a cos wt/T, the cosine pulse f 1 (t) is qiven by:
fl(t)

St) fs(t) fc(t) - S(t) cos (, t/T) cos(wct) - Is(cos(wc + ,/T)t + cos(w€ - ./T)t) S(t)

The cosine shaped RF pulse is thus the sum of two separate signals, one below and one above the carrier
frequency. They differ in frequency by wa - 2w/T and are shown in Fig. le.
The phase relation of these two signals is of importance and must be as shown in Fin. le. If one
signal is considered to be a rew carrier, the second represents the same sitnal linearly ohase shifted by
2w radians during the pulse duration T. This relationshin gives rise to a modulatina techninue applicable
to CW radar, as will be discussed later.
The ,dditIon of two rectanqular RF pulses corresponds to the sum of two si-shanpd snectra in the
frequency domain, Fiq. 2 shows the spectra associated with the sinnals of Fin. le, nw10lv IsF0(w-w÷._.)
72
and IsFo(w-wc - !J) and their sum Fl(w - wc), the spectrum of the cosirtc r.lse, Fin. ld.

0

2

From the definitions of F (w) and wa. FIN) can he expressed as
Fl(W) , , [w *_•__•
1
1
FwT
1
cos WT
wMisw
which is the baseband spectrum of the cosine oulse.
Fig. 2 alludes to the general procedure of spectral sidelobe reduction through nulse shaninn. In
particular, the component spectra are placed syimtrically about w sn that the center of nne is alianed
with the first null of the other. The result is a partial cancellition of the first sidelohe by the mainlobe skirt of the second spectrum. Also, the maxima of the other sidelohes are alinnaed with those of the
second spectrum so as to oppose each other. The sum of the two snectra has. thereft- ,, sit,nificantly reduced sidelobes as they are the difference between the sidelobes of the individual snectra. The sidelohe
improvement of the cosine pulse spectrum F1 over that of F0 is apparent if the component spectra of ý, are
centered about w '-w,/2. i.e., when Fl(w + wa/2)is formed. The frenuency shifted F1 is niven by
Fl(w * wa/2) ""o(w)

a

+ W.
L~~wJ + Fo(w
0(w W

"

Folw)
2(w wa
+ wa)F(w

This form of F shows an F, modified bX an additional pole. As was apparent from F (w) the cosine pulse
spectral sidelibes decay AlTmost as 11/w.
Fin. 3 (solid lines) shows a techninue fo` neneratino a cosine
pulse train in accordance with Fie. 2. The modulatina frequency wa/2 is nixed with the carrier wc in a
multiplier. The resuitinr product is then gated by S(t), which is accomplished by the pulse trAin nenerator and the RF switch. The varlable delay serves to adjust the natine time so as to insure the proner
synchronism with the shaping function cos (wat/2). The pulse width must also be adjustable to al~ow a
match between the null•.
of the modulation result and the end of the na•te.

To evaluate any advantage in spectral occupancy of the cosine shaped pulse. the interference criterion is employed again. Aopendix 2 shows the Interference .etween radars usinn cosine pulses as
sin(wdT/2)
I1
I. r.2

L wd wdwa w du

]

which falls off approximately as the third power of frequencv separation, rather than the first as was the
case for the rectangulpr pulse.
Using the previous level of -48 da maximum Interference, it is found that the snectral proximity,
r, for two such signols is only rw4.4 i.e., they may be as near as 4.4 sidelobes' width to each Other.
This is a significant improvement over the previous requirement of 81.5 sidelobes for the case of the sishaped spectrum.
d. The cos 2 Pulse
To form this pulse in an analogous manner, three si-shaped spectra, displaced from one another by
the spectral distanca w a 2 w/T are summed. A choice of component signals cos wc, cos(wc + w.), and
COS(wc - WS) appears o8ical. However, the latter two sionals are now weiqhted by a factor of 1/2 relative
to the center frequency. This weiqhtino arises from the requirements of symmetry of the sum spectrum and
the fact that higher order sidelohes require smaller sionals for cancellation. The haseband spectrum
F2 (w) is given by:
F2 (w) • (1/4)Fo(w - w.) + (1/2)Fo(w)

+ (1/4)FO(w + w.) - s(sin(wT/2))

2

1

.

The addition of one more si-snectrtm, •as added one pole in the expression for the spectrum. The
s
tdelobes of
(w) thus fall off about as 1IwN, which Is an even more desirable behavior from the standpoint
of spectral occupancy. The center of F2 (w' is located at w a 0 (at the carrier w - wc for the modulated
signal), or again at the mean of center frenuencies of the component sisectra.
pulses.

this process is simly a summation of three carriers, modulated by rectan:ular
InThetheresultant
time domain,
pulse shape. f2(t), is:
rE(t) - WO~t

cos wct + (l/4)SMt

cos(w + wa)t + 0l/d)SMt

a Cos -shaped envelope on a carrier of frequencY w .

COS(w - wa)t - SMt

cos w,,t cos w t/2

Co-sistent with the imnroved sidelobe behavior of its

spectrum, this signal has an envelope of one dearei smoother than the cosine pulse.
The measure of spectral occupancy I is again applied and is (see Appendix 3):

1

wl~

4

+ 6

4d+

Id ] sin(wdT/2)

2
T6 4a
wd+a
wd - "a wd
which decays approximately as the fifth power of spectral separation. As defined previously, r : 3.5 which
The improvement over the cosine pulse shame is diminishing,
indicates a further saving In spectral occupancy.
however, since for small values of r the increasing mainlobe widths of the spectra are dominant. The advantage of higher order pulse shapes becomes apparent when oreater interference attenuation is required.

A technique for generatinq the cos 2 pulse is given by Fin. 3 if the dashed portion is used. The
modulation frequency generator now produces cos w t and the multiplier output is cos(w + wa)t and
cos(w - w )t, as shown in Fig. 4b. This signal Ts combined with the carrier cns w t fFia. 4a) and nated
as before." Fiq. 4c shows the output. The Previous requirements for phase relationihip between comonent
signals and weighting still hold and S(t) must be properly synchronized.
e. Generalization of Filterless Pulse Shapei•
As the process of combtining rectanbular RF pulses, properly related in amplitude, phase and frequency, is expanded higher orders of smoothness of the time function accompanied by corresnondino sidelobe
reduction is obtained. (heneral requirements and pronerties of the cosn shaped RF nulse are obtained hy eApanding the expression for the basebano oulse. From Anoendix 4 this is:

fn (t) _ S(t) cosn(waT/2) - 1/12±

(n)cos

(p - n/2)wa t

where (n) are the n + 1 binomial coefficients. This expression shows that the cosy' shaped RF nulse is composed o? n + 1 rectanqular RF pulses, all in phase at t - 0 and havino frequencies that differ by w a 2w/T.
Their relative weights are given by the binomial coefficients associated with n and the normalizatifn
factor is the sum of the coefficients or 2n.
In the frequency domain these n + 1 components result in n + 1 si-shaped spectra similarly weighted
and spaced at intervals of we syametrically located about the carrier. In term of baseband spectra:

Fn(w) - 4

() Fo[w -(p - n/2)wa]

The center of the sum spectrum F (w - w ) will lie at wc or, in general, at the mean of the component frequencies. For even N an oie numBer of Eomponents exist at w , w + w , wc + 2w , etc. The spectrum will
be of the form sin X/Xn + for large w. For odd n the n + f co~pon9fts lTe a: wC +w /2, w + 3w /2,
w + 5w /2, etc. and the spectrum Fn will be of the form cos X/Xn + I for large W.c Tt ashoulS Se n~ted
thsi fox odn n the spectru.m may be shifted by wa/ 2 so that FP(w - wa/2) will also be of the fore
sin x/xn + for large w.
It is noted that each additional component spectrum adds one
pulse by adding one pole to the expression for the spectrum. At the
spectrum. However, while the sidelobes are cancelled more strongly,
additional component spectrum. Effectively, the power of the sional

order of smoothness of the resultant
same time one null Is removed from the
the main lobe widens by w 1'2 with each
is concentrated nearer thl spectral

1 1•

center at the expense of sidelobe power. Thus, while the bandwidth, as measured by the mulls bracketing
the main lobe, is actually widened, the effective width of the spectrum (rms bandwidth) is decreased in
t~e lImit ats
.s - the sidelobes vanish completely and a gaussian spectrum remains.

From the examples of Appendices 'Ito 3, it is seen that I, as calculated there (signal and receiver
matched except for center frequency), is of a form similar to that of F (w)
It appears that for any one
interference level assumed it is not efficient to increase n indefinitei9 sin;" r diminishes only slightly
after a certain n is reached. By the use of 1, calculated for design signals and receiver (aid other radar
parameters) together with a specified maximum interference level, a trade-off of r versus oulse shanino n
must be conducted for each specific design.
Extending the technique of Fig. 3, Fig. 5 shows the neneral method of oenee-atino cosn shaped RF
pulses. Here the mixer produces many harmonics between aie RF carrier sinnal and the modulator signal.
The RF bandpass filters select the desired harmonics, P sing odd multinles if the mod:ulation frenuency is
w /2 and all multiples if it is w (n odd or even respectively).
These components are then adjusted in
amplitude (weighting) and phase (tinearity) and summed. The natino pulse oetierator Is again adjustable in
respect to the pulse length and starting time ýo as to assure natino the apnrooriate segment of the modulation product.
Instead of summing n + 1 weighted ref,:angular pulses (si-snectra) to form a cosn ni1-e, it should
be noted that, alternately, two unity weighted but previously shaped waveforms may he combined to form a
rgsultant shape of greater smoothness. This arises from the flct that any series of binomial coefficients,
can be obtained by addinq two of the preceding series (n- ) displaced iy one element. The following
p
example illustrates this (at baseband), showing how a signal may be "built" up from other shaned pulses.
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Spectral sidelobe level is often used as a measure of interference or nuality of snectral shane.
For .he cosn family of pulse shapes this is not necessary since sidelobes decrease monotonically with incre sing frequency and n. The paran-ter n describes the signal comoletely. It is possible, however, to
obain various sidelobe behaviors by varying either weights or center frequencies (or both) of comoonent
spectra. By selection of other than binomial weights and spacinr of wa selected sidelohes mav be cancelled
to various degrees. In this case n does not describe the sional completely since this techninue redistributes signal power to the outer sidelobes which generally increase. This method of pulse shapino may have
merit in certain cases, especially when only the maximum sidelobe level is snecified.
f.

CW Radar Applications
The concept of pulse shaping also applies to CW radars with range resolution. Although less obvious,
a "pulse" shape can usually be defined in the time domain. The basic similarity of radars with ranoe resolution is best observed In their power spectrum and autocorrelation function of the modulatinn wavPform
whi(h can be the same for botn radar types.
An example of a CWradar, having a rectangular "pulse" shape employs phase reversal trodulatlon and
a binary pseudo-random code as modulating function.' A single carrier frequency is transmitted whose phase
is switched by v radians (phase reversed) corresponding to a change in the state of th? cod-ý. This process
is equivalent to a direct multiplication of the carrier by the numerical value (+1 or -1) of the code at
any instant in time, hence represents a modulation of the carrier by the rectangular nulses that constitute
the code. The spectrum for this radar, usino a 15-element code, is shown in Fig. 6. It has clearly the si
envelope associated with a rectangular pulse.
Fig. 6 also shows the spectrum for another CWradar 2 which exhibits the shape and the sidelobe behavior of the spectrum for a cosine pulse. This effective pulse shape was achieved by th. use of two RF
frequencies in the modulation process of the C0 radar and is thus consistent with the nreviously derived
criteria for pulse shaping. A binary oseudo random code was again emnlqyed as modulating function. The
transmitted signal consisted of the carrier freguency for all time during which the code takes on the first
value. The carrier is linearly phase shifted when the code assumes the second value. For this narticular
radar, a 15-element code was used, the linear phase shift wasw radians over the interval of one code element. A phase shift of w was chosen because of the structure of this narticular modulatinn function for
which a 2w phase shift would result in a strong predominance of the carrier. A shift of i rather than 2w
results in a distribution of the power among the sidebands rather than in the carrier. As Fin. 6 indicates,
the carrier is considerably lower than the envelope of the snectrum and would completely vanish if the
binary values were evenly distributed amonn the code elements.
It should also be noted that the soectrum is
asyimetrIc with respect to the carrier. Most important, however, the 1/w2 behavior of the sidelobes,
typical of the cosine pulse is in evidence.
3. SINGLE SIDEBAND AND SKEWED SIDEBAND SCHEMES
a.

General
Ordinary amplitude and frequer,;. modulation produce symnmetric pairs of sidehands which, by their
symmetry can be considered redundant. single sideband operation, which transmits all information by means
of one sideband only, has long been of great value in communication to reduce spectral occupancy. It may
also find application for this purpose in radar. However, here the techninues must he somewhat modified
since radar requires that for each resolved target the phase of the carrier be available as well as the
sidebards' phases in relation to it. If one sideband only (without carrier) were received and demodulated
with a carrier of arbitrary phase, then the modulation function thus recovered would he shifted in nhase
by an arbitrary amount also. Asstminq a carrier cos w t with phase #c and a modulation function cos Wmt,

the resulting sidebainds would be:c

cos(wct + c) Cos Wmt - 1/2 cos(wct + wmt + 4c) + 1/2 cos(wct - wmt + 4c)
Demodulation of either sidebands alone by a carrier of arbitrary phase e yields:
cos(wct + wmt + 0c) cos(wct + e) - 1/2 cos(2wct + wmt + #c + a) + 1/2 cos(_wmt + #c -

6)

The first term of the result is usually filtered out. The second term contains the information which is
sought. It can be seen that the phase e of the demodulation reference must be the same as that of the
carrier if an undistorted modulation sinnal is to be recovered. Fig. 7 illustrates a rectangular nulse
modulating function, distorted by a w/2 radian phase shift, i.e., its Hilbert transform. For other phase
shifts the zero crossinq would generally be displaced from the center but the distortion can still be sinnificant. It is apparent that phase distortion o0 the recovered modulatino function would seriously degrade the resolution of the radar or exceed dynamic ranges.
Ideally, then, transmittina the carrier for
phase reference and one sideband, completely preserved, would meet the requirements of radar operation.
Several schemes are presented which apnroach this ideal case to various extents.
b. Minimum Bandwidth Radar
For a continuous spectrum, the ideal case of deleting one entire sideband would require an infinitely
sharp cut-off filter but would result in the saving of 50% of the spectral occupancy.
For the case of a
discrete radar spectrum, this maximum saving can be anproached very closely by employinn a filter, share
enough to cut off below the first PRF line of the spectrum. Fins. 8a and b show this condition for a simplified
spectrum. Fig. 9 shows a technique to gernerate such a signal. Combining the output of the RF and modulation
frequency generators, the RF modulator produces an ordinary double-sideband modulated RF signal. Assuminn
that the modulation frequency is the ordinary pulse train, a line spectrum results. Bandnass 1, having the
properties described above, removes one sideband and sends the single sideband signal and carrier (Fig. 8b)
to the antenna via the circulator. On reception, the signal enters two channels in which the carrier and
sideband are separated and then coherently demodulated by mixing with the RF carrier. The sideband channel,
containing the target information, is then ranne-qated by the modulation frequency demodulator and correlated with the demodulated carrier which provides the nhase reference for detection. Maximum efficiency
is achieved if the power is divided evenly between carrier and sideband.
It must be noted that the single-sideband Bandpasses 1 and 2 perform most critical operatinns. Not
only must the cut-off of the undesired sideband be very sharp, but the filters must accomplish the necessary
phase compensation to produce constant delay for all frequencies of the received sideband. This Phase compensation may be distributed between the transmitter and Bandpass 2 of the receiver. However, it is imnortant that any phase shift produced peaks do not exceed the dynamic ranee of the various subsystems, especially
the high power transmitter stages.
c. Nyqutst Filtering
An alternate scheme is nossible to generate a narrow snectrum similar to that of a sinole-sidehand
signal.
It is similar to thu above except that aradual cut-off filterinn (Nvnuist filtering) is emoloved
during transmission and reception. Fig. 10 shows a simplified snectrum and the onerations which are nerformed on it by this technique. The block diaqram of Fig. 9 again illustrates the processes. The singlesideband Bandpass 1 is now a filter which removes one sideband, but dnina so incompletelv, as shomi in rio.
lOb. The carrier and sideband filters in the receiver havP similar nradual cut-off characteristics so that
the signals enterino the two channels of the receiver are as shown in Fins. Inc and lOd. The nrocnessinn of
the signals is otherwise .the same as previously described. Also, the same renuirements of nhhase linearity
and phase relation between carrier and sideband sinnals are anain imnosed on this filter.
Nyquist filtering, although it results in less bandwidth savinn than the nrevious scheme, is mentioned here because it Is a feasible technique. It is commonly emnloved in tplevisinn transmission and can
be implemented for radars of similar frequency. A sinole-sideband radar differs nnlv in the added carrier
channel which is needed as a ranne reference during reception.
In the examnle shown in Fin. 10, the distribution of power between carrier and sideband channels of the receiver is not enual, as renuired for best
correlation. Practical constraints nn filters will often cause such a condition. However, even a distribution such as shown would still res.. in acceptable correlation. The savino of snectral occunancv is
always below the maximum 50% and depends on the roll-off of the sideband filter.
An alternate RF modulation and single sideband neneration scheme may be employed.
In orincinle it
consists of two channels in which quadrature RF s:anals are mixed with nuadrature modulation functions
respectively. The sum of these two products will be a sinnal with one of the sidebands cancelled.
Fig. 11 illustrates this method, slinhtly modified for a more practical implementation.
The modulating function can be rectangular pulse commonly used in radar. To derive the required nuadrature signals
two sets of phase shifting operations are performed, resultinn in shift of + w/4 and - 7/4 radians rather
than one shift of w/2. RF carrier and modulation are thui nrocessed in Phase Shifters 1 and 2. The upner
and lower channels will, therefore, be in quadrature as reguirud. For sinusoidal modulation the result is
as follows:
cos(w ct+ff/4)coS(Wmt-w/4)-(1/2)cos(Wct+Wmt)+(11/2)cos(wct-wt+w/2).
.

cos(wcttw/4)cos(wmt+w/4)=(1/2)cos(wct+wmt)+(1/

2

)cos(wct-wmt-h/

2

)

The sum of these terms, i.e., the signal into the circulator, is coS(wc+wm)t. Fin. 12 illustrates this
process graphically.
The example of a pulse radar given here requires that a rectannular pulse be Phase shifted by
+w/4 radians. This is not a simple matter, since the pulse contains a wide band of frequencies, all of
which must be shifted the same constant amount. Also, wavefnrms as illustrated by Fin. 7 must he avoided.
Further, during reception the Doppler shift of the echo requires again that a frequency hand rather than a
single frequency be phase shifted. A practical imolementation of such a phase shifter anolies Phase shift
functions ol(w) and #2(w) to the modulation signal rather than discrete shifts of -W/4 and W/4. Here
2(w) - sl(S)w ,/2 over thi -.:e.uency range of interest. When this substitution is made in the above enuat ons, the difference terms will cancel upon addition as before. The sum terms are again eoual but will

define the necessary conditions under which successful spectral interlacino is feasible.
b. Maximizing the Usable Inter-line Space
An important contributor to the frequencv band associated with each spectral line is the stability of the transmitted signal. Pulse-to-pulse frequency and phase litter, as well as lonn-term frequency drift, should be reduced as much as practical
This may he achieved by derivino the frenuencies of
all cooperating radars from one source (cable connection or RF link) or by emplovino very stable sources
in these radars and re-synchronizino when necessary.
The dopnler band width is perhaps the most si(inificant contributor to the hand around each snectral
line. It can ordinarily not be reduced except hv the choice of a lower OF. However, when taroets are unidirectional, such as in the case of around control radars for incominn aircraft, only half of the donnler
band is occunied.
In this case, the sinole sideband demodulation technorue shown in rin. 13 may anain l•e
employed to reject siqnals in the ,ideband not of interest. This provides a sinnificant reduction in the
effective width of the spectral Mies hv allowinn half of thc ordinary donnler hand to he used h,, other
radars.
The rejection of interferina sinnzIs by the receiver is another factor which may he imnrovec' to
effect a smaller width of the spectral lines. This characteristic may he c(,nsidered as the receiverls
sensitivity to sionals outside the doppler hand of interest. It is determined by the iharnness of the PT'
filters or other nrocessinq performed.
A final consideration in the process of maximizina the usable interline snace is the increase in the
line spacino itself. This can be achieved only by increasinn the POF (ifthe radar. The maximum Per is
constrained by the renuired unambiguous ranne which is niven by c/(2 PRF), where c is the velocity of linht.
There exists, however, a notential imnrovement which is due to the fact that the oneratinn ranne of
many radars is often sinnificantly less than the unambiquous ranne niven by the PRF.
This choice is made
when' multiple-time-around echoes may be hiqh enounh to be confused with returns from within the oneratino
ranoe. After transmission of a pulse and "listenine" for a time corresnondinn to the oneratinn ranne, the
receiver, therefore, remains "off" until the returnino echoes fall below the level for valid tarnets, at
which time the next pulse is transmitted. If, for example, an attenuation of 48 dB ( 2-16) is anain assumed
for such interfering sinnals, then this requires that the unambiouous ranoe is 24 a 16 times the oneratinn
range (due to the fourth-power-of-;'anoe decay of echoes).
In this case the off-time of the system exceeds
the on-time by a factor of 15.
For a step scanninq radar, there exists a scheme which nermits %he increase of its nPF by a factor
of 15 without adverse effects. This is accomnlished by switchinn the beam after transmission of one n,'lse.
to another, non-adijacent beam position. This step is selected sufficiently larqe to assure that multinletime-around echoes, enterinn the sidelobes, are sufficiently small due to snace and sidelnhe attenuation.
Fin. 19 hives an example where 15 senarate beam nositions must be illuminated. The POF of tho transmitter is increased by a factor of 15 so as to set the unambinuous ranno enual to the oneration ranne. The
sequence of scannina is indicated by arrows.
It can he seen that cnnsecutivelv illuminated heam nositions
are not adjacent in snace. In any beam nosition an interferinn echo will, therefnre, precede the valid
pulse by one step in tire and two beam positions in snace. If this second-time-arnunO echo is to Ne attenuated 48 dD at the receiver, since 12 dB will be obtaineO from snace loss, then 39 dB attenuation must hp
obtained from the antenna pattern. While this may not ordinarilv he available at two NearwiHdths from hnresight, an antenna desinned with a null tt this Particular annle may he emnln?'d to obtain the full notet|tial
48 dB attenuation.
The diacram also shods that Physically adjacent hear nositions are illuminated hv nulses se'aratPH
in time by 7 interpulse periods. Ilere the attenuation of the Rth-time-arounH return accounts for 36 dR
attenuation while the antenna nattern would have to contribute 12 4B.
Jump scanninn permits a slqnificcnt improvement, not only by wideninn of snectral lines, nermittinn
sharing of spectral space, but also due tu increase in averane nulses ner hearnwidth.
A variety of such schemes is possible, denendinn on the number of nositions that must he scaonpd,
and the antenna pattern. If the latter causes excessive r•roestalk between nositions, a PPF less than
maximum may have to be utilized. However, in neneral. the jumn scanninn technique nrnvides a wideninn of
the interline spacina, un to a factor enual to the ratio of unamhinuous to oneratinn ranoe.
The necessity for spectrum sharinn imnlies snatial nroximitv amnnn radars. Interference may he
encoun*Lred in such situations due to either direct radiation or via reflectino ohiects. 51pnlp orecautionary design features, such as nulse-to-pulse synchronization and scan synchronization. weuld serve effectively
to avoid receiver overload or damane. and false taroet indication. Pulse-to-nulse •vnchronization, wherobv
the first radar transmits, then listens, then blanks its receiver while the secr~nr 4 svstpm transmits, can he
considered tenporal interlacinn (multinlexinn) and can be used for nnn-cnherpnt pulse radars also.
5.

APPLICATIONS AND CriCLUSInNS
Mos! of the techninues discussed herein were demonstrated to be feasible and nracticable. Oadars have
been built, some in nuantities, which utilize one or more of them.
To implement the shaned-snectrum scheme for CU radar, illustrated by Fin. 15, radar. wore built emnln,,inm
a sinnal linearly phase shifted throuoh w radians in accordance with a nsotidn-randon code modulatinm function. The resultino spectrum exhibited the shAne asnsciatef i,,ith the cosine nolsa. similar tn that mivnn
in Fir. 6. Fiq. 18 shows spectrum analyzer displays of one usin. a 7 Pl1mePnt code. Althouonh these snectra
are relatively coarse due to this very short code, the sinnificant featurns are annaren'.
These are the
sidelobe envelope shane of the snectrur and its skewed nositinn ,with resnert to the rarrior. The latter
characteristic was exeonlified by reversin- the nolaritv of the cod-, therehv rpver-sin the avmmfetrv no
the spectrum. The two sinnals di:nlaved in Fin, l differ in this manner. Other radars were built emnlovinn
the same princinles but usinn code lennths of both 15 an mnore element%.
While these coded radars realized the snectral savino associated with nulse shaninn onl". a nl~sp fronuencv modulated radar was built which achieved the vestilnial sidehand Prnrnximatinn doscriKod. This radar
was modulated in accordance with a rectannular nulse train (without code) wherphv the fren||pncv was shifted

during the pulse period so as to advance the phase by 2* radians durinq that interval. The radar used the
dual channel processinq of carrier and sideband sionals with correlation of both outputs. A more recent
radar employs the same technique but uses a shift of w only. This results in a symmetric speccrum but
achieves qood sidelobe behavior with concentration of the siqnal power near the center of the spectrum.
A low frequency radar was btilt particularly suitable for spectral interlacing. due to its combination
of PRF, doppler bandwidth .nd operatinq. Since about 931 of its interline frequency space is unused, 10 of
such systemrs could potentially share the same frequency snectrum.
Although the techniques discussed have been treated from the radar standvoiat, many aonly to communications systems as well.
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APPENDIX I
When a sional hR(t) appears at the input to a receiver with impulse resnonse hR(-t), receiver and sianal
Assumino such an interare considered matched. This is aenerally not the case for an interference sinnal.
fering siqual emitted from sowe source arrives at the receiver input, then the receiver outout is defined
as the Mutual Interference Furction, 1. It serves as a measure of the interferinn effect of the source on
the receiver. I is qgien by the convolution of the sional and receiver itmulse response, namely
I "

h; (-n) SA(T + n) dn

where SA(t) is the input. SA(t) can be expressed in terms of the sionial oenerated by the transmitter of
the carrier wT (radian frequency), modified by the travel time delay'T between transmitter and receiver,
amplitude factor is a and wo represents the doppler shift it may have encountered if reflected from a movinn
object or due to the relative motion between transmitter and receiver. Therefore,
SA(t)

- a S(t

eJ(Wc
T ts)

" Wl)(t " Ts)

hR(t) may also be expressed in analytic form as
h R(t) - hit) eJ wRt
where wR is the frequency to which the receiver is matched. I therefore becomes
I
a f-. h* (-n) e"wRn S(t + n - s) ej(wc - wn)(t + n -rs) dn
where some constant delay and frequency terms of the impulse resoonse are deleted.
Lettino r' -=
I

- -s and wc - wR a wd, the difference frequency between the carriers, ws- wd
a eJ(wc

-

-w

wD)T' f-. h*(-n) S(n + T') e w~n dn

which is in the form of a low frequency complex modulation (intenral) on a carrier wc - wo. Analonous to
the well known radar ambiouity function4 which assumes receiver and sicnal matched, the intenral is defined
as the Mutual Ambinuity Function A, since it deals with arhitrary receiver and sional.
.A(t'ws) -

r"h*(t) S(t'

- t) e"J Wst dt

where w is the sum frequency of Ud and any doppler shift wD,h(t) a form of the receiver complex impulse
responsd and s(t) the complex transmitter modulation wayform. When s(t) and h(t) are matched A becomes
the radar ambiquity function.
For the simple case o' the receiver matched to a rectannular pulse of its own frequency but receivino
a similar pulse of different center frequency, the output I is the convolution of the two sitnals fi(t) and
f 2 (t). Thus,
I - Jf. fit)

f 2 (T - t) dt

If flit) and f 2 (t) are rectennular pulses havinn carriers coswlt and cosw2 t and duration T this exorpssion
will become:

'-T/2+, coswlt cos w2 (t

- t)

dt

Assuminq a mean frequency we between wl and w2 and a difference a such that w1
the expression for I becomes:
I

1/2 fT/~2 4 cos [2wt

-

(w% +

dt + 1/2 fT/?eCos [2At

-

(%

%w - A and w2
a) r]dt

w

+A

After integretion this becomes:

sinwn(T-0)cnsaT

sina(T -)cosw.

Since usually w% > A and letting 26 - wd, so that w2

T

w

-

I becomes

.,

gin[. iT - 0)/2]COS WmT
wd
This function will have i-"m3ximum at 1

0, hence

sin(wdT/2)
Iwd
For I to be down 48 dB ( 28 involtage) requires that
dO)
) a T/2

I(at wd

28

IWdw
I envelope
9WdT
Hence wdT - 2 radians. Normalizing this angular separation to
obtainsd ru81.5.

-

r (r in phase revolutions), one

APPENDIX 2
SPECTRAL OCCUPANCY OF A COSINE PULSE SIGNAL
If the two pulse signals of Appendix 1 are cosine pulses (havinq the same carriers and duration), the
expression for I will be:
II'T/2+
-T/2+TI

cos(wt/T)cos w t Cos

¶r)IT] Cos [(T-

[ir(t -

dt

)]

w(

It can be shown that this convolution will also be maximum at T - O: carrvinn out the inteoration and u'on
expansion, intearation end substitution of limits, usinn w. and A as before, the terms havinn wm in thp
denominator are noglected in favor of those containinn only A. The expression written in terms of wd then
becomes:
-

I

1
wd Wd-*Wa

2

d

...

sin(wdT/2)

1d

W2

(W 2

w

-

s(WdT/2)

)

where wa

in2T
2
2

22w/T.

To derive a freque;'icy separation, at which I is down 48 dB, the same ratio is formed as inAnnendix 1.
I(at wd - ()

(T/4) 2dw a2

Wd 2

8

Wa2

I ?nvelope

Lettinq r - wdT/2w as before, hence r
rw 4.4 (phase revolutions).

*

Wd/Wa, and the above enuation becomes: r (1 - r2) - 28/7 so that

APPENDIX 3
SPECTRAL OCCUPANCY OF A COS 2 PULSE SI(ANAL
If the two pulse signals of Appendix 1 are cos 2 pulses with the sa, * caeriers, duration and neak amnlitude.
and letting T - 0 in the expression for the convolution, the intenral for I will he:
I - 2 0'o2 cos 4 (wt/T) cos wlt cos w2 t dt
Usin/ the previous derivations and definitions, expandino, intenratinn and substitutinn the limits for this
integral, the result consists of terms havino wm and A only in thei:- denomindtrrs. "onlectinn anain thoes
containing w. the expression becomes:
1

6
wd

4

4
--

+

I
2w- + d 2a

]

2

3we 4

sin(wdT/2)
2

sin2)Ti

d)(d at

(wd
W-

To derive a separation r for a 48 dB interference attenuation, the same ratio is formed as before-:
I(at wd -0)
SI

i

envelope

I

2
)(Wd 2 -4wa 2 )
(3T/16) 2wd(wd -Wa
3
e
ewa4

.28

or r(r 2

-

M)(r? - 4)

*

210/w: hence

r

3.S.

_U
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APPENDIX 4
THE COS" PULSE SIGNiAL
The general form of the pulse sional treated herein is S(t) cosn(w t/2)cns w t where S(t) is the rectangular qatino function from - T/2 to T/2 , wc is some carrier frenuenev and wa 2 w/T. The cno~nnition
of this sional can be recoqnit.-,d by expandinn it in a hinomial series.
Neqlectino the carrier term, since it merely produces a translation in the frenuency domain and ,(t),
since it is a constant multiplier and does not affect the exnansion, the sitnal MaY he exnrossrd As() etwat(n-n)1? e-Jw•t n!2
cosn(wat/2)
( 1 2 )n (eWat/ 2 . e-wat/2)n * 1 / 2 n
pa2 p

ia~

-

n/2)

/"~
n

()[o

(

n/2) ,Iat]

-

i sin [(n-n/)t]

where (') are the binomial coefficients niven hv
p

(n).
P
For
Due
For
the
for

n.
K! (n -0

odd n the summation will consist of an even number of comnlex terms snaced apart by multinles of wa.
to the synmetry of ( ) and the fact that the sine function is odd, the sine terms will cancel in nairs.
even n, an odd numbe? of coefficients (n) will result: the same cancellation will occur for all P excent
center term p a n/2. However, for thatpcase the sine is zero so that the nuadrature term may he deleted
all cases. The expansion, therefore, becomes

con(w~t2

*

n

~ ~

o[n-n/2) wat])

If this function is modulated by S(t) and the carrier cos wet, it is apparent that the cos
is produced by means of n + 1 frequency shifted components.

n

shaned nmils'

The baseband spectrum Fnn(w) is therefore:
Fn /,2 n
(n F0 [w-(r--n/2)wa]

Using the definitions of Appendices 1 to 3, the mutual interference of two cosn shaped nulse sinnals can he
shown to be:

WHERE ~nevenl~
(n odd J
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DISCUSSION
F. D. GREEN:
interference.
done?

You have described how the transmitted pulses can be sharpened without
The receiver still
has to cope with these sharp pulses.
Can this be

R. OLESCH!
Yes.
The receiver spectral response can and should be shaped according
to the shaped pulse spectrum.
Especially for a matched filter
radar, the optimum
receiver (power) spectral response is the same as the spectrum of the transmitted
signal; therefore, for a better behaved transmit spectrum, the receiver spectrum will
also be better behaved, resulting in less noise intake as well as lower interference
from out-of-band emitters.
This is expressed in the Interference Function I which
shows that the interference (for correspondingly shaped receiver and waveform spectra)
decays with double the exponent (2n + 1) which describes the shaped pulse, cosn.
F. J. CHESTERMAN:
Can the cosine 2 pulse shaping, which is suitable for long-range
surveillance, be adapted easily for short-range, high-accuracy weapon systems demanding
a sharp leading edge to the pulse?
R. OLESCH: Yes.
The autocorrelation function of the smoothed pulse is not inferior
tc that of the rectangular pulse, or that waveform used in practical systems.
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APPLICATION OF PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATORS
TO DC ANALYSIS

J. PAUL GEORGI
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
PAUL D. NEWHOUSE
lIT RESEARCH INSTITUTE
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS CENTER
Annapolis, Maryland
United States of America
SUMMARY
The use of programmble calculator. is suggested for making electromagnetic compatibility (EC)
calculations convaeiently and economically.
Programmable calculators are available at prices ranging
from about $800 to $5000. Programs recorded on magnetic cards or tapes for use with the popular U.S.
makee of calculators will be available fro& the Department of Defonee,electromsgnetic Compatibility
Analysis Center (ECAC) in 1975.
Detailed explanations of several of the ECA programs are given to
illustrate the kinds of calculatious that can be performed and to indicate the ease with which the
programs can be used. Guidelines for the selection of calculators, and the pros and cons of using
them are given. The calculator programs that ECAC will issue in 1975 are listed. The establishment
of a central library of calculator programs developed by the INC community is suggested as a means for
facilitating the exchange of programs.
1.

INTR)DUCTION

Organizations engaged in frequency management or other '24Cactivities will soon have an economical
and convenient set of analytical tools available for performing various kinds of ENC calculations.
Appropriate mathematical models from ECAC's existing library of computer progtanw are being adapted
to programmable pocket-size and desk-top calculators.
Semi-annually ECAC wiln issue to subscribing organizations a package of 5 to 10 mathematical
models programmed for each subscriber's calculator, provided it is one of the popular U.S. makes.
Each
package will include a set of programs recorded on magnetic cards or tapes, operating instructions,
and supporting technical information.
Examples of the kind of calculations that can be performed with such models are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Prl pagation path loss for both over-the-horizon and line-of-sight situations.
Signal-to-noiso ratios.
Interference-to-noise ratios.
Intermodulation frequencies.
Coupling between antennas.
Envelopes of emission spectra.
Conversion of map coordinates (UrT to and from Geographic).
Great circle distance between two locations.
Frequency assignment aids.

The programs will be convenient to use, even by individuals who have only an occasional need to
perform INC calculations. After the program card or tape has been inserted into the calculator, the
user presses the GO button to begin the operation. The process proceeds step-by-step to allow the user
to key in the input values. For most models, the entire process - including inserting the magnetic
card or tape, keying in the input values, and waiting for the answer to be displayed or printed takes less than one minute when a progrmmable desk-top calculator is used.
The cost of a progrmmnable calculator ranges from about $5000 for the desk-top size with an
alphanumeric printer dovs to about $800 for a hand-held size.
The cost to an organization to obtain the calculator programs from ECAC has not yet been determined.
Factors which will be considered in determining the cost will include the cost associated with developing
the basic computer analysis programs and the cost of adapting those programs for calculator use. After
some experience has been gained in working with U.S. military organizations, a decision can be made
concerning supplying the adapted programs to other organizations.
2.

EIANPI.S OF INC CALCULATIONS

The application of programmable calculators to DC analysis will be illustrated by several examples
which indicate the kinds of calculations that can be executed and the ease with which they can be
performed.
The equations used in the examples are explained briefly. Detailed explanations can be
found in the references cited.
2.1.

Interference-to-Noise Ratio

One of the criteria often used in DC analyses is the interference-to-noise ratio (INR) at the victim
receiver. The INR depends on the characteristics of both the interfering transmitter and the victim
receiver, and on the propagation path, as indicated in Figure 1.
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PT+GT+GCR-

-LP+O
-.

(1)

where:
PT - Transmitter peak power (dbm)

CT
GE
RS
LP
01

-

Gain of transmittingantenna (d0)
Cain of receiving antenna (d0)
Sensitivity of receiver (dim)
Propagation path lose (dB)
w off-frequency rejection (dB) - This is the attenuation caused by: any mismatch bstveen the
Interference-signal spectrum and the selectivity of the receiver; and the frequency displacement
between the two equipments.

As indicated in the flow diagram in Figure 2 the values for PT, CT, GR, RS, are inputs to the process.
The values of LP and OFR must be calculated using models that are appropriate for the situation to be
analyzed. The models that will be used as subroutines in the calculator programs for calculating LP and
07 are listed in TABLE 1.
The propagation path loss (LP) depends on the relative locations of the two antennas, the nature of
the propagation path, and the frequency. Two of the propagation path loss models listed in TABLE 1 will
be illustrated here. The first pertains to ground-based systeas and the second situation pertains to a
pair of antennas installed on the fuselage of au airplane. In both cases the antennas are separated so
that they are in the far field of one another.
TABLE 1

MODELS USED AS SUBROUTINES IN INR PROGRAM
PROPAGATIW4 PATH LOSS MODEL (LP) - (all are for far field situations)
TITLE

APPLICATION

20 to 100 MHz
1. Smooth earth #1
100 to 10,000 MIz
2. *Smooth earth #2
3. Cosite #1
VHF
UHF
4. Cosite #2
Cylindrical surface
5. *Aircraft #1
Conical surface
6. Aircraft #2
(additional models to be developed)
OF-FREQUENCY REJECTION MODELS (OFR)
*Pulsed Interference Signals

Analog Interference Signals
*

These are the two propagation models and the O1l model used in the examples presented in this paper.

2.1.1.

PA-'

The prop.
sight, diffrac,

Between Ground-based Antennas (Lustgarten, N.N., 1973)
ion model used for ground-based equipments includes 3 modes of propagation:
The inputs to the model are:
, end troposcatter.

line-of-

HT - Height of transmitter antenna (feet)
HR - Height of receiver antenna (feet)
D - Distance b-o-.-en antennas (statute miles)
70 - Frequen-:y f the interfering sLgnal (Mhz)
A flow diagram fo:- -he model is shown in Figure 3. The model is used for frequencies in excess of 00 lMt
imized to be most accurate for the paths having losses of 200 dB or lest, whi.h is
and the design iL
the range of interest in most EM analyses. The model was developed by fitting curvow to data reduced
from hundreds of measuraments made by the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences. An cxaple of a
printout obtained with this propagation model is shown in Figure 4.
The convenience of using a programmable calculator is apparent from an OKamlnation of this sample
printout. After the ,perator inserts the magnetic card into the calculator and presses the 00 button
the process involves the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Title of program is printed.
First set of instructions is printed.
The operator follows the instructions and keys in the values for HT, HR, and D.
The second instruction is printed.
The operator keys in the value for F0.
The answer is printed.

When this program is used the entire process can be accomplished with a calculator in about 30
seconds. To do the calculations manually would take about 10 to 15 minutes if thu person were well
acquainted with the mathematical procedures involved or much longer if not.

2.1.2.

Path Lose Between Aircraft Antennas (Than, P.J., 1964),

(Nbrgan, G.,

1970)

For the example pertaining to antennas mounted on an airplane fuselage, the path lose is calculated
using methods described in the reference (Than, P.J., at a. 1964).
The procedure entails calculating the
path loss between the antennas assuming they are mounted on a flat conducting plane and then adding a
correcting factor to account for the curvature of the actual surface. 1Wen the surface between the
antennaes is cylindrical, the path lose is calculated using the procudure shown La the flow diagram in
Figure 5. The inputs to the model are: the radius of the cylinder (fuselage), the distance betseen the
antennas along the axis of the cylinder, the angle between the antennas (projected on a piano perpendicular
to the axis), and the transmitter frequency. An example of a printout produced w\th this modal is shown
in Figure 6.
2.1.3.

Off-Frequency Rejection (Newhouse, P.D.,

1969),

(Mason,

S., 1960)

The On which depends upon the spectral characteristics of the interfering signal and the victim
receiver.
For pulsed interference signals, the OFR is calculated using the model shown in the flow
diagram in Figure 7.
An exmple of a printout obtained with this model is shown in Figure 8.
The input
parameters, which are identified in the sample printout in Figure 8, are:
BW - Bandwidth of the victim receiver (Mis)
TAU - Pulse width (between half-voltag8 points) of the Interfering pulse (maro-seconds)
DEL - Rise time of the interfering pulse (micro-seconds)
10 - Carrier frequency of the interfering signal (MUs)
ft - Tuned frequency of the victim receiver (Mxs)
For analog interference signals, the Oft is

the attenuation resulting from the selectivity of the

receiver.
2.1.4.

Ii

a" a Function of Frequency Separation

The IN• calculated with Equation (1) pertains to a particular value of Af. the frequency separation
between the carrier frequency of the interference signal and the tuned frequency of the victim receiver.
In some EM analyses, the tUE as a function of Af is of interest.
with a program that calculates INI irs Af is shown in Figure 9.

An example of a printout obtained

Families of THR vs Af curves can be plotted as in Figure 10 to show the trade-ofes between INR, Af
(frequency separation) and D (distance separation) for a particular pair of nomenclatures.
A tt of
curves such as this can be useful to siting engineers and operational personnel who are concerned with
deploying and selecting frequencies for radar and radio equipment.
2.2

INTEtMDDUIATION

An important consideration in selecting frequencies, *specially for comunication equipments, ts
the possibility of intermodulation. The mathematical relationships that cause intermodulation of various
orders is generally wall known and can be found in the literature.
(RADC., 1966).
In the exmple,
here, we are concerned with third order intormodulation which results when the following condidion
are
met

121r

-

P2- " 3 1 'I G

(2)

where, 71, F2 , and F3 are three frequencies taken from a given list
of available frequancies.
G is the
guard bandwidth or sniinm separation between frequencies, including those frequencies produced by
intermodulation. When the above condition is satisfied, one of the three frequencies should be elim!.nated
from the list
to prevent the possibility of third order intermodulation.
Each frequency and all the possible pairs of the other frequencies In the list
tire examined in this
way to identify the combinations that are subject to third order intermodulation. For each combination
so identified, one of the frequencies is eliminated to yield a list
of frequencies that can be used
without third ordoT intermdoulation.
The flow diagram of an algorithm for processing a list of frequencies it shown in Figsre
r1..
As
shown in an example printout in Figure 12, this algorithm givem three alternative list
of frequencies
of third order intermodulation.
3. CALCULATOR FEATURES
ICAC will. provide programs for both desk-top and pocket-site progrmmable calculators.
Desk-top
calculators are preferred because they can accinmodate larger programs and have more data registers and
time-saving features. Pocket-sise calculators, however, are much las@ expensive and are expected to
be used by organizations that cannot justify the cost of desk-top caltulators.
3.1

Pocket-size Calculators

A pocket-size calculator is available that can accommodate a 100-step program from either the
keyboard or from a magnetic card. There is also a slightly larger calculator that can accomodata two
80-step program from the keyboard.
These calculators Impose a greaste• burden on the operntor than the
desk-top calculators, but they are attractive from a price standpoint about $800 each.
A program that exceeds the capacity of nne of these smalL programable calculators can be run in
sections. For ezamplt, the program for calculating the tnterference-to-noise ratios (INK) includes
subroutines for calculating the propagation path loss and the off-frequency rejection (o0) .and thus

free

entails several hundred program steps. This program can be recorded on several cards and executed by
the pocket-slse calculator in 3 runs. This kind of operation requires the operator to be especially
alert so that the runs are executed in the proper sequence.
3.2

Desk-top Calculators

Programable, desk-top calculators are available with a variety of features and options.
features that are important to the capabilities planned by ECAC are:

The

Mathematical Function Keys

3.2.1.

These are essential in the application of the ECAC models.
trigonometric, logarithmic, and exponential functions.
3.2.2.

The keys provided should include

Printer

Two basic capabilities are available: (1) Numeric, or (2) Alphanumeric. The alphanumeric printout
capability is preferred because it can produce a printout that more clearly identifies input and output
data. Even more important, the alphanumeric capability enables the calculator to communicate with the
user in words, that is,it can printout step-by-step instructions for the user to follow, which almost
eliminates the learning time that would otherwise be required to use any one of the ECAC models.
3.2.3.

Number of Date Registers

Basic desk-top calculators have from 51 to 128 data registers, depending on the make. The number of
registers is expandable, either at the factory or in the field, to yield a total of from 111 to over
8000. At this time, it in estimated that 801 of the programs to be supplied by ECAC will require less
than 51 data registers; and that 952 will require less than ill data registers. The 5% of the programs
that are expected to require more than Ill data registers are those involving the processing of a large
These programs have not yet been defined and will be the last to be developed.
number of frequencies.
3.2.4.

Number of Program Steps

A basic calculator can accommodate 500 to 1024 program steps, depending on the make, This number
is also expandable, either at the factory or in the field, to a total from 2036 to over 8000. It ia
estimated that 50% of the programs will require less than 500 steps, 90% will require less than 1000
steps, and 10O1 will require less than 2000 steps.
3.2.5.

XY Plotter

Many maket. of calculators are designed to operate with XY plotters. This capability is very convenient,
but not essential in the application of the programs to be supplied by ECAC. However, several of the
program produce outputs that are most useful when plotted as curves. The programs will printout the
coordinates so that the plotting can t done manually if an XY plotter is not available.
3.2.6.

Recomended Desk-top Configurations

Most makes of programmable desk-top calculators are designed so that they can be expanded; various
options and peripherals can be added in the field. Thus an organization is not forever bound to the
configuration of an original purchase.
ECAC's objective is to provide the EM community with mathematical models that are convenient to use,
even by individuals who have only an occasional need to perform EMC calculations. To take maximum
advantage of this convenience, a participating organization should have a calculator with the following
fe..tures:
1.
2.

Mathematical function keys.
Alphanumeric printer,

3.
4.

Data registers -- at least 100.
Program steps -- at least M000.

5.

Programmable from magnetic cards or tapes.

Several makes of calculators that have all of the above features are available 'or about $5000.
*

Calculators having less capability wil1 also be able to employ the ECAC programs, but not as
conveniently. For example, a calculator with only 500 program steps would have to make more than one
run to perform all of the calculations required by some models. A calculator that has a numeric rather
Lhan alphanumeric printout will require the user to rely more on the instruction manual to know how to
use the model, thereby impositt a much longer learning time than a calcusator equipped with an alphanumeric
printer.
4.

COST EFIFRCTIVENBSS CONSIDERATIONS

The calculation and decision processes involved in the models to be supplied by ECAC could be
performed either by hand or with a large computer, as an alternative to using a calculator. It.comparing
the cost effactiveness of these alternatives, an organization should consider the possible advantages
and disadvantages of using a calculator.

4. 1.

Advantages of Calculator Over Hand Calculations

1.
minute,
2.

Greatly reduces the computation timej most calculations can be accomplished In lsee
Including the times to key in the Input data.
Provides greter accuracy.

3.
4.

than one

Assures the user of proven analytical procedures developed by VC Specialists.
Provides a printout that records all input data, output data, and the procedures used in making

the calculations.
(Applies only to desk-top calculs2tioes with printer.)
5. Almsut el-iinates the learning time to apply a particular mathematical model. This could save
(Applies only to desk-top caluulators with alphanumeric
several hours on each occasion the model Ir used.

printer.)
4.2.

Advantages of Calculator Over a Large Computer

1. The calculator program supplied by ICAC will be ready to to; no redesign to tailor the program
to a particular computer will be required.
2. No program maintenance required.
3. Usually more accessible and faster turn-around tine.
3. Minimal security risk, all the registers So to zero when the calculator ti turned off.
5. Simple to use.
4.3.

Possible Disadvantages of the Calculator

1. If a large uumber of people in an office must share a calculator, acceasibility could be more of
a problem than it is with batch-processing in a large centrally operated computer.
2. Because of their limited storage capacity, calculators are not practical to use with mathematical
models that require a large data base.
5. PROGRAM TO BE OrIZRED BY ECAC
As explained in the introduction, ECAC is going to issue a package of calculator programs semi-annuallyý
The title* of the programs that are scheduled to be issued during 1975 are listed in TABLE 2. This
selection of program is based on our judgement of the kinds of programs that win be moet useful to
subscribing organizations and also upon the ease with which our existing computer programs can be adapted
vo calculators. In 1975 the programs actually issued may differ from those in the table if the subscribers
indicate a preference for a different selection or If we enco'mter any difficult problems in adapting
any of our existing computer programs to calculators.
A detailed explanation of ECAC's offer and the steps that au organization can take to become a
subscriber can be found in the reference (ECAC, 1974).
TABLE 2
TENTATIVE CALCULATOR PROGRAMS
To Be Issued by ECAC in January 1975
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
6.
9.
10.

Propagation Path Loss (20 to 10,000 NO&)
Off-frequency Rejection (on1)
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
Interference-to-Hoise Ratio (INR)
Basic Intermodulation Analysis System
Harmonic Intermodulation Analysis System
Coordinate Conversion Program
Bearing and Distance
LAT/LON From Bearing and Distance
Antenna Coupling Loss

To Be Issued By ECAC in July 1975
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

d,

6.

Airplane Antenna Coupling Loss
Conformance of Radar Emission Spectrum to OTP Standard
Yourier Transforms of Trapezoidal Pule. with IN (s•gnetron
Cosite Analysis Subroutine.
7requency Analysis Evaluation

Spectrum)

PROGRAM EXCHANGE

KAny of the military organizations involved in INC activities either have or plan to obtain
programmable calculators. These organizations will no doubt use programs that they develop themselves
at well as the programs that will be supplied by ECAC. If the various programs were to be collected
and kept in a central library, they could be used by all of the mmbers of the INC community. An
arrangement for exchanging calculator program for Et analysis would be a great convenience and help
to minimize the cost of performing E1C calculations.
Since ECAC will soon havc an extensive library of calculator program, ECAC could maiutain a
central library of programs developed by the members of the ENC community and provide the means for
distributing the programs as requested by the members.

.,
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Interference-to-noise ratio parameters.

ENTER
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a TRANSMITTER PEAK POWER (dBm)
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Interference-to-noise ratio (INR) model flow diagram.
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PROPAGATION PATH LOSS

TITLE

ENTER HT, HR, D

FIRST INSTRUCTIONS

xxxrn

100.
50.
40.

ENTER FO
XXXXXX

INPUTS PRINTED AFTER THEY ARE
KEYED IN BY THE OPERATOR

NEXT INSTRUCTION

4000.

INPUT PRINTED AFTER IT IS KEYED
IN BY THE OPERATOR

LP 187.

XX

Fig. 4

DONE

XX

ANSWER

END OF RUN INDICATED

Example of printout obtained with the propagation path loss model (ground-based antennas)
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Fig. 5 Propagation path loss model flow diagram, airc~raft antenna (identified as "iircraft #1"in Table 1)
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Fig. 6 Example of printout obtained with the propagation path loss model (aircraft antenna)
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SUMMARY
Secondary surveillance Radar (SSR) is an important means of air traffic surveillance and identification
for both military and civil air operations. The reliance on SSR generated the need for simulation and
mathematical models to assist with the analysis of IFF/SSR performance.
One such model was developed at
the DoD Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center in Annapolis, MD.
An efficient and versatile mathematical technique was sought to answer questions such as: Will a transponder reply, and how often will interrogations be garbled? Markov chain theory was selected as the best
technique for this purpose. A Markov chain was created for each transponder type (military, air carrier,
general aviation).
The states of each chain represent the logic and timing within the transponding equipment. The probabilities of transitioning between states are calculated as a function of the transmitter
and signal environment detected by the transponder.
Solving the steady-state equations derived from the
transition probabilities, permits the calculation of probability of reply, probability of garble, interrogation rates, fruit rates and other transponder performance parameters.
The automated IFF/SSR prediction model was constructed around the Markov chain models.
Inputs to the
prediction model include the interrogator environment and an air traffic deployment for a specific geographic
area.
For each transponder in the deployment the model determines those interrogators whose signals are
receive4; calculates the transition probabilities; select- the proper Markov chain; and calculates transponder performance parameters. These parameters are then used to calculate the performance of a selected
interrogator system.
To gain confidence in the model predictions, results were compared with predictions from a previously
validated simulation and with available measured interrogation and suppression arrival rates.
The comparison showed that the IFF/SSR model predictions correlated well with both the other predicted data and the
measured data.
The results of this paper show that the IFF/SSR prediction model with Markov chain transponder models-...
provides a powerful, flexible, reliable, and accurate analysis capability.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) is now an important means of air traffic surveillance-ai well as
military identification (IFF) in Europe and the United States.
Because of this dependency"on SSR for air
traffic control, studies of SSR equipments and performance have increased. Automated, mathematical and
simulation models have been developed to assist in the analysis of IFF/ýSR performance (FAA, 1974; CEAC,
1973; UK IFF/SSR Policy Board, 1970).
This paper discusses an automa-d IFF/SSR performance prediction
model (PPM) developed at the Department of Defense Electromagnetic Ccmpatibility Analysis Center (DoD ECAC)
in Annapolis, Maryland (Sutton and Ehler, 1973).
The mathematical b&sis for this model is the application
of Markov chain theory to the modelling of the IFF/SSR transponder, The probabilities of transitioning
between states are calculated as a function of the transmitter and signal environment detected by the
transponder. Solution of the steady-state equations for the Markov chain produces the IFF/SSR transponder
performance.
The Markov chain transponder models are the core of the PPM, which uses deplo•,ments and characteristics of IFF/SSR interrogators and airborne transponders to predict both transponder performance and
overall SSR system performance.
*

This paper is divided into four sections: 1) a brief description of the SSR system 2) a discussion
on the Markov chain transponder model 3) a brief description of the IFF/SSR PPM; and 4)
a discussion of
how the PPM results compare with results from another model and measured data.
2.

IFF/SSR DESCRIPTION

Figure I shows the general configuration of IFF/SSR equipments.
The coder/decoder prepares the
interrogations (i.e., target identity requests) and sends them to the interrogator. The interrogations
are pulse amplitude modulated on a 1030 MHz carrier. Aircraft, properly equipped, will detect the interrogations, decode them, and transmit a reply at 1090 M?4z. Replies received at the interrogator are decoded
and displayed on a Plan Position Indicator (PPI).
Four interrogation modes (1, 2, 3/A, C) can provide position and identity information of properly
equipped military and civilian aircraft. The interrogations may be transmitted at a rate which is a
subaultiple of the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of the associated primary radar.
When IFF/SSR equipments are not used with a primary radar, an internal trigger establishes the PRF. The modes are transmitted
automatically in a given repetitive sequence (mode interlace)at the IFF/SSR PRF. Modes 1, 2, 3/A are
normally used by the military for identification and air traffic control.
The civil air traffic control
systems use mode 3/A for identification and surveillance.
Both military and civilian may use mode C for
altitude determination.
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2.1.

Th

!FF/SSR Interrogation Modes.

These modes have the form shown in Figure 2. The P, and P3 pulses represent the interrogation.
The P2 pulse is the Interrogator Sidelobe Suppression (ISLS)pulse. The time spacing betwean P, and P3
uniquely identifies the interrogation mode. The tables in Figure 2 give the pulse spacing and amplitude
requirements for valid mode 1, 2, 3/A, and C interrogations and the specifications fkr the interrogation
pulses (FAA, 1971).
The airborne transponder, depending on its function, may have the capability to decode all, some,
or any one of the modes. When the transponder detects an interrogation, it prepares a proper reply. All
replies have the same format (Figure 3). The code pulse content is determined by the four-digit octal
code selected by the pilot (e.g., Figure 4). The pilot can indicate emergencies and counications
failures by setting the transponder to reply with mode 3 codes 7700 and 7600 respectively.
Th. decoders interfacing with the interrogator identify the signal as a reply by the spacing of the
framing pulses, the code pulse content, and the mode of interrogation. The pilot can further validate his
identity by transmitting with his replies another pulse (Special Identification Pulse) spaced 24.65 ± 0.05
Us after F1 (Figure 3). This pulse causes the reply on the PPI to be different from any other aircraft
with the same code.
Mode C requests altitude information from properly equipped transponders and altimeters. The
altimeter encodes the aircraft altitude in binary coded decimal (BCD) format. When the transponder decodes
a mode C interrogation the altitude is encoded in the basic IFF/SSR reply format. Mode C is always interlaced with at least one of the other IFF/SSR modes.
2.2.

The IFF/SSR Transponder.

Figure S is a block diagram of a transponder employing all the IFF/SSR modes. When the transponder
detects a valid interrogation, the transponder suppresses each mode decoder for a time period not to exceed
During this deadtime the transponder prepares and transmits a reply. The time required
125 us (FAA, 1971).
to transmit the reply is approximately 30 1s. Additional deadtime is sometimes provided to prevent transponder replies to reflections of the original interrogation.
When a sidelobe suppression interrogation enters the transponder, all mode decoders are inhibited
for 35 ± 10 us.

S........

The transponder receiver can be suppressed from external sources such as a Tactical Air Navigation
(TACAN) interrogator or an SSR associated Collision Avoidance System. The TACAN suppression occurs for
approximately 20 us at a rate of 30/s in track and 150/s in search. A collision avoidance sys~tem could
cause the transponder not to reply to valid interrogations 4.5 percent of the time.
(Special Committee

-116-.- 11970. )

Transponder overload circuitry senses reply rate, sidelobe suppression rate, and pulse rate, and,
if
the
limits forrates
thesebelow
parameters
are exceedee,
the transponder reduces sensitivity as a means of
bringingpreset
the monitored
the preset
limit.
This transrinder feature not only protects tht iransmitter, but also helps maintain adequate SSR
The reply rate is kept at a tolerable level and allows the interrogators interested
system performý;i\.e.
in a particulnr aircraft to gave their queries answered. The preset limits may be adjusted to optimize
transponder P-,. -. t'm perx' ince.
'.3.

Si,'uoj Suppression.

The int-.zrogator receives replies created in response to its own mainbeam interrogations. Unwanted
replies or other random signals entering the receiver interfere with the detection of valid replies.
This interference can be reduced by interrogator sidelobe suppression (ISLS).
ISLS forces transponders to
reply only to mainbeam interrogations.
Interrogations emanating from the sidelobes of the interrogator
antenna do not generate replies from the transponders. This reduces the number of unwanted replies which
could (1) interfere with the detection of valid replies at the interrogator of interest or other interrogators and (2) overload the transponder transmitter.
The interrogator provides this capability by adding a third pulse to the basic interrogation (See
Figure 2). This pulse is placed 2 ± 0.15 us after the leading edge of the first pulse and is transmitted
via an omoi-directional anter--. Tht>
of this antenna is greater than the gain of the major sidelobes
of the directional ant.---o,
ý,at Lý-,i dB below the mainbeam gain, The U.S. National Standard FAA,
1971 for the IFF MAIK X slF) Air lr.,fic Control Radar Beacon System and Attachment B to Part I, ICAO
Annex 10, Aeronautical Telecomunications state the transponder will reply to a valid interrogation when
P2 (ISLS pulse) is at least.9 dB below Pl . When P2 ! Pl the transponder suppresses for 35 1 10 us and
transmits no reply.
In Figure 6 the reflected mainber '-,*errogation is received at the transponder and the transponder
replies. This creates a false target al
he azimuth of the mainbeam.
The P1 pulse from the sidelobe
of the directional antenna and the P2
trom
e
the omni did not cause a suppression before the arrival
of the reflected interrogation because . received power of the P1 pulse was below the transponder
sensitivity and not detected by the transponder. To alleviate this problem P1 and P2 are transmitted by
the omni antenna. The P2 input power to the omni antenna is twice that ot P1 . P1 and P3 continue to be
transmitted directionally. Now the transponder will suppress prior to receiving the reflected mainbeaus
interrogation because P1 and P2 are both received. No false target occurs. This system is called Improved
Interrogator Sidelobe Suppression, and is employed with SSR systems in the United States and Europe.
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3.

MARKOV CHAIN TRANSPONDER NODEL

In order to measure the performance characteristics of a transponder, the most efficient and best
model was sought. A technique was needed which could provide answers to such questions as the following:
I.

Will a transponder reply when it is challenged?

2.

How long was the transponder in a state of suppression?

3. How many mainbeam and sidelobe interrogations were received by the transponder?
4. Was a certain mode interrogation changed to another mode by the presence of an undesired
interrogation from another interrogator?
5. How many of these changes took place, and how did they degrade overall system performance?
Many other similar questions were considered. All required in depth analysis, but were interrelated
so that an answer to one would be ceiditioned by the other. To obtain predictions about aircraft transponder performance characteristics, a modelling approach using a Markov chain was developed.
A Markov chain is a process which moves from one state or condition to another state or condition
with a certain finite probability. If at any time the process is in state si, then it moves in the next
step to state sj with a probability pij. A matrix of inter-state transition probabilities can be produced
to show how the process may move. Movbment should only be conditioned upon the present state of the system.
(Kemeny and Snell,

1960.)

Markov chains are classified according to whether it is possible to transitioa from a given state
to another given state in the chain. Two states are said to coismunicate if in a finite number of steps,
transition can be made from one to the other and back again. States, therefore, are classified into sets
of either transient or non-transient (ergodic) states. If a process leaves a transient set of states, it
can never return, while if it enters an ergodic set of states it may never leave.
The Markov chain developed to model the IFF/SSR transponder contains states which form an ergodic
set. A 2 micro-second time step was used as the basic time unit for transitioning between states since
this was the spacing between the P1 and P2 pulses in the IFF/SSR interrogation.
Figure 7 displays the Markov chain which models a transponder capable of replying only to mode 3
IFF interrogations. There are 2S states in this chain, so that at any giwvn time the transponder is
operating in one of these 2S states. State number 1 is the condition of the process in which the transponder is open, ready to receive an interrogation. State 2 is the condition that a sidelobe suppression
has entered the transponder. States 4, S, 6, and 7 are conditions where a valid mode 3 mainbeam interrogation is received. To be in state 3, an interfering interrogation must occur when the transponder was
in state S, then the mainbeam interrogation ..ill be changed to a sidelobe suppression. States 8 through
25 imply a deadtime condition, when the transponder has been interrogated and is not open to further
interrogations until state 25 has been reached. These states may be reached by the occurrence of a sidelobe interrogation, a garbled mainbeam interrogation or a mainbeam interrogation itself.
The 25 states shown in Figure 7 are connected with arrows to indicate how transition may take place
when the transponder is in any given state. Within a finite number of time steps, it will be possible
to transition from any beginning state to any other state and back again, therefore, all states communicate
with one another and form an ergodic set.
Based upon the number of interrogators in a ground envirnoment, probabilities of transition from one
state to another are calculated for one time period. That is, if the process is in state I, what is the
probability that within 0he next tire increment it will be in state 1, or state 2, etc? These one-step
transition probabilities are displayed in Figure 8 as a matrix of transition probabilities. If a state
cannot be reached from another state in one time step, then the probability assigned is zero. The value of
Pij is found by using an i in the left hand column and a j in the top row, then the row/column intersection
is the probability of transitioning from state i to state j in one time step.
To obtain the probability that in two time steps a transition between two states occurs, the one
step transition matrix is squared. To find the n-step transition matrix, the one-step transition matrix
is raised to the nth power. As n becomes large, the matrix multiplication produces a steady state matrix
of probabilities, each row contains the same or nearly the same values. These values predict the probability that at any given time the transponder is in any given state.
An alternate method of generating these steady state probabilities is to develop a set of simultaneous equations using the one step transition matrix. If Pi represents the steady state probability of
being in state i, then
P

=

Pi iPj

; V where Pji > 0

where p..
is the probability of transitioning from state j to state i in one step.
these e 4uations and these together with the constraint
# of states

SPI

There will he i of
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forms a set of silmultaeous equatios which can be solved for the values of Pi 1
states,

SIt

1,2 .....

number of

Figure 9 shows a Markov chain for a transpondev capable oi r!eplying to modes 1, 2, 3/A, and C.

contains 84 states.

Figure 10 is a mode 1, 2, and 3/A chain with 61 states.
other mode combinations.
3.1.

Other Markov chains were developod for

Transition Probability Calculations.

The transition probabilities (TABLE I) depend on the IFF/SSR interrogation received by the transponder, To explain how the probabilities are calculated using the environmental information, an example
calculation is outlined below.
Consider a transponder receiving signals from a set S of N interrogators with each interrogator
having one of three mode interlaces: 3, 33C, or 23C. The N interrogators are grouped according to mode
interlace into three independotit groups. Group (or set) S, has N, interrogator, using mode 3 interlace.
In groap S2 there are 142 iaterrogators using the 33C interlace, and ir group S3 there are N3 interrogators
using the 23C mode interlace, s*Lthat N, + N2 + NS - N.
Each of these three groups are further divided into three independent subgroups, so that in group
ý , SM I is the subgroup of N, interrogators whose mainbeam interrogations only are received by the transponder. A subgroup SS has NS interrogators whose mainbeam interrogations and sidelobe suppressions are
received.

Finally, subgroup Sb,

contains Nb

interrogators whose mainbeam, sidelobe and backlobe signals

are received (Nm

N31 + Nb I
NI ).
Interrogators in each group are assumed for modelling p'Firposes to have identical PRF's. This PRF
is the average of the PRF's of all of the interrogators in the group. It is assumed further that the
interrogator antenna azimuth characteristics are identical for all of the interrogators in the group and
are obtained from averaging the azimuth beamwidths of all of the interrogators in the group. (The interrogator antenna azimuth pattern is assumed to have a mainbeam, a sidelobe, a backlobe, and a null where,
mainbeam width + sidelobe width + backlobe width + null width . 3600.)
Using these assumptions, probability calculations can be made using Bernoulli trials by taking one
experiment which can occur N number of times.
The transition probability M33(the probability that the first pulse of a mode 3, mainbeam interrogation arrives at the ttansponder) is used to demonstrate the calculation technique.
From group S1 with N1 interrogators the three independent subgroups are used. The first pulse of
mode 3, sainbeam interrogation may be received from any interrogator in subgroup N •I The probability
of this occurring is the product of the probability that toe interrogator is iatterrogating
at that time, and that the mainbeam is pointed at the transponder.
probability of receiving
the first pulse of a mode

=

9

-

(2

*

10-6)

•

Average PRFs1

3, mainbeam interrogtion

S60

Average mainbeam
width in S1

Then I-p is the probability that the pulse is not received from an interrogator in this subgroup.
fore, the probability of obtaining exactly 1 occurrence of a mode 3, mainbeam first
is binomially distributed and can be calculated by

There-

pulse from the subgroup

[Nam

Now the interrogators in subgroup SSl are considered.
Mainbeam interrogations and sidelobe sippressions are received at the transnonder from this subgroup.
The 3 different events which can occur from
this subgroup are receiving 1) the first
pulse of a mode 3, mainbeam interrogation
2) the first
pulse of
a mnde 3, sidelobe suppression or 3) neither a mainbeam or sidelobe signal.
The probabilities are calculated as before:
probability of receiving
the first
pulse of a mode
3, mainbeam interrogation

=

M8 - (2

=

P = (2
SL

•10-)

Average mainbeam
width in S1
I
M60

Average PRF
R 51

Average sidelobe
width in S

probability of receiving

the first pulse of a node

3, sidelobe suppression

The probability of not receiving an interrogation

10-).

Average PRF

3
S60

from any member of this subgroup is

For this subgroup, the probability of obtaining exactly one mode 3, mainbear

interrogation is

1 - PMB

" PSL'

of the form,

bo.

[

[L

e

]O

1]

PM

[

For the subgroup with N interrogators, the probabilities are calculated in the sme manner as
above, except that the sidelo;II and backlobe suppressions are classes together as one type to give, in
effect, a wider sidelobe. The probability of exactly one mole 3, mainboam, first pulse As given by,

Then the probability of receiving the first pulse of a mode 3, mainbeam interrogation from the interrogators %ith a 3/A interlace is the sum of the three independent subgroup calculations.
For the second and third groups respectively, an average mode 3 PRF is calculated as a function of
the number of mode 3 interrogations in the mode interlace. Similar equations are developed as for the
first group, and the probability of receiying the first pulse of a mode 3 mainbeim interrogation from
each subgroup is calculated. However, these subgroups may produce mode 2 and node C interrogations, so
that in calculating the probability of receiving a mode 3 interrogation and no other interrogations, the
probability of receiving tha first pulse of a mode 3 interrogation must be multiplied by the probability
of not receiving mode 2 or mode C respectively for the second and third interrogator groups. Then to
calculate 83, all probabilities of receivinj the first pulse of a node 3, mainbeam interrogatior. from all
of the three groups are summed.
The other transition probabilities with the exception of TP may be calculated similarly to 83.
The general equations used for transition probability calculations are given in TABLE 2. TABLES 3, 4,
and S define the notation.
The calculcation for the probability TP (the probability of receiving an interfering pulse) uses
the assumption that all interfering sigqals have identical characteristics. Since the signals received
by the transponder my consist of all ~ddes of operation, the interfering interrogation has a length which
is the expected value of the interrogation lengths actually in the environment.
By postulating that all interfering signals received at the transponder look the same, each interrogator can be considered an identical independent experiment. This set of N experiments (all interroga, S
tors whose signals are received by the transponder) can be sorted into three independent groups S
t
and Sbt . Each experiment in each subset has two or three mutually exclusive events as specified
in TABLE 6. Sat has Nt interrogators. (i.e., all the interrogators such that only the mainbeim signals
St has Net interrogators, Sht has Nht interrogators.
are received by the transponder).
Receiving an interfering interrogation means that two interrogations have entered the transponder
together, one the desired signal and the other the interfering signal. Therefore, TP is the probability
of receiving two zainbeam interrogations or a mainbeam and a sidelobe interrogation or
TP
where,
P2MB

*

P2MB + PMBSL
P(2,%N

-2) P (0,O,Ns t)

[P(l,O,Ns -1) P (0,O,N bt

P (O.ONbt)

+ P (1,Nmt -1)

+ P (O,O,N st) P (1,O,Nbt-1)] +

P0,% t) [P(2,0,Nst-2) P (0,0,Nbt) + P (l,0,Nst-1)
P(1,0, NbtJ)

PMBSL

+ P (O,-,Nst)

P(l,Nmt -1) [P(0,l,Nstl

P (2,0.Nbt-2))

P (0,0,N b t

P(0,1,N bt-1)]÷ P (0,N Ut) (P(1,I,Ns t- 2)

P (0.0,Nst
P (O,O,N bt )

+

P(l,O,N bt
-l1) P (O,+,Nb -) t + P (O bt
N (l,
1) O
P(l,O,Nbt-1)
3.2.

+ P(O,O,Ns ) P (2,0,Nbt-2)]

Transponder PerfoNmance Calculation.

The steady state probabilities obtained from the Markov Process are used to determine the various
One most important factor is establishing whether or not any
factors which affect system performance.
For any transponder model,.this is determined by"
interrogator will elicit a reply from the transponder.
predicting if the transponder is open ready to receive and, if so, whether the ensuing interrogation passes
through the interrogation decoding phase of the transponder intact and unchanged.
For the transponder replying to mode 3 only, (Figure 7). the probability of being open is the steady
state probability P1. The probability of not changing a mainbea- mode 3 interrogation to a sidelobe
suppression by inserting a pulse in the proper sidelobe position is the probability that the system is in
state 7 divided by the probability that it enters the interrogation phase. The product, then, of PI and
P7/P4 determines the probability of reply for the transponder. This is the primary measure of transponder

effectiveness•.

:

..

The ,,,toady stato probabilities can be used to obtain the expected number of times per second that
the ýysteat in:In in porticular state. As an example, state 7 represents the last step in a valid interrogation Phase. F,
the probability that the system is in state 7, is based on a 2 microsecond time interval.
Therafcre, for every 2 microseconds, the system would be expected to be in state 7, (P7) x (100)
_p #-•pereent of the time.
So that in one second, the expected number of completed valid interrogations or
,•V_
.number of replies equal (Pt) x. (500,000).
Also the expected number of sidelobe suppressions per second is
Other calculations can be similarly made for each of the other states in the chain.
0P2) x (500,040'0.
4.

M IFF'SSR PERFCRMANCE PREDICTION MODEL (PPt)

The Markov chain transponder models were developed as the basis of an automated, environmental
iF0'SSR pirforman'.e prediction model.
The PPM (Figure 11) accepts as inputs 1) the deployment and
charucterirtics of an interrogator environment and 2) the deployment and characteristics of airborne
Taking one transponder at
The rodel first calculates the performance of each transponder.
trmnri•onders.
a time the wxlel determines, using free-space path loss, interrogator and transponder antenna gains, and
transponder receiver 3ensitivity, those interrogators whose transmissions are received at the transponder.
These interrog..: rs are then grouped as discussed in paragraph 3.1, in preparation for t'. transition
prohability calculation.
After the probabilities are calculated, the PPM then selectA a Markov chain transponder model.
Because transponder characteristics are a function of the type (military, airline, general aviation),
nineteen transponder models were developed to represent transponder types having different deadtime and
The model selection depends on the type, the interrogation modes receiveable, and
mode characteristics.
the mode capability of the transponder.
After selecting the proper model, the PPM solve& the simultaneous equations for the steady-state
probabilities which are then used to calculate the transponder performance parameters (TABLE 7).
With
the transponder performance parameters calculmted, the PPM determines the performance of a designated,
subject interrogator. This performance is defined as 1) the non-synchronous reply rate (fruit/sec)
received by the subject interrogator as its antenna points at each transpunoer, and 2) the probability
of target detection for the interrogator .utomatic target detectioni equioneita'
4.1.

Optional Cap~bilities.

The PPM was designed as a flexible analysis tool with a variety of capabilities.
The model can
accept any properly formatted interrogator environment and associated transponder deployment.
The individual equipment characterisitcs are the choice of the analyst, which allows parametric analysis if required.
The analyst also has the option to use:
1. a two-path propagation prediction model which uses the vertical antenna patterns of the transmitter and receiver antennas.
2. transponders with single antenna (top or bottom),
(the spherical pattern of the antennas is used).

switching antenna-,

or diversity antennas

3.

a terrain shielding model.

4.

a model which calculates the standard deviation of transponder performance parameters.

S.

COMPARING PREDICTED RESULTS WITH RESULTS FROM ANOTHER MODEL AND WITH MEASURED DATA.

5.1.

Comparison with Another Model.

Results from the automated IFF/SSR PPM using Markov chain transponder models were compared with
similar results from a previously developed and validated ATCRBS IFF MARK X (SIF) PPM (Freeman, E,F,1969).
The input information for both models consisted of the same interrogator environment and aircraft deployment.
The comparison was made for the following outputs, common to both models: interrogation arrival
rate at each transponder, sidelobe suppression arrival rate at each transponder, and the probability
of transponder reply.
5.1.1.

Interrogation Arrival Rate.

Figure 12 shows how the IFF/SSR PPM predictions for interrogation rate deviated from the predictions
made by the IFF MARK X (SIF) PPM. This graph shows that 82% of the predictions were within - 10% of the
IFF MARK X (SIF) PPM predictions.
Some new IFF/SSR PPM interrogation rate predictions differ greatly from
the IFF MARK X model predictions.
However, these few dispersions are statistically insignificant.
A least
squares linear regression was applied to the predictions of both models. The coefficient of correlation
calculated was greater than 90%.
5.1.2, Sidelobe Suppression Arrival Rate.
Figure 13 shows the deviation of the new IFF/SSR PPM prediction of sidelobe suppression rate from
the IFF MARK X model prediction.
Sixty-seven percent of the IFF/SSR predictions fall within ± 20% of the
IFF MARK X prediction. Eighty-three percent of the predictions fall within -20% to +30% of the IFF MARK X
predictions.
5S.3. Probability of Reply (Round Reliability).
Figure 14 is the dispersion of probability of reply calculated by the new IFF/SSR PPM with respect
to that calculated by the IFF MARK X model.
This shows that 94.5% of the IFF/SSR PPM predictions fall
within -2.2 to 1.1% of the IFF MARK X predictions.

L
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.1. 4.

Summary.

The new IFF/SSR predictions track cl -ely with those from the IFF MARK X PPM for a majority of

transponders in the deployment.

These limited results provide a degree of confidence in the Markov chain

modelling techniques used in the PPM.
S.2.

Comparison with Measured Data.

Measurements of interrogation arrival rates and sidelobe suppression airival rates were made in
the Northeastern United States in January 1973 (Harman, W.H., 1973) Figure 15 shows the flight paths of
the instrumented aircraft.
The aircraft flew at altitudes of 6500 feet and 7500 feet during the flights.
The transponder sensitivity referred to the antenna was -73.5 dki.
The new IFF/SSR PPM was employed to make interrogation and sidelobe suppression arrival rate
predictions along the same flight path. The interrujator environment which was thought to operate fulltime and transponders located at points along the flight path were inputs to the model.
The characteristics of the transponders were the same as for the measuring equipment.
The aircraft antenna pattern
was assumed to be oinni-directional with 0 dBi gain. The results of the simulation and the measured data
are plotted in Figures 16 and 17.
The measured and predicted interrogation rates compare favorable with one another.
The differences
which do occur could be attributed to assuming an omni-directional aircraft antenna pattern and the
uncertainty as to which interrogators were actually operating when the measurements were taken.
The measured and predicted sidelobe suppression rates differ considerably.
This could be attributed again to assuming an omni-directional aircraft antonna pattern and the uncertainty in the actual
environment and the radiated powers of interrogators.
To see the effect of the aircraft antenna pattern
the IFF/SSR PPM was again employed but an actual aircraft antenna pattern was used instead of the omni.
Figure 18 shows the comparison again for this new condition.
The predictions and measurements through not
close tend to decrease and increase together.
Based on this result, with a more accurate knowledge of
the interrogator environment and the aircraft orientation, the predictions would more closely match the
measured data.
The differences are a function of the model inputs and not of the Markov chain modelling
techniques.
Again,
6.

this limited validation provides confidence

in the Markov chain modelling techniques.

CONCLUSION

Employing Markov Chain Theory for the modelling of IFF/SSR trensponders permits the calculation
of many and varied performance parameters.
The Markov chains form the basis of a poweriul, flexible,
reliable, and accurate automated, environmental IFF/SSR analysis capability.
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TABLE 1
TRANSITION PROBABILITY DEFINITIONS
ASIF

-

P (rceiving a SIF sidelobe interrogation first pulse).

91

-

P (receiving a mode 1 mainbeem interrogation first pulse).
P (receiving a mode 2 meinbem interrogation first pulse).

02
63

-

P (receiving a mode 3 mainbam interrogmtion first pulse).

BC

-

P (receiving a mode C mainbeam interrogation firct pulse)

CC

-

P (transponder open to receive an Interrogation).
I - ASIF- I1 - B2- B3- BC

TP

-

P (receiving an interfering pulse).

TP1

-

P (normal transition from one state to another).

-

1-TP

TABLE 2
TRANSITION PROBABILITY EQUATIONS

81

(P13.1+ P21,
i

1

+P3,.,)

(n ]1
j-1 k-1
when k=i

M

4

82

(PI1,. 2 + P2, 2 P3,*.)

M

(11 If
j-1 k=1

i

Po..,)

P0,.,

when k-i
j#2
M

83

4

(PI,•+P2,

E

i..

M

(n n

+P3,

POk,)

j-1 k-l
when k-i
j#3

M

BC

2:

(P1 + P2
I *

+ P3
Ic

4 M

)

17 Ii

PO

j=1 k-1

I~

when k-i
j#c

ASIF

CC

Z;2:
Si

(P4,.j + P5,1)

M
(n II
£ k-i
when k-i

I--ASIF -81 -82-B83-

SC

P0tk)

j-1, 2, 3, C
9-1,2,3. C.

OM

# groups or sets
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TABLE S
DEFINITION OF PROBABILITIES
IV,riable

IFP3

Definitiop

Equation

POIJ

Probability of the transponder receiving no
mode IInterrogation firt pulses from the
PO~ subset.

(Ri~j (R21.1 (R3,)

PlIj

Probability of the transponder receiving ai
mode, I mainbeamn interrogation first pulse
only from S..

(R4111 (R2,.) IR3 1,)

P2
1

Probability of the transponder receiving itRi
mode I rnainbwam interrogtion first pulse
only from S,.I

11

Probability of the transponder receiving a
mode I mainbeamn Interrogation firnt pulse
only from S.

MIA

Probability offt ~transponder receiving a
mode I sidelobe Interrogation first pulse
only from S"I.

P501

Probability of the transponder receiving a
mode I sidalobe,or backlobe, Interrogation
first pulse only from Sb

(RB) (R3

*

(R11.1)Mild
1 MRet)

*

(RIIJ) (R7U4) (R314 )

(Ri1 ) (R2111) (R81j)

TABLE 4
DEFINITION OF VARIABLES

RI

~~P
(0~.N,,,

R31,

P(00N

Re

PP(1, 0, Nh

P(0. 1.Nb
PS

I,

il

1)"
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TABLF 5
NOTATION FOR BERNOULLI TRIALS

Symbol

Defiiiition

P(M, Nm -M)I.

Probaility of the trainsponder
receiving exactly Mmode j
mainbeam interrogation first
pulses from minor subset Sm,
of the ith subset.

P(M.S,Wj,-M-SIJ.,

Equation
-

(Nm )PM1ij)M

m
)N-M
(PM2,IV

M)I

MI (Nm,-

Probability of the transponder
NI
reoeiving exactlV M mode i(PSI).)
m•inbecrm interrogation and S
MISI(N, -M-Sl
mode j sidelobe Interrogation
first pulses from minor subset

(PS21,I)' (PS3N

1
N
11

- M -S

%, of the ith subset.
P(M,B,N -M
9),.

Probability of the transponder

receiving exactly M modeli
mainbeam interrogation and B

mode j sidelobe or backlobe
interrogation first pulses from
minor subset Sb of the ith
subset.

N,!

(PB1Ii)
MIBI(Nb -M-B) I
N

-

M - a

(P32,. )8 (PB3 1.,)lI

~i
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TABLE 6
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE EVENTS AND PROBABILITIES FOR TP CALCULATION

Subset

Si,

Event

{MT1}

jMT21

S.

Definition

Interrogator transmits a mainbeam

interrogation which is receivable
at the transponder.
Interrogator transmits an interrogation which is not receivable at
the transponder.

PMT1

= (LL)(ft

PMT2

{ST1}

Interrogator transmits a mainbetm
interrogation which is receivable
at the transponder.

PST1

(ST21

Interrogator transmits a sidelobe
interrSgation which is receivable

PST2

3t

Sb

Probability Assigned to Event

)

1 - PMT1

(LL)(ft)

36

the transponder.

{ST31

Interrogator transmits an interrogation which is not receivable at
the transponder.

PST3

{BT1}

Interrogator transmits a mainbeam
interrogation which is receivable

PBT1

=

1 - PST1 - PST2

(L, )(

\

at the transponder.
{BT2}

Interrogator transmitsasidelobe

PBT2 = (L,

36_0

or backlobe interrogation which is
receivable at the transponder.
{BT3}

Interrogator transmits an interro-

PBT3 = 1 - PBT1 - PBT2

gation which is not receivable at
the transponder.
NOTFS:

-t3

2. 1,
•!

-6611 8 4 (a x tO -662+663
10
5) L2 . (a xO
interfering interrogationi length - (3 x 106a
68- El1 +62 + 63 + 8C.
:
average Interrogation rate obltlned by averaging the PR,'s from all N interrogatcors.

3. W',!

average beeImwldth, obtelited by averaging Indlvlduw! beenmwidthr of all N Interrogators, whrre a

1.~ L

-ex~pected

(21 x 10

m, a, b.

BBC
6)
9C

TABLE 7
TRANSPONDER PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS
Probability ot
Probability of
Probability of
Probability of
Probability of

reply
reply
reply
reply
reply

to all modes
for mode 1
to mode 2
to mode 3
to mode C

Probability of a garble in any mode
Prohability of an intermode garble (e.g., mode 3 interrogation elicits
mode 1 reply)
Probability of an SLS garble (e.g., mode 3 interrogation elicits an SLS)
Probability Gi sidelobe suppression
Probability of transponder receiver open (not suppressed)
Probability of deadtime
Mode l reply rate
Mode 2 reply rate
Mode 3 reply rate
Mode C reply rate
Mode I interrogation rate (mainbeam interrogations per second entering
the*transponder)

Expected mode 1 environment rate (mainbeam interrogations per second
capable of entering the transponder)
Mode 2 interrogation rate
Expected nmde 2 environment rate
Mode 3 interrogation rate
Expected mode 3 environment rate
Mode C interrogation rzte
Expected mode C environment rate
Sidelobe suppression rate
Expected sidelobe suppression environment rate
Expected pulse transmission rate
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Fig. 10

Markov chain transponder model (modes I, 2, 3/A).
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DISCUSSION
F. D. GREE~N%
I understood you to say that the antenna on tho a/c was chanited to ont,
Surely, an omnidire'ctional dntennia is necessary
which was "loss omnidirectional",
for IFF.
S. J. SUTTON:
Yes, but very few, If any, antennas arc, omnidirectional on ain a/c.
Somte of the later appl icat ions use an antenna both onl top ind under the a/e.

Ithat

D. H. MrMIRTENS- While modoeling Týhe SSR environment in thet UK~, it was found by Cossor
if the intexrrogations from separate interrogators were considered tou lit random,
possibility
A model which took into account Lith,
theory and practice di~d not agree.
floos
oZ near synchronism of the interrogator prfs produced much Improved rctiults.
your modal address itself to this aron?

IC.*

W. EHLER% Our model calculates expeocted values and zssxlteoý thet randoml (aeot na ly
It. Will not account for Lit., actual eccurronoes
Poisson) arrival of interrogations.
A time-event. stove simulation developod by the
of near synchronous prfs.
U. S. Department of Transportation rransportationl Systolls cont-'r ('11.1C) doe~s ac1.count
for the time of arrival of each interrogation and can reproduce the near synoidonotis
ion
A current ECAC project for the V. S. Federal Aviat !ion Administrt
intarforence.
will use both the ECAC and TSC models to furthcr analyze, the effecots of nvar synchrorous on definiters (interference blankorti) and aut-omt. ic proo-t-sors.1
H.* J.* ALBRECHT :

Referrinog to the

terrain shielding is essontial.

lnf luenlCo of

toof't Ot
tihlt'
Iy -.
uit 'khto?
to be, part11i u 1alt

jprup)aq at inpa:mjtel

Which model has1

been

found

With this model we account for tervain shield inn b~y uS inkq tho, IVQAC
111mint.r'I
This file contains olovation i::forilat ionl at 0.*
Topogcaphic Data File.
For the Lorrain prot i It, bet woon ecach rakl-ýl
for the U.* S.* and other parts of the world.
and-aircraft, we determine whother terrain obstructs the li tw-of-!,itjht p-it h
S.* J. SUTTONt

I am aware 'hat at ETC the of foot of terrain iS cons itiered by spec i fy i nqk t hlk
lowest usable eo 'ation angle for azimuth positions nround eac-h sioco:dary ratdar sit o.
Do youl Sot a thresho Id for S/N ratio, 11nd 0,an you say hlow Pt'ObaF. J. CHESTERMAN:
bility of response falls with S/N in thet tranopondor system?
received signal. is,equal or gre-ater than the reco iver
S.* J . SUTTON; As long as thetThet ICAO and U. 8. statndards
sensitivity, we assume it is coce~ived by the transponder.
time, f-irinaoro
for secondary radar rvequire the transponder to respond 90%ý of lthe
ceived at a level of -7ldBm referred to the antenna.
Thus, as long as the signal exceeds the receiver SOns itiv ity , an1d this Wil.l be' M
least 3dB in most cases, it:should be, detected. Thus, it is more, thet compot ition
among interrogations for transponder svrv ice Which affects thet probabiIi ty of reply
and not the S/N that affects transpondeor performance.
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COMPUTER GENERATION OF AMBIGUITY SURFACES
FOR RADAR WAVEFOI•K SYNTHESIS

R.J.Iorrow and G.Wyman
British Aircraft Corporation
Electronic Systems Group
Filton, Bristol

England
1.

INTDODUCTION

Recent advances in the field of surface acoustic devices 1 are likely to encourage the
inplementation of complex form of matched filter radars. As a consequence, the system designer and
EIC Analyst will require convenient methods establishing the likely system performance obtained from
the various forms of signal processing.
One well established technique used to determine the theoretical performance of matched filter
or correlation receivers is through the application of the ambiguity function. This function has wide
applicaticn as it may be employed to evaluate the theoretical received signal response in both the time
sad doppler domains. As this function handles both matched and unmatched signals it provides a
convenient method of assessing both the design and eventual electromagnetic compatibility of the system.
With these considerations in mind a general computer method of solving the ambiguity function has been
developed and is described in this paper.
2.

AUTO AND CROSS-AMBIGUITY FUNCTIONS

The ambiguity function as a concept was first investigated by Ville 2 and its development with
particular application to radar systems was initiated by Woodward? The function can be directly applied
to the matched filtar/correlation receiver which maximises the signal to noise of the receiver. In
practice this receiver is used as a compromise since, though the information is preserved, the waveform
is altered in character. We thus follow Woodward's development with the assumption that the matched
filter concept can be generally applied.
The information regarding the target is impressed on the transmitted waveform and is normally
received where the primary waveform is available. Thus it is postulated that the received signature is
known a priori. An intuitive measure of the difference between these two waveforma would be the mean
square departure of the received waveform from that of the primary source.
i~e.
4,

-

t(t)

ip (t+ Tof +)

dt--------- -- -- -----

Or by the frequency domain equivalent which may be derived by invoking Parseval's theorem
0

I

i.e.

(f + 0, t +

(f)

)

2

df

-------------

-2

-

3

where * (t) mcps into 0(f) by the Fourier transform.
From a consideration of the terms depandent or, Tand 0 we obtain
Re

*(t)

* (t + •,f +

)dt

For theoretical analysis the most satiwfaciory waveform to consider is the analytic signal
representation where the real waveform is,
S(t)

-

a(t)

cos

12 w fo t + e(t)

ise S(t)

-

R~e4(t)]J-a

-4

----

For narrowband signals we can specify
4'()

=
-

v(t)

exp [ i2 wfo t

]

a(t) exp [ i(2 wf~t + e(t)

-

J

or for wideband signals the Gabor form rust be used
is. * (f) - .S(t)

"

" "•

A UT• dT

---
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where the imaginary part is the Hulbert transform of S(t)
Substituting the narrowband signal representation into expression (3) gives the following,
Su(t)

u* (t +T)

exp

-i20 Wf"+--

T] exp

w-i:it•t
]dt
--

8--

The rapid tim varying function is ignored and the envelope

~u(t)

us (t + ) emp

dt2

f-21Ir, t I

is defined an the chi or uncertainty function x

(

T, #)

I X (T, *2

and

is

taken as the ambiguity function.

The interpretation of this function is dependent on the conditions imposed on its use, however, the
mathematical concept derived from the man square depnrtuwe of the transmitted waveform is of direct
relevance to matched filters. Its frequency domain equivalent is given by
r(T, 0)

r(T,

is.

*)

-

]]

B*(f)

exp

[i2 wfo

emp

riawfo Tlx(-',*)

(f +

) exp (i2f

) df
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....--
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rrou this expression it is seen that the envelope of the carrier is the important part. as the
carrier contanas no information. This point is of practical significance when analogue simulation is
contemplated.
The preceding discussion baa been confined to matched signals and the ambiguity function for this
case may be defined an the auto-ambiguity function. This may nov be extended to include the case of a
mis-matched or interfering signal, in fact, the general solution for any arbitrary pair of wavwforms.
In this case a signal v(t) is received by a receiver matched to a signal u(t) and the X function
may be shown to be
= .• u(t)

Xuv (r,)
where

Ix,

11

[-12 w*t ] dt

+ i) exp

v* (t

(T. #) 2 is defined as the cross ambiguity function of signal v(t) to a receiver matched

to u(t).
The importance of the ambiguity function in the design and study of radai wr.veforms has r9sulted
in extensive studies of its properties which are nov well documented in the available literature4. It is
worth noting three of these proporties as they have relevance to later discussions.
2

IxX) (0,0)12

-

-2--

12

i.e. The maxim- height of the auto-ambiguity function occurs at thie origin and is a function of the
energy of the matched waveform.
X (T

ii)

*

d# dT

)12

*

(2E)

2
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i.e. The integral under the ambiguity surface is constant, which Imlies that improvements in one area of
the T ,# plane leads to degradation in other areas.
11 1 Xuv (

iii)

I1)2d+2

jut
Iu(t)

dr

2

1

t1

v(t)

12

ddt-------

.

---.. -14

i.e. The integral over all space of the cross-ambiguity function is the product of the energies in each
waveform.
3.

COMPUTER GENERATION

3.1

Introduction

The solution of the ambiguity function of any pair of arbitrary waveforms is arrived at. from trwo
operations which essentially solve the function in two dimensions forming the complete surface. The first
operation in the solution in the X(r, *n)plane. Consider two waveforms u(t) and v(t) the solution of
X(r,o) becams the correlation integral.
.

u(t)

v* (t

+T ) dt

.15

The second operation is to increment v(t) in frequency by Jj relative to u(t) and form the jth
slice, the composite surface n
Oj (t) is then expressed as'
40~
u(t) v* (t + T) exp

_

[

-12wtt]

dt

.16

and v(t,f) using a time
The basis of the method developed and reported here is to generate u(tf)
and frequency scaled analggue computer simulation. These waveforms are generated for various values of
0, which is defined as the value of the frequency translation of v(t) relative to u (t). The analogue
signals are transferred from the analogue computer via an associated digital computer to magnetic tapW
where they are stored. The individual files stored on magnetic tape provide a library of vaveforms which
cim be further processed to form ambiguity function solutions. Tho final solution, in the form of a set
of slices of constant doppler, is stured on magnetic tape either for immediate display on a storage scope
or for subsequent use,

The technique has been implemented using en RhA 8945 hybrid computer which consists of an

EAI 8800 enalogue computer having patchable, parallel logic and analogue components; 32 channels of A to D
and D to A conversion equipment; an RAI 640 digital computer and an associated magnetic tape unit.
3.2

Waveform Generation

The philosophy of waveform simulatiorA using hybrid computer techniques has been treated in a
pre-vious paper 5 . For this reason only a limited discussion has been included.
Most radar wav3a!rms require the simulation of pulse streams, oscillators and voltage controlled
oscillators. From these basic blocks complex waveforms my be generated. The simplest case is that of a
pulsed tone signal. This is obtained by deriving the pulse stream, suitably time scaled, using the
parallel patchable logic of the analogue computer. This is fed to a multiplier whose other input comes
from a simulated oscillator. Oscillators are represeates by a transfer function of the form.

(SS

,2

)

and thus have poles at s - +i

They fre tbereforeIquasi-stable and it
2

is

usual to incorporate an amplitude correction circuit

of the form A cos wt + A sin wt - A error.
This basic oscillator is simulated as two integrators
in cascade with an appropriate feedback loop.
Potentiometers are included between the integrators to set
the desired frequency of oscillation.
The potentiometers are servo controlled, hence the oscillation
frequency may be set by the digital computer.
The initial condition input of the two integrator* may be
used to set the phase conditions at the start
of the pulse.
From the applicatiou of suitable control
waveforms various phase coded pulse sequences or other complex waveforms may be obtained.
This basic oscillator simulation may be modified by the inclusion of multipliers in series with
each potentiometer.
The application of a control voltage to the two multipliers gives a proportional
change in the output frequency thus forming a voltage controlled oscillator.
The use of a ramp control
waveform allows the generation of linear f.m. signals whose time bandwidth product is a function of the
ramp duration and slope.
More complex waveforms may be simulated by applying suitable control waveforms
to both intearator initial
condition inputs and the multipliers.
These techniques enable the generation
of waveforms having variable parameters such as pulse sequenck and linear or non linear frequency
characteristics.
3.3

Solution Through Waveform Correlation

The general solution of the amhiguity function is obtained through the use of correlation
techniques.
Three solutions are possible using a hybrid computer, is.
analogue correlation, direct time
domain correlation and correlation through the use of transformation.
The particular method implemented
depends on the nature of the problem under analysis.
3.3.1

Analogue Correlation

With this type of correlator the time delay is achieved using the digital computer while multiplication and integration are obtained using analogue computer components.
Two signals u (t) and v(t)
are generated using the analogue.
One of these signals is passed to the digital computer where a digitil
delay line programme incrementally delays this signal and passes it back to the analogue computer. The
two signals are multiplied using an analogue multiplier and integrated using a simple lag circuit to
produce a single correlation value for incremental delay Tn. This process is repeated for increasing
values of delay to build up the correlation integral.
Correlation from +T to -T is obtained by switching
the waveforms passed to the delay line programme.
These individual correlation values are stored on
magnetic tape.
The full process is repeated for incremental frequency shifts of v (t) to build up the
correlation values for the full two dimensional chi function.
This chi function solution is formed from
simulated signals and therefore contains the simulated carrier information.
The ambiguity function,which
only reflects the change in the envelope, is formed from the chi function values by passing them through
a peak detection prograumm which acts as an envelope detector.
It has been found that it is not economic
to employ this muthod with large tina bandwidth signals due to the upper frequency bound imposed by the
analogue computer.

S3.3.2

Direct time domain corr.elation
With this method the full process after waveform generation is performed by the digital computer.
The basic operation is to generate and store each waveform as a time series on magnetic tape.
The
cowrolation is performed by a digital computer programme which operates on selected time series.
The
time series are stored aa sequential blocks of data defining a slice taken along theT axis at a particular
value of 4, The correlation prograue consists of a simple alsoritbm which integrates successive shifts
in T of the sampled waveform.
products.
3.3.3

This method has particular value for signals with large time bandwidth

Correlation through use of Transforms
6

'or this method use is made of the fast Fourier transform,
f.f.t.
by invoking the correlation
7
theorem (i.e.
multiplication of u(t) with the complex conjugate of v(t) in the frequency domain), to form
the solution of the correlation integral.
As in the previous methods the waveforms are generated by the
analogue computer.
These are converted to tine series ane mapped into the frequency domain through the
ust of the f.f.t.
The correlation integral is solved by multiplying the first
transformed ties series
by the complex conjugate of the second transformed time series wvich is regarded as the received signal.

This result is transformed back irto the tim domain to form a slice at On of the chi function. The
process is repeated for the various time series defining slices of the chi function at different values
of 0. The ambiguity function solution ii obtained by including an envelope detection routine. This
, ethod provides the most economic solution for most waveforms having practical values of time bandwidth

•/
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3.4
d3,

Display Techniques

In order to analyse the resalt of the computation it is convenient to use various forms of
graphical display. The particular display chosen depends on the nature of the analysis to be performed.
Constant d or T Plots
These may be pioduced eittber as a line printer, storage scope or plotter outpzt using the matrix
of date stored on magnetic tape. Through the introduction of a suitable digital computer routine these
plots may be produced with eithor arithmetic or logarithmic amplitude scales.
This type of output is
useful when a detailed anslyo.s of specific portions oi the ambiguity function is required.
Three Dimensional Surface Plots
The full matrix solution defining the function in bothT and 0 may be usod with a suitable three
dimensional plotting program to produce a graphical display of the su-face. The ambiguity function is
even-symmetric * with re-pect to the r, * origin, thus the half plans solution defines the whole and
the mapping on to the other half plane is simple It has been found useful to display only the half plane
solution (FIG 1) as this highlights the nature of the IX( v, o) It slice and allows a slple visual
interpretation of the range side lobes to be made. The full three dimensional surface plot is useful
for the general radar receiver response analysis.
It has been found convenient to display the surface
usiag a storage scope immediately after computing the solution, prior to line plotting, as it provides
a quick method of cLeckin& the validity of the computation.
Contour Plots
A third particularly useful type of plot may be produced by using the computed roatrix of data
with a contour plotting program to produce contours of the surface.
This type of output Fig 2, provides
a use ful backup to the three dimensional plots &s they accurately define the relative response levels
of the major features of the burfa€e.
4

APPLICATIONS

Use is made of the ambiguity function in the design and a&sessmOnt of high resolution, pulse
compression, radar systems. The suitability of a pulse compression radar for a given application is
dependent upon the type of waveform selected. The prima factors influencing the selection of a
particular modulated waveform are usually the radar requirements of a given range coverage, doppler
coverage, range and doppler side lobe levels, interference rejection and the signal to noise ratio.
These factors may be examined through the generation and evaluation of auto-and cross-,ambiguity functions
of the modulated waveform.
4.1

Theoretical Waveform Analysis

An infinite variety of waveforme may be produced which give a system advantage doe to pulse
compression. Of these waveforms the majority may be classified according to the basic modulation types,
i.e. amplitude, frequency, phase and pulse modulation. Higher order modulated waveforms may be derived
through the use of two or more of these types, i.e. phase coded pulse sequences, bilateral weighted
linear frequency modulation etc.
The general method used in the analysis of waveforms is to derive an analogue computer simulation
of the required.modulated transmitted waveform using the techniques described in section 3.2. This
waveform, having a scaled carrier frequency, fl, is passed via an analogue to digital converter to a
digital computer where it is stored on magnetic tape. This proceduive is repeated for incremental
frequency translation of the spectra. The resulting arrays stored on magnetic tape provide a library
of waveforms.
If it is required to produce an auto-ambiguity function of the stored waveform, the
record pairs corresponding to f, and fn are correlated using either direct time domain correlation or
correlation through the use of transform methods. The resulting slices through the abiguity function
at fn - f l may be displayed in a three dimensional form using a storage oscilloscope. In order to
demonstrate the generality of the techniques the ambiguity functions of three widely different
modulated waveform obtained using this technique are shown in FIG's. 1, 3 and 6.
The ambiguity function of linear frequency modulation 8 having a time bandwidth product of 120
and second order cosine weighting is shown in FIG 1.
The basic unweighted linear frequency modulated
wavefors was obtained using an analogue computer simulation of a voltage controlled oscillator. The
amplitude weighting is obtained by modifying the values of the time domain waveform samples prior to
correlation using an analytic expression of the desired window shape.
If it is more convenient to
express the weighting function in the frequency domain then the spectrum samples after transformation
my he modified.

*

even-symetric

X(-
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-

x * (-,
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The ambiguity function of a quaterusry coded waveform9 is shown in FIG 3. The four level code
nusde up of positive And negative slope linear frequency modulated elements having zero or W phase
changes at the beginning of each element. The time bandwidth product of each element is 34. Tts change
from positive to negati%e slope and the phase changes duscribes a 13 element Barker1 O code. The waveform produced is shown diagramaticAlly in F'IG 4,

As with the previous example the modulated vaveform is obtained using
basic analogue computer
simulation of & voltage controlled oscillator. The rcquired wavefozm is obtained using three control
waveforms as shown in FIG 5. The first waveform, A, alters the smnso of the slope of the frequency
modulation, the second, B, the duration of each element of the code and the third, C, the phase
condition at the start of each element. Waveforms A and B are applied to the multipliers and waveform,
condition input of the integrators forming the simulated voltage controlled
C is applied to the initial
oscillator.
This technique may be used to generate many forms of quaternary coding usinj both constant
and variable slope frequency modulated elements.
One
The ambiguity function of a set of complementary coded pulse sequencesll is shown in FIG 6.
set of Goli.y codealZ 00011101 and 00010010 have been used to phase modulate a carrier. The two
independent codes are formed using logic elements.
Each code is passed to a multiplier whose other
input is fad from a simulated voltage controlled oscillator acting as the carrier frequency.
The output
from each multiplier is passed vie A to D convertors to the digital computer where they are stored on
magnetic tape.
Individual records are made for various incremental increases of the simulated carrier
frequency.
Record pairs at frequencies f, and fn for the first
code are taken by the digital computer
and correlated.
This is repeated for the identical frequency record pair of the other code.
The two
correlation functions are stemed and envelope detected to form a slice of the ambiguity function at
The full surface is formed by taking record pairs of each code at different frequencies and
f -fl.
Rsplaying the output as shown in the figure.
Degradation of the theoretical waveforms due to practical implementation may be studied using
this technique.
The analogue computer may be used to simulate AM to AM and AM to PM characteristics.
These may be included in the simulation of the transmitted waveform and the resulting ambiguity function
evaluated.
The effect of limiting the received waveform may be analysed by including the limiter
characteristics in the waveform generation through the use of diode function generators.
4.2

Point and Distributed Target Analysis

Tiae ambiguity surface formed by the return from a point target may be determined by mapping
the A-biguity surface associated with the given return waveform into the plane of the radar by a change
of its
r,O origin. The position in the new plane is determined from a knowledge of the polar coordinates r,e
and t. The second derivative i relating to the target acceleration is not included
in this analysis since the surface so formed would be four dimensional.
In principle this effect could
be carried through the calculation but a visual display would be difficult to achieve.
If it is postulated that the propagation medium is homogeneous and the receiver front end linear
then superposition theory may be used.Now,in the case of multiple point targets, individual targets may
be mapped to the i.0 plane of the radar.
The final response of the radar may be obtained from the
3
summation, previously described by Mitchell at all . If the ambiguity surface of a given required
point target is
Xj, ( T,4)
then the responses of other targets relative to that required may be
calculated by including a constant multiplying factor which accounts for the difference in range,
target cross section and antenna gain. This factor K, say, can be computed using the radar range
equation thus mapping the respective normalised ambiguity surfaces on to the T .0 plane of the radar.
This composite response x( r,O) is computed from:-

n

x (T,€)
where

rj.j

is

j-1

j

x- (-•-

•-•

- -
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the mapped origin of each target.

This approach to multiple point targets can be extended to distributed targets by considering the
*

distributed targets as a series of point targets.
In order to account for the statistical
nature of
either point or distributed target the factor K becomes a value selected from a defined statistical
distributions are selected accordinv; to the nature of the
The various statistical
distribution.
target.
A complex spatial environment may be constructed by producing a mattrix overlay of a given
terrain where each element of the matrix defines the location and statistical
characteristics of each
13
and is described in detail in their
point target. This approach had been used by Mitchell at al
paper.
An alternative approach, that has been proposed but not implemented by the authors, would be to
characterise time varying radar return as an analogue.
The waveform thus produced could be used to form
In theory, the
T,O origins.
multiple ambiguity surfaces of the composite signals for different
proygflion path including the reflections could be modelled using a time varying filter
characterisation", m
In practice this may be implemented using a tap delay line whose input is the simulated
A complex tap gain function g (t) is rised to modify the output of
pulse compression waveform, FIG 7.
The composite signal
each unit delay to account for the characteristics of the signal reflections.
received by the radar is obtained from the summation of all
delayed signai components.
An extension
to this approach would be to form a hybrid solution where specific returns are handled by the summation
of point targets and other returns are included using the analogue approach.
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4.3

Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis

*-th In order to study the total radar electromagnetic environment consideration must be given to both
matched returns, frog- desired targets and undesired clutter, and unmatched signals received from other
emitting equipment in the same area. A first order EIC assessment may be made from an analysis of the
16
radar response to the likely unmatched interference signals through the use of the cross-ambiguity function.
The cross-ambiguity function describes the complete three-dimensional receiver response to interfering or
unmatched signals as a function of time and frequency. The rejection offered by the radar receiver to
interference may be determined through the use of both auto and cross-ambiguity functions.
The method
adopted is to form a library of cr6ss-ambiguity surfaces for various interference waveform types requiring
examination.. Each surface represents the response of a mismatched signal of equivalent energy to
that of the matched signal with all values normalised to the peak of the auto-ambiguity function x(0,O).
Thus if u (t) with associated energy Hu ins the matched waveform and v(t) with assnoiated energy &v then
the value Xuu (0,0) of the auto-ambiguity function may be romputed and equates to Ru. The cross-ambiguity
function is determined from the expression.
Xu

(TO

.

-

u(t)

V* (t +T)

exp

-[12w Ot

3

dt-

-------- 1

NoV if Ru is made equal to Ev then the cross-ambiguity surface may be normalised using the value computed
for Xuu (0,0) since the integral of the surface over all space is equal to unity
I

i.e.

XX!L

i

12

drd

-

-

1
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These stored normalised cross-ambiguity functions may be used to determine the performance of
the radar for various signal and interference powers through the use of a scaling factor. This scaling
factor is the ratio of the matched to unmatched signal energies.
i.e.

X ( Tj)

Xuv (T -

U

rv, 00v)

-

EU

-20

Also the effect of several potential interferers may be analysed by mapping each on to the T.0
plane of the receiver. Thus if
Tj,Oj is the origin of the interference on the T ,0 plane of the
unmatched signal vj (t)

X (Tr ) =

n

Z

x

(T- rj.

#-J)

-

-21

This method for treating interference may be incorporated with those techniques previously
described for point and distributed targets to obtain a comprehensive analysis of the radar performance.
5

CCSCLUSIQI

A simple method of evaluating the ambiguity fimction for any pair of arbitrary vaveforms has
betsn given. The generality of the technique is obtained through the use of an analogue computer to
generate the waveforms in a form suitable for digital computer evaluation of the ambiguity function.
It has been demonstrated that a wide range of complex modulated waveforms can be evaluated and displayed
as either a three dimensional or contour plot.
This technique for generating ambiguity function solutions may be employed as an integral part
of any analysis of matched filter or correlation radars.
In particular a knowledge of the auto and
cross-ambiguity functions for various waveforms provides a basis for determining the expected radar
performance from both the design and EIC aspects.
6
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DISCUSSION
R. N. LORD:
In my own work oiq Moving Target Indicator (MTI) systems, I simulate distributed targets (clutter) by pseudorandom number generators and spectral shaping.
Have you considered using thil technique?
R. J. MORROW: Presently, we are considering a distributed target as a summation of
point targets in the radar space (T,#). An amplitude term is incorporated when summing
the elemental ambiguity function; this amplitude k (in text) is selected from a given
probability distribution. The bivariate Gaussian distribution suggested by weighting
two pseudorandom genera"tors is an alternative approach which could well be implemented.
A further function, which would take into account the characteristics of the antenna,
could be included to modify the distribution in T.
E. J. FREMOUW: Could you describe briefly the model you used to account for backscatter from distributed targets such as clouds?
R. J. MORROW:

No, I couldn't, but there is extensive literature on the subject.

ANTENNA-TO-ANTENNA

EMC ANALYSIS OF

COMPLEX AIBRECMUIAINSYSTEMS
William L. Dillion
Electronic Communications, Inc.
A Subsidiary of NCR
St. Petersburg, Florida
U. S.A.
SUMMARY
This paper presents the methodology and applied techniques for ante.n.na -to-antenna electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) analysis of complex airborne communication systems. The alternative objectives of
such an analysis are discussed to establish the proper starting point of the analysis. Methods are introduced to reduce the magnitude of a complex analysis to simple problems which expedite the analysis. Potential interference modes and system isolation factors are examined in conjunction with a typical equipment complement. A method of analysis is discussed which uses computer calibrated antenna space
isolations with conventional analysis techniques. Some typical analysis results are presented in summary
form. Antenna isolation Is discus'sed as a limited factor for EMC optimization. The results of past
analysis clearly show the need for frequancy management to effect interference control as an integral part
of the antenna -to -antenna EMC profile of complex airborne systems.
1.

INTRODUCTION
Antenna -to -antenna electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is concerned with radiated signals from
one antenna propagating to other antennas within the same system to produce interference with the other
equipment associated with these antennas. The antenna conducted signals may be either d.esilred or undesired radiations such as harmonics, spurious emissions, or intermodulation products. Within a given
pair of antannas several potential modes of interference may exist. In complex airborne systems the
number of antennas is larg~e and confined within the proximity of an airframe thus the EMC problem bemmes very significant. The equipment on the aircraft includes a full complement of flight related
avionics and a large complement of equipment for mission related communications. The resulting equipment complement contains a large quantity of many different types of equipment for both transmitting and
receiving which must operate simultaneously at frequencies ranging from VLF to UHF.
In addition to radiations at desired frequencies each transmitting equipment radiates undesired
signals at several spurious and harmonic frequencies and each receiving equipment has several inherent
susceptibility frequencies and also may be overloaded by high level undesired signals radiated in the same
proximity. A typical complex airborne system of this type may have as many as 40 separate antennas
some of which radP ite power up to I kilowatt levels and some that simultaneously receive signals of power
levels ranging from -90 dBm to -100 dBm.
In order to ensure total system electromagnetic compatibility such that all electronic subsystems
may collectively operate with the desired performance requirer the use of all available NMC resources
and techniques.
This paper is concerned with the methodology used to analyze the predominant interference modes
encountered in complex systems and presents typical results which have been obtained from past analysis.
2.

OBJECTIVES
The objective or end results desired must be considered before formulating the final approach to
performing the analysis.
The purpose for which the analysis Is performed may be one or more of the following:
(a)
Determine equipment performance characteristics required to ensure EMC of a system design
and antenna locations. The equipment characteristic requirements may then be imposed on
the equipment selected for use in the system.
(b)
To determine optimum antenna locations within constraints imposed by other system requirements.
(c)
To reveal incompatibility factors in electromagnetic radiators and/or receptors and to determine the magnitude of such incompatibilities.
(d)
Evaluate system configuration alternatives.
(e)
Establish frequency management and interference control requirements and criteria.

The specific objective of a particular analysis problem depends upon which parameters of the
system design are fixed or flexible and which ones are known and unknown. it. Is common to find that the
design for a complex communication system proceeds with very little coordination or communication
between those responsible for the equipment design and those responsible for the system design.
Therefore, the specific objective of the analysis is determined by which particular parameters of
esystem design are dependent or independent variables. The method of analysis is similar regardless
of the objective but the unknown parameters to be determined alter the approach to achieve the objectives.
An analysis vill rarely be performed in which all parameters are variable. Such a case would only
exist for a totally new system design where all electronic equipment is to be newly developed. A typical
analysis problem involves a combination of mostly existing equipment with some new equipment to be
developed and conventional subsystem designs to be changed only where necessary and with a costIn many cases the purpose of the analysis is to reveal the potential incompatibilities in a system so
that corrective measures may be implemented which effect a resulting compatible system. These corrective measures may include:
(a)
Imposing more severe equipment performance requirements for EMC related characteristics.
(b)
System redesign involving the addition of RF filters, multicouplers, antennas, etc.
(c)
Relc cation of antennas to optimize space isclatioa.
(d)
Imposition of interference control via frequency management requirements.
The results of the typical analysis will usually indicate that a potential incompatibility may be
eliminated by more than one of these corrective measures, thus the selection of the most appropriate
measure must be a trade-off evaluated in terms of other factors such as complexity, cost, and operator
convenience.
3.

APPROACH
When considering the complexity of the total problem, with both desired and undesired signals
simultaneously radiating over the same spectrum that many sensitive reception devices are operating,
the quantity of the analysis to be performed appears to be extremely large. The analysis of a particular
type of interference between any two pairs of equipment can be a major task by itself. When this type of
analysis is magnified by the variety of equipment involved, the quantity, and the different types of interference which may occur, the analysis to be performed appears to be overwhelming. In addition, the
variable parameters of the system design, equipment characteristics, system design alternatives,
antenna location options, interference control techniques further complicate the total magnitude of the
problem and make it difficult to determine a point of departure for the analysis. Therefore, the key to
the expeditious performance of the analysis is to simplify. In order to do this, it must be recognized
from the outset that a preliminary analysis must be performed to eliminate from further consideration
those subsystems which will not create interference.
The initial approach to the analysis should be to reduce the complexity of the s3ystem and hence the
magnitude of the analysis which must be performed. This simplification can be performed on .subsystem
to subsystem basis by considering the worst case characteristics of the worst case equipment examples
between subsystems. Each receiving subsystem must be evaluated in conjunction with each radiating subsystem to determine if a potential for interference exists. The parameters of such an evaluation are the
equipment performance characteristics, system configuration and antenna locations. Since isolation
occur or not all factors that influence this parameter must be established for each subsystem. Factors
which comprise the total isolation between subsystems are: antenna -to -antenna space isolation, antenna
gain and directivity, filter rejectiorn provided in the system, and characteristics of individual interference
modes. A typical interference model is illustrated in Figure 1. Since all of these factors are frequency
related, the essence of the analysis is to determine as a function of frequency and for each potential interference mode the:
(a)
Radiation levels
(b)

Susceptibility level of receivers

(c)

Isolation between the radiator and receptors

The preliminary analysis is performed to a simplified interference criteria and with worst case
antenna isolation values. A detailed analysis concerning the intricacies of each interference Mode to an
explicit level of accuracy is not the objective but instead to screen the system with worst case conditions
to categorize the equipment and subsystems into categories that may have potential interference problems
and those that do not. This approach identifies those subsystems or equipments which may be eliminated
from further analysis and can significantly reduce the magnitude of the remaining analysis. In addition, by
using the worst case equipment example in each subsystem, the analysis is applicable for the entire
quantity of identical equipments within that subsystem. In the event that a potential interference problem

is revealed tit it subsystemi, at tubsequent re.;uiutlotn of this problemn for the worst case equipment will
effect a solution for Lhe entire subsysten.-A
After the preliminary screening, efforts can bwe directed to more detailed analysis of potential
problem areas and to find solutions to these iznerference problems.
Thus, the approach should be directvd to rapidly reduce the magnitude of the analysis required
thru the use of screening and the Idenitification of incompatibilities requiring some formn of action for
resolution. The desired end aehievetaent is k,compatible system design rather than a rigorous detailed
analysis of each equip'uent and Interference miode tit the system.
3. 1

Equipment Compj.lement

-

Typical

A typical equipment complemniet pertinent ito the analysis is 4umninarized tin termis of the associated
antenna locatio: -s in Figure 2. Antennas located on the top po tion of the fuselage are Identified by single
letters and those c~a the bottom of the fuselage by double letters. The antenna locations tin station units
(inches) are nlso giveii for each antenna.
The nquipment types in such atcomplement typicadly are:
Radar
IIF AComm1unieations
TACAN
VHlF Communications
Marker Deacon
UHF Conin' 'nications
Radio Altimeter
Satellite Commnunic,.tion
Identification Transponder
OtheriSpecialized Communications
Glide Slopm
Automatic Dtreý-ion Finders
VOW ILS
The coin runicatit ons equipment is provided for both flight anci mission related functions and eonsists
of swver~d equipments of eatch type. The quantity of equipment typically requires the use of approximately
forty antennas on the airframe.
3, 2

Transmitter /Receiver Characteristics
Extensive da~t on each equipment Itype should be compiled for use In the analysis and all pertin~ent
aquipmeiA in-btind and out-of-band characteristics evaluated and applied to both the computer and manual
analysis. S~ome of the salient characteristics are:
Operating Frequency iPange
Receiver Sensitivity
Tranismitter Power Output
lbndwidth RF & IF
Harmonic Ouitput Levekq
Iniage Rejection
Spurious Output Levels
Spurious Rejection

I

In most instanees specification characteristics are available buit v here such a variety uf equilomen'.

types exist it is inevitable ih~at -oine n'ssuniptions must be made. Since r-celver RF selectivity and traismitter output selectivity are ntot Vommnonly specitied engineering Judgment Is required to establish thcsic
chatacteristtcs. The selectivity can be approximiateci by evaluatin(, the associated circuitry and other
related specifications such as harmioaIc, spurious, and image rejection.
3.3

Potential interference Modies
The modes of electromagnetic interference which present the most serious potential for interference
(a)

Gen(-rativn of spurious signals by transmitters ait receiver operating frequencies resulting tin
receiver desensitization.

Mb

Desensitization of receivers tlbrough saturation or cross -modulation by BF energy from)

(c)

Dsniiainof
receivers ti rough appearanne of transmitter outputs on receiver spurious
response frequencies.
Interference with the operation of transmitters and/or geaieration of external intermodulation
producte through cov:'linp of output:'s from other transmitters.

(d)

Each mode io a potential source oi interference in certain areas of the R7' apectrurn of interest. The
first thre- miodes are coninion, mechanisms for Interference. However, transmitter inter~iandulation Inter'ference is less commnon sind is usuaily encountered only where collocated high power transmitters lnu3t
share at limited r. ge of the spectrum. Since thc. equipment complement typically uses several high power
IUdF transmitters this interference mode is a manjor concern.
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Interference Threshold

The equipment complement contains electronic equipment designed for specific operational purposes
which vary widely, thus the characteristics of these equipments also vary widely. The power output of
transmitters and the sensitivity level of receivers differ as do the modulation types used. Some equipments use pulse type modulation with various pulse durations and differing peak power outputs. Other
equipments utilize continuous modulation of amplitude modulated signals, narrowband FM signals, wideband FM signals, in addition to special purpose modulation types. Also, depending on the operating mode
selected, different transmitted power spectrums m~ay be radiated from a single equipment type. Rigorous
analysis of each operating mode and modulation type encounteL-ed would require exacting detail to each
modulation type and its potential Interference mechanism, together with the potential interference mechanism of each modulation type on all other modulation types to be encountered. To conduct such an analysis
would require many hours of careful attention to exacting detail. The results obtained would not provide r.
signif icant increase of useful information beyond that which would be. obtained by establishing some safe,
worst case criteria for interference. Thus, for the bulk of the analysis to be per-formed, a generalized
criteria of interference should be established which does not consider the modulation type involved.
Interference can generally be defined as that disturbance occurring when the peak radiated signal
from a generating source referred to the input of a receptor exceeds a threshiold specified for that particular receptor. In applied analysis problems a good approach is to define .'e Interference threshold of
a receptor specified as 10 dB3 lower than the sensitivity level specified for that equipment. The threshold
of interference may vary from this 1.0 dB criteria but the use of a generalized interference definition
permits the analysis to proceed by treating all equipment types as equals. The analysis can then proceed
to eliminate some enlarged segments of the equipment comp lenient as potential interference problems
based on worst case values. In those areas where equipment problems are indicated as marginal, further
detailed analysis is applied to determine if the potential interference revealed is real or the result of
utilizing worst case values in the analysis. In some cases, it may be necessary to re-evaluate the accuracy
of the interference threshold if the potential for interference is maarginal.
4.2

Computer Analysis Techniques
The computer analysis techniques based upon existing programs (Bogdanor, Dr. J. L., 1971) can be
used for computation of antenna isolations and the subsequent computation of EMT inte-rference levels between equipments for frequency coincidence.
A three-dimensional mathematical model of the airframe is used in conjunction with antenna locations
and characteristics to calculate antenna isolations between specified subsystems. The isolation is calculated in three components: fre space, wing shading, and fuselage curvature. Frequency coincideace and
signal level calculations can be performed according to equipment generator or receptor characteristics.
The program readout identifies the interferencc margins (positive and negative levels) and antenna isola tion components between generator and receptor subsystems.
The basic program can be adapted to perform computations for interference types other than direct
and harmonic frequency coincidence interference. This can be achieved by prudent selection of equipment
characteristics and multiple inputs to provide a series of interferenice calculations. The basic program
input parameters for a transmitter include a power output level, lower band-upper band limits, an(' ' twer
'skirt-upper, skirt limits. The transmitter can be made to appear as a spurious generator by lower,
the
power output to a spurious level and giving the transmitter an output selectivity of the transmitter -tuned
outo'ut characteristics. Similarly, the spurious response characteristics of a receiver may be simulated
by changing the receiver sensitivity to a receiver spurious susceptibility level, and braodening the
receiver selectivity characteristics to include the RF front end selectivity.
Adjacent channel interference can be analyzed by providing a transmitter power at a discrete frequency and utilizing a receiver with identical characteristics but operating at specific frequency increments
from the transmitter frequency. Thus the level obtained can be used to plot an interfering signal level
preliminary antenna locations.
4. 3

Manual Analysis

Convntinal
nalsis echique La beapplied using the antenna isolations calculated by computer
techniques. A simple but extremely useful tool is a plot of transmitter power output and receiver sensitivity levels as illustrated in Figure 3. Transmitter harmonic levels as extracted from equipment specifications provides additional information. Visual examination of these simple plots result in the determination of the isolation requirements between specific transmitting and receiving equipments. An evaluation
of the specific equipments involved must be made to consider the components of isolation present in any
particular subsystem. Components which typically Impact the isolation in addition to space isolation arc
antenr~a directivity, antenna efficiency, and equipment selectivity or filtering. After consideration of
these iactors a comparison of the isclation required and the space isolation can be performed to establish
the potm~tial for interference. This is obviously a simple summation but a visual presentation ensures
that all oubsystems are collectively reviewed.

*
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The increase in antenna isolation resulting from increased space isolation cannot have a major
impact on the aircraft EMC profile because the magnitude of the increase is limited. An examination of
isolation calculations reveals the extent of the limit. The isolation of top-to-top or bottom-to-bottom
located antennas is essentially the same as free space propagation and may be calculated as follows.
The power received by a receptor antenna is defined as follows:
'
Where:

Gp

(3x10x,3.28Y

P

Received power (watts)

Gr = Receiver antenna gain
Gt

Transmitter antenna gain

Pt = Transmitter power (watts)
d = Antenna separation (feet)
f = Transmitter frequency (MHz)

S..

.

When considering unity for antenna gain, for example Gt = 1, Gr = 1, these terms are omitted with
an isolation equation given as:
Pt
-42d2
fd
P- = 1.635x10

r
*..

.Thin
expressioai gives t. space Isolation flgura In a power ratio between antennas as a function of
frequency. This ratio when, expressrd in dB of'space isolation is plotted in Figure 4 for a number of
typical frequencies and for antenna spacings of 1 to kO0 feet.

.

5.1

Isolatlon Limitations

The effective free space antenna isolation is a function of the square of both the frequency and
antenna space separation. Thus a two-fold increase in either the frequency or distance between antennas
results in a 6 dB increase in antenna isolation. Thus at the worse case UHF of 225 MHz and a distance of
10 feet, the isolation would be 29 dB. Increasing the separation to 20 feet will increase the isolation to
35 dB. Figure 5 illustrates the effect of doubling the antenna separation. An eight-fold increase will
result in an 18 dB inc'ease in isolation.
The maximuin isolation which could be obtained on an airframe for a top-to-top or bottom-tobottom UHF antenna pair is 55 dB (225 MHz) assuming a usable fuselage length of approximately 200 feet.
Com.paring the relative dimensions of some typical large airframes such as the Boeing 707 and 747
(129 and 226 feet respectively) and assuming that all antennas are located on the airframes in the same
resp. cti'e general locations, the antenna space isolation on the 747 will be 225 -i- 129 or 1.75 times that
on the 107.

This is equivalent to 5 dB of antenna space isolation.

Such a hypothetical case is a very real situation because the same factors which influenced the
selfction of antenna locations on each aircraft and the equipment complement are nearly identical.
Principal factors influencing the antenna locations are antenna pattern coverage requirements, proximity
to equipment, EMC, and physical constraints. The most important of these factors is antenna pattern
coverage and the same rtquircments are valid regardless of the aircraft size.
5.2

Antenna Location Considerations
In some instances an advantage can be obtained by degrading the isolation between antennas where
the interference mode is predictable and can be controlled by frequency management in order to maximize
the isolation between other antennas, An example of this is the UHF high power transmit and UHF receive
antennas. Grouping the transmit antennas in one group on the forward top area of the airframe degrades
the transmittear-to-transn ittcr intermodulation product interference mode but permits the UHF receive
antenna to be located in areas to maintain maximum space Isolation between transmit and receiver antennas which enhances performance in all other interffrence modes. Trnasmitter-to-transmitter intermodulation products can then be calculated and during the frequency allocation process these frequencies
avoided for the UHF receive frequencies assigned.
Other obviously prudent measures should be taken in the assignment of antenna locations.

Where

directive antennis are employed in a fixed direction these should be located such that other antennas are
not in the beam pattern. Wing shading caa alsu bb used to maximize the space isolation between antennas
located on the top and bottom of the (uselage. The use of computer calcolations that provide data on the'

three isolation components due to apace isolation, fuselage curvature, and wing shading can provide a
good indication of the advantages which can be obtained due to these components.

6.

ANALYSIS RESULTS

-

TYPICAL

,;&

This section presents some of the results of analyses which have been performed in the past.
These examples are supplied to illustrate the type and magnitude of the data obtained from such an
analysis.
8. 1

Antenna Isolation
Antenna-to -antenna isolation values should be computed at several frequencies over the range of
application. However, in a worst case evaluation the isolation value for the lowest frequency of application should be used. Table I contains some typfcal antenna Isolations which have been selected from past
analyses. Minimum and maximum isolations represent the range that can be expected for antennas that
are spaced -near and far respectively within the confines of an airframe.
6.2

Frequency Coincidence Interference
Frequency coincidence interference may occur when an operating transmitter is tuned so that
either a fundamental, spurious, or harmonic output frequency falls on the operating frequency of a
receiver at a signal level near the receiver' threshold.
Interference by direct frequency coincidence will occur for virtually all equipments (transmitters
and receivers) unless sufficient separation of operating frequencies is maintained.
The operating ranges of all pertinent equipments are illustrated in Figure 3. Both transmitter
power output and receiver sensitivity levels are plotted versus frequency. This figure illustrates direct
frequency coincidence between transmitters and receivers.
Transmitted power levels range between +40 dBm and +60 dBmn and receiver sensitivities generally
range between -93.0 dBm and -99 dBm. Thus, to avoid all interference isolations in the range of 126. 5
to 159 dB must be achieved. This is illustrated in Figure 8. For direct frequency coincidence, the only
significant factor contributing to isolation is antenna isolation. For the large quantity of antennas re quired, it is immediately obvious that isolations of the magnitude required to avoid interference cannot
be achieved within the confines of an airframe. Therefore, the only alternative to provide satisfactory
performance of multiple equipments within a limited frequency range is to maintain separation between
the operating frequencies of individual equipments according to frequency allocation criteria which precludes interfering signals.
Harmonic Frequency Coincidence
The harmonic output of all transmitters must be analyzed to determine if the signal level of these
harmonics at the receiver input is of sufficient level to cause interference. Of primary interest in the
harmonic area is the HF equipments interfering with the VHF and UHF equipments, the VHF interfering
with the UHF, and the UHF interfering with the RACAN receivers. VHF transmitter 2nd and 3rd harmonics are typically 60 dB down from the carrier level and fall within ýhe UHF frequency band. The
total isolation required to prevent interference is 83 dB. Examination of the worst case VHF-to-UHF
antenna isolations makes it obvious that total isolation required cannot be achieved except in rare
instances. Therefore, frequency management must be utilized to prevent UHF interference due to VHF
transmitter harmonics. Such management requires the exclusion of tuning a VHF transmitter whose 2nd
or 3rd harmonic falls upon a receive frequency in the UHF band.
6.3

*

A similar condition exists for the UHF 3rd harmonic which has coincidence with the identification
transponder and TACAN receivers. Isolations required are 67 dB for the transponder and 93 dB for the
TACAN receiver. Again the isolations required are quite high; however, the possibiliq of false indications
will be inhibited by the modulation rejection characteristics of the receivers. Both equipments utilize a
pulse-type modulation which may provide some rejection to the AM or FM type modulated signal which
would be radiating from the UHF equipments.
The harmonic outputs of the HF transmitter are numerous since the operating range of the equipment covers several octaves of the frequency spectrum. Since space antenna isolations at HF are quite
small (typically may be 6 dB) and the receiver sensitivity is -107 d~m, frequency management must be
used to prevent interference with HF receivers.
For other HF operating frequencies the harmonics that fall in VHF and UHF bands were evaluated
and the worst case values were plotted in Figure 7. Since isolations of 62 to 84. 5 dB will be difficult to
achieve, frequency management is required to avoid interference.
6.4

Transmitter Spurious Interference
The spurious outputs from high power UHF transmitters are a serious source of interference.
These are typically required to be only 80 dB down from the desired carrier level. Thus, for a trans mitted carrier level of +80 LcB the spurious emissions may be radiating at a level as high af '0 d~rn.
An adjacent UHF receiver with a typical antenna Isolation of 40 dB would receive this signs
M0 dBm,
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which is much higher than the interference threshold (typically -107 dBm). The only feasible solution to
this type of interference is to reduce the spurious level by the ur 3 of RF filters in the transmitter group.
Filters are available which provide an additional 60 dB of isolation at ±5 MHz of the carrier frequency
but a compromise must be made in accepting the additional size, weight, and cost.
Transmitter Intermodulation
UHF transmitter intermodulation interference is a major problem due to quantity of equipment involved. An example is illustrated in Figure 8 for transmitter Q radiating into transmitter P both of which
are operating in close proximity to each other. An intermodulation product level will be shown to be a
function of frequency separation and transmitter output filtering action. Line losses are neglected and no
transmitter modulation is assumed (a worst case).
6.5

The orderly flow of interfering transmitter IM signal to result in a receiver compromise (worst
case UHF system).
+60 dBm
a.
XMTR output power
-23.5 dB
b.
XMTR Q to XMTR P antenna isolation loss
XMTR P IM conversion coefficient
XMTR P rejection to Q (depends upon
frequency separation)
Resulting IM signal power radiating from XMTR P
(disregarding (d)
XMTR rejection to IM (same as (d))

-30 dB
To Be Determined

g.
h.

XMTR P to RCVR K antenna isolation
Resulting IM signal level appearing at RCVR K
= 2f - fQ
input (assumes flm

38.5 dB
-32 dBm

i.
J.

RCVR K sensitivity minus 10 dB
Required amount of IM suppression to result
in no compromise

-109 dBm
77 dB

c.
d.
e.
f.

+6.5 dBm
To Be Determined

The selectivity required at the transmitter output by either the normal output gelectivity or by the
combined transmitter output and an output filter selectivity may be one-half the suppression required
above. This results from the interfering signal Q entering transmitter P off frequency and the resulting
IM leaves the transmitter at the same frequency separation from P's center frequency but to the other side.
The minimum frequency separation allowable to obtain the 77 dB with the normal rejection due to the output stage of the transmitter is 43 MHz. Such frequency separation is not feasible to maintain within a
system using a high density of transmitting equipments operating in the same basic frequency range. Also,
the isolation required is not achievable and therefore it must be concluded that frequency separation criteria is not a feasible solution for the transmitter-to-transmitter intermodulation problem encountered on
this system. The alternative solution to this problem is to provide an analysis prior to assigning frequencies to ensure that transmitter intermodulation products do not fall on assigned receiver frequencies.
The use of filters at the UHF transmitter output could be used to make frequency separation a feasible
approach.
Radar
Radar receivers use a waveguide transmission line for coupling the RF energy between the receiver/
transmitter and the antenna. The radar receiver operates at a frequency of approximately 10 GHz.
Typically waveguide transmission lines used for radar act as a waveguide below cutoff with an extremely
high signal attenuation below the desired operating frequency. Since all potential sources of interference
are well below the operating frequency of the radar receiver, the isolation is sufficiently great to preclude
interference. The radar transmitter peak pulse output of +78 dBm at 10 GHz will be sufficiently isolated
by a combination of antenna isolation and receptor antenna efficiencies to preclude out-of-band interference
to other receptors of the aircraft. Antenna isolation at this higher frequency will account for approximately 70 dB attenuation to the nearest receive equipments. The directive nature of the radar antenna
serves to enhance the electromagnetic isolation between equipments.
6.6

6.7

TACAN
The TACAN receiver operates on a selected channel in the operating frequency range of 900 to 1213
MHz. The potential interference source for the TACAN receiver is the UHF transmitter 3rd harmonics.
The potential for interference exists if the 3rd harmonic is a direct frequency coincidence with the receive
TACAN frequency. TACAN has a sufficiently sharp selectivity characteristic to make feasible the use of
frequency management to avoid this interference by not operating a UHF transmitter on a frequency that
has a 3rd harmonic which coincides with the TACAN channel selected.

i

6.8
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VHF Communications Equipment

The poteatial source of inband interference for the VHF equipme:at are the higher harmonics of the
HF transmitters which are -73 dB and -83.7 dB below the fundamental frequency. For the worst case
situation, the harmonic radiation from the HF transmitter would appeur at a -13 dBm level and require
84.5 dB of additional isolation from the VHF equipment receiver sensitivity of 97.5 dBm. Typical antenna space isolation at these frequencies and approximately 100 feet distant from the HF probe antennas
is 44 dB. The HF harmonics could therefore exceed the VHF receive.- sensitivity by approximately 40 dB
and be a serious source of interference. Frequency management tectniques will be required to avoid
tuning the HF transmitters such that harmonics fall on assigned VHF receiver frequencies.
6.9
Radio Altimeter
The radio altimeter uses transmit and receive antennas located on the bottom of the fuselage and operates
in the frequency range of 4.25 to 4.35 GHz. This equipment is suffieiently isolated in frequency from the
UHF and VHF communication equipments, such that any harmonics would be attenuated by equipment
characteristics, antenna space isolation, and the downward directivlyty characteristic of the receive antenna to preclude the occurrence of interference.
6.10

ADF Equipments
Proper usage of ADF equipment always requires the employment of prudent operator judgment to
insure that the desired signals are being obtained. Interference will occur if direct frequency coincidence
of either fundamental or harmonic frequencies fall on the desired receiver operating frequency. Therefore,
they must be treated as any other receiver operating in their frequency range. If it is desired, for instance,
to use the ADF equipment in the UHF range, it would not be possible to accurately detect a distant signal
which was on the same frequency as an operating UHF transmitter.

7.

INTERFERENCE CONTROL

During the analysis many potential areas of interference which require frequency management to
avoid will be identified. It must be concluded that collocation of a large quantity of RF transmitters
and receivers within the confines of the airframe induces the requirement for interference control, via
frequency management as a system design parameter.
7.1

General Frequency Management Criteria
Throughout the analysis specific frequency managements should be tabulated in detail. A summary
of those areas requireing frequency management are illustrated in the matrix of Table II. The matrix
identifies the receiving equipment in the first column and the source and type of interference in the second
and third columns respectively. The last column contains the operat.ng constraint required for effective
control of the potential interferences.
Several types of operational constraints are required as follows:
(a)
(b)

Transmitter fundcanental or harmonic frequencies must avoid fixed receiver frequencies.
Transmitter or receiver frequencies which are both variable must be selected to preclude
mutual interference. Priority must be established for either transmit or receive operation.

(c)

Transmitter to receiver operating frequency separation must be maintained.

(d)

UHF Transmitter-to-transmitter 3rd and 5th intermodulation products must not fall on
assigndd receiver operating frequencies. Priority must be established for either transmit
or receive operating frequencies.

(e)

Fixed transmit and receive frequencies such as guard channels, FAA traffic control, satellite,
etc., must be considered to avoid frequency coincidence.

Transmitter and receiver operating frequency separations within the same operating ranges are
required to achieve isolation via the equipment selectivity to preclude either receiver spurious responses
or transmitter spurious output interference. Both types of interference occur at discrete frequencies
which may or may not be predictable. However, even when predictable, the location of these interference
types vary as a function of operating frequency and the lar'7e number of potential interference frequencies
make it a difficult task to use interference control for eacth discret" interference frequency. Therefore,
control Is implemented over the frequency range in which discrete interference may occur by maintaining
frequency separation between operating frequencies. It should be noted that interference free operation
within this frequency range may be possible due to the discrete frequency nature of the interference.
7.2

Frequency Management Plan
The total frequency management plan to be used must be developed using inputs from the analysis
and other sources. The information obtained from the analysis represents only one set of constraints for
the total frequency management plan. The plan must consider all operational interfaces and the available

r26-10
degrees of freedom for frequency allocations.

t

The complexity of such a frequency plan makes it a

laborious and difficult task to select compatible frequency assignments. The use of computer techniques
for selected frequency assignments could be used to make this task relatively simple. An initial outlay
would be required to develop the computer program, but new frequency assignments could be generated
rapidly which could offset the cost of developing the prop -- n over the long term.

8.
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AHALYSE DU BRUIT ET DE SON INFLUENCE SUR LES SYSTEMES DE COMMUNICATION
par Roger Govillou
Office National d'Etudos of do Rocherchos Airosaptilels (ONERA)
92320 Chatl~lon (Franice)

RESUME
Cet article vise i foumnir a l'inginieur dc t~l~communications un guide pour r~duire au rainimum Is perte d'information A !ravers
la chaine de r~ception d'un signal, en maintenrant A un aussi faible niveau que possible 1'introduction de bruit *us divers staides du
traitement. 11riswne, de ce point de vue, les fombreux travaux publiks sut cc sujet, et met en lumi~re lea moyens pratiques conduisant au rdsultat.
Le bruit et le signal y sont considirks i travers leurs reprisentations spectrales reapectives. Ceci permet, Alaide de notions
connues de chacun, de difinir l'effet de masquage dOlsignal par le bruit et de calculer I',Aolution dti rnveau de bruit en fonction des.
traitements subia. Les formules ainsi ktablies sont ais~ment applicables dans les divers cas pratiques. Au passage, on examine
lea probitmes posts par I& reconnaissance de In presence d'un signal dans le bruit.
Le prksent article r~sume une Note Technique ONERA (no 231) A paraitre prochainerrnt.

ANALYSIS OF THE NOISE AND ITS INFLUENCE ON COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
SUMMARY
The paper aims at providing the communications engineer with guidelines in view to minimize the loss of information through
signal reception ard processing, by keeping to a minimum the introduction of noise at the different stages of data treatment. It summarizes, from this point of view, the many theoretical works found in the literature, and emphasizes the practical steps leading to the
results.
Noise and signal are considered through their respective spectral representations. This permits, through well known concepts, a
definition of tl~e effect of signal masking by the noise, and the calculation of the noise level as a function of processing means. Formulas established this way are easily applicable to various practical cases. Problems raised by the discovery of the signal within
the noise are also mentioned.
The present paper summarizes an ONERA Technical Note (no 231) to be published shortly.

I- INTRODUCTION

Dana tout syst~me de cotamunication radiodlectrique, la limitation finale des performances r~sulte de Ia presence des bruits parasites qui se superposent au signal trsnsmis. 11est indispensable d'en tenir compte pour dtterminer le ricepteur afin que le signal
utile ne soit pas d~gradEk de fagon excessive par le bruit, tout au long des traitetnents subis. Ccci fait l'objet de la thi-orie du signal
ou de Ia thitorie de Ia communication. Celles-ci ont ktt trait~es entre autres pakr D. Gabor 1946, W.R. Bennet 1965, B. '.-icinbono 1964
et 1967, E. Roubine 1970 et J. Dupraz 0973. 11nWest cependant pas indispensable de connaitre ces th~ories i fond pour comprendre
les proprikt~s du bruit et suivre l'6volution du rapport entre le signal et le bruit tout au long du rezepteur. Lea donnees groupkes dans
le text e ci-apr~s permettent de suivre cette Evolution.

Dana l'ensecnble des sipsux perturbateurs qui peuvent eltre capt~s par un rtcepteur, cettaina occupent une. bande passante ttroite.
Csbrouilleurs sont relativement peu gSnants car ils peuvent ttre aiskment Elimin~s par un choix judicieux de Ia frequence. Lea
aursont une bende passante tr~s large. ils constituent le bruit de fond inevitable dana toute opkration de trai-ement du signal.
Remarquons tout d'abord que, si ces imipulsions braves de bruit ne se produisaient que de temps en temips, ou s~ileur cadence de
r~pittition suivait une loi d~terministe, il serait relativement aisk de riduire profondiment leur influence sur le signal re~u. Aussi ne
nosintEresserons.nous ci-apras qu'aus bruits crElis par des impulsions se s'icc~dant de faqon erratique. Le spectre de ces bruits
eat continu dsjns une bande passante qui ear en glinkral large devant celle du recepteur. 11en r~sulte qut Ia partie du spectre de bruit
qui p~nktre dana le r~cepteur est presque uniforme, d'ola lint~rtt prksentt pat l'6tude d'un #bruit blanc * h ypothitique qui aurait une
r~partition spectrale c~onstante d'un bout i lautre de la banrie de reception et dont Ie caractare erratique serait contenu dana le scul
param~tre disponible! du spectre sinai dkcrit, c'est-&-dire portE par Ia phase des raics du spectre, la~uelle varierait alkatoirement
d'une raic A lautre. Rappelons que I& raie spectra-le d'un bruit blanc cat difinrie par aslargeur, !aquelle cat ins~parable du temps
toa,pendant lequel le signal est observk. Deux raies de bruit ont un-- existence individuelle quand l'observaceut peut lea separer,
c'est-A-dire quand elles mont tcart~es de I/T. Consulter par esemple P.M. Woodward 1953, P. Grivet 1958, A. Blanc.Lapierrc 1953 et
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La tettajon obtenue par lsddition de rouates rK-i raies spectral es a -ine voleur -ioyenne nulle et oine puissance Moyctine #Sale A
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Ces expressions approchios peuvent faciliter ceftaines cosmporaisons.
courbes do probabllitr4 do dkpasaement doivent Arre utiliskes A chaque fois q", Ioan doit rechercher lit presence d'un signal
dons le bruit. Appliquronsles, h deux cas particuliers.
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*a)

Riecherche d'un signm' i l'sido d'une batteric de Wiires
Supposons qu'il puiiss, ouster on signal occupant ane bande de fr6quence ties Erroice, quelque pact It lintirieur d'une bando
psassante large. ct quo Pon dispose d'un temnps d'observation T pour d6celer co signAl. 11 5tr souhaitable de s6paror la bande totalo
en un -rand nombre do bandos elkmentaires etroites, 'Sales I l,'1, vu quo le bruit present dans chacune d'elles scra plus faible que
Ic bruit total tandis quo dons Pont e'eles pouzra apparatitre I signal attondlu. Des groveoments to 500 filtres adjacentrasonte fr6quemment utilisis dons ce but. Une transforito4 cc Fourier A 500
12
points donnerait te m~cnor6ýultst. LA figure 4 obttm.iu experimentsk
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ConSrkt~5
lement reprisenro louie quolconque des SittuatioUns
sortie d'un ensemble do 500 liltros:
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________________________
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acre des liltres. La riponse ýst obtenue A P aide
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g4
do bruit ct do signal infericuro ou *Sale A cc quo donne lo bruit
soul. Ainsi, dlans lhypothise d'un signal qui sorait 10 dB supiricur au~niveso do bruit constatk dans chacun dos filtros e~Emontaires,
iI y a one chance aur deus &asvoir It module do Is somnie do signal ot du bruit plus faibi- quo Ia plt's forte tension do bruit consatar&
aur Is figure 4. Ce module a one chance sot cinq d~tre 2 d1Bplus bAs et unt chance sur vingt cinq d'Atre 5 dB plus bas quo cc nivoati
do bruit maximum probable sot 500 filtresi. Ce qui montre qu'un rapport signal sur bruit do 10 dB no perniet pas do prendre do. decision
en cc qui concemro paresence du signal, sauf s; plusiturs spoectres succossils sont osumin~s. 11taut s/TE > 12 dI3 pour avoir neuf
chances sur dix quo Ia tension do filtte controant le signal soir plus forte qw! It bruit soul danasl'un quelconccqr do' 500 filtres.
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III - TRANSFORMATIONS SUBIES PAR LE SIGNAL ET LE BRuJIT A L.INTERIEUR D'UN RECEPTEiUR
3.1. Rapport signal aur itruit A l'entrri dv a~ceptour
Lea operations subies par le signal et It bruit A P'inritkiur do riccpteur aunt des amplitications, des mileringes avec d'outres
aignaux, des filtratos et des detections. Sau, _-ncc qoi cunco.ne lamnplificativit, cc& operations digradent linformation fe~uo en
accroissant It niveso do bruit par rapport au nivcau do aignal. Poor chilfrer cette dWgradation nous allona calcmler le rapport Lignal/
bruit obteno & Is sortie do recepteor or le comparer so rapport signal/ bruit fictif qu; aursi' itf obtenti sans Pucune porte do qualirE
or qoi exsite potenrielocmonr I'tcntrr' do r~ceptetar.
Sot (s/b), ce rapport. 11cati obteno en divisanw ia tension a 6u signal par Is tension quQ crizrait le bruit entrant dans Ic ricep. cur
a'il Eraic limiti A0n0 bandc do fr~qucnc: tio IArg-ut P3 &gale a collc utiliske dona Ie liltro do sortie do te.zrpt err. Dt~signons par Wb
la. puissance do bruit obtenue dons la birnr! passante ffective B dcv circuiti do filtrage moycnno fif~ioence do r~cepteur et par W Is
poiscance do signal.
11
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3,2. Bruit obtenu i la sortie d'un mnklangeur
Considifrons le cas d'un inklami~eur dans lequel les d.pux signaux Si et S2 serajent bmruillks par des bruits bi et b2. Le r8le du
m~langeur est d'effectuer le produit des si.-naux presents sur ses de~ux bomes d'entrke, puis de filtrer I.e signal de sortie. Ceci correspond A Iop&ation
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(I'ast~risque d~signe la quantitE' imaginaire conjuguke).
La seule par tie utile du signal sortant du m~langeur provient du terme Si. S2*. Chacun des trois ziutres terines correspond & un bruit
parasite.
Afin de conn,-*tre le niveau 'de bruit a la sortie du mglangeur, il laut tout d'abord calculer la rkpart ition spectrale obternte par I'addition
des trois t ennes de bruit. Pour celi on ddfinit les signaux et Ies bruits par leurs spect res de frvquience
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Puis on rec',-erche que!s sowg les produits 616n~entiaires. cnrre raies de bruits
ou entre les raies s;,ectiales des signaux et ceiles des bruits qiti sont capable..
de faire aypperaitre une fr~tquenc. - F - F+ 1) dermniz. Les phases 6tsr.t sliatoires,
ia puisstnce de la raie corresponjiant e dans le spectre chcrchk est obienue par
addition des puissances des termes 86mientaires,
2

figtere 5 rcpr~sernte le spectre des signaux et des
A titre d'exemple, 1I%
bruits SI, b1 centrL's suc I& fri~quence Fl et S2, b2 centriss sur F2, I& r~partition
spectrale de puissance corresporndant au~i lroduits bI b2l, s I bZ* et s2o%1
Sinai que le spectre ltlobal de bruit obtenu apres milange. Un filtre centrE aar
FI-F2, ayant une bpnde passante Etroite
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bruit dn&I't sur I'e-.presvior.
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3,3. Correlation de deux sig13atix semblables.
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3.4. Cits du i&ccpt~ur adapu'r
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CONCLUSION
Faisant suite Aune analyse des perturbations provoqu~es par le bruit sur un signal, un examen des diffirents termes de bruit
obtenus au cours du trait ement effectu, a 'int6rieur du rtcepteur a permis de valculer le rapport signal sur bruit existant Ala sortie
du rcepteur a l'aide d'une methode simple ne n6cessitant pas le recours aux theories prr-ises habituelles. l.es exemples donnis
peuvent &re ga6nralisis aux di verses op6rations effectu6es au cours du traitement de Iinformation dans les syst~mes de communication.
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SUMMARY
The purpose of this paper is to present the details of an analysis technique and coapanlon computer
program having application in the area of design and analysis of electronic circuits. Particular emphasis
Is placed upon the application of the program to the modeling of nonlinear distortion effects in
communication receivers. The paper will begin with a discussion of "moderately" nonlinear systems and
the treatment of such systcms using the nonlinear transfer function approach. Following this, the
discussion will center upon application in circuit analysis as a potential tool in designing and evaluating
circuits from an electromagnetic compatibility point of view. The final section will present an overview
of the computer program In term of some of its more salient features.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Although the digital computer has played a key role in the Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)
field for many years (DOD, March 1969 ), the recent thrust for incorporating in EMC in the early phases of
the system acquisition cycle (Rand Report, R-1114-PR, May 1973, An Electromagnetic Compatibility Program
for the 1970s) has put a new and clear focus upon the computer. The development of large system modeling
programs that aid system planners and designers require computer code that is equipment-design oriented.
A necessary ingredient in the large EMC system model is the ability to characterize the nonlinear behavior
of the individual equipments that comprise the system. Consideration of all system aspects such as
propagation paths, coupling to cables and wire bundles, antenna behavior, etc. is of course required, but
will not be treated here. The emphasis, in this paper will be focused upon modeling and analysis of
nonlinear effects in communications receivers. The ability to adequately account for the behavior of the
receivers in a large system provides the system designers with the information needed to assign frequencies,
guard band spacing, and determine filtering requirements among others. The large majority of interference
problems that manifest themselves in receivers are caused by nonlinear behavior of the receivers. Such
familiar interference effects such as intermodulation, desensitization, gain compress1on/expansion, crossmodulation, and spurious responses are all nonlinear effects. Intermodulation and cross-modulation, in
particular, can be very significant problems in congested collocated equipment environments.
A thorough understanding of the distortion mechanism in nonlinear circuits is essential in order
to deterlne optimal system design.
2.

THE NONLINEAR TRANSFER FUNCTION APPROACH TO CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

The purpose of this section is to present the basic theory behind the approach for characterizing
electronic systems that, due to nonlinear behavior, are susceptible to radio frequency interference. First,
a brief introduction to the Volterra-Wiener analysis of nonlinear networks is presented. This material provides the framework for characterizing the nonlinear transfer functions of complex nonlinear networks.
Next, the canonic model concept is presented whereby large circuits can be represented in term of circuit
independent building blocks of known form and circuit dependent parameters. This representation allows
attention to be focused on the various nonlinear distortion products and their relationship to the circuit
nonlinear transfer functions.
The basis of our approach to modeling equipments tnat exhibit nonlinear behavior is known as the
Volterra, (Volterra, 1930) functional series. This series take . the form
w(t)"a

hl(T)x(t-T)dT+Ijh2(,1l,T2)x (t-Tl) x(t-' 2)dxldt2+ ....

(1)

This can be written as
w(t) " kEI

....

hk

2'*'**Tk)x(t-Tl

2).......X(t-rk)dT1l...drk

(2)

Nobert Wiener (Wiener, N., 1942) applied the Volterra series to the analysis of nonlinear systems.
He recognized that the Volterra series could be used to relate the input of a nonlinear system, x(t), to

the output, w(t), via the !'ý7erra series. Figure 1 illustrates conceptually a nonlinear system in teas
of the Volterra series. It, quation (2) hk(T1lT2 .... Tr) is called the npnlinear impulse response of k
order. The Fourier transforn of the time domin kernel is called the kth order nonlinear transfer function
and is given by
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Here the output time function is expressed in term of the input frequency function x(f).
trated in Figure 2.

This is illus-

Equations (1) and (1, imply that nonlinear systems, in general, can be characterized by the block
diagrams in Figures I and 2. This approach assumes that the response of a nonlinrar system can be
represented as the sum of N components; the first due to the linear portion of the system, the second due
to the quadratic p-irtlor of the system, and so on. Only N blocks are included in the model because it is
assumed that higher order portions of the system contribute negligibly to the output.
It can be shown (Bussgang, J.. 1974) that the nonlinear transfer functions, Hk(flf2....,fk);
k-l2,a-3....ýN. completely characterize a nonlinear system of highest significant order N. Given the nonlinear transfer functions, it is possible to determine thM response to any input.
Although equations (1) and (2) are valid for arbitrary inputs, the case for which x(t) is a sum of
complex exponentials is of particular interest. Let
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Aote that Hp(fi.f12 ... fip) is the nonlinear transfer function associated with the complex exponential
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ffrequencies as inE

(7 demonstrates that, when a nonlinear system isexcited by a su
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the output contains new frequency comlonants N addition to those at the input frequenies. 4he set of
Rossible frequencies is given by mlfl + r 2 f2+..-.mnfn where the (m,) are integers such that O<_m<N and
I N
p-I

N. Knowledge of the ionlinear transfer furctions is sufficient to determine various frquency
commonents of the response.

The nonlinear transfer functions can bt derived using conventional circuit analysis techniques.
Consider the transistor ampliffer uf Figure 3. Fleure 4 illustrates the linear incremental equivalent
circuit using the convention T model for the transistor. Inractuality, re, Ce, Cc, and a are not linear
components. The base-emitter resistance re is a nonlinear function of the emitter current which is, in
itself, a function of v2. In Figure 5 this nonlinearity is reoresented b) the current source K(vi. The
capacitance Ce is the parallcl combination of the dlffusion capacitance CD and the space charge layer
capacitance Cja. Both capacitances are norMinear functions of voltage v2 and their behavior is summarized
IF Figure 5 by the current source Ye(v2). The varector capacitance Cc is a nonlinear function of the
and results in the current source yc(v3-v2). Finally, a is a nonlinear function that is
voltage (v3-v)
charecteri;ed by the current generator g(v 2 ,v 3 -vl).
Each current generator represents an analytical expression relating the ýurrent in the generator
to the appropriate node-to-datum voltages. The first step is to use Kirchoff's current law to write a set
of nodal equations at nodes 1, 2, and 3. Placing the Taylor series linear term on the left side of the
equation results in the matrix equation.
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order
terms from
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+

each
cicit-(10)

where p denotes the operator d and P(p) is the admittance matrix of the linearized networl: In Figure 4.
(Recall that the linear equiv~alt circuit of Figure 4 is simply a model which contains only the linear
terms from the Taylor series of each of the transistor nonlinearities.) Note tOat the second and higher
order terms from each laylor series are functions of the nodal voltages vlv 2 , and v3 . They appear on the
right side of Eq. (10), as equivalent current sources.
The next step is tu assume x(t) is a sum of complex exponentials as given by Eq. (iF).
voltatles can then be expressed in the form of Eq. (7) where, for convenience, let Ap(ftl f,..
li p) nnd Cp(fil,ti2,...,f p) be the nonlinear transfer functions
Bp(f ,fi
2 ....

The nodal
.fi)

associated with the nodal voltages vlv., and v 3 , respectively. The fourth step is to substitute the nonlinear- transfer function series for each nodal voltage into Eq. (10) and equate terms of identical
frequencies on both sides of ths' equation. Equating terms at frequency f1 results in the matrix equation
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The first order transfer functions are, therefore, given by
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Similarly, equating terms at frequency (ft+fg) results in the matrix equat~on
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It can be shown that 2a, 1
I -b, ind 12c ere quidratlc functions of the linear transleer functions Al(fi),
Al(fg). Bl(ii), Bi(fg), Cl(ft), C•(fg) and tO, fvequency (fi+fq). Since the linear transfer functions are
known by virtue of Eq. (1:), Eq. (13) is completely specified. Thus, the second order transfer functions
are given by
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Similar solutions are obtained for the higher-order transfer functions.
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where it can be shown that I' Ipa, and '
depend only on the transfer functions of orders 1 through
p-l). Thus, by starting wipth the linear cransfer functions and by successively determining higher order
ones, it is possible to obtain transfer functions of any order. The important point to note is that, for
any order, the solution always invulves inverting only the admfttance matrix of the linearized network.
The second and higher order nonlinearities appear as equivaleat current sources driving the linearized
network. Although the above discussion has been in terms of the circuit of Figure S, the procedure Is
quite general and can be applied to any network for which the nonlinearitic.s can be expressed as a Taylor
series of the nodal voltages.
2.1

Nonlinear Canonic Models

Having determined the nonlinear transfer functions, the output wavefgrd for arbitrary inputs can
be obtained by means of Eq. (5). This is a difficult procedure because the pM!. term of Eq. (5) involves
a p-foldintegration. The input-output representation can be simplified considerably by taking advantage
of certain properties of the input signals and system characteristics. Models resulting from such
simplications are referred to as canonic models.
The simplest canonic model is termed the frequency power series model. It is applicable when the
input consists of a narrow-bqnd desired signal and narrow-bind interfering signals all of which have bandwidths that are small comqpared to that of the pass band of the system. Such signals arf conveniently
characterized In terms of their complex envelopes. Thus, the amplitude and phase modulated siqnal
x(t) - r(t) cos[2wft + 0(t)]

(16)

x(t) - Re(z(t) ej2wft}

(17)

z(t) - r(t)ei9(t)

(18)

is denoted by

where

is the complex envelope and re( ) mans "*eal part of". The maqnitude of z(t) is the amplitude modulation
of x(t) while the angle of z(t) Is the phase mouldatton of x(t). The frequency power series model, results
by expanding the nonlinear transfer functions In a power series about the center frequencies of the input
signals.
For example, assume the input is given by
x(t) - Re (Sl(t)ei 2wflt + I 2 (t)ei2f2t +13 (t)'!Jiwf3t1

(19)

Sl(t) is the complex envelope of the desired signOl at frequency f, and I (t) and I 3 (t) are, respectively,
the complex envelopes of the two interfering siqn~ls at frequencies f 2 ani f 3 . For simplicity assume that
the only significant Interference components occur at the frequencies fl, f 2 , f 3 , (2f 2 -f 3 ) and (2f 3 -f 2 ).
Using the leading term of the frequency power series model, the output can be shown to be
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ned f'or Integration. The feature is characteristic of each nf the canonic modls.

Additional canonic models that have been derived are called the input bandwidth constraint and
finite memory models. The input bandwidth constraint modil is applicable to the case of bandlimited input
signals and involves the use of tapped delay lines with taps spaced at the reciprocal of the bandwidths of
the input signels. Appropriate sets of tap outputs are multiplied together and added after appropriate
weighting to form the output. The finite memory model has the same basic structure but nz the topped
delay line is replaced by a bank of parallel band pass filters, with each filter replacing a sinale delay
unit. This model is "ased upon the assuoption of the system havinq finite memory. Thi% implies toiot the
pth order impulse retsponses are tin limited.
The canor-ic models involve operetlohs that are particularly well suited for the computer.
Consequently, they are much easier to use than is the relation In equation (5).
In the next section we discuss how to determine the nonlinear transfer functions from the circuit
diagram of a system and consider an example which emphasizes the potential of the niotlinear transfer
function approach as a tool in circuit design.
3.

DETERMINATION OF NONLINEAR TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FROM CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS

This paper considers nonlinear systems containing one or more soft nonlinearities. Soft nonlinearities have the property that their behavior is adequately described by the leading terms of a power
series expansion. Let v(t) represent the voltage across a nonlinear element while i(t) represents the
current flowning through It. It can be shown that the terminal relationships for nonlinear resistors,
conductors, capacitors, and inductors are given by (Graham, 1973):
Nonlinear Resistco:

v(t)

N
E rntn(t)

n.1
N
£ gn~n(t)
Z
n-i

Nonlinear Conductor:

1(t)

Nonlinear capacitor:

N
d
i(t) n 1 CnitV"(t)]
n-l

(21)

N

Nonlinear Inductor:

v(t) _ Z t ttn(t)]

Note that the first term in each expression yields the familiar linear relationship. Since the expressions
for nonlinear capacitors and inductors involve time derivatives, these elements contain memory. Nonlinear
resistors and conductors, on the other hand, do not. Another group of nonlinear elements arising in the
circuit diagrams consists of the various types of nonlinear controlled sources that my occur in the circuit
models of active devices. As an example, a softly nonlinear voltage-controlled voltage source has a terminal
relationship of the form

N

n(22)

vftt) - E Munc(t)
nal

(2

where uc(t) represents the control voltage. Recall that the voltage across the source terminals depends
only upon th,. control voltage and is independent of the current flowing throuqh the source. Itimiar
relationships to Eq. (22) exist for nonlinear voltage-cortrolled current sources, current-controlled voltage
sources, and current-controlled current sources.
Given the circuit diagram of a moderately nonlinear system, the nonlinear transfer functions are
obtained in a straightforward manner. Although the techniques are readily generalized, we choose to present
the key elements cf the procedure by working out the solutions to a relatively simple problem.'
As an example, consider the single loop network of Fig, 6 consisting of a linear inductor and nonlinear resistor in series with an independent voltage source. The voltage-current relationship for the
nonlinear resistor is assumed to be
eR(t) - rli(t) +r2i2 (t)

(23)

Our objective is to deter-mine the loop current i(t). Once this is known, the remaining voltages
in the circuit can be easily calculated.

_

Application of Kirckhoff's voltage law yields the differential

L

equation
tst e00t+ *Re(t)

I
L

+rlI(t) + ri21t

(24)

Rearrangement of Eq. (24) such thAt only terms linear in 1(t) appear on one side of the equation results
in
I

9W + l1 I (t) - as(t) - r 2 i 2 (t)

(25)

Eq. (25) can be interpreted In terms of the network shuwn In Fig. 7. Observe that the nonlinear resistor
has been replaced by a linear rosistor rI in series with a current-controlled voltage source. The nonlinear
portion of the resistor can now be viawed as a controlled source in series with the independent source
driving the linearized network which is composed of the linear inductor L in series with the linear
resistor r 1 .
The nonlinear trsnsfer functions are determined successively by selecting as the excitation a
sequence of comlleaexponentials which are used to "probe" the circuit. Specifically, the excitation used
to solve for the nth-order transfer function is given by

es(t! .

n

(26)

ej2lfqt

qul
where tJh Input frequencies are chosen to be positive and incommensurable so as to insurv that all output
frequencies are distinct. Because negative frequerncies are not allcewed in Eq. (26), the terms cannot be
grouped In conjugate pairs. As a result, e*(t) does not correspond to a physically realizable signal.
Nevertheless, it is a useful sigpal for analytically determining the nonlinear transfer functions. It
follows from Eq. (7) that the n~n-order portion of the current can be expressed as
n
n
in(t) •
E ...
"
Hn(fqlo ... , fqn)eJ2w(fql+...+fqn)t
(27)
qnll
ql 'l
the total current is given by

i(t)- *ii

+ 12 (t)

+ ...

+

iN(t)

(28)

where N denotes the highest order portion of the response that contributes significantly to the total output.
In general, N cannot be determined in a particular problem until the nonlinear transfer functions and
actual input levels are known.
To evaluate the first-order transfer function, we begin with
es(t) - ejajflt

(29)

From Eq. (27) and Eq. (28) the total current becomes

i(t) - H1 (fl)eJif-t + H2 (f1 fl)eJ•( 2 fl)t + ...

+ HN(f

f )eJiw(Nfl)t

(30)

N times
As expected, when the input to a nonlinear system consists of a single frequency, the output frequencies are
given by the various harmonics of the input frequency. Substitution of Eq. (29) and (30) irto (25) results
in
j2wflLH1(fl)eJ2flt + j2w(2f 1 ) L H2 (fl,f 1 )ei~(2fl)t +
j2w(3fI) L H3(f 1 ,fl,fl)ej2w(3fl)t + ...

+ riH1(fl)eij2 flt +

(31)

3
rIH2 (fl,fl)eJZw(fl)t + riH3 (fl,flfl)ej2w( fl)t +

))2eJ2'1( 2 f1)t
.ej2wflt _ r JH,(fl
2

-

2r 2 HI(fl)H 2(fl,fl)eJ2w(3fl)t

-

Exponentials h'ave the
where, for simplicity, only terms up to third ob-der appear explicitly in Eq. (31).
property that they are lerl
ndepedent. Consequently, an exponential with a specified exponent cannot
be obtained by adding together exponent als with differing exponents. Since Eq. (31) must be satisfied for
all t and for all values of fl, term involving specific harmonics can be equated. For example, equating

temis involving the first harmonic at i'requency fl, dividing through by exp (j2irflt), and solving for the
first-order tranlsfer function yields

r

I
r1 jifL~

N1

Y'y(f1 )

(32)

whire Z(f ) and y(f ) are the impedance and admittance, respectivibly, of the linearized network in Fig. 7.
This isa reasonable result since we would excpect the first-order portion of the current to be related to
the voltage excitation by the admittance of the line~rixad :atwork.
Eq. (,31) can also be used to solve for the highe. clder transfer functions. Thus, equating terms
involving the second harmonic at frequency 2f1 , dividing through by exp [j21t(2fl)tJ, and solving for the
second-order transfer function yields
H2( 1 f)*--*

2

yf)

y(2f1 )

(33)

similarly, the third-order transfer function is given by
H13(

=-2r

H3(lf~f)

2

rI+

HI(fl) H2 (flfl) . 2
J27r(3f1 )I Lr
N
3( 1 ) y(2fl)y(3fl)

(34))]
(4

The expressions given in Eq. (33) and (34) are unnecessarily restrictive. Since all of the
arguments inthe second and third-order transfer functions are evaluated at the single frequency fl, they
are useful only for relating the second and third harmonics, respectively, to the input at fl. Should the
network be excited by an input containing tones at fl and f2 , where f~bf~2, the transfer functions as given
by Eq. (33) and (34) could not be used to eval uate responses at such ltrequenci esias f.
1 +1`
2 and 2f
1 +f
2.
Thisdiffculy
isremved henthe =fl-order transfer function is determined using the
excitation specified
by Er (26). We illustrate this point by now solving for H2 (fl,f 2) and H3(f ,f2 g-3)To uý)tain the second-order transfer function, we let the excitation be
es(t) - eJ2wflt +ej2wf2t

(35)

where fl and f`
From Eq. (27) and (.28) the total
2 are assumed to be positive incormmensurable frequencies.
current is now given by
2
2
2
2
i(t) Hl(fql)ej21tfqlt + E
E H2(fql,fq2)ei
lt(fql+fq2)t
q1=l
ql=l q2=l
(361
2
2
+

...

E

+

ql-1

...

Z

NfE..fNejy~q+"'q~

qNzl

We see that the output frequencies are thotse obtained by taking all possible combinations of the two input
frequencies from one &t a time all the way up to N at a time. Substitution of Eq. (3$and (36) into the
network differential equation given by Eq. (25) yields
2
E j21rfql L HI (fql )ei2w~fql t
ql=l
+

*

+

..

2

rl

u

+

2
2
E
E J2-,r(fql+fq 2 )L H2 (fql,fq2 ),,,j2ffltql+fq2)t
ql-l q2=l

2
HI
.(fq 1)ei
Tfqlt + rl

e 27flt

+

J21rf2t-r2

2
E

2
:E HZ(fql,fq2)ei2 Tr(fql+fq2)t

2
E H1 (fq
1 )Hl(fq2 )ei2,(fql+fq2)t
ql
1 1 q2 .1

+

(37)

-

where, for simplicity, only terms up to second-order are indicated in detail. To solve for H2(fl,f2) it is
merely necessary to focus attention on those terms involving the sum f-equencY (fl+f 2 ). These are contained
in the double surmmations of Eq. (37). Since H2 (f1 ,f2 ), H1 (V1 )H1 (f2), and (f
1 +f
7 ) are all symmnetrical in
their argumen1,-, they are not altered by interchanging the frequencies fl and f2 . Thus, each Ainuble
sumnation contains 2 identical terms of sum frequency (fl+f 2 ). Equatting al o10f
the terms involving this
frequency on both'side of the equatior. -ieget
2
2 [rl+j21T(f +f2) Q) H2 (fl,f 2 )ei
lT(fl+f2)t

=-2r

2H,(f 1

)H
1 (f2)ei27T(fl~f2)t

(38)

Solutian for H2(f1 ,f2 ) results in
H2 (fl,f 2 )

=-r?

H1 (f1 )H1 (f2 ) y(fl+f 2 )

y(fl) y(f?)y(fl+f 2 )

*-r2

(39)

where [Hl(fl) H2 (f 2 ,f 3 )Jp is defined to be
lHl(f1 ) H2 (f 2 ,f 3 )]p + Hl(f

2 )H2 (flf

3)

[Hl(fl)H 2 (f

21

f 3 ) + Hl(f

+ Hl(f 2 ) H2 (fl,f 1 ) + Hl(f

3)

1

)

H2 (f 3 ,f 2 )

H2 (fl,f

2)

+ Hl(f

3)

2 (f 2 ,f1 l)]

(45)

Note that [Hl(fl) H2 (f 2 ,f 3 )]) corresponds to an average over all possible pernutations of the arguments in
Hl(f1) H2 (f 2 ,f 3 ). Finally, tubstitution for Hl(f 1 ) and H2 (f 2 ,f 3 ) from Eq. (32) and (39), respectively,
H3 (fl-f 2 ,f 3 ) - 2r2 [y(fl)Y(f 2 )y(f 3 )y(f 2+f 3 )]p y(fl+f 2 +f 3 )

(46)

As with H2(fl,f2, the third-order nonlinear transfer function depends critically on the admittance of the
linearized
network.
even is
though
we assumed
the frequencies
input frequencies
to be positive
and incommensurable,
it can be shlown
that Also,
Eq. (6)
applicable
for all
both positive
and negative.
Note, for
example, that Eq. (46) reduces to (34) when fl-f 2 -f 3 .
The expression fcr the third-order transfer function gives insight into a possible design procedure for minimizing undesired intermndulation components. The most bothersome of these are usually
produced by third-order mixes of the type (fa+fa-fb).
To obtain an appreciation for this, consider a
superheterodyne receiver excited by two sinusoidal adjacent channel interferers at fi'equencies fa and fb
where fa > f%. Including positive and negative frequencies, the input spectrum consists of spectral
lines at -fa, -fb, fa, tb. When the two ?nterferers combine nonlinearly in the RF amplifier to produce a
response at 2fa-fb near the receiver's tuned frequency, severe interference may result because the original
signals fall inside the RF passband while the intermodulation component falls inside the IF passband.
Consequently, the third-order mix corresponding to (fa+fa-fb) is likely to be extremely troublesome.
In
terms of transfer functions, the magnitude of the intermodulation component is proportional to 1H3 (fa,fa,
-fb)'
Although the circuit in Fig. 6 is not one that would appear in a communications receiver, we now
examine the expression in Eq. (44) to gain insight as to how the magnitude of the third-order transfer
function might be effectively minimized.
From Eq.

(44), (45),

(32), and (39)

H3(fa'fa~~fb) = I rlY(fa)] 2 Y('fb)Ey(fa+fb) = 2y(fa-fb)] Y(2 fa'fb)"

(47)

we see that IH3(fa, fa, -fb)l can be minimized by minimizing the magnitudes of any or all of the factors
in Eq. (47).
(owever, for the interference situation discussed in the previous paragraph, the frequencies
fa
and 2 f -fb are frequencies comparatively
close to the desired frequency. As a result, it is
difficult to mo0ify Y(fa), Y(-fb), and y( 2 fa-fb) without also modifying the desired passband. On the
other hand, fa+fb corresponds to a frequency which is approximately twice the desired frequency while
fa-fb corresponds to a relatively low frequency. Therefore, the linear admittance can be modified in the
regions about fa+fb and fa-fb without altering the admittance in the vicinity of the desired frequency.
We conclude that the most effective design procedure for minimizing IH3(fa,fa,-fb)l is to minimize
IY(fa+fb) + 2 y(fa-fb)l. This is really a re".rkable result because it suggests that third-order responses
occurring inside or near a desired frequency band can be controlled by proper design of the linear
frequency response well outside of this band. Although the network studied in Fig. 6 does not represent
a practical network, it can be shown that the design principle mentioned above canbe extended to circuits
typicalty appearing in electronic equipments.
Having derived the first three transfer functions, the general nature of the analysis procedure
is now apparent. Higher order nonlin-=- transfer functions are derived in a similar manner. In general,
determination of the (n+l)-P"order noni,_.,ar transfer function requires knowledge of the first through n
order nonlinear transfer functions, Therefore, the procedure is a boot strap technique by which the lower
order transfer functions are used to determine higher order transfer functions.
The method discussed in this section made use of a loop analysis. An example utilizing nodal
analysis could just as well have been presented. Both analysis methods are easily generalized. In fact, a
computer program implemented at the Rome Air Development Center uses the nodal analysis approach. This
program is described in the next section.
4.

A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR NONLINEAR CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

A computer program (Graham, 1973) which incorporates the circuit analysis techniques described in
Section 3 has been developed for the United States Air Force Rome Air Development Center. The program
solves for the nonlinear transfer functions of an arbitrary circuit containing resistors, inductnrs,
capacitors, transistors, vacuum tubes, and diodes. The present software can analyze up to 50 nodes directly.
The output of the program is the nonlinear transfer functions, up to the desired order, at all nodes in the
network.
Structurally, the computer program solves the nonlinear network prublem by forming both the nodal
admittance matrix for the entire network, and the first order generator (current source) excitation vector,
for all of the linear sources in the network. The generators can be located at any node in the network, and
can have any desired frequency, amplitude, and phase. The usual procedure of premultiplying the generator
vector by the InversY matrix results in the first order nodal voltage vector for the network, the elements
of which are the first order transfer functions at all nodes in the network at the given excitation
frequency. When there is more than one generator at a given frequency, the first order (linear) transfer
function will be the total trs,,sfer" function due to the superposition of the generators. The higher order
transfer functions are solved ictratively as described in Section 2 and illustrated by example in Section 4.

spef
S~specify

to
the userwill
requiresanalysis
by the computer
function
transfer
The circuit
nonlinear
the nonlinear
at which program
and theanalysis
order ofperformed
and frequencies
to be
analyzed
the

be performed. The program recognizes the following circuit elements: resistors. capacitors, inductors,
bipolar Junction transistors, semiconductor diodes, vacuum diodes, vacuum triodes, vacuum pentodes, field
effect transistors, and voltage sources. The program can analyze a%.- circjit r•-Oe up of interconnectio:ns
o7 the~e elements. T.. computer program his been used to model a VHF solid state receiver and an Hr
vacuum tube receiver (G:aham, Ehrman, 1973) with excellent results. It provides a systematic means of
modeling the nonlinear behavio-" of electronic circuits and can be very useful in the area of design and
evaluation of EIC effects.
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Nonlinear circuit example involving a single nonlinear resistor
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DISCUSSION
R. OLESCH: What limits the nonlinear transfer function approach to "moderately,
linear systems?

non-

J. F. SPINA: This approach formulates the response in terms of a series representation.
The more severe the nonlinearity, the more terms that are needed to adequately approximate the response.
We have found this method of analysis to be most useful in circuits
that are designed to be linear but nevertheless suffer from nonlinear behavior.
In such
situations, the nonlinearities are moderate and the response is nicely approximated by
a small number of te-ms.
In theory, the approach could be applied to circuits containing "hard* nonlinearities such as a limiter; however, now a very large number of
terms are needed making this approach impractical.
R. OLESCII: Can you give a more intuitive explanation as to how interference effects
inside a frequency of interest can be reduced by controlling the network admittance
far outside of this band?
J. F. SPINA:
In general, it is difficult to give an intuitive explanation for this
effect; however, specific examples do lend themselves to intuitive explanations.
Consider, for example, the third-order system shown below:

S~2fa

,2fb
x

FILTER Bo---2

fb

The third-order nonlinearity arises from multiplication of the linear branch by the
second-order branch.
The input consists of two tones at frequencies fa and fb.
Assume that filter
B is sharply tuned at 2 fa-fb so that only the output at frequency
2
fa-fb is of interest.
The second-order branch contains frequency components at
fa~fb, 2fa, and 2fb, all of which are far removed from the desired output at 2fa-fb.
Nevertheless, intuitively it is easy to see that the output at 2fa-fb can be significantly reduced by designira filter
A so an to suppress the signals in the second-order
branch at 2 fa, 2 fb, and fa~fb.
R. OLESCH:

Are your analysis programs available?

J. F. SPINA: Although no formal mechanism exists at the present time for distribution
of the analysis program, qualified organizations can request these programs from RADC
and every attempt will be made to satisfy each such request.
F. J. CHESTERMAN:
You mentioned that you had discussed selection of front-end transistors for receivers with receiver designers.
Have you considered or looked at other
nonlinear devices in systems, particularly in the high-power output portion of systems?

*

J. F. SPINA: Our work to date has concentrated only on devices such as transistors
and vacuum tubes and their nonlinear characterization.
For example, we have not examined the so-called "rusty-bolt" problem, i.e., nonlinear interaction due to oxidized
metal in contact with unoxidized metal.
S. BURTON:
It is clear that an experimental program would be very worthwhile to give
physical insight into mathematical results.
Do you have a fundamental experiment
in mind?
J.

F.

SPINA:

Not yet,

--

but we hope to have within six months.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEMS
WITH REGARD TO THEIR SENSITIVITY TO COHERENT INTERFERENCE

Borje Forssell

ELAB
N-7034 Trondheim-NTH
Norway

SUMMARY
Several organizations are at present trying to select the post-1980 landing system.
Different Operational Requirements (OR) have been established and the performances of
candidate systems are compared with these OR.
An important part of the OR concerrgaccuracy.
A very crucial factor in this respect
is the influence of co'erent interference (multipath).
While the absolute accuracy of a
system may be difficult to assess, a very informative comparison between systems can be
made with regard to their sensivity to coherent interference.
ELAB has carried out such comparisons in a study for NATO Industrial Advisory Group
(NIAG).
Proposed landing systems were computer simulated to examine their behaviour in
a realistic multipath environment.
Models of airfields were elaborated and the reflected
and direct signal components were used as' inputs to mathematical models of the receiving
systems to compute the resulting position errors.
This study showed that it would be possible to use groups of synthetic interference
components for the same purpose.
By carefully choosing the distribution of the coherent
interference, the significance of the comparison can be improved and the amount of work
reduced.
1.

INTRODUCTION

At present, NATO among other national and international organizations is occupied
by the problem of selecting the future international landing system which is to be operative in the post-1980 period.
There is a lot of confusion as to what criteria should be
used in this selection.
Not only are there doubts whether the Operational Requirements
(OR) on which the system development is based are relevant in every detail, but there is
also some discord and uncertainty with respect to the interpretation of the OR.
This
makes it difficult to reach agreements on the selection (or rejection) of systems in an
international forum all the more as commercial and political realities must be considered.
The OR only contain criteria for the rejection of systems the performances of
which do not meet the requirements.
Even if the requirements and the way of performance
testing can be agreed upon, the problem of selectinp the "best" system remains unsolved.
One of the most important parts of the OR concerns accuracy.
In this respect, the
influence of coherent interference is very decisive.
It may be difficult to determine
the absolute accuracy of a microwave landing system in every case, but many people agree
that the most pertinent technical comparison between systems can be made with regard to
their sensitivity to coherent interference.
In 1971, a specially organized subgroup of N4'TO lhdustrial Advisory Group (NIAG)
invited interested industri"- to submit proposals for a new landing system in accordance
with the OR worked out by the group.
For the assessment of the qualities of submitted

proposals,

NIAG turned to the Electronics Research Laboratory of Trondheim
to get a technical evaluation.
According to the aforementioned principlis
of comparison, the main part of the evaluation study was devoted to an examination oý
the sensitivities of the systems to coherent interference.
The other paits of the study
concerned the sensitivities to non-coherent interference (interference from other signal
sources) and the utilization of the available frequency spectrum.*
Norway,

(ELAB)

2.

PRINCIPLES OF THE EVALUATION OF THE SENSITIVITIES TO COHERENT INTERFERENCE

2.1.

General.

Three model airfields were specified to ELAB at which the performances of the
proposed systems were to be studied.
Computer models of the reflection properties of
these airfields were developed with regard to the terrain, the positions of buildings
and aircraft and the antenna sitings.
The resulting signals in space were used as nputs
to mathematical models of the receivers for computation of position errors on a number of
flight paths.
2.2.

3
*

Airfield modelling.

The three airfields utilized for evaluation of system performance were:
a fictive
main airport with two parallel concrete runways, a real small airfield with a gravel
runway in mot"ntainous surroundings and a fictive small military landing site surrounded
by a thick forest.
The same modelling technique was utilized for all these airfields.
The model was based on the fact that nearly all surfaces existing in nature must
be considered rough at microwave frequencies.
As in most theories treating reflection
and scatterika from rough surfaces, it was assumed that they were planar on the average
and that the small-scale roughness could be described by a statistical model.
In this
model, the surface was characterized by its height distribution, assumed to be Jaussi.n
and its correlation coefficient, the latter representing the correlation between two
surface points with respect to the height.
The airfields and their surroundings were divided into triangles and parallellograms,
and theelectrical properties of the ground were assumed homogeneous over each such surface
element and specified by its roughness and its complex dielectric constant.
Buildings
and trucks were treated by the same procedure.
It is usual to consider the electromagnetic field scattered fromarough surface as
the sum of two components, the specular and the diffuse component.
Specular reflecticn
is of the same type as that caused by a smooth surface, it is directional (obeys the laws
of optics), itsphase is coherent and it comes from a relatively small area.
Diffuse
reflection has less directivity and takes place over a much larger area than the specular
one.
Its phase is incoherent and its amplitude is Rayleigh distributed.
In the general
case, both components are simultaneously presint.
When the roughness is small comparea
with the wavelength of radiation, the specular component is predominant, but in the
opposite case, the specular component is negligible.
The scattering from aircraft was calculated on the basis of bistatic cross-sectiorý
functions that as closely as possible showed t *e main features of experimentally recorded
cross sections.
With the positions of the transmitting and receiving antennas given, the transmission coefficients between these antennas were computed according to what has been said
above.
The output of the interference computation contained the amplitudes of the
specular and diffuse reflection components, normalized to that of 1he direct signal,
*Prof. T.

Schaug-Pettersen was project leader at ELAB.

The study was supervised by a

Study Control Group representing the NIAG subgroup.
This Study Control Group which was
chaired by Mr. S.A.W. Jolliffe of U.K. participated in the work in a very active and
most fruitful way.

the time delays of the sptcular and diffuse components,

relative to that of the direct

sianal as well as the time derivative of that delay for certain aircraft velocities and
the coordinates of the reflection points (i.e. the incident directions of the retlectad
components).
2.3.

Signal processipg.

The computations of the position errois were made at certain given points in space.
The aircraft antennas were assumed to be omnidirevtional.
Detailed mathematical models
of the systems with regard to signal processing and detection characteristics were
elaborated.
The systems were assumed! to be ideal within their specification limits and no
imperfections in the hardware solutions of the system proposals were considered. Realistic
figures of antenna radiation patterns, pulsc shapes, frequency drifts, etc. weze 'u,.ed.
Thermal noise as well as transients were neglected.

The only error sources considered

were coharent interference and quantization.
For each system, a computer peogram was developed to c~mpute the apparent position
of the aircraft antenna relativt to the ground antennas.
The input quantities of this
program were:
1. Ground antenna positions.
2. Gi'ound antenna radiation patterns (vertical and horisontal) afkd coverage
volumes.
3.
4.

Mathematical model of the signal processing in the receiver.
Output quantities of the interference program: coordinates of the aircraft
positions and of all reflection points, specular and diffuse reflection
amplitudes relative to that of the direct signal, time delays of specular and
diffuse components relative to that of the direct signal, time derivatives
of all time delays.
In the coherent interference model all predetection filteringwas combined. in a
single predetectov, bandwidth.
The effect of filteringwa6 simulated by individual
modification of the different s<gnal amplitudes before the additirn according to the
respective filter
characteristics, similar to the effect of the antenna characteristics.
After the computation of the total signal received, the mathematical model of the
detection sys em was used for computation of the coordinates of the aircraft antenna,
giving the errors as the differences between che computed and the nominal coordinates.
The system were compared at a standard measuring rate of 5 Hz corresponding to a
measuring interval of 0.2 s.
For systems with 5 Hz updating rate, the midpoint of vhe
interval was used.
Foi systems with higher updating rates, additional points within the
interval were taken into ac..unt by rsans of extrapolation.
The errors within the
interval were veighted by a filter fi¢rction and the wcigh-Lod errors were then t.:eated by

*

computaL$onal procedur,.
to calcula'e tha means and the standard deviations of the errors.
To summariz- the!simulation study, figure 1 shows a flow charc of the principal
lines of informitica flo' and the mainstructure of the process.
3.

WAYi OF IMFýOVING THr COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

3.1.

Experiences f-om thi

NIAG

st.,dv.

It is clear from the description in chapter 2 above that the simulation of the
proposed landing s stems which ELAB carried out for NIAG was very comprehensive and
required a lot of iomputer time.
Such a study of landing systems had never been executtd
before, a fact which influenced the input given to ELAB as well as the work strategy.
3.1.1.

Antenna sitings.
As one might expect,

the sitings of the ground antennas appeared to have great

influence on the system accuracy.
The azimuth antennas are generelly sited at the far
end of the runway, and a small change of site does not influence the azimuth measurement
very much, out the results of the elevation measurements are often crucially dependent
on the siting of the elevation antenna.
The reason for this is mainly that the reflections
from -the elevatic.: _ntenna have the greatest influence when the elevation angle, as seen
from the antenna, is small.
During the last phase of the landing, this elevation angle
"i strongly dependent on the antenna siting.
When scattering aircraft are present, systems with differenily sited antenniAs can
be differently influenced by the shadowing effects of these aircraft.
Finally, differently sited antennan hAve different coverage volumes relative to a
fixed poi,•- in space Lzen if their coverage volumes relative to the respective antenna
are identical.
3.1.2.

Calculation of reflection components.

When a simulatitan it. to % ý.dvieu out at given airfields, the reflection
coefficients have to be calculated asiaccurately as possible.
Even though the available
literature, on theory and experimental data is utilized, the valises of some constants
used, e.g. nermeability and conductivity, can always bq questioned.
There might be
cases for example, where an increase in reflection coefficients influences one system
more than the other so, in this way, the choice of such constants is not unimportant.
3.1.3.

System specifications.

As the proposals consisted of detailed system specifications, it we' inevitable
that parts of these specifications differed between different proposals even if, for
technica) reasons, these parts could have been identical.
Some examples:
receiver
bandwidths and pulse shapes of DML subsystems, and lengths of linear array antennas.
3.2.

Some improvements of the methods.
On the basis of expvriences from the work described above,

it

is possible to make

some improvements of the methods of analysis.
It has been shown be several authors that there are analogies between different
landing system concepts.
(By system concepts, we mean for example scanning beam, D.vplur
scan and interferometer concepts).
Because of these analogies, detailed solutions
belonging to different concept* but with similar bandwidths, antenna sizes, transmitter
powers, updating rates etc. should be able to reach about the same accuracies.
For a

i4

fair comparison, it is then essential to prevent differences in detailed system
specifications from concealing the real differences between concepts.
Therefore, in order
to find the best solution as far as coherent interference is concerned, the comparison
should deal with concepts rather than systems.
In that case, the parameters should be
similar as far as possible in view of the analogies mentioned.
The objects of comparison should be exposed to the same interference if possible.
This implies that the ground antennas should be indentically sited (within realistic
limits),thereby eliminating the differences in coverage shadowing, reflecting surfaces,
For the sake of comparison, it is not at all necessary to simulate the behaviour

etc.

on specified airfields.
A comparative study may well be executed by use of synthetic
interference, but, of course, such interference must be of a realistic type.
The comprehensive interference computations during the NIAG study present a good bpsis for synthesizing an interference pattern which is representative of the situation at a somewhat
complicated airport and which is also decisive for the comparison.
The life-like
modalling of a real airport should then be reserved for cases where the behaviour of a
specific system at a specific airport is to be examined.

........
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SYhTHESIZED INTERFERENCE PATTERNS
As described

in

3.3,

the synthetization

of interference

patterns must be based

Threfore, the conriderabie
on a thorough knowledge of airport coherent interference.
amount of interference data originatinZ from the NIAG work Las bern analysed in detail
and statistical distribution and density functions ci interferencc parameters nave been
These functions are dependent on thie poý Ations of the points of evaluation,
derived.
The functions are used for the composition of
i,e. on the positions of the aircraft.
way.
following
the
in
patterns
inte-fei'ence
synthetic
At eich point of evaluation, a group of one direct signal and 5 - 8 interfering
The incident direction of ore of the intetference
(mul'ipath) sigl Ls is utilized.
components is chosen to simulate a specular ground reflection of the direct signal.
The unplitude of the specular ground reflection, and the phase, the amplitude and the
direction of incidence of the other interlering components are selected according to
the distributions derived.
A combination of a number of the aforementioned group forms a 3tatistical basis
for the investigation of the interference sensitivity of a landing system or a landing
Those groups approximately correspond to a certain distribution of
system concept.
It is sometimes suitaible to simulate one
points
within the coverage volume.
evaluation
or two specular reflections (one of which being a specular ground reflection) which vary
quite slowlv between the groups (corresponding to a slow variation along a flight path),
a case which is fairly frequent in real life. This is implemented by keeping those two
interfering components constant within a series of groups.
The synthesized interference is used as input to the mathematical model of the
It can be utilized not only for comparison of
receiver as described in paragraph 2.3.
system concepts, but also for comparison of different signal processing methods in the
In both cases, there ma~y be a need for detailed control
receiver of one specific system.
of the synthesized interference in order to find out possible differences in the sensiThen, the parameters the
tivities to changes of different interference parameters.
influences of which are to be examined are chosen manually without consideration of the
statistical functions mentioned.
5.

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

The distribution and density functions describing the relative amplitudes and time
ielays of the interference components are computed out of the interference at the model
These functions express the conditions partly at single evaluation
airports as described.
When the
points in the coverage volume, partly in the coverage volume as a whole.
functions are utilized to find relevant interference data, the resulting system performance
As there is a difference
computed is not a point performance but a volume performance.
between interference levels at large and at small distances from th' runway, it may be
appropriate some times to compute and use the statistical functions separately for those
However, in
two cases in order to find possible differences of the comparison results.
many cases a total computation without dividing the coverage volume seems preferable.
At the evaluation of the computational results, the means and the variances for
The next step is to find
the tota.l coverage colume should be compared at first.
differences of the behaviour at certain evaluation points. The third step is to find the
Here, it may be helpful to vary the
reasons of established differences of performance.
parameters of the interference components to find difftrences of influence.

Au

6.

CONCLUSION

When thu best conccpt for the future landing system is to be selected, the accuracy
presence of roherent interference should be examined am this seems to be the best
the
in
To make the comparison as fair as possible, one should start
way of technical comparison.
with concepts with inlentical parameters (antenna lengths, bandwidths, etc.) as far as
A further comparison can then deal with specific system
this is technically realistic.
To reduce costs and tae necessary amount of work, synthesaied interference
solutions.
Such patteons can also be
patterns are useful as replacements uf real world conditions.

utilized for the examinationa

of the sensitivities to specific interference parameters.

To be able to synthesize realistic and de.isive interference patterns, it is
necessary to have a comprehensive knowledge of multipath conuditions at real airports.
Such knowledge was acquired by ELAR during the study executed for NIAG.
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DISCUSSION

H. J. ALBRECHT:
Referring to the requirement of knowing multipath conditions at real
airports, such conditions are not constant.
They change due to variations of reflection characteristics on a seasonal basis, as, for instance, caused by vegetation, or
even on a daily or hourly basis, after rainfall and appropriately higher water contents in the upper surface layer.
How could such changes be taken into account?
B. FORSELL% In the NIAG simulation, "summer" conditions wore assumed, i.e., a normal
soil humidity and no snow. The ambient conditions used in the computations were
assumed to represent a reasonably good mean of the real conditions.
As far as the comparative analysis is concerned, the synthetic interference should
be chosen to represent a fairly difficult airport to be decisive.
Here, the comparison
between systems Is emphasized and reflection parameters are allowed to vary only to
find differennes of influence on the respective system.
H. J. ALBRECHTi
lt may additionally be suggested to attempt a prediction of such variationo and to use such information as supplementary input data.
Within a certain dogree, it may be possible to predict those changes of refloction characteristics.
B. FORSELL%

YeE,

this is

of course possible.

R. OLESCH:
You gave the distribution for returns having various time delays.
Should
not the corresponding signal amplitudes also be given simultaneously to indicate whothur
a particular signal is likely to produce an error?
B. FORSELLt
There is a relationship between reflection amplitudes and time delays as,
generally, a component having a long time delay also has a small amplitude.
This is
due to the distance of propagation and to the fact that a certain reflecting area
close to the direct signal path receives more energy than a similar area far away from
that path; however, there are cases when a strong reflection component also has a long
time delay and a few such components should be used to got a realistic simulation.
R. GOUILLOU:
I would like to know if you have compared the various microwave landing
devices and published the results of these comparisons.
B. FQRSELLt
The simulo.tion work carried out by N.I.A.G., together with its results,
have been described ýn a long report* however, this repcrt is the property of NATO and
of the MODe of the various NATO countries, and it is confidential.
Discussions regardinq the publication of this report have taken place, but I believe it is still
confidential.
Therefore, if you wish to read it,
I advise you get in touch with your
own MOD.
R. OLESCH:
This comment is in.response to the previous question where the asking party
proposed the Doppler Microwave Landing System to reTove unwanted reflections from
ýixed targets.
I would like to point out that the so-called Doppler system does not
perform MTI action as generally associated with a Doppljr radar.

THE CROSSED-DIPOLE

STRUCTURE OF'AIRCRAFT

IN AN ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE ENVIRONMENT

Robert W. Burton
Department of Electrical Engineering
Naval Postsradunte School
Monterey, Calf.fornia
Unitet states

SUMMARY

The crossed-dipole receiving antenna has been used as a representative model to approximate electromaSnetic pulse effects on aircraft. This paper presents significant experimental and theoretical advances
which correctly describe the electromagnetic properties of the crossed-dipole receiving antenna illuminated by a monochromatic source.
Results are presented for electrically moderately thin structures.
In practice, when a crossed-dipole receiving antenna is excited by a broad spectrum electromagnetic
pulse, certain important alectrical resonances occur; that is, at specific single frequencies of excitetion some po-tions of the structure can support large amplitude standing waves of current and/or charge.
Under such conditions a current maximum/charge minimum, current minimm/charge minimum, or current minimum/
charge maximum may occur at the junction region.
Examples of resonant and antiresonant situations for the
parasitic mrnopole and the crossed dipole which highlight the possible interactions between the arms of
the crossed dipole are presented which give insight into methods of analyzing aircraft in an electromagretic pulse environment.
1.

INTRODUCTION

For some time there has been considerable interest (Taylor, C. D., 169; Taylor, C. D. et &l.,
1970; Butler, C. M., 1972; Chao, H. H. and Strait, B. J., 1972) in utilizing the high-speed dijitel computer in the tneoretical study of electromagnetic scattering from arbitrary configurations of relatively
thin cylindrical wires both from the point of view of determining the radar cross section of the scatterers as well as their coupling to the electromagnetic field through induced charges and currents. Inevitably, this process leads to assumptions of boundary conditions in the vicinity of the junction and the
realiLation that thin vire theory (Mei, K. K., 1965) does not apply in this region. The essence of this
nonapplicability lies in the fact that there is not rotational symmetry in the region closer than A/10
from the junction with the result that measured charge and current densities presented in this paper differ significantly from results predicted using thin wire theory both in the junction region as well as
along the entire structure.
In order to gain insight into junction effects, experiments were performed to measure the induced
surface charge and current distributions on both the simple receiving monopole mounzed over a conducting
ground plane and the crossed-dipole receiving antenna likewise mounted over a conducting ground plane
(figure 1).
In each case the receiving structure was illuminated by a vertically polarized, monochromatic
incident plane wave.
Using various arm lengths on the receiving crossed dipole, resonant coupling lengtl.*
betoeen various cross members were examined. In particular. junction effects were investigated at current
maximum/charge minimum, current minimum/charge minimum, and current minimum/charge maximum as well as one
intermediate case.
For polarizations other than vertical the results of this paper may be generalized
through superposition and synoetry considerations.
2.

MEASUREMENT OF DISTRIBUTIONS OF CURRENT AND CHARGE PER UNIT LENGTH

The apparatus for measuring current and charge per unit length was specifically designed to study
the distributions near the junction of the crossed-dipole receiving antenna.
Both the parasitic monopole
and the crossed dipole consisted of brass tubes slotted for internally mourted probes terminated In flat
end caps and mounted vertically over a large aluminum ground plane. They were illuminated by a vertically
polarized electromagnetic field generated by a driven monopole with a corner reflector nearly ten wavelengths away so that the phase fronts of the incident waves at the receiving elements approximated a plane
wave.
Measuremonts were made at two frequencies for which the electrical radius of the antenna was ha U.033 and ka - 0.044 where k - 2w/A and a is the outer radius of the brass tubing.
The instrumettation consisted of a flush-mounted monopole for a charge probe and a small shielded
loop as a current probe.
These could be moved along the slots in the vertical and horizontal arms of the
receiving antenna by an internal mechanism controlled by a rack-and-pinion positioner mounted beneath the
ground plane. In order to obtain various standing-wave patterns and resonant interactions, the lengths of
both the vertical member and horizontal arms were varied over a wide range.
3.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR RECEIVING MONOPOLE

The principal reason for examining in detail the standing-wave patterns of the induced current and
charge per unit l&ength along a conductor with the electric field parallel to its axis is t- establish a
physical basis of understanding for" the far more complicated distributions occurring on tie crossed dipole.
The first parasitic or receiving monopole investigated was 3X/4 long, a length near resonance.
The theoretical distributions of current and charge per unit length are sabwn in figure 2.
Both amplitudes and
phases resemble those along a resonant open.-ended section of coaxial line in that the maxima of the current and the minima of the charge are virtually coincident near kz - 0 and w or at A/& and 3X/4 from the
open end. Correspondingly, the minima of the current and maxims of the charge occur close together at
ha - w/2 and at the open end km - kh - 3w/2.
Rapid changes In phase by 180" occur near the minima, indi-

2/)
a

eating a reversal in direction of the principal compoents of both current and charge. While the amplitude and phase of the charge behave very closely like those in a coaxial line with an open end, there are
significant differences in the distribution of current.
These include a minim=u that is not as sharp and
deep, two amxias that differ greatly from each other in amplitude - the one at ks - 0 is much smaller, and
a phase angle 01 that changes only gradually through the 180*.
These differences are a consequence of the
continuous uniform excitation along the entire length instead of by a mingle localized generator. Measured curves for the save electrical length but with a slightly smaller value of ka are shown in figure 3.
All four curves are seen to agree well in all significant details with the corresponding theoretical ones.
When the length of the monopole is increased to 3X/2 as shown in figure 4, the distribution of
charge remains conventional in both amplitude and phase. Maxima occur at intervals of 1/21 and these are
displaced by X/4 from the minima.
The phase angle eq changes rapidly by 180° at the minima.
The distribution of current Is quite different.
Its maxima occur at intervals of A, as do its minima. The phase
angle 0z is sensibly constant over the entire length of the antenna with only relatively small (compared
with variations In *q) dips at the minism of current.
The mesnured curves for h - 32
are shown in figure 5. As indicated previously, measurements Vero
designed only to be made in the junction region of the crossed dipole and were made only out a distance
km - 3w/2 from the ground plane. A comparison of figures 4 and 5 shows that the theoretical and measured
magnitudes jq(s)j and phase angles 0q of the charge per unit length agree well as do the phase antles el
of the currents. However, whereas the theoretical current amplitude has a minimum at ks a w. the measured
curve shows a peculiar minor maximum.
This is not an error but is readily explained with the help of a
slight increase In the length of the antenna for the theoretical calculation. Figure 6 shows the sama
theoretical curves bul for kh m 10.2 instead of kh - 3w. The amplitude and phase angle of the charge and
change. But, a minor maximum now occurs at ks - w in the graph
the
hase angle of the current show little
for jI(s)in
close correspondence with the measured curve in figure 5. Actually, this minor maximus. is
considerably greater than the measured one, indicating that an even smaller increase In length would have
sufficed.
Thus, it is seen that the standing-wove pattern of current can be very sensitive to the length
of the antenna.
The final example of the distributions of current and charge per unit length is for a near resonant
length with h - 5X/4, a half-wavelength longer in half-length than used in figure 2.
In this case the
charge distribution once again looks conventional with maxima at intervals of a half-wavelength and 180"
changes in the phase angle as the amplitude goes through a minimum.
A zero of charge per unit length is
at the ground plane, a maximum at the open end. The current has maxima at the minima of charge, but
whereas the maxima at km - 0 and hs - 2w are almost equal ir magnitude and quite large, that at ks - w is
mucah smaller. Furthermore, the phase angle 81 has equal values near km - 0 and kz - 2w, but quite a different range of values near km - w. Measured curves for an antenna of length kh - 5w/2 are shown in
figure 7. The theoretical and measured distributions of both amplitudes and phase angles are very much
alike.
A study of the several distribution curves In figures 2 through 7 shows that the charge per unit
length behaves in a very simple and predictable manner.
In a zero-order approximation it is given by
q(z) w sin km

(1)

At the base of a monopole or the center of a dipole the charge per unit length must vanish to satisfy the
symetry condition q(-s) - -q(&).
All of the graphs of q(z) are quite well approximated by the simple
form (Eq. 1) except for the occurrence of deep minima instead of nulls which are accounted for by higherorder terms.
In order to understand the peculiarities in the standing-wave patterns of current, it is advantageous to examine the behavior of the components of the induced currents that are in phase and in phase
quadrature with the incident field. A complete discussion of this aspect as well as a thorough enal~sis
of the parasitic monopole is presented by King and this author (Burton, Re. W. and King, R. W. P., to be
published).
The principal reason for examining in detail the standing-wave patterns of the induced current and
charge per unit length of the receiving monopole was to establish a physical basis of understanding for
the much more cOmplicated distributions which result from a second conductor being connected perpendicular
to the first. The coupling of this horizontal element which would have otherwise been completely umcoupled from the vertically polarized incident field before the connection was made is determined in part
by the currents and charges present at the proposed junction region of the receiving monopole and, &m will
be described later, by the various combinations of resonant lengths which result from the connection.
4.

DESCRIPTION OF IEXPRIIGHTAL RESULTS FOR 'RECEIVING CROSSED DIPOLE

With the use of Eq. 1 and the shiftad cosine distribution for current (King, R. W. P., 1956), 3
number of special cases can readily be constructed which give insight into conditions in the junction region (figure 8). The horimontal mark on each of the cases in figure 8 locates the proposed junction oca.tion fo the
e horizontal cross arm. It is clear that If a horimontal cross arm is located at h u/2 above
the ground plane, junction effects may be studied for perturbations In an area of current maximum and
charge minimd on the vertical member as in Cases 1 and 2, and current minimus/charge minimum in Casn 3.
Similarly, if the cross arm is located at h a 3X/A, junctionaffects may be investigated for a condition
of current minimumend charge maximum as in Cases 4 and 5. Case 6 Is an intermediate came and Is included
to examine the situation when there Is both charge and c.urrnt presentin
the junction region. In order
to shift the junction from h - A/2 to h - 3X/A, the frequency of the
incident plane wave was merely
changed by the appropriate amount, which of course causes a shift ofha.
To snpriae, for ths cases
where the croas arme are located at h n A/2, ha - 0.044; when they are located at h - 3X/4, ka - 0.033.

A vertically polarized Incident wave will clearly not excite longitudinal currents along the axis
of a dipole located horizontally and parallel to the plane-wave front.

However,

i

when the horisontal and

"

vertical dipoles are joined together, significant charge and current densities are observed along the
horizontal umber at various combinations of resonant lengths. A resonant length for the crossed dipole
is considered to be any length measured through the junction involving any two of the four arms which

gives rise to resonant effects.
When the horizontal dipole is joined to the vertical dipole, it is useful for phy, ;cal insight to
consider the vertical receiving dipole (which Is coupled to the incident vertically polarized wave) as
driving the otherwise uncoupled horizontal member through the interaction of the charges and currents
present in the junction region. The amount of coupling is essentially determined by the various possibly
resonant lengths as measured through the junction.
The edd.tion to the vertical dipole of the horizontal cross member can beat be regarded as loading
the junction, whereas the cross member becomes an antisymetrically driven antenna. The drive comes about
from the source currents and charges existing in the junction region. When the horizontal member is added
these source currents and charges spread out onto the cross arm, thereby causing an observable dip in the
The currents and charges on a
charge and current distributions as meazuted along the vertical member.
driven antenna may be separated (King, R. W. P., 1956) into symetrical and antisymetrical components
In the case of the horizontal cross member of the crossed dipole under investigation, the
(figure 9).
currents on the vertical dipole branch out in the junction region onto the cross arms and drive the horiFrom another point of view the distribution patterns of currents and
zontal member antlymetrically.
charges are the result of a superposition of resonant and forced distributions.
For the moderately thick dipole (Ksoo C. C., 1969), Kao has shown that transverse currents exist
It, therefore, follows that for the crossed dipole under study with symestrical arms
only near the ends.
the only transverse currents present in the junction region will be symnetrical transverse currents
branching out from the centerline to the horizontal arms, given that the junction is reasonably far (i.e.,
It should be noted that the use of a rotatable current probe verified this fact
>X/4) from the end caps.
on a somewhat fatter model than the crossed dipole described here.
The perturbations of thc charge and current density on a vertical receiving monopole which result
from the addition of horizontal cross arms of various lengths were investigated for each of the six cases
Likewise, the charge and current densities along the horizontal arms which were
described in figure 8.
associated with these perturbations were measured out to a distance ý/4 from the center of the junction.
These results are sunmarized in figures 10 through 22.
The degree of interaction between the horizontal cross arms and the vertical member is determined
by the magnitude of the current and charge in the junction region of the parasitic monopole and the new
resonant conditions brought into being by the addition of the cross arms. Case 1, described in figures
10 and 11, clearly demonstrates this resonance between the vertical and horizontal cross arms with a condition of charge minimum/current maximum existing at the junction, whereas Case 2 (figures 12 and 13) portrays the marked difference occurring when the horizontal cross arm is antiresonant. A similar situation
is observed in Case 3 for a condition of charge minimum/current minimum when the horixontal cross arms are
For conditions of charge maximum/current
varied from a half-length of X/4 to A/2 (figures 14 and 15).
minim on the parasitic monopole (Cases 4 and 5), significant perturbations in both charge and current
densities are observed which demonstrate the interaction of resonant lengths when the horizontal cross
Case 6 presents an interesting observation of an intermediate
arms are added (fig-tres 16 through 19).
case wherein sit,'ations of resonance and antiresonance between horizontal and vertical members are highlighted (figures 20 and 21).
It should be noted that the initial data point on the horizontal cross arms, x • 0. was taken on
the front surface of the horizontal arm directly over the edge of the vertical cylinder projected through
the junction region. Therefore, it should be observed that using the longitudinally oriented current
probe, the measured current in this area does not show the transverse components of the currents in the
immediate junction region until they bleni into longitudinal components several radii out along the horizontal ara.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

The existence of standing waves of both current and charge on the parasitic monopole gives rise to
situations in which sizable currents and/or charges may be observed in the junction region of a crossedWhen horizontal cross arms are added to the vertical psrasitic monopolG illumidipole receiving antenna.
nated by a vertically polarized monochromatic plane wave, charges and currents are coupled to these hotizontal members. The amount of coupling is a funLtion of both the charge and current present at the location of the junction on the parasitic monopole and the new resonant levgths which occur from the addition
of the cross arms. Experimental resoults have been presented which demonstrate these itanding waves and
resonant interactions.
Recently, in conjunction with this work, King and Wu have providod a complete analytic solution for
the electrically thin crossed dipole which employs corrected boundary conditions and a new intagral-differential equation developed in terms of trigonometric functions of the various arm lengths of the crossed
Preliminary comparisons of this theory with the
diole (King, R. W. P. and Wu, T. T., to be published).
experimental Insults presented in this paper ahow close agreement and wlvl be the subject of a sequel to
The expansion of the distributions in
that paper (Bhurton, R. W. and King, R. W. P., work in progress).
term of trigonometric functions of arm lengths clearly demonstrates that some combinations of individual
arm lengths bring certain sine and cosine terms into play especially at resonances anJ antiremonances,
thus explaining the experimental interactions observed.
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SOMMMIRE
Un syst~me de transmission int~gri, doit poss6der une redondance suff isante pour
garantir un service complet A Ia premiere panne, il faut cependent limiter 'importance du
mat6riel mis en oeuvre pour assurer les secours c 'est pourquoi nous avons retenu une
redondance d'ordre deux qui consiste Adoubler le syst~me de transmission.
Nous donnons des structures s6ries ou parall~les raisonnablement envisageables d'otL
P'on peut d6gager las principes des dchanges. Nous supposons qu'ils sont toujours pflotds
i partir d'une unit6 de gestion.
Nous examinons succintement quelques uns des probl~mes qui apparaissent au nivaau
de Ia transmission et des 6changes entrc le syst~me de transmission et les Czuipements.
Les echanges d'information entre Ia transmission et les 6quipements peuvent avoir lieu
en bande de base avec un codage'du type NRZ.
Au niveau de Is transmission compte tenu des distances, un codage biphase est
pr6f~rable car il 6limine toute composante continue sur Ia ligne de transmission principale.
Enfin les &Achangesnurn6riqtkes facilitent le contrble des informations et par la mema
diminuent les risques d'erreur.
1.GENERALITFS
L'Alectronique d~jA largement pr~sente sur les avions par les 6quipements de communications voit son champ
s'6tendre dans les domaines de la navigation (Radio.navigation) et les systimes de vol o~i elle se substitue aux procddd~s
6lectromndcaniques.
Les interconnexions entre les 6quipements sont encore rdalisdes par l'ancien procWd qui consiste A utiliser un i
par information d'oit une prolif~ration extraordinaire des cablages dans Ics avions actuels.
11apparait un d~calage important entre les possibilit~s de traitement, de g~n-ýration, d'utilisation des informations
et tour transport d'ofa l'ide de r~duire les cablages en multiplexant dans le temps les informations sur un numbre
restreint de fits.
Avec un march6 du S.T.T.A., T.R.T. a 6tudi6 la faisabilitd d'un syst~me de multiplexaga A l'aide d'ure ligne
omnibus exploitde en temps partag6 A bord d'a6ronefs. Cettc 6tude a Wtmen~e avec la collaboration des Soci~ts
A.M.D. at S.E.S.A. Un tel syst~irre de multiplaxage doit r~ppndre aux objectifs suivants:
Diminuer le volume et le poids des cablages,
Amdliorer l'implantation at l'intarconnexion des 6quipemants,
Permettre las modifications et an particulier Ia pose ou la depose d'un dquipement du fait de l'6volution de
l'dquipement ou d'une nouvelle g~n~ration,
- Connecter fadilement las 6quipements,
-~ Faciliter lea cpdration3 da maintenance et de ddpannagn.
-

Une des principales contraintas du syst~me de transmission est d'acbeminer des informations qul consid6rdes A
lkitat brut zie sent pas a un format unique, sans cadence de pr~l~vement uniforme pour toutes lea informations, avec
en fonction des situations de vol Ia possibilitd de voir apparaltre des d.emandes 6volutives ou des r6p6titions.
Una unitd de gestion assure less dchanges dans des situations stables mais peut racevoir des modifications de
programme venant d'une organe plus dlabord capable de syzith6tiser Ia situation des besoins en 6changes d'information.

31.2
Le syst~me do transmission dolt pon~der une souplesse suffisante pour satisfaire lea contraintes saronautiquos
tout en ayant un haut degrd do sdcuritd de fonctionnemont.
Dans I&mesure oil le syst~me de tran-,mission eat unique il faut que sa fiabiliti soit bonne mais il dolt 6tre mumi
do dispositifs de controlo pour garantir I&validitt des informations tranarnisos et en cas de d~faillance d'un 6l6ment
do la chaine do transmission, il faut detecter le d~faut ot 61iminer l'6l6ment ou pantie d'6quipement incrimind do fagon
i retablir l'intdgrit6 des 6changes.
Bien entendu, ii est impossible d'envisager un systame capable de conserver 1'irntfgrit des dchanges quol quo soit
le nombre des pannes successives pouvant advonir, sR complexit6 et son volume iraient AI'encontre do la simplification
recherchide.
2.

REDONDANCE DU SYSTEME DE TRANSMISSION
LA rodondanco aindliore considdraiblement la disponibilitt du systime.
Trois typos do rodondance sont possiblos:
Rodondance active oit tous los dispositifs fonctionnont en m~me temps,
Redondanco passive oet un soul dispositif fonctionne i la fois,
Rodondance majoritaire qui permet au systime do so rallier Ala majorit6 des dispositifs.

-

Le systime d'6changes d'inforrnations Abord d'avion doit atre capable d'6viter ou de r~duiro l'interruption des
6changes en cas do ddfaillance d'un 616ment de la chaine do transmission, cc qui implique en cas do d6f~killance une
reprise des 6changes en un temps minimal.
Cette remarque implique quo Is redondanco choisie s'apparente &la redoridance active4 ainsi la.reprise Ais
6changes a lieu immnddiatement sans attendre le temps do d~marrage d'un dispositif 6lectro~nique.
En considdrant un 6quipement sans, autre consid~ration quant A son dgublement 6ventU~l,'-le- syst~me d'6c~hanges
est reli6 Auno 6quipement unique. Le syst~me d'6changes 6tant redondant ftYest n6cessgire qu'un syst~me d'aiguillage
permetto A l'dquipement d'avoir acc~s seulement A la partic du syst~me d'6changes qui est active,. pour 6viter t 6ute
il
diaphonie au niveau de l'6quipement entre la partie active et les red '-ý;ces.
&;

Par aulleurs une 6tudo do circuits nous a montr6 qu'une redondalyf trajoritaire .d 6rdre 3 (trois dispositifs de
transmission) avec la logique de d6cision associ~e n6cessite plus do circuits q'u'un simple disiosisif d'aiguillage propre
Aune rodondance d'ordro 2.1
Une redondance active d'ordre 2 apparait commne un compromiw~bien adapt6 a~r contraintes a~ronautiques.
3.

STRUCI7URE DES SYSTEMES D'ECHANGES

3.1 Considirations CA ndrales

-

La structure choisie pour Ie syst~me influe sur la conception des proc6dures d'dchaziges, los interfaces et Ia
Las structures pr6sent6es ici tiennent compto des remarques du paragraphe pr~c~dent et sont limit6es Aune
redndace 'orredeux.
La go

tred'un syst~me d'khange est caract6risde par Ic mode do connexion des 6quipements. Colui-ci pout

8tre:

"- "Sie". La ligne do transmission est interromnpue do part et d'autre do 1'6quipement et so trouvo dicoup6e
en tron~ons 416mentaires.
-

"Parall*i"

ou en ddrivation. Los 6quipement sont coupl~s en d~rivation rur la ligne do transmission.

Dans ces 'syst~mes, l'unit6 do gestion est capable d'organiser los 6changes solon "r programme pre6tabli, cc qui
6vite d'avoir Ap~nalisor un calculatour pour assurer des 6changes do routine.
La calculetour pout intervenir dans le syst~me pour modifier lkijrdonnanceinent des 6changos i partir do -rit~res
compliqu6s quo l'unitd do gestiori West pas capable d'interpr~ter.

J

J~.j 5

3.2 Sbtmhar S"d
Structure Siric Constitute dc Deux Lignes Double Unldlrectionnelles

32.)

Un tel syst~me coinporte doux unit~s de geatlon l'une est en xervice et la aeconde en aecours. Chacune pilote
l'iune des deux Hignes doubles unidirectionnellcs. Les 6qulpemcnts son raccord6s &cos deux lignes (voir figure 1).

I

Lea dchanges sont susceptibles d'6tre assures avec la proc6dure aulvante:

F

L~e passage par l'unitd de gestion facflit#'- Ie contrble des 6changes.

-

Dana le sons de transmission unlt6 do gStaton 6quipements, ou trojet aller, on offectue la collecto d'une ou

plusieurs informations,
-Dans le seons appos6, au trajet rotour on diffuse aux 6quipements r6c~epteurs lea informations precdedmment
collectdes.

I

La sauveparde de la transmission est assurde par rodondanco des~unit6s de gostion, des supports do transmission
des circuits de raccordement des dquipements.

~3.2.2 Structure Serie Cornpose~e de Deux Lignes fl1idrectionnelles Inditpendantew
L~a structure reprsesntde figure 2 a lea mmems propridt~s que Is pr&c6dente, cule diviso simplement par deux le
nombre des lignes ez. transmission.
3.2.3

Structure Sotri Composwe de Deux Lignes UnidirectionnellesBoucl~e- Ind~tpendantes

Le systime so compose do deux r~seaux ind6pendants chacun d'entre oux Rtant pilot6 par une unit6 de gestion
(voir fligure 3). En fonctionnement normal, un soul r6seau r6alise lea 6changes, le second r6soau n'intervient qu'en
cas de panne du premier.
L'on pout concevoir quo I'exploitation d'un tel r6seau se fasse en deux temps:
-

Collecte des informations,
Diffusion des informations.

Bien quo redondant d'ordre 2 cc systime ne pout r~sister Aplus d'une d~faillance sur i'un et I'a-atre r~seau.
3.2.4

Structure SMri Compos~e dun Ligne Bidirectionnelle Boucl~e

La syst~me poss~de deux unit~s de gestion comme il est indiqui figure 4, une seule est en service Aun instant
donn6.
En fonctionnenient normal, la ligne est exploit~e en mode unidirectionnelle; le mode bidirectionnelle W'est
utilis6 qu'apr~s une d~faillance d'un Wlment.
Las unit~s do goation ont un dialogue possible grace A une ligne directe cc qui pormet d'exploiter au mieux los
redondances et do r~soudre beaucoup do cas do pannes avoc un Support de transmission minimnum.
3.3 Structure Para~lel
3.3.1
*

Structure Parall~le Cornposte de Deux Lignes Indipendantes
La syst~me so compose do deux lignes pilot~es chacune par un orp-ie central comme le montre Ia figure 5.

La branchement on parall~e do tous lea Equipements suppose qu'A un instant donn6 un soul Equipement soit
imettour pour quo le message puisse 8tre d~codE convenablement. Cette remarque oblige A compliquer le systime
pour iviter deux 6missions simultan6Ms par ailleurs il importe do protdgter Ia ligne contre un court circuit.
3.3.2

Structure Parall~le Cornposee de Deux Lignes Boucl&eT Independantes
Les deux unitis do gestlon sont indipendantes et pilotent chacune une ligne do transmission (figure 6).

L'unltd do gestion en voille reqoit -n permanence lea informations do Ia ligne active. It lui eat ainsi possibie
do ditector toute anomalle do transmission et de prendre Ie relais.
3.3.3

Strucfure Parallkle Cornprenant Deux Lignes Do- Wles et non Boucle~es

do gestion vera lea Equipement alors quo l'autre ligne eat utilis~e dana l'autre sons (voir figure 7).

314Dana la mesure oit les unit~s de gestlon peuvent diatoguer entre cites t'on peut envisager toutes lea combinaisons
pour Is sauvegarde du systeme.
3.4 Comparaison Entre lea Structures Mries et Paralldles
Les exemples pr~cidentes, pour une redondance d'ordre deux, font apparaltre Ia diversika de structures possibles,
sans prdjuger des proc~dures d'dchanges aussi les comparaisans ne porteront que sur tes caractaristiques tias A Ia transmission sans 6valuation compl~te des syst~mes.
Lea caract~ristiques prises en compte cancernent:
-

3.4.)

te couplage dlectrique au support de transmission,
Ites possibilitds de transmission bidirectionnelle des informnations,
la s6curitt de Is transmission,
lea posaibilit6s d'extension.
Couplage Electrique des Equlpements

Maec une structure skie, chaquc raccordemtent jouc le rble d'un r~p~teur et restitue un signal d~barassA des
Gffauts de propagation. Lea imp~dances vues depuis la ligne du c6t6 de l'metteur comme du c6t6 du ricepteur
peuvent 6tre rendues 6p!.z~ i l'imp6dance caract~ristique du support.
Avec une structure parall~1e, chaque coupleur pr~lave une fraction de l'nergie disponible sur la ligne au droit
de lit d~rivation.
11 eat n~cessaire de faire un compromis entre Ia fraction d'6nergie pr6lev~e i chaque ddrivation et le nombre de
celles-ci.
Si chaque coupteur pr~l~ve une part trop importante d'6nergie, Ia perte d'6nergie au niveau de la ligne doit etre
compensde par un pain plus important du r~cepteur d'Ai une augmentation de la sensibilit6 aux parasites.
Le branchement en paratlkle peut s'effectuer selon deux proc~dds:
i haute imp6dance, Les ricepteurs d'imp6dance successives sont susceptibles de provoquer une
.d~formation des signaux du fait des r~flexions Achaque ddsadaptation. Ceci ajoutt aux distorsions caus~es par
lea imperfections accrott la sensibilit6 aux parasites.

-branchement

-branchement

par dispositif adapt6, cc type de couptage a des pertes et demande l'interruption du support de

transmission.
3.4.2 Posslblllte de Transmission Bilatdrale
Avec une structure paraU~te, tea signaux doivent 6tre 6mis par un seul 6quipement. Le support nWest donc
utilisable qu'A l'alternat. Par contre avec une structure s~rne, it eat possible de superposer des signaux se propageant
dana lea deux sens de transmission en utilisant des coupleurs sp~ciaux capables d'extraire le signal requ, mais en ti
point on ne regoit qu'un soul signal. La transmission bitat~rale simultan~c eat int~ressante car elle cat susceptible de
pormettre une reconfiguration de k&
structure s~rne en utilisant un unique support de transmission.
3.4.3
*

Cadence Possible de Transmission

Avec une structure s~rne du fait de l'adaptation de tous lea trongons de tIIgne, un d~bit de 10 M bit/S est envisageabte sans poser de probl~me technologique insurmontable, Acondition de choisir un support de transmission de
bonne qualitd comme par exampte un cabte coaxial.
Une structure parall~te du fait des ruptures d'ixnp~dance du support de transmission permet des d~bits moindres,
de t'ordre du M~gabit par acconde, dana ces conditions le support de transmission peut 6tre une paire torsad~e.

*

~3.4.4 Proc~dures d'Eclaanges
A partir d'une structure s~rne toutes lea proc~dures d'6changes sont possibles y compris celtes g~ries de mani~re
d~centralis~c ofi une information veniant d'un Aquipement eat ins~r~e en un point pr~cia d'un multiplex temporal.

*

Par contre tes structures parUaltles doivent etre g~r~ca de mani~re centralis~c et n~cessitent des proc~dures
d'dchanges du type interrogation r~ponse, l'uniti de geation n'interrogeant qu'un seut 6quipement A Ia fois.

4.

RACCORDEMENT DES EQUIPEMENTS AU SUPPORT DE TRANSMISSION

4.1 DWfinition des Frontl~res
Le raccordement ou coupleur est un dispositif n6cessaire pour:
-

Adapter le d~bit et le format des informations en provenance du support de transmission aux besoins de
l'dquipement num&ris.

-

Extraire et pr~senter les informations au bon instant sur le support de transmission.

11apparait deux types de couplage:
-

Un coupleur au niveau de la transmission ou coupleur de BUS,
Un coupleur du cbt6 6quipement ou coupleur de sous-syst~me.

C'est le coupleur sous-syst~me qui est d~licat i difinir, en effet ii faut laisser aux constructeurs d'6quipements la
possibilit6 d'utiliser leurs Equipements dans pluisieurs systimes d'6changes difft~rents, et i la limite, leur laisser la
possibilit6 de raccorder les 6quipements sans syst~me d'ichanges.
L'interface au niveau du coupleur de BUS peut etre ddfinie sans contrainte particuli~re puis-qu'iI s'agit en fait
d'une partie int~grante du syst~me d'6changes.
Un dchange d'informations entre deux 6quipements est &6r par une proc~dure d'6changes qui d~finit les
diffdrentes phases de l'6change ains que les commandes Aengendrer pour en permettre la rialisation. Pour banaliser
au mieux le coupleur ii est int~ressant qu'une meme proc~dure de base puisse r~gir tous les 6changes car cela risque
d'intluer sur la standardisation des interfaces et par lI m~me des coupleurs.
Figure 8 nous rappelons comment se situent les jonctions pour raccorder un 6quipement au sous-syst~me.
4.2 Schdma Fonctionnel d'un Raccordement Simple
Nous n'aborderons pas le problme des redondances au niveau des raccordements car ii faudrait considt~rer la
technologie, la structure du syst~me d'6changes, proc~dures d'6changes...
Le couplage du sous syst~me est diff~rent suivant le mode de branchement choisi: s~rie ou parall~le.
Mais l'on retrouve toiajours; sensiblement le m~me ensemble de circuits destinE A analyser les ordres venant de
l'unit6 de gestion et dont le role est de commander les 6changes.
De son c6tE l'6quipement ou sous syst~me est muni de registres d'entrde et de sortie destinds i stoker les infori-nations, il s'agit de les utiliser au mieux pour 6viter les duplications inutiles de matdriel.
Les principaux circuits intervenant dans 1'6change des informations entre le BUS et le sous syst~me sont
indiqu~s par la figure 9.
II comprend deux parties, le coupleur de BUS pour r~aliser Ia transmission et contrbler les 6changes et le
coupleur sous syst~me qui dialogue directement avec les Equipements.
4.3 Nature des Signaux Echang6s
4.3.)

Signaux Transmis sur les Lignes BUS

Quelle que soit la structure, il est int~ressant de transmettre des signaux sans composante continu~e, de faqon A
avoir la possibiliti de r~aliser une isolement galvanique entre les 6l6ments dispos~s stir la ligne Le tr.-.nsmission. Les
6quipements peuvent etre distants les uns des autres, aliment~s i partir de sources diff~rentes, il importe d'6viter Ics
courants de circulation qui accentuent la sensibilitt aux parasites de Ia transmission.
Pour ces raisons, le message de base est codE avant d'etre transmis.
Aujourd'hui, deux codages paraissent faire l'unanimitE des constructeurs:
-

le code bi phase Manchester.
le code bi phase avec retour A z~ro.

Ces deux codes ont l'avantage de contenir l'horloge de la transmission donc d'6viter une ligne supplimentiaire
pour transmettre cette information. De plus, Iorsque l'horloge est directement extraite des do:~n~es il n'y pas de
d~calage entre l'information et des transitions d'horloge d'o6 un risque moindre d'erreur.
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4.3.2 Signaux Echangfts en ire le Coupleur Sous Syst~me et le Sous Syst~me
L~a distance seiparant le coupleur sous systme et le sous systme est faible, et dans de nombreux cas Us seront
alimen s par I& mime source d'6nergie.
Da.-.- ces conditions rien ne s'oppose Ace que les donnies entre sous systmre et coupleur sous syst~me soient
6changies en codage N R Z.
Sous cette forme les signaux s'exploitent facilement.
Pour diminuer au maximum les redondances, ii sera sanr doute avantageux que la transmission exploite directement les registres des 6quipements qui stockent I'information. Une procedure d'exploitation mixte de ces registres
est A envisager, surtout si l'on disire une extraction sous forme s~rie du 00t transmission pour r~aliser le maximum
d'dconomie de circuits.
S.

CONCLUSIONS
Un systme d'ichanges num6ris. semble attrayant par le fait meme qu'iI diminue considirablement les cablages

entre les 6quipements mais ii est important que la transmission soit solre.
Pour cela deux supports sont actuallement retenus pour les lignes BUS:
-

le cable coaxial,

-

la paire torsad~e blind~e.

Ces deux supports rt~sistent bien A l'induction de parasites ext~rieurs et 6videmment les signaux qu'ils vihiculent
rayonnent peu.
L'utilisation d'un codage sans composante continue pour la transmission sur des distances de quelques mitres
ou dizaines de metres am~liore la suret6 de transmission.
Les messages eux-memes peuvent etre contr~ls par l'adjonction de pits de parit6 et une procedure de demande
de rip6tition. 11 faut cependant 6viter d'aller trop loin dans cette voie sous peine d'augrnenter consid~rablement le
volume de l't6lectronique A mettre en oeuvre, ce qui r~agit sur la tiabiuit6.
Nous remarquons que les circuits logiques admettent un haut degr6 d'int~gration et la r~duction de volume qui
s'en suit permet le blindage facile des circuits pour limiter leur rayonnement.
Enfin les circuits logique eux memes sont difficilemient brouillables dans Ia mesure oui les longucurs des interconnexions restent faibles et les impedances pas trop &lev~es; nous retrouvons, M le dilemme consommation eff icacitt6.
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DIGITAL VkTA TRANSMISSION IN AIRCRAFT
EMC-PROBLEMS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

R. Rode
Messerschmitt-B3lkow-Blohm GmbH
Ottobrunn/Munich
Germany

SUMMARY
In the use of digital systems in aircraft, where a great deal of interference emission
and very sensitive equipment are concentrated in a small space, new problems can arise
due to the special type of emission and susceptibility of the digital systems. Great
care must therefore be laid on the selection of the cabling (twisting rate, shielding),
the line drivers and receivers, the rise and fall time, and the transmission rate.
To prove in practice the meaning of theoretical evaluations of a choice of line drivers,
line receivers and cables, special tests were performed on the EMC-test-facilities at
MBB. These tests also covered the different shielding and earthing possibilities. The
experience obtained from theory and practice found their implementation in Europen aircraft-program.
Special EMC-tests were established 1o prove the compatibility of the digital systems
with the complete aircraft system.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Modern aircraft require more and more sophisticated equipment operating on a digital basis. These systems can be the Primary Flight Control (fly by wire), the Autopilot, the Air Intake Control, the Air Data Computer, the Inertial Navigation or the
stores manageimient system. It can be seen that all these systems are important for flight
safety and mission success. It is therefore necessary to design the digital. data transmission with a high noise immunity. Great care has to be laid on the selection and calibration of the line drivers and line receivers in view of rise time, fall time and transmission rate; also the selection of the connecting wires is important in view of twisting
rate and shielding effect. Practical tests have then to indicate the susceptibility limits
and the level of conducted and radiated emission to be sure to achieve an overall compatible aircraft system.
2.

LAYOUT OF THE TRANSMISSION

2.1.

General Layout.

SiSTEM

Several studies have been conducted to optimize a data transmission system from
an EMC point of view, where the unwanted emission from the transmissioi cables is as
important as the susceptibility to external interference sources. As a result, fig. I
shows the proposed configuration where the data together with the data identification
(TAG) are transmitted on one twisted pair, a second twisted pair carrying the clock
pulses for bit synchronization. This system is proposed on the grounds of optimization
of weight, connection number, mission safety, costs and development risk. The necessary
clock frequency is limited to high frequencies by the rising cable radiation (short rise
and fall times necessary) and the usable cable types (twisted pairs). The minimum possible
clock frequency can be calculated from the necessary data flow per unit of time. Finally
a clock frequency of 64 kHz + 5 % is proposed as a compromise. A pulse coded modulation
shall be used as a modulation frequency because other modulation techniques as pulse position modulation or pulse width modulation need much higher bit frequencies which means
a higher emission of interference. The data signal format shall be of the type "nonreturn-to-zero" because all " return-to-zero"l formats have more edges to the waveform
and the transmission therefore radiates more interference at higher frequencies.
An important part of the general layout is to assure as much transmission safety as possible. Faults can occur due to equipment failures or interference from external sources
(other equipment, lightning strikes, EMP).
The data signals shall be transmitted on the two lines in both "true" and "complement"
form, each being the logic inverse of thi other. The two lines are twisted together so
that both lines experience the same electromagnetic environment on the route to the receiver. Thus any noise picked up would induce the same effect on both lines. Usual receivers are designed to detect the difference between the two lines and reject the noise
which is the same on both lines (common-mode rejection). The symimetry of the true and
comp7--ment waveforms must be maintained since well-balanced waveforms will tend to cancel
the radiated field of the other.
Fig. 2 shows the serial data transfer which seems to be an optimal solution for transmission safety.

I,!

Bit No.
I
2
3
=
6
7
a
*
*

,c)

Name
Control Bit
Spare Bit 1
Least Significant Bit (TAG)
Identification Bit (TAG)
Most Significant Bit (TAG)
Spare Bit 2

Bit NR.
9
10 - 23
24
25
26
27 - 32

Name
Least Significant Data Bit
Data Bits
Most Significant Data Bit
Spare Bit 3
Parity Sit
Word Synch Clock Bits

Correct and undisturbed transmission can be checked as follows:
(a)
The control bit (1) shall be set to a logic "I" when the transmitting equipment is
in order.
(b)
The spare bits (2, 8, 25) shall always be set to digital "0" and to the correct popc)sition.
The identification (3-7) and data word (9-24) shall always have the fixed word
length.
(d)
The parity bit (26) shall be set so that the total parity of the data word (26 bits)
is odd.
(e)
A w~issing synchronization indicates a transmission fault.
All these above mentioned checks are important for correct data transmission and are used
later on as susceptibility criteria during the EMC-tebts.
2.2.

Line Drivers and Receivers.

Since most of the avionic equipment will be designed using standard logic operating from a 5 V power supply, this voltage shall also be used with the following definition: Digital "I" a +5 V; Digital "0" - 0 V.
A transmission system designed to operate in an aircraft should be able to operate
with a 20 meter cable-length between line driver and receiver. The driver and receiver
have to be chosen accordingly. Integrated circuits shall be used for reasons of space,
cost, weight, and reliability, The most important part of the line driver and receiver
layout from an EMC point of view is the definition of the transmitted waveform. Limiting
the rise and fall time of the transmitted signal reduces the radiated emission. As a
possible solution fig. 3 shows the proposed waveform, where the time between the 10% to
the 90% value is about I lis which means a much lower rise and fall time than usual
( 10 ns). The waveform shall not exhibit any sharp discontinuities between transition
from one logic level to another. Every deviation from the ideal waveshape shall be limited as much as possible. Fig. 4 shows the proposed limits for permitted deviations
from the ideal waveshape (overshoot, undershoot, pulse ringing, pulse droop and pulse
jitter).
Every sharp discontinuity increases the radiated interference and therefore the
cross-coupling to other sensitive lines. Since the line receiver should only need to
operate with signals having 64 kHz repetition frequency, it can be designed to have an
input noise bandwidth of less than 2 MHz which means a rejection of all high frequency
noise at the receiver input, therefore reducing the susceptibility of the transmission
system.
2.3.

Cable Selection.

As stated before, the proposed solution for the DDT system is to use two screened
twisted-pair cables. On the grounds of space, weight and simplicity it is preferable to
have only one cable per channel and it is therefore proposed to adopt a twisted-quad
cable as shown in fig. S. Tests with several types of cable indicates that the use of a
quad cable does not reduce the compatibility of the system when good screening efficiercy is assured (a woven copper screen with a coverage of more than 90% proved satisfactory). In order to achieve matched conditions for the transmission system the characteristic impedance of the cable at 64 kHz shall be about IG0 9. During the EMC-tests
several p6ssibilities for connecting the screen with an earth-point were tested and will
be dicussed later. The signal lines themselves shall be ungrounded (balanced signals)
which is also important to avoid earth loops and possible potential differences between
line driver and receiver. Fig. 6 shows a collection of the proposed data for the selected transmission system which were adopted for testing and later on foý aircraft use.
3.

EMC-TEST

3.1.

Test Set-Up.

A special EMC-test-program was established at MBB to prove the effectiveness of
the envisaged measures. The test set-up is shown in fig. 7, and indicates that the attempt
was made to simulate some typical aircraft conditions as closely as possible:
(a)
Cable length: 20 m (twisted-quad).
(b)
Ground plane (aluminum), simulating the aircraft structure, width I m, test cable
mounted midway between its edges.
(c)
Height of cable above ground plane: 5 cm (medium distance possible in an aircraft,
also distance as required for MIL-STD 461 A, 462 testing).
(d)
Test wire directly attached to the DDT cable, coupling length 4 m.
(e)
Line drivers and receivers with the necessary circuits driven by batteries mounted
in screened enclosures.

*------

(f)

A bulkhead connector

simulation was mounted ii

.ertical

aluminum plate mounted

transversly on the ground plane to test the different earthing possibilities of
the screen at this point.
The test
program consisted of different susceptibility
and emission tests
performed with
several line drivers, receivers and cables with different earthing conditions of the
screen- Not all
of the tests
performed shall be detailed in this
lecture and only the
main results
can be given in compressed form.

3.2.

Emission Tests.

Two basically different results were received during the emission tests, dependent
on the rise and fall time of the transmitted signal (64 kHz). The cable used mainly was
the proposed shielded twisted-quad. Different ecrthings of the screen conditions were
checked with the following possibilities (fig. 8):
(a)
Screen connected to earth on transmitter or receiver end only.
(b)
Screen fed-through bulkhead connecter via a separate pin
(c)
Screen connected to earth at the bulkhead connector at transmitter or receiver
side or on both sides.
With these different conditions the inductive and capacitive coupling on a length of 4 m
to a fixed wire was measured with narrowband detection in the frequency range 14 kHz to
100 MHz. Narrowband detection was used because the measured interference was mainly of
the narrowband type (at least up to 10 MHz). No measurements are necessary for freuqncies lower than 14 kHz because the lowest detectable frequency was 32 kHz, Some important results of the measurements are plotted in the following figures where the first
tests were performed with the earthing configuration:
Screen on Tx end connected to earth
-

-

Screen on Rx end open

Screen at bulkhead connector through a pin, not earthed at the bulkhead connector.

Fig. 9 shows a comparison of two different line driver/receiver-systems in view of inductive coupling. For this measurement the test wire was shortened and the interference
current induced in this loop measured with a current probe. The upper curve is the result achieved with a line transmitting pulses with 20 ns rise and fall time. The lower
curve was achieved with a line driver transmitting pulses of I ýLs rise and fall time.
The result indicates differences of up to 50 dB. The importance of this result can be
seen in the comparison with the limit curve of MIL-STD 461 A, test CE 03, CE 04.
It car. easily be calculated that a second DDT cable in parallel would raise the induced
current by 6 dB and then the result ih. the frequency range 1.5 to 50 M{h. would already
lie above the limit. This can be the case for a power supply cable running in parallel
with the same DDT lines to the same equipment. During a bench test required by MIL-STD
461 A, 462 for military equipment this specific equipment would fail to meet the required
limits. A solution which means a reduction of the detected interference on the power line
could only be achieved by changing the signal characteristics of the DDT cables as proposed before. Fig. 10 shows the same comparison in view of capacitive coupling. This
measurement was performed with a 1.1 kQ resistor in series with the 50 Q input of the
measuring receiver. In comparison with the low impedance of the test wire this can be
seen as the case "test wire open" arid the measured voltage is a criterion of the-capacitive coupling. The voltage across the "open" ends of the test wire can be calculated
by adding 27 dB to the values indicated in the diagram. The upper curve is -he result
achieved with pulses of 20 ns rise and fall time, the lower curve with pulses of I ws
rise and fall time. Differences of up to 30 dB can be calculated from the diagram. Tho
cai~acitive coupling is an important factor for sensitive signal lines running in parallel
with the DDT cables. The maximum level coupled to the test wire was 70 mV (at 7 and 15
MHz). This level can already affect sensitive systems ind will be increased, the more
the digital lines are in the same cable bundle.
Fig. 11 shows
previously in
The different
(a)
Screen
Screen
(b)
Screen
Screen
Screen
(c)
Screen
Screen
Screen
(d)
Screen
Screen
Screen
The
(Tx
(c)
fed
(a)

a coriparison of the different
view of inductive coupling.
earthing possibilities are:
at Tx and Rx end connected to
at bulkhead connector earthed
at Tx end connected to earth.
at Rx end open.
at bulkhead connector earthed
at Tx end connected to earth.
at Rx end open.
at bulkhead connector through
at Tx end open.
at Rx end connected to earth.
at bulkhead connector earthed

earthing conditions,

as showit in fig.

8

earth.
on both sides.
on Rx side.
a pin, not earthed at the hilkhead connector.
on Tx side.

best solution is obviously case (a) which means earthing the screen at both ends
and Rx) and on both sides of the bulkhead connector. The next possibility is case
where the screen is earthed at the transmitter end only, at the bulkhead connector
through via a separate pin. The distance between the best and worst solution (case
and (d)) can be calculated to be up to 50 dB (at 500 kHz).
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Fig. 12 shows the same comparison in view of capacitive coupling. Again case (a) can be
seen to be the best solution, followed by case (c). The distance between the best(at,
and
the worst solution (case ýa) and Wd) can be calculated to be again up to 50 dB
300 kHz) where it has to be mentioned that case (d) (earthing the screen at the receiver
end) is not the worst case for frequencies above 600 kHz.
Susceptibility Tests.

3.3.

For the susceptibility tests the transmitted bit rate was reduced from 64 kBit
per second to I Bit per second to be able to monitor the Tx signal and the received signal by digital counters in the form of a direct check. Any deviation betwee-n the two
digital readings was defined as a maliunc..tion.
All susceptibility tests were performed with the two DDT systems:
(a)
Rise/fall time 20 ns
(b)
Rise/fall time I lis
For these tests the screen was earthed at the transmitter end, fed thr~ough the
bulkhead connector via a separate pin (case (d)). This configuration was used although
the most favourable solution for emission reasons was to earth the screen at both e~nds

I.

and at the bulkhead connector (case (a)). In view of susceptibilities the earth loops

created in case (a) act as antennas for magnetic fields and affect the data transmission.
A second reason is thtu interference current flowing in the aircraft structure which
would also flow in the screen via a closed earth loop and would be coupled to the data
cables. No susceptibilities could be detected applying an electric field of more than
10 V/rn to the DDT system in the frequency range 100 MHz to 3 GHz. This frequency range
was chosen because a lot of equipment in an aircraft transmits in this range (V/UHF,
TACAN, 1FF or the RADAR). No susceptibilities could be detected on applying a CV current
of 30 Amps at 400 Hz to the test wire. This case can certainly occur in Ln aircraft.
Some susceptibilities were detected applying 10 )i current spikes to the test wire. The
susceptibility limits were found in the range 20 to 40 Amps but denpendent on the
common-mode rejection and matching conditions of the lised receivers, mostly independent
of the rise and fall tine of the transmitted signal. Voltage tests were also performed.
A CW-signal of 25 V in the frequency range 100 Hz to 500 kHz was applied to the test
wire. No susceptibility could be detected. Some susceptibilities were found on applying
voltage spikes (10 4~s) to the test wire at levels of about 200 V. Again these susceptibilities depend mainly on the common-mode rejection and good matching conditions of the
receiver. For some types of receivers no susceptibilities were detected although current
pulses of 70 Amps and voltage pulses of 700 V were applied.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

The EMC-tests performed on the proposed DDT system indicated that for susceptibility reasons a good common-mode rejection and the matching of the line receiver is important. Under realistic environmental conditions, as expected in, an aircraft, only
susceptibilities against spikes could be detected. In an aircraft the produced spikes
(switching operations) should therefore be suppressed to nonidangerous levels (20 A
current spikes, 200 V voltaqe spikes). Under this condition the proposed layout of the
DDT system is satisfactory whichl was also proven with the results of the emission tests.
The proposed transmission frequency of 64 kHz together with a rise/fall time of I 4s
are satisfactory to reduce the emitted interference to an acceptable level. A good
transmission safety can be achieved by means of the proposcd Control Bits, a parit~y
check and a synchronization check. A twisted-quad cable i.s proposed for the transmission
and proved satisfactory. The complete proposed transmission system was installed ill
various aircraft equipment. The experience gained from practical use indicates good
agreement with the theoretical evaluations and the results of the performed EMC-tests.
Fig. 13 to 15 show dome photographs taken during the measurements.
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Fig. 1 Two twist'td pair configuration of the digital data transmission
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Fig. 13

Measurement of radiated susceptibility: the picture shows the logarithmic antenna (0,2
bulkhead connector with a field intensity probe

Fig. 14

Fig. 15
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DISCUSSION
D. H. HIGHT: Would you please inform me of the accuracy to which the line was balanced
and how this was obtained.
R. RODE: After connection of the line driver/receiver circuits with the connecting
data line, the transmitted signal was monitored with an oscilloscope to check the correct signal characteristic.
The optimal matching was then achieved by adding a capacitor and a resistor to the line driver circuit until the wanted signal characteristic
regarding overshoot, undershoot, pulse droop, etc., was reached.
No measurements were
performed under unmatched conditions.
A. HOPWOOD:
1)
What effect does the length of the cable have on the amount of RF
energy being radiated from the cable? 2) The HF transmitter is usually the cause of
most interference problems on aircraft. What susceptibility tests did you perform in
this frequency band?
R. RODE:
1) The radicted RF energy is directly proportional to the cable length (up
to the first
cable resonance), but the measured field strength at a certain point is
During our tests, a fixed length of 20m
then depending on the looming of the cable.
was used simulating a possible aircraft condition. 2)
During other tests also, the
range of HF transmitters (2 to 30MHz) was covered and no susceptibility could be detected on the DDT channels.

These tests were not performed with field strengths above 70V/m and therefore, it
cannot be stated up to now whether a susceptibility in the actual aircraft with possible field strengths of up to 60V/m can occur or not.
Special on-aircraft tests with
the HF system have been established for this reason.
0. HARTAL: From my experience,
.:
,
lines are a source of transient interference,
and from aircraft I am familiar with, t!,0.s current has its return in the aircraft skin.
Were any of your susceptibility te:.
co'nducted in this manner?
R. RODE: No susceptibility 1tests have been performed injecting interference in the
simulated aircraft skin.
By our opinion, this probleni area is covered by the tests
where interferences were injected in the wire in parallel with the DDT cable.
A direct
injection in the screen of the DDT cables in the aircraft is not possible in our case
for two reasons:
a) The screen is
cessions ware given).

connected to earth on the transmitter end only (only a few con-

b) The DC return current is flowing in wires to a limited number of raised earth
points where a low impedance connection to the central earth area is guaranteed.
0. PIETERSEN: Can you tell
me what modulation frequency you used during the susceptibility
tests?
(This in view of the transmitted bit rate of I bit per second.)
R. RODE: During the susceptibility tests, the same pulse coded modulation as fox the
emission tests was used, only reducing the transmitted bit rate from 64K bit per cecond
to I bit per second to be able to monitor the received signal directly by a digital
counter.
J.

C. DELPECH:

I would like to express two comments:

1)
In the Example you give, you work at relatively low frequencies (64 KHz) with
climb fronts whose duration is approximately lps. At "Aerospatiale", we have carried
out measurements of interferences produced on a multiplex!ng line made up by a twisted
shrouded pair, in TTL logic at l1 bits/s.
In order that the electric field produced
be below the limit prescribed by the document D0138 of RTCA, the shrouding of the data
link line must be earthed every two meters, which raises problems on board an aircrafL.
*

2) This line is also perturbed if there is an induction coupling through which
runs the transient of a current resulting from the disconnection of tho coil of a highpower aircraft switch, the length of the coupling being 3 meters.
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GENERATIONS ET EFFETS DES TENSIONS PARASITES DE CONDUCTION ET DE
&AYONNEMENT ENTRE ENSEMBLES D'UN MEME SYSTEME
A. QUIDET
ELECTRONIQUE MARCEL DASSAULT
92214

1.

-

SAINT-CLOUD

-

FRANCE

INTRODUCTION
Lee systhtmes a~roport~s font intervenir un nornbre toujours plus grand de mat~riels plus ou
misdispers~o
l'savion atentre lesquels doivent o'effectuer des 6changes d~informations pr~cises.

En outre, au courm de cern derni)bres ann~es, l'introduction des techniques num~riques, bien
qu'apportant de nombrevx avantages par ailleurs, a cependant rendu plus difficile la col'abitation d'6quipemnents utilisant cern techniques nouvelles et ceux qui sont rest6s fidlhies aux techniques traditionnelles
analoitiques.
Il en rdsulte xwe importance accrue du probllhme de Ia protection et, lee m~thodes mins, en
oeuvre pour le r~soudre doivent ddborder le cadre de l'6quipement individual travaillant de faqon pratiquement autonome pour Stre ddsormais non seailement 6tendues aux c~blages de l'avion qui assurent
l'interconnexion des 6quipaments compidmentairep, mnain, aussi, homnog~n6isfi entre ces diif~rents
6quipements pour rdpondre k tine politiqua gdndrale commune.
Sane ce'~te homogdn~isation, la protection a en effet toi.%es lea chances d'etre illusoire et son
amdlioration, en cas de ddfaut, est extr~nxement difficile et lourde de cone~quences pour iue par dire
impossible.
11 eat alors hautement souhaitable d'analyser les principales sources dlinterf~rences contre
lesquelles ii faut se pr~munir et d'en d~duire les ligneis directrices d'une politique de protection.
Cette politique repose mur trois objectif., peut-Atre 6vidents, mais scouvent n~glig~s. Cee
objectifs sont les suivants:
-

-

limiter dans la mesure du possible le nambre de g~n~rateure
de parasites,
r~duire lee couplagee ind~sirable.,
6chapper auxc effete perturbateurs en choisismant pour le traitement
dles informations dea m~thodes appropri~es.

De plus lee Squipemnents adronautiques, comme bien d'autres, sor.t assujettis en cc qui concerne
lea perturbations 6lectromagn~tiques A der normes telles que
-

AIR 510 C Edition n* 4 dui 15/02/1963,

-

MIL STD 461 A du 01/08/1968.

-

MIL STD 462 du 31/ 07/1 967.

A propos de cbs normes, vieillies de cinq bhdix ans, tine 4uestion lnt~ressante eat de savoir si
elies sont bien adapties aux techniques nun~riques rnouvelles et si lea mOrnes causes ont les meines
effete en analogique et en num46rique. Mais ceci cat un autre ddbat.
2.

:'OUPLAGES INDESIR.ABLES
D'une manibre g~airale, lee couplages eintre deux circuits peuvent exister sous trols forines qul

jpeuvent d'ailleurs Stre simultanies
Couplage risiatll,

Couplage inductif,

Maio avant toute chose, comment sont gdn6ris lee parasites ?

Couplage capacitif.
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2. 1.

Gdndration dog iparpaltes
Les g~ndrateurm dr, parasites peuvent Otre classas en deux catigories
Les di/dt,

lee dv/dt.

Les uns cr6ent de* -:hamps parasites qui perturbent lee circuits qulil. atteignent

lea autres,

1a.ljeu des capacit4s parasites, cr6ent des courants pouvant Stre nuisibies et dont I& rdpartltion eat
11 faut done, done I& rnesure du possible, 6viter cern variations, ou tout au moins fixer leurs
valeurs au minimum compatible@ avec le bon fonctionniement du systbrne car l'amplitude des parasites
engendr6a eat inversement proportionnelle k la durde des front*.
Llaction doit done porter our la reduction de la rapidit46 des variations des grandeura ilectrlquex
suivantes
nImpddance,

courant,

tension.

11 faut #Ralemeint noter qulentre les di/dt et lee dv/dt, interviennent lee circuits magndtiquea qui
at pr~sentent comma ties g~ndrateure d'harmoniques.
Z. 2.

Couplage risistif

Dan* cettle premihre catigorie entrent tous lea couplages qui ont pour origine un courant circulant
done une branche commune I deux circuits.
Soit X titre dtexemple, un 6quipement A devant exploiter sous forme 6lectrique quatre informations
6labor~ges dan. un autre 6quipement B sous forme mdcanique et comportant par suite quatre potentiomhttrea
de un kfl (figure 1).
Cen potentiomn~tres sont aliment~a en tension de rdfdrence 25 V par l'dquipement A k travers des
cftblagea do 0, 4 mmZ et dlenviron 10 mlbtrea de longueur.
Si le fil de mnasse qui *ort de r6fdrence eat. l'un des file d'alimentation il pr~aenite une r6mstiatnce
de I'ordre de 500 rnf et eot travera6 par un courant de 100 mA de sorte qulil existe ontre les deux points
"Ia"et "b", qui sont 3s masses de r6f~rence respective@ des deux 6quipernents, une tension de 50 mV
cleat-k-dire de 2/1000 de la rdfdrence.
Si done lea potentiom'btrea cant desting@ hLtranamettre une information pr~cise au 1/1000 un tel
montage eat IL rejeter.
A fortiori, il ne saurait 6tre question d'utiliser des voice communes aux circuits de puissance
-

Excitation de synchro tranometteurs.

-

Phase fixe de moteurs dipbas~s.

Dana cc cas, l'information serait non seulem~ent fausal~e en amplitude main me verrait ldgalement
affectlde d'une quadrature ou d'harmoniquen riaquant de nuire k son exploitation ult~rieure.
A plus forte raison encore, ii aerait absurde dlutiliaer, comme circuit de retour, la masse avion
dane laquello peuvent circuler toutes sortes de courants X tous niveaux et toates fr~quences.
La vdritable solution consiste X sip.arer effectivement tous lei circuits qui peuvent avoir entra
eux des influence* parasites. On est ainei certain do- ne lalaser subsister aucune portion de circuit
commune (figure 2).
En particulier, il eat indispensable de conse.-ver un caractbjro 6quipotentiel aux circuits de masse
devant servir do r~fdrence de mesure et par cone~quent de ne lea, faire parcourir par aucun courant.
Cottle separation pent en gndnral Stre obtenue asset facilement X condition d'Stre envisag~e suffisamment t~t au cours do i'dtude en ayant 6ventuellement recourm & des transforrnateurs d'isolernent
(iigure 3).
Toutefois, lorsque Il'n so heurts X des impoesibilit~s on des difficunltis de r6alisation 11 y a lieu
d'envionger des solutions particulibres parmi lesquelles 1'6quilibrage des circuits mdrlte d'Stre nottt
comma apportant une solution trhs satisfaisante. (Figure 4).
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Cet Squilibrage fait intorvenir nicossairoment doux tensions d'alimontatlon en opposition do pha..
et explolttes do tello sorte qulil y ait compensation des courant* done leg circuits do retour.
11 out h noter quo cette chaose au trajot commun no doit pas mo limiter aux sch4mas, maim olle doit
Stre poursuivie jusque done la rdallmation m~me du cftblage on particulior Il'quilibrago d'uri circuit doit
me faire Io plus prihm possible de la portion de circuit qu'll slagit dl~qullibrer (Figure 5).
2. 3.

Couplaae inductif

Ces couplagem sont due k l'action our une boucle d'un champ variable, gendralement cr66 par 'in
courant.
Ile mont proportionnels I la fri~quence, X Ilamplitudo du champ et I Isa surface do Ia boucle.
Ile mont d'autant plum k craindre quo la frdquence du champ parasite cit glov~e maim cosat Ak uno
donn~e du problhme our laquolle ii out pratiquement impossible d'agir.
Loin doux autres facteurs dictent immddiatement lcm protections X onvisagor
-

Riduction des champs parasites.

-

Suppression des boucles ou tout au momns de la surface offerte au~x
champs inducteur m.

2. 3. 1. Rl~duction des champs parasites
Loraque lee champs parasites sont dum hkdes couranti il cit mouvent pomsible de leg r46duire X.
l'origino meme en vdhiculant conjointement par des film torsad~s, ou aummi vcimins quo possible. des
courants dont la momme vectoriolle eit nulle X chaque instant
-

Courants aller-retour en monophas6.

-

Courants triphasis 6quilibrdm.

On pout espldrer une reduction des champs au voisinage des circuits do puissance en exploitant
des blindages trosids courammont utilis~s bion quo momns efficacem vim-h-vim des champs 6lectromagn6tiques quo lee blindages continue. Cola constitue une excellente pridcaution qui doit Stro adoptde en
1'abm once d' impdratifs contrairos.
Pour r~duirt! encore, au niveau des circuits de mesure, lee champs parasites cr466e par leg
circuits do puissance, le traje~t do corn r~moaux sera l&udi6 do fa~... A lee 6loignor le plus possible,
surtout dans los portions paraillbis.
Comme au niveau des circuits do puissanco. le blindage des circuits de mosure perruet dlescompter
'inc rdduction des champs suiceptibles dtattoindro !:D conducteurm.
Si un couplago inductif est in~vitable on pout 6tudier la poseibilit6 d'ann'.lor son offet on induimant
volontairoment des courants muppl~mentaires ddphasdm. Ceci penut etre rdaliai- 4 l'aide io petits transformatourm r~glables (figure 6).
Pour rdduire encore le couplage inductif X un niveau acceptable, il pout 6tre ndcessairc dlinmtaller
des blindages magndtiquem qui conititueront do v~ritables courts-circuits meme aiix basoeq frdquencos.
Z. 3. 2. Suppression des boucles
*
k.

Finalement lem champs idlectromagndtiques n'auraient aucurie action parasito slil n'existait pas de
bouclem dana lem circuits do mesuro.

~

Le grand principe consiste doac hLlditer touto boucle et 4 r~dairp. au manimum Ia surface do
cellos qui no pouvent 6tre kvit~cs.
Le premier point m'appiique on particulier aux circuits de manse tervant do rdfdrence do mosure..
Ile doivont n~cessairoment prv~senter une structure en arbre ou on ar~te do poisson et no janmaim
so boucler mur eux-m~n-ios.

En cc qui concerne lee blindagos, il no membie pas quo dane lee applications analogiquom actuellem.
Ilexistonco do boucles do mnasse par mime en paralll~le do plumleurm blindages et connexion IL!a mansse aux
deux extrdmitdm moit pratiquement lourde do consdquencem.
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Ii nWon route pas main. vrai quo I& prdsenco do boucles set Pau souhaitable. Objets do couplages
inductifs et rdsiatifu coon bouciages non nicessairos a priori, intordisent en outro la connaissance precise
dos distributions des courants capacitifs quo lee blindages en tant que protection 6iectroutatique uont
priciadment charggs de ddriver ILla masse at par suite nuisont X leur utilimation convenable ainsi qu'k
une miss au point facile en cam de difficultdu.
Ce sont lh des raisons tiuffisantes pour considgrer quo lee blindago. no doivent pas, on g~ndral,
Stre interconnectis suivant une structure mailIde, main au contraire Stro isol~s entre eux sur toute lour
longueur ot relige b. la manse suivant une structure en arbre,
Pour rdduire Ia surface des boucles in~vitablem, et en particulier toutes lea fois qu'une information
more. disponible on "fiottant", on aura recourm sait au conducteur coaxial soit aux film toread6s.
Le fil coaxial, ou X la riguour is fil blind6 imolE (loraque ma capacit6 Wn'et pa. ganante). dans
lequel Is conductour central sort do circuit ailer, Is retour itant assur6 par Ia gamne extdrieure, prisente
une boucle do surface pratiquoniont nulls et constitus la meiileure solution en tant quo protection.
Ii a Ilinconvdnient do ndcessiter pour chaqus liaison deux brochos par prime et parfoim do n~cesmiter
den prime* spdciales.
Par ailleurs, la capacit6 du blindage par rapport X la masse pout, dans cortains cas, former la
boucle et danner lieu ýLun courant do circulation criant un couplage rdsistif (figure 7).
Pratiquornent. uxie protection p1resqtus aussi efficace eat obtenus par Ilutilisation do deux file
torsadds sous blindage qui par ailleurm n-. n~cessmitent pas do primes spdcialem.
Los film torsadds prisentent en outre l'avantags par rapport au coaxial do pormettro lee liaisons
par plus do deux conductour..
2. 4.

Couplaire capacitif

Ii y a couplags capacitif toutem lee foim qu'oxiste aux barnes d'une capacit6, une diff~rence do
potential variable.
Cette capaciti, en refermant le circuit, darnne lieu X des courants qui peuvent crier un couplage
rdsistif ind~sirable.
L'importance de ces couplages eat 6videmmont proportionnelle k
-

l'amnplitude et la frdquenco do la diffdrence do potontial variable,

-

la valour do ia capacitS do couplago,

-

is nivsau d'impddance du circuit suivi par Is courant do d~faut.

La protection vis4k-vis do corn couplagos capacitifm rdsulte directemnent do corn consid~rations.
Sous uno forms ou sous uno autre, cotte protection consists
X riduiro l'amplitudo dos diff~rences do potentiel aux bornes des capacitdm parasites on fixant

-

do fagon convenable lea potentiels dlectrostatiquem dos circuits non reli~s par r~sistance,
-

k r~duire la velour des capacitis parasites entre lea circuits ndcessairement I des potentiels
diff~rent. at variables, soit en los ilnignant, soit on ajoutant en s~rie avec la capacit46 parasite
une capacitg plus failbe (utilisation do coaxial pa.r oxample),

-

k canalisor loa coiarantm do d~faut pour dliminor lee couplagos r~sistif. indimirables.
Sans avair la pr~tention d'onvisager taus lea cas possibies extr~rnernnt vari~s, qusiques examnples

vont permettre d'illustrer ces consid~rations (figure 8).
Soit un transformateur bobin6 "deux file en main" (primaire at socondaire bobinds simultan~ment)
et prdsontant do ce fait uno capaciti parasite importante ontre onroulement primaire ot eecondaire, is
secandaire 6tant slipposE relid X Is. masse en A, divers can peuvont 6tro envisag~ms
-

Is primairo pout etre laisid enti~remont flottant ; son potentiel dlectroctatique, fix6 aloys uniquemont par des capacitds parasites pout Stre quelconque ce qui eat trl~s gLenant s'il so trouve I
proximit46 de circuits X haute tension ot frdquonce dlev~e,
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a n l'absence d'imp4ratife contraire.,

ii y a donc gdgn~ralement intgrat I fixer cc potential en

rdunissarnt 1'un des point@ primaires I un potential voisin du potential secondaire et en particulier
býla Masse ; toutefots, le choix du point ýkmettre I Ia Masse nest pas indiffdrent:
dane 'in cao la diffhrence de potential aux bornes des capacit4a parasites eat rnaximaie tout
au long des enroulernents et il en r~sulta un courant de d~faut important qui, en retournant

k la Masse h travers l'enroulement dunne lieu hLdes couplages rdsistift qui peuvent Lktre
extr~meinent g~nantS,
au contraire done l'autre cas, lea capacitdu parasites sont soumises X des diff~rences de
potential minirnales et le ddfaut pr~c~dent cut rdduit,
-

toujours en l'absence d'impdratif contraire, (minimisation de la self de fuite par exemple), wie
meilleure solution consiste Wrdduire la. capacit6 parasite entre enroulements en bobinant wgpa..
r~rnent prirnaire et secondaire,

-

enfin, une dernilbre am~lioration consiste !h introduire entre lea ddux bobinages un Ecran i~eli46 k
la miass* par un circuit h trlbs faible imp~dance. Cet 6cran tout en remplavant les capacit~s
parasites par d'autres, peut-etre meme plus gr, 'des, a 1'avantage de d~river k la Masse lee
courants de ddfautu par un circuit distinct du circuit de mnesure. parfaitement connu et qui. n'Etant
pas soumnis aux m~mes exigences que le circuit de me sure peut Stre Eventuellement plus facilement
6tudi6 pour remplir au mieux la fonction qui lui tat d~volue.

Get example du transformateur a permis de gro-,sir les ph~cnomhnes et de les rendre par suite plus
facilement accessibles.

3.

LIAIFONS POUR TRANSMISSION D'INFORMATIONS NUMERIQUES

Lee nouveaux systlbmes qui sont mis en place sur lea avions modernes utilisent de plus en plut; pour
les 6changes d'informations entre lee 6quipernents cornposant cen systltmes, Ia technique numdrique de
liaison rnultiplexde ou liaison omnibus.
Par d~finition, une liaison omnibus eat une liaison physique 1 2 conducteurs, a'i davantage, aliment~e
hi Ilune de ses extr~mit~s par un g~n~rateur, et chargl~e de tranamettre une information de nature quelconque
hi plusieurs r46cepteurs dispoos~s our le cheminernent de la liaison.
Sans entrer dans le detail de ce type de liaison, ii eat cependant trZ~s utile de noter Vl'imprtance de
cette liaison, 6ventuellement redondante, qui est Ilunique support d'46changes entre lee 6quipements cornposant le systbme.
Doli lea nombreuses pr~cautions qui doivent LStre prises, en particulier vis-L-vis des perturbations
6lectromagn~tiques, pour assurer une s~curiti6 de fonctionnement 46lev~e.
Parmi ces pr~cautions,
tea ýLexaminer.

lea liaisons de masses entre 4quipernents mont particulibrernent int~ressan-

Pour ce faire, il est utile d'analyser lea cons~quences de l'apparition de tensions parasites et lee
effets de ceux qui sont induits par rayonnement.
De telle sorte que lee effets des blindages peuvent e~tre 6tudi~s et un mode de connexion pr~conis46.
3.1.

Liaisons de Masse entre

~C-uipenieits

Chaque 6quipemnent, ensemble ou mous-ensemble, partie d'un systbme poss~de une Masse m~canique qui doit toujours LStre distincte et imnl6e de sa Masse 61ectri.-ue.
La masse m~canique doit Lstre r~unie localei ent hLla structure par Ilinterm~diaire soit de tresties
m~talliques, soit des fixations m~caniques dans llaoeronef.
Lorsqu'un ensemble, entrant dana on systbme, est compose de plusieurs sous-ensembles, tous de
merme conception, et formant un tout dans icur fonction, il eat fr~quent d'organiser lea masses 6lectriques
de la manibre suivante.
6
Au niveau de chaque sous-ensemble, la matse lectrique eat la rdon~ion de plusieurs autres masses
(par exemple, masse logique, masse analogique, reprise blindage, etc. . .) (Figure 9). Tootes lee masses
6lectriques (ME) Ernanant de ceb sous-ensembles mont r~unies en un noeud common au niveau du $Dueensemble principal, ou d6sign6 comme tel (en g~n~ral, celoi qui recoit l'dnergie primaire qulil diatribue
ensuite).
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La connexion do I& mass* flectriquo principal. (MEp) *at &lore rfunie en un soul point do la
structure. Co point, servant de r~fdrenr* do masse aux gdn~rntrices de bard, set ddnozmmd cosur
dioctrique.
Lorsque plusieurs ensembles ou Aquipements, composites ou non, mont rassembids pour conduire
X un systlime, chacun d'eux dolt donc Otre rduni par uzie connexion unique (MEp) k cc point do riffdronce.
Il rdsulte do cotte structitre en "arbro" quo tous lee 6quipomoents doyrcient Stre 6quipotentiels, mi.
comm. colm. dolt etre, aucune circulation do couran~t no aleffectuo done loo connoxions MEp (Figure 10).
Ainsi, il apparatt quo si lea 6quipements sont correctoment r~alinsm at ml I. coonr ilectrique eat
blon un point do rdf4rence X peu lpr~i ponctuol, aucune diffdrence do potential no doyrait exister ontro
2 6quipements. Comma toutes los conditions ci-dommus no peuvent ou ne sont pas ontilbromont respectiee,
dos tensions parasites apparaissent ..7tre lea divers enmombles d'un syst'6me. Los tensions sont on
g:dnral composites done leur natur,- (c ontinu, altornatif, fr~quence... mais lour amplit%,do resto capondant asses faible (quelquoa cout ainem do mV 71quclques volts au plus).
11 en oat do m~rm. en cc :,iui cancerne lea diffirences do potential parasites ontre masses micaniquem. Ce. primos do masses multiples sur une structure qui sort do retour X des courant@ parfais intense.
(gin~ration do bord) no mont pa. davantago dquipotentielles. Cependant, lour effot eat bien maindre car,
ainsi quo nous Ilavons vu prdcddemrnent, lee masses zridcaniques sont isol6es do@ circuits dloctriquos ot
n'ont donc pas une influence direct. our coux-ci.
Loroqulune liaison par ligne bus oat 6tablie entre plusleurs ensembles, cog tensions parasites
entre mnasses glectriques me manifosteit at peuvent me prdsentor schimatiquement par une source VME
connectde entre lea 2 ensemnbles (Figure 11).
3,2.

Conedguencos de l'api,&rition do tensions parasites

Du fait do la prdaence do I& source VME, lee circuits d'interfaco Emiga Lou/M caption voient Ia
tension parasite VME superposie au signal utile. Autroment dit, tin rdcepteur voit our nos 2 ontrdes cette
tension VME en mode commuzi, celle-ci s'additionnant au signal I, rocevoir loreque celul-ci out prdmont.
11 apparaft donc Ia ndcessit6
a) dlaseu-rer tine admission sufflsante en tension do mode comxnun des rdcepteurs,
b) do rdallmer tin imolement. minimal entro lea circuits d'Amission-rdception ot la ligne bus,
coci afi do limiter le cour~ant do circulation qui so trauve cr646 dans la boucle (figure 11).
Cat isalement pout Stro 4lovA on continu at jusqulaux frdquences hautes si Vt on emplole au nivoau
do chaque interface, des arganos do couplage du genre trinsformatourm au dispositife opto-dloctroniques.
En rdalit6, tin isolernont auasi Elev46 West pas indispensable :on pout adxnettro quo, tant quo I. courant
parasite ainsi cr646 roste infd6rieur X quciques %du cou~rant do circulation normal,
ellefet roste ndgligeablo.
Codi montre quo, quelquos centaines d'ohrns X quelquos kfl peuvent suffire pour assurer tin ddcouplage
satisfaisant. A noter quo cc raisonnement W'est valable quo parce qulil s'agit de liaisons sur leaquelles
circulont des informations nurndriques. 11 en irait tout autrement s'il s'agissait de liaisons analagiques
pour loaquelles on Wattacho osmentiollement X la qualit6 dix oignal.
Via-k-via dos tensions parasites apparaissant en mode carrimun our lea entr~es du recopteur,
coin tensions no donneront pas lieu k signal de sortie, tant quo leur amplitude sera dens lea limitos
accoptdes par le rdceptcur ot tant quo colul-ci aura x~ne r~jection suffisante pour corn tensions en mode
commun. Loa caractdriatiquem du ricepteur seront donc X 6tudler ot optimiser k cc point do vnie. Do plus,
la symdtrie do Ia ligne dovra 6tro r~alls~e avoc samn, minon, tout. dimsymdtria, soit our Ia ligne, salt au
niveau des Eldments Ametteurs et rdcepteure qui lul mont associdA, transformers. lea tensions en mode
commun en tensions diffdrentiolles. Cellos-cl serant alore interprdtdos comme un signal utile.
Pour Ia part do tensions parasites apparaissant ainsi on diffdrentiel Ia protection dolt etro rechorchde au niveau du r~cepteur par une caractdristique do transiort k hystgr~sis et I& misc en place d'un
riseau do filtrago appropri6.
3. 3.

Effet des parasites induits n~ar ravonnoemnt

Lea liaisons par lignes bus bifilaires peuvont voisinor des lignes parcauruoce par dea courant*
commutE a.
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apuissance P as ripartit entro lea impidances do Ia boucle do masse et do Ia lizison ot induit
aux bcornes do Z liaison uno tension:

VO

L

~.V
U

V

Z liaison x Z boucl. masse
Z liaison + Z bouclo manse

Si Z boucle do masse = 0, V' 0 oat nulle. En pratique, cette impddance Wn'ot pas nulle, main reste
iaible et le gain obtenu oat alors

VI 0

V+

V,

Z liaison
Zboucle masse

Ce gain peut Stre notable ot pout varier de 2 b, 10 scion lee can.
4.

CONCLUS!N

En faisant la relation ontre loe ddveloppements qui priclbdant. il apparaft qua lea techniques de
raccorderment des blindages pour la trank~mic-sion d'informations analogiques ou pour calla d'informations
nuzn~riques sont diff~rontes. En effet, 10 fait do r~unir le blindage aux 2 extr~mitio, c'est4.-dire, h ia
masse des 2 ensembles, se r~vblcl b6n~iique lorequlil s'agit do la tr~ansmission dWinformations nurnirique-v car la qualitg du signal transmis n'a pas la m~me irnportanc6 que darn le cao d'une iransrnission
d'informations analogiques. L'application do rnette technique a pu Otre v~rifi~e par excp~rlmentation en
constatant on particulier quo 1'eifet du courant dOl I lat source parasite VME est d'autant raoins sensible
our la liaison loraqu'il parcourt le blindnge, ce qui peiit sem'jlor a priori pn'adoxal.
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THE REDUCTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY DUE TO
NON-LINEAR ELEMENTS AND UNINTENIED RANDOM CONTACTING IN THE
PROXIMITY OF THE ANTENNAS OF HIGH-POWER RF-TRMNSMITTERS
K. Landt
Siemens AG
8000 Munich 70
Hofmannstra3e 51
Germany

SUMMARY
With the aid of selective filters it is possible to almost completely eliminate
harmonics, spurious emissions and wideband interfering signals on the output of
RF-transmitters, even those operating at very high output powers. These interfering
signals are again generated, if non-linear junctions or unintended random contacting
creates secondary radiation sources in tie proximity of the transmitting antennas.
The problems indicated will be discussed with reference to an example for the
co-site-installation of a UHF-unit and an Avionic-device in an aircraft, as well as
on the example of an installation on board a ship.
Possible mean3 of overcnming these problems are ouclined in the paper. So far,
satisfactory solutions have not been achieved in all cases. Therefore it is important
to know that sometimes unavoidable spectrum pollution, due to the effects previously
described,
occurinto
in the
proximity
the antennas of high-power RF-transmitters.
This has to might
be taken
account
by the offrequency-management.
The paper deals with a considerable problem in the electromagnetic environment of
avionics and communications-electronics systems.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays it can generally be taken for granted that the significance of
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) for tactical defense systems is understood. A
high degree of EMC is required for these syst. s to fulfill their missions. In such
complex electronic mr'stems sensitive receivers and high-power transmitters must very
ofter be oporated s1multaneously in Edjacent frequency ranges.
The possible interaction between transmitters and receivers in the same system
(aircraft, ship or tactical vehicle) via cabling - the power and the interconnecting
lines - can easily be controlled.
If, however, the transmitters and receivers influence each other in the
radiation field of the anternas the remedial measures can sometimes be very complex
and expensive. The j..mplest measure - increasing the isolation by increasing the
distances between the interference sources and between susceptible receivers - is
not feasibla in view of the lack of space in typical air-, naval- and ground-weaponsystems.
Two.po• le.`causes.. fart...he .'edbotion of EMC -fora'io
transmissionofinfometicn will be dealt with below. A quantitative assessment should provide a guide
to the zonditions under which the effects described are likely to occur. Possible
remedies will be discussed.
2.

EMC CHARACTERISTICS AT THE ANTENNA TERMINALS OF TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS

2.1.

Transmitters

A transmitter primarly produces RF energy at a specified frequency in order to
radiate informatiork. The radiated signal requires a certain bandwidth, depending on
the type of modulation used.
In addition to this desired radiation every transmitter also produces a number
of iutdesirad spurious emissions, which can be classified as follows:
1) the emission of harmonics of the opeiating frequency and of the master
oscillator frequency
2) non-hermonic emissions - all the remaining unwanted descrete frequencies
generated which are not harmonically related to the frequencies produced in the
transmitter
3) Broadband noise.

Fig. 1 shows these signal components.
The typical appearance of such a transmitted signal contatning all these

Scomponents over a wide frequency range is shown in Fig. 2.

The substantial reduction in spurious emissions Apperent in Fig. R indicates
that this transmitter is already provided with an effective outpu+ filter, as is
customary, to suppress the spurious emessions (White, D.R., 1973). With a mors
complex filter arrangement a further reduction for' the frequency range.
f/fOT

0.5

and

f/fOT

2

can easily be achieved.
Normally these spurious emissions are additionally attenuated along the
propagation path from the transmitting antenna to the antenna of the sensitive
receiver to such a degree that interference-free reception is guaranteed. This
is also true if the transmitter and receiver are located side by side in the
same system, id est in the air-craft, on the ship or in the tactical-vehicle.
This only applies, of course, if the transmission path has an exactly linear
transfer-function response in the antenna-assembly and in the radiation field.
2.2.

Receivers

Fig. 3 shows the typical sensitivity characteristics of a receiver as a
function of the frequency at its antenna terminal. The receivers normally employ
adequate means of selectivity in front of the first mixer so that undesired spurious
responses are reduced by about 60 to 80 dB. For our further considerations the
receiver characteristics are only for interest with respect to the actual operating
fZ.equency of the receiver.
3.

EMC PROPERTIES OF THE TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING ANTENNAS

The use of directional antennas also increases the isolation betweer. transmitters and receivers in the radiation field. For tactical reasons only omnidirectional antennas are used in the case of mobile systems below 1 GHz. These
antennas must of necessity be vertically polarized so that an isolation gain cannot
be achieved by using cross-polarization.
is

Furthermore,the gain of the antennas outside their operating frequency range
of decisive importance for further considerations.

The gain of typical antennas associated with non-llnear junctions remains
nearly constant for the UHF-range from 200 to 1000 MHz. Halfdipolas are generally
used. For the 3rd, 5th etc. harmonics, the radiation resistance comes back very
closely to the matching point at the fundamental. At the 2nd, 4th, 6th etc, harmonics
the radiation resistance will be approxlmately three to four times higher, and therefore
a loss in the antenna efficiency of about 6 dB maximum can be assumed for those
harmonics.
Thus the gain will be sufficient for sigxificant radiations of regenerated
harmonics of the illumination frequency.
4..
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N E TOS ANDOF WAVEGUIDES

Antenna leads, antenna cables and their plugs as well as waveguides have a
broadband character and are specified fairly adequately by:
- attenuation response
- reflection properties and
- RF-shielding properties.

Coaxial cables intended to satisfy the requirement for higher flexibility,such
as cable RG-214 U,have a stranded (twisted) inner conductor.
If the cable moves slightly or if its Dpsition is altered, the current transfer
points will be shifted somewhat between the individual a-az.dis oY the inner conductor,
It
the cross
changes in
initially

should be noted that with an exactly concentric arru igement in such a cable,
points in the outer, screening conductor are free frum RF currents. Ttus
the transfer impedance at these points in the scTeenLng shouLd not
affeot the cable characteristics.

The company of Rohde and Schwarz (Neubauer, H., 1970) has examined cablei of
this type and ascertained variations in the harmonic behavior. The test equipment u~cd
was able to measure a harmonic suppression of up to 150 dB at a frequercy of
300 MHz with a 20 W transmitter and a 6enaitivity, of 0.5 -i at thb recf.lver.
Measurements on a cable with plugs revealed variations of harmonic suppression of
between 110 and 145 dB when the cable was moved.
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The cabLe plugs alone proved to be more stable and manifested harmonic
suppression of more than 150 dB. Only after they had been greatly corroded - by
artificial means - did the harmonic suppression value of the plugs come down to
about 110 dB.
Prompted by the subject of intermodulation distortion in 4 GHz broadband
telecommunication systems, the Siemens AG (Ldw, W., 1962) investigated the
generation of combination frequencies when waveguides and coaxial components operate
with several frequencies. In the case of broadband telecommunication systems several
transmitters and receivers are connected to the same antenna system by the wveuide
as the common antenna line. Since with harmonic phenomena it is primarily cubic order
combination frequency which occurs as a result of the difference between 2f2 and fl
in the operating frequency band. A harmonic suppression of 130 to 140 dB is required
for the intirferenc6-free operation of such telecommunication systems.
Ldw carried out investigations on the harmonic behavior of contact pcints as
they occur in waveguides and coaxial components with reference to the following
parameters:
- signal level
- contact material

- contact shape (spherical or pointed junction)
- contact pressure.

The power of the cubic distortion products increases as the cubic order of
the exciting signal power, as can easily be demonstrated, in accordance with the
relationship:
3
•p
PD " c
where "p" is

the excitation-power and "c"

a typical constant factor of the setup.

Silver proved to be the most advantageous material. Aluminium is by far the
most unfavorable, but most widely used for aircraft and ship construction.
A flattish contacting surface proved more favorable than a pointed contact.
A certain specific contact pressure must be exerted.
The importazit results of these investigations are reproduced in Fig. 4.

The measured values show a worst-case harmonic suppression of a. 1 70 dB for
an excitation power of approximately 4 W.
The following points must be borne in mind:
- the harmonic suppression may be less than 70 dB when poor contact is made in the

case of aluminium.
- with transmitting powers above 1 W we must reckon with harmonic distortion as a

result of non-)inear junctions.
- the contact strength must be as great as possible for aluminium contacts.
•

-

cracks in soft solder points are possible sources of harmonic distortion.

S -non-linear juncticns,
antennas.

similar to those of waveguides,

may occur in transmitting

R -' U A ENT AL -D E TO - UN I NTE
T E T RE
O. . . ... . E. I -i
NON-LINEAR JUNCTIONS IN THE TRANSMITTING ANTENNA
-

*

5.1.

FD

........

.............. ......

Prediction and comparison with a prpctical example.

Prediction of the possible influence on a receiver

In the preceding section we dealt with the influencing effects of combination
frequencies which can occur at non-linear junctions excited by two or more transmitting signals.
However, even sufficiently high excitation of non-linear junctions by one
transmitter alone may generate the second, third, fourth and higher-order harmonics
and produce excessive intra-system interference to receivers in frequency ranges
above the transmitting frequency.
It is generally a simple matter to suppress the harmonics with low-pass filters
at the transmitter output to prevent them reaching the antenna. A harmonic suppression
value of 80 dB is normal, and values of 120 dB can easily be obtained. It goes without

saying that the harmonics,

suppressed by expensive filtering, must not be allowed to

occur again in the antenna system.

It should be assumed for the purpose of predicting the possible influence on
the receiver that
the non-linear junction will be excited by a UHF-communication-

transmitter (220 to 400 MHz) with a transmitting power of approximately 16 W.

Since the harmonic power increases with cubic order of the excitation power,

the harmonic suppression would decrease by 18 dB to a value of approximately a 52 dB

according to the rise in transmitting power from 4 to 16 W.
hihAssuming this tranamitter is connected to a broadband omnidirectional antenna

which can still

radiate the third and higher harmonics at sufficient power and which,

due to poor design, contains non-linear junctions, harmonic levels approximately of
-50 to -60 dB relative to the transmitter-fundamental

can be expected in the

radiation field.

It is immediately apparent that harmonic filters which normally have a stopband attenuation of 60 to 80 dB will have little
or no effect under these conditions.
The typical setup for EMI-prediction is given in Fig. 5.
The following example, discussed with reference to Fig. 5, shows how
unfavorable the situption may be for the disturbed receiver.
The front-end of the iFF-receiver will be susceptible to spurious signals at
1030+4 MHz if the interference level is above -3 to -10 dB relative to the level of
the Tntended input signal. Standard input level of the receiver will be at
PaN - -72 dBm, the receiver threshold at PRT - -76 dBm.
The table in Fig. 5 shows how the low-pass-filter, matched to a 50 P-load,
provides sufficient harmonic suppression for the 3rd and 5th harmonics of the UHFtransmitter-fundamental.
Non-linear elements in the antenna assembly regenerate the
level of PD3 a -10 dBm and PD4 - -16 dBm respectively. The values
dowrn by the path-loss between the two antennas only to a level of
PRD4 - -76 dBm at the input of the receiver. The receiver will be
as can be seen easily in the last column of the table in Fig. 5.

harmonics to a
can be brought
PRD 3 - -70 dBm or
susceptible to this

If non-linear elements in the transmitting antenna did not occur, the
interference levels at the receiver front-end would be down to PRD3 = -118 dBm and
PRD4 - -133 dBm and would not be harmful to the receiver.
5.2.

Results obtained in practice with an aircraft

The interference experienced with this model in practice has led to
investigations of the described effect.
Fig. 6 shows a schematic diagram of the aircraft with the antenna locations.
The isolation values measured for the frequency of 1030 MHz have been entered in the
diagram. The prediction made in section 5.1 above is valid for the two antennas
UHFTop and IFF1 .

All the observations of interest are compiled below:
(a)

The interference factors were ascertained during the flight

test

and examined

more closely afterwards in the aircraft hangar.
(b)
.............

When the UHF unit
was operated at 257.5 MHz, about 20 equally spaced channels
in the bandwidth of 4 x + 0.5 MHz - ±2 MHz at 1030 MHz caused interference to
FF-receiver.

(c) When the UHF unit was operated at 343.3 MHz, about 40 equally spaced channels in
the bandwidth of 3 x ±2 Miz - ±6 MHz at 1030 MHz caused interference to the IFFreceiver.
(d) The harmonic level measured at the IFF antenna output was approximately -76 dBm
at 4 x 257.5 MHz and approximately -70 dBm at 3 x 343.3 MHz.
(a) The presence of these interference signals at tho transponder Input resulted, in
the absence of an interrogation signal, in "random triggering" when the interfering transmitter was switched on and off.
(f)

Measurements in the radiation field revealed that the insertion of a 20-dB
attenuator preceilng the transmitting antenna of the UHF unit reduced the field
strength at the fundamental frequency of the transmitter by 20 dB, as anticipated.
The attenuation at the frequency of the harmonics, however, was more than 40 dB.

(g) The observations made so far all refer to the initially unmodulated interference
carrier. If the UHF transmitter is modulated by voice or a ringing tone (1000 Hz)
the "random-trigger-rate" rises appreciably. The same applies to the sensitivityreduction of the transponder.

.....

...
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(i) The tendency of the non-linear junctions to be modulated by vibrations transmitted
through the air-craft-structure was observed. Measurements made in the radiation
field near the aircraft demonstrated that only the new harmonics of the transmitter fundamental frequency generated at the non-linear junctions were affected
by this modulation. As a result of this behavior we were able to detect interference levels which were about 20 dB higher still

on the brake-test-site

during

the jet-engine test-runs.
(k)

It

was a simple matter to reproduce the effect observed with the aircraft under

antenna pair (UHF-IFF antenna).
laboratory conditions with a completely different
could only be
In this
case, too, the harmonic level in the radiation field

reduced to a certain level by inserting low-pass filters before the antenna.
Furthermore, the insertion of the low-pass filters had no effect, even though it
was possible to show that the harmonic level at the output of the low-pass filters
matched to a 50 a-load was reduced in accordance with the stop-band attenuation
of the filters.
6.

INTERFERENCE IN THE RADIATION FIELD OF HIGH-POWER TRANSMITTERS BY RANDOM
SWITCHING OF UNINTENTIONAL CONTACTS

A further effect which can greatly reduce EMC is the broadband interference
which is produced by the random, undesired switching of undefined RF-contacts.
This interference often occurs in the nearfield of antennas of high-power
shortwave transmitters - 400 W to 1 kW power - in the 1.5 MHz to 30 MHz frequency
range.
On ships,

in

particular,

cables and lines

and other similar conductors in

the

proximity of the transmitting antennas can pick up RF-energy. The vibrations when
the ship moves may cause such elements to come into contact with each other
sporadically. Since their isolation from the antennas is often very low, powers of
up to several Watts may be switched.

The switching of mechanical contacts creates spikes with rise times of a few
nanoseconds. Thus, substantially high-level interference occurs in the entire
frequency range up to about I GHz and above.
In one - albeit very unfavorable - case which we have observed, interference
voltages of up to 60 dB pV/1O kHz have occured at adjacent receiver antennas.
Generally, interference levels of up to 20 dB pV/10 kHz have been observed.
Often, it was very difficult to locate these so-called "secondary interference sources"
because of the interaction of a njamber of individual interference sources involved.
7.

MEASURES TO EFFECTIVELY REMEDY THE EFFECTS DESCRIBED ABOVE

Improvements in mechanical design provide a simple remedy to the effect
described above, the random contacting in the nearfield of the antennees. Such
measures result in the "electrical uniformity" of the surface, the reference ground
of a system or of a device. Every junction which might be instable is bypassed by
means of defined "bonding straps". Exact instructions on this matter are laid down
in MIL-STD-131OA/1310C. "Shipboard Bonding, Grounding, and other Techniques for
Electromagnetic Compatibility and Safety". These instructions in their present form
only .pply to ships, but the meaningful application of their contents to cover aircraft and tactical vehicles, too, seems appropriate.

0

The simplest way of dealing with the case quoted initially in the example namely, interference produced on the IFF receiver, the receiver of the IFF-transponder,
by the harmonics from the UHF-transmitter - would be to block the corresponding
channels close to the critical frequencies in the UHF band. It would then be necessary
to block about 20 channels in the case of FOT = 257.5 MHz and about 40 channels in tha
case of FOT = 343.3 MHz. 60 out of a total of 2500 channels would therefore be blocked.
This solution is not acceptable for tactical reasons.
The problem was solved by a certain time-sharing. The IFF-transponder was able
to decode and reply for correct aircraft-identification between the excitation periods
of the UHF-transmitter with voice-modulation.
Furthermore, it would undoubtedly be a difficult matter to realize the remedial
design measures to offset the effect of non-linear elements in the case of junctions
in the proximity of transmitting antennas. Suitable shaping and high contact pressure
will initially be advantageous in the case of aluminium contacts. As a safety precaution a more better contact material such as tin- and silvercoated brass, copper
and beryllium-bronze or stainless steel.
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Recent measurements were made on a ships' installation satisfying the requiremernt of MIL-32D-.110A/1310C and demonstrated that this Installation is a very
successful solution to the problems of reducing the described effects. The suppression
for cubic and higher order harmonics in the radiated field was above 70 dB in the
HF-frequency range and more than 130 dB in the UHF-frequency range.
In the Hf-frequency range no spurious amplitude modulation on the harmonics
and combination frequencies, which is typical for the presence of non-linear junctions
in connection with the vibrations of a ship, could be detected.
In the UHF-frequency range the use of dipole antennas provided sufficiently
low harmonic levels, even if the UHF-transmitting-power was I kW. In contrast, the
use of monopole antennas. like the UHF-antonna in the aircraft, seems to reinforce
the regeneration of harmonics to a high degree, because the aircrafts' structure
acts as a counterpoise to the monopole antenna.
Strangely enough, we have not yet found any reference to the problem of nonlinear junctions as discussed above in the EMC literature known to us, apart from
MIL-STD-1310A/1310C and an advertisement in "The Microwave Journal" in which the
Company of. Microlab/FXR is offering an intermodulation detector for non-linear
junctions (Microlab, 1973).
8.

CONCLUSION

We hope that we have sufficiently emphasized the importance of these EMC
problems, which we have encountered in practico,particularly the importance of
the non-linear junction effect.
Our experience would indicate that a satisfactory solution for ships'
installations has been found for the future.
U-ifortunately, our limited investigations can only act as u genesal guide.
Comprehensive experience should be gathered or gained to find an answer to the
following question"
"Is it generally possible, with economically justifiable means, to reduce the
described effects in .he systems to a tolerable level, or do we have to make any
concessions in EMC-predictions for a certain inevitable 'frequency spectrun
pollution" due to the non-linear junctions?".
9.
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34.10DISCUSSION
P. SEVAT: 1) What is the material of the other part of the contacts in your Fig. 4?
2) I think in this respect, the place of the material in the poten~tial series can be
important, especially in the long run.
K. LANDTt 1) Investigations had been performed when contacting was between silver to
silver, beryllium bronze to beryllium bronze and aluminum to aluminum.
2) If the contact pressure will be so high that the junction becomes cold welded., the junction will
be stable for a long time. There will be no effect due to potential series. We
measured the resistance of a r~iveted ream (steel-aluminum) on a German ship about ten
years after construction. The resistance was below lmQa up to 30MHz.
E. M. FROST: The ranking order for the harmonic/pressure characteristics for the metals
given in Fig. 4 is the same as those for their "dc" contact resistanc~e/pressure values;
however, stainless steel was mentioned as a "good" material which does not agree with
its "do" performance. Can the author give a possible explanation?
K. LANDT: I would say yes, because silver oxide is conductive and aluminum oxide has
insulating character.
In the frequency range where the skin effect is valid and the penetration depth
of the HF is much less than the thickness of the material, the "dc" performance is not
more important.
S. C. KLEINE: 1) What do you mean with the variation of harmonic suppression of a
cable being moved? 2) What are your conclusions from this variation in the harmonic
behavior of a cable being moved for the design of transmitters/receivers?
R. LANDT: 1) The cable is no harmonic suppressor, but it has a certain harmonic suppression according to its transmission properties. If the cable is moved, this typical
value may vary. 2) The harmonic suppression at the transmitter output/cable input
should not be higher than the harmonic suppression of the cable itself. On the receive
end there will be no effect because the excitation power from the transmiLtter fundamental is respectively too low.

IMPROVED DESIGN OF INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSORS AND MEASUREMENT OF ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTICS
by
M. L.

Tarvis

J. D. Hawkett
Engineering Physics Department,
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, Hants,

England

SUMMARY
This Paper describes briefly the mathematic approach and results obtained in the davelopment of a
new design of interference suppressor which eliminates the resonances normally occurring between a
suppressor and its
load.
The Paper also describes the shortcomitge of conventional 50 ohm insertion loss measurements,
proposes a characteristic based on critical
load conditions.

and

INTRODUCTION
As part of a research programme seeking a cure for the increasing number of EMC problems on aircraft,
a programe of work was initiated into suppressor design and performance based on the characteristics of
the individual components of passive suppressor networks.
Further,

since it

was realised that suppressors always work into an unknown complex load which varies

with frequency, the present method of estermining the attenuation characteristic from an insertion loss
measurement in a 50 ohm resistive system was considered to have little
value, and a more realistic
performanteB characteristic was sought.
This Paper gives a brief description of a mathemtic approach to suppressor design and of the results
obtained.
A more realistic
attenuation characteristic is proposed based on the attenuation achieved at
each frequency when a suppressor is
loaded with its critical
load.
The introduction of a resistor in
the output component of a suppressor is shown to damp out the resonances whi.ch can occur between suppressors
and their loads.

HATHEMATIC APPROACH
A simple approach was adopted using matrix algebra.

A suppressor was considered to be a four terminal

network, which can be completely descri1bed by its 'A' matrix, and comprising any number of inductive,
capacitive or resistive components.
If the voltage and current sent and the-voltage and current received under open and short circuit
conditions are measured it is possible to calculate the complex impedances of the components in the network.
Conversely, knowing the component values in complex terms it is possible to calculate the poles of the 'A'

"matrix.

The matrix equations of a four terminal network are shown in Fig.l.

DEFINITION OF

T

AND

w NETWORKS

In order to clarify the confusion which can sometimes arise when defining the values of components in
w sections for the calculatior. of cut off frequency and iterative impedance, it was decided to
L
L
consider each type as part of a long series, as shown in Fig.2. The component values are
*,
C and
for
T

and

the

T

suppressor and

C

E

-, L

and

and the iterative impedance is

I

for the

2'

suppressor;

r

2

for both types the cut off frequency is

L

C
By writing the 'A' matrix for each component in the suppressor,
10
1
for the series elemen, and
the shunt element, where Y and Z are the admittance and impedance values of the components
complex terms, and multiplying these matrices together it is possible to complete the 'A' matrices for

*for
in

single

T

and

n

suppressors.

Fig.2 also shows the suppressor elements and their matrices.

PRACTICAL WORK
Equivalent
T and w suppressors were constructed having components chosen to have values whose
complex impedances could be measured using available equipment over a reasonable frequency range.

*

These values were,

element

the inductive series element

C , 0.005 microfarad

2

L

*

1.31

millihenry and the shunt capacitive

, and the frequency range considered was 0 to 300 kHz.

These component values gave for both types of suppressor a cut off frequency of 62.3 kHz,
interative impedance of 512 ohms.
Measurements on the suppressors were used
concept of minimum attenuation.

t

and an

check the computer programmes and the theoreticsl

""/
THEORETICAL

WORK

A computer proarsmme was prepared to determine the 'A' matrix, the open circuit voltage ratio and the
insertion loss characteristic over the frequency range 0 to 300 kHz for both T and n suppressors.
In addition the computer was programed to determine the ratio of voltage sent to voltage received
icross a large number of complex loads at one particular frequency, 100 kHz.
The results of the attenuation found at 100 kHz, under complex load conditions, vere plotted in the
impedance plane, and points representing loads giving the same attenuation through the suppressor were
joined together to give contours of constant voltage attenuation. Fig.3 shows the results obtained for a
double T suppressor.
These contours proved to be a family of coaxal circles, from which it is possible to deduce the
attenuation through the suppressor when connected to any complex load.
In the case shown in Fig.3 the
attenuation when connected to a load of (800 + j600) or (600 + j0) or (200 - j180) ohms will be 34 dB.
However, it is difficult to extrapolate this family of coaxal circles, as the position of the circle
centre and the scale of each circle changes for each value of attenuation.
If, however, the same information is plotted in the admittance plane as shown in Fig.4, another
family of circles representing contours of constant voltage attenuation is obtained.
In this case the
family is much easier to extrapolate since the circles are concentric and the ratio of the circle diameters
is directly proportional to the attenuation, for example the 100:1 circle (40 dB) is 10 times the diameter
of the 10:1 circle (20 dB).
The admittances of the loads above also lie on the 34dB circle, e.g.
10)
(600 + 0 - 1.66 amhos
A generalised figure of this family of circles of constant voltage attenuation can be constructed as
shown in Fig.5. The circle centre is given mathematically as minus the reciprocal of the Thivenin impedance
1(- of the 'A' matrix],

and the radius of each circle is equal to

the modulus of the transfer impedance

M (the voltage ratio) divided by

(1a1 2 1 of the 'A' matrix)

It is thus possible to predict the performance of a suppressor with any complex load condition from
two measurements at each frequency; the complex Thdvenin impedance, which can be measured with a bridge,
and the transfer impedance modulus which can be determined with a measuring set and a current probe.
MINIMUM ATTENUATION
For the passive suppressors b-'ing considered the resistive term of the complex Th~venin impedance
will be positive so that the common circle centre, which is defined as minus the reciprocal of the Th~venin
impedance will lie to the left of the susceptance axis in the admittance plane as shown in Fig.5. For all
practical passive loads, that is loads with a positive conductance, there is a minimum realisable attenuation
represented by the dotted circle.
This minimum attenuation is achieved when the load on the suppressor is purely reactive and has a
susceptance equal to the conjugate of the susceptance of the Thdvenin impedance.
EXPLANATION OF THE SUPPRESSOR AND LOAD RESONANCE
The typical low pass suppressor shown in Fig.6 can be represented by Thdvenin's Theorem as a voltage
with zero source impedance in series with an impedance equal to the impedance of the suppressor in the
reverse direction with the input short circuited. The voltage source has an EMF equal to the open circuit
voltage through the suppressor Voc *
In the example shown, above cut off, the T suppressor has an inductive impedance, so that a
purely capacitive load with a reactance equal to the conjugate of the reactance of the Th4venin impedance
will cause the circuit to resonate, and the voltage across the load will be Q times the applied voltage
V
.
In many instances, when the Q of the suppressor is high, the voltage across the critical load may
oc
even
exceed
the input voltage to the suppressor V.in
O
VARIATION OF ATTENUATION WITH FREQUENCY
The previous discussion has covered the characteristics of a suppressor at one particular frequency
and has shown that a pattern of concentric circles exists in the admittance plane which enables the performance of the suppressor to be predicted under any load condition by knowing the transfer impedance and the
Th~venin impedance.
Both of these impedances, however, change with frequency and it
in order to predict the performance over the entire frequency range.

is necessary to know how they change

Fig.7 is derived from the Thivenin impedance and slows how the position of the common circle centre
changes with frequency for the experimental double T suppressor.
The locus describes two circular paths and has 4 resonant frequencies at which the Th~venin impedance
is purely resistive, which could be expected for a network with 5 components.
As frequency is increased
the critical load therefore alternates between capacitive and inductive values until finally above cut off
it remains capacitive.

For the experimental double w suppressor the locus of the common circle centre with varying
frequency, shown in Fig.8, has only one circular path and has only 3 resonant frequencies, contrary to
what is expected for a network with 5 componel,-.
This is explained by the short circuiting of the input
capacitor when making the Thevenin impedance mcasurement required to calculate the position of the circle
centre.
The cut off frequency for both the T and
all other resonances occurring in the pass band.

w

suppressors is

the highest finite resonant frequency,

The critical load for both T and it suppresiors changes sign each time the suppressor passes
through a resonant frequency. Above cut off i' remains capacitive for the T suppressor and inductive
for the w suppressor.
VARIATION OF CRITICAL LOAD WITH FREQUENCY
Figs.9 and 10 show how the critical load for

T

and

w suppressors vary with frequency.

For the T suppressor the critical capacitive load tends to a constant value of about 1000 pf for
the network under consideration, so that the capacitance of the cables connected to the output of the
suppressor could easily adversely terminate the suppressor over a wide frequency range.
For the

w

suppressor the critical load above cut off tends to a value of 50 microhenries.

MINIMUM ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTIC
All the previous work has shown that for every frequency there is a critical load at which the
attenuation through the suppressor is a minimum, and conversely for every load there is a frequency which
causes resonance between the suppressor and that load.
This theory has led to the proposal that the characteristics of a suppressor would be better defined
as a minimum attenuation characteristic, that is the attenuation achieved at each frequency when the
suppressor is critically loaded.
In practice the attenuation would be much greater than this value over the majority of the frequency
range, and only at discrete frequencies would resonance occur and the minimum attenuation value be
approached.
COMPARISON OF MINIMUM ATTENUATION,

OPEN CIRCUIT AND INSERTION LOSS CHARACTERISTICS

Figs.ll and 12 compare the proposed minimum attenuation characteristic with the conventional insertion
loss and open circuit characteristics for the experimental T and w suppressors.
For the T suppressor (Fig.11) the insertion loss characteristic gives an optimistic attenuation
compared with the open circuit attenuation because of the high iterative impedance (512 ohis) of the network
compared with the input impedance of the measuring set (50 ohms).
The proposed minimum attenuation characteristic indicates what could result in practice under the worst loading conditions and shows a gain to be
possible between dc and twice the conventional cut off frequency.
For the w suppressor (Fig. 12), the open circuit characteristic is the same as that for the
equivalent T suppressor, .s is expected, but the insertion loss characteristic is less than that of the
equivalent T suppressor.
The proposed minimum attenuation chsoacteristic shows the w suppressor to be
in gain from dc to four times the conventional cut off frequency.
Comparison of Figs.11 and 12 shows a significant difference between T and w suppressors.
With
conventional insertion loss and open circuit measurements, a voltage attenuation through either type is
obtained above cut off frequency: the proposed minimum attenuation characteristic, however, shows that
under critical load conditions the frequency at which an attenuation is achieved is no longer related to
the cut off frequency, but is a function of the overall Q of the suppressor and the number of components
used in the network.
IMPROVEMENT OF MINIMUM ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTIC
*

It is possible to impvove the minimum attenuation characteristic by loading the suppressor with a
resistance equal to the iterative impedance of the network as is that practice in filter design. This
resistive load has the effect of shifting the locus of the centres of circles of constant voltage attenuation (Fig.4) to the left by an amount equal to the conductance of the load and the minimum attenuation
circle is then larger in diameter.
For power line suppressors, however, this external loading is not practical since such a resistive
load would shunt the power supply with consequenZ waste of power and heat dissipation problems.
A more practical alternative has been found to have a similar effect above cut off frequency.
If a
resistance equal to the iterative impedance of the suppressor is connected, either in parallel with the
output inductor of a T network, or in series with the output capacitor of a W network, the overall Q
of the suppressor is reduced.
This damping resistor has the desired effect of holding the Th6venin
impedence R term constant as the frequency is increased above cut off.
Fig. 13 shows the locus of the centre of circles of constant voltage attenuaticn for the modified
experimental T suppressor, and it shows that at low frequencies the damping resistance has little
effect
but that above cut off the diameter of each circle is much larger than that of the unmodified suppressor
(Fig.4).

This damping resistor ia not required 0a carry iurrent at power frequencies &ad is therefire of
minimum size #al weight.

MINIMM ATTENUATION CHARACTERISTICS OF MODIFIVY

qUPRESSORS

The minimu.a atenuation and open circuit characteristics oa modified
incorporating a daAping resistor are shown tt Figs,14 and 15 respectively.

T

and

w

suppressors

The :urves show that above cut off the tw- characteristicu are almost identical and that both
suppressors are now independent of load.
The minimum attenuation for the T and w suppressor are not
the same, the I suppressor having a greater voltage at..eiuation than that if the equivalent
v ruppressor.

MEASUPEMENTS ON AN AIRCRAFT
Fig.16 shows the results of practical meapurements made on an aircraft electrical system. The upper
curve is a record of the interference measiraa on the field of an engine driven generator when the voltage
was controlled by a variable mark space reralator.
The levels recorded show the interference to be well above the British Standard Requirements
of which are shown dotted.
After a cinventional suppressor was designed and fitted,

with compcnents as shown,

interference were again measured and by careful operation of the measuring equipment,
fnund, thus demonstrating practically the theoretical work described above.

th3 limits

the levels of

resonances were

When a damping resistor was added the resonances uere eliminated and the intorference levels fell
0 dB/pV above 3 MHz.

to

CURRENT ATTENUATION
All of the theoretical work described in
suppressor when cot.iected to a complex load.

this Paper has covered the voltage attenuation through the

This theory can be adapted to describe current attenuation by simple duality,

when the circles of

constant current attenuation, with a common circle centre, are obtained in the impedance plane.
1he circle centre is defined as minus the Norton impedance compared with minus the reciprocal of
the Thevenin impedance, and the scale is inversely proportional to the transfer admittance, compared with
the transfer impedance.
MEASUREMENTS TO DETERMINE THE MINILUM ATTENUATION
From the circles of constant voltage attenuation in the admittance plane it
that the minimum attenuation at a particular frequency is defined )--:

Voltage minimum attenuation

where

Z

-

is the modulus of the transfer impedance and

20 log1 0
RP

can be shown mathematically

(ZT )RP

is the real part of the Th~venin

admittance.
The mii.1mum attenuation can therefore be calculated from measurements of these two impedances
at the particular frequency.
Similarly the current minimum attenuation at a particular frequency is

Current minimum attenuation
where

YT

is

the transfer admittance,

and

=

RP ýNorton

20 log10
is

given by:

(YT)RPZNortonI

the real part of

the Norton impedance.

CONCLUSIONS
1.

This work confirms that the present method of defining the characteristics of suppressors as an

insertion loss of a 50 ohm, resistive, system is not representative of actual conditions since suppressors
are always loaded by an unknown, varying complex load.
2.
The proposed characteristic of minimum attenuation is based on worst cam. loading conditions tt each
frequency and in practice attenuations greater than this minimum would be expected over the majority of
the frequency range sad only occasionally rising to the minimum attenuation as the load and suppressor
resonate.

3.

The introduction of a damping resistance in the output components of a conventional low paso

supprebsor network improves the minimum attenuation characteristic and eliminates the resonances which
occur between the network and the load.
This characteristic then approaches that acnieved under open
circuit conditions.

British

Crown Copyright, reproduced with the perruiaseon of thi Contnvftcr, Per Britannic Majesty'e
Stationery Office.
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DISCUSSION
P. SEVAT:
You have measured the insertion loss of your filtees as a function of frequency (discrete frequencies).
Do you have any experience with impulsive interference?
Your contribution can be of great value for CISPR which it struggling with the same
problem.
M. L. JARVIS;
The attenuation characteristics of the suppressor are valid for broadband, narrow-band and impmlsive interference.
If the amplitude/frequency characterisics
of impulsive interference such as EMP effects, lightning and load switching transients
are known, then the suppression effects through the suppressor can be calculated.
Experience has shown that the damage effects of these impulses are reduced, but that
audio and visual displays still
exhibit a "click" type of disturbance.

1U.

MISSILE INTERSYSTEM EMC TESTING
Charles D. Ponds
Army Missile Command - AMSMI-RTr
Redstone Arsenal
Alabama 35809

SUMMARY
The intersys w EMC testing of missiles is described. Systems compatibility to a world wide
electromagnetic (EM) environmnt it demonstrated by the Army Missile Cosmand by using a mini-computer
controlled, broad band emitters, a unique data acquisition system, an infrared (IR) data link and a minicomputer data reduction system. Also, redesign information is acquired which will provide EM hardened
missiles.
The simulation ofacility used to provide an EM environment from 100 KHz to 15 GHz is described giving
the emitter power output, modulations, sweep capabilities, log periodic and horn antenna, transmission
line transvwrse elactromagnetic mode (TEM) test chamber and a mini-computer for close loop control of
emitters, power and frequency controller, data acquisition and reduction.
The data acquisition system described is an in-house designed Infrared system used to collect signals
end transmitted by IR light to the data processor and analyzer. Signals from the monitored circuits
are linked to a signal processor, via an IR emitting diode, a 45 moter fiber optic, and signal processing equipment.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Our complex communication networks, both military and civilian, can establish some very high
energy electromagnetic (EM) fields in which our missile systems must survive in their stock-pile to target sequence. These high level EM fields can: cause systems to falsely program flight information on
the launcher; cause premature ignition of propulsion systems during shipping, in storage, oi launcher or
in flight; and can result in guidance system malfunctioning. (See illustration fl).
The testing described here is geared to research and development requirements to provide adequate
design hardening so the missile system will operate reliably and be safe to handle and store in the predicted world wide environment and to meet requirements of Army Regulation (AR) 11-13. The worse case
environments for premature ignition (hazards) and system operation (reliability) are different, since
shipment of systems is unrestricted, while the operation or actual set-up and firing of systems does
have some restrictions. The design criteria for Army missile system EMC testing includes fields designated in volts per meter assuming to be in the far field of the antenna and with an impedance of 377 ohms.
The frequency range of interest is 100 KHz to 15 GHz.
Missile intersystem EMC testing is actually identified by two type tests - electromagnetic hazards
and electromagnetic effects. In the electromagnetic hazard tests the electro explosive devices (EED's)
or squibs are instrumented with miniature thermocouples to sense a heat rise in the bridge wire and
voltage detected with a diode from bridge wire pin to the EED case. In the electromagnetic effects tests
the control functions of the system are monitored to determine degradation or system reliability.
2.

TESTING TECHNIQUES

The most important thing about this type testing, intersysystem EMC testing, is that the test item
must be configured as much as possible to the actual fielded missile system. All the data collection
instrumentation has to be inclosed within the air frame of the missile. This is usually accomplished by
using the propellant space since all propellant and warhead material are not used for the test. The signal processing part of data collection instrumentation has to be comletely shielded from the environment.
This is usually accomplished by packaging in a cylinder with threaded end caps sized to fit the propulsion or warhead section. (See photograph #1 for such a package). Signals from this package are brought
out through a fiber optic link to the data pro#t-wsor. No cables are used to link the missile with off
board in.trumentation or test equipment. (Riley, L.H., 1971).
The test item is positioned with respect to the antenna to give as high field strength as possible
and remain in the far field if possible. (See Illustration #2). In some cases the design criteria cannot
be reached using our broad bend generating equipment, thus the test data is extrapolated. The fields are
measured prior to setting up the test item. It is also desirable to have the men that fire and/or operate
the system in the test loop. The design criteria used on missile system is:
For Electromagnetic Hazards (EMIt)
A. Average Fields
1.

S

Vertical Polarization
a.

100 volts per meter (v/m) in frequency range of 100 KIHz to 100 MHz.

b.

200 v/m in frequency range of 100 MHz to 15 GHz.

................
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2.

Horizontal Polnrization
a.

10 v/m in frequency range of 100 KHz to 10 MHz.

b.

100 v/m in frequency range of 10 MHz to 100 MHz.

c.

200 v/m in frequency range of 100 MHz to 15 GHz.

B. Peak Fields
1.

2.

Vertical Polarization
a.

200 v/e In frequency range of 100 KHz to 100 MIIz.

b.

40,000 v/u in frequency range of 100 MHz to 15 GHz.

Horizontl Polarization
a.

20 v/m in frequency range of 100 KHz to 100 MHz.

b.

40,000 v/m in frequency range of 100 MHz to 15 GHz.

For Electromagnetic Effects (ENE)
A.

Frelaunch and Flight

Communication equipment with continuous wave (CW)
vertical polarizations:

and amplitude modulation (AN),

for both horizontal and

1.

25 v/m average or CW and 50 v/m peak envelop field strength in frequency range of 100 KHz to

2.

50 v/m average or CW and 100 v/m peak envelop field strength in frequency range of 2 MHz to

3.

25 v/m average or CW and 50 v/m peak envelop field strength infrequency range of 100 MHz to

4.

50 v/rn average or CW and 100 v/rn peak envelop field strength in frequency range of 500 MHz to

2 MHz.
100 MHz.
500 MHz.

1000 MHz.
Modulations applicable to the above are:
a.

b.

B.

Frequency Modulation (FM)

in the frequency range of 20 MHz to 100 MHz to include:

(1)

400 HW

(2)

1000 Hz

(3)

All system operational frequencies.

AM in the frequency range of 100 KHz to 1000 MHz to include:
(1)

400 Hz

(2)

1000 Hz

(3)

All system operational frequencies.

Prelaunch

Radar emitters using pulse modulation, for both horizontal and vertical polarizations:

C.

1.

50 v/m average and 10,000 v/m peak in the frequency range of 400 MHz to 1200 MHz.

2.

200 v/m average and 40,000 v/m peak in the frequency range of 1200 MHz to 15 GNz.

Flight only - Radar emitters using pulse modulation
1.

50 v/m average and 10,000 v/m peak in the frequency range of 400 MHz to 1200 MHz.

2.

300 v/m average and 60,000 v/m peak in the frequency range of 1200 MHz to 15 GHz.

Test planning is a very important part of the test program. Theoretical analysis of the system is required for the selection of the circuits and the configuration to be tested since It is virtually imrossible to monitor all circuits and test to every sequence that missiles go through. Also, frequency
modulations affecting fail and safe circuit criteria have to be determined for the pre-test analysis and
planning. Typically antenna analysis is used to take a quick look, or if a thorough analysis is required
we use a digital computer program, transmission-line analysis.
(GTE Sylvania, 1971).
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In order to conserve testing time and to prevent problems in obtaininq frequency clearances at high
power levels the missile system is setup for test and then the frequency spectrum for the generating
equipment for the test area is swept thwough at low level fields, one to two volts per meter, to determine resonance or peak responses of the monitored circuits and then at these resonances, thresholds are
determined.
If possible, thresholds are determined in far field or w;iere (electric field/magnetic field)
E/H is 377 ohms. Where thresholds can not be obtained due to limitations of the facility, extrapolations
are made based on the minimum sensitivity of the instrumentation. During the low level sweep probing
tests the worse case or critical responses to modulation frequencies, m4 ssile orientation and field
orientatlo, and field polarizat!ons are selected.
A typical R&D ENC test planning and testing of a missile takes the following sequence of events:
1. A missile system project office prepares a scope of work and furnishes funds to our laboratory for the EC tests.
2. A test planning meeting held with representatives from the project office, system contractor,
warhead and fuze agency, and Test and Evaluaton Command. This meeting makes sure that evei-yones test
requirements are included in the test plan. Also, that support in conducting the tests are supplied by
the applicable groups.
3. A test plan is written. During this period a theoretical analysis is performed for inputs
to the test plan and instrumentation.
4.

An instrumentation package is designed and fabricated.

5.

Test plan Is coordinated with applicable groups.

6. System assembled and checked out with instrumentation. This step requires that the system
is operational without the environment, also, that the instrumentation is not a source of EM pickup.
7. Exploratory tests - These tests are required to determine critical frequency bands and modulations for indepth testing.

3.

8.

Indepth testing to determine thresholds.

9.

Data analysis to determine system problem.

10.

Design review to determine fixes required.

11.

Imolement desion fixes.

12.

Retest to determine affectiveness of design fixes.

13.

Prepare test report.

TESTING EQUIPMENT

Electromagnetic compatibility testing is accomplished using a broad band, high power sweep generating system employing a unique arrangement of antennas and a fully automated electronic control and data
acquisitioning unit. The frequency range covered is 100 KHz to 15 GHz at output powers up to 5 KW average

power.
The lower frequencies, 100 KHz to 500 MHz, are generated by a vaviable inductance cavity tuned signal amplifying system. This system is capable of sweeping bands of frequencies when transmitting in the
continuous wave mode and some modulations. The transmitter is capable of keyed CW, amplitude modulation,
frequency modulation MHz and 2,5 KW from 350 MHz to 500 MHz. (See photograph #2).
Test frequencies from 500 MHz to 15 GHz are produced by amplifier driven broad bana high power
traveling wave tube transmitter. This unit is capable of sweeping in bands at an output power of 1.5 KW.
(See photograph #2).
Power is radiated through a series of antennas starting at the low frequencies, 100 KHz to 30 MHz,
with a broad band high field intensity array of elemental horns, sometimes referred to as a Transverse
Electric Mode (TEM) wave guide chamber. (See photograph #3). This unique array Is capable of launching
a plane wave from one end of a 10 X 10 X 10 meter chamber, radiating a test object and collecting the
energy at the other end of the chamber to be dissipated as heat thru resistors.
A iog periodic antenna is used in the 30 MHz to 350 MHz region (see photograph #4) and standard
gain horna antennas up to 15 614z.
The IBM System/7 computing system is used and designed to acquire physical data such as voltages,
current, temperature, pressure and other measurements directly from transducers. (See photograph #5).
The System/7, because of its modular desjgn, can handle the far ranging variety of instrumentation signals generateI by modern mitss-lesv'tems.
Each module Is multifunctional in that it can provide

input of 128 discrete binary data channels

as well as 64 channels of digital output. Two channels of analog output are provided with 32 channels
of analog input data, which can be read at a rate of 20,000 samples per seco;id.

LJI
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The System/7 has up to 64.000 words of monolithic storage and a processor that Is faster than
either the IBM 360 or the IBM ?70. Additional storage is provided by a one fixed and one removable
disk cartridge which can store 2.576.000 words.
The Systpm/7 serves EMC testing In four capacities: (1) control of RF transmitters, (2) power and
frequency controller for Federal Communication Commission (FCC) limitations (3) data acquisition and (4)
data reduction.
The EM power transmitters used are capable of sweeping frequency as well as power as previously
mentioned. It Is very desirable to maintain a constant and known E-field at the test item location
es the frequency of the transmitter is being swept. The System/7 has in memory for all trsnsmlttable
frequencies, a three dimension E-field map. The E-field map is used by the computer to control the EM
power of the transmitter to prodtice a constant E-field strength at the location of the test item.
Once the transmitter has beer made operative and the desired frequency band selected the System/7
will take ovel- al opvrator functions. The System/7 has two other type of transmitter controls:
(1) fixed frequency and fixed E-field and (2) fixed frequency and swept E-field. No other known test
facility has this capability of sweeping frequency -*hile maintaining a constant E-field.
The EM transmitters have the power and frequency range to cause local and regional EM interference.
FCC requires that some frequencies not to be transmitted on and others at reduced power. The System/7
detects these frequencies and reduces the transmitter power to meet the FCC requirements.
The System/7 has three levels of proCremting: (1) assembly language (2) MSP/7 (3) Fortran IV, all
of which can be assembled or compiled on the System/7 as a stand-a-lone system. The three methods of
programming can be prepared on the IBM 1130, 1800, 360 or 370 computers if desired.
This flexibility gives the programmer ease in creating new or mtodifying existing computer programs
to meet the need of new and complex missile systems electromagnetic compatibility testing.
4.

DATA COLLECTION, REDUCTION AND

NALYSIS

In missile intersystewii EMC testing it is highly desirable to monitor test results continuously during testing. The Systaml7 controlled data collection system allows this. The EM environment can then be
adjusted to provide optimum test data. This is a closed loop test in that test results can control the
primary test var 4able which is the EM field intensity.
Ora major problrm in this type testing is the transfer
out causing unrealistic condition or system degradation. An
house in the 1964-66 era. It was first used on Army missile
known such used for EMC testing. (See illustration #3 for a
1971) (Muro, R.B., 1973).

of data from the missile during testing withinfrared data link system was developed insystems tests in 1966 and this was the first
typical EED monitoring system.) (Riley, L.H.,

Most of the missile system measurement points are not accessible for calibration after assembly of
the system. It is necessary that Instrumentation be temperature and age stable. Analog data is converted
to time base modulation data or frequency modulated (FM) for transmission so that variations in data path
length do not affect the data. This stable FM data acquisition system is calibrated in the laboratory for
field use.
The deta acquisition system provides sensitive instrumentation to measure low field Intensity effects
so the data can be extrapilated into qualification levels.
The temperature monitoring system is designed for use with thermocouples rise times as low as 250
microseconds. The system used to monitor control function is designed to monitor rise times as low as
5 microseconds.
The test item is not changed by the instrumentation. The instrumentation package is designed small
enough to fit inside the missile system without affecting the missile electronics.
A low level voltage controlled oscillator system used in conjunction with a Gallium Arsenside
light transmitter is used to handle the data inside the missile. The data is conveyed 45 meters to light
reception, discrimination and data processing equipment by fiber optics.
The data can be processed with System/7 recorded simultaneously with a direct write strip chart
and tape recorder.
Less then 10% time capacity of System/7 is needed for the control functions of the transmitter.
The remaining computer time is used for data acquisition from the test item. Each channel of data, analog
or digital, is read into the computer then stored on disk for data reduction at a later date.
At the end of a test run the data for each channel can be displayed on a x, y graph giving a frequency verse channel data plot. Multiple plots can be made on one graph giving a clear relationship between channels of data. Additional graphics cathode-ray tube (CRT) display terminal with hard copies can
produce report quality graphs in less than 30 sec. which is 1000 times faster than previous method3.
Data taken from these electromagnetic compatibility tests ar* analyzed to determine coupltlg and
leakage points, and circuit component degradation in the system. Fro% this test analysis, design is reviewed and a determination Is made on the type fixes to be incorporated into the system.
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5.

COST IMPACT

Test cost varies with missile size and complexity. A land combat antitank missile with approximatalyl 0 data channels can be *tsted thru the target to stock pile sequence for $150K actual testing cost
plus a system of hardware. The time required it dpprox;,-7tely 4 months. A complex air defense system
with a radar guidance system and approximately 50 channeis of instrumertation can be tasted thru the
target to stock pile sequence for ,35OK plus a completq system of hardware. The time required for the
test would be approxinmately 10 months.
Tests described would be for a missile system In the research and development cycle, To develop
fixes and retrofit systems it would cost 2 to 5 million dollars depending upon the complexity of the
fixes and the systems deployed. If conducted in research and development cyci and incorporatek in the
design the totel cost of EMC hirdening of the system would be .5 to 1 million dollats.
6.

GENERAL INFORMATION

6.1
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DISCUSSION
E. M. FROST:
To what extent do you involve
the actual tests?

the designers of the tested equipment in

C. D. PONDS:
The system contractor's design a-, LC engineers
plan and conduction by the requirements of tht r contract.

are a part of the test

G. TREVASKIS:
With respect to the generation of the very high power levels at frequencies within the GHz range, using "craveling wave tubes", are there any problems
with the harmonics generated and is any filtering
used on the output to remove this
type of distortion?
C. D. PONDS:
Yes,
below saturation.
ration area.

The 1.5kw cw is the operation
if we drive the TWT above saturation.
At present, we have no filter
in the system to operate in the satu-

P. SEVAT:
You are testing your systems at very high frequencies with peak voltages as
How do you transmit your system responses from your system to the
high as 40,000v/m.
computer record system by an infrared data link with a bandwidth you mentioned?
C. D. FONDSt
With our present system, we cannot reach 40,000v/m peak field.
We either
extrapolate from lower fields, or do further work on the bench.
We use the infrared
data link as described.
The 40,000v/m peak fields are only a carrier for the modulations we do, not the very high frequency responses.
0. VARTAL:
1) How dc you ascertain that the measurement wires inside the system do
not pick vp more eneray than the system wires?
2)
When testing EEDs, you measure
temperature.
A bridge wire is covered by primary explosive with temperature characteristics
different from those of air.
If removed, the wire will achieve a lower
temperature due to conduction ani radiation to the environment.
Do you take account
of this
f':ctor, and how?
3)
How do you measure the 20db EMC margin required in
6051 for EEDs?
4)
How do you make sure the EED does not pick up and radiate EM

energy into the thermocouple and this is

picked up as a legitimate signal?

C. D. PONDS:
1)
By using a no-operational system in thn environment to check for
2) We do remove the primary explosive
energy pickup of tlo instrumentation wiring.
and it does affect thc temperature pickup of the thermocouple.
We really do not account for this, except we do RF Brustcn test to determine RF current difftrenc'.Žs.
3) We account for the 20db safety factor by extrapolations of the thresholo i'-Aults
by 20db to see if it still
comes within the test criteria.
4)
We measure on the
bench using RF sonsitive instrumentation.
Also, t0e system can be tested by starting
at very low field levels and then go to higher levuAs in steps.
Thi It' Il11s#
should be
a straight-line response.
If not, there is an instrumentation coupling problem.
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SUMMARY

Ohs of the major problems arising in the electromagnetic compatibility enalysis of a complex system
such as an airplane is the wiring interconnecting the equipments.
A large amount of interference is
picked-up among cables in the same loom when, due to limited available space, emitting and sensitive wires
are not su'ficiently separated.
The prediction of wiring coupled effects is not an easy task because of the many parameters involved
related both to the geometrical configuration of the cable loom and to the electrical loads of the interconnected circuits.
On the other hand the measurement of wiring emission and susceptibility Is not covered sufficiently in the present EMC specifications.
While ccnducted emission and susceptibility problems
are considered rather deeply, wiring radiated emission and susceptibility effects are scarcely evaluated.
A test method to measure the coupling interference and susceptibility in different load configurations
proposed with the advantage of having a realistic
simulation of the wiring

(open or short circuit) is

coupling mechanism and valid guidelines for a better cable separation philosophy.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In MIL-STD-461/462 the radiated emission from cables is measured by means of test method RE01
(Magnetic field 30 Hz to 30 KHz) and test method RE02 (Electric field 14 KHz to 10 GHz).
In REOi test
±t is stated that a loop antenna shall be positioned at a distance of 7 cm between the center of the
loop and the cable.
The plane of the loop and the cable shall coincide.
In this case one is measuring
the magnetic field emitted by the current instead of the cable radiated emission which should mainly
take into account the cable length.
The actual purpose of this test
seems to consist in the control of
the interaction between the cable under tent and a unit situated close to it.
In RE02 test the situation
is even worse because the measuring antenna is positioned at a distance of 1 metre from the test sample.
No clear indications about the actual wiring layout are given in the test description.
When this test
Is carried out, it is never clear which is the source of the radiated interference: the test sample or
the wiring.
In general, most of emitted noise is produced by the wiring and only a minimum part is
generated by the test sample.
The problem of defining the source of radiated interference is quite important because, in some cases, it -v
have influence in establishing whose responsibility it is to reduce
the level of emitted noise within EMC upecification limits.
If, in fact. it depends on the unit under
test the responsibility lies with the supplier, if it depends on the wiring the responsibility lies with
who defined the equipment interfaces.
In conclusion it appears that RE01 and RE02 tests are not adequate
to measure the interwiring coupled noise mainly because they are based on the unrealintic assumption that
the coupling happens between the wiring and the measuring antenna.
The same criticism is applicable to radiated susceptibility tests.
In MIL-STO-461/462
RSO1 test
(Radiated Susceptibility 30 Hz to 30 KHz Magnetic Field) and RS03 test (Radiated Susceptibility 14 KHz
to 10 GHz Electric Field) are again an unrealistic representation of the wiring coupling mechanism while
RS02 test (Radiated Susceptibi*,ty magnetic induction field) even if more realistic only examines the
particular case of the magnetic induction fields of power frequency arid spike signals.

2.

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE TEST METHOD
The equivalent circuit of coupled lines for a length

equations and the matrix theory it

AX

is

shown in

follows
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Fir. 2 the diagram showing the geometrical and eleci-ical configuration

By substluting the boundary conditions in (15)
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However,
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some interesting conclusions can be achieved

from their examination:
- at low frequency V2 is
- at high frequency

proportional to the frequency

and to the coupling coefficient}

V2 depends on the coupled length of the lines ond is

- in both the numerators of (16) and (171 the tam d

CqAyf(-x,) indicates

3

affected by cable resonances

that V

is affected by an

oscillatory component determined by mutual capacitance and inductance of the coupled lines.
It would be possible to calculate the exact values of V2 in a certaie
rather time consuming.
Therefore the experimental approach has been used.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF THE CABLE COUPLING

frequency rangel but this is

TRANSFER FUNCTION

During the evaluation of the EMC performances of a digital datb transmission system a simple test
It consists of a copper tube (1 cm diameter)
tool was used to simulate the wiring coupling mechanism.
The A termination is left
in parallel with the wire under test for a fixed length 100 cm) (Fig. 3).
The B termination is connected to
open (capacitive coupling) or short circuited (inductive cupling).
load runs parallel to the
The wire under test connecting the test sample to its
the measuring device.
test

wire at a distance of 2 cm.
By means of the HP Spectrum Analyzer/Tracking Generator 8555A/8443 the cable coupling transfer function
was measured in the frequency range U to 100 MHz in accordance with the test set up of Fig. 4 c.
In

Fig.

5 and Fig.

6 three different curves are shown

- the curve NI represents the cable test probe insertion loss when the A termination is open circuited
(Fig. 5) or short circuited (Fig. 6) measured in accordance with the test set up of Fig. 4 (a)
- the curve N2 represents the cable under test insertion loss measured in
up of Fig. 4 (bW

_2

accordance with the trst

set

4
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the curve N3 represents the cable coupling transfer function when the A termination is open circuited
(Fig. 5) or when the A termination is short circuited (Fig. 6) measured in accordance with the test
set up of Fig. 4 (c).

The curves NI, 2. 3 of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 have been grouped in the same figure because some interesting conclusions can be obtained.
It appears that the peaks of the cable coupling transfer function
correspond to the resonai :e frequencies of the cable test probe and of the cable under tests the deep
attenuation peaks, viceversa. correspond to the resonance between the two cables and are mainly determined by mutual capacitance and inductance of the cable coupled length.
In addition the followirg general conclusions are easily achieved:
- the emitted noise is proportional to the cable length only in the low frequency range (below the first
cable resonance)
- in the high frequency range (above the first cahle res-nance) the omitted noise is no longer proportional to the cable length but it depends only on the resonance frequencies correspcnding to p Aj14
Ac is the cable wavelengths n: integer).

4.

MEASUREMENT OF INTERWIRING COUPLED NOISE

The test tool which has been previously described can be used to measure the wiring emitted noise
in two load configurations (open circuit and short circuit).
Fig. 7 (Fig. B) shows the diagram of the
interference generated by a digital data transmission unshielded twisted line when the A termination of
the cable test probe is short circuited (open circuited).
From these figures it appears that the peaks
at 30 MHz and 80 MHz are due to the twisted cable resonance (this also appears from the comparison with
the diagrams of Fig. 5 and Fig. 6).
Knowledge of the existence of these frequency resonance peaks may be
very useful in establishing valid criteria for cable separation.
Another considerable advantage of this test method consists in the possibility of evaluating the
amount of radiated interference due to the wiring only, avoiding the difficulties of test RE02 of MILSTO 461/462 where the total radiated emission from the equipment under test is measured.
The radiated emission generated by an impulse generator connected to its load by a cable two metres
long has been measured in accordance with the test method RE02.
The radiated interference is above the
specification limit in the frequ.,.cy range 30 MHz to 90 MHz (Fig. 9).
As far as test REO2 is concerned,
the equipment under test would not seem acceptable. The same test has been repeated disconnecting the
equipment from the cable and connecting the load directly to its input terminals: no radiated interference
was measured (Fig. 10). The conclusion .is that the radiated interference measured in test RE02 only
depends on the wiring.
The wiring coupled noise measured in accordance with the technique described here is shown in Fig.
11 and represents the measurement of the expocted noise coupled into the cables running in proximity of
the wiring under test.
The two curves show the open circuit ard short circuit diagrams; it appears that below 5 MHz the
emitted noise level is well below 70 dB uV / MHz.
The 3ituation nmay become critical in the frequency
range 10 to 100 MHz where the wire emit~sd noise is above 80 dB/uV / MHz, therefore some precautions shall
oe taken in order to prevent possible interference problems.
Wiring susceptibility tests can be performed using the same technique and the same cable test
probe.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

The advantages of performing the proposed tests during a program of electromagnetic compatibility
can be summarized as follows:
k

-

Realistic simulation of the wiring coupling

-

Possibility of determining the level of wiring radiated interference-

-

Possibility of classifying the cables in accordance with their emission levels for a better philosophy
of cable separation

-

Evaluation of radiated interference due to the wiring in comparison with the total radiated emission
piece of equipment.

mechanism

The measurement techniques described here has already been proved valid during the electromagnetic
compatibility study of an aircraft.
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1.

GENERAL
Comi

.-,~•:• ,

!.i dispersive,

layered,

media such as,

can be jperforme(, h? means not only of acoustic vavee
waves in
in

the ELF range.

It

is

dissipative medium (Refs.

the field intennity is
takes place,

but also by using Electromagnetic

well known from the electromagietic propagation theory

1,

2,

3,

4,15,18) that t0 e dependence

established in

from the frequency of

a given point of the space where

the perturbation

by means of the "characteristic frequency" of the medium which

of the electric
and is

in the sense above mentioned

conductivity

(a)

and of the dielectric

constant

(c)

is

a function

of the medium

expressed by the following expression

!c

2ff e

The case considered here is
water.

The signal

that of an electromagnetic sensor (receiver)

(or noise)

detected

(and/or produced)

in

the resultant effect of the combination of many different noises,
which,

furthermore,

2.

sea

natural and man-made,

are affected by the different propagation conditions due to the

broadband spectral structure of the signal,
(Fig.

immersed in

the sea by such a sensor is

and by the intrinsic

noise of the sensor

1).

NATURAL NOISE
Noise of natural origin consists mainly of signals coming from far off thunder-

storms or nearby lightnings in
nomena produced in
are still

the earth-ionosphere

the Magnetosphere

(Ref.

cavity,

Thes-

5).

being continuously surveyed by many scientists;

fication of such noises has already been done (Refs.

or from other complex phe-

phenomena have been studied aad
any how some sort of classi6, 7,

17).

The knowledge of this

classification

enables one within certain limits to reduce the disturbing effects of
these phenomena on transmissions in the same frequcncy range, either with appropriate
codification and signal processing,
receiving antennas.

The general

evaluation for establishing its

3.

either with particular

design and set tip of the

aspect of the noise requires a statistically

based

typical characteristics.

MAN-MADE NOISE
Man-made noise,

in

this

particular

transients or variations happening in
a)

A.C.

case,

is

generally

produced,

by strong current

the vicinity of the sensor:

power lines on land (50,

60 Hz),

railways,

industries,

Electric

power generators, close to the coast line (but not necessarily
will be seen later),
switchings in general.
b)

Underwater

cables (i.e.

telex,

power lines) placed in

as

the vicinity of the

sensors.
c)

Ships of any type passing near the receiving sensors.

The noises related to a)

and b)

can be relatively well studied and classified,

because their geometrical position with respect
must be taken into account

k-

in

every particular

to the receiver
case.

is

fixed.

mainly
Such geometry
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The disturbance related to ship traffic
which is

(c),

presents a vast casistic

and variability

due mainly to the following reasons:

1st:

The intrinsic
electric

noise of the ship,

machinery

corrotion
2nd:

which is

and electronic

currents,

essentially produced by

apparatus on board and by hull

presents always a complex spectral structure.

The geometry of the system,

that is

with respect to the sensor,

implies the knowledge of the velocity,

direction (course),
and all

the relative motion of the ship

the boundary conditions of the p,'opagation field

the parameters of the medium involved in

the propagation

expressions.
The "Geometry
ficulty,

Influence" which in

principle

could be calculated,

on the base of the propagation theory in

even with some dif-

dissipative media,

introduces

an

additional time dependence to the already complicated structure of the noise.
Figure 2 shows some implications which must be considered when evaluating the noise
received by a submerged sensor.

The interaction between the two above mentioned aspects (1st and 2nd)
receiver a sort of quasi-deterministic
problem is

4.

SIMPLIFIED MATHEMATICAL

MODEL

What we consider here is
X,Y,
is

an elementary Rice-Transmitting

the location of which is

system,

consisting of

the origin of a cartesian refererce

and a dipole receiving antenna moving along an arbitrary line

the same plane.
Larb

produce at the

A tentative model of approaching the

given below.

the transmitting ship,
plane

process.

The coordinate system lies

defined by

ro

The electrical

EQ

and

mo as shown in

field vectors are given

=

I!

=I•.I

-

=

I__•
2Tr(

1

-Vs

+ (l+y

2-

(l+y

(Larb)

on

on the sea surface and the position of
Fig.
in

this

3.
case by the relations:

. r)

e-Y1r

cos

.r)

e Y1

sin e . C

8 & 9.

r(

(I)
(2)

1

r

Refs.

where
I

=

4

=

Y
W

current through the transmitting dipole
length of the transmitting dipole
-,.

=

r,

a

2rrf rad/s
7

(propagation constant)
(frequency generated by the ship)

=

4r x 10-

a

=

r0

=

4 mho/m (sea water conductivity)
closest distance
Larb - Origin

r

=

istantaneous distance

H/m

These formulae are valid for all
field

component in
E
arb

of the plane X,Y,

any point of the arbitrary

=

E cos a r

Ecsina

and allow tie

line (Larb)

value of the Electric

to be computed:

(3)

1
38-4

-

where
1Tr

•+(a+A

Setting

we have

(I+y.r) e-Y.r

-

E

%)

-T [(I+A) con14con-

14

(4)

(2-A) s1n pina

1

2,

~

.

con(cp + a) -sin tpsin a+ A cos(cp- a)]

From Fig. 3 we seen that

and

r

=

c

-

where

__r_ +

Xarb

tPo - Arctm Xar--b
ro
is

Xorb

computed from the point (of the line) most close to the origin

of the axis

(X0 ).

In Fig.

the computed value is

rb

4(b)

30

=

m,

0

-

900,

shown of

c - 1800,

Earb

in function of

and in Fig. 4(a) for

r

0

for

e = 00

C= 900.

Figure 5(b) shows an exoerimental result of a parallel passage of an artificial
dipole source on the Receiving dipole, and Fig. 5(a) a perpendicular passage of the
same source on the same Receiving dipole (Refs. 9, 16).

PRACTICAL MODEL

5.

The moving ship is regarded as a transmitting dipole antenna (NT) with a known
associated dipole moment (M - IL4), moving with a constant velocity v in a directio:a
placed in the sea water
parallel to a fixed receiving dipcle of the same size (R)
(Fig. 6).
The general formula of the electric field component detected by
E

-

M -1

cos 1

-

sin a.sin 0 + k cos(cL-0)]j

2

TTa

where
E - electric field component
a - sea water conductivity
Kn - transmission coefficient = (l+ynr) e"Ynr
M = 14 = dipole moment
- !t= propagation constant
horizontal distance (NT- R)
r
(NT-R)
r. =shortest distance

a &~
an

relative angle
(a 1
skin depth ----

c

R

is
(5)
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With some simplifications due to the particular geometrical symmetry we obtain
1

II

Ei

-

-

In which Ei
frequency.

-.

r

r0 2
3

[-

+Ki

'."

(6)

clearly depends on the frequency,

through

Ki,

a fvnction of the

This frequency dependence is very important when the radiated noise is broadband.
In such a case the broadband signal must be processed to establish its frequency
components and to compute for' each of them the relative partial electric field
intensity Ei or the associated dipole moment of the source.
The general
formula

(6)

will

be then applied

to

each

frequency

component

in

order

to

evaluate

the total electric field intensity (or the total associated dipole moment),

as

follows:
E

=

E

=

En

E= i.
n= 2rnTC

2-

1- 3 X

2T"

1
rs(7

1IM

13

1;:;

3 --

+

Kl

+ K2

L2+

K

n]

where
n = 1,

2,

...

i,

...

represents the order of the frequency

Simple mathematics gives also the associated total dipole moment

Me

2Trc

.e r •

E~n

nl

i

Z

[-l3

+ (l+yir)

Meff*
_

e-Yir

component.

(8)
(

The value of each single Z?
can be determined by means of spectral analysis
I
by comparison with a known calibrated signal (Fig. 7).
In the experimental model the intrinsic noise of the moving ship was simulated
assuming it to have a rectangular shape with a basic frequency of 33 Hz; Figure 5(b)
shows the signal detected by the parallel sensors.
In Fig. 7 the power spectrum is
shown of a constant 30 Hz square wave signal, the area of each spike component is
proportional to the corresponding electric field inten3ity
(E0).
For reference a
calibration mignal is also shown in Fig. 7.

6.

VELOCITY DEPENDENCE

In order to evaluate the influence of the velocity on the received noise we
performnow, antother simplification of the model, viz., the intrinsic noise of the
ship is assumed to be a pure sinusoid.
In this case behaviour of the signal detected
at the receiver will be similar to that shown in Fig. 5 but the harmonic content will
be limited only to the fundament&l.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show clearly that the
reveived signal is not stationary at all.

It the signal were a constant-level sinusoid, the relative power spectrum (for an
infinite time sample) whould be a very narrow spike;
instead, when the constant
level condition is not verified, a broadening of the narrow spectral spike is to be
expected, corresponding to a frequency smear.
In principle, it should then be to
associate somehow the level variation with the corresponding frequency spreading Af.
Assuming the condition verified that the propagating signal in the sea vanishes with
the inverse cube law of the distance (Ref. 7) and keeping the shipts velocity v
constant, one can express the intensity of the signal detected by the fixed sensor
as follows:
sin wt
(r - vt)s

r

smin t
(1 - YVt))
r

if we set

v t Wr

r > 8

with

(skin depth)

3v t
I(t)

-

sin wt

e

The maximum values of function

t,

= 2 Iw

;

I(t)

t2 = 3-T
2w

(10)

are found for:

;

=

to

...

etc...

(11)

then
3 v rr/2 w r
I(tj)

1=

- e

(121)

15 v w/2 w r
i(t N 3 )
and the ratio

e

(12')

will be

I,/I.

3v7/2wr(l-5)
3,

:-•

6

- vff/wr
= e(13)

Consequently the loraritmic decrement is

e

-

obtained:

6 vTr

(14)

Similarly, for a harmonic motion with logaritmic damping we have:

,,

Q

Q

-(15)
f

then
Af

3v

(16)

iyr
In Fig. 8 the computed values is shown of
different values of ship's velocity v.

Af

in function of the distance for
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7.

ANALYSIS OF THE NOISE

The bandwidth of the ship signal (man-made noise) is function of the source
speed. This signal is detected by the submerged sensor together with the natural
background noise:
NR

-

NR

- Total received noise

NS +N N

where

Ship noise (assumed to be sinusoidal)

NS
NN

-

Natural background noise

To be analyzed, NR is generally introduced into a filter, the response of which
will be the resultant of two components
S S-Response to

To

NS

(sinusoid)

valateSNStheprocessing issimple.

In order tj evaluate

necessary to investigate whether NN is normally distributed.
(Ref. 10) the r.n.s. value of the filter output is

S NN I it is
In such a case

n
wlere
Gn
B

Power spectral distribution function
=

Noise bandwidth

The level fluctuation of the noise in the filter will be characterized by the product
BX T

1

In fact the normalized standard error of the output amplitude is:

sd. [*n]
*n

(Ref. 10)

1

~2

f WB

In other words, this expression represents the noise fluctuation in the filter,
which then has a number of degrees of freedom: n - 2 BT - 2. On this base it is
possible to define the recognition threshold between NS and NN.
The background noise (in absence of ship) cannot be considered stationary because
of the presence of "strange" spikes. A selection was then made of "quiet samples"
and "spiky samples" of the received noise, Fig. 9. By means of a procedure suggested
by Bendat and Piersol (Ref. 10) the following analysis conditions were established

S~3"T

B

16.
160 a

0 ,6Hz
0,6 Hz

n
20
200
B

The fluctuation of the power spectral density related to each single
expressed in terms of normalized standard error

et

where,

can be

I

in the present case:
at

=

Standard deviation of each of the independent
measurements (in this case 100)

M

=

Mean value of all

at

In the present analysis the following quantities were computed:

Assuming

R

=

M1 0

Mean value of 10 mean values (M1 , M2 ,
10 independent measurements

aMlo -

Standard deviation of

it

I/et

is

M1 ,

M2 ,

...

...

MIO)

of

M10

possible to define the apparent value of

R:

MIO
UM10
In the analysis one generally finds,
[R]

8.

(Ref.

7)

(f/'-

SOME RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 10 sa..ws the power spectral analysis of a "quiet sample"; one can see
/ -10, and that the distribution is almost gaussian. The presence
'
that Rv
of the Schu,.._-,nmodes is evident (Refs. 7, 12, 14).
In Fig. 11 the same
observed that R< 2
distribution if the
by Bernstein et al.

analysis was carried out for a "spiky sample", and it was
This means that for samples of long duration the
< ji1.
background noise is not gaussian, as was demonstrated also
March 1974 (Ref. 11).

In Fig. 12 the power spectral analysis is shown of natural background noise
detected by means of two parallel dipole antennas placed on the sea bottom
(Tyrrhenian sea).
The remarkable fact is that the spike around 17 Hz disappears in the analysis
of the difference of the two signals, as it does with Schumann modes this means
that the signal reaches the two sensors, (spaced about 1 km apart) with the same
This leads to the conclusion that the source is
phase and the same amplitude.

be produced by
zone. The spike in question can
quite far away from the sensor's
A.C railway power lines, with a frequency of 16 2/3 Hz used in some places in
Europe.
Some approaches to the background noise evaluation problem in the ELF range, have
been outlined above.
This evaluation is essential for optimizing the performance
of a transmission channel in such a frequency range (Ref. 13).
For modelling some
restrictive assumptions were made, but with a more complex and sophisticated signal
processing, the results could be more detailed.
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DISCUSSION
lines in Norway.
G. H. HAGNs You attribute the energy at 16 2/3 Hz to train power Hz,
and perhaps the
2/3
1G
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operate
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(e.g.,
Europe
Central
of
railroads
The
them as well
from
partly
comes
Sea
Tyrrhenian
the
in
water
shallow
energy observed in
as from those in Scandanavia.
I have not investigated completely the railway power supply distribution
G. TACCONI:
Thank you.
further investigation seems worthwhile.
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in Europe,
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AUTOMATIC TESTING OF AVIONICS SYSTEMS FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY
idmund T. Tognola
Jack Rubin
US Army Electronics Command
Avionics laboratory
Fort Monmouth, NJ, USA

STMJARY
This paper describes a technique of semi-automatic electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) testing that has
been developed at the US Army Avionics Laboratory, Fbrt Mtnmouth, NJ, USA.
The technique was developed
to reduce EMC testing effort and to provide a more comprehensive test program. The method used to
accomplish the task involves the use of a data acquisition unit integrated into the aircraft avionics and
electrical subsystems. This enables the test engineer to gather 34C performance data on the system in
its natural environment. The on-board recorded data is subsequently reduced by computer using specially
developed programs to determine areas of non-compatibility. The results of the invesaigation indicate
that the technique of using a data acquisition system for EMC testing is feasible and requires less test

effort and provides more complete and accurate results than conventional E2C testing.
1.

IfI0ODUCTION

The problem of electromagnetic interference or EMI in aircraft systems has increased significantly in recent years due to the rapid growth in the development of complex electrical and electronic
equipment now installed in operational aircraft. EMI has become a serious detriment to the operation
of aircraft for the military because it degrades reliability and operational efficiency.
EMI can cause a problem in an aircraft due to an interaction between an avionics system or
power system and other avionics systems installed in an aircraft. This interaction can produce undesirable effects which degrade the performance of such systems. This degradation results in loss of accuracy
of interpretation whether presented orally, visually or mechanically. For example, EMI can cause excessive
noise on audio channels, excessive bearing orror in direction finding and compass systems, and cross
modulation in transmitting and transponder systems.
As we look into the future, it can be assumed that the rapid growth in complexity of the
electronic systems on board an aircraft will continue and we will need improved methods for detecting 31I
problems in order to achieve electromagnetic compatibility (Enc).
At present, 31C testing of military aircraft generally requires considerable aircraft down time
and man hours to accomplish.
In addition, the P1C data obtained is often based on the subjective judgement 3f the person performing the test. The test procedures at present are to operate one equipment
while monitoring all other equipments for evidence of malfunction, and to repeat this test so that all
modes of opermtion of the equipments are checked. The testing must consider all combinations of equipments in the source/victim rolls. Because of the large number of different combinations of equipment,
considerable time would be required to completely check an aircraft for EMC and the test plan must be
compromised in order to select which of the many possible tests will be done in the time available.
In looking for ways to reduce this time and effort, the Army Electronics Command has explored

the concept of developing an automated EMC test capability using a data acquisition system. The idea of
such a system is to make P2C testing a simple procedure which can be done on the ground or in flight.

2.

TECHNIQUE
Monitoring of 31C and system performance required provisions for incorporating an onboard E4C

performance test system.

Properly shielded cabling was run from all test points to an onboard data

acquisition unit (IDU).
Recording of data was accomplished on a sampling basis using an appropriate tape
recording system. Recorded data was analyzhd by computer to determine system performance.
The type of data measured automatically by this technique was the electrical bonding of the
electronics equipments to the airframe and the measurements of electromagnetic interference data between
aircraft subsystems. All tests were performed by the standard manual techniques in addition to using the

automated data acquisition system.

3.

DSCRIPTION OF ACHIEVODM

3.1

Bonding Meisurements

The data obtained by the two methods was compared.

The automated bonding measurements were made ua.ng a Wheatstone bridge circuit with the
resistance of the bond as the unknown arm.
(ANDESON, C0F.W 0, 1974) The data acquisition system compared
the unknown to a reference resistance. The manual bonding•'easurements were made using a Shallcross
milliohmmeter.
When the data obtained by the two methods was compared, it was found that there was poor
agreement between the data acquisition system and Shalloross milliohmmeter bonding measurement values.
It
iasdetermined that the physical pressure used by pressing the Siallcross probe to the bond actially
changes the bondiqg resistance.
It wir concluded that the bonding measurtments using the automated data
acquisition system and the bridge circuit are more truly representative of the actual resistance of a

j

particular bonding path than measurements made using the Shallcross milliohmmeter.
3.2

Electromagnetic Compatibility Test Results

Figure 1 shows a graphical comparison of the automated EMC data and manual voltmeter ENC data
taken across the pilot's headset. The graph is a plot of millivolts versus run number where each run is
a different combination of equipments keyed, different modes of operation, different tuned frequencies,
Each point on the automated data curve represents the absolute average of one thousand samples
etc.
Bech point on the conventional curve was taken , anually using a
taken by the data acquisition system.
vacuum tube voltmeter. A comparison of the two curves shows general agreement %o a fraction of a milliThe largest variation between the curves is during run numbers 27, 28, end 29 where the separation
volt.
DIring these runs the landing light was turned on. The landing light draws
is about 1.4 millivolts.
more power than any other equipment during the test and it was found that there was magnetic coupling
This caused a slight increase in the
between the landing light cables and the signal leads to the LAU.
In ruture installation, care must be taken to prevent such coupling by keeping
recorded signal levels.
signal leads separated from high current cables.
The high peak on run 17 shows interference data when the victim receiver is tuned to the
second harmonic of a transmitter.
This data was
Figure 2 shows graphical comparisons of automated and manual ambient noise data.
obtained with all equipments turned off except the victim. The hig)-ýr points on the curve (runs 3, 15
Thiis equipment has an untuned
and 16) represented tests of the automatic direction finding equipment.
crystal detector front end and therefore the ambient noise is higher. This graphical comparison shows
good agreement between the data obtained manually and with the data acquisition system.
3.3

Transient Testing

Automatic transient testing was accomplished by electronically integrating the short duration
This had the effect of stretching the input signal so that the data acquisition system could
transients.
The automatic system was demonstrated to be capable of measuring EMC transients,
sample and process it.
and of providing a means of recording such disturbances which is superior to that of the conventional
methods.

4.

DkTA COLLECTION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

For the study in automated electromagnetic compatibility testing a R&D data acquisition system
was used. The system, because of its broad capabilities, does not represent the prototype system that
is anticipated as the final test system. The R&D system provides the opportunity to gather large
It is
quantities of data which completely describea the system performance of the units under test.
designed to accept a wide variety of input signals, thereby making the system extremely versatile. Because
of the capability of withstanding Plight conditions, the data acquisition system is able to gather systems
data as the test vehicle is flown in its natural environment.
The airborne system consists of the equipments shown in Figure 3.

It includes:

Data Acquisition Unit (M•U)
IAU Control Unit
Instrumentation Recorder
Recorder Control Unit
High Density Digital aicoder
The functional block diagram of the DAU is shown in Figure 4.
The •~u can accommodate 63 analog inputs, 55 of which can be signal conditioned, 3 synchro
inputs, and 22 discrete or bilevel inputs. (VECTOR, 1972)
The signal conditioner is programable to accept analog inputs in several ranges either as a
single-ended or differential input and has an independent programable bandwidth.
J•

The conditioned inputs are then multiplexed together with the eight unconditioned inputs by the
analog multiplexer. The information is then converted to a digital data word consisting of 10 bits, sign
and parity by the analog-to-digital (A to D) converter.
The synchro converters accept a three wire synchro input plus a reference and outputs to the
digital multiplexer, a 12 bit digital representation of the sampled angle.
The digital data stream from the A to D converter is multiplexed with the digital inputs from
the control unit (elapsed time, event markers bzd run numbers), the synchro to digital converters, and
the 22 discrete inputs. The multiplexed data is then applied to a parallel to serial converter where it
is converted into a serial bit stream. The format converter arranges the data words into a predetermined
format that is available for recording or transmission to a ground stat n via a telemetry transmitter.
This is equivalent to 60,000
The basic rate of the sampling system is 720,000 bits per second.
The basic rate can be reduced by a
twelve bit words per second or 500 frames of 120 twelve bit words.
factor of five by an internal switch. A typical data frame as constructed by the format converter is
shown in Figure 5. The data as it is recorded is a serial bit stream but for ease of presentation a 120
The serial sequence of data can be visualized by scanning the frame in
word data frame is constructed.
the same fashion as the written page is read. Several of the inputs are sampled 10 times per frame which
is equivalent to 5000 samples per second.

Several samplinrk

formats can be obtained by simply changing a prewired connector on the IAU.

The IDU control unit provides the following functions,

controls and displays:

A deck of 3 thumbwheel switches, entitled WORD SELECT, provides the capability of displaying
the sign and magnitude, in bits, of the selected data word. This can be used in airborne
operations to monitor the perameters or in troubleshooting procedures to determine if the
sampling, digitizing, and formatting is being performed properly. The display is provided
by a LE readout entitled WORD DISPLAY.
A deck of 4 thumbwheel switches provides the capability of encoding with the data an identification number that can be used during decommutation and analysis to identify test operations.
The switches, entitled RUN SELECT, can be used to identify the pilot, type of test, instrument
being tested or any other information that simplifies the identification of the data.
Four separate event marker push button switches are available for noting special events.
The buttons can 'e pushed in combination giving a total of 15 events that can be marked.
An elapsed time generator can be activated to provide timing information in minutes, seconds
and tenths of a second. The information is recorded in the data frame. The elapsed time can
be stopped and restarted without loss of time or it can be reset to zero at any time.
The magnetic tape recorder is specially configured for the system and has the following features:
14 track, record and reproduce heads designed specially for high density applications.
2 MWz bandwidth record and reproduce capability
24,000 bits/inch tape packing density.
1 hour record time per track at the 720,000 bits per second sampling rate.
The recorder control unit provides the operator with speed selection, tape breakage, end-of-tape
and tape remaining indication and also provides the normal control functions such as forward, reverse, etc.
The high dersity digital encoder provides the capability of recording for 1 hour on a single
The specially developed encoder permits data to be
track at the high data rate of 720 kilobits/second.
recorded gt a packing density of 24,000 bitd/inch on the magnetic tape which can be reproduced with a 1
bit in 10 error rate.
5.

DATA REDUCTION

The data reduction system, used to transcribe data from the airborne recorded tape to the computer
tape and used to verify the data and perform a limited analysis, consists of the following equipments
shown in Figure 6:
Instrumentetion Recorder
Reproduce/Monitor Unit
High Density Digital Decoder
PiM Signal Conditioner
PCM Frame Synchronizer
PDP-11 Minicomputer
The instrumentation reco:-der used for the data reduction system was of the same type as used In
the airborne system.
The Reproduce/Nonitor Unit and High Density Digital Decoder contain the necessary amplifiers and
decoding electronics for reproducing the recorded data.
The PCN4 Signal Conditioner accepts the incoming serial dnta stream, rejects accompanying noise
and sends the filtered data alone with a clock signal extracted from the data to the PCM Frame Synchronizer.
The Frame Synchronizer communicates with the PLP-ll Processor through specially designed interface which
allows the computer to remotely program the Frame Synchronizer and then provides real time control and
data handling.
The Frame Synchronizer inspects the data stream for the occurrence of the 12-bit
Once these have been found the Frame Synchronizer assembles the incoming data bits
synchronization words.
into 12-bit words and passes the words in bit-parallal fashion through the interface's direct memory
input channel.
The processor in the Data Formatting System determines which of the incoming data frames are
desired by monitoring the run code and event mavkers contained in the data and then blocks the data into
logical records transfers the records to the minicomputer magnetic tape unit, which produces the final
J inch I4 compatible 9-track magnetic tape.

6.

DATA ANALYSIS

Data analysis for the program was performed in two steps. Preliminary review of small samples
of data was accomplished during the first step using the P%-ll minicomputer. With specially developed
software, written in PAL-11A assembly language, it was possible to direct the computer to perform such
operations as "frame printout", conversion to engineering unit, data listing or calculation of basic inforHaving the programs in modular form allowed rapid
mation such as averages or root-mean squares (iM).

modification to meet the existing requirements.

The programs use less than 6K of the 16K memory.

+
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The specific purpose for the analycis of smaller sections of data was to determine if the data
acqt .ition system, from the input to the instrumentation recorder, wae working properly and to determine
if t.,.- results obtained using the sampling technique compared favorably with manually made readings.
The second step in the analysis of the data involved a complex program written for a high speed
digital computer.
A general block diagram of the program is shnwn in Figure,7. The program reads in and stores
large quantities of data used to determine the ambient conditions. Additional data is then checked
against the ambient readings for an "out-of-spec" condition. If such an "out-of-spec" condition exists,
the computer searches the data to determine what radios in the avionics system are on. Upon this determination a correlation is performed between the active radios to determine where the interference is
eminating. The program could be expanded to include an interference analysis between all avionics and
power system equipments.

7.

CONCI•USIONS

Based upon the results obtained during the test program, it has been determined that the use
of an automated system for electromagnetic compatibility testing is feasible if sufficient testing is
anticipated to warrant the initial investment in the equipments required. The full impact of costs and a
determination of the point at which a system would be cost effective to purchase should be undertaken prior
to making a decision to automate all EMC testing.
The test program showed the data could be taken in three main areas:
E14C measurements and transient •l4C measurements.

bondinig, non-transient

It was demonstrated that the bridge circuit used in conjunction with the DAS would measure the
bonding easier, quicker and more accurately. The readings were repeatable because there was not a varying
mechanical load placed on the bond interface by any type of probe. Based on the above information, it was
concluded that the technique was superior to the techniques using the conventional method.
It was also demonstrated during the tests that non-transient and transient E1C measurements
could be made using the IAS. The transient measuring system required additional circuitry to integrate
the transients in order that the data acquisition system could properly monitor and record the data.
All 34C measurements could be accurately recorded during a flight test program which allowed
all equipments to be tested in their natural environment.
A more complete test was performed in less time because all equipments were monitored
simultaneously. The elapsed time in eacn test mode was significantly shorter than with conventional test
methods because no reading of a meter and recording ot data on data nheets was required. The limiting
factor in "quickness" of test was the operator's ability to manually select each mode of test. The
required data was recorded in less than 5 seconds/mode.
8.

RECOM4ENDATIONS

:,er to red-",e test time and personnel still further without increasing the complexity of
the d,.
ition
era significantly, the DU control unit should include a sequencing switch that
woul'
-the r- . -4e and automatically enter event marks to isolate approximately 5 seconds of data.
Foll
t.he "sampling period a ready light could flash on the control unit to indicate the completion of
the teab. ••Ae.
The co-pilot could then make the necessary changes in test mode and initiate a ready
command -a the control unit to start the process again. This added feature to the data acquisition system
could eliminate the requirement for the test engineer to fly with the system and would reduce unnecessary
test time caused by the required comaunications between the co-pilot and the test engineer in setting up
the test modes.
Although the R&D data acquisition system used in this program was designed to be readily
integrated into any of the existing Army aircraft from the 0H-6 thru cH-4T7, it is desirable that the
system designed for EM testing be smaller and lighter so that it could be handcarried to various
installations via commercial aircraft for EC tests. Environmental specifications should be in accordance
with existing specifications e•--for those stated for electromagnetic interference in MIL-STDJ461.
Because the equipmenti?
I be In testing other equipments for 34C. the requirement for conducted
and radiated limit
e,
ex,,;ud
..) siose stated in MIL-STD-461 by at least 10 db.
Now that it has been determined that it is feasible to use a data acquisition system for
electromagnetic compatibility testing, further investigations are pl.aned to determine the characterisitcs
of the prototype unit su.h as sampling rate and channel capacities. This will include a review of the
requirements for existin4 helicopt-s and those in the planning stages. New techniques of acquiring data
such as an integrator with a sampa
hold circuit will be studied to determine the lower limits of
data samplin#.
And as stated preo
y, a study of the cost effectiveness should be initiated to determine the point at which it is co
.fective to automate the tests.
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DISCUSS ION
F. 0. GREEN: You used the PDP II minicomputer for initial analysis and a large highspeed computer for final analysis. Did you use a high-speed printer for your initial
printout?
E. TOGNOLA: Originally, we had only the teletype input/output. Soon we found that
we needed a greater capability, so we added a medium-speed printer '100 characters
per second).
This has been adequate for the limited analysis performed prior to final
data reduction on the IBM-360.
E. 14.FROST: We have found it a useful facility to have a time marker or signal available to synchronize and identify separate voice signals on, say, intercom or separate
tape recorder. Have you considered providing such a facility on your equipment?
E. TOGNOLA:- Yes, but we have rejected the idea totally. The discrete words provide
33 pieces of information as to what is "on"~ or "off". Also available is the run
number and event marker to aid in identifying data or special events.
Special comments
can also be made by noting the elapsed time and writing a comment on the test plan.
S. C. KLEINE:
Do you have any plausible explanation why the deviation between conventional and automatic test results in Fig. 1 at run no. 27-29 and 15-16 in Fig. 2
suddenly increases to -10 db?
E. TOGNOLA: During the test modes for runs 27-29, the landing lights were "on".* The
input leads froi', several equipments were routed to the DAUB in close proximity to the
cabling for the lights. There was a coupling effect between those cables which gave
the higher reading for the automatic method. The manual method did not have any
cabling in close proximity to the landing light cable and therefore did not indicate
a high level. No investigation was made into the difference in level for runs 15 and
16 in Fig. 2. The difference in the reading was only 1 millivolt and still well within
the specification.
H. MAIDMENT:
1) What procedures were adopted to prove the EMC. of the instrumentat'..on
wiring to the system's test points, both from the point of view of pickup on the lines
affecting the recording accuracy and the pickup degrading the system under test?
2) What effort was involved (in man-hours) in provuing the integrity of the monitoring
system along the lines of (1) above?
E. TOGNOLAt
1) The system (DAS) was designed to meet the necessary EMC specifications.
In addition, the DAU was also housed in a shielded box which was well grounded.
The
installation was done carefully, making sure the bonding was adequate. All grounds
of one type were grounded at a common point and then the common points tied together
at a single bus. Any problem that still existed was solved on an individual basis.
2) Approximately 400 man-hours.
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is much smaller in amplitude than the ambient noise pulse. This Is acceptable provided that the receiver does not
saturate on the ambient impulse. If the signal of interest were a CW signal, the same philosophy would hold. Hence,
a good broaduand dynamic range is necessary for reception of any type -f signal, broadband or narrow band, in the
presence of a high ambient noise level.
2.2 Dynamic Range Design Charts
A typical CW dynamic range chart is shown in Figure 2. iThe CW MDS sensitivity vs IF bandwidth is a KTB
relationship and is plotted as a straight line in semi-log graphics. The CW saturation level desired is 60 db above
MDI and is also plotted. It can be seen that the receiver must handle a -+48 db pV input at 100 kHz bandwidth in order
to achieve this 60 db dynamic range without AJC. Since the lowest MDS is -49 db &V, the receiver must be able to
handle a 97 db signal range over bandwidth variations. Note that an out-of-doorg . 25 meter effective height antenna
will deliver an ambient peak impulsive output Just within the saturation level at the 20 Hz bandwidth operation at a
4;. Hz center frequency.
Figure 3 shows a typical IkApulsive dynamic range chart. Note the MDS level is lowest at the highest bandwidths
due to the receiveý- voltage being directly proportional to the IF bandwidth. To require saturation 60 db above MDS in
the 20 Hz bandwidth, requires an input signal of 106 db LV/MHz or about 200 millivolts/MHz peak at the receiver input. If the RF bandwidth is 1 MHz, then 0. 20 volts peak must be applied to the receiver input in order to produce an
output 60 db above MDS. Linear handling of such an input requires a careful receiver design.

1

2.3 Broadband Dynamic Range Design

The placement of gain and filtering is much more critical in the design of a broadband signal receiver than ii, the
design of a narrow band signal unit If maximum signal handling capability is to be realized. It will be shown in fact
that the MDS and saturation level criteria which form the upper and lower bounds on the dynamic range are not in
sympathy with each other and present conflicting requirements.
An example will illustrate the proper design technique and the possible renults If it is not applied. Suppose it is
required to design a receiver with a 20 Hz IF bandwidth which must provide a 60 db instantaneous dynamic range, with
a minimum noise level at the IF output of 5 my RMS, and a receiver noise figure of 6 db maximum. Specification of
the bandwidth, notse figure, and minimum IF output level determine the total required receiver gain. Utilizing the
equation for thermal, band limited noise, and assuming a 50 ohm source and receiver input impedance
it can be determined
that the equivalent noise voltage at the receiver input, including the 6 db receiver noise
figure, is 4. 07 nV. Thus, the receiver gain needed is 122 db. Figure 4 Illustrates a block diagram of a typical narrow band receiver. The gain !s divided between the RF and the two IF stages and includes any loss or gain for the
preselector, mixer or bandpass filtor. It is assumed that the filter noise and impulse bandwidths are identical. The
minimum detectable broadband signal for our receiver based on bandwidth and noise figure specifications is approximately +46 db ýLV/MHz. If a preselector bandwidth of 1 MHz is assumed, this input represents an MDS peak voltage
of 199 PV. The minimum saturation level is 60 db above MDS or an input level of 199 mV peak. The voltage levels at
key points are shown in Table A for both the MDI and saturation RF input levels. Note that the peak output of the RF
amplifier is 6. 28 V. The RF output mixer input level Is approximately 20 db above the compression point of conventional double-balanced mixers and the first IF stage output level is perhaps 40 db above the maximum level supplied
by conventional semiconductor IF stages. Thus, our receiver is well into saturation and In fact has only 20 db of
instantaneous broadband dynamic range.
This example shows the problems encountered when trying to receive broadband signals. The peak amplitude of an
impulse is reduced by the ratio of the reduction of the bandwidth in which its energy is confined, I MHz/20 Hz or
50, 000/1 in our example, thus, if the narrow band IF filtering is not placed early in the receiver and if the RF gain and
bandwidth is not minimized, AtF, mixer, and IF saturation will occur early. These techniques to maximize signal
handling capability that is saturation level, may, however, result in poor sensitivity.
Receiver sensitivity for a given bandwidth is directly related to the overril noise figure.
function of the noise figure and gain of every stage per the well-known relation
F2-1
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This equation applied to the example receiver is shown in Figure 5. Losses are now assumed for the preselector.
mixer, and bandpass filter. Attempting to increase signal handling and capability by minimizing RF and early IF gain
(G and G ) will result in an increase in the third, and later terms, while attempting to place the lossy IF filter early
inihe sysera will cause an increase in the last term since the gain ahead of the filter will be reduced. Use of a very
high Q preselector could be used to improve signal handling capability but may have a high loss and degrade the noise
figure severely, and may cause tuning problems particularly if the receiver is to be used at very low frequencies. The
requirements for maximum saturation level contradict those for lowest MDS.
A block diagram of a receiver to meet the example specification Is shown in Figure 6 with the resulting signal
levels shown in Table B. Note that although the gain preceding t)ie 20 Hz IF bandpass filter is the same as In the
previous example that the maximum RF output level it 1. 1 V and the maximum IF level is 6.3 V. This RF level is
easily handled by a high dynamic range double-balanced inixer while the IF level can be supplied by a semiconductor
stage. It has been possible to achieve the performance without reducing RF or pr'ofiltering IF gain to unacceptable
levels and without resorting to tunable high Q preselection, by utilizing gradual bandwidth reduction. The propelector
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limits the broadband energy to 1 MHz, then after 30 db gain the bandwidth Is collapsed to 20 kHz and finally after an
additional 33 db of gain the bandwidth to established at 20 Hz, the final value. Since all earlier filtering is much wider
than the' inal IF bandwidth, the IF selectivity and time domain characteristics are dependent only upon the final filter.
The fundamental idea in understanding the operation of this type of receiver is that the energy and thus peak amplitude
of a broadband signal is reduced as the bandwidth through which it passes is reduced. Thus, by alternately filtering
and amplifying, it is possible to keep the signal amplitudes within bounds while still achieving acceptable sensitivity
and required overall gain. It should be recognized however that signal levels still become larger than normally found
in conventional receivers and certain system blocks must in themselves possess large dynamic ranges; for example,
the RF amplifier and mixer.
However, increasing mixer dynamic range requires higher LO power, hence more LO signal in the IF stages,
which tends to saturate the IF's, etc., unless special techniques are used.
2.4 Extended Low End Tuning Range
One of the inherent limitations of the superheterodyne receiving technique is the inability to receive iignals at
frequencies less than several IF bandwidths; i.e., less than 300 to 400 kHz for a receiver with a 100 kHz IF bandwidth
due to feedthru of the local oscillator. Entry of the local oscillator frequency into the IF section of a receiver through
the mixer will generally create one of the following problems: 1) saturation of the IF amplifiers; 2) saturation, desensitization or capture of the detectors.
Saturation of the IF amplifiers as a result of local oscillator feadthru is generally alleviated by a bandpass filter
early in the IF. However, as the low frequency tuning range is extended (i.e., the LO frequency approaches the IF
center frequency), the oscillator feedthru is attenuated less and less by the bandpass filter skirt and IF saturation
ultimatuly occurs. There are two approaches to limiting this type of IF saturation: 1) steepen the IF filter skirts
for improved LO rejection and 2) increase the LO to IF rejection of the mixer.
The choice of IF filter type and shape factor is in general based on the channel spacing and type of signal being
received. In dhe case of broadband signal reception, the time domain response of the filter murt be efamined closely
and most often the Gaussian filter or other combinational typeo are rcquired for low overshoot. Unfortunately, filter
types designed for low overshoot in the time domain do not exhibit low ratio shape factors. The typical shape factor
of a Gaussian type filter will be in the area of 3:1 (6 to 60 db) or greater. If the use of a filter type with a high ratio
shape factor is required by other system constraints, then the designer must look elsewhere for possible LO rejection.
Another area for increasing the rejection of the oscillator into the IF amplifiers is the mixer Itself. Standard
double-balanced mixers provide LO to IF rejection in the range of 25 to 50 db. If a high dynamic range mixer is
being used with a 1 db compression point of +15 dbm, then an oscillator power of about +20 dbm is required. For
a typical 25 db LO to IF rejection, the resultant entry of a -5 dbm signal into the IF pr~ces severe requirements on
the bandpass filter to prevent saturation. A recent AEL development has resulted in a high dynamic range mixer circuit with 95 db LO to IF port rejection. This rejection allows lowering of the tuning range without impossible restraints
on the filter shape factor.
Receiver shielding and grounding are as important as the filter shape factor. A brick wall filter will be of n(.
value if the LO is allowed to radiate into a following stage or if circulating ground currents are present, thus bypassing the filter rejection. With high dynamic range mixers requiring high LO power, the importance of eliminating
circulating ground currents cannot be emphasized enough. Isolated signal and DC ground returns should be provided
wherever the possibility of ground currents mixing is present.
For VLF receivers the use of high permeability magneti3 shielding with copper-nickel or copper chrome plating
should be recognized as an effective method oi containing the LO and other undesirable signals.
The low frequency tuning range may be extended to 1 0i tuned frequency to bandwidth ratio by use of these techniques.
3.

CONCLUSION

We have presented the reasons why receiver broadband dynamic range is of such importance when considering the
ambient signal "pollution." After emphasizing the importance, then the design considerations to achieve this broadband dynamic range were described. The concept treatment of broadband signals is becoming widely applied, yet, receiver techniques for maximizing performance are relatively unknown and quite rare. Little mathematics Is useful;
expLbiation and example provide the necessary insight.
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A STRAIGHT FORWARD COMPUTER ROUTL-NE FOR
SYSTEM CABLE EMI ANALYSIS
by
M.Russo and O.Hartal
Armament Development Authority,
Ministry of Defense, Israel

SUMMARY
In this article we have endeavoured to present the method we adopted to provide
harness compatibility in a complex system, the design of which was time limited, and EMC
requirements had to be generated in a hurry. The method outlined provides a way whereby
engineering effort and a computational backup check are combined to generate the EMC
requirements in as short a time as possible.
The data reduction phase is simple, time and effort saving and may be performed, after
the primary effort phase, by non-EMC-skilled workers. The method as su.i:
system
oriented, and not general, and so meets the requirements of a specific design P.,Cglem. On
the basis of this concept, other programs can be developed to meet various other harness
EMC problems.
It is hoped that the method outlined in this article will be of aid to EMC engineers
confronted with the same type of problem.
In complex systems utilizing electronic hardware with interconnecting cables, interference to system operation may
arise due to inter-wire coupling in the harness. An early estimate of the intercable EMI is essential to the successful
completion of the system design.
Computerized methods for the achievement of this goal have been developed previously by various companies.
References:
(1) Intrasystem EMC in large aerospace systems - J.A.Spagon TRW systems.
(2)

Intra-vehicle EMC analysis - Dr J.Bogdanor et al. Mcdonnel Aircraft Co.

The advantage of the method described in this paper is in enabling the designer to obtain an estimate of the
EMI in his system harness with a minimum knowledge of system and wire parameters. Data reduction on the CDC
6600 computer points out cases of expected interference in as many as 1000 wires in a harness. The analysis uses
single number coup'; ,g parameter for typical wire and signal cases in the system to be analyzed.
Such a method is essential in the development phase when time is a factor and not all data is available.
The method may be extended to include more accurate wire coupling models and system susceptibility and
interference parameters.
FOREWORD
In complex airborne systems utilizing electronic hardware with interconnecting cables, and where space is
limited, dense harness configurations are conducive to intra-wire coupling with resultant degradation of system
performance.
The design of such an airborne system should bring this factor into consideration and provide EMC requirements
on wire types and routes.
To this end an analysis of intercable EMI should be performed. An accurate analysis requires knowledge of all
parameters, electrical and mechanical, governing the coupling between wires. It also requires a good knowledge of the
system's electrical parameters.
Gathering all this information and processing it is a time consuming effort of skilled EMC personnel.
The problem has been dealt with in two major works, by TRW systems and the Mcdonnell Aircraft Co. The
method used in these programs, which are general in type, require the data base of wire and system parameters

mentioned before; we estimated that the time and effort required to perform an analysis according to these
references would be prohibitive and so we decided to relax on the accuracy and generality of the analytical method,
and concentrate our efforts on a simple worst case EMI analysis which would provide the required results with a
minimum effort of skilled personnel.
striving to meet the
"-steps;Inlisted
in Figure 1.

EMC requirements of the system, a work procedure was set, with the following major
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Figure 1

First, the existing data on cable to cable coupling from various references was reviewed, and was adapted to the
system requirements, when spe -ific data was unavailable, laboratory measurements were performed to provide it.
Next, all pertinent EMC data on the system, such as susceptibi!ity levels, out-put voltages and currents load and
generator impedances, harness layouts ETC, were gathered and depicted on the wiring drawings of the systenr
The following step was to use the coupling data from the first step and good engineering practice, and assign
wire types to each wire in the system. This is the primary effort on system harness.
All these steps required no computer involvement.
To check upon the engineering work performed in the primary effort step, the computer program was developed
in view of providing a rough estimate of the EMI existing in a specific harness.
Upon receipt of the output of the computational step, the design engineer is able to scan through the results
and pick up both cases of over design and those of probable interference and generate the required fixes.
We will now proceed and describe these work program steps in some detail.
Upon analysing a given system, typical cases where cable coupling may be a problem can be found. These
cases cover about 90% of all wires included in the system. As aa example, power lines, ac and dc, relay and solenoid
lines are sources of interference to analog, digital and audio signal lines. These typical cases generally have typical
parameters, geometrical and electrical.
For instance, power line impedances, being in the 1012 range, digital and audio, in the KS2 range, wire types
can be unshielded in the power, shielded in the audio and twisted, or twisted-shielded in the digital line case.
A worst-case estimation of cable coupling can be provided, based upon analytical and experimental data from
sources listed in the bibliography, or obtained from laboratory measurements.

WIRE COUPLING DATA
To provide the worst-case estimation of wire to wire coupling us, was made of analytical and empirical
expressions of the electro-magnetic energy transfer between adjacent wires over a condruting ground plane. From
the models developed in references we find that the parameters governing the coupling may be divided into two
categories, geometrical and electrical.
The geometrical category consists of cable properties such as wire and shield dimensions, twists per unit length,
spacing between wires, common run length, height above ground plane, ground points etc.
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Electrical properties dependent on geometical ones are wire and cable impedances, mutual inductance and
capacitance. Independent electrical properties are interference and susceptibility spectra and termination impedances.
Determination of the degree of coupling existing in a harness should take account of all these parameters.
The dependence of coupling on geometrical and electrical properties of cables and circuits involved, will lead us
to choose a- fixed, a number of these properties which give the worst case condition, while other properties are chosen
to fit the typical coupling case under consideration.
As an illustration of this approach let us examine the dependence of geometrical properties on the coupling.
In Figure 2 we notice that almost no change in coupling is evident above a height of 2". Also, the wire type
combination involved in the coupling has a profound effect, as we see, on the degree of coupling. This is a variable
factor and must be determined for each wire ty pe combination.
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Figure 2

As the figures describing the degree of coupling existing between w.res and the effect of geometrical and
electrical properties vary to some extent among the referenced documt;nts, caution was used when choosing a coupling
parameter for a specific case, and when data was insufficient, laboratory measurcments were performed to provide
the required information.

THE METHOD USED IN THE ANALYSIS
All wires in the system were divided into four catt dories:
AC power,
DC power,
Pulse circuits,
Sensitive circuits.
These categories were assigned the following fixed properties:
(1)

Mechanical - Height above ground plane is 2".
Spacing - Adjacent.

(2)

Wire type and electrical - as in Figure 3.

(3)

CouplIng parameters

-

as in Figure 4.
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The coupling parameters assigned to the various cases in the system:
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Figure 4

In all ca~ses, the iaterfering wire was chosen to be a single unshielded wire which is generally the case for AC,
DC and relay circuits.
After these parameters have been set machine computation is performed on the following:
(1) Common rum length between sensitive and interfering wires.
(2) Interference pickup from each AC carrying wiro.
(3) Comparison of pickup to susceptibility level.
(4)* Summation of all AC pickup, and comparison to susceptibility level.
(S) Transient interference current in interfering wire.
(6)t Interference pickup from each transient carrying wire.
(7)

Comparison of transient pickup to susceptibility level.

(8) Print-out.
In order to perform these computations a first over view of the proposed wiring in the system to be designed
must be performed. This is done in the primary EMC effort in the harnesses, which will be detailed in the following
chapter.
Upon completion of computer run on the data, the F.MC engineer will have to decide on remedial measures
when cases of interference are. spotted. These measures include sensitive and interfering wire type changes and
common run length shortening. These can be performed either manually or automatically.
PRIMARY EMC EFFORT IN HARNESSES
Given a project in the design stage, all wiring diagrams were reviewed and each wire was categorized as mentioned
above and when not limited by equipment or manufacture constraints, was assigned a wire type accor'ding to good
engineering practices. As an example, audio lines were twisted shielded pairs, power lines were twisted whenever
possible etc. Upon c~ompletion of this task, all data required for the analysis such as wire category and type, harness
layout with dimensions, were punched on computer data cards (see Figure 5 overleaf).
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
The aim of the computer analysis was to point out possible case-s of interference after the primary effort had
been completed, and to enable the designer to estimate if the case was really a problem and to choose a fix when
necessary.
The program is constructed of three major blocks:

DATA INPUr---o

DATA
ORGANIZING

ANALYSIS

PRINT-OUT

-

-TO

DESIGNER

Figure 6
We have assumed here that all AC interfering currents are in phase, which may not be the case, but is in agreement with the worstcase trend.
t In this analysis we have assumed that transients do not occur simultaneously and that one transient pickup above the susceptibiliity
level is not zllowed.
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The first step is the reading of wire data from the punched cards. This data includes end point designators,
wire type, and category. These cards also include the topography of the harnesses, with branch lengths and designations.
Next, each wire data is stored in the computer memory according to the cable to which it belongs.
The computational phase starts with a run through the first cable wires and stopping at the first sensitive wire
encountered and setting its route according to the wire and harness data.
The first interfering wire is selected and its route is determined according to the wire and harnes

data.

The common run length is then computed. This is the only coupling dependent factor that is computed in this
analysis, all otner factors have been set according to category.
Following this step, the 400 Hz AC coupling is determined and stored.
The transient current, based upon the relay operation spikes, MIL-STD-704 transients, and the load resistance
of the interfering wire is then computed.
If the common run length exceeds 1.5 m the transient current times length is then computed and stored, if
common run length is less than 1.5 m the program continues to the next step.
-If the interfering coupled AC voltage is above 6 db below the susceptibility level of the sensitive wire, it is then
compared to the susceptibility level and if it is below this level, the interfering coupled voltage from this wire is
printed with an addition o.k on the same line.
If the AC voltage transfer is below 6 db margin, the next phase is the summation of all contributions to this
type of interference.
When the interference from a single wire exceeds the susceptibility level, a print out of this voltage is followed
by the word "check" to alert the EMC engineer to a possible case of interference.
A summation of all AC coupled voltages to the sensitive wire is compared to the susceptibility level and a print
out with o.k or "check" is generated, dependent on the resultant coupled interfering voltage.
A similar procedure is applied to the transient interference case. The basic difference being the assumption
that transients do not occur simultaneously and may be dealt with as separate sources.
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An EMC test performed on the system after the method was implemented resulted in only minor cases of
int.arference due to transient coupling, and causing nuisance type of interference only.
A few figures connected with the program are: a 60 second run is required for a 250 wire cable, and a capability
of 1500 wire harness analysis, on the CDC 6600 computer.
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Decoupling effect of interfering wire type change
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DISCUSSION

R.Ocesch: Does the computer program consider the actual position of the wire in consideration and the interfering
wire?
O.Hartal: The computer program actually determines coupling, based upon the coupling parameter for the specific
wire-type combination involved, and the common run length. The coupling parameter includes the positions of
interfering wire and the susceptible wire and this is 2" above ground plane and tight coupling, that is, spacing
adjacent.
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SUMMARY
The multiplicity of test data required by EMI specifications is a well recognized problem.
Interference measurements are complex and testing procedures are
specialized.
The problem is further complicated when one considers whether the
tester is interested in making a site-survey or in analyzing equipment/system
performance measurements.
The measurement system developed utilizes plug-in
modules; the modular concept permits the assembly into one package of only those
modules required for a specific measurement task.
Controversy is continuing today in the areas of data correlation and measurement units. A measurement instrument was developed to give EMI-RFI testers more
reliable information on received signals of an unknown nature.
The amplitude
distribution measurement can be applied to any situation where the distribution
of a signal is desired.
An evaluation of various detector modules defined usable measurement techniques for various signal types.
New measurement concepts are introduced to the
EMI/RFI field to give increased data on a detected unknown signal and certainly
more reliable data than that taken with present measurement techniques and systems.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The Basic Circuit Modules program entailed the design of a modular electromagnetic interference (EMI) measurement receiving system to cover the frequency
range from 30 Hz to 40 GHz.
This receiving system is designed to provide a universal measuring device for all known present and future anticipated EMI requirements.
To provide a useful EMI measurement instrument, present uses must be considered as well as future requirements.
Presently, most EMI measurements are performed
according to numerous federal and military standards.
These standards have been
devised to evaluate the electromagnetic compatibility of the equipment under test
with either existing equipment or with other parts of the same system.
Another use of EMI measurement receivers is to make site surveys.
In this
application an area, which is to be used for an installation where RF interference
is critical, is checked to measure the intensity of RF signals which are normally
present.
These two applications cause conflicting requirements to be considered in the
design of any EMI measurement receiver.
In testing to design standards, the test
environment is usunlly a laboratory or test site where no serious restrictions of
test equipment volume or weight need be considered.
The amount of variation in the
measurement equipment and the data recording equipment is almost unlimited.
The
site survey application is a completely different situation.
In this case, portability is of prime importance which means that size, weight and power are all ultracritical problems.
This is especially true when the site survey is to be made in
a remote location where the test equipment must be hand-carried.
In this type of
2nvironment, the minimum amount of equipment to perform the required tests must
be used.

i.h
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From these two typical applications one set of problems is obvious.
For
laboratory testing, a sophisticated receiving system, supplemented by automatic
The time
or semi-automatic data recording and control equipment can be used.
required to perform these measurements can be minimized by using fully autoFor site survey, a simple, less complicated
marie control and data recording.
Hardware size reduction is a necessity while measurement
system is required.
accuracy, consistent with present day recei.ver capability, must be maintained.
These conflicting requirements can be solved by utilizing modular techniques.
The Basic Circuit Modules receiver is constructed so that only the modules
needed for the pertinent application are used.
For site survey work, only the
modules necessary to perform the required task need be assembled to form the
receiving system. The number and type of modules to be used must be determined
for each measurement task. The receiving system can therefore vary from a fully
automatic, :ofputer-controlled system to a small portable, ruggedized unit suitable for field use.
The second problem, which must also be considered, in addition to the receiver
design, is the measurement problem.
Present day receiving systems provide meter
indications which are essentially meaningless unless the type of input signal carrier
and modulat.ion are known.
The problem in this area was to develop measurement techniques which are meaningful without adding significantly to the complexity of operation and hardware.
Typical practices call for recording meter data in field operations and then
later cnverting this to absolute signal levels by signal substitution.
This type
of measurement technique can yield large errors in signal level if the proper type
of signal and modulation characteristics are unknown.
In addition, the data is
often not reproducible.
Units of signal measurement are another voin, of ccnfu3ion in EMI measurement
instruments.
The optimum set of measurement units must be established so that
significant data can be evaluated.
The best situatic.i that could be achieved would
be to develop the receiving system as a voltmeter whose output circuitry provides
an RMS measurement of the input signal, regardless of the characteristics of the
input signal. Tis
problem of measurement was combined with the receiver co-figuration problem to develop an optimum EM1 measurement instrument.
2.

PROGRAM RESULTS

AEL has devel'oped a universal electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) analyzer
that will satisfy the numerous measurement requirements of the electromagnetic
compatibility community.
The measurement system utilizes plug-in modules for the
convenience of the EMC testing facility. The modular concept permits the assembly
into one package of only those modules required for a specific measurement task.
The resulting design flexibility will permit any combination, from a simple fourmodule instrument, as shown in Figure 1, to a fully automated assemblage of all
analyzer toodules.
Utilization of plug-in receiver modules for a universal EMC analyzer provides
a cost-effective instrut,,ent for all types of EMC test facilities.
The purchase of
an EMC analyzer, utilizing just the required basic receiver modules is more expeditious and economical than modifying existing equipment and purchasing additionaal
auxiliary equipment.
Additional receiver modules may always be added to the
analyzer as new standards and measurement techniques are formulated.
The selection of analyzer modules, from an inventory listing, for a specific
measurement results in an optimum instrument (required frequency range, sensitivity,
dynamic range, measurement function, etc.) which leads to a high level of confidence
that the data recorded is true data.
One measurement system for all tests results
in the standardization of parameters so that the problems of correlating data,
taken by instruments of various characteristics, are eliminated.
3.

RECEIVER DESCRIPTION

Figure 2 shows the generalized block diagram of the basic circuit modules
receiver.
This diagram shows the major modular division which was formulated during
the design nhase.
Nine module types are required to implement the entire measurement system.
These modules form a functional division of the measurement system.

"'

Future development may allow com~bining some of these functions, as well as the
introduction of new modules.
Three tuners were fabricated to demonstrate the modular concept, covering
the frequency ranges of 1 to 2 MHz, 20 to 40 MHz and 500 to 1000 M~z.
The block
diagram of these three tuner modules is shown in Figure 3. The tuner configuration shown for all three frequency bands is a double-conversion superheterodyne
receiver whose output is converted to a common IF frequency of 60 M~z. This
allows 'the use of a single IF module for all tuner bands. An up-conversion is
performed in the first mixer to raise the first IF frequency above the RF input
frequency. This helps to minimize image problems and, in most cases, eases IF
filtering problems. The RF environment is filtered with a tunable RF preselector
at the tuner input. The first conver~ion in each tuner module utilizes the output
of the wide range local oscillator, while the second conversion is performed using
a fixed-frequency temperature-compensated crystal oscillator.
A block diagram of the local oscillator is given in Figure 4. This diagram
shows that the LO section provides tuning signals for the entire 1 MHz to 1 GHz
frequency range. A single VCO is used as the signal source for all frequency
ranges. This oscillator is stepped under the control of a D/A converter in the
automatic sweep mode and is controlled through the use of a phase-locked loop in
the manual mode of operation. The output frequencies for each frequency band are
indicated in the block diagram shown in Figure 4. The lowest frequency (1 to 10
M~z) is obtained, using a digital divider and filter network. The next frequency
range (10 to 125 MHz) uses the oscillator output directly. The 125 to 1000 MHz
range uses the multiplied output.
A block diagram of the IF module is shown in Figure 5. The input to this
module is the tuner module output which has been converted to the 60 M~z IF
frequency. The IF signal is passed through a series of amplifiers and filters
which form the IF bandpass and provides compensating gains to maintain a constant
noise level at the cutput of the video detector. This chain of filters and
amplifiers is followed by a power splitter. one arm of the splitter is used as a
sample output which is brought out to the front panel. The second output of the
splitter is the main signal path which passes through an IF attenuator and onto
the final high gain linear IF amplifier. The IF attenuator is remotely programmable and is controlled by two thumbwheels on the front panel of the IF nodule.
A 59-dE range of attenuation is offered to maintain the signal amplitude within
the post-amplifier dynamic range.
4.*

AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMLJT INSTRUMENT

The Amplitude Distribution Measurement Instrument, shown in Figure 6, was
developed to give EMI-RFI Users more reliable information on received signals of
an unknown nature. The amplitude distribution meas.,irement can also 'be applied in
any situation where the distribution of a signal is desired. The Amplitude
Distribution Measurement Instrument is designed to measure the percentage of the
measurement time that the input voltage has spent in each of the instruments'
fixed preset voltage levels. The output information, therefore, reflects amplitude
and time duration information of the incoming waveforms. One of the most important
undertakings of this program was to evaluate various detector modules. This study
defined usable measurement techniques for various signal types. The goal was to
introduce new measurement concepts to the EMI-RFI field to give increased data on
a received unknown signal and certainly more reliable data than that taken with
present measurement techniques and systems.
There are two general groups of signals that are desirable to evaluate; the
deterministic and non-deterministic (random) signals., Deterministic signals are
relatively simple to evaluate since they have a predictable pattern, however,
random signals are very difficult to evaluate due to their unpredictable nature,
Random signals can be further divided into two types; stationary and nonstationary. Stationary random signals have statistical regularity in that certain
averages formed over many samples do not depend on the particular time of measurement. Non-stationary random signals are most difficult to evaluate since averages
formed are dependent on the time when the sample was taken.
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Present measurement systems do not have the ability to obtain useful
information on many types of signals. Average and RMS reaoingis can be misleading and cannot provide useful measurement for all types of signals.
For
signals formed other than CW, the average type of measurement bears no
relationship to the incoming RF signal or to the modulation signal.
Peak voltage measurements can be useful in defining a E~ignal if the
receiver bandwidth is wide enough to ensure that the measured peak is the true
signal peak.
The mean-square voltage measurement was evaluated and it was shown
that for only certain classes of signals can the video voltage output of an
envelope detector be related to the average power of the RE signal.
In
particular, only for periodic CW and wide sense random stationary signals is
this type of measurement meaningful.
The amplitude distribution-type system waa also considered. The results
indicated that the amplitude distribution of signals from various m~odulation
systems could be expected to give repeatable datta. Certain types of noise; such
as, atmospheric, ignition, lightning, and corona, will tend to have statistical
regularity, enabling some probability statement to be made. Periodic signals
will produce repeatable data with the amplitude distribution measurement.
Figure 7 summarizes the findings of the study program measurement
system evaluation. The important conclusions drawn from this table are that
three types of measurement systems are useful for all types of modulation:
1)
2)
3)

The Amplitude Distribution System
The RMS Measurement
The Oscilloscope

It is felt that the oscilloscope is necessary to interpret both RA4S meter readings and amplitude distribution information, and any measurement system should
be used along with an oscilloscope to allow real time viewing of the video
voltage.
4.1

Amplitude Distribution Instrument Applications

4.1.1

Applications as a Field Intensity Detector Module

With the large number of field intensity measurement systems and detectors
that exist, one question that arises is; where can the amplitude distribution
measurement technique be used most effectively? Considering some of the preceding
information will supply some answers to this question, especially when a comparison
with some existing measurement techniques are made. One example of an effective
use of the AD is to monitor the occurrence of a transient condition that occurs
very infrequently. This type of application may be encountered when testing a
system for spurious emissions. As an example, using a waveform of a 20-microsecond
pulse occurring once every fifty-seconds, it can be deduced that the amplitude and
duration of the transient can be characterized without complex storage medi4a and
without utilizing a large amount of test equipment. True, t a exact transient
waveform is not specifically defined (especially if a complex signal were to be
encountered), in this case, mainly due to the gross quantization intervals that
have been selected to demonstrate the instrument capabilities. Finer quantizing
intervals would produce a more accurate representation of the waveform. The
occurrence of the tran~sient is easily determined, however, which is certainly not
easily, done using average, RMS or even some peak reading meters.
A second application is to determine the characteristics of an unknown
complex waveform. one example of this may be where a single frequency is being
used for different applications, such as pulsed radar transmission and voice or
coded data transmission. A simple meter reading will not be sufficient to detect
the difference in signal characteristics if the RMS or average values are equal.
The signature of the signal is required to distinguish the different types of
transmission. This will be true, if real time observation of the signal. is not
possible due to the random nature of the demodulated signal, or due to alternating
types of signal transmission.
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In order to analyze the variou3 types of signal waveforms that ca:i
occur, a library of signal signatures must be assembled, similkr to that
gathered in AEL Technical Report 1020-2, to provide some basis for ccmparison
between the received (unknown) data and establ , .shed (known) signal records.
It is recommended that further investigation of the amflitude distributioxi
characteristics of various types of signais be made such that full use of the
measurement system can be realized in the field intensity detection application.
4.1.2

Application in other Fields

The use of the AmpJitude Distribution Measurement technique has applications in any type of process where a large number of samples with varying
parameters must be monitored and the variations of thece pardmet.rs must be
Some examples of these types of
measured and, in some cases, controlled.
processes are rolling, drawing and extruding of all types of metals; in this
case, a tolerance distribution over a time period mu-t be kncwn in order to
control the process or to inspect the final product to determine the quality
of the resultant product.
Other types of monitoring, where the AD can be applied are pressure.
The
temperature, air flow and environmental transducers of almost ary kind.
measurement of the distribution of the variation in the transducer output is
sometimes more important than absolute limit monitoring, especially where
separation of product output into various categories is required, dependent on
overall lot tolerance distribution.
Communication channel monitoring is another area where the AD can be
applied.
The quality of both the transmitted information, as well as the noise
distribution in the channel can be monitored in order to determine the quality
of the channel under varying conditions so that the operation of error detecting and correcting equipment can be put into use, depending on the channel
quality.
In general, the Amplitude Distribution Measurement technique can be used
in any applicatiorA where the process can be monitored in discrete voltage levels
and where time dependent interrogation can be performed, based on the measurement
of the distribution of critical process parameters.
4.2

Amplitude Distribution Instrument Development Considerations

The results of the measuremert system study concluded that the AD measurement is applicable to all modulation forms; although it has not been fully evaluis known concerning the implementation required
ated for random signals and little
to obtain the most meaningful results.
Of the three measurement systems that provide meaningful information, the
oscilloscope is considered a necessity, the RMS measurement is fairly easy to
implement and therefore the AD system remains to be given further attention.
Technical considerations constraining the AD instrument implementation were&
1)

Information bandwidth

(receiver bandwidth)

2)

Output storage of data and interpretation of data output.

Since the processing is done at video, the information bandwidth is the
The widest receiver bandwidest receiver bandwidth used in present receivers.
width implemented in the Basic Circuit Modules Receiver is 10 Mhz, or a 5 Hz video
bandwidth, therefore, a sampling clock rate of 20 MHz was chosen.
The block diagram shown in Figure 8 indicates the approach taken in impleThe output of the linear detector is used as the
menting the AD measurement.
DC coupli g was used in order to eliminate duty cycle problems
instrument input.
which can occuir with unknown ;ignal forms.
The buffered detector output is applied to the four comparator inputs.
Any number of comparators can be used but for discussion purposes we will use four.
The comparator threshold voltages are applied to the other comparator inputs and are
selected to uniformly cover the video detector dynamic range.
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The comparators provide a level shift at their output when the
threshold level is exceeded.
This level shift is sent to an AND gate which
has the 20 MHz clock pulses as the other input. As long as the threshold
level of the comparator is exceeded, the gate will provide the 20 M•z clock
to the counter.
The number of counts which occur is a measure of the time
the signal is above the set threshold.
The counter output is then stored at
the end of a measurement period.
The measurement time used will be such that the total sum of counts
for a measurement interval is 1 x lox where x is some integer so that the
counter output can be directly related to a percentage of time. The longer
the measurement time the more accurete the measurement will be, however,
the longer the time, the larger the counters muct be to prevent overflow.
If
the measurement time is too long, the data may not be accurate, due to the
input signal changing its form over a long time interval.
interest

In implementing the AD measarement concept,
are zaised;

a few more points of

1)

What is

the optimum number of threshold levels?

2)

What is

the optimum measurement time interval?

3)

How should instruments be implemented to be compatible with
present day receivers and how can its use be simplified?

Hardware limitations are the major restrictions to Items 1 and 2.
Several refinements were made to the AD instrument block diagram, during its
development, in order to make it more useful as a measurement instrument.
4.3

Amplitude Distribution Instrument Expectations

In most EMI/RFI survey work, the majority of signals will appear to be
random.
By using the AD measurement, a conclusion can be made, stating the
average waveform will be expected to spend some percentage of its time in a
defined amplitude window.
In other words, the goal is to be able to predict
that, if the same measurement were made at different times on a random waveform, the data would be somewhat predictable.
For this to be true, the signal
must exhibit some statistical regularity.
If this is so, then one cAn state
that for an observation time, the probability that the RF voltage assumed a
value within a voltage window is not dependent upon the time the measurement
is made.
For the majority of types of random modulations, th3 most reasonable
approach was to record the amplitude distribution of a signal for as many
samples as possible.
From a given sample it would most likely not be possible
to determine a probability statement for the signal; but if several tests are
made and the data analyzed, some trends or averages might appear.
The block diagram for the AD instrument is shown in more detail in
Figure 9.
Thumbwheel switches on the front panel are used in the threshold
circuit to generate threshold levels for five comparators.
An error light,
mounted on the front panel, indicates that an error has been made in setting
the threshold thumbwheel switches.
The threshold levels, along with the
detected video, are sent to the comparators.
The comparators produce six
output gates that indicate which window the signal is in at that time.
The
comparator window outputs are each sent to one of the six channels, along
%ith the measurement clock signals.
The six data channels use these signals
to count the number of clock pulses tha, occur while the input signal is
within that channel's voltage window.
A typical waveform and the corresponding comparator output and exclusive enabling output are shown in Figure 10. The exclusive enabling gate
outputs drive a series of two input AND gates; the other input to these gates
is the channel clock signal which is used to determine the time within each
window.
There are six outputs from the AND gates which form the input to the
six measurement channels; four of these outputs are used to determine the time
within the four windows generated by the five threshold levels, while the

....

remaining two outputs will determine time above the highest and below the lowest
levels. These two have been added to aid in determining the gain change required
to obtain the optimum measurement.
The actual threshold levels are generated
using two manually operated sets of thumbwheel switches.
One set of thumbwheel
switches generates the highest threshold while the other controls the lowest
•KK
level.
The remaining three levels are equally spaced by the four resistors
placed between these two levels.
The system clock controls the timing and sequence of operation throughout the AD measurement instrument.
The basic timing source is a 20-MOz crystal
clock. This clock is used to generate the channel clock for the input AND gates.
This clock source is counted down to form the measurement signals which determine how long the AD measurement is active.
Two measurement times are available;
50 seconds and 5 seconds (long/short).
The long (50-seconds) and short (5-seconds)
measurement times are selectable by a switch on the front panel.
The channel outputs are sent to the printer output and the analog display
outputs.
The printer output provides the necessary signals to interface a digital
printer while the analog display provides the necessary outputs to generate a
display on an oscilloscope.
The system timer receives the front panel switch information for measurement time-type of measurement and start/stop data.
The system timer also controls
the operation of the six data channels and output circuitry.
The main output from the AD measurement system is an analog circuit which
can be observed on an oscilloscope.
This output is generated by taking the two
most significant decades from the output storage in each channel and converting
these to analog form and displaying this output on an oscilloscope.
The data is
gatei thirough to the input of a D/A ccnverter.
The output voltage from the converter is proportional to the number of counts accumulated in each of the channel
counters.
A synchronization trigger is supplied for the oscilloscope.
A typical
display, which is generated, is shown in Figure 11. The oscilloscope is set for
2 volts/centimeter on the vertical axis and the sweep speed is set for 0.5 milliseconds/centimeter.
The oscilloscope is triggered on the negative edge of the
tricger output. With these conditions, the vertical deflection of each of the
six horizontal divisions represent the output of each of the six channels; that
is, the amUplitude is proportional to the time in each of the six windows.
The
seventh division represents magnitude information.
The display shown in Figure
11 shows that the received signal fell within the second and sixth windows more
than in any of the others.
The signal fell within the fifth window the least
aA~ount of times.
An evaluation of typical signals, along with data received from the
amplitude distribution instrument, is contained in AEL Technical Report 1020-2,
which shows the correlation betweer. the two and verifies that the output data
is correct for the incoming RF signal.
Many types of signals were evaluated,
such as; sine wave, triangular wave, pulses of various pulse widths, noise,
and finally broadcast AM and FM station signals.
Two other types of signals
weie also evaluated; audio FSK and TV video.
4.4

Amplitude Distribution Instrument Conclusions

The data, describing the amplitude distribution tests, taken on standard
waveforms (sine wave, square wave, pulse signals) shows close correlation with
theozetical limits.
This is shown in every case with no exception by comparing
the predicted display with the actual photograph taken for each waveform.
This
series of tests waa performed mainly to validate the operation of the overall
system. After prubing the system capabilities in this manner, tests on gaursian
noise were made, since the amplitude distribution of this type of signal is well
defined.
Here again, the results tabulated showed good correlation with the
predicted values.
The final set of data taken measured the distribution for AM-FM radio
and TW stations.
The conditions, under which the distributions were measured,
were recorded to see if a change in the distribution could be detected when the
type of information was changed; that is, when a music transmission was changeci
to a station announcement or news transmission.
The results showed no noticeable change in distribution as the type of transmission was changed. These
tests on radio and TV signals showed a need for finer threshold resolution in
order to produce more definitive data on signals of this nature.

.

4.5

Present A/D Instrument Limitations

Measurement instruments, that are in existence today, are designed
to perform sophisticated correlation and probability analysis.
These
instruments present fine grain level sensing (hundreds of quantizing levels).
However, some tradeoff in speed is made to obtain better accuracy.
The AD
instrument, just described, provides a simplified higher speed instrument at
a significantly lower cost that can be used in applications where the fine
grain accuracy is not required and wider bandwidth signals must be monitored.
The major limitations of the present AD instrument are:
1)
2)
3)

the maximum input bandwidth
the number of channels utilized,
the length of measurement time.

and

The input signal bandwidth is limited to 5 MHz in the present AD
instrument, due to the 20 MHz sample rate.
In future versions, the input
bandwidth will be extended to 50 MHz with a clock rate of 200 MHz which is
available utilizing present day hardware.
The number of channels was limited to six, in order to limit the physical
size of the AD instrument and to minimize complexity.
The measurement time was selected to limit the channel circuitry.
It is
anticipated that in future AD instruments the channels will be extended with a
reasonable increase in hardware.
The AD instrument is planned to be hybridized
and the present size would be drastically reduced.
With this plan for a future
instrument, chan-els would be added and channel capacity would be increased.
5.

RMS MEASUREMENT MODULE

Figure 12 shows a block diagram of the RMS meter module.
The video input
signal is obtained from the detector output.
A compensating amplifier is used in
the video path to eliminate the roll-off in the RMS module bandwidth, which is
3 dB down at 1 MHz.
Additional gain is supplied with this amplifier at frequencies
of 500 KIz and higher to compensate for its roll-off.
The compensating amplifier
provides 0 dB gain at lower frequencies.
This amplifier is of a common-emitter
configuration, using emitter-peaking to achieve the increased gain at higher
frequencies.
This allows the function module to provide useful information across
the widest video bandwidth utilized which is 5 MHz.
Th- RMS module provides a DC voltage at its output which is equal to the
RMS value of the input signal; that is, if the input signal is a 10-volt peak sine
wave, then the output will be a DC voltage of 7.07 volts.
This module will handle signals up to 10 volts, peak-to-peak.
This allows
a large crest factor for all input signals, since the video output will limit at
The r.MS module output will be used to drive an operaa value of 5 volts peak.
tional amplifier used as a voltage-follower which contains a series-resistor at
its input and a 0 to 1 mA meter in the feedback loop.
This produces meter scales
of 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5 and 10 volts RMS.
The RMS module performs the following functions in
1)

The input signal is

2)

The squared output is

sequence;

squared
integrated o'ver a time period which is

determined by external capacitors
3)

is

The square-root of the integiator output is determined.

Please note that the RMS module is DC-coupled throughout.
added to minimize drift problams through a temperature range.

Compensation

-Li

l
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6.

SYSTEM COINTROL

The block diagram shown in Figure 13 indicates the control system which
is used with the Basic Circuit Modules Receiver and Measurement System.
The
block diagram shows a clock control logic block which produces the prime sweep
signal input to the system. The clock control logic is activated by either the
manual shaft encoder or the divided-down crystal-controlled clock, depending on
whether the system is in the manual or automatic sweep mode.
The output of the
clock control is a signal at the desired sweep rate.
This signal steps the true
frequency counter.
The true frequency outputs are used to provide an RF readout when in the manually-tuned mode and to drive the VCO, RF preselectors and
form the display sweep in both the manual and automatic modes.
The true frequency
counter is also the interface point between the control system and the programmable
counter which is part of the phase-lock loop.
The phase-lock loop will only be
used in the manual tune mode when it is desired to stabilize the VCO at a signal
frequency or tuned at a very slow rate.
The true frequency counter outputs are
converted to a control voltage in the D/A converter.
The D/A converter output is
then modified in the offset network to provide the control for the RF preselectors,
VCO and the display.

7.

CONCLUS ION

An E1C analyzer has been demonstrated, solving the conflicting requirements between laboratory and site-survey testing by utilizing modular techniques.
The number and type of modules used in the EMC analyzer is determined by each
measurement task. The EMC analyzer can vary from a complete system covering the
entire frequency range of 30 Hz to 40GHz for laboratory testing to a small,
portable unit of limited frequency range for field use.
The Amplitude Distribution Measurement technique has been demonstrated
to be applicable to all modulation forms by direct comparison between known input
waveforms and the AD instruments output display. The comparison was validated
by the use of many types of signals and with no exception, the AD instrument
display correlated with the actual input waveform.
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DISCUSSION

*

G. H. HAGN:
I realize that the authors of the paper are not present,~ so I will make a
conmment rather than ask a question.
I believe that Fig. 7 contains some apparent
inconsistencies. For example, it is fundamental that noise be considered as a random
process. As I pointed out in paper 1, one uf the four basic measures of random data
is the meaa square value; therefore, I am puzzled to find the mean square column
labled "for periodic signals only".
I suggest that the other columns of Fig. 7 should
be reviewed rather carefully.
F. D. GREEN: I would like to know if the rms measurements can be reduced to power per
unit bandwidth.
If so, this type of measurement can be very useful universally, since
it permits the use of various measurement equipments.
(J.

B.

Hager thought this could be doae.)

